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Thy body has the eye for its lamp \
and if thy eye is clear,
the whole of the body will be lit up ;
when it is diseased
the whole of the body will be in darkness.

S.Luke

11.34.

PLEASE NOTE
The non-ophthalmologist reader Is advised not to tire
himself out by wading through the heavy and perhaps
long-winded initial part of the book — important
though it is for a complete understanding of the matter
— and start either with the chapter Dangerous Errors
or Migraine.
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PREFACE

TO

TETRALOGIA

There are countless books in the world which deal with ocular refraction but there seems
nevertheless to be no text which explains in any great detail how theory and knowledge are in fact applied.
Duke-Elder's "The Practice of Refraction", advertised as a

"non-mathematical presentation", is an excellent

book but it comes nowhere near the truly non-mathematical viewpoint represented in the present work. Text
books are often the work of distinguished persons,

occupants of famous chairs whose principal field of

work, as they conceive it, is an even more essential part of ophthalmology and because of the demanding
nature of their labours they can seldom really take a heartfelt interest in anything as mundane as spectacles.
Having an assistant they do not always examine the patient themselves and therefore cannot lay claim to the
experience of the workaday

oculist whose main job is to deal with refraction and who can follow the progress

of his patient from year to year and see how he is getting on with his glasses.
The subject of this book has been in my mind for many years and every day, during my work,

I

have collected material in the form of scattered thoughts and jottings made while dealing with my
patients.

In recent years I have always had a large pen and a note-book on the floor by my bed so that I

could mark down, even in the dark, some essential detail that came to my mind on waking.

Even in my

dreams I have worked on the problems of my difficult patients , down to the very details of their glasses. I
have spent all my spare moments

ruminating about these things and whenever my husband has asked

me what I was thinking, the answer has been "I am meditating".
I have always been critical of the lack of personal guidance in our medical schools and for this
reason I have tried to collect quite deliberately, in the interest of young people beginning their careers,
every smallest detail that might be significant,so that no thought is lost.

I hope that the older among my

colleagues will not consider this minuteness a sign of folly and therefore sneer at the book because they
know it all already.

For somebody it may reveal

something

in a completely new light.
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Radicalism is a fashion (1972!) and this is my way of being a radical - to work preventively for the
health of the people, in the hope of a better and easier life.

On the other hand

this is no radicalism at

all, because I have no intention of attacking any fundamental truth and wish only to stress again and
again how fanatically and unconditionally one must hold on to the basic truths, because it is so very easy
to make a fatal error of judgement.
It would have been pleasant to see this work more carefully presented, but even getting it into its
present shape has been something of a conundrum and has involved much toil.

I could of course have

sought an opportunity to express my thoughts on the public platform, but the time of an ordinary lecture would
have been totally inadequate and it would probably not have served my cause and provoked much
contemptuous head-shaking. I have not thought it worth trying to get it published in a learned journal and have
been willing to make a considerable financial sacrifice in order that thelbook should see the light of day,
notwithstanding the foreknowledge that many copies will end up unread, in the waste paper basket. To those
who at the first glance, or better still after reading a few pages, want to throw the book away, I should like to
quote the words of a certain wise company commander to a young soldier going on leave:"Listen son,
however much you would like to get engaged this evening, leave it till the morning!"
however much you would like to throw it away now, keep it until next year.

In other words,

The time may come when you

will regret your rash action.
Although I have written this like a religious fanatic who does not mind what others think, I
sincerely hope that I shall not foist misleading ideas on to oculists-to-be and in spite of the fact that
these pages may express the bitter experiences of an oculist with less than average professional skill I
think that somewhere in the book each reader will recognize himself.
Perhaps I could apply the words of a literary critic to my own case - indeed I had already
expressed my "apologia" in similar terms before coming upon the following; "If Mr. X did not wish to say
absolutely everything that he himself had perceived, and if

-

it seems to be the case

-

he did not

think himself the very first to perceive these things, he would be a more convincing w riter...

perhaps

the unbounded faith of Mr. X in the evidence provided by tangible phenomena is a limitation, but his
common sense is still needed.
any harm."

-

... although Mr. X rather overdoes it on his pet subject, it does no one

In complete awareness of such a thought I have myself behaved in just this way and said

to myself "I don't wish a single thought that I have thought to be missed"
factor connected with the prescribing of spec-

and I want every imaginable
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tacles which cannot

be found in the text-books,

to find a place here.

Some incredibly small and

seemingly self-evident detail may be a decisive factor for someone's progress,
Some words of Dr. Kivi Lydecken also come to mind: " .............................. how refreshing
it is when one can write independently of scholarly shackles

and style.... "

to express thoughts which allow

room for discussion, even for a change in attitude.
I originally planned to write a short handbook in Finnish for beginners and intending oculists, but as
the work proceeded and especially in the actual writing, my eyes were opened to so many things that I decided
to address myself to oculists in general.
This book is intended to be light reading of a practical kind
anybody's brain

-

-

at least it ought not to tax

and there are no mathematical theories!

Generally speaking there are an amazing number of things in life where a little practical experience and
common sense, naturally respecting the demands of the theoretical, take one a long way and prevent one from
making silly mi stakes, whereas with an excess of theory one is as likely as not to fall from the frying pan into
the fire.
I have laid my soul bare in this work

-

and the passion I have expended has been not a little

-

and it has all been done in order to ensure that my younger colleagues be spared the anguish and uncertainty
through which I myself had to pass, that they find joy in their work and that experience dearly bought shall
not go with me to the grave.

If but one reader should feel that something in the book has been worth-while the

labour expended will not have been in vain.
" Small streams make a big river. "
I should like to thank my patients for showing continuous trust in my groping after the truth and thereby
making possible long-term study of particular cases, thus decisively affecting the convictions which have
grown upon me and proving the validity of the theories advanced.
I am grateful

to Mrs. Kirsti Lundstedt for planning the lay-out of the book \ to my god-

daughter Kirsti Seppala-Kairamo for designing the front cover and to my daughter Eira for translating the
summary.

This book is dedicated to my husband Sauli Viikari, Professor of Surgery at
Turku University and for a number of reasons.

Firstly because he has always

made it possible for me to devote myself wholeheartedly to my own work, so far as I have had the energy.
Secondly because he has assumed all the responsibility of the
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family, thus freeing me from everyday tasks and enabling me to spend all my time, with fanatical
enthusiasm, on the problems dealt with in this book.

Thirdly because after first typically trying to

restrain me, seeing my determination, he subsequently showed increasing understanding and
sympathy for my endeavour, listening with one ear to my daily lectures and accounts of casehistories in this field which so occupies my mind.
of my claims,

Better still, becoming convinced of the validity

he has so far espoused my cause as to become himself, little by little, a fellow-

believer, even spreading the "good news" himself.
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PREFACE

TO THE E N G L I S H

EDITION

The interest shown by physicians and opticians - not to mention the public at large — in the medical
matters discussed in

Tetralogia

interest also outside Finland.

has made me think that the problems touched on in the book might be of

I have therefore prepared an edition in English, which is also more

comprehensive than the original.
Having noticed that in spite of the care I took in explaining it, people found it rather difficult to accept and
put into practice the polyphasic method of examination proposed in Tetralogia, I have added further practical
details and attempted to answer many of the questions that have been put to me.

At the same time I have drawn

attention to certain basic medical truths to ensure that some simple facts are kept in mind, because I know how
easily even matters of cardinal importance can be lost in the shadows as the "sum of knowledge" increases so
bewilderingly.
Medical people familiar with modern developments will not fail to observe that I have often strayed into
unfamiliar territory, sometimes no doubt through serendipity, but the ramifications of hypermetropic and its
common consequence, spasm of accommodation, are so complex that my thesis would have remained but halfstated had I not attempted to trace them.

Withoui fear of criticism I have advanced the wildest hypotheses,

some of which will certainly be laughed out of court.

Be that as it may, I hope the reader will turn a blind eye to

the more outrageoous errors and read the book without prejudging it : only in this way will it be possible for him
to grasp the important central argument.
This preface is exceptional in that it lacks the usual acknowledgements to other experts in the field.

The

reason is simple : such is the opposition to-day to the thoughts here advance that it is hardly an exaggeration to
speak of medical apartheid ; in these circumstances all the normal reciprocities have been impossible.
more valuable, therefore, has been the splendid co-operation of my patients.

The

I am also beholden to all the

remitting doctors who have sent their patients my way, especially since patients thus "prepared" have generally
been rewarding to treat.
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It is my sincere hope that the labour expended on the revision and translation of the book and the
stolen hours that should have been spent in the consulting room will result in some service to colleagues
and patients in different parts of the world.

Turku, August 1974

Kaisu Viikari

(June 1978)
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INTRODUCTION

Oculists find themselves in the same dilemma as doctors in general: when young they lack
experience.

Thus a doctor who has himself often been ill is generally a good doctor and best

understands the perils of taking several drugs at the same time. A young oculist inevitably has little
experience of the nuances involved in prescribing glasses and has even less experience of the burden of
hypermetropic, knows nothing of the awkwardness of presbyopia with advancing years and cannot know
how hard it is for those who suffer from both hypermetropic and presbyopia to do close work. Even a
presbyotic oculist often rejects the use of glasses in the manner of a layman.
tormented patient when diagnosis of his latent trouble requires at

How then can he help his

least that the oculist understand what

is going on? Thus the oculist himself, often without intending it, makes light of hypermetropic.
Even to-day a great deal of "traditional knowledge" is picked up from one's elders in the course of
training - and it is hard to know whether this is good or bad - but one thing is certain, the really important
things about refraction are sadly neglected.
should remain in pawn.

One sometimes wonders why capital so dearly bought

One pre-supposes that a doctor who is specializing will already have a talent

for unearthing such everyday things, but what I am trying to say is that there are a vast number of
things which cannot be learnt from books and which require years of experience, even with the same
patients, before they become clear.

You cannot really follow how the refraction of a particular patient

changes when working in an out-patients' department and in any case three or four years' specializing is
only a drop in the ocean when it comes to learning how to prescribe glasses.
Those who have worked only a few months in a clinic easily think that they know more or less what
is involved in this field, at least where something basic like refraction is concerned!
to be a genius in order to prescribe spectacles for those who seem to need them.
by the remark of a young fellow

One does not have

This is well illustrated

16

who did not find the prescribing of glasses very interesting.

"What the hell does it matter whether a

patient's glasses are half a diopter in one direction or another?." Why not indeed, provided that it does
not bring further problems in its train and that incorrect spectacles do not lead to a lengthy history of
suffering as has so often been the case.
Prudence and true learning only begin when one's own mistakes begin to boomerang

and no

comfort can be had from the thought that lack of time was the cause, for hurriedness and prescribing of
spectacles are unsatisfactory bed-fellows. One of my colleagues once observed that in prescribing
glasses one must begin by assuming that everybody else,
been an absolute idiot.

—

often the previous oculist

—

The only trouble is, however, that one is often the idiot oneself.

has
I

confess that the most difficult thing of all is to face up to one's own mistakes, but here too love of truth
will help.
There is no need to worry about our mistakes if we have the strength to admit them (La
Rochefoucauld).
Just as every man must go through a certain process of biological development, so must a man
grow up to his profession \

thus one generation advances little upon the previous one, energy is

squandered on the same old mistakes which could so easily be avoided.
have here collected together the experiences gained during
have to

It is for this reason that I

twenty years of practice.

see a lot of life before one realizes how important a good basic training is.

One may
I cannot boast

of my pre-medical learning, but I understand now how important each branch is, especially, I think,
anatomy (that of nervous system), pharmacology and physiology.

I am therefore all the more horrified

by all kinds of crash courses and short-cuts in present-day medical training.

One must have at least

so much basic knowledge that one can make intelligent use of books when dealing with problematic
cases and in addition plenty of common sense if one is to go forward wisely.

The most efficient brains

are impotent if they are used for appropriating "accepted ideas" blindly and if they lack the true
scientific spirit and more especially if they hold key positions.
At least in Finland, the fact is that most oculists are private practitioners and it has been estimated
that the prescribing of spectacles comprises between 80% and 95% of their work.

The present book is

therefore based on refraction,which is intimately connected with diseases like migraine, increase of
intraocular pressure,many troubles accepted as actual eye diseases, and probably other troubles like
high blood-pressure. Simple

though

that no ' See also foot note l),p.344.

the

theme

may

be,

it is

of

such great importance
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oculist can study It too much and one must pity the oculists In hospitals who either have not mastered
refraction or underestimate Its seriousness.

When the question I am dealing with Is taken Into

account the oculists' work that Is left over Is really very restricted, at least quantitatively, although of
course It has Its problems.
Even the work of a run-of-the-mill oculist Is so heavy and time-consuming that he Is seldom able
to view any patient's troubles In perspective, but once the matter Is understood, It Is extraordinary to
discover what a conspicuous part Is played by the eyes and especially accommodation stress In a whole
group of different symptom-complexes and how crucial the decisions that have to be taken may be for the
patient.

I believe the practical applications of neuro-ophthalmology to be almost unlimited.

It may seem Incredible that such a wide medical field is covered by a simpleseeming thing like latent hypermetropia and spasm of accommodation.

We shall

perhaps understand it better if we stand back a bit and look at it from a distance.

It

may then dawn on us that the workings of the human body have in recent times become
subjected to many unwonted strains,

affecting particularly the eyes. The eye, both because of its

proximity to the brain and on account of its function as a transmitter of that indescribably important
sensory stimulus

-

light

-

is neurologically at the centre of the stage.

For this reason, the thesis here propounded, if acted upon, will mean that patients with certain
symptom-complexes

are dealt with by other hands and given a

different kind of basic examination.

I have tried to ignore the objections made to my work - we all come in for our share of obloquy and to draw strength from those of my patients who have returned to give thanks for the inalterable advice
which has enabled them to persist in wearing glasses when It seemed that all was lost and thus to
succeed in overcoming their troubles In the only way possible. We have all met patients who have
traipsed from doctor to doctor over the years on account of severe headaches and have been overjoyed to
hear that after wearing the glasses we have prescribed they
such experiences comfort one and confirm one in one's

"never 'ad a day's illness since". And how

convictions !

"Put your glasses on the bedside-table when going to bed and put them on as soon as you get up in
the morning"^

I should like this sentence to ring in the ears of headache sufferers !

back again and again if the trouble goes on; your glasses may have to be modified.
normal, as some people seem to think !

"You must come

Headaches are not

Your head shouldn't be aching!" Ethically I cannot allow my

patients' heads to ache and especially I can't bear the thought that they may be taking headache pills.
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A patient taking pills for headaches is the oculist's nightmare and no oculist should be content with a 25 %
recovery rate (Sandoz Report 3/1972).

If there is no brain tumour or other proven organic defect an oculist

should have no peace of soul until every headache has been cured.

As I often say to patients I am ashamed to

see them wearing nothing but dark glasses - the sign of a bad oculist.

Tinted glasses merely cover up mistakes

and enable them to endure the wrong spectacles.
As I have said,it is all the same to me, but not to society as a whole, whether
people can cope with their lives or not,

provided they are happy and fit to work,

their heads are not aching and their eyes are not troubling them.

It is all the same to me if they do not mind

looking strained and old, if they do not mind having high blood pressure and high intra-ocular pressure,
which endanger vision and can in extreme cases lead to blindness.

However, as soon

both of

as somebody comes to

me for help, I feel my responsibility and am in no way ashamed of my over-enthusiasm in the attempt to reach
the goal.

I always say to any patient I catch being disobedient that I will not see him again because he is

just wasting my time. There are plenty who can be helped and who wish to be helped. Patients who will not wear
the glasses prescribed for them, run incurable, from doctor to doctor, giving a totally misleading picture of the
matter.
My book is intended to demonstrate how essential the prescribing of proper glasses can be and how
important their use is for almost everything, and not just for the eyes.
In writing the book I have tried to shut out Mark Twain's aphorism from my mind: " The less I know
about a subject, the more confident I feel and the more I illustrate it."
I am under no illusion that in this world of "received ideas", where thought is
paralysed, any great change will be wrought at a single blow.

I remain optimistic,

however, for I have seen the fruit of much more modest labour after a lapse
of only six or seven years.

The one thing that is certain is that if one does not

even try to change opinion there is no hope that it will change on its own and the written word has the
advantage over the spoken that it can bide its time !
I am fully aware that many and even contemptuous criticisms have been raised, that there are some
who see only fourth-rate didactic fiction in everything, but even if the seed never grows I have been able to
write and express myself.
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MATERIAL

This study makes reference to approximately 2350 patients.

These include a small and

instructive group of patients culled from an earlier period of my work but the ma have
during the past eight years0

come to me

I have tried to show what a very great factor hypermetropic

among eye patients, at least among Europeans ! I have thus included

(H)

is

a group of cases where a

refraction fault has either been corrected too far in the minus direction (i.e. cases where the patient
is suffering from pseudomyopia, PsM) or cases where the original diagnosis was hypermetropic,
though this was for example erroneously thought to be astigmatism, which means they were really
pseudo-astigmatics (PsA).

The other principal groups are patients suffering from migraine, and

those treated for glaucoma or increased intra-ocular pressure.
In assembling the material, attention has been paid to many other factors and this has resulted
in innumerable associations and in the inclusion of a group of patients suffering from high bloodpressure as well as numerous cases which serve as examples of the connection between hypermetropic
and different eye troubles and also general diseases. In this way a true picture is given of the actual dayto-day work of an oculist. Limitation of the material has been difficult, because there \s always more
available. During the period when the English version was being prepared I was unable to resist the
temptation to go on adding a number of new and interesting case-histories.

As the cases kept on piling

up, I decided not to make any further reference to patients suffering from "self-evident" troubles like
PsM, PsA, Ps-anisometropia, "allergies" and other symptoms of superficial ocular irritation,or Hexophoria or -exotropia

cases which have led to an operation.

However, because the matter is so

topical I have included all migraine-sufferers, who have such a miserable fate in this world, and also
those suffering from "glaucoma".

The work is thus based on the following groups:

1)

pseudo-myopes and hyperopes (undercorrected

2)

migraine

or pseudo-astigmatic)
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3) increased intra-ocular pressure or glaucoma
4) arterial hypertension
5) non-uniform group of general and eye diseases in connection with (large) errors of
refraction.
The figures overlap somewhat because one and the same patient may belong to two or more of these
groups.

Notes made when patients were examined were not originally intended for publication and they

will not therefore stand up to systematic scientific scrutiny.

Furthermore, where refraction is

concerned, notes intended to be scientific inevitably include a measure of "relative objectivity", if what
is subjective in a patient could be eliminated the problematics in prescribing spectacles would disappear !
When speaking of refraction values there can never be question of any absolute truth and simple ,
straightforward and practical conclusions are every bit as valid as any so-called "scientific" and "exact"
observations.
Patients' ages have been "adjusted" so that for Nos. 1-723 ages are as of autumn 1972 and for
No.724 onwards as of spring 1974.

In the case of patients who have died or those who did not return for

treatment,ages are given as at the time of the last consultation.
At the end of the book will be found a selection of epicrises in greater detail, with running
numbers in the main text.
The greatest difficulty has been to present things distinctly, to avoid tautology, many matters not
only abut

onto one another but also frequently overlap.

It has been like unravelling a braid made up

of refraction and factors relating to hypermetropia, where the detaching and following of each thread has
been a labour.

Perhaps the skein traditionally given to the bride to untangle would be a better image,

for success in the enterprise guarantees happiness.
I must ask the reader's indulgence where the slight illogicalities and somewhat confused
connections in the notes and abbreviations are concerned, because the scale of the enterprise has gone
on expanding and, as I have pointed out, in writing this I have been in no way bound by the formal
rules and regulations of some learned scientific journal.
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ON THE S U B J E C T

OF R E F R A C T I O N

AND S P A S M

OF

ACCOMMODATION

We have now reached a stage where we are so preoccupied with ophthalmological hermeneutics
that often we can no longer see the wood for the trees y

we almost never concern ourselves with the

basic technicalities of vision, refraction and accommodation, which are thought to have been dealt with
once and for all.

It is nevertheless true that, in the midst of all this over-specialization, the heart of the

matter, the oculist's alpha and omega, is still the problem of h y p e r m e t r o p i a , the discovery of its
latent amount, knowledge of its effects, i.e. spasm of accommodation, and how to release

it. I hear

many voices raised to accuse me of childishness and naivete, but they are wrong, for they do not know
what "latent" suffering is caused by insufficient awareness of just this truth.
great and important things

-

once a matter is firmly grasped, it is seen to be basically very simple.

a friend of mine once said: "Isn't it easy?
fault there is.

And it is the same with many

Just give the retinoscope a swing and you will see what a large

Then all you have to do is roll up your sleeves and get down to work.

bound to get a good result I"

As

You are almost

But it is not always quite simple when one is dealing with a tense patient.

Hypermetropia maintains spasm of accommodation and this book is mainly concerned with the
control and treatment of this spasm, because its effects impinge onto almost every bodily function and
thus concern almost every field of medicine.
everybody are myopia

Among a host of symptoms, those which interest almost

(or rather pseudo-myopia !) r

headaches and their most severe form, migraine,

and glaucoma.
The work involved in treating all these things demands much time and great patience from both
patient and oculist, but if it is thoroughly done the result will be a better world.
I do not in any way underestimate the many profound and valuable specialist insights
are irreplaceable

-

- they

but before one can benefit from these subtleties great experience of the basic

examination is essential and it is never wise to jump to conclusions on slender evidence.
justice be asserted that almost all

It may with
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consultations in which there is no thoroughgoing measurement of refraction, where there is no careful
prescription of glasses and where there is no estimate of troubles or symptoms possibly caused by lack
of glasses are misleading,if not useless, for they may give the remitting doctor the impression that the
patient has already been examined by an oculisty

the result is that as far as the eyes are concerned the

matter is closed!
Is it not clear for all to see that nothing is more dangerous than to accept as a dogma some
elementary knowledge or system of treatment - no matter what its provenance, whether it be from some
book or passed on in conversation by a colleague?

Great independence, stubbornness and

originality are required if one is to free oneself from the constrictions of a petty conformism.

There have

been recent examples of this in the surgical field, where certain seemingly simple things are reconsidered again and again and in a completely new light, often leading to completely new methods.
At the present time international congresses discuss "banal" operations like those for hernia or for
gastric ulcer.
The time-honoured basic rule of "the strongest possible plus glasses and the weakest possible
minus glasses" still holds good to-day of course;
followed, and put into practice I

the only thing is that it must be scrupulously

With many patients, indescribable grit and persistence are needed and it

is not too much to say that one's very health can be undermined in the attempt to make people follow
these principles. It is impossible to overestimate the difficulties to be met with en route and clearly no
one, not even the most legendary "mirror-swinger" can claim infallibility.

Even those who think they

can do no wrong would do well to remember that the amount of hypermetropia already detected never lies
too much in the plus direction because the active functioning of the lens consists only of swelling and of
the two, the oculist who discovers a greater degree of hypermetropia is always more in the right and
nearer the truth and he who reduces the value of plus glasses recently prescribed is at least theoretically
in the wrong !
If it were possible to make an examination of all those people in the world who wear either
ordinary dark glasses or tinted dioptric glasses I make so bold as to affirm that the findings would reveal a
truly tragic state of affairs, because so much goes on under the cover of dark glasses

-

the hiding of

errors, the causing of errors and the fixing of them for ever.
It is shocking to discover to what extent incorrect spectacles transform the eyes - so much so
indeed that the eyes do not merely adapt themselves to the glasses but come to enjoy them, the
original, pristine condition of the eye being disturbed for
This happens especially with young people whose eyes are still supple and
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therefore adapt themselves by degrees to wrong glasses.

Most young people can tolerate a very wide range of

glasses, from the correct ones to those that are totally off the rails.Even the "objective" refractometer values and the
values when the eye is atropinized hold out for many years in the spasm position.

One does indeed require fanatic

industry and perseverance in order to relieve the situation and convince people that they are on the wrong track. Spasm
of accommodation is a condition in which the ciliary muscle remains contractec to a greater or lesser extent without
returning to its basic state of rest. One need only think, for example, of the stubbornness of muscle contractions after
enforced immobilization where anaesthesi is needed to correct them.
accommodation

It is exactly the same with spasm of

and it is no wonder that the ciliary muscle, which has been

refuses to return immediately to

automatically contracted for years,

its state of rest'and may indeed take years to do so.

For this reason: The

greatest possible care and circumspection are needed when prescribing glasses to a patient for the first time and it is
impossible to over-emphasize how important this is.
If the oculist is not absolutely clear about ends and means, and it takes a long time for a beginner even if
he has the best possible theoretical training, he will soon become irritable and fatigued and it is just at such times
that fatal errors are made.

It looks as if oculists very seldom get the better of hypermetropia because every now

and again patients turn up who have been to see one
of mine (No. 120) put it
accordingly.

-

-

one of those "super-specialist gentlemen" as a patient

and have not been given glasses, while being quite plainly hypermetropic and suffering

It is therefore useless to blame the patient and tell him to go to an oculist.

In his distress, he

chases hopelessly from specialist to specialist and it is not surprising that no help is forthcoming.
All slavish following of categories is wrong and even the indication "strongest possible plus glasses" must
sometimes be modified for a living subject.

Although in practice oculists tend to recommend the subtraction of 0.5 d

from the maximum refraction value, even this is by no means always applicable.

It must be remembered that a very

long-sighted patient in whom the accommodation stress has been great from the beginning requires more complete
correction than
the best

one who is less long-sighted.

— or that it could be even weaker

-

During examination he may be convinced that a weaker lens is
but when his eyes are subjected to long-term strain, whether

looking near or far, he will discover that especially when he is fatigued, the old troubles soon return.

Young

healthy men with strong muscles show a particular resistance to the release of spasm of accommodation. 1

It must be

remembered that the unstriated ciliary muscle has no certain resting position,cf.p.88.
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EXAMINATION

I

OF R E F R A C T I O N

General

1.

The first essential is to have absolute peace and quiet in the consulting room and the

patient must, if at all possible, be alone.

I really believe that the fact that I have not had whole

families present breathing down my own and my patients' necks has played a big part in the
achievement of good results.

The oculist must of course be comfortable

and in the correct

position in order to bring to a happy conclusion an examination demanding time, patience and great
composure.

Some male patients stagger into the chair and flop down with their legs splayed out in

such a way that the wretched oculist finds it impossible to get near the patient.

In such cases the

consultant must politely suggest that the legs be moved out of the way and placed together to one side.
The patient must submit to the oculist's direction, even in the matter of gesture and posture, for
otherwise one may waste precious time on his probably unconscious carry-on.
The oculist who ophthalmoscopes a patient, with one eye closed and his face all screwed up can
hardly be an example to a patient and there will not be much left of him anyway after forty to forty-five
years in the business ! For technical reasons it is of course necessary for the examiner to use each eye in
turn when looking at the fundus.
But it is not only the relaxed position of the oculist that is important.

It is also essential for the

patient to feel comfortable all the time as he moves from apparatus to apparatus, otherwise he will
become tense and strung up.

With children under a certain height, it is better with many instruments,

including the ophthalmoscope, for both parties if the patient remains in a standing position.
found in certain mothers of supporting the child under the chin, is most disturbing.

The habit

If it can possibly

be managed, it is good for the physique if the oculist can re-arrange his desk and get the other side of it,
perhaps every six months or so.
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2.

It is important to have a sufficiently large card for each patient.

ridiculed at first when I used exceptionally large cards
friends following suit.

I remember how I was

- A5 to be precise - but I soon found

A card-index which swells over the years is indeed a problem in itself, but a

card with full details of the examination is for the investigator an indispensable mine of information,
which does not bear its fruit for many years.

It is the only way to record enough valuable

information covering all phases of the patient's history from the starting point right up to the present
time and will serve as an incorruptible object for comparison and will be an objective document
containing the naked truth.
We may thus start, for example, with the donn6

- easy to get in the very beginning

will serve as a basis for all that follows: "Patient sees binocularly, with glasses +3.5 = 0.33".

-

which
It may

be that reproducing the same answer will be like getting blood from a stone, but this is a hurdle we
must not shirk, a theoretical value we must hold on to.

If the patient behaves naturally and co-

operates in the examination further evidence may come to light to confirm the degree of error or
reveal an even greater error.
Incidentally, I record on the same large card a great many other things like "secret
information", summary notes concerning patients' intelligence rating
moronic, and concerning also their general attitude

-

-

from the clever to the

whether they are cheeky or co-operative

-

all in order to help me form my own attitude and reserve the time and patience needed for the next visit.
It must be remembered that in addition to the patient's natural nervousness the discomfort of
the trial frame alone may provoke tension and therefore it is wise to carry out an examination, as far
as possible, with real spectacles, but not with the patient's own glasses
something in them other than a simple spherical plus.

-

especially if there is

Even then they are not to be

recommended,for of course the patient always snatches his own spectacles in order to compare how he
sees, and because he sees well with them it is all the more difficult to make him believe in the new
ones.
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II

Different

Phases

in

Examination

In recent years I have repeatedly modified my procedure, after being trapped by a stereotyped
form of examination ever since the time when I was specializing.

The following outline shows the

various important phases of an examination in cases where a patient may stand in need of glasses.

1.

Anamnesis and conversations in connection with it

I have even been compelled by experience to reconsider my attitude to anamnesis.
There is a general impression that examination by an oculist is such a mechanical thing
that the patient might just as well be a deaf-mute! Awareness of the true significance
of spasm of accommodation has made me realize how very important a patient's general
statement can be and how an oculist must have a great aptitude for unveiling not merely
eye symptoms, but also other possible symptoms which the patient would never associate
with the eyes.
It must be well understood that no patient visits an oculist without reason and everything he tells
the consultant must be listened to with respect.

A truly emmetropic eye is a great rarity and the fact

that there are insensitive people around who are undisturbed by serious visual inadequacy

is hardly a

valuable yardstick.
The following questions are addressed to the patient:
-

What is your profession?

-

How old were you when you learnt to read? (especially if he is already wearing minus-

Please give full details of your work.

glasses)
-

Have you ever consulted an oculist?

-

How long or from what age have you used glasses?

When?

Who?
All the time?

Only when reading?

Just occasionally?
-

Why have you come to see me?

Is there something troubling you? What?

And the patient answers:
II

I get headaches"

- is perhaps the commonest answer and also an indication

of a deficiency in the plus-direction.

This does not usually seem to prevent the

patient from being placed in the minus category, because almost everyone, incorrect
ly interpreted as a myope, has complained of headache in addition to impaired
distant vision.
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Answers like:
-

" I have started waking up in the middle of the night or in the early hours with a headache"

-

" I wake up with a headache ", demonstrate a clear need for glasses, in spite of a negative

or

result in examination.
-

" I get headaches, but the pain is so much in the neck that it can't be my eyes". To which one must
reply: "That's just what it can be !"

Because although the pain may often be in the vicinity of the

eyes the place is not conclusive evidence of the origin.

The anatomical distribution of the

trigeminal nerve is so extensive that it can explain "almost innumerable variations in headaches"
and "the frequency with which eyestrain is associated with occipital headache". (Walsh p.93).
The pain may just as well be located in the neck or occiput
(No. 436).

-

even in the shoulders or arms

One patient made the observation that in bed in the evening after switching out the

light she felt a terrible tension in her forehead which extended to her whole body
-

" I feel a smarting around the eyes, they are bloodshot;

(No. 1052, +2.0).

there seems to be sand or dirt in them,

there is stuff running from them and sometimes they itch"(the itching could be so severe that even
at night the patient would wake up rubbing her eyes, No. 1075, +7.5).
-

" I can't bear the light..."

All such symptoms indicate a real need of glasses. One person said

that in her eyes there was always a feeling " as if the wind was blowing" and they were dry (1127,
+2.5), (1164, n2.0 - 3.0 d PsM). It is extremely important to be aware of the fact that blood-shot
conjunctivae, even in spring-time, are very seldom an allergy as is often carelessly thought ; they
too are the reaction of latent hypermetropia to light stimuli (cf. pp. 35 and 377).
-

" When reading, the letters get mixed up" is an observation which usually gives the oculist the right
clue and he can diagnose hypermetropia.

-

" My eyes water when I read."

The answer is as follows: "They need glasses so much that they

are crying for them."
-

" My eyes water in the wind and generally out of doors."

Answer: " This is also often a sign that

glasses are needed, because glasses tend to keep it in check and mine water too, so much so that
the sides of my nose get chapped." For this reason, as soon as autumn comes I always have a soft
paper handkerchief in my pocket to dab the wet place with, to dry it, not to rub it.
-

" It has become difficult for me to move my gaze from near to far and it takes
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a little while before I can see the landscape clearly."
accommodation in incipient presbyopia.

This is a sure sign of the stiffening of

The ciliary muscle, strained by close work,and the rounded

lens no longer relax as quickly as before to their basic readings and the eye is pseudo-myopic when it
focusses in the distance. — Dizziness (p. 218) is a very common symptom, especially in presbyopia,
but it is not rare even among young people due to lack of glasses and general practitioners do not often
send patients with this symptom to an oculist.

If dizziness is accompanied by spasm of convergence,

the patient complains of seeing double (No. 88) If a patient does not mention headaches, I crossexamine him : " Do you get headaches?"

" No "

" Does your head really never ache?"

I do sometimes get a headache, but it is not caused by my glasses",
but it's that there migraine "
neurological."

" Of course,

or the following : " We-ell, yeah,

or sometimes : " Yes, I do get them, and badly, but they've told me it's

To which I reply : " It is usually nothing but lack of glasses that causes headaches."

Sometimes a patient will say that he does not get more headaches than is normal!! (No.946, a 45-year-old
draughtsman, always suffering from headaches, RR 140/110, glasses approx. -2.25 and -1.75,
hypermetropic at least+1.0 )• See also Case 1943, p. 464#

2.

Inspection

Inspection is absolutely essential and it is the phase in an examination which provides the oculist
with very varied information.

How does the patient seem? Does he look as if he suffers?

The

"doctor's eye", an odious expression used without justification by both doctors and laymen, is often a
fraud

- but oculists are a special case. Often just a glance at the patient and his face is enough to give

one an idea of what the diagnosis will be and at least to tell
some change in existing glasses.

one whether glasses will be needed or

Only recently I have made the discovery that among those suffering

from serious headaches there are very many

a)

of s l e n d e r

build

in both sexes (1102, 1240) but the most general, most striking, convincing and decisive
feature is

b)

vertical

furrows

and these were given
of a tetralogy.

in

the

forehead

a place of honour in the cover illustration as symptom number one
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Wrinkling is nature's way of attempting to compensate for error of refraction

and by means of wrinkling

something is achieved \ there is therefore some sense in it unconscious though it may be.

By means of

wrinkling, muscles over a wider area — accessory muscles of accommodation — are made to give additional
impulses to support the ciliary muscle in its state of contraction.

The vertical furrows are caused by

m.corrugator supercilii, supplied by facial nerve, an excellent example of neurological synergism (cf. p. 201).
When the correction of glasses is right and perfect (or sufficient) wrinkling no longer helps and indeed no
longer takes place.

Nature does not squander her resources.

The cover picture (

page

8

) was drawn by an artist and is based upon a 41-year-old patient of

mine (334, see Picture 2, p. 31) who visited me while I was writing Tetralogia and who kindly agreed to be
photographed. This lady had in her bag glasses which were+1.5 and +1.25.

Routine examination revealed

hypermetropia of+5.0, and with these glasses her vision was binocularly 1.25, and monocularly at least H +4.0.
She read ordinary print most comfortably with +6.0 glasses.
I won't call them furrows, but trenches

-

When a person with this kind of face

comes for examination it may be that he or she will willingly

accept only+1.0 or+1.5 glasses but it is essential for an oculist to know that in such a case the degree of
hypermetropia revealed is only a fraction of the reality and the examination must continue.
should be read almost like a dioptometer !

At least during the last eight years or so

such furrows on the patient's card and they have not so far been misleading.

The furrows

I have always noted

Even children of nine and

eleven (Nos. 75 and 80) who are otherwise without wrinkles may have on the forehead either vertical furrows
or two deep trenches that lift the skin up into a thick fold,
which may be as much as 1/2 cm in depth.

or there may be a single line on the forehead

It seems that the greater the hypermetropia the sooner the

wrinkling of the brow begins, and when it starts in a very young person, whose skin is still supple there is first
a single line and then a deep cleft (Picture 3).The skin of an older person is so much more flabby that each eye
can form a line of its own, up to 45 mm long |_No. 1563, a 36-year-old man, PsM (-1.25) — H (+2.5) J .More
than two lines are not all that common but one does see them quite often, generally in odd numbers. However
one fairly frequently comes across a group of four, [J 148, +5.0, treated for glaucoma (?)J. The following are
examples of triple furrows (Picture 4) 379 (+3.5), 739 (+2.5), 742 (+5.25), 783 (approx. +8.0), 840 (+3.0), 900 (+4.0)
and 931 (+5.0)

.

There may be as many as five //|\S - a real accordion

Nos. 846 (+3.0)

33 year-old patient and 1156 (+3.5)

and examples are to be found in

a patient cured of migraine, whose mother (738) had

hypermetropia +9.0.
1

-

It is not,as is commonly thought, a sign of intelligence or deep thinking.
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The folds may also be further apart, the last being above the middle of the eyebrow
(

1133,

severe migraine,

H + 7.0,

daughter

1348,

also migraine

H0

)

and there can be as many as seven or eight, for example No. 1200, former glasses -1.25, H +3.5
(+4.0), a 45-year-old migraine patient.
There is nothing, of course, to prevent an oculist from prescribing weak glasses to begin with,
but it is his

duty

always to call the patient for a re-examination after six months or even earlier.

In

such cases, if I have discovered considerable hypermetropia, I often prescribe a second or even a third
pair of glasses at the same time so that they can be quickly brought into use as soon as they can be
tolerated. Preventive treatment demands this and it also puts a stop to unnecessary visits to doctors.
In the summer of 1971 in Moscow at an international conference of surgeons with 4,000
participants, I observed, during the sunny days of August, people from the four corners of the globe.
The deepest trenches were to be seen on the brows of the young people, hiding behind enormous
sunglasses - evidence that is was precisely these people who found the glare intolerable, manifesting
itself in all kinds of subjective discomfort, on account of errors of refraction.
cause they tried to find relief by wearing dark piano glasses.

Being ignorant of the

Their restless and tortured physiognomies

were the clearest possible testimony to the fact that dark glasses do not in themselves bring peace.

One

does not need to do more than glance at one or two of the photographs advertising spectacle frames in
Optician's journals in order to realize that the models in question are at least not wearing correct glasses.
One can see (Picture No. 5, p. 31)

the vertical furrows

-

not to mention the expressionless ladies

posing with nothing but frames on their faces !
Flabby folds in the skin resulting from age make the face fall and the expression droop, mostly in a
horizontal line,and transverse folds are produced.

Even the features of an ulcer patient are not

distorted like those of hypermetropes.

Fig. 1.

Asymmetrical furrows on the forehead.

r
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Fig. 2.

Most frequent type.

Fig. 3.

Central vertical furrow in a young person.

Fig. 4.

A series of symmetrical vertical furrows.

Fig. 5.

There is room for improvement in these glasses !

Fig. 6.

"Sleepy" lids.
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Vertical lines on the brow tell of many other things besides lack of plus glasses. The furrow is
usually much deeper in pseudo-anisometropes on the side where the plus deficiency is greater or on the
side of

the dominant eye in the case of otherwise identical eyes, there being sometimes only one furrow

on this side (656, 661)(Picture No. I, p.30 and No.5,p.31). There is no certainly, especially where young people
are concerned, that such signs will develop, but when they do, one may be sure of the validity of what has
been expressed.

c)

I have observed over the years that this phenomenon is indeed universal.

Sensitivity

to

light,

which can even produce tears,also plays a large part in the formation of vertical furrows in the
forehead.

It is possible to discover whether a patient is

adversely affected by dazzle either in the

surgery in daylight or by asking the patient to look out of the window into bright light.
arms are often troubled by bright light.

Even babes-in-

They screw up their eyes, wrinkle their brows and instinctively

turn away from the light and bury themselves in their mothers' laps (597).

d)

Dark h o l l o w s

under

the

eyes

often indicate eye-strain resulting from lack of plus glasses.

The same is true of small,

deep-

set eyes with red edges to the lids, like pig's eyes, if I may say so, which are a sign of an anatomically
short eyeball, typical of hypermetropia [1184, migraine former

glasses approx. cyl. -1.0,

H at

least+2.0 (+3.0)].
The next thing in the inspection is to observe the patient's

e)

head p o s i t i o n
I am not referring to the well-known positions of the head in cases of torticollis and diplopia but

to the very general head position in which the chin points downwards - as in "contracture", which
results in a most unprepossessing appearance.
back to the correct position.

When the glasses are corrected the chin goes nicely

Chins pointing upwards are not so frequently encountered, but they too

exist, and it is my impression that they are generally connected with a faulty inverse cylinder, whereas a
downward-pointing chin reveals a plus deficiency and "direct astigmatism", that is to say pseudoastigmatism.
his glasses.

By adopting these positions, the patient attempts to find the most advantageous spot in
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I tell such patients that I will not go on with the examination until the chin and the head are
correctly held and similarly I tell those with hypermetropia that I will not show them anything on the
chart as long as they go on screwing up their eyes, because all these
of the

examination

" tricks "

distort the

results

- to some extent even the "objective "values,but above all they cause oblique,

subjective, cylinder axes, (for oculists who prescribe cylinders ! )•

f)

Eyelids
reveal many things to the oculist.

I shall return to actual diseases later (p. 375) but the

following things strike one at the first glance.
- Red-rimmed and peeling lids have always made oculists suspect hypermetropia but there
are also less evident factors which point in the same direction.
- For example, rather slack and heavily drooping, or "sleepy" lids, see Picture 6, p.31,
(84,114,262,281,378,403,,) a slight myasthenic feature, often in connection with over-corrected minus glasses.
- Another common type is clearly swollen upper lids, with rather straight contours, almost of the
blepharophimosis type, found both in children and in adults and indicating either a need for glasses or a
faulty cylinder or glasses over-corrected in the minus direction (11, 148, 306, 577. ..722, 1339 , a 13year-old girl, approximately+6.0 H, dizziness, member of a migraine family, picture No. 7, p.34).
11

- There are also very drooping, flabby "marquee lids, which are a sign of even greater
hypermetropia (99, 288, 297, 4 2 7 . . . and many other examples).
One can see the early signs of this development even in children

-

for example

No. 1265, a four-year-old boy, H +4.0 (+5.5?)(see Picture No.8, p.31).There are also
cases which have had to be operated on, for example No. 834, +3.25, a 53-year-old
patient without

distant glasses and No. 1152,

a patient who had headaches from

the age of twenty onwards, eczema from the age of 36 and was operated on when she was 39 -T

this

patient had her first glasses at the age of 40, H at least +3.5. Finally a book-keeper aged 48 (No. 1229)
who had a nerve cut in the temple and a nerve anaesthetized above the eye

-

glasses approximately

+1.5, although H was at least +4.0 d.
When

lids are

swollen in the

morning people bathe them, vitamin deficiency is suspected,

or the eating of margarine, but lack of glasses is not usually thought of.
tried to discover why eyelids swell when the eyes are strained?

Have oculists in general really

Could not this also be explained by the

manifold connections between the brain nerves and the muscles, a state of irritation and fatigue
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Typical swollen lids, with straight contour,

A hypermetropic child with drooping

resulting from incorrect spectacles.

lids.

of the facialis nerves via the trigeminus, thus leading to the swelling of the strained orbicularis oculi
muscle

-

in the same way that feet or legs swell up when overstrained ?

- The opposite tendency can be seen in the widening of the slit between the eyelids and an
eyeball which appears to have swollen somewhat, rather more on the pseudo-myopic side (121).
This observation is reminiscent of the symptoms of thyrotoxicosis and can lead to many
unnecessary examinations if the refraction condition is not thoroughly elucidated.
- Eye slits of different sizes, in such a way that the upper lid on one side droops more and
looks more fatigued (355, 447, 509, 690 and 1043), are nearly always an

indication of a plus

deficiency, either absolute or relative, on the side of the drooping lid,or show that the dominant,
"drudging" eye is on that side.
It may well be that one will find that the subject has an unnecessarily weak lense in his glasses on
this side.

A difference as small as 0.25 diopter is enough to bring about this external change. An

increased direct astigmatism value in the ophthalmo-
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meter may also accompany this phenomenon.

For example, the patient may have glasses cyl -0.5

ax. 0 and ± 0 , Javal values for direct astigmatism 1.0 and 0.5 d -indicating
hypermetropic

probable latent

(cf. sections on astigmatism and anisometropia/ pages 122 and 132).

It is of course necessary to bear in mind the possibility of some rare disease, but for my part I
have never had a case where the explanation was not an insufficiently corrected refraction fault.
- People who blink,

from the age of two onwards

- sometimes even younger -who are

brought to an oculist,are all certain and severe hypermetropes :

45, 312, 621, 1153, hypermetropia

(+3.5)(+5.0), +7.25, +7.(5) , cf.pages 47, 57 and 201.
- It is by no means unusual to observe a clear twitching (myokymia) of the eyelid (358, 452),
a sure sign either of plus-deficiency or otherwise incorrect glasses.
Everything becomes clear in examination - or at least ought to become clear - but suggestion,
dangerous and powerful phenomenon though it may be is, however, of use to the oculist when he is
dealing with often rigid and stubborn elderly people and on the other hand with restless children, if
he already has a clear idea of what to strive for. It is precisely in such cases that the oculist's
"subjective" notes (see p. 25) about the patient's psyche and intelligence may be of great help.

g)

Conjunctivae
Blood-shot conjunctivae without any certain infection, particularly if recurrent, are usually a

sign of strain due to lack of glasses or incorrect glasses.
case where a bruise beneath the conjunctiva

Here too I have never yet found a single

(suggillatio subconjunctival) was not the result of

considerable and inadequately corrected hypermetropia,

often

associated with migraine

(725,

741, 756, 765, 1031, 1048, 1050, 1080, 1178, 1276, 1315).

h)

Pupils
From the point of view of refraction, the small size of the pupil is the most significant.

small pupil gives indications both with and without drops.
diameter of the pupil is 2 mm.
as a result of old age.
suggested

-

A

According to Duke-Elder the normal

I do not believe, without reservation, that the pupil becomes smaller

Age alone does not make the pupil smaller, though this has often been

it is the result of considerable accommodation.

At least in the case of my own

patients who wear plus glasses, the size of the pupil is quite normal. (Cf. page 366 on the subject of
glaucoma).

For the size of pupils in pseudo-myopia see page 111 (sympathicotony).
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It must, however, be borne in mind that exceptionally large sympathicotonic pupils are clinically very
important and suggest that the patient suffers from great accommodation stress and is perhaps emotionally
agitated by that stress (814).

Sometimes one observes curiously slow reactions to light.

Is it possible that

this also derives from spasm of accommodation, which by going too far produces sympathicotony,
counteracting

the contraction of the pupil?

(No. 46, -3.5 , cyl. -3.5 10° and -6.0 , cyl. -2.5

40° ;

( I usually make a note of the exceptional size and shape of the pupil on the patient's card.

It is

binocular vision with glasses +1.5 = 0.15 !).

sometimes very slightly oval horizontally (No.313) and such a shape usually indicates pseudo-astigmatism in a
person using cylinder glasses.

This is only a note in passing, between brackets.)

Let us move on from the inspection to the examination itself.

3.

Interpupillary distance

The interpupillary distance (PD) is measured with glasses,if worn,and also
without glasses, with the subject focussing both near and far and also alternating,
with one eye covered. The alternation provides the most practical starting point, because it
is phoria-free.The measurement is made at the beginning and at the end of the
examination and it is interesting to observe how, over the years, when
are strengthened in the plus direction and when

accommodation

glasses

relaxes, the interpupillary distance

becomes greater, even in adults - by as much as several millimetres, It may be possible to observe such a
relaxation even in the short time required for an examination.
I shall not concern myself any further in this context with the determination of interpupillary distance
values for prescriptions;

the chaos in all this is distressing. If one can only get the numerical value of

glasses right, all other fine distinctions (cylinders, prisms, tinting) lose their significance astonishingly and the
same is true to some extent of PD.

A millimetre or two either way will not cause trouble in the case of

moderate diopter strength, if only the glasses are right.
When prescribing spectacles of different strengths for different purposes or when prescribing "reserve"
glasses the PD may be the same distant PD, as long as it is certain that the glasses remain within the values
of the basic correction.
hyper-

If PD is decreased it can be calculated on the basis of the newly-discovered maximum
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metropia value and the more esophoria there is the more reason to do so.

This applies to

separate reading glasses and especially to bifocals.
In general,glasses for distant vision are always theoretically under-corrected.
For example, a fifty-year-old patient, H +3.0, for whom one could only prescribe bifocals,

f +1.5
I 4-4*ry

ns

^ ' PD, alternating at a distance, is 63, one prescribes 63/61.

If in

addition one prescribes, for example, glasses for typing +3.0, their PD must also be

63 mm.

4.

Cover test

m
r

convergence

m
r

eye movements and status of the surface parts

The cover test is carried out first with glasses and then without, both for near and distant
fixation.

Convergence is examined.

One may perform a complete and exact examination, in many

phases.

In practice it is enough if the oculist quickly determines how the patient reacts to

"duration-convergence" when the point of a pencil is moved towards the tip of the patient's nose and
whether the patient's eyes follow a jumping object symmetrically.
the six basic directions.

A

Eye movements are examined in

note is made of whether the eyes are bloodshot, the condition of the

inner surfaces of the eyelids and possible tumours on the lids (see page 376, chalazions).

5.

Retinoscopy

(skiascopy )

Suggestion is a dangerous force when objectivity is being aimed at and for this reason I never
look at earlier prescriptions and I do not wish to hear from the patient the values of the glasses until I
have made up my own mind.

I put my hands over my ears when I see him open his month in order to

tell me the strength of his glasses!
A rapid, approximate retinoscopy of the patient with his own glasses on and then the patient's
glasses are not needed any longer. Of course the patient sees well with his own glasses also
monocularly because they are generally so prescribed and he has a terrible itch to find out during the
examination what his vision would be like with his own glasses.

This is totally out of place in an

examination, where the main objective is to make clear whether there is possibly a need to change the
glasses. Thus I

do

not allow

the patient

the pleasure of looking with his own glasses (except

perhaps at the very end, when his opinion does not shock the oculist in the same way) because it
would spoil so many valuable things.

Patients will not easily submit to a change seemingly in the

direction of reduced clarity if they have already
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had time to discover that they can see well with their own glasses.
Again a rapid approximate retinoscopy, with this time in the test frames lenses which produce strong
fogging.

In the case of children who are shy of the oculist it is often helpful if the oculist draws back as far as

the lead will allow

-

this can easily be two or three yards for example

accept even the test frames with lenses, or test glasses.
will be all the greater and all the more certain.

-

if the child has been willing to

In this way the amount of hypermetropic discovered

I nowadays spend only a fraction of the time I used to on

what was once considered the cornerstone of our examination, the thing which really distinguished us from
opticians ! After learning, through the bitter experience of many years, how far the retinoscope can deceive
everybody, one looks on it merely as a rough indicator.

In

his book (p.226) Duke-Elder says of retinoscopy

"It is an art", which cannot be learnt from books, but under strict supervision among very varied patients in the
out-patients' department of a large clinic where the author imagines that an experienced oculist can check
results swiftly, "instantaneously".
picture.
that

!

It is just this that I think wishful thinking and above all creative of a false

Such clairvoyants simply do not exist!

No one

can

measure

refraction

just

like

Only with one's own practice and the opportunity to study the same patients over many years are

conditions favourable for reaching the truth ; only

then can one really devote oneself to each particular case,

every time with fresh enthusiasm,and face up to one's own

errors without prejudice.

It is high time to

recognize the relativity of "objective" refraction values , (cf. pages 119-120).
The much-used reflecting "cat's eye" in retinoscopy has no special advantage as a means of focussing
the regard and relaxing accommodation. If, for example, we have got an approximate retinoscopy value of+2.0 we
then place in the test frame a strong plus lens with which the patient looks binocularly at a big optotype and sees
the largest E

=

0.05.

Let us suppose that such a lens is +6.0.

When we retinoscope with these lenses in

the test frames we shall notice that more hypermetropic begins to be evidenced.
In retinoscopy, if anywhere, one will see the relaxing effect of using bifocals, provided that the divide
has been sufficiently high, cf. p. 68.

If one retinoscopes a patient who has used spectacles for distant

vision separately or a patient who has altogether neglected the use of spectacles for distant vision, the result
will often be the need of a correction in the minus direction, whereas those wearing bifocals
give the same restinoscopy value as in the spectacles they are wearing.

at least usually
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Sometimes it may be useful to "fog" the non-retinoscoped eye even more heavily, thus preventing any
attempt at focussing with that eye and with it any attempt at accommodation.
I have no wish to refer to rules for the possible decreasing of the retinoscopy
values achieved, for they have perhaps in general been the most harmful of all and
have fatally inhibited the possibility of a good start, often erroneously throwing the
whole thing on to the minus side.

I cannot accept any rule but that which insists upon

the greatest possible correction of hypermetropic.
pages

77 - 78 ),

Besides, Duke-Elder (

explains the whole thing very clearly.

1969,

I should only like to ask,

further to his

resume : "What about the means? "

"How is this unmasking going

to succeed?"

I am also of the opinion that his wishes concerning the stimulation of convergence in a patient

with a latent divergent squint, by leaving the glasses under-corrected, are really only a dream. Where one
can't, one can't I
and

One can't overcome one's error

-

the great plus deficiency.

Of this,more on pages 53

143.
Another thing I shall be protesting about in these pages is the direction of the

causal connection between neurasthenia and eye troubles.
at the thing this way round
matters than this.

-

If we were

It is high time to stop looking

people get tired and nervous enough about far smaller
first

allowed to correct hypermetropia completely,

then we could see how much mental illness remained]

6.

Visus examination and subjective determination of refraction

a)

General

The whole of our training is unfavourable to individual thinking and is inevitably to a large extent
schematized.

Our professors require of us, for example, that we begin our examination by verifying that the

patient has normal visus in both eyes or by giving a satisfactory explanation of why this is not the case.

So it

should be of course !
But the whole attitude has led perfectionists to split hairs and also resulted in the examination being
begun and carried through to the end monocularly

-

a habit generally adopted, in itself already provocative of

accommodation, not to speak of its final phase of exertion, the threshold from the last but one, i.e. from the line
0.67 to the following, visus 1.0, while the patient tries to focus exactly and achieve perfect vision.

"Sobald ein

Objekt die Aufmerksam des Beobachters erregt, setzt die Akkommo-dation ein.... unwillkurlich und ganz." (Mutze
1956, page 84).

It is then that no rule about reducing by half a diopter in the final spectacles will hold good as a
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general guide.

I make so bold as to claim that if a really tense spasm of accommodation, with drops or

without, is made to relax so much that the patient prefers to read with +0.5 spectacles rather than
without glasses

-

or without glasses rather than with minus glasses

-

one is already justified in

beginning the relaxation process with plus reading glasses ( No. 640 ).
Now that I am more or less alone responsible for the work, it is
quite a different code
-

—

possible for me to observe

in a way much more all-embracing

and to take more rational decisions.

When the soul is freed from run-of-the-mill

routine one has the chance to survey a larger totality and can devote oneself to it.
Then, with the final result in view and a plan extending over many years, one can
prescribe for a patient glasses one knows to be better for him and more correct,
but which perhaps at the moment of prescribing may not restore his vision to 1.0.

But nevertheless one

must bear resolutely in mind that the objective is to demonstrate normal vision in both eyes.

This is

usually achieved very quickly either by allowing the patient in the end to look through his old, possibly
"wrong", spectacles, or, for example in the case of pseudo-myopes, by giving uncritically so many
minus diopters that the patient's response is the required 1.0.
Sometimes a patient may become so blocked that he cannot with any lenses distinguish the normal
line on the chart, the oculist however being sure that the patient has normal vision.

In such a case, it

is no good nagging about it, and one can in good faith be satisfied with the observation:"Reads
monocularly with both eyes 1.0" (No 915)

-

the result one usually gets \n these cases -r

the

distance at which the patient can read may be anything.
The distance between the patient and the chart during examination is unquestionably more significant
than one might suppose on the basis of theory alone.

Very often consulting rooms are by no means

large enough when one thinks of maximum relaxation of accommodation.

I myself use a six-metre

distance, but I have seen many opticians working in extremely cramped quarters and I am not really
convinced about the validity of mirror systems, despite all the correct measurements.

Sitting behind an

"iron curtain"
- the Phoropter - is anything but conducive to a patient's peace of mind.
Every oculist knows that there is no such thing as an absolutely right value of refraction, and
it is always relative and disturbed by latent muscular tonus.
It is probable that many colleagues and more patients will think that the concept "subjective
determination of refraction" as I shall outline it here, is questionable, if not a joke.

b)
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Fogging

By means of the fogging method the refraction error is determined subjectively.
Accommodation is an interesting series of psycho-physical occurrences.

It comprises both a positive

and a negative component; in the regulation of positive accommodation there are two basic events :a partial
regulation, which means the rough approaching of the object looked at (eine grobe Anndherung an das
betrachtete Objekt) and a second or "fine" regulation which leads to the actual focussing (Mutze 1956, p. 83). By
fogging one aims at voluntary, knowing prevention of the phase of adjustment, thus also preventing the exact
focussing which provokes the spasm of accommodation.
On the other hand, "negative accommodation may also be an active process brought about by central
control" (Pitts 1968, p. 716), and voluntary relaxation of accommodation is the decisive factor in revealing latent
hypermetropic -r in divining it and learning about it one is helped by the fogging. These are the theoretical
principles upon which the fogging method is based. See also p. 149.
Powerful fogging means blurring, many diopters more than the retinoscope value or starting with a high
plus value in general. Some of my colleagues use an additional +1.0 on top of the old glasses and this is certainly
inadequate for the purpose.
The object of this procedure is to determine the approximate extent of the refraction "error" and
it is always successful.
Revealing latent hypermetropic really gives one a lot of fun. The most rewarding phase is right at the
beginning, when the patient is still unsuspecting and not yet made tense by the examination. One makes him
look through very fogged test glasses and — the o p p o s i t e p r o c e d u r e
specializing - o n e

begins

always

to that adopted when I was

b i n o c u l ar I y , even in the case of strabismus, with both eyes free.

At this moment one gets the most valuable clues, which frequently cannot be reproduced at a later stage.
The most effective fogging is achieved with the "confirmation test" instrument — for example ±2.0 d —
(cf. p. 130) which enables one to make the most rapid and least disturbing diopter changes. If during fogging,
accommodation tenses up terribly quickly and the patient is only able to read one or two optotypes in a single line,
I advise the patient, after the next fogging, to begin from the other end of the line.
To promote further relaxation of accommodation I often disturb the patient's focussing by swinging my
hand rapidly from side to side in front of his eyes. It may be effective to get the patient to look, without
focussing,at the blank wall opposite, on to which the optotypes can be projected without his knowing quite when
to expect them. This can be done by covering the projector with the hand and then removing it 0
Once I had a very clever patient (No 1110) who surprised me by showing that she could herself release her
accommodation by rubbing her neck, when the vision improved so much that she could read many more lines.
It is useful for the examination in general and also for the final monocular examination if one has available
several parallel tests, either in the same or different projectors. With their help one can start again from the
beginning, but even then they are no substitute for the "virgin" first impression.
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If for example we get a retinoscopy value of+ 1.0, we then subject the patient to heavy fogging, 3, 4
diopters, or more, the object being at the maximum V=0.05 (Snellen's test types), that is to say spectacles +4.0
o.a. Even this may turn out to be a too "weak" beginning, a too low estimate, in such a way that the patient
can easily read with it right down to the end of the chart. However, when one at last gets to V=0.67 (I use an
Idemvisus projector) one must sufficiently increase the plus value in order to prevent the patient from seeing
the 1.0 visus line too "cheaply" and also in order to guarantee that we get an idea of the present maximum
value of hypermetropia.
Fogging is easied half a diopter at a time and it can even be done monocularly when dealing with low
acuity vision, decreasing alternately on the right and left, always between times testing binocularly with equal
lenses. At the same time one gets a good idea of whether the eyes are equal or not (cf. p. 50).
Proceeding in this way one soon reaches the highest plus correction, making quite sure that the visual
acuity increases in correct relationship to the easing process, that is to say the decrease in the lens value. If
this does not succeed,one tries even more drastically to provoke relaxation,by waiting and by attempting to
turn the patient's attention elsewhere, for example to the objects in the room, to the apparatus, or by
deliberately conversing with him about his problems — but in such a way that the patient does not realize it.
In the case of the most strained subjects it is often good to begin by examining near vision and by
showing the patient himself the diopter value of the lens he has found most satisfactory in examination.
Although one can seldom give him this value right away it will make the patient positively interested in his
possible need of glasses.
If a myope claims that he cannot read with weaker glasses — or without glasses except close to the text,
and puts his nose right into the book — I allow him to begin like that, perhaps with fairly large type and
make him gradually straighten his elbows to draw the book away. It is amazing how the eyes relax and how
the patient can finally read even at a great distance.

In carrying out the fogging test it is very important that the patient should never get the chance
of a glimpse through weaker glasses

-

whether his own or mine - because

he will always make a

comparison with the brighter picture and repeat after stating the correct number "but it is blurred", or
something equally irritating, and it is once again
it is delayed.

more difficult to get at the truth of the matter, or at least

Thus the decreasing of the strength of the lenses must be carried out with fanatical caution

and this applies equally to test glasses and to the Maddox wing ; on no account must the previous fogged
lens be removed until the next lens, with a smaller value, is ready - either in front or behind. Otherwise
11

a disturbing accommodation will result during the "glassless moment.

This is important, for example,

when a pseudo-myope achieves complete monocular vision only with -1.25 spectacles. In such a case, the
combination in one eye of an "underlens" of+1.0 with -2.25 is practicable,while in front of the other we
have +10.0

-

+20.0 diopters. Checking with the patient's own glasses is only in order in the phoria

examination, when one wishes to see what the binocular function is like with those glasses.

It is

important from the point of view of results that the patient should undergo tests that carry him from blurred
vision to easier and brighter.
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Usually during the first fogged phase the patient is relaxed and for example with +3.0 glasses he answers 0.5.
When one gets to smaller figures his expression, however, becomes clearly strained and the accommodation with it.
(One of my patients, 1273, who had well understood how to relax and had succeeded therein announced himself
spontaneously, after the row 0.67, that the numbers were already so small that he could no longer remain relaxed
if he had to try and make them out.)

After a moment or two, even with +1.0

the patient can no longer see the

same 0.5 but, from the earlier phase the oculist has already got good and sufficient evidence, which will be marked
" in golden frames" on the patient's card, an immortal document and guide.

Then the telephone rings, or the

oculist has to answer the door and the patient, when no attention is any longer paid to him, relaxes and often
calls out to the consultant "Now I can see everything" and he reels off row after row of numbers.
In general, important though it is to finally achieve complete monocular visus, one must not, by lingering
over unnecessarily small optotypes, strain unnecessarily the patient's accommodation.
binocularly reached

If, for example, one has

V = 033 with +3.5, it is not really worth continuing binocularly with less than +2.5, keeping in

mind a visus of 1.0, although it might only be achieved without glasses !
With a stenopaic hole one may, for example, in the case of extreme myopia, check an absolutely
central line of fixation.
The ideal spectacles to use for fogging are ordinary ones, as I have already
mentioned on page 25 , and they are the best for giving the patient a generally
relaxed

feeling. By far the most effective relaxers are bifocals; the patient first

looks

at a completely

blurred chart through the lower half and then allows his chin to drop gently down, the lids automatically
rising evenly, without blinking, the regard remaining all the while at the same level, in such a way that
it finally strikes the

distant segment of the lens and finds the object.

The patient must not regard the

chart fixedly but he must try and look absent-mindedly into the distance, through
miles beyond it.

As a user of plus glasses myself,

the chart, miles and

I am the fortunate possessor of numerous used

spherical glasses of different values, both single and bifocal.

Of these, the ones I lend most often

are +3.0 plastic lenses in light frames, with rather loose sides, so that they fit almost any patient
especially female skulls
boasting I can

-

and

the value is suitable for many patients at the beginning. Without

say that miracles have already been achieved with these glasses!

If the logical progress of the examination comes to a halt
-

-

the patient may again be given bifocals, either genuine,

-

whatever the point of departure may have been
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if suitable ones are available, or otherwise on top of simple spectacles for distant vision, using clip-on holders, or
again in test frames, building them up with the aid of the bifocal set with a piano upper segment that has been
available.

At least the Oculus test frame provides an excellent opportunity for building bifocals on the nose piece if

the test glasses have light frames

-

or even better if one happens to have a series of test lenses with no frames at

all, inherited from an old-fashioned physician. I am lucky enough to have inherited just such a series from my
father.

To proceed like this results in such a narural bifocal that one begins to break down the prejudices of even

the most determined opponents.

Thus equipped,even a young patient can be made to read a moderate sized text

with fully +3.0 additional diopters

-

required.

for example an ordinary periodical

-

at a normal distance, or closer if so

This usually succeeds right away and then I make the patient do a number of exercises.

read aloud ; to relax;

not to blink;

and naturally at the chart.

to let his gaze rise slowly and peacefully up to the chart;

I tell him to

or to glance quickly

You would be surprised how the rows of numbers suddenly begin to be clear I

The

patient himself will be surprised by this trick and above all will become convinced of the tension within him of which
he was not aware.

How many times have I not heard a patient say "But my dear girl, I am not tense.

I never

am ! "
Sometimes a patient will complain that he simply cannot see the largest optotype (0.05), although the
oculist knows that the glasses in the test frames are perfectly all right.

It is then often helpful in getting started to

turn the whole projector disc rapidly back and forth, so that the patient can at least observe some movement.
you see something black moving?"

'Yes".

"Can

And then, when you suddenly stop at the biggest E and ask "Now

which way is the E pointing?", you get the answer.

One goes on a bit and then there is again a block.

Now it is

best to go back and show some of the earlier rows again, or ease the fogging so much that the patient can at least
make out some number.

This will relax the blocked patient in his feeling of impossibility and the fogging can then

again be increased [No. 818

H +2.5 (+4.0?) cured migraine patient].

If one is dealing with a young patient one can always try,with this reading method, additions
from 1 to 3 diopters. If this does not help one begins to decrease the distant correction 0.25 diopters at a
time, still using bifocals. It is especially important that even in this phase of the examination one does not
aim at full visual acuity, remaining within the range

V = 0.5 - 0.7

to the original state of tension or to an even worse one.

so that one does not have to return

If the patient's
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answers make it clear that he has considerable anisometropia

-

especially if he already has lenses of different

value - we should take no notice,but persist in using lenses of equal value.
These days I am so certain of the information I get just from inspection that even without satisfying the
conditions outlined above,
the time (953).

I

insist on prescribing stronger glasses than the patient is willing

to accept at

The other possibility is to break down the patient's resistance by lending him glasses, to be

replaced by stronger ones at short intervals,until he is obliged to capitulate in the interests of his own health.
By proceeding in this way, the examination will become interesting and will produce
-

good results

leading to a veritable "knock-out" victory for the patient's own good and the oculist's peace of mind

-

a

delightful sport !

c)

Special arrangements

By good fortune I have a number of other means at my disposal for overcoming the last
way of the patient's relaxation.

obstacles in the

There are many things which, simply on the basis of a few observations, one

knows to be just so, but for one's own and the patient's peace of mind everything is quite different

if it is possible

to mark on the card,in black and white,

absolutely unquestionable findings.

important to show the patient how he can

achieve normal visus with the spectacles that will be prescribed for

him,

It is perhaps even more

but which he will find "impossible " at the beginning.
My consulting rooms are situated on the first floor of an apartment block, there are windows at either

extremity and in the courtyard there are always cars conveniently parked with their registration plates in full view \
if there happen to be no others, my own is always there, stationed at a "proper distance".

When the patient

finds it difficult, during fogging, to see the chart there is always the possibility of going to the next room to look at
the numbers on the registration plates, beginning again with the fogging value.

Luckily the distinguishing of a

car's registration number corresponds to a visus of 0.33 and when we return from our "expedition", the patient can
make out the same numbers on the chart nicely.
word

-

I then know that with approximately -really an unnecessary

one diopter less his visus will equal 1.0.

The achievement of the afore-mentioned result does not always proceed so arithmetically, because as one
goes forward the accommodation stress that I have just mentio-
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ned begins to have an effect,as the optotypes get smaller.
result also can be achieved.

The most

But with adequate time and patience, this

important thing of all, however, is for the oculist to realize that he

can prescribe these (pius)glasses one diopter weaker.
Of course it depends a little bit

what the previous glasses were like and above all upon the

attitude of the patient and his degree of trust how far one must compromise in making the final prescription.
In order to help relaxation I advise

the patient not to fix his gaze at the distance of the registration

plate nor on the plate itself, but to gaze with unfocussed eyes, as if looking one hundred miles through the
plate, to "infinity", at the same time nevertheless reading the numbers with his soul !
If the registration numbers do not begin to become clear with the lenses I know to be correct, I leave the
patient "standing in the corner" and relaxing for example with a suitable bifocal
help him and I myself

lower half (see page 44 ) to

go off to do other jobs, of which there is never any lack.

soon as even one number is visible.

This is nearly always successful.

I tell him that he may talk as

Many patients, particularly those

interested in photography or with a little technical know-how, are helped when I tell them to move their gaze
closer from the distance

(for example from the window of the house opposite), unchanged, without altering the

axes of the eyes, without focussing on the registration plates, without blinking and trying at the level of thought to
imagine that the registration plate in front of them is as far away as the window beyond.

In this way one avoids

the accommodation impulse unavoidably provoked by even slight convergence.
When the patient feels like laughing at his own supposed helplessness, at the sudden flash-like brightening
up of the numbers and above all at the complete fogging and renewed disappearance of the numbers, I say "Go on,
laugh away, for all you are worth. Pretended laughter won't help. " Laughter is one of the best aids to relaxation
(cf.p. 210, and Case 1213, p.470) and above all is a wonderful demonstration which convinces the patient of the
existence of the spasm of accommodation and its nature;
becomes clear (No. 1274).

at each burst of laughter another row of numbers

The same thing of course applies in looking at the visus chart.

What great

physiological truths are contained in ancient popular sayings like "laugh and live longer"!
Another equally effective way of relaxing tension in the gaze is to chat

deliberately with the patient in

such a way that he concentrates on his answers, the gaze remaining all the time in the direction of the registration
plate and what he can make
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out there.

It Is difficult to say which type of patient is most rewarding in this phase

of examination : without intelligence it is perhaps hard to understand the psycho-physiological background of my
intention, but on the other hand a patient convinced of his own intelligence is anxious to show the oculist that he
possesses this intelligence and it is then that he may find it quite impossible to relax.
best thing here too.

As long as the patient blinks "normally"

-

The golden mean is probably the

not to mention excessive blinking cf, p. 201

-

there is no hope of success in any attempt at the relaxation described above, because it is precisely this blinking that
always interrupts the relaxation phase of the ciliary muscle.
Profuse lachrymation is a good indication to the examiner that relaxation of accommodation is taking place. Often the
tears blur the patient's vision as he manfully struggles to keep his eyes open without blinking (for example Nos 1249, a
hypermetropic dentist who recovered from pseudo-myopia approx. -2.5 immediately after the first v i s i ts 1016, 1417,
also 1179, a patient who on account of pain had rubbed the mucous membrane of her cheek - N .mendibularis, Trigeminus
III), all of them migraine patients. An intelligent patient will himself notice the connection between the releasing of
accommodation and copious lachrymation, when treating headache with fogging glasses (migraine patient No. 1542).
A similar phenomenon may occur when one goes to bed in a dark room with "strong"
reading glasses on.

One's eyes stream like a waterfall, even for quite a while (No. 452),

and this too seems to be caused by a change in the ciliary muscle following relaxation of
accommodation — or could it be the result of contraction of the ciliary muscle in darkness,
without the support of the strong plus glasses?

I have come to look upon this abundant

watering of the eyes in much the same way as I look upon deep vertical furrows in the
brow — as an augury of considerable latent hypermetropia and also of a considerable
spasm of accommodation.
The registration plate test is always excellent, but it is all the more so in cases of pseudomyopia
more later), and there is hardly a patient whose pseudomyopia will not be revealed by this method.

(of which

It is unbelievable

how many diopters may be revealed already in the first examination ; often as many as five or six diopters (34, 271, 1032)
or even more.
Often, when I know a patient and am familiar with his tension in advance, I snatch his glasses from him
even as I open the door; and when he has been sometime under a "reading ban" (in general it is anything but
sensible to provide reading material in an oculist's waiting room) and has been sitting and waiting, wearing overstrong, relaxing plus glasses, we begin the examination straight away by looking at the numbers on the car
registration plates in the courtyard.

This is the procedure which brings the best results.

Opticians too could adopt this habit and give their new customers spectacles of at least +1.0 to wear in the
waiting room!

To their regular customers they could correspondingly give glasses of a greater plus value than the

earlier ones and "confiscate" all minus
'It is often especially successful when the patient is utterly convinced that it cannot succeed ! He qets worked up in the
expression of his scepticism, becomes totally preoccupied with it and then
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glasses on the spot.
I sometimes use another system, which corresponds in intention with the above and involves the
house number

|4|

which can be seen on the wall of a house opposite my consulting room.

The size of

the number corresponds to visus 0.67 and after one has been standing for a short while by the window, without
blinking and after turning the regard back and forth from the number to the chart, one or the other will finally
be visible

-

usually both

- and the patient can easily read the line 0.67 from the projector.

the patient can see even one number in the line.

It is promising if

I go on with other jobs, while the patient turns back and forth

perhaps as many as ten times.
When one allows the gaze to wander to the left (still looking at the buildings)
and the glasses are made slightly weaker by placing

--0.25

1

of the "confirmation test ', a small red-framed plate

in front of them by means
I VP I

I,, ,1

comes into view, egual to visus

1#0 — perhaps slightly more if the lower numbers are seen.
step by step test for distant vision

-

0.33,

-

0.67

-

It is amazing how this
1.0

-

has up to now succeeded absolutely and

without exception and how relaxing it is even for the tensest patients.
After this test I feel myself to be on safe ground and I know that I can risk prescribing at least glasses
of this value for the patient (or possibly compromising by 0.25 plus diopters) and then I am willing to stand firm
and receive whatever criticism may come my way.
same old phrases in the same old situations

But it requires great self control to listen repeatedly to the

" But I would answer, willingly, if I could see something.

Surely as an oculist you should be able to understand that when I can't see, I can't.
teasing, if not downright torture. "

This is unnecessary

I can only repeat that it is all for the patient's good and not to provide me with

sadistic pleasure!
All this requires time and is taxing for the nerves
start

-

but it is f a r

arrangements.

-

in half an hour one cannot do more than make a

less taxing than attempting to achieve the same results without these auxiliary

A result without cycloplegia is often better and more useful than any result with drops, but

otherwise more hastily performed .
It is very important to know that concluding the examination just by making the patient look into the distance
through the window
solves anything.

-

a practice that I know to be employed by some of my colleagues

-

by no means always

It merely gives us an idea of what the patient finds subjectively pleasant and acceptable, but by

giving glasses of this strength one does not removeithe symptoms in problematic cases. Minus lense always "brighten"
and make the glasses feel better and it is for this reason that we
( the same brightening will be observed by a hypermetrope if he puts on much weaker plus lenses than
those usually worn)
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generally find too weak plus glasses prescribed.

The culmination point, when a patient says that even the

fogged picture is diminishing in size, is also important and instructive.
indicating an absolute excessive minus value in the lenses.
happens, a patient says spontaneously

I consider it a simple criterion for

It means the same thing when, as often

" This feels too bright and too glaring " (No.740).

There really ought to be some kind of target outdoors, a "test object" which is sufficiently small and
which the patient will attempt to make out as the fogging in the glasses is gradually decreased.
One of the great advantages of having a surgery with windows facing
natural barriers to the success of the examination.

both ways is that there are no

If the sun is shining and there is glare on one side of the

block a dirty window can be a nuisance and very disturbing, but one can go to the other side where the light
is good , but by no means everyone needs to go through all these parallel tests.
ordinary optotypes, another with registration plates.

One patient relaxes best with

For some time I always used to put my patients

through all these tests in order to get experience of their efficacy and comparative usefulness.
Even when the patient is looking out of the window one must be like a policeman in order to see that he
doesn't snatch his own glasses and take a look at the object through them!
and want to see the numbers as soon as possible

m
r

and are too keen to discover how well they can see.

Patients tend to get over-exited'

they get impatient with the time-consuming fogging process
They often do get hold of the glasses behind my back

though they know it is forbidden — and then I must say my blood (secretly) boils !

I therefore often

"confiscate" the spectacles for the duration of the examination and put them in my pocket.
I have recently started using also a crude test for

a suitable distant lens.

I place the intended lens

binocularly in the test frames and while the patient is looking at the visus row 0.2 - 0.25
and then with +0.25.

Is there any essential difference?

produce any essential improvement?

Is it unconditional?

I fog it, first with +0.5

And further, does a -0.25 lens

It does of course depend on the results of other tests, with which these

answers will be compared, but often the intended lens turns out to be final.

In this visus class I also ask

which lens feels better than no glasses at all because such a lens will almost certainly be accepted by the
patient in practice. (An even more certain guarantee of acceptance is provided if the same answer is also given
on the row 1.0).

If, for example, we have a sixty-five-year-old patient who has never worn glasses, who can

see 0.3 without glasses and with glasses +2.0 = 0.4, he
I was confronted by a very large patient indeed - a policeman, as it happened : "I'm not going to put up with
this", he said "I haven't got to."
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will certainly agree to wearing such glasses although in the examination he could only achieve visus 1.0 with
+1.0 glasses.

Proceeding in this way the patient's symptoms will disappear much more quickly.

The lower the visual acuity

-

for example in the case of a cataract patient (1301)

-

the

bigger must be the optotypes used in examination, for example 0.15, in order to estimate the most
comfortable lenses.
too weak,

Otherwise one ends up with the wrong order of magnitude and plus glasses that are

leaving the result therapeutically ineffective.

Nowadays I mark on the patient's card the progress of the fogging examination -row by row
may seem idiotic to many of my colleagues.

-

which

It is not very difficult to do, however, and it all tells a tale which

may be useful when the patient comes again, perhaps even more strained than before.

If, then, one is unable

to achieve at the beginning even the previous result, just a glance at the earlier very informative values will be
encouraging and speed up the examination.
Finally there must be a quickly-performed monocular "raw" visus test (without glasses), which must not
be forgotten.

This can easily be done,for example,

with revolving Snellen's hooks, which are foolproof

because of the endless possibilities of checking they provide.
with glasses, even with

There must also be a checking of monocular visus

undercorrected glasses, indeed with anything, just as long as one can determine that

each eye can achieve normal vision.

In examining the unaided visus, one easily gets the best possible idea of

any discrepancy between the two eyes, the "real" degree of discrepancy, by rapidly turning the hand and
covering alternate eyes many times in succession while the patient looks at a relatively large object.

At the same

time, one gets an idea of the subjective power of the levelling lens.
The acid test of a good oculist is whether he has the skill and the staying-power to reveal latent
hypermetropic \

without these he will be a ranker without value. Anybody can give a patient glasses that will

enable him to see normally

-

opticians often do it pretty well, sometimes even better than oculists, but this is

just setting one's sights unpardonably low! The very reason for a doctor's existence — and especially an
ophthalmologist's — is that he should understand ia little more than just the surface of things \ his raison d'etre
is that he can get to the core of the matter and that he knows how to treat it.
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7.

The Red / Green test.

There is nothing to prevent one from doing the red/green test also
must know how to interpret it.
of specialists.

-

I do it myself sometimes - but one

I know that there are many ways of applying it and this

concerns also

the training

If it really does not matter how strong a patient's glasses are and if he has no symptoms, above all

no headache, and if he is otherwise in good health and can endure accommodation, then why not prescribe the first
glasses with which he can see the green numbers more clearly? (Here too there is considerable difference between
small and large letters, i.e. the size of optotypes used in this test, because by comparing the smaller numbers the
patient's accommodation again gets strained and he will accept an ever weaker plus lens.)
the oculist will
solve problems

for certain get a reputation for prescribing "good and easy" glasses!
-

and that means most of one's patients

general, this doctrine is certainly misleading.
both monocularly and binocularly.

-

In this way at least

But when one sets out to

especially migraine and headache patients in

Where there is latent hypermetropic the test loses its significance,

It only reveals the strength of that lens which, at least subjectively, is not too

strong in the plus direction for the patient. From the point of view of discrepancy, the red/green test has no
significance either, because in any case one tries to level

it

out according to the more hypermetropic eye.

(Of this more later, p. 133).
Only now have we reached a position where we have a clear picture of how great the patient's error of
refraction is for distant vision, and we can heave a sigh of relief!

But there are still other examinations to

come, which must be carried out and which have a bearing on the final prescription of glasses.

8.

Heterophoria for distant vision

I shall deal principally in this context with latent horizontal strabismus.

I myself carry out investigations

by means of the Schober test,using an Idem visus, and in this book I refer to it as M.R.

I often carry out this test

earlier as an adjunct to the visus examination because it is one of the best ways of getting the patient to relax and,
particularly in cases of esophoria, extremely important for estimating hypermetropic (p.138 ).
Surprisingly often, even a young patient (if one thinks of the macular changes in the retina of old
patients, their slowness or incapacity is comprehensible) cannot get
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started at all with the simultaneous perception of the illuminated test pictures \ it is
the green cross which seems most often difficult to perceive.

Without waiting very

long I then speed up the test, first by covering the eyes alternately with my hand and
then by "throwing" the cross artificially with a prism, so far in either direction that
almost every patient sees it.
improves the conditions.

If this does not help I turn the prism vertically and this
If even this attempt fails, the most effective thing is to let

the patient himself turn the prism with the screw in such a way that the cross is now
horizontally placed.

Then,

observe both pictures simultaneously.

at last, if he has any binocularity at all, he will
After these provocations, one can leave the test altogether,with a good

conscience,if the patient does not show binocularity.
Even heterophoria is not necessarily always revealed in a hasty examination because the habrtual position
of the eyes and the tense way of looking are so tenaciously maintained.
the examination in reverse order, beginning with an

overcorrected prism

esophoria -in order to ensure that a deviation is brought about.
prisms, the true latent deviation will be discovered \

Here too it is a good idea to carry out
-

especially in the case of

By successively decreasing the value of the

otherwise even considerable phorias will go unnoticed.

If we are dealing with esophoria, as is the case with most straightforward hypermetropes,

it

may

be

interesting

to

discover, by using absurdly strong plus

fogging (case history 636), how many diopters are required in order to achieve horizontal orthophoria. When plus
values are increased, the cross may become visible rather soon -as just a green blob
the red and the green can, however, be easily estimated.

-

but the relative position of

I mark this on the patient's card too, as an interesting

"goal" and the future will show, perhaps after many years,whether or not this plus amount has been reache If, for
example, a patient with +4.5 glasses in M.R. answers esophoria

2

one must assume a probable remaining latent

hypermetropic of approximately one diopter. Equally, if a -2.0 myope answers esophoria 14
be fundamentally a +5.0 hypermetrope

I 14

A

one may expect him to

corresponds to a plus deficiency of approximately of 7.0 diopters, -2.0+

(+7.0) = +5.o]«
On the basis of my experience, evaluations have generally proved correct so far. The prism dioptre value of the
remaining angle of deviation achieved in such an examination gives a rough idea of the extent of unrevealed
hypermetropic, often comparable with the remaining angle of deviation under atropinization. If the patient is so young
that he does not know how to respond to M.R. one may try the same fogging with plus glasses in an amblyo-scope in
order to determine how strong the plus glasses must be to achieve fusion at zero, although the pictures are only seen in
vague outline.
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The most important thing to remember when dealing with heterophoria is that eso-phoria must always be
respected and oculists must not fix their blinkered gaze on the connection between exophoria and myopia.
Nothing else has positive therapeutic significance except the most complete possible correction of hypermetropic.
There was a time when the degree of exophoria was studied by making the patient look at distant objects
outside the window, for example wireless aerials.

Information thus gained and also surgical intervention are

secondary as long as the glasses remain undercorrected - and this takes a long time. The direction and amount of
phoria will be taken into consideration in connection with the estimation of the interpupillary distance when glasses
are prescribed, and this is enough .The pity is only that the present fashion in frames places so many insuperable
barriers in the way of realizing the ideal P.D. and a patient who is unaware of the problems may often sacrifice his
health to his external appearance and even persuade the optician to compromise against his better judgement. To
tell the truth, frames ought to be manufactured only under strict ophthalmological supervision.

9.

The prescription of reading glasses and presbyopia

Reading glasses have usually been connected with presbyopes, but increasingly I
find myself also dealing with younger patients in this matter.
to

It is simply incredible

think that the general custom has become so fixed that separate glasses (or bifocals)

are mostly prescribed for patients at the well-known "presbyopic age".

From the patient's

point of view, this is of course comprehensible, because at that age there comes a time
when reading glasses are inevitable, but oculists in general are in a way guilty of
drifting into the same rigid position, not taking into account the fact that the gradual
natural ageing process begins at birth.

This attitude has led to many secondary errors

of judgement and to the over-taxing of the accommodation system, even to the extent
of pathological changes.

That is to say, all too little attention is paid to examining

the near vision, - without as much as trying to see how peaceful and relaxing a plus
lens may be for reading, even in the case of a young person, - and I say all this on
the basis of my experience

during

I have gained later in the practical

specialization

field.

and also from the

impression

The natural consequence of what I

have stated above is that bifocals may be used at any age (not only in the treatment of strabismus) and
especially if on account of a tense spasm of accommodation it is otherwise difficult to make progress.
Unfortunately, here again the first obstacle is
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money, the patient often being unwilling to make such a big sacrifice when he can "very easily manage without
j

them '.

There is also the fact of general behaviour in the matter ;

the patient conforms to custom.

It demands

a very intelligent and enlightened patient to accept this new way of thinking on the basis of a single explanation.
But not even among oculists has any real change of attitude taken place concerning the absolute necessity for
bifocals in the case of presbyopia.
publicity

and

I

note

that

Most patients consult a physician as a result of " word of mouth "

they come

to me in many instances

precisely because they know that

"anybody can get bifocals from her" and they are often people who have specifically asked for them earlier and
never succeeded in getting them.

They also know in advance that with me they will have to

"toe the line",

and there is nothing I like better, for it gives an excellent basis for co-operation.
In prescribing reading glasses the procedure is in principle the same as for distant glasses, that is to say
one must attempt to determine what are the strongest plus glasses with which the patient can manage normal close
work.

This is not absolutely essential, but if one takes the trouble to do it systematically it will in the course of the

years provide a great deal of additional information and a clearer idea of the limits of the additional diopter need for
close work and will also indicate to what extent the reading glasses normally used are undercorrected
why patients get headaches!

-

and

It is again clear that the prescription for the final spectacles will depend upon

many other factors, above all the former spectacles and the general state of tension and strain, but the disparity
between the actual and the ideal situation will determine at what intervals the glasses must be changed.
Let us suppose that the patient is under fifty (fifty-five) years old.

We begin with strong fogging, asking the

patient whether he can see the row of numbers in the reading test which corresponds to visus 0.1 at a distance of
approximately 60 cm. One often gets off to a good start, but as the test object becomes smaller, the accommodation again gets strained and with a decrease of 0.5 or 1.0 diopter one makes no arithmetical progress, the
patient not being able to read an 0.2 text.
elsewhere

-

All right! By waiting and relaxing the patient by drawing his attention

a little psychological sleight of hand

-

by making him look at some large picture or

something absolutely easy to see like the consultant's fingers and making him count them at the same distance,
and by weakening the lens one will make progress until the patient can read, at the same distance, an 0.4 text.
A lens of this strength is, at least for the average patient, very comfortable.
over,this

For patients of fifty-five (sixty) and
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distance is no longer suitable as a starting point and there is no sense in making them do these exercises. A lens
which gives near vision 0.1 at a distance of 60 cm is sufficient to indicate the order of magnitude and from there
one can move on to reading at an ordinary distance, usually without any need to decrease the lens value.
After this the patient is made to read a 1.0 text and he usually manages this at a normal distance with
the previous 0.4 text lens.

Often, however, he requires a stronger one and the more he needs it rhe more

certain we are that there is still room for correction of his glasses for distant vision.
Next the patient is given an ordinary periodical to read, beginning again with extra strong glasses.
Now read aloud, sir!

"

How does it seem? Pleasant! Natural? Comfortable? Does the lens dirturb you?" "No,

not at a l l . " "Just turn the pages over-as if you were sitting in your armchair at home!" (Turning the pages is, by
the way, a very good means of achieving relaxation). Now it does not feel so good any longer. The lens is
replaced by a weaker one, 0.25 - 0.5 diopters.

"All right."

Or one does something else until the patient

accepts the lens and agrees that it is comfortable. The patient cannot of course always have his own way and
when a

conflict arises it is for the oculist to decide and to force the patient to learn to wear even a strong lens. If

this is not done, the new, expensive lenses are again too weak after a

fortnight or so.

It may so happen that a patient refuses to accept either for reading glasses or for distant glasses even
lenses equal in strength to his previous ones (433).
used bifocals

-

This happens especially with those patients who have not

or the divide has been too low to be effective

spectacles have been badly undercorrected.

-

and if in addition either distant or both

In such cases the eyes have all the time been subject to

considerable accommodation and this has stretched the accommodation which cannot easily be relaxed in
examination conditions.
+2.75.

Let us take the example of a patient who two years since had a distant correction of

He has also had separate reading glasses one diopter stronger. Because the difference between the

glasses was so small he has generally been able to manage with just the distant glasses, and when after the
two year period he visits the oculist on account of eye strain, he can only achieve the same normal distant visus
with +2.5 glasses.

The tonus of the ciliary muscle gets strained, especially among those who read a lot, and is

thus so much tightened that the accommodation cannot be relaxed to its former state.
be misled by this into thinking that the value of the distant lens should

be decreased ;

We must not, however,
on the contrary, we

should increase the value of the reading glasses and maintain that of the distant spectacles at least at the earlier
strength - and now, for every possible reason, bifocals
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should be prescribed.
During recent years I have thought that instead of the usual maximum presbyotic addition of+3.0 diopters
, it would be a good idea to make greater use of "over-strong" additions.

One sees rather often that, although

one can make no further additions to the values of distant spectacles, in the case of glasses for close work there is
often a need of more than +3.0 diopters, especially for people who do a lot of darning, manicurists and the like. This
holds good for all kinds of glasses, simple, bifocal (the largest group) and especially trifocal, in which an additional
3.5 —4.0 diopters is probably only pleasant.
In

prescribing reading glasses it is important to remember that when a patient comes to the oculist on his

own initiative because his glasses are weak and he has to hold the book further and further away and his arms seem
to be too short for the job, there is already a deficiency of diopters (in the plural!) and no question of a need of+1.0
reading glasses. What values to prescribe at the outset and how rapidly to increase them - that is another matter;
but one gains nothing from the point of view of health by holding back and in any case vitality and delight in labour
will not be increased.

In deciding how to begin, one must take into account the patient's work and above all his

psychic condition, emphasizing that to begin with +1.0 is nothing but short-term artificial respiration.
If

a patient finds it hard to believe that his troubles stem from a lack of glasses -either he truly does

not notice it or refuses to realize that the time has come to get reading glasses - a good way of bringing it
home to him

is to give him at the very beginning a rather small text to read. The facial contortions that result,

the involuntary wrinkling of the brow and the obvious general awkwardness show that there is a great effort
towards accommodation, although the patient does not as yet stretch out his arms.
When studying how the patient reads it is rather often necessary to raise the text artificially so that he is
prevented from following his normal reading habit in which the eyes are screwed up and he can manage by using the
stenopaic

hole effect

to read almost anything without glasses. There are patients who are in general unwilling to

look at anything or do anything at all without screwing their eyes up into "slits", in spite of repeated advice.

Here

we have an irritating type of patient who,in addition to having become conditioned, is also wilful and self-assertive
and whose attitude towards the examination is negative.
impossible to get any kind of objective picture.
examination, but the problem can often

If one tries to evaluate this kind of reading it is

In such circumstances I do not usually go on with the

be solved by raising the text high up in such a way that the patient is

forced to open his eyes, and at the same time to give answers I can make use of.
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Especially when prescribing glasses for a presbyope and when prescribing reading glasses in general it
must furthermore be remembered that any twitching of the eyelids, either recorded in anamnesis or actually
detected (this has been pointed out on p. 35 ) always requires a bold increase in the value of the lenses.

These

fibrillar twitchings, which can be seen in the trembling of the eyelids, are characteristic in certain people, so that
when their glasses have been too weak the situation always manifests itself in the same way
a 15-year-old child (728), father+9. (5) J.

[even in the case of

I speak from experience, for in my own case also, this has always

been an absolutely certain signal that steps must be taken \ if such a twitch is once allowed to develop it can be
very difficult to get rid of.

One of my patients was compelled to admit

me after a short interval with an even worse twitch.

his negligence when he came back to

During his summer holiday he had worn his previous, weaker

glasses, the new ones having been left at home, and the Almighty meted out His punishment instantly !
lying behind the twitching there may often be another cause which can be more difficult to notice \

But

the patient

may all the time be wearing bifocals with quite correct values, but because of his ability to accommodate, without
being in any way aware of it, he almost exclusively uses the top half of the spectacles and this is the case
especially with people who do much close work at their desks.

It is for this reason that it is of prime importance

for such people to have the divide on their bifocals placed really high.

Here too I have direct personal

experience.

10.

Heterophoria for near fixation

It is simple to ascertain possible phoria values with a Maddox wing, either without glasses or with a near
correction, but this device may also be used for a wider purpose, again for revealing latent hypermetropic.

With

this apparatus, where the visual field of each eye is separated, it is possible to follow near vision at a distance of
30 cm in conditions where the accommodation impulse, provoked by binocularity and convergence, is
eliminated or has a considerably weaker effect.

In this way we get valuable indications about the latent need of

glasses for close work, often with glasses easily four, five or six diopters stronger than the correction of distant
vision.

M.W. values generally correlate well with distant visus and refraction values.
The examination can be begun either monocularly or binocularly, the main thing again being that it is

done with strong fogging.

Let us suppose that we have Just decided to give a patient +4.0 reading glasses,

with which he was able to read a news-
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paper "comfortably ".

We put in the M.W. for example, +8.0 glasses,and ask him

whether he is able to make out the white, horizontal row of numbers when he quickly
takes a relaxed look, through the openings in the apparatus.
patient will reel off the whole list of numbers.

Very often indeed the

Then, merely out of interest, we may

add +2.0 to the left eye and ask whether he can still make out the numbers.
We may still at this stage get an affirmative answer and a reading.
+8.0 glasses the patient is not able to answer,the diopters are reduced to +7, +6 and so on.

If with
When we then know

the maximum plus value that he can manage, we begin asking, using the ±0.5 confirmation test, monocularly,
in which way the numbers are best.
maximum values.

To begin with, of course, -0.5 is better, because we have just been using

The original fogging is nevertheless continued on the right eye. We keep going like this until

the patient can no longer see any difference for example between +5.5 and +5.0 lenses. By changing the lenses in
the apparatus a whole diopter at a time and determining the intermediate values with the confirmation test (ct) one
can speed up somewhat what is otherwise a slow process. One makes a note , of the number of diopters as well as
binocularly the strongest, best plus lens.

After that, one places in the apparatus +5.5 lenses (B.E.) and ready

on top of them ct +0.5 (so that in fact we have

+6.0

),

before the patient is allowed to look.

This is done

by removing the previous +5.0 lenses from the frame only at the end, before asking "Which is better (binocularly),
this one ( + 6 . 0 ) or that one { + 5 . 5 ) ? "

" That one Then the ct is turned round, = -0.5.

or without it?" "With it". Now we have got lenses of value +5.0.
again with the same ct.

"Is it better with this

Again we change the basic lenses to +4.5 and

Now the patient finds all three values, +4.5 ±0.5 almost the same.

Depending on the

situation we may very well give him reading glasses up to +5.0 but probably we shall settle for +4.5.
suffering from a spasm of accommodation generally opts for the weakest plus value, i.e. +4.0.
represents a typical procedure for the sake of example.
ct ± 0 . 2 5 .

A person

The above only

The final delicate adjustment is naturally carried out with

When one has reached the minimum value for plus lenses and if one goes on with the test, the

patient may, when his eyes have become tired of staring - this corresponds well to the actual demands of reading
- again choose a stronger lens as the best, for example +5.5.

On the other hand, when the test is prolonged

with a pseudo-myope,and especially with a young person, the patient has time to get strained and is able to
change his demand , asking for a lens four or five diopters more in the minus direction.
With such strong fogging the patient generally answers to exophoria readings,even
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high ones, because the need of accommodation, which stimulates the convergence, is weakened, but if he
answers to esophoria readings,

I

go on adding plus values until the esophoria is evened out to orthophoria if

only the patient can still manage to make out the numbers, and often he can do just this. In between also the vertical
direction should be checked and if necessary corrected approximately (this is seldom necessary).
If a young patient can make out M.W. numbers with, for example, +16.0 and sees them clearly with + 13.0
we may say that there is a basic error of the order of magnitude + 10.0 diopters.
clearly and perhaps best of all

With +10.0 he still sees them

[1125, +8.5 (+9.0) without drops, altematingly divergent \ 1043 answered on M.W.

already at +15.0 -r problematic case of dizziness, earlier glasses +1.75 and +1.0, or +2.5 and + 1.5 for distant vision
-r achieved in a short time even a refractometer value of+4.5y later discovered to be +8.5- +9.0J-If both a young and
an old patient answer to the same maximum plus lens one must presume an even greater degree of hypermetropic in
the young one.
Even though the patient is unable to make out the numbers on the white row he is nevertheless able to
say when the tip of the pencil we are moving is at the point of the white "vertical line" (= arrow) and we thus
get an idea on the one hand of the amount of esophoria and on the other hand of the amount of hypermetropia.
If we wish to estimate the strength of glasses for close work by means of the M.W. and the left eye
happens to be amblyopic or the sight weakened in some other way one can get a sufficient idea by looking at
the arrow with the right eye.
When checking for reading glasses in the case of a young, tensed-up pseudo-myope - for example half lenses
- and in general when determining the addition for close work, the M.W. is valuable.

After having asked once more

"Can you now see well and clearly?" it gives the patient a very good indication of what is going on if the wing is
turned 180

in the horizontal plane and the patient is himself allowed to see which lens power was used at this

normal reading distance! (Usually the result is much further in the plus direction than the patient supposes).

I then

often tell the patient that it is not in practice possible to jump directly to this value, but it does represent the ideal
objective of the moment.
Although it is not so necessary to go carry out all these things at this consultation, such information will
nevertheless be important for the following visits and should be marked down, because it is sufficiently valuable and
brings one peace of mind.
It is somewhat the same with the M.W. as with hypermetropia in the case of
refraction errors, i.e. the greatest amount of hypermetropia discovered always holds
good ;

the esophoria determined with the M.W. has the greatest significance in

Even putting a reading text in place of the scale is very valuable in releasing spasm of accommodation and
in estimating the strongest possible reading glasses.
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revealing hypermetropic.

It is true that a tense patient with over-accommodation can bring even this about

artificially, but exophoria may be erroneously

revealed in various situations :

1)

Great plus over-correction weakens the fixation,provoking exophoria, but

2)

the same thing results from a great plus deficiency because

the accommodation becomes over-taxed.

What happens is that the esophoria value already ascertained also with strong plus glasses moves, when the
lenses are sufficiently weakened, clearly in the direction of exophoria (417) because the accommodation that
stimulates convergence becomes exhausted, (
glasses (e.g. +10.0

-

831 ,

H +4.5

) or the orthophoria achieved with strong plus

+12.0) by weakening the lenses from the optimum, begins to move in the direction of

exophoria in such a way that, for example with +5.0,one
can get exophoria of 6

- 10

, which indicates great hypermetropic.

(If there is any sign of exophoria, which is

common with a sudden plus increase, I still determine how many prisms are needed in order to achieve a value
of "0.1 " in M.W., however blurred the numbers become. In general the value of prism compensation is some
diopters greater than the reading on the scale without prisms)0
Furthermore one must bear in mind that the values given by the apparatus correspond to a P.D. of 60 mm.
It is true that for most patients it is a useful average measurement, but when strong plus lenses are used, a
deviation from P.D. causes erroneous values.
a)

if the patient's near P.D.

is

< 60 mm.

a strong plus lens has the same effect as a prism,base out,

that is to say it corrects esophoria and exaggerates
b)

exophoria.

if,on the other hand, the patient's P.D. is > 60 mm the effect is the other way round, base in, correcting

exophoria and exaggerating esophoria. The details can be seen in the following diagram

60 mm

6
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It is thus necessary, for example, when dealing with esophoria values to check whether a P.D. of 60
mm

in the lenses is too small.
Such possibilities of error are eliminated if the examination is made with lenses in the trial frames with

the correct P.D. In this way the reading distance is slightly lengthened, but not significantly. In connection with
large P.D.s and strong glasses, it is absolutely essential to carry out lens correction within the trial frames.
The following is a typical example of M.W. values in a young hypermetrope : M.W. without glasses =
A

Eso. 5 , corrected with a prism Eso. 8

A

A

and after removing the prism Eso 7 ,

-0-

or M.W. +5.0 (= the strongest plus lenses ready in the apparatus with which the patient can still
A

A

distinguish the numbers -r Exo. 6 , with a prism Exo. 10 .

A

Exo 8 , which means the reading after removal

of the prism, -0-.
The use of the M.W.

in order to reveal pseudomyopia is explained by means of a "mathematical"

example of page

11.

Refractometer

Only now does one go on to use the refractometer \ ophthalmoscoping has been carried out in between
and being suitably dazzling, has prepared the patient by confusing his fixation and accommodation.
(Sometimes it is difficult, by ophthalmoscoping, to see the foveolar reflex clearly and this shows that the patient
is all the time accommodating and the refraction oscillates many diopters).
before using the refractometer by means of a tachistoscope.

Or one can study the visual field

Making use of the short fixation distance I carry

out the examination when the patient is wearing very strong plus glasses \ after this he is better prepared than
before for the relaxation needed for the refractometer examination
spectacles.

-

the patient still wearing the same fogging

In general if the course of the examination is intelligently planned the revealing of hypermetropic

is a great deal more effective.

I only acquired a refractometer at the end of 1969 (or was it the beginning of

1970?) in order to have available one further means of checking, having become convinced of the great sources
of error in measuring refraction and in the whole system of examination.
many months I derived no

Being unfamiliar with the machine, for

help from it, not even being willing to use it systematically, but little by little I

began to get some idea of its possibilities. Even now, after considerable experience,
opinion that with it

I am still of the
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"the devil can quote scripture for his purposes"!

When one knows what one is aiming at,it is fairly easy, by

spending plenty of time, to mark on the card something which supports one's results, but if the refractometer
results are contrary to expectation one must not allow oneself to be shaken, at least if the results are more in the
minus direction, because it is a well-known fact that the use of instruments stimulates accommodation (Mutze
1956, p.96).

It is really tragi -comical that the refractometer itself should be such an instrument; the more you

play about with the machine to check the angle of the axis and the exact refraction values, the more time there is
for the eye to get tense in its accommodation.

It is indeed a double-edged sword and when you are really stuck

you cannot get help from the machine. As far as wearers of incorrect glasses are concerned, it leaves one in the
11

lurch like all other "objective methods.

If the patient's eyes have been distorted to the extent of an extreme

astigmatism or accustomed to such a condition by inadequate spectacles,

the refractometer repeats the same

wild readings (or even more incorrect ones), the same obliquity in the axes and so on, cycloplegia and even
atropinization notwithstanding, for years after changing the glasses (240) and in spite of the fact that one is
already going forward happily, with a patient who has no symptoms, to the correct plus glasses of full power furrows on the brow becoming smooth and migraine having disappeared!

In this way the refractometer may

impose even more erroneous judgements on the oculist and lull him into a false sense of satisfaction should he
seek peace of mind there.

After going through this experience hundreds of times it becomes necessary to stress

once again that the human eye is a riddle and that the first prescription of glasses is a matter of great responsibility
and has far-reaching consequences.
In straightforward

cases the refractometer often provides useful additional confirmation of the values so

far obtained in examination, sometimes even revealing more hypermetropic • generally, however, leaving a
considerable amount latent or unrevealed.

I revolve the fixation figure rapidly or slowly about its axis thus

disturbing the patient's focussing and tiring the eye and at the same time, beginning with strong fogging, diopter
values being switched rapidly back and forth, I approach the point of the patient's refraction, using alternately
bright and red-filtered light.

I ask the patient at the same time to be as relaxed as possible and to avoid focussing

on the figure and to prevent it becoming clear, with his thoughts "on the wind of heaven or the distant ocean,
trying to make out whether there is the mast of a ship rising on the horizon" or something like that.

If the patient is

unable to relax, I deliberately ask him trivial questions, even at the risk of disturbing the fixation when his chin
moves to make the
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answers. He is then compelled to concentrate at least to some extent on something else, the result being a
slackering of the fixation of his gaze and lo and behold ! whole diopters of hypermetropic come rolling into view.
In order to maintain the relaxation situation achieved by previous tests I have begun to take also
refractometer values when the patient is wearing fogging glasses.

The result — after a small arithmetical

calculation ( glasses+4.0, R-value -0.5 = R-value+3.5 ) — is generally the same as without glasses \
reveals more hypermetropic, but sometimes less.

often it

The older the patient the easier it is in general to reveal

hypermetropic with a refractometer.
Again, if a patient is very tense during the refractometer test and the situation seems to get more and more out
of hand when I ask him to remain unfocussed, it sometimes helps if I put the machine at zero and tell him that he
may look at the test figure and try and see it clearly. It may then happen that the spasm of accommodation relaxes
even to this zero value, from something like -3.0 ! (1487 to +1.25, member of a migraine family ). When we
then move to the second eye I tell the patient that although he already knows what the " Christmas decorations"
look like he must go on trying to keep them as indistinct as possible. For some it may be useful to set the reading
for example at +3.0. The patient is then asked to shut his eyes and be as if sleeping, after a while opening them
and looking unfocussed through the tube to infinity. At that moment the test figure may brighten up, only to
become blurred immediately afterwards. In this way one can gradually increase the refractometer values, until no
further relaxation can be achieved. These dodges are actually rather successful and some patients are able to do
what is required of them, but it is not likely to work if you are a twenty-year-old sportsman, a forty-year-old spinster
bank clerk, who has been gaping tensely at figures for years or a sixty-three-year-old widow who has practised
swimming in icy water (276). —
The ambylopic eye, with its slackness, is a much more rewarding subject for
the refractometer than the dominant eye.
Force of habit still often leads me to note also the ophthalmometer readings,
although they call for no particular measures,

terrible though these readings may be —

not to mention the fact that a five to ten degree difference in the direction of the axis may
produce a storm in a teacup, as I have seen happen! Ophthalmometer readings are of merely
theoretical value, but I return to this question later in the section on astigmatism (p. 122).

12.

Tonometry and gonioscopy

Tonometry and gonioscopy are absolutely necessary if one intends to use cyclo-plegics, at least in middleaged or older patients.

From the point of view of refraction it is interesting to see the parallelism with which small

differences in both normal and increased intraocular pressures reflect the refraction situation or disparity between the
lenses of spectacles.
deficiency (458).

The pressure is nearly always higher in the eye which has had to work with the greater plus

With the passage of time one can usually
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observe the levelling out of pressure in the two eyes, after the patient has got lenses of equal strength.

13.

Cycloplegia

After undertaking

such an exhausting and thorough examination, it may be

said that cycloplegia is almost always unnecessary.

It serves no useful purpose, is often

contradictory and shakes one's faith in the results already achieved. For a patient who is
excessively tense in his powerful spasm of accommodation, cycloplegia is only a drop in the
ocean, even if it is atropine

(Nos. 58, 210 and for example 685, a

9 -year old

schoolgirl, who one year earlier was already wearing permanently and without difficulty glasses + 1.5, but who after
administration of atropine was only able to achieve normal visus with lenses -1.0).

It is true that the refractometer

value was somewhat smaller than +1.5 and this indicates that the spasm of accommodation was provoked by the
examination situation and by looki at the chart. Even in this situation the patienti cheerful ly arrived for the examination
wearing glasses +2.25 and according to her mother the girl had gone on riding to school on her bicycle wearing+1.5
spectacles. Then there was patient No. 782, an office girl who four times between the ages of twenty-three and
twenty-eight had cyclogyl administered^ this did not show an error larger than +3.25 diopters and that had already been
discovered without cycloplegia.

Thus a girl who I thought to be suffering from severe asthenopia (at present

hypermetrope at least six diopters) had very early had recourse to bifocals and trifocals. From the point of view of the
usefulness of glasses a result achieved without administering drops, if not more trustworthy, is at least much more
practical.

If in spite of all the measures outlined above,

the oculist still has an unsatisfactory and doubtful

result, he naturally goes on to cycloplegia.
A very good way of aiding the relaxation is to get the patient to sit in the waiting room with strong fogging
glasses on and nothing to read. If one has no suitable spectacles available, this can be done with any spare test frames,
but if they are uncomfortable they may only increase the patient's tenseness. That is why I have kept all my own disused
glasses and also some that belonged to acquaintance. In addition I have acquired numerous new spectacles for
examination purposes and the outlay has been compensated for many times over by the way in which it has facilitated
the work.
The administration of atropine forms a natural part of the examination in the case
of children (for atropine allergy see page308).

Depending on the age of the child

1/4 % - 1 % atropine drops, "three times a day on three successive days" - or,
' Perhaps this is also an indication of the importance of previous conditioning in the organism (cf. p. 338).
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depending on the awkwardness of the journey, at least Cyclogyl or some other quick acting cycloplegic is instilled.

It

is difficult to give exact age limits, but with children over fifteen I have tended more and more to omit drops
altogether, having seen how useless they are in cases of spasm of accommodation, even in a less accentuated form.
After carrying out the system outlined above, without drops,a result is often achieved which already makes possible
such a great change in spectacles that a greater one cannot be envisaged on that occasion, and if it is a question of
first glasses they must on no account exceed the number of diopters so far revealed. It is really surprising how
infrequently one gets any further with Cyclogyl for example, and in migraine cases (e.g. No. 173) atropinization,
even carried out many times, may be without effect and gets one no nearer a solution.

It is no exaggeration to affirm

that atropine brings nothing like the absolute truth into view. Concrete proof of this is to be found in the very many
unnecessary operations for convergent strabismus (Table No. 1, p. 139 ).

I cannot even begin to guess for how

long and at what strength atropine should be administered in order to reveal the truth in extreme cases of spasm of
accommodation.

In any case it ought to be quite different from the normal practice in this matter, to judge from

those patients who have been compelled to get used to their glasses by means of cycloplegics.

Perhaps the greatest

advantage of atropine is that, by making use of the durability of its effect, one can get a patient started even with quite
strong glasses. On the other hand, patients who have been pseudomyopes for years cannot, in daily life, even if
they have drops over a period of two months or so, get away from their minus habits, in spite of the fact that latent
hypermetropic has been ascertained in examination (No. 1291).
If therefore a patient has undergone cycloplegia, one then goes back to retinoscopy and takes the refractometer values again, checks the visus rapidly, even this time
using fogged lenses.

There is simply no point in attempting to measure exact monocular

refraction under cycloplegia. It suffices if one can gain additional information about the order
of magnitude of the refraction error and determine which spherical
binocularly.

At this stage,

however,

courage by making the patient read
plus lenses with which he can
of information,

I

gain

valuable

lens is best
support and renewed

and I always make a note of the power of the strongest

now read a newspaper naturally. This

is an exceedingly important piece

because although one by no means always achieves, for example, a three-diopter reading

addition, calculated from the distant correction

-

the patient can read even with his distant correction one gets

nevertheless a clear picture of the extent and degree of tenseness of his spasm of accommodation.
surprising if, In a few minutes and with a couple of

It is hardly
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drops, one fails to release a spasm which has been there perhaps for many years!

On the other hand, one

may reveal a degree of error which exceeds all expectation.
In the case of people who must return to their place of work I usually give pilocarpine finally when a
cycloplegic of short-term effect has been used and also naturally if there is any suspicion of a narrow angle factor,
but often I use cycloplegia as an aid for getting started with glasses and I advise patients to go straight to the
optician,while still in this condition,to get their new glasses.
Although we now well know the limitations of cycloplegia, there remains one further important matter which I
11

at least did not give attention to early enough. When we are trying to determine the truth about a young "myope by
means of drops it is absolutely necessary to remember to tell him that when he begins the drops he must not wear
glasses and must also come for examination without them.

There are of course great practical difficulties in the way of

accomplishing this, but without it, the whole undertaking is of no avail for either party.

If he comes for examination

wearing the old, wrong and over-corrected minus glasses,

in

nature will

ensure

that

spite of atropine the

results of the examination will be exactly as wild as before, if not worse (9, 28, 148, 261) and the oculist is satisfied
without reason, thinking that he is on the right track.

As to wearers of plus glasses, they must on the contrary wear

their spectacles, if they are spherical. If/ however, they are a cylinder combination and if one is expecting to make a
change in the cylinders, then the wearing of these glasses must be discontinued If a patient with hypermetropic
astigmatism finds it difficult to manage with drops and without glasses it may make the next examination more objective
and provide an unbiased starting point if he is altogether without glasses and drops for a week or two.

It is even easier

11

to get the wrong "objective refraction values with the refractometer (cf.p. 62 ) than with retinoscopy (617) and this is
naturally connected with the patient's age, in such a way that residual accommodation is the greater the younger the
patient.

It seems to happen surprisingly often that parents remove the glasses of a child with a convergent squint,

sometimes even at the last minute, on the way to the consultation!

The result is that often in the examination itself it

is not even possible to find the degree of hypermetropic earlier established.

Being inexperienced, the oculist may then

decide to prescribe weaker glasses, resulting in a step backwards and possibly an unnecessary operation.
Increasingly I find myself having recourse to atropine as a means of treatment for releasing extremely
severe spasms of accommodation.

One begins by administering drops in the evening.

This is probably fairly

pleasant for the patient: the most powerful effect will take place during the night and in the morning the eye is
already relaxed when the
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patient takes his glasses from the bedside table first thing in the morning.

If this does not bring about a result

within a few days one starts giving drops in the morning, and in the toughest cases both in the morning and in
the evening.

It is best to give such awkward treatment when the patient

is on holiday, if it can be arranged.

If I remember aright I have only once, it was a case of force majeure, prescribed a fortnight's sick leave for a
patient (58), but this seems to me to be as reasonable as any other sick leave, especially If one remembers that
otherwise the patient would be in poor condition over many years, resulting in repeated absence from work.

14. Prescription of spectacles

With these undertakings now behind us we can at last proceed to the "grand finale" - the prescribing of
spectacles.

Although we now know the error of refraction, the strongest possible distant lens and also the strongest

possible lens for close work, there is still much to think about before the final prescription can be written. Here if
anywhere it is impossible to give
my own

experience,

foolproof advice,

but I will say something,

not least

because

of

for I am myself a considerable hypermetrope.

I shall speak here primarily about plus glasses, information about minus glasses being given in the
chapter on pseudomyopia on page 88 .
I hope that the kind of oculist who feels shame at prescribing
as weak as
precisely

+0.5

+0.5

impossible

is a thing of the past.

Assuming that the error revealed

and that the generally accepted rule

to get started with

plus glasses ;

glasses

of reducing

0.5

was

diopter is followed,

and on the next occasion

one

it would

be

would all too easily find

oneself on the minus side. The patient's troubles are not of course dependent upon anything so small, but in the
background there are countless diopters of latent hypermetropic.
reading

For a tense patient, beginning with +0.5 for

means a decisive start and how many migraine patients have been relieved by it! (403).
It must also be remembered that if a child without a squint has been given, for example, +1.0

glasses on going to school (or later) it is a sign of considerable hypermetropic in the background.
young person a deficiency of 1 diopter does not yet cause trouble (587) just as a refraction

In such a

error of 1 diopter

in an otherwise healthy child does not yet cause a headache.
For a person who can manage with simple glasses I prescribe values from +0.5 upwards, but there
is no need to be afraid of starting with +1.5 - +2.0 diopters,
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provided one tells the patient that if looking in the distance is very difficult, he must use the glasses for reading, or
only indoors, to begin with. One cannot always correct the whole of the revealed error all at once, but depending
upon the amount of hypermetropia and the demands made by the patient's work, I very often prescribe three sets of
glasses with a gap of 0.25 to 1.0 diopter between each, with instructions to purchase one set every six months,or
as rapidly as the patient becomes accustomed to them

—

or as the reappearance of headache requires.

If

systematic weakening of cylinders is in progress, together with an increase in the plus direction, it is wise to
content oneself with a single prescription at a

time —

but it will be all the sooner that one writes the next,

again for a slightly weaker cylinder combination. I prescribe the three sets to save the patient time, trouble and cost,
as well as to shield him a little in the treatment, because it is not possible to see patients as often as would be
ideally necessary.

I heard about one optician who said to a patient of mine " Must be some experiment going on

"!
I have also adopted the habit of writing on the prescription the date of the recommended future
check-up, because it greatly helps the patient to get the right attitude and understand the importance of this
type of treatment.
If for distant vision releasing is awkward, progress is slow and the patient
becomes

nervous, it is useful if, for this stage, he can get another stronger pair of

spectacles for close work and can thereby be coaxed into using the difficult distant glasses.
In this way he

gets started

by means of a kind of deception.

any patient over forty must always have bifocals,
weak as +0.25 must not be despised,

In a corresponding case,

in which case even an upper half as

because it will reduce the spasm of accommodation

and get the releasing process started, the patient being obliged to look continuously
through it.

If expense is no problem, bifocals are ideal at any age for releasing the

spasm of accommodation (cf. p. 1 1 7 ) and even if there is no special problem they can
always be recommended. It is difficult for an optician to propose bifocals, but an oculist,
who has no commercial interest, can always do so.

It is high time that we rejected the

association of bifocals with old age and we should prescribe them as early as may be
because they are a great boon to mankind, remembering that the greater the degree of
hypermetropia the smaller the amount of accommodation in reserve.
of thumb to say that in general both
age of presbyopia

It is a good rule

young people and

— especially migraine patients

those approaching the

— should be given bifocals in which

at least the reading half is as strong as the maximum distant error discovered.

The

greater the deficiency of correction that has to be accepted because of the subjective
opinion of the patient, the higher the divide may be set
at least in Executive bifocals.

— and should be set —

There are very few cases indeed —

perhaps none
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at all

-

where bifocals will not help the patient forward.

It is truly regrettable that bifocals are still so

expensive and that when there must be many changes in glasses, one is compelled to think of the financial
sacrifice the patient has to make.

Nevertheless, it is precisely when one begins with bifocals that it is most likely

for a lens, prescribed in the first instance as strong as the patient can bear, to be weak again after a few
months.
them

It is for this reason that at the very beginning it is wiser to prescribe

by degrees

with

stabilized going on to bifocals.

unifocals,

strengthening

the help of reading glasses, and only when the situation has become somewhat
If there is no possibility of using any of the above-mentioned methods for

releasing the spasm, one may accelerate the release by administering weak atropine (cf. p. 66 )
to Duke-Elder's recommendation, every second day for one to two weeks (D-E. p. 76).

-

according

By way of answer to my

many questioners I have for years repeated that for patients under forty, spectacles should be the same for all
purposes, which is indeed the case if the correction is complete.

There is, however, hardly anything in this

world about which one Is not forced to change one's mind and to-day, if the cost is

no problem, I should

prescribe as treatment for all patients

bifocals.

The fitting

of bifocals

—

even in slightly problematic cases —

presents no problem In the case of a housewife or

an executive who is for the most part chatting behind his desk.

But as soon as one is dealing with an eight-hour-

a-day clerk who has to use a typewriter and a calculator - possibly also a card index - or one who must pore over
columns of figures in small type when checking the sums for weekly wages, the demands made on the eye are of
quite a different order.

For this kind of person, the ideal spectacle and the wisest for general use is the bifocal,

the Executive with a high divide, running above the mid-point of the pupil.

It must be remembered that one of

the main causes of spasm of accommodation in people over forty Is bifocal lenses where the divide is set too
low, in such a way that close work can be done through the upper half (No. 959) (cf. p. 57 ).

It must be

admitted that a bifocal that is truly fully corrected often makes the climbing or descending of a staircase difficult and
not very many people can walk in the street with them successfully \
the "image jump" in the Executive is very slight.

even this is not all that difficult, because

Nevertheless, if the patient cannot manage in the street with

bifocals, it Is perhaps better for him to use only distant spectacles there, if he wants to economize.

If the

bifocals are not to be used at all out of doors one may over-correct the upper half by at least 0.5 diopters and still
be able to

manage happily indoors.

Thus the glasses function in a way like the two lower segments of

trifocals, but it is a good arrangement and is better for the eyes.
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Reducing the difference between the upper and lower halves only makes the spectacles
more comfortable to wear. When using a typewriter for copying a text from a page placed
to one side of the machine, a difference of 1 diopter between the two halves is very
pleasant.
means

The releasing effect on
that

accommodation brought about by the lower half

little by little one begins,

more clearly in the distance.

also through the upper half, to see

If a patient is immediately enthusiastic about his first bifocals one may be more or

less sure that the glasses are considerably under-corrected I
If the patient has to content himself with a single pair of spectacles this can be done with bifocals if the distant
correction Is made as strong as possible, so that the addition is both moderate and sufficient.

But if the patient is
1

fastidious about the brightness of his distant vision and the distant correction must be "first class ', a patient over
fifty must absolutely have a trifocal.

The model of lens is to some extent a matter of taste, but a segment in the

Executive which covers the whole field of vision provides, in addition to a minimal "image jump", every possible
advantage.

A disadvantage,and by no means a slight one, is the weight of the lens —

possible to get plastic ones.

at least until it is

The best rapid treatment for skin rubbed by heavy spectacles is probably to protect it

with microporous "dermicel " first aid tape.

In the case of trifocals it is important for the oculist, however, to

mark the exact position of the divides for the optician.

If this is not done, it will be easy for the patient at his desk

to use the middle part of the lens, for he will also see rather comfortably through that, and then the eyes will again
get strained and it will be difficult to discover the cause.

The divides in trifocals must be so high that the lower line

corresponds to that of a normal bifocal, in this way bringing about the good desired.
If the glasses are to be pleasant to wear, it is absolutely essential that the two lenses are divided exactly
along the same line and are in no way asymmetrical. Deliberate provocation of esotropia and diplopia

-

for

example, by looking at a ceiling lamp, is an excellent way for anyone to check the correctness of the horizontal
height of the central points of lenses and, even more important, the symmetry of the divides.

This can also be

done, if the patient is clever enough, by using physiological diplopia, tilting the head from side to side.

This is

what I do always when I get my new bifocals.
When I am dealing with a patient who is approaching the age of presbyopia I almost

always

ask myself

whether I should begin by prescribing simple distant glasses for a short period or begin right away with bifocals.
Generally I allow the matter to be decided by the depth of the vertical furrows in the patient's brow, especially if for
distant correction I have not managed to get further than +1.0.

Deep vertical furrows
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indicate a deficiency of so many diopters that distant glasses alone will only be satisfactory for a very short time.
When trying to "press" glasses upon a patient it is clearly observable that reading glasses can easily be made
sufficiently strong, but not lenses for distant vision.
spectacles, it should

be

disproportionate addition^

In practice, however, from the point of view of tolerating

easier the more complete the distant correction and then one would not need such a
as I have pointed out, for indoor use one could have a distant part which would seem at

the beginning slightly over-corrected.
When dealing with cases of extreme spasm of accommodation and patients of whom I can say at once "You
will need new, stronger bifocals after a month or two" I often lend bifocals for a week or more from my own stock
(474), sometimes even the ones lam wearing (354, a case of capsular glaucoma in a critical phase). After this I
venture to think that I can prescribe the most sensible possible bifocals for use over a longer period.
Over the years I have built up a collection of glasses comprising over a hundred pairs, including all the
commonest combinations: spherical glasses from +0.75 to +10.0, bifocals from ±0 to +5.5 upper parts, with
different additions, beginning from +0.75 -T a "transition" bifocal -0.5 add. +1.25, and also a collection
of half lenses from -1.0 (add.+ l.O), ±0 add. +1.0, +1.5, +2.0, +2.5, to +4.0.
In addition, patients who
have benefited from this kind of treatment have made valuable donations, passing on to me their used
spectacles for the same purpose.
With patients of the type mentioned above, if the oculist does not absolutely insist - or if he is lazy and takes
the easy way out, prescribing two different pairs of spectacles — the cause is prejudiced for a long time to come.
Because such a patient gets along well for all purposes with his relatively strong distant glasses, he is most unlikely to
put on his reading glasses at all
-

-

a change which, even at the best, does not correspond to the use of bifocals

and so the tensed accommodation merely goes on, roughly as it was before.
I have myself, for many years, used a lens at least 0.5 diopters stronger than my normal distant lens, for

what I call "social life".

Their efficiency and usefulness are incalculable^ even when one is tired one can then

look at people at a distance of two or three metres in quite a different way, having earlier been obliged to struggle
against sleepiness.

On the basis of this personal experience, I make so bold as to encourage my patients to do

the same, if only indoors, where they complain, with red-rimmed eyes,of the irritating effect of tobacco smoke!
this way one has succeeded in taking one step forward in the difficulty.
understand the benefit to be derived from a "too strong" lens.

It is almost impossible for a layman to

It is important to strengthen glasses sufficiently

quickly so that one can prevent a new tense spasm of accommodation situation, caused by the accommodation
stress resulting from weak spectacles.

In
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Writing a number of prescriptions in advance has other advantages also.

I try in this way to "protect" the

patient from opticians (and why not also colleagues?) who may meddle and change the lens in the wrong
direction when patients run to them to complain that their lenses are too strong.

I venture to think like this,

knowing the truth of the matter and with what pains it has been determined. If the patient shows the optician the
whole pile of prescriptions, or if he sees my mark in the corner 1),

2) or 3)

the optician is almost certain to

realize that there is serious intent behind it.
There was a time, I must admit, when patients' plaintive telephone calls,disturbed my peace of mind
unpleasantly, but nowadays I say, even without looking for their cards: "Go on wearing the glasses ; force yourself
to keep them on as much as possible - there is no danger and there is nothing wrong with them.

I shall not change

my opinion about this in any case for the time being - not for six months at least." I know that when I wrote the
prescription I used all my analytical skill.

If the calls are repeated many times, I may, for the peace of mind of the

patient ask him to come and see me again, to show him how well he can in fact see with his glasses unless he is
cheeky or stubborn enough to deliberately sabotage the examination

-

it does happen sometimes!

There is no

difficulty whatsoever in succeeding here, if one begins again with fogging binocularly at one diopter, for example.
The answer comes back pat, provided of course that the patient has been faithfully wearing his spectacles.

Usually

the most suspicious and outraged patient is silenced, is content with the check-up and goes off peacefully to try and
learn again.
Another common factor which disturbs the process of getting started is the following: it often happens that a
patient goes to the oculist in the spring, but with the approach of summer and its long bright days, his glasses remain
uncollected till the autumn. By this time considerable additional strain has taken place in the accommodation of a
hyperope-presbyope and the lens he gets seems more blurred than it was before.
Furthermore, intumescent cataract, the long intervals between changing glasses and, at least here in the North,
the rapid shortening of the autumn days represents a nightmarish time for the oculist: it makes the strengthening of plus
lenses difficult. Here again the situation can be improved by prescribing strong plus lenses for reading because they are
easily tolerated in poor light. Then, as the days get longer, one can strengthen the distant glasses or bifocals.
In the case of a really wilful and tense patient, who truly suffers from the obscurity
of vision of his glasses, I may after a month or two make a small compromise and also
mark on the prescription "provisional", so that he may return as soon as possible to the
intended strength.

Again I do this so that the whole thing will not be ruined for the

patient,

because it is always possible to find an oculist who will do what the patient

wants.

A patient who really wants to achieve the goal set by the oculist may himself

test whether he has an automatic spasm of accommodation \
quickly carried out : after sleeping with glasses on
for example, when one wakes,

-

the experiment is easily and

I often do this myself

-

one can,

bleary-eyed, look at the seascape from one's summer
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cottage and note to one's astonishment how clear everything is, but how everything at once becomes blurred
when one tries to make out the details.
becomes hazy.

The more one tries to make things out the more rapidly the image

One can bring about the same result in a more exaggerated form if one has separate reading

glasses and looks through them at everything a bit vaguely, without accommodating at all, and then with eyes
closed changes rapidly to one's ordinary glasses

— or better still to bifocals. Now, if one raises and lowers

one's chin, looking in the same way through the lower half and then nonchalantly, lowering the chin, through
the upper half, how bright the world seems, notwithstanding the fact that with the same glasses it has been
perhaps for six months quite unsatisfactory.
It is almost annoying to see how fussy people can be about the exactness of their distant vision, so much so
that in spite of all the thorough explanations they are given about the glasses they are going to have

— that they

may be a little difficult at the beginning but are absolutely necessary for the good of their health, that "The more bleary
your vision at the beginning the quicker you will get better
alone half a day or some months

11

— will not put up with a moment's discomfort, leave

— and so they immediately throw the glasses aside.

I am virtually certain that

every oculist stresses the prime importance of patience if the proper result is to be achieved. I remember how a former
colleague of mine said that a patient must wear his glasses, even if he vomited as a result.
I prescribe my "tidied up"

As a matter of fact, when

spherical lenses I am quite willing to associate myself with such a strong expression !

Of course it is not pleasant when one cannot see clearly, especially in modern
times when traffic is so heavy, but

unless the patient himself is all tensed up and

hysterical, it must be possible to manage all right in traffic with glasses which have
provided a visus of 1.0 in examination conditions.
In order to study this question personally I have myself experimented by driving a car in city traffic
wearing glasses with many different over-corrections. Even when it is not possible to read the registration
numbers of vehicles in front
until one is almost on top of them, it is still perfectly safe to drive. I often
tell my patients that with their glasses they will certainly be able to distinguish a man from an elk. I should
say that one can still manage to drive all right on a fine day with approximately 1.5 diopters of fogging and
even with spectacles that are 2.5 diopters stronger than what the patient considers ideal, but I would of
course never give him such glasses. I usually advise my patients to keep their old distant glasses for outdoor
use and for driving until they have got accustomed to the new stronger ones.
The accommodation stress caused by daily work can also be very easily demonstrated. When I have put on,
for example, +5.0 glasses immediately on waking in the morning I have found it easy to drive to work with them
instead of my ordinary +3.5 glasses.
Many oculists and opticians are in the habit of saying : "These are your television glasses", but the expression is
not a happy one, because most people think they are to be worn only for that purpose.
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But my vision has been much more blurred with the same lens on my return journey and it has not easily
brightened up during the course of the evening. For the return journey even my +3.5 glasses may be
inadequate. One may also conclude from this that my bifocals +5,5 add. +1.5 for daily workare
still under-corrected.
A 33-year-old bank clerk (1598) who earlier had had glasses -0.5, hyperopia (+4.0) explained that on
Monday morning, when she looked at the calendar on the wall opposite with her bifocals +0.75,
add +1.0, it was in focus as usual but when she looked at it again on Friday "Good God, it was all
blurred!".
On the other hand it is extremely probable that the very patient who complains about his glasses is the type
likely to develop a severe spasm of accommodation and is also likely without knowing it to be so tensed-up when
driving that the spasm of accommodation will remain tenser than ever and prevent the new lens from feeling
comfortable.

15.

Conclusions and examples

Perhaps it will not be without interest to give here the case history of my own eyes. At present I have
hypermetropic, about +3.5 -f I have worn glasses only for twenty-two years and once upon a time a
friend of mine in an eye clinic found a retinoscope value for me of+1.25. During the first ten years the
values of my reading spectacles rose from ±0 to +5.0, or putting it another way when I was forty-five I
used the full +3.0 addition. Such an addition at that age was of such a great order of magnitude that
my colleagues were only able to explain it as being evidence of considerable latent hypermetropic. This
is probably the case, and so I have now got the clearest picture of how very hard it is to relax a spasm of
accommodation, especially if there are disturbing factors. Nowadays I wear indoors +505 — +6.5 and for
reading +8.0 — +9.0.
The most disturbing factor is the simultaneous wearing of correct and
glasses (one should not have even a single pair of

under corrected

undercorrected ones

)

which

successfully keeps the muscles in training for a continuous spasm of accommodation,
more especially if one is at the same time doing demanding close work, for example
ophthalmoscoping ( I give a list later, on page 103 , of professions which tend to lead
to a spasm of accommodation ).
Day after day, week after week and month after month I have tried to force myself to accept glasses
half a diopter stronger, +3.5 distant glasses, only because with +3.0 glasses I find that I get
s l e e p y at the wheel as I used to when I first felt the need of glasses. I also get tired when I
look at no matter how interesting a film and if I read with a lens 3 diopters stronger, i.e. +6.0, even
a single page before going to bed, I wakeup in the early hours with a headache. My eyes feel stuck
up in the morning, a sure sign of a too weak lens, but all the afore-mentioned symptoms disappear
as soon as I force myself to accept in both near and distant lenses the extra half diopter !
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During these years each increase In the strength of the lens has been preceded by
persistent t w i t c h i n g in the lower eyelid, also a sign of a deficiency greater
than part of a diopter. A comfortable+3.5 diopters is therefore not the whale truth
about my hypermetropia ; using the distant part for the intermediate field maintains the
latency, even when trifocals with full addition are worn. Nevertheless, my reading
distance with +6.0 glasses is at the most only 30 cm 'r at the beginning it was
much less. The situation can become unstable in this way when one does close
work for just a short time and does not notice whether one is reading with +3*0
or +6.0 ! ( If a p a t i e n t h a s be f o r e e x a m i n a t ion used s p e c t a c l e s
of d i f f e r e n t s t r e n g t h s s i d e by s i d e , it is a l w a y s the e f f e c t of
the weaker g l a s s e s t h a t is d o m i n a n t . )
And all this In spite of the
fact that off and on I was doing rrty professional work with over'corrected glasses,
or shall we say "desk" glasses,+ 4.0, add. + 1.5, but they did not have
the high divide at the mid-point of the pupil and the result was
that I made too much use of the upper part without realizing it. Notwithstanding
the use of my later "desk" glasses,(Executive, Aolite +5.0 add. +1.0, which
addition, by the way, is excellent, for typing),
the distant part of the trifocal,
+3.5, is still somewhat blurred. This great presbyopic addition Is not to be explained only by my
biological old age and hectic life, but above all by the fact that in most c a s e s of
h y p e r m e t r o p i a t h e p h y s i o l o g i c a l t o n u s of the c o r p u s , c i l i a r i s no l o n g e r
e x i s t s an^d the m a r g i n of (near) a c c o m m o d a t i o n is a l m o s t n o n - e x i s t e n t .
As the reader will

now

be aware, this spectacle business is by no means simple! One cannot overestimate

the difficulties involved nor the multiplicity of possible solutions.

All men should be like Croesus if they are going

to achieve perfect vision and their spectacles should be made stronger at sufficiently frequent intervals.
consider the demands made upon us elsewhere by our "standard of living" and our conditions pf work,
person at the age of presbyopia should possess at least the following,, if he is going to feel well,
headache-free life: • 1;
2.

If we
then a

and enjoy a

Normal bifocals-with a moderate addition.

"Desk" glasses with high divides, in which the strength of the upper half is for the intermediate
field.

3.
4.

"Bedside" and "needlework" glasses with maximum correction for close work
In most cases tinted bifocals for outdoor use.

This list does not take Into account the vagaries of fashion and its various refinements, for they would be out
of place in such a context. Anyone who thinks that progressive lenses will provide for all the
contingencies outlined above does not know what felicitous vision is, but I dm not really interested in this
type of spectacle. Anyone who has become accustomed to the clarity of vision provided by ordinary bi- or
trifocals cannot submit to the queasiness brought about by the lateral astigmatism and the smallness of the
fully effective part in progressive lenses without a feeling of loss. Where weak lenses are concerned it really
makes little difference what kind one chooses but I do not think one should ever propose progressive lenses
for a person who, with strong plus glasses, must get through a long working day in an office where mobility of
the gaze is constantly called for. I have heard that one of my colleagues says you can get used to
progressive lenses within three weeks (the time he
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needed with his first weak spectacles )! This is no recommendation for a type of spectacle that ought to
be ideal. On the other hand, numerous patients have told me that with other types of bifocal they
have had not the least difficulty in getting used to them, from the very first moment.
I have stressed the unique value of one's own experiences for one's medical work. I have explained to
hundreds of patients how presbyopia often announces itself with feelings of dizziness (p. 219 ), but
recently, while working on this book I had occasion to experience the matter myself in the morning, twice
during a single week. For about a week previously I had been using new, strengthened reading glasses
(+6.0) morning and evening. On the mornings in question, without realizing it I had read something
with +4.0 or +3.0 and then suddenly, when I switched my gaze rapidly/the table started tilting in such a
way that I had to support myself on it. Had I not had just this type of case so much in mind I should
certainly have gone rushing off to a neurologist, suffering from a brain tumour psychosis!
Correspondingly, an oculist who has himself experienced what is being described when the patient says
"My eyes are watering" understands the great value of these words for anamnesis and can respect the
lacking diopters. As I have already said + 3.0 for distant vision does not feel very comfortable, but
nevertheless when I once went mushrooming with bifocals - the upper half was only +2.5 - I found
that when I looked at the forest floor, on this beautiful sunny day when there was no wind, my eyes
literally streamed with water for half an hour. My face was quite drenched and I could not really pick any
mushrooms until my eyes were accustomed to the new situation, after which I forgot all about it for the
rest of the day. Such extreme symptoms may be caused by even a relatively slight deficiency and relatively
small demands on the eyes. I only recount this episode because if such a thing can happen to an oculist,
then it obviously can happen to many patients. As a matter of fact only the following week a patient came
to me having had an identical experience picking mushrooms in the forest.
It is amusing to observe how greatly an oculist's general attitude is influenced by his experiences,
starting point,
of it.

his own

just as doctors generally are influenced in their treatment of a disease by their own experience

I will therefore go almost as far as to claim that a "myopic" oculist cannot at all appreciate the ocular

exhaustion felt by we hypermetropes.
The following is a sad example of what can happen: a forty-three-year-old spinster (642) who, from the
age of thirty-nine,had for two years used glasses +3.25 and + 3.0, went at the end of that time, on account
of smarting in the eyes to ask for stronger glasses, but the oculist refused and said she must continue for
another two years with the same glasses. I only want to know why! Mechanical norms of this kind
cannot be applied to human beings. Why torture a patient unnecessarily in the midst of his troubles,
when he cannot do his work properly?
Especially since the distant refraction was still in need of
correction!
In the same way I have often speculated as to why the acceptance of bifocals as a
practical solution should make such terribly slow progress.
to be the attitude of oculists themselves^

The main explanation seems

first of all, a young practitioner cannot imagine

how early the lack of the presbyopic addition really may lead to trouble or how annoying
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it is to have to keep on changing glasses, neither can he understand what relief bifocals
can bring

— even to some old crone,if she can find the pennies.

Besides it is by

introducing bifocals gradually that one trains people to use them, beginning with the
smallest addition.

Another big factor is undoubtedly the crass inertia of oculists, because

the prescribing of bifocals demands an absolutely different quality of work if one wants
to live up to one's reputation, and the very idea has to be "sold", people must be taught
to accept bifocals and propaganda is necessary.
Here is another example to illustrate the kind of vicious circle that can result from
lack of spectacles. A 37-year-old shopkeeper, a married lady (219) whose eyes
had started itching a couple of years earlier, with the feeling that there was dirt
in them. Her local doctor sent her to the out-patients'department of the eye
hospital, where her trouble was diagnosed as an allergy. She was given drops. By
the time she had in her possession a bundle of eight prescriptions for drops — all
more or less similar — none of which had helped in any way,
the patient
was sent to a skin disease clinic. Tests were carried out, allergy was confirmed and the suspected
agent was the shoe leather in her shop. She was given a course of anti-allergy injections in the arm which
always gave her severe local pain. Three months later she went back to the oculist again, who gave her
minus glasses with anisometropic corrections. These she wore regularly for two months, but the itching
continued as before. The truth was that after a chequered "spectacle history", the patient was clearly
hypermetropic. The last glasses I prescribed for her, six months ago, were bifocals +0.5, addition +1.25,
a merely preliminary correction and in the Maddox wing the best lens was as strong as +4.0 binocularly.
The patient is thus a typical hypermetrope, who with the approach of presbyopia became
tensed up in a most unmanageable spasm of accommodation.
It is very common to interpret an aching neck as being caused by the cervical
vertebrae and the physiotherapeutic stretching courses that are often prescribed by way of
treatment Just take one further in the vicious circle I 633, had been approx. -1.0, slight H (When I heard about the
patient's anisometropic, asymmetrical minus-lenses with oblique axes, I immediately advised her to abandon
them altogether, in spite of the addition of+2.0 \ her headache eased off already during the two weeks she had
to wait for consultation,)-r 72],
pseudo-myope, cataract -T 972+3 ..0;, 1023, stretched x 10, +4.0 ; 1045, 42-year-old man
+2.25 >

1064 +3.5 -T

1209 +5.0(+6.0) -r

1276 +3.0 ] .

Not wearing one's spectacles may also lead to many other difficulties and errors
of judgement and a sudden large increase in the strength of glasses may also contribute
to this despite the good it can bring about.
I had an old uveitis patient, a hypermetrope (654) \ she had reached her sixtieth year without having
worn glasses, and had a slight floating residual opacity. I "compelled" her to wear glasses (+2.5, add.
+ 2.5) all the time. Having done this for two weeks, she suddenly noticed that if she took the glasses
off out of doors she could not see as well as she had earlier been able to do. She telephoned me
urgently, saying that her vision had suddenly worsened, the opacity had
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got larger and she could really see almost nothing! It turned out in the examination, however, that the
vitreous body was in no way hazy and that with glasses her visus was better than before. It can be
exceedingly difficult for the oculist to detect possible slight changes in the haziness of the vitreous body and
if he does not bear in mind the part played by the spectacles he may undertake unnecessarily extensive
investigations and embark on unnecessary treatment.
As a contrast to the above one must also remember the very misleading type of patient
who is satisfied even with his very faulty glasses (38, 85, 86, 113, 657, 1084), even
1

so far that "my headache disappeared at once '!
I am aware that in one's zeal for correcting hypermetropic one may make excessive estimations, not
absolutely/but relatively.

Although it may occasionally be necessary to weaken one's

own prescription, this

should not undermine one's courage in giving sufficient plus-corrections to the majority of patients who cannot get
rid of their troubles with less and would otherwise, because of the timidity and lack of confidence of the oculist, find
themselves undergoing the most tiresome examinations and treatment, from the neck-stretching referred to above
to lumbar puncture, PEG with its attendant pain and suffering and neurological examination lasting as much as
twelve months.

This is not to be wondered at, because nothing will help them except the proper spectacles.

Cases of this kind abound in my material.
One can see very well that It may often be difficult for a layman to understand the need for glasses,
but I never cease to be amazed that in this day and age we still have district nurses who have the temerity to
say of glasses prescribed for a child by an oculist "you don't need those things, you can see beautifully" (674).

16.

Sun glasses

Since we are talking of the prescription of glasses, a few words on the subject of sun glasses will not
come amiss.
Dazzle and sensitivity to light, or photophobia *r what is it in fact and what is its anatomical and
physiological basis?
exposed to light.

First of all photophobia means, rather generally, pain and discomfort when the eyes are

Studies of this phenomenon have been going on for over eighty years, but the etiological causes

remain obscure (Walsh

p. 96 ).

The principal cause of such troubles lies in uncorrected refraction errors (Case 577, a student born 1953, H at
least+2.75, reads with +6.0).An exellent example seems to be provided by the fiv< year-old boy (1168,H+6.5(+7.0),without
cycloplegia and a mother with migraine), who said "When mum puts on the light in the morning it really hurts !" The
refraction error cannot, however, be the
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whole story,

because many patients

—

myself included, though I do not get actual pain from dazzling

—

in spite of hypermetropia corrected (as far as one can tell) to the limit still have considerable sensitivity to light
both in bright sun and when the ceiling light is put on in the morning - notwithstanding the preparatory measure of
lying in the dark with +8.0 glasses on.
of the pupil.

Walsh claims that the pain caused by dazzle comes from the contraction

It seems more probable that the pain is mediated by the ciliary muscle, overstrained because of

lack of glasses.
The pigment layer of the iris and the chromatophores that thicken the mesodermal layer must play a great
part in determining the degree of dazzle, those with blue eyes being worse off in this respect (Sugar, p. 30 ).

I

have, it is true, seen bespectacled negroes screwing up their eyes,but of course I am quite without information
concerning their refraction status and the plus deficiency of their glasses.
Sun glasses are an excellent idea and greatly help those who are troubled by dazzle.

I myself nearly

always use them when skiing, when at sea and in like circumstances, but patients whose only glasses are tinted so
that they use them indoors as well, are a disgrace to oculists.

When 1 once said this to a patient I got the

answer " I suppose I shall have to get ordinary ones in order that your ladyship shall get rid of that complex too."
They are a disgrace to oculists, because they are the sign of a bad oculist.

Such patients need dim light in order

to be able to tolerate their glasses, which are either insufficient or simply wrong.
unless he has an actual eye disease or anatomical changes in his eyes —

No mentally healthy person

—

is so sensitive to light that he cannot

manage in daylight or in an artificially lit interior intended for working, if he wears adequately corrected glasses.
Our Maker did not intend us to live in darkness.
tinted glasses,

(The possible harmful effect of a dilated pupil, in the dark behind

on the narrow angle in a hypermetrope

is a

subject on i ts own ).

One must also remember to have mercy on small children suffering from photophobia. Even a two-and-ahalf-year-old may draw the curtains at home to protect herself from bright sunlight in spring, or she may cry to go
home from an otherwise enjoyable toboggan game and continue crying restlessly during the following night (597,
clear hypermetropia^ mother with migraine and migraine history on both sides of the family).

It should be

obvious that symptoms of this kind call for a visit to the oculist.
I have also carried out many experiments on myself in order to determine the optimum degree of tinting but
even within a single consignment from the same firm the degree varies.
of dazzling, I never propose 25 %.

If I do prescribe tinted glasses in a case

I find 50 % excellent (if the lens really is 50 %!) but 75 % already severely

restricts the use of the alasses. thouah it is certainlv successful in oreventina dazzle.
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In practice dark glasses are surrounded by controversy. First of all there is the question of strength.

I

have often prescribed tinted plus glasses 0.25 diopters weaker than usual because such glasses are used so much
for distant vision \

on the other hand in the "tranquility" behind dark glasses it is much easier

accept a stronger plus and in this

for the eye to

way tinted glasses can help in releasing a spasm of accommodation. It

not surprising that some patients

after using two pairs of spectacles,

is

one clear and one tinted, but with

identical lens values, affirm that the dark ones are by far the more exhausting to wear (357; 780 Pseudomyope).
On the other hand there is a conflict of purpose between the size of the pupil and dark glasses.

Dark glasses

corrected to the utmost in the plus direction are not necessarily the best with respect to dazzle, because they allow
greater dilatation of the pupil and thus decrease thd protective effect provided by nature (1157, H+5.5—1-9.0?), whereas
a clear and undercorrected plus lens, by stimulating accommodation and allowing a better contracting effect of light on
11

the pupil, makes the "camera shutter smaller. If one thinks only of dazzle, in the matter of spectacle strength it is
perhaps best to follow the golden mean.
A tinted lens, undercorrected by half a diopter, or even a full diopter compared to that usual I worn, is very
comfortable indeed but the problem is that such a great deficiency often causes a hea< ache and strains the
accommodation, disturbing the transition to everyday glasses.
Why should it be that a cloudy day, particularly when there is snow, seems to have an altogether
special glare even compared to that on a frosty day when the sky is blue?
commented upon it and I have been troubled by it myself.

Many of my patients have

The explanation may be that on such a day

the pupil does not contract so much and divergent rays thus have a disturbing effect.
When Walsh (p. 97 ) writes "some degree of relief is afforded by prescribing tinted lenses "

I really must call

in question whether at the same time the refraction error had been adequately corrected ! and this notwithstanding the
fact that where dazzle is concerned refraction is not the only factor.

It is my view that refraction is too little attended

to in his book and the re-appearance in this context of the idea of the neurotic patient makes one to tremble with rage ! "
The entire central mechanism of the trigeminal is closely associated with the optic nerve and thus photophobia
represents in some instances a type of referred pain" (Eckhardt, Mclean and Goodell, quoted by Walsh, p. 93 ).
not the likely cause of this pain irritation and strain in connection with a refraction error?
Just a word about the absurdity of fashion - not really relevant, but never mind. In an age when the sun
and the brown tan it brings are sedulously worshipped \ when every free moment is spent with a piece of tinfoil
under one's chin in order to trap the rays even of the northern sun one simultaneously hides half
behind heavy dark glasses !

A curiously conflicting situation !

one's face

As a reaction against this and in order

Is
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to set a good example, I have had specially made for myself for use in bright sun and also for skiing on the
Lapland fells, sun glasses with plastic lenses like postage stamps which are nevertheless optically quite large
enough.

17.

Summing up about refraction, visus and the prescription of spectacles.

I can hear many readers asking what all the fuss is about.
simple.

Why all this complication?

The answer is

If on one side of the scale there is this single possibility — that complicated cases cannot be helped in any

other way, and sometimes even then only up to a certain point

— and on the other all the ophthalmological

rigmarole of atropine drops and the unnecessary overloading of hospitals with their already Kafkaesque convolutions,
most of it useless and often heart-rending for the patient, then of course it is worth doing !

Not once have my

procedures been without result and it is something if in medicine even one question gets finally explained in the
context of a single consultation and the road to recovery is clearly marked out.

Many parallel tests are necessary

because perhaps only one will prove capable of revealing the truth.
The prescribing of spectacles is like the work of an artist and he must be responsible for every detail if a good
result is to be achieved.

Every phase of examination provides certain information from which only the oculist who

finally writes the prescription may draw a conclusion \ he will have drawn this conclusion from ten
hundred — observations, and on this basis he makes his decision, often a compromise.

— perhaps a

For the same reasons I

should never allow a third party, a nurse for instance, to measure intraocular pressure, a task I alone am
responsible for.
Ophthalmologists working on refraction problems must make it plain to themselves that the question of
absolute values seldom — one may to all intents and purposes say never — arises, (this has already been pointed
out on page 20 ) because even in the most unambiguous examination situation one is always dealing with a living
person. At any time in his life, from the cradle to the grave, a patient's actual tonus will prevent the achieving of
absolute truth.

Many will no doubt also be surprised that, in treating the patient, all the finesse of "objective"

methods falls by the wayside and gives place to a subjective method that must seem primitive!
possible

to overe s t i m a t e

g l a s s e s for a p a t i e n t ; ,

the r e s p o n s i b i l i t y

involved

in

It

prescribing

is h a r d l y
the

first

this is true for all of us, but especially for beginners, and it must be recognized that

whether the patient gets off to a good start, leading finally to a
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symptom-free existence, or whether he becomes trapped in a vicious circle of endless
troubles and visits to doctors may well depend on this.

How many people there must

be-who have hdd^ to follow an unnecessary via dolorosa and how many more whose
native brilliance has been lost to the world, ]ust because they have not been able to
stick to their books Owing to the lack of correct glasses — not to mention the fact that
such people could have felt well and happy.

'

Of course it is only one's own work that is the real teacher, but nevertheless it seems to me that it is
necessary to make all students during thefr period of specialization spend a very great part of their time on
refraction and spasm, of accommodation, not allowing them at the beginning- to. deal with other ophthalmological
problems at all. If they plunge into* these things too soon they will only get an erroneous idea about the main
emphasis in ophthalmology and the relationship between cause and effect.
Compared with the work of other specialists, that of an oculist is however more rewarding in that he
can often rejoice that by means of his professional skill he has been able to win through with his patient and
restore him to health and happiness, a fact that comforts him with regard to those unfortunate 'cases-where
he has failed.
Stubbornness and inflexibility are not always to be applauded, not even in a scientist, but« the prqsbntday oculist positively needs these qualities if he is to correct hypermetropia successfully: he is in any case far, off
without them.

Patients who take offence easily and do not understand that some degree of compulsion rfiust be

used for their own good are really rather tiresome.
If we are to get a truly unbiased view, it is necessary to refuse all information about the patient's previous
glasses and discard the concept "former patient" altogether. Of course it would make our working day easier if we
deatt with patients in a more or less routine manner by adding or decreasing the strength of each lens equally -^
perhaps even by telephone !

But in this matter of refraction the condition of all true progress and any real

objectivity is that one begin each time from the beginning^ as if blind- v': I folded to the past.
No oculist will ever, get on the ricjht track until he has the wilt to shake himself free of ah earlier way of
thinking.

Auto-suggestion is a powerful force here too and

"objective" retinoscope valuer.

v

* manifests itself in systematic mistakes, "even in

The oculist who really wants to make progress in treating his patients has every

chance of doing so; if he only wants to show that he has been in the right all along, and espeaally in his most
recent examination, he

will

his patient with a certain lens

certainly
and

not fail in that either.

He earlier achieved normal visus for
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of course now that the patient has got used to it he will achieve it again with even
greater certainty.

Nearly always a patient likes to stick to his old glasses, "east west,

home's best"!

\

' . ; ' '•

',':' *"-••

.'••■•;

There 'is no point in regretting labour and time spent,-although one. is sometimes sad about a youth spent
rn* anxiety and impatience because skill was lacking and one was unable to apply these simple truths fruitfully In
practice.

How much easier it would have been and how much liess one would have strained one's heart and one's

nerves, had it been possible to read up all about practical things, quite simply and down to the simplest detail -*and above all how much easier it would have been to alleviate the sufferings of one's patients J.
It is only human that in certain concrete examination situations refraction does not get properly dealt with —
for example If one sees at once that a patient is suffering from diplopia or if one's time and energy are directed
elsewhere, as in the case of a deaf patient.

Skill and patience are needed indeed in order to give up the ordinary

amount of time and carry out the ordinary examination of refraction required for the w r i t i n g

of a . p r e s c r i p t

i on , no matter what the problem may be — always excepting accidents and emergency, measures.

The really

decisive thing for all later results Is the refraction itself — and the provision of the best possible glasses for the
patient.

If the patient's state of health allows, it is wise to reserve extra time for him either at the end of one's

working day or on another day, when everything can be investigated in peace with no time-limiting factor.
patient

should

consuming
carried

and

be p e r m i t t e d

to e m b a r k

risky examinations

on

until

a series

this, basic

of e x h a u s t i n g ,
examination

No

time-

h a s been

out.

Headache and eye troubles always lead one to suspect hypermetropic in whatever context they rrvqy
occur (influenza, staying up late, excessive drinking and so on) and no matter at what age.

They either

actually mean a spasm of accommodation or at least require that the oculist investigate for It.
In such cases a patient is often unable to accept for distant visic

even his former

glasses, which he has used quite naturally for a long time, notwithstanding that his need
is really exactly the opposite

—

a plus increase.

This is a state of affairs

which is by no means clear even to many oculists, leave alone other doctors and the
patjents themselves !
\'\'

It

is a b s u r d

;
even

to t h i n k

of an

eye

clinic

or eye h o s p i t a l which does not

carry out the following measures:
a)

even in the case of "emergency " patients a rough refraction examination shduId be .made, on the basis

of which the patient is sent to an oculist to have glasses prescribed.
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The basic reason for the visit even in these cases is often the need for glasses. Of all eye troubles diagnosed as
acute only a tiny fraction are really infectious diseases or diseases with another etiology. An over-strained organ,
in this case an eye in need of glasses, like a person who is

overstrained, is affected more easily.

b) in the case of all other patients, in addition to a thorough examination of
refraction and visus, there should also be prescription of glasses.

Even here I dare not

use the word routine because it has such dangerous and ugly overtones.

There is no

more killing concept than "routine" where individual insight is required although it may
be completely justified for certain laboratory examinations.

Glaucoma out-patients"

departments, where people are looked after year after year, many times a year without
their spectacle situation ever being taken into account, are an even more idiotic
development. This most

important

group

of p a t i e n t s ,

believing that they are

receiving the most up-to-date treatment are in fact far worse off as far as their glasses
and the stress on their eyes are concerned than patients with less severe problems
and

are

powerless to break out of

the vicious circle (464, 474, 723 ; the last

was a 67-year-old woman suffering from rheumatism.

She had been treated for glaucoma for 24 years, last

drops p i l o x 4 , since 1960 distant glasses cyl +0.5 ax. 0°, refraction + 3.0, probably +4.25, discs 0, fields of
vision 0 .)
The intention of my examination method is to separate the ordinary, everyday things from the really
problematical cases which require special consultation.

For this work, eye hospitals and clinics should guide the

way, both where training is concerned and by providing first-class experts.

An ordinary (presbyopic) patient

requiring glasses should not be sent back with a diagnosis like "Pruritus cutis, Conjunctivitis chr. " and equally a
special clinic should be aware of the fact that a visus of 1.6 is no guarantee that glasses are not needed !
When one thinks of the ordinary procedure in examining eyes, it is obvious that is has concentrated far too much
on "the best distant visus" (i.e. 5-6 metres), but if such an examination does not explain the symptoms one must not
remain content with it and the near vision must be examined. No result will however be achieved by means of some kind
special equipment (Rodenstock) or any other test that provokes accommodation.

It must be done by finding out

roughly what degree of refraction error one is dealing with, as I have already explained in connection with the Maddoxwing test.

The truth will not be reached either by simply following deceptive indications given by heterophoria,

because it must be remembered that considerable hypermetropic also goes hand in hand with exophoria. In other
words, put on your "blinkers" and simply concentrate the hypermetropic !
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Only when fully corrected plus glasses have beeniused for some time — long enough — is an
made to see whether

any

examination

symptoms remain and if so what kind; but even then it will be necessary to consider

once more whether in fact there has been full correction, i.e. sufficiently strong plus glasses.
The most fatal causes of errors of judgement are undoubtedly the following:
1) order of examination, beginning it monocularly (uncorrected monocular visus, monocular visus corrected
with glasses, binocular visus corrected with glasses) instead of strong binocular fogging.
2) no opportunity to make use of distant test objects,
3) preliminary examinations, carried out by district nurses and other assistants often give a highly simplified
impression of the state of affairs and the false picture they provide of the uncorrected visus can be seriously
11

misleading, sounding the "myopia alarm for the patient, both he and his family being provoked into a certain way
of thinking in advance. (Of course if they do pick out cases as possible spasms of accommodation, then the whole
thing becomes truly prophylactic.)
When trying to track down hypermetropic one must therefore bear in mind, in addition to our old
acquaintances red, swollen lids and bloodshot eyes, the following new " d i o p t e r m e t e r s ":
1) the depth of one or more vertical furrows on the forehead,
2) the shape of the upper lids (drooping),
3) the size of the pupil (smallness) — it is true that this is no absolute indicator (cf. p. 35 and p.l11).
On the patient's card should be marked at least the following information:
1) Binocular visus.
oculist.

This is time-consuming and requires great tenacity of the

It should be begun with strong fogging of several diopters and developed by

degrees, the visus progressing according to mathematical laws, aiming at a visus of 1.0
(1.25 - 1.6). To achieve this visual acuity often requires glasses so disproportionate
to the actual refraction error that it is wise to base one's prescription on the lens values with which a visus
of 0.67 can be achieved,
2) Monocular visus corrected with glasses.

This can be done rapidly with plus glasses no matter how

weak or with minus glasses no matter how strong, the main thing being to ascertain the normal acuity.

If the

monocular visus is found to be deficient there must either be a convincing explanation or further examination must
be made.
3) Uncorrected monocular vision.
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4) At the very end of the examination an experiment is made with the intended lenses to see how the patient
will fare in ordinary life. With these lenses the patient looks at the illuminated rows 0.2 — 0.25.

Fogging + 0.5

is held ready on the glasses before he looks; this is then decreased gradually by one diopter.Are the differences
decisive? In the light of the answer, the final spectacles are prescribed.
look

at

the

street,

Perhaps the patient may still be asked to

at the traffic, with the same arrangement. He is asked whether it is disturbing or no.

For patients with poor sight, with corneal opacity, for example, in which the rest of the visus examination is more
or less vague and provokes accommodation, the last-mentioned test may be the most decisive and reveal a truly
great

need of spectacles.
Estimation of latent hypermetropia.
It is impossible to rely entirely on the results given by a single test, accommodation being so erratic in

different situations, but any of the following

can be used to estimate maximum hypermetropia.

The tests are

listed in order of efficiency:
1) test object outdoors, 10-20 metres distant (e.g. motor-car registration number),
2) numerals on the other side of the street,
3) subjective acceptance of lenses binocularly on the chart,
4) refractometer,
5) retinoscopy,
and sometimes, especially with a weakened visus, necessary near tests
6) strongest comfortable plus

glasses when reading M.W. and

7) in relaxed reading of a newspaper (naturally in the last two cases lens values must for distance be
reduced by 3 diopters),

and finally

8) clinical criteria : vertical furrows in the brow, drooping lids, deep anterior chambers, inversion
of the disc.

I have expended great energy in persevering with this line of action, literally at the cost of my health, but the
price had to be paid.

All physicians will know how very difficult it is in the c o u r s e

of a s i n g l e

overcome the prejudices and contrary ideas of a patient; nevertheless I have tried to do just this.

visit

I consider

myself to be a true therapist when I obstinately compel a patient to wear the correct spectacles, but there are of
course always some individuals who cannot be persuaded to see where their own good lies, however much good
will and patience one devotes to them both in conversation and by correspondence (1065, 1073): some of my
patients cannot even be bothered to use the reply paid envelope I send them.

to
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Vanity is another extraordinarily significant factor in the case of both men and women \

people worry

about the ageing effect of glasses (1276) and sometimes a husband will try to bully his wife into not wearing
spectacles, if not forbid her outright to do so. Woman has been created in order to please man, and this must be
done even if it brings a chronic headache in its train !

It is amazing that people simply cannot be made to see

how much older a face can look when lined and distorted by the continual stress of a refraction error.
wonders whether people's vision is so poor that they cannot see their own faces in the mirror !

One

I make a great

to-do in order to try and explain that it is only possible to remain free of wrinkles and eternally young by wearing
the correct spectacles :

the v e r y

basis

of b e a u t y

is a

relaxed

expression.

If one does not put one's heart and soul into the prescribing of glasses "vain is all one's labour and one's
house is built upon sand", for the sad truth is that architects hide their mistakes with Virginia creeper, surgeons
under a mound of earth and oculists with dark glasses and eye-drops.
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DANGEROUS

SOURCES

OF E R R O R

If one proceeds in the manner outlined above, bearing in mind the presence of latent hypermetropic, one will
avoid the worst pitfalls and be left with a reduced number of true eye diseases.

If one fails to carry out the proper

measures the following erroneous diagnoses will be possible : myopia, astigmatism, anisometropia and nihil objectiva
ophthalmologica.

With regard to the last possibility, we could of course say that "a sleeping doctor can commit no

sin ", nor even do any harm, but the question is not so simple, for a patient may be calmed without proper reason,
thinking that his problem has been resolved once and for all.
I

Ps e u d o m y o p i a

1. General

Among the perils along the

way one of the most fateful is the possibility of ending up, quite

wrongly, under the minus sign.
Pseudomyopia is the same as a refraction situation which has slid on account of a spasm of accommodation
over the zero point to the minus side. Spasm of accommodation is a fatigue cramp in an overworked ciliary muscle
caused by insufficient opportunity to relax (a similar phenomenon is to be seen in the case of someone who writes a lot
and gets cramp in the hand, e.g. migraine patient No. 1180). The spasm may be "locked"at any stage, i.e. in a more or
less accentuated form, as Duke-Elder (1970) explains. The ciliary muscle, containing discrete smooth muscle fibres,
each one of which receives a separate nerve ending, is controlled by nerve excitation in very much the same manner
as skeletal muscle fibres, only the contractions are slower and more prolonged (Guyton 1964, p.255); it is also able to
sustain forceful contraction for long periods with relatively little expenditure of energy (Bloom an Fawcett 1975,p.294).
It is only human that everyone tends to think of hypermetropic and myopia as being two
For some interesting comments on the phenomenon of fatigue in general, I refer the reader to "Ermudung und
MUdigkeit", Documenta Geigy, 1967.
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opposing phenomena, divided by the zero point, i.e. emmetropia. In nature, however, there are no such rigid
boundaries and
the

same

thus
linear

these

two

concepts

are

really

two a s p e c t s

of the

same

thing,

quantity.

The origin of pseudomyopia. Theorists in various periods have been quite right to attribute short-sightedness to
excessive reading, reading in a poor light, as well as the habit of reading hunched up over a book — that is to say too
close. Duke-Elder (1969, p.90) says "The accommodation may attempt to equal the convergence, thus inducing ciliary
spasm and artificially increasing the amount of myopia. "
All the factors mentioned induce accommodation and thus accelerate the spasm. Nowadays one may add to the
list, "the competitive society" which has turned the whole person into one great spasm! The result has been what is
dubbed "school myopia", but which in my opinion would be more accurately called pseudomyopia and I shall make use of
this term in what follows. In many cases the only thing that saves a person from being driven onto the minus side as the
spasm of accommodation develops is adequate inborn hypermetropic. It is also interesting that Muller's muscle (part of
the ciliary muscle),which is important in accommodation for near vision, is usually absent in the newborn (Bloom and
Fawcett 1975,p.928).
One can only wonder why it is that those perspicacious people who have already grasped the workings of this
mechanism have not made more energetic attempts to prevent pseudomyopia by providing these patients with plus
glasses for close work and by watching over the development of the situation and making sure that their instructions
are properly carried out.
A p e r s o n with
regard

to h i s

o v e r co r r e c t e d

difficulties

than

myopia

o n e with

is n o t

in

any d i f f e r e n t p o s i t i o n

under-corrected

hypermetropic,

with
but it

is often more fateful to stamp someone as a myope, and thus many obviously "straightforward" hypermetropes
are transferred to the myope group only because of a spasm of the ciliary muscle.

If one gives way before this

functional condition by giving the patient minus glasses,one at the same time condemns him to a more or less
inevitable course of suffering.

At the worst the road may lead to macular rupture and haemorrhage when the

retina is unable to stretch any further (cf.p. 114 and 387).
The advent of artificial direct astigmatism is also connected with pseudomyopia, as with all lack of plus
glasses (see next chapter) and the greater the overcorrection of myopia, the greater the astigmatism.
Description of the disease.

If we can rid ourselves of prejudice and start with the fact that our own

wide experience as oculists has in spite of everything been misleading where school myopia is concerned,
this will already be a step toward the achievement of proper results.
The path to be followed is thus the revealing of latent hypermetropic. One must
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learn that latent h/permetropia is only different degrees of spasm of accommodation, right up to an extremely
severe and tense condition, concealing many diopters.

When we are confronted with a schoolboy who tells us

that he has not been able to see what is on the blackboard for six months and that the school test has now
confirmed this,we should remain sceptical and have a good look for latent far-sightedness and try to reveal it in the
manner described in the chapter "Different phases in examination "(p.26)vAnd what do we discover most often but
hypermetropic!
If one spends a little time on anamnesis one will usually discover that, in addition to
the difficulty in reading things on the blackboard,

the subject complains of head-

aches in connection with reading. In the case of a young and healthy individual,plus deficiency can go rather far
before it provokes headaches, indeed an accommodation of 3-4 diopters is really nothing.

Why should such a

person, who ought to be in a privileged position with regard to reading, suddenly find himself troubled when doing
close work, if he Is indeed short-sighted?
aged twenty-one |_(1174), migraine J

One of the best proofs of pseudomyopia was given by a young lady

who announced that she simply could not read with her glasses (approx. -

4.0, PsM, in the first examination maximum -1.(5); mother also PsM — H migraine — ulcus ventriculi — dystonia
patient, 1138).

It is amusing now to look back at the time when I once tried in a lecture to explain to my audience

that, if a short-sighted person suffered from headaches, it could be explained by exhaustion of the muscles caused
by screwing up the eyes !

The advent of spasm of accommodation and its development,i.e. the contraction of the

ciliary muscle, is what the patient feels as pain and when the muscle has become adapted to the new situation and
"rivetted" to the minus glasses, the pain may disappear in some cases for a number of years (640, 672).
does not need more than a few minutes to determine the situation in examination.
as difficult as its formation was easy — sometimes much more so.

One

To release the spasm 'is often

To achieve an approximate result one merely

undertakes determined fogging so that with a lens of + 1.0 one achieves a visus t).33 binocularly on the chart or
when looking at motor-car registration plates out the window.

Now we can safely tell the patient at legst that he is

not shortsighted, but that excessive close work and reading has produced such a severe" spasm of the ciliary
muscles that they cannot, just like that, relax to their "basic readings" when looking in the distance and are in a
certain kind of pseudomyopic state.
extremely

It is for this reason that it is absolutely necessary, by means of an

harsh fogging system — thought by many to be exaggerated —

value that must on no account be exceeded.

If on the other hand we begin at

to gain an idea of the minus
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once by studying the monocular visus we can in no time at all enable the patient without difficulty to see normally with
minus glasses and with these lenses he will become happy and contented, even perhaps approving of his oculist,
but, "Mon Dieu ! Pour combien de temps ? " One might as well admit of course that often it works, even for a lifetime,
with no untoward calamity, the patient knowing no better. But either way, one has done the patient a bad turn and
many of the ill-effects are not easy to estimate, neither are they always visible.
Having made clear to ourselves that we are not dealing with absolute myopia we then go on to spend a good
half hour, reserved for the purpose, patiently examining the subject to see how much hypermetropic he really has;
or if we cannot reveal any further hypermetropic, at least we can find out with what plus glasses he can comfortably
read a newspaper and easily do close work.
own condition.
on.

At the same time one gives the patient an opportunity to observe his

Sometimes one gets a clever fellow who has really understood during examination what was going

One such patient went on to

describe the essentials of spasm of accommodation : "It is indeed true that sometimes when I yawn, I see even
without glasses quite clearly for a moment" I No.69, a 19-year-old PsM youth, spectacles -1.5, H at least (+0.5)
1 . Is there anything more completely relaxing than a really good yawn, right through from the beginning to the
end? Another patient (1630, a 48-old spinster, H+7.5, glasses+3.0 and+1.5 ) found that the whole world
"jumped" when she hiccoughed.
Treatment. One must make absolutely plain to oneself that the worst and the most destructive agent in
upholding pseudomyopia is minus lenses, especially if they are also used for close work. They only increase the
need for accommodation \ pictures 14 a,b,c, p.493 indicate the course of events.
If the f i g h t
the

first

minus

against

essential

lenses

is

"short-sightedness"

to s t o p

and m a k e

altogether

is to have any c h a n c e of s u c c e s s ,

the manuf a c t u r e

only half l e n s e s or b i f o c a l s

of o r d i n a r y

whole

with piano lower parts, downwards

from -3.0 -(-4.0) or stronger minuses as bifocals, preferably with great additions.

I myself only prescribe glasses of

this kind when trying to release the spasm of accommodation of earlier wearers of minus glasses.
a) As actual treatment of spasm of accommodation it is always possible to prescribe for the patient the strongest plus
reading glasses which were still pleasant in the examination, but, depending on the situation, we may naturally,and
quite often, be satisfied with weaker ones.

The patient \s advised to use them always for close work, the result

being that the spasm begins to relax and visual acuity in the distance without glasses automatically improves. It is also
good to remind the patient that if he finds himself forgetting to take the plus glasses off in other situations also, so much
the better; rather than reject them, he will do much better to try and wear them for the good of his eyes.
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The use of reading glasses constitutes a particular problem for students, who, already under stress,must
keep looking first at the distant blackboard and then at their notebooks.

For them there is a superior solution to

hand, a lens which is relatively cheap and is also very good, a "treatment " lens, a half lens which is the cheapest
available bifocal - for example +0.75 — +3.0 in the lower half, the upper half being empty.

It must be admitted,

however, that a truly emmetropic, or "zero" eye seems to be a great rarity and as difficult to find as a needle in a
haystack !
Unfortunately there seem s ti ll to be very few frames in which one can simply put the lower segment of a lens;
the usual thing available is ordinary half frames, in which the upper edge, even when delicately designed and
made of metal, disturbs the field of vision for a sensitive patient, not to mention those clumsily made frames with
thick plastic edges which, especially when worn by oculists themselves are a caricature of spectacles.

A patient

who wears half lenses sees as well in the distance as before and will not blame the oculist for any worsening of the
situation.

When he reads with plus glasses his distant vision will gradually begin to improve and by means of this

"trick" he is led to embark upon a course of treatment that will make his whole life happier. The only
thing that remains \s to make
a second time,
number of years.

important

sure that sufficient additions are used, that he does not get into the same difficulties

because there will still be a tendency for the original condition to re-assert itself, and this over a
One can only feel secure when the patient has got to the point when he can read with +3.0 —

+4.0 diopters, after which there is no risk of backsliding and being labelled myopic again.
b)

If as sometimes happens - fortunately rather seldom, and I can count the cases on

the fingers of one hand - I find myself in a situation where, against my better judgement
as well as objective evidence, for the sake of daily equilibrium, I am obliged to "accept"
a new myope

( for treatment with spectacels ),

stretched as far as prescribing bifocals.

I only allow my conscience to be

This can happen, for example, in cases where the patient drives a car;

where a family puts pressure on me because a schoolboy's success is at stake and also when a patient goes into the
armed forces, where, in the excitement of new circumstances (771) like night operations, there may be actual
danger. In such cases I prescribe the smallest possible amount of minus, being satisfied for example with a
binocular visus of 0.7 and preferably with an immediate addition of+3.(5).
All patients suffering from spasm of accommodation resist spectacles based upon "objective" refraction
values and demand smaller plus values (itself a sign of spasm of accommodation) and thus the most effective
way of improving the situation is the
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systematic prescription of bifocals.
I well understand how odd it must seem to the patient and with what mixed feelings he leaves the
surgery,clutching a prescription for plus reading glasses — having come in the first place to complain of poor distant
vision — but the reason we are oculists is that we should do s o m e t h i n g

for our patients.

On the other

hand anyone possessed of moderate powers of reasoning can grasp the logic of this, provided it is carefully
explained to him, because it is the only course of treatment that is etiological.

It is also a great deal less painful

to do it right at the beginning than to be forced to do it after many years with bad headaches, by which time the
spasm has become infinitely more tense.
I have only practised this form of treatment, where plus reading glasses are given at the outset, for a
relatively short time and therefore I cannot say how easy it may be to get a patient safely through the phase of
"school" myopia, but to judge from my experience it cannot be all that difficult.
If we are always content to prescribe the weakest minus lens that gives the patient
normal visus,

we c a n n o t

expect

our

patients

to be s a t i s f i e d , especially

in a period like the present, when so many people drive cars and often have to drive
them after sundown.
most d e l i c a t e

Indeed

the

question

of s a f e t y

on

the road is the

of all, and I know from long experience how easily poor visibility

provokes a spasm of accommodation as the driver automatically tries to see what he is
doing.

Night myopia was earlier estimated to be half a diopter, but it can easily be

up to two diopters (Toates, 1972), or even more.
0.2

or

0.33

is

perfectly

On the other hand,a visus of

safe when driving, other things being equal, and

certainly by far safer than driving when stressed by incorrect glasses or under the influence of drugs.
hear voices raised to expose the danger

One does not

of driving when wearing overcorrected minus glasses, although these

include the possibility of losing consciousness at the wheel;and it is most especially while driving that lack of
spectacles or incorrect spectacles may provoke dangerous responses in the organism. Fainting brought about by
accommodation stress is by no means rare and even among the patients studied in this material I have known
hundreds of cases where this seems to have happened.
If one is obliged to prescribe minus glasses for a person one knows to be hypermetropic one is stifling
one's conscience in the name of "principle" \ vital indications must always take precedence and nowhere is this
clearer than in questions of road safety. In truth there ought not to be such a concept as safe night driving.
1

Dilatation of the pupil must also be remembered as a disturbing factor in night driving (cf. page 255).
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In addition to the pressures of the "competitive society", the enormous increase in the number of
driving licences accorded is undoubtedly responsible for the great increase in wearers of minus glasses because
subjection to all kinds of tests, including in Finland the obligation to medical examination before a driving licence
can be granted, in itself tenses up the patient, makes it impossible for him to achieve the vision required and
results in his being sent to an oculist who very likely there and then prescribes glasses for driving.

It is important

furthermore to bear in mind that an unnecessary stipulation about glasses may get marked in the driving licence,
only to be subsequently annulled (313).
When we follow the new scheme of examination we no longer have to deal with all those familiar refraction
cases approximating to zero, earlier thought to be so complicated and given the fine-sounding name asthenopics.
I remember well from my days in the clinic how all we could do was to say weakly that they were suffering from
temporary debility.

Nevertheless, although the patients departed from one, prescription in hand, one's peace of

mind was long disturbed, for one knew that the solution could bring one no satisfaction.

The explanation given

was of course enough to make the patient's troubles disappear for a week or two, because such a comforting report
cheered them up, but hardly any of us were there to see them return later with the same old troubles !
When I got my own practice I at first tried to continue in the same way, but then it was no longer possible
because a year later the same patient re-appeared with the identical problem still troubling him.

"All right" I said

to myself, having carried out the same examination, with the same result — "let him have that shaming +0.5 or
even better +0.75, so that I do not have to despise myself completely I"

Even in this way we did not get very far,

because after six months the patient was back again complaining that, although to begin with his glasses seemed to
help his near vision, little by little distant vision had become difficult and now the glasses were really making it
worse. I then believed that it must be "school myopia" that was affecting the patient and because at that stage I
did not have the wit to prescribe stronger plus lenses for reading, I erroneously slipped to the wrong side of the zero
point.

One such "victim" was my own son and the after effects of my mistake are still being felt (case history

306). Refraction anomalies are so very common that it is not surprising that my own family and near relations should
have provided me with so many illuminating problem cases, all of which

have been useful to follow up.
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Associated phenomena.
in the type described above.

Pseudomyopia may produce misleading symptoms in many other patients,not merely

How often have I not, for example, had to treat patients as strabismus hypermetropia

cases over a period of years — particularly children.

At the emotional age of puberty, involved in intensive study and

anxiously searching for a proper place in modern society with its harsh demands, young people are particularly prone
to spasm of accommodation.

Quite suddenly they will complain about the difficulty of reading what is written on the

blackboard. (This may also happen with those already wearing plus glasses for distance). If at this point one gives way
and provides glasses weaker in the plus direction, the patient is happy enough to begin with, but after a lapse of twelve
months or so he is back again with the same complaints. Such a concession is always a mistake, (197, 1030, +9.5 -»
+4.5 and +5.0), which will have to be corrected in the years ahead. The consequence may take the disastrous form of a
persistent headache, of many years' duration (1106), unless the patient happens to meet an oculist who knows "where
the shoe pinches" — thereby managing to break out of the vicious circle.
The correct procedure in such a case is thus a plus addition to reading glasses, maintaining the distant
glasses to begin with at their former strength.
Similarly a patient still at the age of presbyopia may lead a novice astray.
had to get closer to the television

He will explain that recently he has

set or that when driving a car he has found it difficult to see properly.

Naturally this

seems somewhat strange, but one must of course always remember that the patient may earlier have been satisfied
with less visual acuity and is only now consulting the oculist.
owing to inadequate means for its detection, one thinks

Because latent hypermetropia also remains concealed

the patient to be a true myope and he merely gets distant

spectacles, although, almost without exception the truth is that it is precisely at this moment that he ought to have a
considerable plus addition (294, 444).
suddenly, at the age of forty,

No person who has been driving a car without trouble for twenty years will

become shortsighted.

Thus also in the case of an adult, if there is to be a change,

the treatment must always involve a strengthening of plus glasses, at least the reading glasses, however wonderful
the earlier glasses may have felt

—

even

if

the

reader

often has

to

hold

the

text very near, as in

the case of misleading incipient cataracts. A completely separate group is formed by those who, on account of
severe hypermetropia, have poor distant vision and themselves interpret the fault as myopia (No.408) !
I sould like here to refer to reader once again to what has been said in the section "Cycloplegia" where I deal
with wearers of minus glasses

(p. 66 ).
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Occurrence.

It is nowadays rather generally believed that more people than ever are short-sighted and if

one takes a look for example at a group of schoolchildren, whose glasses are preponderantly of the minus variety,
this is hardly surprising. A colleague once went so far as to say that schoolchildren were such nice patients,
explaining: " I can give them their prescription for minus glasses in five or six minutes — I don't even feel able to
take the full feel"

If many oculists actually behave like this, it maybe worth asking just how many superfluous

minus glasses are being worn in this country, especially if I think of the depressingly large number of unnecessary
minus diopters I have myself weeded out from ambng my own patients, and this after a much longer primary
examination. Among the cases I have dealt with are to be found a whole group of pseudomyopes
— both patients for Whom I was the first consultant and those with an earlier "history"
— and I should only like to record that for 200 patients over a total period of three years I reduced minus lenses by
an average amount of 1«74 diopters (Tetralogia p«77)# 'A colleague of mine,working according to my
instructions,after some time calculated that,within a margin of accuracy of 0.1, her results were identical.

This gave

me the greatest pleasure and I hope it may be of interest also to the reader !
It is thus clear that although the world changes, man's basic anatomy has hardly changed in the course of
thousands of years from what the Almighty originally planned. Every schoolchild knows that
in Greece

and

Rome,

a short-sighted slave was a great treasure.

in the ancient world,

On the evidence of spectacles worn, such

treasures are met with at every twist and turn at the present time — except that I do not believe it!

After a number of

years of strain and close work many people have developed a spasm of accommodation and they are for the most
part the present-day wearers of minus glasses.
result of centuries of

It simply is not possible to say that their short-sighteness is the

moulding; I do not believe that such a condition is inherited. I make so bold as to claim that

even most of my "myopic" colleagues are just uncomplaining hypermetropes — even those for whom I have in my
time prescribed minus glasses. It is easy to see that to them this will seem non compos mentis, but after all, seeing
is believing.

The reader should have seen how the sixty-year-old father of a "myopic family", who had worn

glasses of between -3.0 and -4.0 for over forty years, was suddenly able to read the registration number of a car
parked in my courtyard,

when wearing +0.5 glasses (77).

This corresponds at most to a refraction error of -0.5,

which may itself also be "pseudo"!
One need only keep one's eyes open to see swarming all around one the super-fluity of minus lenses.
Just look at those deep furrows and that strained expression on
1

I was very intrigued to note a not very different figure (1.43 diopters/3 years) in the work of Avetisov (1976) who uses
his own method (training the ciliary muscle) for preventing myopia.
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the face of the errand boy or the petrol-pump attendant; or how about the lady at the local bank, spectacles on nose,
grimacing behind the counter?

Not to mention the pink-faced young curate, piously performing the commital rites

over a deceased parishioner, frowning in his minus glasses, a "profound" trench cut in his brow! (cf. p. 30 ).
The stresses to which we are subjected in the modern world are enough to impose a spasm of accommodation on the
multitude.

No wonder most people believe the words that occur in one of our reading tests: "Many think that short-

sightedness gets less as one gets older, but this is not the c a s e . . . " .

What else can they do when they have

been erroneously given a whole series of minus glasses which they reject anyway at the age of presbyopia when the
ciliary muscle is no longer so flexible? For the amusement of oculists — and I should think even more so for patients
— I have selected one or two examples of the more substantial minus reductions carried out, either all at once or by
stages:
623 — young lady graduate, born in 1941, see also page 381.
Nystagmus almost from birth; spectacles at the age of two; minus increased by degrees, up to
approx. 12 (14) diopters — the final prescription was never purchased because even to the patient
the thought was in some way strange. Learnt to read and started school when six years old.
Large central macular scar on the fundus of the left eye; impossible at this stage to say whether it
dates from birth. The very early nystagmus suggests this. On the other hand I have seen a similar
but somewhat smaller scar develop in a schoolgirl (687) who wore very overcorrected minus
glasses. Also in the right macula,pigment changes. In any case, defective visus (0.1 and 0.05)
and nystagmus have led to an absolutely first class spasm of accommodation and the adding of
unnecessary minus diopters as a result of the patient's demanding academic studies for her first
degree and again owing to further advanced study and reading ad oculos, despite the aid of a tape
recorder. It is hardly surprising that after such a strain the patient was eventually driven into the arms
of a psychiatrist ! February 1972 patient gets "influenza" after which unable to read or sit for
examinations. March 1972, patient collapses on the floor. Even before this the patient had been
sent by a duty doctor to a psychiatrist as a result of a fainting attack. Also examined by a neurologist, but ended up in the clutches of a psychiatrist,believing herself to be mentally ill. Quite by
chance, having an interest in the case, I asked the patient (Sept. 1972) to come for a further
examination and was able to listen to all her tale of woe. I found her a lively and balanced
individual.
Thereafter the minus values of her spectacles were rapidly reduced and
the patient could soon be part of the time without glasses. At the present
time she still uses -5.0 glasses out of doors, but she reads without glasses
— has even tried reading with +2.75. It has been particularly interesting
to observe that the nystagmus has calmed down considerably and when she
wears ______ +0.75 spectacles and is conversing,the nystagmus sometimes dis
appears altogether. She now recognizes the extreme effect of tension produc
ed in her by minus glasses and she is greatly worried at the sight of her
friends whom she sees equipped with them and labouring under difficulties,
___________ but she remains too shy to interfere directly in their affairs.
1 Nowadays,when we all have television,we cannot fail to notice haw very frequently the VIPs who appear on our
screens are wearers of minus glasses — and look like it.
^ cataplexy
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1011 - lady graduate, born 1920.
Minus glasses only after the age of 30, at the age of 53 glasses -3.0. Release of spasm of
accommodation progressed perfectly; was able to be completely without minus glasses after
two or three months ; wears at present +1.75 and even drives a car with them. Reads with
plus glasses, sometimes even as strong as +5.0. Case history, p. 229.
1032

— motor mechanic, born 1945, sent to me by an oculist colleague.
Squint, probably from birth ; nystagmus began at an unknown date; patient believes it has grown
worse over the years. Glasses at the age of eight.
Continuous minus increase; last prescription -8.0, patient failed to collect. Eyes have
watered and been almost like slits because of constant screwing up. In 1969 one eye operated
on for strabismus. Has always read without glasses, because he simply could not read with
them. Before coming to see me the patient had already been two months without glasses and he
managed easily; felt much more relaxed.
Inspection revealed deep-set eyes with an exaggerated convergent squint and severe
nystagmus, suggesting hypermetropia from birth. Objective refraction values found in
examination were naturally extreme minuses — as far as it was possible to measure them at all — R
-10.0 and -6.(5). Greatest help was again given by making the patient look at car registration plates
at a distance; after half to one hour of this tiring discipline, the patient was able to read the
numbers with +1.0. This is certain evidence that the patient had never really been a true myope.
,U
Patient leaves my surgery wearing borrowed glasses — bifocalsJJQ
feeling happy, the world
looking "natural". I prescribe+0.75 reading glasses to begin with. Patient later visited his local
oculist who was able to testify that his eyes had opened up and were almost in the normal position
again, the patient being in every way content.
Visited me again in spring 1976, asking himself for stronger plus glasses for reading.
Epicrisis. It is difficult to know whether we were here dealing with any original reduction in visual
acuity or whether it was partly caused by possibly considerable hypermetropia. In any case
nystagmus and a rather early interest in reading had brought about a severe spasm of
accommodation which was allowed to develop over the years, with the results described above.
Diagnosis: Nystagmus. Strabismus cone.conv.alt. Pseudomyopia, Blepharospasm us l.dx.
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— unskilled labourer with no formal schooling (c.f. p. 127
aforesaid) ;

case history No. 615, son of the

learnt to read at the age of six. Believed himself that eye trouble dated
from birth. First glasses after military service. Pains on the forehead.
Came to me in 1970, wearing glasses-8.0/cyl -1.0,50° and -8.5 which
he had had unchanged for ten years, only a small change having been made
before that.
Vodx: -8.0 = 0.5
Vosin: -8.0 = 0.4 (partly)
-7.5 cyl. -1.0 90 (better) Streak: inv. astigmatism.
Same in ophthalmometer.
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I prescribed -8.5 and -7.75 cyl -1.0
addition of 2.5 diopters.

90 For reading,

Re -exam i n ati on 1972.
Refraction values approx. -10.0
Visus binocularly with -4.5 = 0.25, reading this line best with glasses -5.0
Prescribed bifocalsJ-5.25
...
,L.
.
c
< ^ _ *r while waiting for these was provided with
reading glasses -4.5.

.. .

..

Third examination 1974 \ even before sitting down, the patient insisted on thanking me for the
best glasses he had ever had ; he had never had such wonderful years, had become really
interested in reading which he could even do without glasses.
Present situation: features have become relaxed. Refraction
value still approx. -9.0 Binocular visus

= -4.5

= 0.33

partly
Monocular visus

1238

= -5.5

-5.25 = 0.67 Sn.
=0.33

— language student (female), born 1949
Had worn glasses since the age of eleven ; minus from the beginning, continuously increased \ last
new prescription Sept. 1973:-6.0 , - 2 . 0 x 5 and -4.5.
Summer 1973, during stay abroad/, became "cross-eyed" while reading. Numerous vegetative
symptoms in different places, heart, abdomen, intestine, rectum.
First visited me November 1973 on the advice of a young general practitioner who had already
suggested the wearing of weaker minuses \ she had done this and felt better already.
Inspection revealed languid upper lids in an otherwise healthy-looking girl
Binocular vision V
+5.0 = 0.05 partly
swithout glasses = 0.2
L
- 1 . 5 = 0.33 partly
Uncorrected vision: R#E. = 0.05 Sn

LE.= 0.15 Sn

-8.0 = 0.5 Sn,cyl did not help

-4.0= 1.0 Sn

With classroom work in view, was given temporary bifocals <j "4»0
Was lent reading glasses +0.75
Advised to have a check-up after three to six months. However, when her glasses were ready after
two weeks, the patient was unable to wear them \ she felt that they were harmful because too bright
and preferred to be without them. '
Thereafter the patient has been constantly in touch with me, especially when troubled by
symptoms that invariably occur during protracted bouts of reading.
At present she uses no glasses out of doors and indoors even +0.75. Reads with +2.25 -r
A
Maddox wing, with glasses
eso 9
without glasses eso 15 . Accurate distant vision has
hardly loosened at all, but the refractometer gives values approx. -6.0 and -3.0 instead of the earlier
-9.0 and -4.0.
' Despite the fact that, because the bulbus is elongated, patients would never be able to achieve normal visus
without minuses, it can often be observed that they either can no longer tolerate the minuses that would give them
normal visus or they cannot tolerate them at all.
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- girl student, born 1954.
First glasses at the age of seven. Last new prescription December 1972. Suffered from
headaches for as long as she could remember; developed into migraine. In 1972, after
gymnastic exercises, suffered a blackout lasting several hours. Heart defect from birth
operated on autumn 1973; "hole" closed.
[Sister of the same (No. 540), 37 years old; hypermetropic at least +4.0 (+6.5?) \ very severe
dizziness before getting glasses J First visited me December 1973 when her glasses were
-8.75, - 1 . 5 x 1 5 0 ° and-9.5, - 1 . 7 5 x 4 5 °

Binocular visus = +1.0
1-7.0
-8.0
-1.5

R

= 0.05 Snellen
= 0.05 numbers
= 0.4
= 0.5
approx

-10.0

Able to read car registration number in courtyard with -5.5. Prescribed
1) for lecture-room work -7.0 or bifocals
(-7.5
2)
indoor glasses
-6.5

\-4.0

3)
reading glasses
headache disappeared.

-3.5, with which

1249

- Dentist born 193"r,

see pp.47 and 113.
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— Not as an example of an extreme pseudomyope but to demonstrate the interest shown in
Tetralogia in professional circles. A 32-year-old student optician, who, in reading the book
recognized himself and came for examination. Had worn glasses since the age of eleven.
Present glasses : +0.75, -1.75 x 5° and +1.0, -2.5 x 5°
On the basis of the registration plate test the order of magnitude of hypermetropic was +3.0 ;
refractometer showed approx +2.(5) and +2.0 ; with + 1.5 binocular visus = 1.25 partly
Vodx : 1.0 Sn, +1.75 = 0.67

Vosin : 1.0 Sn, +1.5 = 1.25 partly
to

For reading a newspaper +2.25 was satisfactory. I prescribed him bifocals l+o'oc
begin with
for indoor use ; he has naturally found these very difficult, but especially when dealing with a
professional person it is interesting to make a radical plus increase.
The examples above and all the misery resulting from pseudomyopia is made comprehensible by the
immense natural force hidden in the spasm of accommodation which can stretch the refractive power of the human
eye many diopters in the minus direction. Ten to twelve diopters is by no means unusual even in an adult (672,
770) ; the amplitude
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of accommodation in a ten-year old is said to be 14 diopters, but Duke-Elder (part V/l970) mentions a diopter value of
30.

The great power of spasm of accommodation is shown by the case of a twenty-three-year-old lady who,

having worn very strong plus glasses from

childhood

as treatment for strabismic ambylopia (Hypermetropic

approx +8.0 — +9.0 diopters) began learning to be without glasses, still achieving a visus of 0.67 ! (778).
By means of suggestion, belief in hereditary factors has probably been the most harmful influence of all.
What is indeed inherited is a set of general reactions to life's situations, including spasm of accommodation.

Just

for amusement I have collected together from my material twenty-five families, which I call the "tense-family
series" in which the many members of each family have followed almost identical patterns where their spectacle
history is concerned.

If the parents (and grandparents?) have been wearers of minus glasses it is only natural that

when the first symptoms of spasm of accommodation occur in "little Willy" that his guardians rush off at once to get
him similar equipment, only this time faster and better than in the previous generation!
usually solid members of the community, enterprising, often highly educated

Such families, who are

people with some ambition,and who

have had an early interest in serious reading (cf.p.119) are also usually those who consult an oculist at an early age.
There is thus a clear correlation to be observed — the earlier in life glasses have been acquired, the stronger are
the present minuses.
As I have repeatedly stressed, I have not made systematic notes about all aspects
of the material and no doubt this could have been of great value.

I have, however,

made a list of all those cases where I know that glasses were prescribed at an early age
or where a patient learnt to read before going to school.
of whom

The list comprises 101 patients,

3 learnt to read at age of four
7
-"-"29
-"-"-

five
six

a total of thirty-nine. Eighty-one of the above patients wore glasses before they were fifteen, the distribution being as
follows:
4
cases at age of five
11
19- seven
18-"ten
40-"fifteen.
If somebody does not call a halt where these pseudomyopes are concerned, then they will keep on coming back
year after year singing the same tune "Everything else is all right, but my distant vision has again worsened".
way they go on getting stronger glasses right up to the end of their lives! (Case No.78, glasses still being
strengthened at

In this
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the age of 74 up to -18.0

/ c. -1.5, the actual state of affairs being at the most -8.0 diopters — a

masseuse, with well developed muscles!

Or case No. 63, who, possibly because of about five diopters

too many, had had to give up his job ).

2.

Factors provoking spasm of accommodation

a) Congenital anomalies of various kindS/Or diseases, which by blurring of the eye or damaging the sensory
visual elements, reduce the acuity of vision (cf. also page 109) 'T the following are examples:
Amblyopy in one eye (1072); of this more in the section on anisometropy
Cataracta congenita (730, 894)
Cataracta senilis (998, 1501, 1502)
Coloboma chorioideae (266)
Microphthalmus (604)
Nystagmus (266, 608, 752, 894), see page 381.
Retinitis pigmentosa (248, 477, 766). In this connection I have read with great interest about a refraction
of -30 in a case of hypoplasia of the retinal pigment epithelium (see Tarkkanen et
al. 1972).
Glaucoma pigmentosum

(1105)

And also the "myopic" complications mentioned on p.115— a vicious circle.

The cause of nystagmus

(for example, maculae corneae) seems very often to be secondary to an even deeper cause, severe primary
hypermetropic.

Thus in case No. 894 there is great complexity of symptoms:
— The patient was one of five children and one of her sisters had also been a patient of mine (732),
hypermetropia at least +2.5 (+3.0), already recovered from headaches after wearing glasses.
The patient had, in addition to cataracta polaris posterior and nystagmus, cramps at the age of six
weeks; examined by a neurologist on account of migraine and dizziness, but now feels much
better after changing from her earlier cyl. -2.(7)5 to bifocalsJ+0.75 Qpj reading glasses + 3.5 in the
course of one year.
I have heard that the patient's 12-year-old child already suffers from headaches.

b) Professional conditions .When one studies the incidence of so-called "school myopia" one can see a characteristic
rise in the number of cases,which coincides with phases of increased
like.

There is an observable

stress in reading for examinations and the
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rush on minus glasses in connection with first going to school, with the early phases of secondary education, again
with sixth form studies and especially in connection with examinations for university entrance, when people are
involved in a "last ditch "situation and, faced with the numerus clausus system, are trying to make a final decision
about their careers.

Even according to traditional theories, this is an absurd time to start wearing minus glasses,

and it is stupid to suppose that the eyeball goes on

developing in a person who has already reached adulthood

(231, 1011, 1233, 1269, 1611, 1642 ...) and to permit such patients to be given minus diopters upto -4.0 (-9.0 in
the case of No.231).
I have out of interest collected a list of pseudomyopes which is descriptive of
professional or occupational factors that provoke spasm of accommodation.

The list

includes:
architects
dentists
pupils sitting university entrance examinations (numerus clausus)
cartographers
watchmakers
office workers and bank clerks
those constantly using microscopes
those returning to full-time academic study
All the above are occupations where constant close work is demanded.

I am of the

opinion that there would be every reason to add oculists to the list — we only have to
consider the accommodation-provoking effect of optical instruments (cf. p 62 ) I

In

effect an ophthalmoscope reading itself is an arithmetical sum of the refraction of the
patient and of the examiner, always supposing that neither of them is accommodating.
What are we to make

of the fact that I still see the fundus of a patient's eye best

with ±0, and am myself a hypermetrope of at least +3.5 ! —An interesting trio is formed
by the following

cartographers

(there were only seven in the whole office) — all

three of them headache or migraine patients:
108

— 33 years old, glasses since the age of 12,
strongest being approx. -6.0 and -5.75} present glasses at home -2.5
B.E. refraction at the most -2.25; does close work to-day without glasses or
with -1.5,
the reduction having been achieved in three years.

272

— 27 years old,
learnt to read at the age of 5, first spectacles when 15/16 years old ; strongest lens -3.25;
distant glasses at once reduced to -2.25 after which she could do close work with -1.0;
hypermetropia at least +0.25. Most recent instructions were that she should not wear glasses
except for close work, when they should be+0.75; change completed in one year.
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- 25 years old,
learnt to read when 6 years old,
started school at the same age j first
glasses at 15 years old. Strongest lenses -2.0 and -2.25, hypermetropic
at least +0.5. For close work I prescribed -0.75 with the instruction to
leave them off gradually for reading,
using them only for general purposes.
Change achieved in 14 months. Patient announced in advance that the
distant glasses would be unsatisfactory, through admits that the headache has
disappeared.
It

is

not always easy to

make progress and release the spasm.

A good example would be

my two children (305, 306), over whom, on account of the nearness of our relationship, I exercised little
professional authority — despite the fact that my son confidently sent me all his own headache and migraine patients!
He himself went around — as long as he could — with deep furrows in his brow and swollen eyelids, probably the
most stubborn defender of wrong glasses and a poor advertisement for his mother.

The patient's attitude can

indeed be a greater obstacle than ever the spasm is ; to overcome the spasm alone may require Herculean labours
and in the case of a tough, tensed-up adolescent in the grips of "Weltschmerz" it is particularly difficult to release.
The most shattering picture of the power and influence of pseudomyopia is perhaps given by identical twins ,
in case-histories No. 18 and 19, p.427. It is probable that in this instance, among the external factors, failure to
remember their identicalness and the fact that they came for examination at different ages were most fatal in shunting
them on to the wrong track.

In the case of one of the twins it is possible that strabismus was provoked by a

temporary spell of poor health at the age of 5 |/2, which leads one naturally to associate the convergent type with
hypermetropic.

The other twin came to see me (her second visit to an oculist) at the age of 11 ]/2 with atypical

school myopia anamnesis.
It is always dangerously easy to have one's own quirks and it is thus natural that people get stuck with the
idea that they are short-sighted if they have been considered so for years (often from a very early age), and the
result is that they look upon any oculist who dares even to question their short-sightedness as completely
incompetent. First they refuse to wear the glasses prescribed for them and then simply do\ not come back for a second
consultation.

The vicious circle continues.

Because it is so difficult to get an appointment with an oculist, patients

are obliged to do the rounds of various consultants, which means that the oculist seldom has the opportunity of
following the patient up over the years and seeing the results of his mistakes.
occur for many years, and even when it does occur it

The catastrophe may in any case not

often goes unnoticed.
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3.

Pseudomyopia and exophoria or exotropia

During the last twenty or thirty years, a period which has seen a veritable boom in orthoptics,

the idea that

myopia goes hand in hand with exophoria or exotropia and that plus correction must not in such cases be carried too
far, has received the status almost of a dogma.

It follows from this that one can find, for example, in my own

files this sort of comment on a patient's card "Because of exo.

I am not afraid of ove r-correct ion"

adjudged the value of the minus glasses to be somewhat excessive.

when I have

However, it is just these exo-deviations which

usually signify that a person is either in the process of giving up or has given up the fight, because the basic error,
often very great hypermetropia, has been so burdensome that the accommodation has not been powerful enough to
correct it and binocularity has not been maintained (4,22,144,149 etc.) when the "weaker partner", i.e. the weaker
of the two eyes, has given in.
It \s clear that in exophoria, where the patient is still struggling and in possession of his health, an additional
impulse and "training" results, when the patient is forced, by wearing minus glasses, to over-accommodate.
is, however, just the way to produce

This

more pseudomyopes and seldom leads to permanent correction of

heterophoria. A better and more worthwhile correction is achieved by lightening the patient's load, revealing his
latent hypermetropia and correcting it as completely as possible.
It is important to make clear to oneself a number of logical developments.

In this way one is equipped with

certain props on which one may build further knowledge :
We have first

g r o u p No. I , consisting of those who got minus glasses when they were young and who

have been forced to accommodate on account of being hypermetropes, thereby gradually becoming pseudomyopes,
being united to what was earlier generally thought to be a somewhat rare and disturbingly conflicting (Ps)M - esophoria
combination (28 \ and 777, who learnt to read before going to school and read everything he could lay his hands
on).

This in turn leads people to search for hypermetropia, sometimes for years.

When a patient has got his

glasses early, there has been time over the years for considerable minus values to build up.
the opinion of Bielschowsky (cited by Walsh, p. 227) is highly unjust.

It therefore seems that

He claims that myopes with esophoria are

usually "of nervous temperament", but the truth is surely that oculists have largely contributed to this "nervous
temperament".
Alongside this group we have

group

II,

patients who have slid to the minus side at a later stage,

but who, though tired,are still struggling to maintain their binocularity and in whom exophoria can be confirmed.
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Group

III would comprise those inherently weaker individuals who have not even managed to develop a

spasm of accommodation and have given up the struggle at the outset, letting their eyes slide apart, remaining
hypermetropic.

The alternative is that they develop into pseudomyopes only after the breakdown of binocularity.

There are thus three prototypical groups:
— high degree of (Ps)myopia combined with esophoria
— moderate (Ps)myopia combined with exophoria
— hypermetropic or (low degree of) pseudomyopia combined with exotropia.

Rewarding to the oculist are those cases in which binocularity becomes stronger even in an adult by means of
the additional power given by plus glasses.

The attainment of binocularity is perhaps a little more usual in the

case of convergent strabismus, thanks to the fact that these patients start off with relatively more correct spectacles.
Case No. 1140, H ^5.5), Heterochromia iridis (Fuchs) ; achieved binocularity for the first time at the age of thirtythree, with glasses +4o0 ; at the age of twenty-five, glasses were only +2.75.

4.

"Optics"

"What is myopia?" "Myopia is a violation of the laws of vision". I recently came across this intended
gibe in a learned journal (Visus, 1973), but it seems to me that far from being a joke it is the neatest possible
summing up of the truth !
We certainly all know many people who tell us that they are short-sighted by so much or that they have got -5.0
diopter spectacles in their pocket, which they nevertheless do not use (315).

There is a strange disproportion here

and therefore, bearing in mind all the chaos and illogicality surrounding the use of minus glasses, let us make a small
optico-mathematical calculation.
In an emmetropic eye, light rays coming from afar are refracted on to the retina.
In order to see clearly at a distance of one metre, the eye must accommodate 1 diopter;
at a distance of 33 cm,

3 diopters — that is to say that if an emmetrope wishes to see

without muscular effort at a distance of 33 cm

he needs +3.0 diopter lenses.

If a patient is a -6.0 myope the light rays coming from the distance require a lens of -6.0 in order that they may
be refracted on to the retina. At a distance of one metre, -5.0 will suffice and at 33 cm, -3.0 diopters. Without glasses,
a 6 diopter myope can see clearly at a
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distance of 17 cm, but in order to read comfortably at 33 cm. he must have -3.0 lenses, because a truly myopic eye
is unable to reduce its power of refraction — it can only increase it ; if he reads with -6.0 distant glasses, such a
person must accommodate 3 diopters. Similarly, if a patient is made to read a printed text one can get a fairly good
idea about his accommodative tenseness. If, for example, a -7.0 myope can only manage at a distance of less
than 10 cm it is an indication that he is accommodating too much (No. 1869, born 1961).
If, however, a person is truly a -6.0 myope it is simply impossible that, in the Maddox wing, he could, at a
distance of 30 cm, read the numbers clearly with+4.0. A +4.0 lens brings the near point of a -6.0 myope even nearer,
that is to say to 10 cm.

There is a great disparity here and there is a simple and rapid method, like that of a

detective, whereby the approximate extent of pseudomyopia can be revealed and the rough objective of treatment p.91,
ascertained (271,272). If his distant correction of -6.0 is (absolutely) correct, he should accept a move in the plus
direction of at most 3-4 diopters in the Maddox wing,or when reading.
Furthermore, if a person is really a -5.0 myope, then his vision is bound to be so poor that he will be
obliged to wear glasses in order to cope with the conditions of modern society.

In his book "Not too Deep...

Not too Narrow" (1973) Richard Sale gives an excellent description of a myope who loses his strong minus glasses
in a storm
o

at sea, sees perfectly well without them and does not even notice that he has lost them!
From the practical point of view it would be useful to know how far the total
amount of hypermetropic could be estimated right away at the first examination.
It is probably impossible,

but in order to have some kind of reasonable yardstick

I have considered the power of that lens with which a young patient can read a newspaper easily at a distance of
35 — 40 cm.

For example I had a young man whose "raw" distant vision was 0.4^ he required, in order to

achieve full visus, glasses -0.75, but could read a newspaper easily with +2.5 (618).

Is it possible to consider this

+2.5 as some kind of objective basic value of the refraction? I now know that even that is often quite insufficient,
but it should have a certain value as a rough check.
Or what about a lens with which the patient can read a text at a distance of 60 cm,
to a visus of 0.4?
The more or

corresponding

Will this do as a measure?
less general rule in years gone by that it is wise for a myope, in order not to tire

himself, to use glasses undercorrected by 0.5 diopters,is based upon exactly the same practical experience —
that one can all too easily find oneself over-correcting glasses -— but does not take into account the fact that
even a so-called "undercorrected"

minus lens can maintain a spasm of accommodation.

It is thus extremely important that a "myope" is not merely permitted, but also 1 An overcorrection of+ 1.5
reduces vision to 0.1 (Fechner, 1971). ^ Olof Thornborg, in his book Down with Spectacles (1948) cites some interesting
parallel examples.
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encouraged to read without glasses or with the weakest possible minus lens. It would be ideal
for the patient to wear bifocals from the very beginning if one is compelled to prescribe
for him minus glasses for distant vision! c.f. p.92. The aim should be to put the brake
on all need for accommodation.

Earlier I always used to advise the patient to wear his

glasses continuously and told him that it was natural and physiological to behave in such
a way that the eye was required to accommodate as in the case of those without glasses;
and indeed this would be so if the basic correction were absolutely correct.

But because

this has proved to be very uncertain, the patient is saved a great deal of trouble if the
situation is not provoked further in the wrong direction.
It is unfortunate that not everything that has been printed is true and it is in fact
difficult to find even a trustworthy text book.

The various "authorities" have a woeful

influence because their aim is to make individuals to think in a preconceived fashion.
We learnt as students (Nordisk Ldrobok i oftalmiatrik 1936/p. 63) that a new-born baby
is always, or nearly always, a hypermetrope, but that the eyeball continues to grow
lengthwise in such a way that by the time the subject is six or seven years old the eye
reaches a situation of emmetropy.

Who could possibly prove this to be the case, the

eye of a new-born baby being so impossibly difficult to study in vivo? Nowadays I no
longer even believe without more ado that a child's hypermetropia decreases with age.
Of course one may get this impression from the way the child develops, if there is no
disturbance from the outside — I mean the use of plus glasses.

I base my scepticism

upon the fact that I have found each decrease of hypermetropia-values, even in children's
spectacles, to be a mistake, which soon becomes apparent in increasing eye troubles.
It seems clear, however, that the development of refraction may be "guided" in
various ways and that people can be trained to become very extreme hypermetropes.
This would happen if a small child were prevented from accommodating by being made to wear
plus glasses already as a baby, thus preventing the preparative force of accommodation which
tends to make the eyeball longer and to decrease hypermetropia.
Because the refractive power of the lens of the eye is considerable — according to some sources 16-20
diopters — its anatomical form can certainly be considerably flattened, if we prevent Nature's own training, which
actively maintains its shape. The strength of the spectacles worn by extreme hypermetropes whose treatment has
begun early on account of strabismus ( or other troubles ) is a strong argument in favour of this
possibility ( 152, 310 and numerous other cases ).
The
longer I am able to follow these patients (
and severe hypermetropes in general ) the clearer it seems to me
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that by maintaining as slight a need as possible for accommodation with "fully" corrected plus glasses it may be
possible to reveal a degree of hypermetropia which would correspond to that calculated as the whole refractive
power of the lens, i.e. there would be no great difference in the refraction of an eye treated with strong plus glasses
and that of an eye operated on for cataracta. If we remember that a lens of+ 10.0 placed in front of the eye
corresponds to a lens of+ 17.5 inside the eye in the position occupied by the crystalline lens (Duke-Elder, 1969, page
45) we may estimate that in the case of a hypermetrope who has worn glasses +10.0, the crystalline lens has already
been flattened so much that to remove it will no longer greatly affect the overall refractive power of the eye ; perhaps
after a cataract operation such a person needs only an additive correction of about+20 - (+17.5) = +2.5, cf. p. 129.
This seems to be so at least in some cases. One can see this too in amblyopic eyes that have been effectively
released I 1086, R + 10.0(+l 1 .0)1, where the anisometropia is not real but where the dominant eye, toiling alone,
has tensed up into a very severe spasm of accommodation.
Generally speaking, very rapid changes in refraction make one suspicious unless there are clear reasons for
it, like operations, accidents, drugs or metabolic changes like diabetes — only to mention the most important.
The refraction of the eye does not fluctuate just like that, but one can get this impression if one is a bit simpleminded and believes everything the patient says, without thinking of an explanation for the situation. On the other
hand, all poor vision and all reduction in the acuity of vision may give a misleading picture of refractive changes,
because an eye with low visus tries to see more sharply/often beyond its absolute possibilities/and then automatically
accommodates.

I believe that this mechanism is exactly parallel to that which provokes "Nachtmyopie", which may

quite possibly be a straightforward

symptom of accommodation. Mutze (1956, p. 96) assumes that a person in

his seventies no longer has the power to accommodate, but I have met numerous old people, some very old
indeed,who still had the power to accommodate several diopters (1090, an 80-year-old ^6.5 hypermetrope,
probably even more, since in the Maddox wing the best lens was +12.0 \ the patient had earlier had strabismus
and got his first glasses when 9 years o \ d \
69 used +4.0 glasses for distant vision).

tried for two years while studying to be without glasses;, at the age of

The only difference between Nachtmyopie and the automatic

accommodation of an eye with weak visus straining to see clearly is that in the latter there is a permanent (or
worsening) situation which can strain the spasm of accommodation and the concomitant pseudomyopia a great
deal further (623).

It is thus not surprising that patients with things like pigmentary degeneration of the retina and

anomalies in the fundus are often thought to be myopes (248, 266, 477, 617) and this is also true of patients with
only one eye (583). Often too, amblyopia in

one eye forces the dominant eye in a myopic direction (140, 243,

263, 583, 689, 1072) or there may be cases of severe pseudoastigmatism (224, 616, 737, 789).
In all such cases, and indeed generally where tense spasm of accommodation is See page 102,
retinitis pigmentosa.

no
concerned, it is important to remember the easier initial method mentioned on page 42 for commencing the
examination of a "myope" for near vision, a) by showing how well he can in fact read without glasses or with
plus glasses,

b) by determining the "comfortable" lens in the Maddox wing etc. and c)only after this, recording the

order of magnitude of the actual refraction situation, by means of registration plates, concluding by

d)

ascertaining the monocular visual acuity — with no kind of delicate adjustment, provided that normal vision can be
achieved without it.
Although I have said that it is all the same to me how a person manages in this world with his eyes,
provided he \s content, it is nevertheless rather rare in the hectic conditions of the present day to find anyone who
really is content without glasses. Things are, after all, a little different from the time when Sir Duke-Elder
published his famous book on refraction (1928) *r a generation has come and gone in those forty-eight years. This
being so I shall also question the concept of "acquired" myopia in old age (Duke-Elder,

5.

p. 72).

Intumescent Cataract

The same group of consequences of reduced vision usually includes the change to
myopia in a cataract eye, a thing well known even to laymen.

This has been explained

by the theory that the progressing cataract results in intumescence of the lens which thereby provokes myopia.
No one, as far as I know, has tried explaining the sequence of events the other way round: because of the opacities
of the lens, the reduced visual acuity provokes a spasm of accommodation which thickens it.
decreasing the plus value of the glasses, there is no limit to

If we start

how far we can go and even an old patient will

succeed in developing a considerable spasm of accommodation, despite the fact that he is probably not very keen
to wear distant glasses, if minuses have been prescribed. If

on the other hand, right at the very beginning, we

deliberately increase the value of the reading glasses — even if this is done at the expense of the reading distance
— the distant lens can often be kept unchanged, sometimes even strengthened, while the intraocular

pressure

and many other lurking dangers remain under control.
Photophobia, which leads to great trouble, is perhaps not so much caused by the lens dispersing light
irregularly, as is often said in order to re-assure the cataract patient, but is also largely the result of a lacking
plus correction,

and

often disappears if the patient wears his glasses continuously.

Ill
6.

Secondary myopia

At present I still believe that infection processes in the cornea or sclera help to bring about true secondary
myopia by preparing the ground for the stretching of the eyeball (Duke-Elder p. 121), i.e. axial myopia, and this
happens all the more easily the earlier the eye is affected.

Once again we are dealing with

accommodation

strain supported by reduced vision, combined with a disposition to stretch in the diseased tissue.
been the process in case No. 514, to mention only one example.
had hypermetropic (+3.25).

This may have

The "healthy" eye of the patient in question

Since the patient had had inflammation of the cornea at the age of two, the

accommodation taking place in the hypermetropic eye had continuously maintained a slight pressure, demanding
additional space, thus succeeding in stretching the eyeball when it was still at an especially elastic growing phase.
The visus of an eye "formed" in this way is poor,

the patient counts fingers (=C.F.), but retinoscopically one

gets some idea of the category, an order of magnitude of-8.0. The eye has a protruding look.
difference in the intraocular

pressures, 20

There is also a clear

and 11 mmHg (the lower pressure in the affected eye), the same

amount of tissue and presumably a ciliary muscle of originally the same size now having to be accommodated in a
larger space.

7.
The

The Myopic Eye
classical

myopic

eye is long,

with an extended

longitudinal

axis, a large pupil and a deep anterior chamber, the excavation of the papilla being
relatively wide ; and so on.

A temporal conus is extremely good evidence of a violently

stretched bulbus (No. 30) and its width is a good sign of the degree of stretching.
The pupil of a pseudomyope is, in a way, a paradox.One would expect it to be small like an "
undercorrected" hypermetropic pupil, but it seems as though the accommodation spasm has resulted in
such a blocked and rigid state of cramp that the eye does not really have to accommodate any longer. The
stimuli transmitted to the ciliary muscle by the oculomotor nerve have decreased and at the same the
convergence impulses which make the pupil smaller are weakened. It is easy to believe in such a severe
spasm if one thinks how difficult it is to release it. However, the fact that, notwithstanding, the pupil is
not small and not in a state of spasm may require further explanation. The sympathetic nervous system
plays a part in accommodation. The sympathetic fibres are responsible for the tonus of the zonule, that is
to say for repose in accommodation, and adapt the eye for distant vision (Walsh p. 178). It seems
necessary to believe that pseudomyopia means such a severe and continuous condition of tenseness in the
organism that there is dominant
sympathicotoay, which keeps the pupil dilated. Once again it is not
necessary for me to look further afield than my own family and see what very large
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pupils we all had, in spite of latent hypermetropic, for example from time to time when we were
children and in some cases still at the age of forty. The central nervous system, with all its balancing
propensities, is indeed an amusing device, for, whatever the phenomenon, it can always be rationally
explained in the aforesaid manner.
And why indeed should only some people's eyes get it into their heads to start growing?

A much more

credible explanation is that in a young person at a certain stage of development, when the eyeball is still supple and
elastic, it gives way easily, being stretched by the ciliary muscle which, by working in a spasm of accommodation,
becomes hypertrophic

and requires space.

Along with the lengthened eyeball the anterior chamber also gets

additional depth (65, 297) and later on glaucoma problems will hardly arise.
As far as glaucoma is concerned,

the eye which has gained a myopic shape sufficiently early is best

protected (cf. p.344,408), but if we consider the problems of an extreme
with

spectacles

—

myope,

his difficulties

in life even

not to mention possible severe complications (cf. p.114) — then I think it wiser to try

and prevent the myopia and accept the hypermetropic situation.
From time to time one can also see a situation of pseudo papillitis in the "myopic" eye (672, 1611
wearing minus glasses at the age of twenty, later strengthened up to -3.5).

began

This is without doubt the result of

accommodation stress in the eye, which started relatively late, the eye refusing any longer to accept the compromise
of the stretching of the bulbus.

This alone ought to be enough to wake people up to the fact that one is

dealing with true myopia, but spasm of accommodation.

not here

I have also sometimes wondered whether the rather

frequently observable inverted vein trunks may not be the result of such functional overpressure^ whether the
compression may not in some way attempt to turn the central trunk in the direction of the weaker obstacle — or is this
anatomical picture of inversion already in existence at the moment of birth?

Having this in mind, I always note the

phenomenon on the patient's card (77, 174, 228, 237, 250, 269, 447, 496,610...) \ all these cases seem to be
connected with considerable pseudomyopic values or strongly undercorrected hypermetropic.
Things used to be simple when one still accepted the idea that school myopia is one of the most common
refraction errors and that the Gaussian curve held good for more or less everything.
as a myope when faced with a teenager or

It was easy to label the patient

student who could by no means achieve complete visus without a minus

correction.
Now that doubt has arisen in my mind,it is more difficult to trust blindly in anything.
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If one looks at the spectacles that people wear

it seems that the

refraction distri-

bution curve so far suggested is far too low as far as myopes are concerned, but again if one applies the
extremely harsh and, in the opinion of many, exaggerated fogging system, it is not easy to find any new,
absolute cases of myopia. It would really be very interesting to begin a systematic study of distribution by making
a note of every new patient in order to find out what kind of refraction material is to be found among the patients,
using simple numbers to indicate the ratio.

It is difficult to believe that only hypermetropes — and

pseudomyopes — keep on coming to my consultations, i f

there also exist other types of patient.

I am not yet ready to claim without reservation — although I should dearly like
to — that all

"school "myopia is simply pseudomyopia.

Perhaps, however, something is

shown by the fact that for the last five years or so (I cannot remember exactly how long)
I have not prescribed a single new minus lens.
case of a patient making his first visit,

I have not come across a single

where,

after putting into practice the

examination technique outlined above, I could with a clear conscience have prescribed minus glasses.
patients have satisfied the minimum requirements for placement on the plus side of zero.

All the

Furthermore, in the

case of earlier minus prescriptions, either my own or those of other practitioners, I have begun to weaken them by
degrees (cf.p.96). It is seldom possible to do this at one fell swoop,but it is not necessary either.
Very often a patient will immediately realize how useless have been the minus
glasses he is wearing and what harm they are causing.

The following are some examples

of these very common cases.
1232

— A 39-year-old clerk, recovered from migraine, unmarried. Had worn glasses
from the age of five ; last spectacles
+0.25,
earlier +0.25,

-1.75x0
-2.5 xO

and

+0.25,

-0.5 x 130

and

+0.25,

-0.25x130

Following our first telephone conversation, she was 10 minutes at work
without glasses; for the rest of the day everything was blurred and awkward
with glasses. This shows how great was the release of accommodation during
such a short time and how hard it was
thereafter for the accommodation
to return to its previous
tenseness.
The patient had had operations
on both eyes for strabismus *r EEG examination, lumbar puncture, treatment by a chiropractor and
also acupuncture. My examination showed the patient to be a hypermetrope — order of magnitude
at least +1.25 (+2.0)cf. Table p. 141.

— A 42-year-old dentist (married lady) ; migraine patient. Her 13-year-old son also a migraine
sufferer.
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Glasses from the age of 15;, last spectacles
-2.25, cyl. -0.5
170 pr 2 bas.temp. -2.25,
0.5
10 pr 2 "
"

" -

Had been instructed by me not to wear these glasses, before coming to see
me. Head had not been aching. During the first day, profuse watering
of the eyes (a sign of accommodation release). No difficulties even in
driving a car.
Examination revealed that the patient was at least not myopic.
Was given several plus prescriptions of increasing strengths.
Telephoned me after ten days or so "I am as gay as a little child, my head
has not been aching and I have already been able to look at the telly with
plus glasses and I drive without glasses. "
1469

8.

— A 30-year-old artist \ man \ had had headaches since he was ten —
migraine attacks even at that age. Was taxi-driver for a w h i l e s twice
during that period ( c. 1973 )
had such severe attacks that he was
taken to hospital in an ambulance. On the first occasion hyper-ventilation was said to explain
everything and when the identical symptoms recurred, the earlier diagnosis still sufficed! Had
had the same, -2.0 glasses,un-changed for 12 years. When, before coming to my
consultation, he had been two days without glasses and then driven a car, he could not see the
surface of the road well enough. Tried putting his glasses on but found them so difficult that he
had to get used to tolerating them again by degrees — wearing them only for a brief moment at a
time! Patient turned out to be a hypermetrope of at least +1.5 .

Ablatio retinae and myopia theories

It simply is not a matter of indifference how we look at the question of pseudomyopia \

the matter has far-reaching effects,the most heinous perhaps being the detach

ment of the retina.

It has proved to be the case that the frequency of ablatio retinae

is greatest where average myopia is concerned.

This has seemed somewhat strange, but

as in many other matters, the idea has been accepted passively, the illogicality apparent
ly troubling nobody,

no further explanation being sought.

When we have regard to

pseudomyopia, even this begins to be understable.
Arruga, in his book "Ocular Surgery" (1953, p. 572) writes: "One physiological condition of importance
in retinal detachment is the movement of the anterior part of the retina in accommodation."
is directed towards the ora serrata and the equator when the ciliary muscle contracts.
the movement of the retina has been shown to be greatest 7—8 mm

A considerable pull

In experiments with dogs,

from the limbus.

Adel (1966), with the

support of other studies, writes that in the accommodation event, the pull directed towards the choroid can be
seen right up to the fovea.
retina and in two-thirds of

— There are a number of clearly defined factors which lead to detachment of the
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all cases that factor is myopia.

The injuries are normally situated either just on the equator or between the

equator and the ora serrata (in 15% of the cases bilaterally).
Pseudo-myopes are often "average" myopes with an error of 2, 4 or 6 diopters. If the eye really is shortsighted and not over-corrected, there will be no need for it to accommodate excessively.
A subject who has worn minus glasses since an early age usually ends up with the highest minus values.
However, the young eye is at its most supple and adapts itself to everything without trouble, and also the retina
stretches(?), without tearing. Despite the high minus value the fundus is beautiful and clear, with its

dot-like

foveolar reflex and in most cases happily remains so throughout life, visual acuity remaining normal. But there is
this group of average myopes, among whom, perhaps because of the more hypermetropic point of departure, the
pseudo-myopic change has become apparent only at puberty, when the resistance of the tissues is already
increased, more force having to be used (possibly even violence) in order to achieve a corresponding efficiency for
the ciliary muscle.

The retina is perhaps unable to bear the severe pull which thus develops and becomes

detached without any outward trauma (1143) and with this mechanism it often takes place peripherally.
What then may be the situation where so-called malignant myopias and ablations
are concerned?

My faith has begun to waver even in the case of the most firmly

established dogmas — and I even question the authenticity of malignant myopia after
having seen so many patients belonging to this group whose great minus values have
been proved

unfounded.

Naturally an eye that has undergone all this stretching

is generally prone to detachment of the retina (1076) and above all macular changes,
like the more rare Forster-Fuchs' flecks (775 \ 777,a 34-year-old lady bank clerk, glasses
earlier approx. -8.25^ when she already had decreased minuses and was waiting for
her annual check-up, macular haemorrhage occurred in the better eye ) are common
(cf. p. 89) and these are connected with the ectatic processes of myopia.

One would

expect that these "flecks" would be more likely to occur in older people.

Possibly at

an early stage of stretching the retina has so far succeeded in rivetting itself to its foundation
that the degenerative changes take place first where the nutrition is most necessary (i.e.
in the macula) and where, on account of the ageing process, it has become weakened.
It is among such overcorrected
serious complication,

"myopia" magna patients that I have seen the most

loss of central vision ( 145, 220, 289, 697, 827).

Case No.697,

at present a 23-year-old student, had a haemorrhage in the macula of one eye when
she was a schoolgirl in the fifth form and her central vision was destroyed.

The value

Minus glasses since the age of 28 i glasses approx.-1.0, H at least+ 1.5. Diagnosis at clinic-Retinitis centralis
serosa,which reminds me of the mention Ericson's work (1963) of praemacular oedema during pregnancy. Patient
now very content.
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of his spectacles at that time was perhaps -4.0 and later even higher.

In many cases the spectacles worn by a

11

severe "myope have been prescribed strictly according to the text book, deliberately and wisely undercorrected
by 3—4 diopters and the next oculist believes that the situation has changed further in the direction of myopia,
adding to the minus value with disastrous results.

9.

The prevention of pseudomyopia

What then can be done to prevent pseudomyopia?

A great deal !

I start with the assumption that there is the will to prevent it.There seems to be evidence for this both in
numerous articles and in the attempts made to reduce myopia,even surgically.
Preventive measures demand that the factors which provoke accommodation should be taken into
account from the moment a child is born.
1)

When a Mother is breast-feeding her baby, her face is much too near for the baby to look at it and

one can very often see how terribly a baby squints when it tries to make its first "social" contact.
2)

This phase is followed by that in which all kinds of toys and rattles are inconsiderately hung altogether

too close to the eyes in the baby's cot and perambulator. A baby's world of perception is often limited to the edges
of the perambulator.

I have tried to remember to advise mothers who have themselves suffered because of eye

problems to take these things into account and, for example, put their baby in the middle of a spacious floor
without any play-pen and play with it and talk to it from as great a distance as possible.
this is likely to calm the child.

Generally speaking

I have known the case of a mother (453, a migraine-sufferer) whose first child,

a girl (597), had been operated on at the age of two months for a pylorospasm.

Her second daughter developed

the same symptoms at the same age and, perhaps because the mother took my advice, the symptoms
subsequently disappeared.
3)
read.

Now comes the child's interest in playing and making things and the possibility that he will learn to

The earlier a child becomes interested in these things, the more important it is to check that his working

distance is natural and to make sure that when that distance becomes too short he gets plus glasses in time to
prevent the development of an excessive spasm of accommodation.

Glasses +1.0 are quite good, but greater

security is naturally provided by +2.0 or even +3.0 especially if the patient has to be treated "in the round" on
account of difficulties in examination.

A full and proper examination may of course reveal a need for an even

greater number of diopters.
See Avetisov 1974,1975 \ Avetisov and Lohtina 1976 -T Avetisov et al.1976, and foot-note page 239.
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4)

In the case of slightly older patients the greatest mistakes can be avoided if

one makes it plain to oneself that a person who complains of simultaneous weakening of
distant vision and headaches — or who, when asked, tells you that he gets headaches —
suffers from a spasm of accommodation and requires an extra note "Watch out I " or as I
mark on my cards "Cave !".

This means that one must, as far as possible, prevent one

self from "making" new wearers of minus glasses and for this the following will suffice:
a) monocular, or only binocular, visus of 1.0 without glasses.

Very often however in such cases one

must be content with
b) visus 0.1 with +1.5 glasses (Fechner 1971) or
c) the patient can read a newspaper normally with +3.0 glasses.
5)
glasses.

The real maintainer of spasm of accommodation and pseudomyopia

is minus

What a much happier place the world would be if "whole" minus lenses were

never prescribed — or manufactured — at all, and there were only spherical upper-half
lenses with the "divide" as high as possible,or bifocals.

With bifocals one should aim

at the greatest possible addition, preferably 3, but perhaps even

4 diopters for

reading, in such a way that even weak minus lenses are combined with a spherical plus
lower half.

Bifocals are in order as preventive treatment even for a five-year-old and

as presbyopia approaches it is precisely pseudomyopes who must get bifocals in time during the transition phase
(cf. p.

68
6)

).
In order to prevent a spasm of accommodation and/or release it, a very good way of improving matters

is to explain to patients that at least indoors, without worrying and with no risk of danger, they can wear glasses of
considerably smaller minus value,or what I call "indoor" glasses.
7)

Many features of present-day society conspire to disturb or block the successful treatment of spasm of

accommodation.

For example there are all kinds of special requirements laid down in different jobs and the

errors of interpretation that can arise when checking the visus in a vision screener, with the patient being all tensed
up and excited (police making spot checks etc .)*

Even without this device, all kinds of instruments which

especially provoke accommodation (Mutze 1956, Toates 1972) lead the examiner far from the truth and make
him think that there is need to decrease plus values when the patient is happily wearing stronger plus glasses
already.
8)

Minus contact lenses are a great evil and they constitute a greater problem than one can easily

imagine. The truth is that we ought to put an end to the whole craze for minus contact lenses 'T but what about
the vested interests?
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— Contact lenses are an almost unbeatable agent for maintaining spasm of accommodation
and pseudomyopia because they do not allow the least possibility of relaxation.

At least

the wearer of ordinary minus glasses rests his eyes occasionally and when he wants to, can
remove them for a moment. This is exactly what the wearer of contact lenses cannot do
and usually does his close work under a minus stress into the bargain.

If we remember

that such a distant lens is normally prescribed in order that the wearer shall achieve a visus of 1.0,it is clear that
close work must take place under great accommodation strain and in most cases this simply aggravates the spasm.
— When we come

to irritation and actual diseases in the eye, the same holds good for

contact lenses as for other lenses — the irritation is less the more completely they are
corrected in the plus direction.

For this reason, as far as minus contact lenses are

concerned, one should be content with the strength required for indoor use and for every
day chores.

For driving a car or for use in the lecture room one should possess separate

"occasional" lenses, perhaps this time in frames, to be used in conjunction with the contact
lenses.

The high cost of contact lenses and the tendency for spasm of accommodation to

be released with age suggests that this would be a good arrangement.
If nothing but plus contact lenses were allowed, one would have taken an immense stride towards the conquest
of myopia.

I am optimistic enough to believe that the time may not be far distant when this will be realized.

All it needs is the co-operation of a handful of authoritative ophthalmologists in executive positions.
9)

It is also greatly to be hoped for that the concept pseudomyopia will be made

widely known, particularly since many people would thereby be freed of unnecessary
worry.

There are even cases where a member of a family in which minus glasses are

"traditionally" worn will go so far as to avoid contracting matrimony with someone who
comes of a similar family because he thinks like a stock breeder.
In all probability we are not justified in drawing conclusions other than the following:
a) the initial "status" of wearers of minus glasses seems seldom to involve any great hypermetropic and
on the other hand
b) if someone who has passed through school or someone who reads a great deal has not slid over
the zero point and become a pseudomyope he is very likely to have considerable
hypermetropic.
10)
myopia :

To sum up, the following points are to be remembered in the prevention of

latent
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1)

everything must be looked at from as far away as possible,

2)

plus glasses are to be prescribed at the earliest possible phase and

3)

at the latest just before sliding, in a spasm of accommodation, to the minus side

4)

the most convincing proof of an error of direction is that minus glasses have been first worn as an
adult.

10.

General conclusions

It will certainly be difficult to conquer "school myopia" — everything takes time — but now that "health
centres" are being introduced in Finland there is perhaps a hope that all children's eyes will be examined before
they

go

to school.

There would then be some kind of indication of their refraction in a card index and it would

show a general tendency to hypermetropic.
By sticking stubbornly to these values it would be possible to strike at the "synapse"
where the impulse can still be stopped, thus nipping the whole spasm of accommodation
in the bud.

Later on, when pseudomyopia ("school "myopia) has been allowed to develop,

releasing the spasm will be ten,

if not a hundred times,

more difficult.

In this

way it would be possible to prevent the unnecessary prescription of most minus glasses.
Pseudomyopia is the fate of those young people, sometimes not more than six or eight years old, athirst for
knowledge, who each week carry home a satchel full of books from the library (317).

Only a few of them, those

who have a sufficiently great degree of hypermetropia, will be saved from sliding to the minus side (356).

Either

way, it will be from these two groups that we shall later find our numerous migraine patients.
Although pseudomyopes are in a sense justified in considering themselves a kind of
"intelligentsia" ( I say this without irony, for they are often diligent and energetic people,
cf. p. 101)

and although I am convinced that reading can provoke pseudomyopia, still

I cannot accept the idea that "most primitive peoples" are hypermetropes (Duke-Elder,
p. 67).

It seems in truth to be the case that almost all human beings are hypermetropes:

they are born that way and they will remain that way unless the situation is altered
from without.

The observation of

Alsbirk and

the Eskimos, where myopia was earlier unknown,
seems to agree well with all this.

it

Forsius

( 1973 ) that among

is now to be found among a large number of schoolchildren,

"They have read their eyes out of their heads" was my husband's felicitous

comment !
If one thinks of the masterly plan of the Creator and considers His intentions one
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can hardly fail to see that the purpose of this intricate and delicate accommodation mechanism is precisely to enable
a hypermetrope to focus at different distances.There is,however, a possible counter-argument which some might think
equally weighty

:

isn't

it the very

purpose of pseudomyopia to eliminate and level out the evident defects in

the Creator's system, man now perhaps living for a longer span than originally planned? I am quite ready to admit
this "doctrine" also, but since it brings with it such trouble and suffering which
former view,

may be avoided if we accept the

I incline to think that we are justified in favouring the hypermetropic line.

Furthermore, can we

believe that it is the Creator's intention to maintain this huge group of minus-spectacle wearers in the present
world,defenceless and impotent?

They were not after all born with minus glasses in their pockets !

But I am letting my thoughts run away with me.

While pondering the connections between our civilization

and pseudomyopia I stumbled on what seems to me to be a clever idea in connection with the well-known myopia of
the Japanese people.

I at least had always had a picture in my mind of the typical Japanee with minus glasses

and I only had this impression confirmed when, after an international
visited by three Japanese surgeons in the summer of 1971.

conference of surgeons in Moscow, we were

My attention was caught by the exhausted looking

eyes of one of the surgeons — a 44-year-old gentleman — their swollen blood vessels and inflamed appearance.
Being at that time engaged on the early drafts of my book I could not help asking him how strong his spectacles
were.

When he replied that they were -13.0 diopters I was tempted to reply "That's what it looks like, t o o ! "

I

am certain that he was a splendid exemplar of pseudomyopia and who knows how much, 13 diopters — or even
more?

I was thus led to think that the preponderance of minus lenses among the Japanese must have something

to do with the ancient traditions of the land of the Rising Sun.

That the ancestors of the present-day Japanese

must have made themselves into pseudomyopes by excessive reading and because it was so easy to believe the
child to be like the father, they then transmitted the habit from generation to generation (not as a genotype), and that is
just what is happening in Finland now (cf.p. 101). The vicious circle thus continues; there are no inherited anatomical
factors, just self-perpetuation into total chaos.

The real difficulty in all this, as I shall explain later on page 415

, is that within a single generation it is impossible to gain adequate experience
may

and the result is that one

go off on the wrong track.
Pseudomyopia (or undercorrected hypermetropic)

for one it may be weight-lifting, for another high-jumping and for

is a kind

of muscular training;

a third,excessive

1 It is worth reminding the reader here of the value placed upon myopic slaves as scribes in the Roman Empire.
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accommodating.

The only muscle that is exercised in accommodation is the ciliary muscle and because its

anatomical locale is so enclosed and because it has so strategic a position physiologically it is hardly a matter of
indifference how strong and how hypertrophic this muscle becomes. Very large numbers of people manage to deal
with this overstrain without any dire results, but for a great many the reaction takes the form of migraine, even
sometimes leading as far as permanent paralysis, irreversible changes in the visual field, glaucoma or high
blood pressure, while many others become psychiatric cases.

It is both interesting and logical to observe that it

is precisely the anamneses of these "tensed-up" families that include spontaneous accounts of glaucoma cases
within in the family

( 77, \75, 378, 629 ).

Since it cannot possibly be known in advance to which of these "risk" groups a particular patient may
belong, it is our duty as medical practitioners to take into account, in the case of each patient, all these dangers and
to consider the possible results of the treatment we prescribe, even 'quod vitarrT.

One may compare the

characteristics of the concept of myopia to what we were once taught about the finding of the tuberculosis bacillus —
that the discovery of the tuberculosis bacillus is valuable as clinical evidence only if it is positive. Applying this to
myopia one could say that it is only possible to have an opinion concerning the existence of myopia if it can be said
that the patient is not a myope.

When " ascertained", myopia must always be suspected to be pseudomyopia.

I can imagine that all this must seem to the reader like Jules Verne's journey to the moon, but I assure
you that everything is made easier when, despite all absurdities, one accepts the thought that nothing in this world
is impossible and yet there is no reason to suppose that these rebellious opinions are the first signs of incipient
mania.

Those "myopes" who started wearing minus glasses early and who are already advanced in years will no

doubt have developed such a stretched bulbus and such an irreversible condition that their refraction value can only
be partly reduced, i.e. for the "uppermost" diopters. It is, on the other hand, easier to achieve a more complete
"clearing up" of the situation the later the minus glasses are first worn and the later they are strengthened. It ought to
be clear to those who believe in the existence of true myopia that at least the prescribing of minuses as first glasses
for adults is nonsensical according to any theory. Only in the rising generation

is it possible to see how

drastically the minus diopters fall away if one resolutely decides not to prescribe minus glasses.

Even if someone

took the trouble to verify my claims it is perfectly clear that, given their prejudiced attitude, nothing would come of it
and they would come back to where they started.
trying to show, then he will certainly also

If on the other hand, someone really wants to believe what I am
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succeed. It is indeed high time to be rid of our primitive and unreasonable enthusiasm for instruments, which
naively imagines that it is possible to determine the real refraction of the human eye automatically and in a few
seconds, (Jungner Instrument 10.11.1973) and to grasp that "the help given by minus glasses may be compared
to that given by a usurer to a person in financial difficulties" (Thornborg, in his book "Bort med glasogon", 1948,p.
9).
Whatever may finally be the contribution of true, inherently structural myopia in the distribution of
refraction, it may be said with certainty that it is nothing like as great as the minus diopters in use in the
world would lead one to suppose.
In order to demonstrate the consequences of pseudomyopia I conclude this chapter with a brief
statement about one of my patients/together with extracts from a letter she wrote me.

Case No. 340, a 59-

year-old lady permanently engaged in scientific work whose spectacles had been prescribed in another continent.
The glasses she was wearing when she first visited me were
1.0 ax 170 .

-1.75 ,

cyl. -1. 5 ax 10

and -1.0 ,

cyl -

The patient is at present a hypermetrope of at least +1.0 and we have not yet achieved our goal,

it taking some time for me to discover where the trouble lay.

The patient has to do the most exhausting possible

close work ( she has indescribable vertical furrows on her forehand ) and one well understands how the
inevitable result was severe migraine and she got involved in a chase after medical experts, and finally ended up
at the age of fifty-six in the care of a psychiatrist.
"Thank you for writing the details, if for no other reason because your diagnosis takes me out of the
category of being a psychiatric case.

— But now I am in better condition than I have been for the past three

years and confident that there will be even
greater improvement. ------------- Thank you once again for your interest in my case and you
desire to help me.

II

I cannot express my appreciation in words."

As t i gm at i sm

1. General

Despite the fact that I have long been a well-known hypermetropic enthusiast, only a few years ago I
had a completely different view of astigmatism from that which I now hold. Because objective refraction values
clearly indicated astigmatism, because cylinders were eagerly accepted subjectively and because with spherical
lenses it was not possible to achieve full vision, I freely prescribed cylinder combinations in which, on top of
everything else, the axes were all mixed up, because even in this matter I
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respected the patient's subjective opinion.

The harsh laws of accommodation spasm were in this phase

operating much more like a theoretical concept.

The thing that was most misleading was that,

way, most of the patients got rid of their symptoms (38).

even in this

The eye, in a state of spasm of accommodation, being

strained and "distorted", seems to have experienced relief even with cylinder lenses, because they fix and support
the shape of the eye at that moment. Patients stayed away for years at a time but when they returned to the
oculist who had succeeded in helping them they were for the most part content and without troubles and
explained that it was only their distant vision that had again become disturbed.
greater minus values did they notice what bad glasses they had in fact had J

Only after being given slightly

It was the fact that the patients were

happy that led me even further astray, notwithstanding my habit of beginning always from the beginning,as if at
each successive visit the patient was "new".

However, because I had the patient's notes on a card in front of

my eyes it was perhaps impossible to completely avoid a prejudiced attitude.

It is undoubtedly experiences like

this that make some of my colleagues believe in their own prescriptions !
Only with the passage of the years and after following the same patients have I begun to understand the
cylinder business and to see how absurdly great is the increase in astigmatism, firstly because of a blind faith in
"objective" refraction values and secondly because I capitulated before the patient's opinion. I had altogether too
meekly tried not to be too strict, thinking that, after all, it is the patient who must wear the glasses.
tragi-comedy

It is a real

that when the direction is erroneous you get the patients'thanks, but when you try to get them

on to the road towards a correct habit of vision they only hurl their insults !

But this is only a confirmation of the

old-established truth that a doctor is often blamed or praised without reason.
We have been taught that half a diopter of direct, ordinary astigmatism is natural, i.e. that an
ophthalmometer value of 0.5 diopters of direct astigmatism is a normal situation.

But what does this in fact mean?

It means that it is almost a rule that mankind is so far hypermetropic that this amount of direct pseudo-astigmatism
is caused secondarily. I have noticed now, having tried knowingly to get rid of cylinders, that the ophthalmometer
values of eyes that have been "completely" corrected in the plus direction are much nearer to zero.
again have complete harmony with the well-known tendency to inverse astigmatism in

Here we

older people — the

corrections for presbyopia having begun to take their effect.
It is quite pointless to do detailed work in examining refraction because, in the case of an eye which has been
driven astigmatically in the wrong direction, it is in many cases impossible
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to achieve an exact and practicable result. A very good result can be achieved by a considerable
attempt at evening out diopter values and by a bold estimate based on experience, carried
out by degrees.

The only thing that is awkward in all this is the writing of all

kinds of certificates in which one is expected to tell the truth with literal accuracy and where it would be silly to
suggest unnecessarily to the layman that something odd is going on.
And yet

It would only interfere with the good cause.

the "releasing" process may last for years and one cannot expect the situation to clear up in a

short

time. One must have considerable experience of what to expect in order to risk a little "interpolation" where
patients'subjective answers are concerned and in this way get the best possible practical result for them.

Following

my own line of enquiry I have had to behave to some extent in this fashion and the results I have received have
only confirmed my convictions.

If one must allude further to the prescribing of cylinders — and of course one must

do so for the time being in connection with those cases where one is trying to get rid of unnecessary cylinders —
then there are certain things that must be borne in mind.
A completely round frame is not suitable for cylindrical lenses (839) (nor for spherical lenses, unless the
central point of the lens happens to coincide with the centre of the frame). If not on its own, then at least
when cleaning the lens, it may easily turn into any old position. I have seen at least two such cases, but I
have generally only checked the matter when there seemed to be some uncertainty.
One must try and prescribe only straight axes in the two main directions.

It is not always

easy to get the patient to agree to this, but neither is it necessary to carry out the change
at once, by force, but rather by degrees towards the "right" axis.

There are also ways

of providing oneself with greater peace of mind, by leading the examination in such a
direction that the patient himself turns the axis straight.

The first necessity is that the

patient's chin should be level and if it will not remain so, the oculist must if necessary
hold it steady all the time.

Another thing which helps greatly is to put in the trial frames

a combination with a great deal too much spherical minus, in which situation the patient
nicely turns the axis of the minus cylinder to zero.

The exaggerated strength of the

cylinder itself similarly helps towards the objective.
If this does not seem to be successful one can repeat the turning several times with each eye alternately
in such a way that the lens will remain in the zero position for some time so that the eye becomes adapted.
After having proved enough times that this is valid, one may pluck up courage and go on to the process of
straightening out the axes without even using these tests.
Many of my colleagues will not allow their patients to have anything to do with the process of prescribing
glasses, but it gives no guarantee of success because we have seen how objective values can put the examiner in a
dilemma.

It is also pleasant if the
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examiner feels that he and the patient are of one mind and when we take into account the fact that many patients find
a change in their glasses very difficult at first, it is also psychologically wise that they should be allowed to cooperate in what is going on — in the new jargon to "participate" and discover that there is actually some point in
what is being done.
Soon after Tetralogia first appeared an optician put the following question to me:
"Why then are there not so many cases of astigmatism in myopia as in hypermetropic?"
It may indeed be that there are more cylinder combinations in connection with plus glasses,
but in my opinion the explanation

is simple.

Just to add spherical minus without

further thought — which, unfortunately I know to have happened — makes it very easy to achieve complete visus
with nothing more than a spherical lens. Simply by remaining near the zero point and spending time

trying to

reveal hypermetropic one introduces the cylinder test into examinations, the cylinder often also finding its way into
the final prescription. — On the other hand the very appearance of direct astigmatism in the picture is an alarming
sign of the advancement of spasm of accommodation and an unnecessary sliding to the minus side.

2.

Astigmatism and children

I remember from my time in the clinic that one school of thought was that slight astigmatism in a child of a
certain age was not worth correcting.

If only these wise fellows had trumpeted their opinion even more loudly and

at the same time raised the age limit to 100 years !

I have wasted all the enthusiasm of my youth on hairsplitting,

in a conscientious attempt to make use of every nuance in order to reconcile "objective" findings harmoniously with
the patient's

subjective attitude.

Nevertheless, I have in fact been dealing with habits of vision, distorted by

stress and the side-effects of spasm of accommodation and by yielding to the quirks of these cases endless harm
has been caused, eternal discontent has resulted and much time has been wasted.

It is simple to begin with a

spherical lens and in general those who get a spherical plus lens always become contented, even in the case of
bifocals. (This is not to take into account small problems of taste, which can be easily solved, the patient often
wanting accuracy for a specific distance.)

I should think that every oculist must have made this observation.

Getting rid of cylinders is quite another matter.

The examiner must have the courage of his convictions if

he is to succeed in overcoming the stubborness with which patients — if they are given the chance — will defend
every tiny detail of their previous
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glasses.

It is a pleasure to see how even these "astigmatics" gradually calm down and become content once

one has got them to accept a simple spherical lens.

Of course there are always some completely "slack"

people, whose organism just does not react to anything or who will only react after outrageously erroneous
values.
Nowadays I am fearful of prescribing even the smallest cylinder because it is
impossible to know in advance what distorting effect it may have on the eye and I
cannot be sure that the patient will return to me for a check-up, when it would be
possible, bearing all these things in mind, to retrieve the situation.
have not
instance.

For this reason I

prescribed any new cylinders for a long time — and prisms never in the first
In two cases (135, 660), partly for psychological reasons, I have done so

in order to "camouflage" the fact that the lenses had almost identical values, a discrepancy between the eyes
having already become obvious at a pre-school check-up and also to the parents themselves.

I am particularly

cautious in the case of anisometropia and astigmatism when dealing with children whose families I know to have a
conflicting and muddled spectacle history (660).

If a cylinder is not prescribed in the first instance, the indications for

doing so will already have decreased by the time of the next visit and so on and the patient will generally have no
troubles.

One may continue in this way until nothing further can be achieved with a spherical lens but one must

not be too credulous and believe even this on the basis of a single visit. If there really has been a stable situation for
a long enough time and if a cylinder combination then produces a decisive improvement in the visus, then one may
carry on and prescribe a cylinder ! The method may seem to many to be complete humbug, but at least it is less of
a cheat than what normally goes on with cylinder lenses !
There are countless tensed-up children and adults for whom the initial finding even when atropinized is of great
magnitude, generally direct astigmatism (171, 203, 737) and in which there is a clear reciprocal action between
nystagmus and astigmatism (759), cf.pp. 102,126, the common background to everything generally being considerable
latent hypermetropic.

According to Walsh (p. 429) this is typical of congenital mental deficiency. It is just in such

cases that the possibility of spasm of accommodation and pseudo-astigmatism must be kept in mind.
3 —4 diopters is by no means rare and if one once starts along that line, the return will be bitter.

Astigmatism of
The tendency of

spasm of accommodation to provoke pseudoastigmatism and pseudomyopia must be firmly borne in mind when we
realize that in 1970 it was possible to write "Bei Keratoconus handelt es sich urn eine meist im 2. Lebensjahrzehnt
deutlich

werdende Kegelformige Ektasie der zentralen Hornhautpartien.

In der Mehrzahl der Fallle tritt er

allerdings als ein bisher patogenetisch unerklaxtes, selbstdndiges Krankheitsbild auf" (Neubauer and Heimann).
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The following is a list of cases of extreme astigmatism mistakenly thought to be keratoconus
275, 615, 694, 718, 786, 1191 .
+1.75,cyl -4.5 ax 60 and 120

— 80, 157,

In case number 694, a 26-year-old woman, the spectacles had been

at the maximum and the patient suffered from dizziness when wearing them.

has now for some time worn glasses +3.0 B . E . \

She

she sees poorly with them outdoors and has to approach very

near the object when doing close work, but the patient is content with them because the dizziness has disappeared
and her eyes feel rested. At the last examination, when looking out of the window, the patient declared that things
were most comfortable with glasses +4.5 (or +5.0).
to purchase spectacles of this strength.

She was given +4.5 glasses to try and after one month agreed

Perhaps the finest example of what the ciliary muscle can achieve is

provided by the male patient (615), who at the age of 29 came to see me wearing -3.0 and -2.0 cylinders.

I

prescribed
-2.0

cyl. -4.0 ax 90° and -4.0

cyl. -4.0 ax 140° .

When he returned after five years (he had been asked to come after one) the spasm of accommodation had
developed so much that he then required
-20.0

cyl. -6.0 ax 0°

B . E . , with which he achieved better visus binocularly, i.e. 0.67 partly. Of

course I did not prescribe such glasses, but it did show what kind of lens would give the best vision ( t h i s of
course one must always try to find out).
Those who oppose the prescription of cylinders for small children base their viewpoint on the fact that
astigmatism of this kind evens out with age.
goes on getting stronger plus glasses.

This is of course quite correct on the presupposition that the patient

What is now interesting is to see to what an extent the final amount of

hypermetropic can be estimated from the degree of astigmatism discovered in different ways.
this way for too short a time to be able to determine the truth in the case of each patient.

I have been working in

I can,however,already

draw certain conclusions, and it must be admitted that some of them are rather self-evident.
1.

latent hypermetropic is directly related to the degree of astigmatism,

2.

the amount of latent hypermetropic is at least the amount given by the more weakly
refracting axis, i.e. normally the horizontal axis (spherically), but often far more.

Thus, for example, a patient who has a lens +4.0 , cyl. +3.0 ax 90

is almost certainly a

hypermetrope of at least +7.0
The above-mentioned concerns the interpretation of values given by both the retino-scope and the
refractometer.

Insofar as these values coincide, one must begin with the
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fact that the lower limit of spherical hypermetropic error is at least as much as the greatest plus reading recorded.
These values fluctuate even under cycloplegics, according to my observations, without any regularity, sometimes
being higher in the retinoscope, sometimes in the refractometer, though often of course they are the same.
3.

The third basis for making additional estimations which can be used for the same purpose is provided by

the ophthalmometer.

One does not dare even to guess at any clear rules because so much depends on the age of

the patient and the work he does, but a direct value given by the ophthalmometer is a more or less clear sign of latent
hypermetropia, the greater the hypermetropia the greater the astigmatism reading.
If we start from the fact that

astigmatism is

usually highly artificial (pseudo), then at least if one
11

wants to train the eye by occlusion treatment, it is usually quite sufficient to use the "interpolated , i.e. the nearest
spherical plus lens.

3.

Cataract lenses

Since discovering the truth about pseudo-astigmatism my experience of cataract lenses has been very slight,
but even on this subject I should like to venture a remark.
lenses

also applies in the case of aphakia.

The same pattern of treatment with simplified spherical

It has been thought that an eye without a lens is the easiest and most

stable object of refraction, but here too there is a confusion of unknown factors which is difficult to assess and which
causes all kinds of irregulaties in refraction.

If one gives way to these factors by using combination lenses one will

find oneself on a slippery slope, going ever further in the wrong direction and to return will be infinitely more difficult
and laborious than sticking to spherical lenses.

Nevertheless the obscure eye troubles and complaints which follow

an operation are often the result of just such an uncomfortable and incorrect cylinder lens.

Even to day it is a fairly

widespread habit to wait for several months for the cornea to heal and return to the normal shape, but this may be
unnecessary, if not directly harmful.

During this time, the patient is only able, by means of different habits of vision

and tensing-up of the muscle,to create refraction distortions, not least because the

other eye is being strained or

because of the perhaps inadequate lens in front of it, i.e. the eye not operated on.

I remember how one of my

colleagues always admired the fine achievements of Professor Lofgren when performing cataract operations. "Isn't it
strange", she observed, "how it is almost always the same,a +10.0 lens (no cylinders) and a 1.0 visus ! " I believe the
secret lay, not so much in the elegant limbal section
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as in the fact that the patient received, without more ado, a +10.0 lens — before the eye had had time to get tense —
and when he came for a check-up the visus was 1.0 and everything was in order. (In following severe hypermetropes
among my patients, I am no longer puzzled that a final cataract lens is not always +10.0 on top of the glasses worn
earlier, cf.p. 109, paragraph 1.).

Too much exactness in exercising the visus merely provokes further factors which

lead to error and thus the first cataract lens provided by the professor was in fact very sensible.

Nowadays at

least, if I have to make changes in a cataract patient's glasses, I always weaken the cylinder and straighten the
axis.
If we think how difficult it is to induce permanent astigmatic changes in the cornea by means of a deliberate,
crude and traumatic intervention (without any changes in the vitreous humour or in a situation where the vitality of the
eye is diminished) — a demonstration of the very powerful tendency of the eye to form itself in the shape of a ball
(Tuovi-nen and Viikari 1961) — it is not to be wondered at that an astigmatic shape accentuated by incorrect glasses
can, by training, be restored to its natural spherical form.
The supposition I have made,that an aphakic eye can also be trained in the wrong direction with incorrect
glasses and that objective refraction values can be misleading to the oculist, finds support in Walsh (p. 180).

He

there says that, despite the expectation that removal of a lens may lead to complete loss of accommodative power,
there are reports which show that in some rare instances distant objects and fine points can be seen with the same
lens.

Davis, it is true, explains this as being the "capacity to interpret dispersion circles", but there must still be

in the eye some kind of ability to form the shape of a ball, probably by means of external ocular muscles (Mutze, 1956
p.82), an ability learnt over the course of many years. There is probably a similar mechanism at work, besides the
lens itself, in cases of severe astigmatism as in general when astigmatism develops or levels out with the changing of
spectacles.

4.

Crossed cylinders

It would hardly be possible to put into the hands of an inexperienced oculist a better weapon than a crossed
cylinder !

However beatifully one may theorize about how to use it, it is all in vain, because in practice it only

gets one into a dilemma and easily leads to erroneous judgements.

With a crossed cylinder, by suitably

arranging the external conditions,the oculist can make a patient reply just as he wants.
hypermetropic a crossed cylinder indicates direct astigmatism and also in over-

In under-corrected
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corrected "myopia".

When latent hypermetropic has been eliminated, or in other words when one reaches the

upper limit of the correction of hypermetropic, in a subjectively overcorrected
cylinder examination easily shows indirect astigmatism.

situation

the

crossed

In the case of a hypermetrope suffering from a severe

spasm of accommodation the crossed cylinder examination may indicate inverse astigmatism with an undercorrection of even several diopters.

It is on these observations that I have based my present habit of using a

crossed cylinder, largely out of curiosity, in order to determine when one has with certainty reached the side of
under-correction in hypermetropic, i.e. in order to know what is the strongest spherical plus lens which the patient
will certainly find pleasant.

It is possible to demonstrate all the above very nicely if one is dealing with a patient

of the ordinary type, a severe hypermetrope who has unnecessarily worn the cylinder combination for direct
astigmatism.

I use the crossed cylinder even as a " Confirmation Test" in such a way that on the same rod there

is ±0.25 both as direct and indirect cylinder. ( As a matter of fact the apparatus I ordered arrived from the factory
with the axes at 45°!

Haeven knows how the manufacturer thought it was going to be used.) astigmatism.

I append below two schematic examples of this method where the cylinders are systematically weakened.
One attempts to get rid of minus glasses with cylinder combinations by degrees, by estimating the approximate
spherical equivalent and if possible slightly reducing it.
1.

Former lenses
-3.0

cyl. -2.0 ax 10°

and -3.0

cyl.-2.0 ax 170°,

the approximate order of magnitude thus being -4.0
Suggested change
-3.0

cyl. -1.5 ax 5°

and -3.0

cyl. - 1 . 5 ax 175°,

the approximate order of magnitude being -3.75
or -3.(25)

cyl. -1.0 ax

0° B . E .

approximate order of magnitude -3.(7)5
2.

Former lenses
+4.0

cyl. +1.0 ax 135°

and +4.0

cyl +1.0 ax 45° approximate order

of magnitude +4.5 Suggested change
+4.(2)5

cyl. +0.5 ax 115°

magnitude +4.(7)5

and +4.(2)5

cyl. +0.5 ax 65° approximate order of
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Axes must thus always be changed in the direction of the straight, in which case it is of the utmost importance
to destroy the former glasses so that there is no longer even the possibility of putting them on.

5.

How to proceed

Since the human eye is so adaptable, so easily changes its shape and can so easily be trained \

and since

it can tolerate glasses with great individual differences up to almost any degree of error, why should we not correct it in
the spherical direction, which is the primary point of departure? All that is necessary is to persist, and find the
correct order of magnitude.

To those colleagues who still stick to cylinders I should like to point out that no one is

even trying to claim that the so-called "objective methods" do not give such an astigmatic refraction result — on the
contrary that is just what they do give and

one must also keep this in mind unless normal visus is achieved without it,

but then one must be aware of the fact that it is precisely latent hypermetropic which maintains and further develops
direct astigmatism.

For this reason one must not "honour" these astigmatism values but one must set out to treat the

basic cause with spherical plus lenses. And although there may be those who do not feel able to abandon their faith in
the ordinariness of astigmatism and its widespread occurrence;

although the whole undertaking may run clean

contrary to their convictions, at least the use of a spherical lens will not harm the patient nor in general prejudice
the cause — on the contrary, it is the only way to a rapid discovery of the truth and the only way to remove the
patients troubles.
Although the achievement of complete visus would have required a cylinder correction, we should
prescribe this in the first glasses, and as in the case of glaucoma, we should not

not

prepare the patient

"psychologically" for the idea that he has got such a fine-sounding fault as astigmatism.

And then, having kept

our"great specialist knowledge" to ourselves, the patient will come again after six months or a year with everything
going in a much better direction (cf. p. 126 ).
To train a patient away from astigmatism is generally fairly easy and in itself easier than to do the same for
pseudomyopia,

especially if one is not so greedy as to make the steps too great, but remains content with about the

same total order of magnitude. This alone represents a considerable step forward in a healthier direction.
raise the interpolated value by at least +0.25 with each change.

I attempt to

Probably the change succeeds with such relative

ease because an eye of this kind has in advance been accustomed in one axis to the same order of magnitude with a
plus correction.
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III

An i som et rop i a

1.

General

The unthinking acceptance of anisometropia is extremely dangerous and likely to provoke errors.

I

suppose that all oculists have a natural tendency to hesitate before prescribing discrepant lenses, particularly in the
case of first glasses, but very often retino-scope values, and indeed all other objective and subjective values, seem to
be so incontestably discrepant that we cannot avoid taking them into consideration already in the first prescription.
I remember how a former teacher of mine distributed a leaflet among his "apprentices" on which were marked
the values not to be exceeded when prescribing glasses where the lenses were of different strengths.
used to follow her advice scrupulously, but when

To begin with I

it gradually became apparent that the tolerance threshold of

patients could be very high, I began to exceed the limits and found numerous cases where almost anything could
be tolerated and yet binocularity was preserved. Even Duke-Elder (1969,p. 103) mentions a case where complete
binocularity was still achieved with a difference of 6 diopters.

It seems therefore that in this matter also one must

begin good habits early.
Subsequently, after certain further experiences, I began to have doubts about the whole business of
anisometropia and I am increasingly of the opinion that human eyes are not after all as discrepant as is usually
thought.

Nature is a great wonder and on account of the eternal struggle for existence,where there are twin

organs or parts of the body, one will always attempt to dominate.
There is, for example, the case of the hands, right hand "dominance" being the
condition of the majority.

In the same way, for example, ordinary people, leave alone

sportsmen, always step forward on the same foot.

The same holds good of the eyes, but

in this case, where training, i.e. the activity of the ciliary muscle, takes place auto
matically, the difference develops much more than in those muscles where conscious acti
vity

is

also

required.

While the ciliary muscle of one eye gets strained by

the force of the stronger eye so that it undergoes a stronger spasm of accommodation than
ever,ending up in a myopic direction,the other poor thing becomes slack and allows its error to be
revealed much more fully.

Anyone who has himself experienced how greatly a distant

lens, slightly weaker than normal ( for example, when sitting in a car), strains the
accommodation, and how the strain thus induced is not immediately released when changing
See note p. 159.
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back to ordinary glasses, will easily understand what discrepant spectacles can in time do to the eye which has
the weaker plus lens.

When a patient comes for re-examination after one or two years, he cannot even relax

to the same former value because he has already been strained in the direction of myopia;, in this way the
vicious circle begins once again and it includes, for example, the following chain of errors:
— Pseudomyopia
— Erroneous anisometropia ; a faulty discrepancy in the lenses provokes further erroneous anisometropia
— Wrong interpretation of exophoria, when it is thought to be the cause of headache
— Unsuccessful compromise glasses; for example, too much in the minus direction, when discrepancy only
provokes more spasm of accommodation on the side of the stronger minus lens and perhaps on both
sides {666,667).
It is therefore wrong to trust these exaggerated pseudo-differences just like that (794) and if, for example, a
small child gives values ±0 and -4.0 it does not necessarily mean anything except that, because of a high degree
of latent hypermetropia, the dominant eye has got into a more severe spasm of accommodation.

If the child

also gets headaches simultaneously it is not in any way due to this discrepancy, but it is the spasm that causes
the pain.
greater.

He must on no account be given discrepant lenses which would only make the difference even
It is always best to start with the intention of training the eye, the aim being equality in the two eyes,

and this all the more so if one is lucky enough to know about problematic lens combinations, for example among
the near relations of a child patient (660).

If, for example, retinoscope values on either side of the zero point

have been obtained, and even if one has to "interpolate" a little, the uncompromising aim must be the eye with
plus values if one is to avoid being led astray (144). If anywhere it is with minus glasses that discrepancy puts the
brake on treatment for spasm of accommodation and this because the stronger minus lens strains " consensual I y"
the accommodation in the eye with slighter cramp.
Let as suppose that in fact there was no difference in the refraction, but that nevertheless the patient was given
lenses +1.0 and +1.25. The result can easily be that the eye that has been more corrected becomes, when glasses
are worn, better and relatively more relaxed than the other and in the next examination there will be an even greater
difference in the result, while the eye that has been working under greater strain remains tense, accepting the former
lens, or perhaps not even that.

In this way the patient again gets glasses which give him ever greater discomfort.

must therefore be borne in mind what a very g r e a t

responsibility

the

prescription

It

of f i r s t

g l a s s e s is and especially if one is not prescribing equal lenses. Discrepant lenses, especially if prescribed in
childhood, provoke a certain imbalance in the tonus of the eyes and the result is often an unequal cramp, which brings in
its train ever greater troubles for the patient.
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I have myself been guilty of bringing about a similar anisometropic condition, where the tensing-up has
progressed in the direction of myopia, extreme discrepancy resulting in cases where both eyes originally had
normal visus (124, 305, 1034, facial tic, see table 5,p.204 *r

1504), but proved to be returneable to their

original track, more or less quickly and more or less violently.

2. Strabismus

What I have said above applies to a very great extent also to those with strabismus and plays a part in all
treatment of amblyopia. Severe hypermetropia, which provokes severe accommodation strain, brings great
convergence with it reflexly.

In monocular strabismus the converging eye is determined by which medial rectus is

the stronger. The eye with the weaker musculature remains straight. Here too we have the struggle for dominance
between a pair of organs (cf. pp. 132,253), a Phyrric victory leading to amblyopy. The attempt has usually been made to
prevent this course of events by reducing the need to accommodate with plus glasses, but treating an already
developed amblyopy with a euthyscope, which only tenses up accommodation, because on exact focussing, is a highly
questionable procedure. One gets the impression, even in quite ordinary, everyday convergent-hypermetropicstrabismus that far more patients all over the country wear discrepant strabismus glasses than ought to be the case in
the name of truth.
I constantly — and successfully — even out the lens of the dominant eye in order to achieve the diopter
correction of the weaker eye.

Increasing age will bring pseudo-anisometropia to the fore, especially if one

keeps in mind the possibility of bringing it to the fore — or perhaps more correctly if, both with and without
prejudice, one makes a routine prescription in which the difference is ever smaller, in this way achieving
surprisingly equal lenses, even to the extent of complete isometropia. There is not the slightest difficulty in
"transporting" the lens of the weak eye in the old way,

always leading with a stronger lens, as has been

done for years, but the thing can be done differently I
In the same way, the divergent, slacker eye, which has given up the struggle, reveals the amount of
hypermetropia more truthfully and luckily gets the more correct lens. If the patient's "head" will take it, as it certainly
wi ll , such slight binocularity being in question, the divergent eye may be corrected at the outset (for economic
reasons — much as I disapprove of discrepant lenses) to the full amount revealed at that time and the diopters of the
dominant eye may be increased by degrees, as rapidly as possible in the direction of equality.
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Especially when dealing with severe hypermetropic, where there is room for tens?ng-up of the accommodation,
it is dangerous to prescribe even slightly discrepant lenses. It is in just such cases that one sees the greatest
difference between glasses over the years (family series 24, 179, 482). In these examples we are really dealing with
hypermetropic magna patients and even externally the likeness between them is evident. The youngest of them only
began wearing glasses at the age of 18, having divergent, alternating strabismus, and was 24 years old when she
became my patient in 1960. At that time she had for two years been wearing glasses +2.5 and +0.75 and had only
then begun to suspect that one of the lenses was not right. The patient had never been atropinized. When, in spite of
administering Cyclogyl drops, I got retinoscope values+2.5 and ±0 and the patient subjectively accepted+3.75
and+1.0, I compromised and gave her glasses+2.75 and+0.75 ; that is to say the very same paradoxical result as
that outlined above — the difference had grown larger ; furthermore, I only made matters worse by reducing the plus
value of the dominant eye ! The matter is still unresolved ; despite her headaches the patient consults me very
seldom, but the condition of her mother and sister — hypermetropic+7.0 (perhaps up to+ 14.0) and approximately+8.0
— indicates in advance what may be expected.
Even occlusion treatment may have its bad sides; it is possible that looking
monocularly, particularly with an amblyopic eye, because it causes exceptional stress,
may provoke a spasm of accommodation and anisometropic differences.

In the light of

my experiences in recent years, it seems to be quite clear that amblyopia will not
generally develop unless the prime cause is severe hypermetropic [582, (+10.5); 785,
(+10.0); 802, patient herself+9.0, explained that her two sisters had an amblyopic eye;
1038, +7.0;

and numerous other cases J though of course this must be revealed.

I repeat again:
often seems to be.

nature

is after all not as asymmetrical nor as irregular as it

Accommodation and habits of looking are so set in their ways that

not even atropinization brings one anywhere near the absolute truth, as indeed we well
know.

A similar situation is to be found with regard to a strabismus patient operated

on under an anaesthetic, where the position of the eyes at the end of the operation is
no criterion.
For example, patient No. 1044, in whom a thrice-repeated atropinization between the age of 31/2 and 6 years,
revealed a maximum hypermetropic of +3.5 diopters. Nevertheless, when this patient was nearly ten years old,
hypermetropic of +5.5 was revealed by means of the fogging method and purposeful strengthening of lenses.
Moreover, even to-day, the same patient answers esophoria 6
in M.R. with lenses +6.0, which means that there
is still unrevealed latent hypermetropia. In the case of one of his sisters (1046) the course of events has been
approximately the same and seemingly also in the case of another sister who has not been followed up for quite so
long. Atropine acts directly on the smooth muscles by blocking the response to acetylcholine,
but this blockage is relative and can be overcome by drugs in sufficient concentration
and frequency (Havener, 1970, p. 188).

The parasympathetic stimulus provoked by severe,

continuous accommodation ,that breaks through the blockade,may be compared to the
1 For example migraine patient No. 2005: hypermetropic convergent squint;occlusion treatment; 2+ 1 operations; at
age of 27,glasses cyl-2.25 x0° (amblyopic eye, V=partly 0.15) and -3.5, cyl -2.25 x5° ; sees some registration
numbers in the courtyard without glasses.
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effect

of

a powerful drug.

The situation is not unlike that which explains the

unpredictable effect of many antihypertensive agents, for example clonidine hydrochloride (...a strong enough
stimulus can break through the central nervous inhibition, Hoobler, 1971).

A young patient also often answers to

a very discrepant "raw" visus according to his momentary accommodation situation, and auto-suggestion being
such a powerful force, the oculist's first impression may still interfere with the "objective" retinoscopy values. For
this reason, even here I should like to stress that the real reason why people are led astray is that examinations
are begun monocularly.
A few last words of advice — which may be helpful in the search for truth in cases where
erroneously discrepant glasses give the impression of
1)

a too amblyotic eye :

a pseudo-anisometropic situation is often preceded by an ophthalmometer value which shows
greater direct astigmatism on the side of the eye that is then more undercorrected

in the plus

direction.
2)

it has been my experience that a lively reaction of the pupil to light under the microscope is a
very hopeful sign, amblyopic visus responses notwithstanding.

A profoundly amblyopic eye

is slow also in its reactions to light.
3)

see also page 32 , paragraph one and page 34.

Anisometropia is after all rather a rare phenomenon.

Slight tenseness in patients — not to speak of great

tenseness — and overstraining of the eyes are likely to give the opposite impression, but small differences should
not be taken into account and even larger ones should be dealt with cautiously.

The oculist may think that it is

in the observing of just such differences that the skill of his profession resides and that they are evidence of the
accuracy of his retinoscopy.

It is, however, somewhat startling to see what great errors can result from a single

prescription of discrepant glasses. It should at least be clear that if a patient has one amblyopic eye the other is
hardly ever emmetropic, but almost always has severe hypermetropic in a tense spasm of accommodation. Such a
patient, if any, should wear plus glasses permanently.
I know that I irritate in the extreme many of my colleagues who are ardent champions of anisometropia, but I
should nevertheless like to ask how much there really is or indeed whether there is any at all? With the exception of
course of true freaks of nature, cases of trauma, post-operative conditions and disease. At least there is an
enormous amount of "anisometropia" which will not stand up to a strict follow-up over the years, in spite of the most
convincing first impression.
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3.

Operations for strabismus which can be avoided

Unnecessary strabismus operations are really the consequence of a consequence, i.e. of unrevealed
latent hypermetropic — a dangerous source of error.
The degree of refraction error and general physical condition are decisive for the appearance of strabismus,
but where there is no temporary debility one must begin with the supposition that, if a small child, with all the
suppleness that implies, has developed disturbances in the co-ordination of the ocular muscles or has lost
binocularity, there is great need of correction in the eyes.

There was a time when people tried to treat so-called

"accommodation strabismus" by means of pilocarpine and long-acting anticholinesterases and one can understand
the theory behind this treatment: these drops do reduce the need for accommodation by holding the ciliary muscle
in a powerful state of cramp, but I have never been able to understand the fact that pilocarpine can be given in a
case of convergent myopia (28)!
The general rule should be that an operation for strabismus is not undertaken just so long as it is
possible to make progress with spectacles, even if this lasts for many years.

As long as there is binocularity —

and even when there is not — and even when it seems impossible to strengthen the plus lens any more, one must
consider once (or rather twice!) whether one has really succeeded in releasing the spasm of accommodation,
especially if the refraction error revealed is slight.
It takes years, indeed, before one reaches the goal.

Very seldom does any scientist have the

opportunity and the stamina to make such long-term investigations. Some idea of the difficulties involved in
achieving the goal can be gained when one sees how very many diopters had to be added in the case of a 23year-old patient operated on for strabismus (310).
It is also necessary to remember that one must not be in a hurry to begin occlusion treatment, at least in
slight cases of amblyopia;

one may cause more harm than good (205) on account of the fact that it disturbs the

development of binocularity and provokes spasm of accommodation and anisometropia (cf. p. 135

paragraph 2).

Even in these days one finds far too often that it is just in this matter, at the very foundation, that the
road has become impassable very early on and the number of diopters subsequently added make one justified in
believing that operations could have been avoided merely by having recourse to spectacles (Table 1).
correction has either been carried out only at the very beginning or quite erroneously.

Lens

At least one can say
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that operations have been carried out at too early a phase.

After a year or two, one is back again, confronted with

esophoria or esotropia, which can be corrected beautifully by strengthening glasses.

I remember at least one

case of a small child whose spectacles I could not change in spite of repeated atropinization, and for whom I
would have recommended an operation — the strabismus angle being so large — had not the father been adamant
in opposing this solution.

This child had his father to thank for the fact that no harm was done, although the

father's opposition was unfounded and he was unaware of the medical facts(66). It is true, however, that as result
of this quiet opposition the patient is still negligent about wearing her glasses, but the passing years have shown
that there was still abundant latent hypermetropic.

It may also be considered a completely bankrupt policy to

prescribe horizontal prisms in the case of a concomitant converging patient: at least so far I have never met with a
patient of this kind where plus lenses could not be strengthened.
Especially interesting are those cases of convergent strabismus which have straightened out on their own
— no doubt generally people who have not done very much close work.

When such a patient comes for the first

time for examination at the age of 52 it is natural that one cannot at once reveal any great degree of hypermetropic.
This occurred in case No. 1112, a farmer's wife born in 1921.
She had had strabismus as a child in the left eye (right in the inside
corner); this straightened out on its own -7 patient had no troubles.
She came for an examination because she was unable to read small print.
Hypermetropic +1.0 and +1.5 was revealed; in the ambylopic eye
V = 0.15 partly.
We have, however, various tests that can be used if only we know how to employ them.

In this sense

M.R. provides an impartial and reliable yardstick and the "symbiosis" esophoria — hypermetropic is a useful, not
to say, conclusive support.

A very small child does not answer to it, but there is seldom such a hurry. With M.R.

we can get answers with the strongest foggings, because the eye can anyway distinguish between a red and
green spot even under spasm of accommodation (cf. p. 51 ) and the patient is able to tell their reciprocal
positions.

Let us suppose that a patient has +3.0 glasses or that this value has been reached in objective

refraction, even when atropinized.

If still with + 10.0 diopter lenses he gives an esophoria position in answer to the

spots, a lens of more than +10.0 diopters may be considered the aim.

Even after achieving orthophoria there is

often still a small residual margin of latent hypermetropia which is not decisive from the point of view of strabismus.
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Table 1. Patients operated on for strabismus where refraction was not corrected to
the "maximum".
No.

Age

Lenses before
operation

Notes

Refraction

120

16

Operated on at age of 9 years ;
Strab. diverg.int. After operation given minus
glasses.

—

Hypermetropia, in
progress

155

39

Operated on at the age of 23, apparently
retrop. m. rect. lat. o.a. that is, exo(?); now esophoria
A
up to 8

—

(+2.5)

162

21

Operated on at the age of 16 years ;
Strab. cone, diverg. alt. int.

183

17

Slight torticollis. Operated on at the age
of 2 years; atropinized at the age of eight, H only+1.5.
Still wears glasses very irregularly.

—

195

14

Head at first tilted, later straight. Came
for examination at the age of 2 years; operated on for
convergent squint at the age of four. Negligent in
carrying out instructions.

+4.0

Strabismus from age of 1 year ; Operated
on when 4 years old, convergent alt.

+2.0

199

16

cyl. +0.5
90°

(+2.0)

(+3.0)

in progress; has
been without
glasses

(+4.25) in
progress

213

19

Strabismus at the age of 1 year; operation
when 8 years old, strab.div.alt.int. (see case
history p. 431 )

—

285

11

Glasses at the age of three years; operated
on at the age of four, strab.cone.conv.alt.

+1.5?

310

24

Was at least 3
diopters PsM
(+2.75)

(+9.5)

325

14

Glasses at the age of three years; operated
on when 8 or 9 years old, strab, cone.conv. alt.
glasses +8.5

—
Present

Strabismus at eighteen months; Strab.cone. conv. o.sin
? alt? Present glasses+1.75. Left eye divergent

380 25 Glasses from the age of 19; operated on at the age of 17 on
account of convergence(?) Strabismus already as a
small baby.
401

26

Glasses from the age of three; operated on at
for convergent strab. ,o.sin.

_o

(+3.5)

_o

(+4.5)
(+8.0?)

+3.5? the age of nine

(+5.0)
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Continuation of Table 1
No.

Age

432

31

Lenses
before operation

Notes

Refraction

Strong
cylinders

(approx .+2.5)

529 20 Strabismus from the age of three; glasses from the age of
five. Left eye operated on at age of 5 for convergent
strabismus.

+3.5
+4.0

(+5.0)

584

17

+6.5

(+7.5)

596 22

Strabismus from the age of 2
operated on at age of 8

approx.
+4.5

in progress,
glasses
weakened in
between

approx.
+2.0 - +3.0

(+7.25)

636

Glasses from the age of seven; left eye twice
operated on at age of 17 for convergent strabismus;
neck straightened.

7

Strabismus from the age of one year;
glasses when two and a half; operated on when 4 years
old o.sin., alternating. Feverish convulsions at the age of
one year.
1/2;

convergent alternation,

Strabismus from the age of one year; operated
on when five years old. Convergent alternation.
history 438 .

Case

+7.0
(+9.0)

735 15 Strabismus discovered before one year old. Operated on
A
when 7 years old. 1973 distant still eso 6 with+9.0.
1019

1033

1079

13

56

28

Strabismus discovered before one year old. Lenses +5.0 and
+4.0 at 3 years old, but did not wear them. Operated on at
J
age of six Values when atropinized [ ~** +6.0 Lens slightly
weakened after operation! Still alt. esotropia.
Both eyes operated on. Last operation on one eye
1935. Sister, hypermetropia +7.(5) blood-pressure
patient, glasses only +3.5 .
Glasses from about the age of 3 1/2. Both eyes operated
on at 5 — 6 years. Migraine with spectacles +6.0.
Cured after increasing lenses to +8.0

1082 19 Intermittent divergent strabismus observed at one year old.
Operation before the age of six.
Still has alt.
exotropia.

+5.0

(+6.5)
without
drops

approx.

-5.5
(-6.0)

Pseudo-myopia
so far revealed
approx. 2d.

+6.0

(+8.0)
Slid to PsM up to 2.75 ; being
released, one
diopter less
already.
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Continuation of Table 1
No.
1126

1232

Age
17

40

1282

28

Notes ______________________________________________ beferf^ration
Convergent strabismus since early childhood.
Operated on at age 3 ]/2. Wore glasses
A
irregularly. M.W.+5.0, eso. still 9
Strab.cone.div.int.alt. Operated on 1954 and 1956. Glasses
"at the worst"+0.25, -2.5 0° and+0.25, -1.25 130°.
Acupuncture. Migraine cured with plus lenses, case history
p. 113.

1901

29

47

(+1.0)

(+2.5)

PsM
+ 1.25
(+2.0)
I960 +4.5,

(+8.0)

Strabismus since one year old. Spectacles since age 2 1/2.
Operated on at ages 5,13 and 14. Still (slight) alt.esotropia +0.5

1389 28 Strab.cone.div.alt.int. Operated on at age of 16 and 18. 197170.25 0°, pr.2bas.nas. B.E.
1444

faction

Strabismus ; glasses at age of 7 *r one eye
operated on at age of 7. Suffers from diplopia and
headache. Last visit 1972.

Strab.cone.div.alt.int. Operated on at age of 45 : 3 sisters
with a squint. Deep furrows in the brow. Migraine with
trigeminal symptoms. Macular degeneration.

90 and 80
+2.5
(+3.5)
1969

Small progress

+3.5, +2.0 90
+3.0,+1.0 90

with hypermetr
opia but in
M.R. still
esophoria 2A
with+7.0

+2.0

+5.0
(+7.5?)

I have begun to pay quite special attention to the following
questions : 1)

Strab.cone. conv.alt.

alternating strabismus, both convergent and divergent

64

(+6.0)

+7.0?

264
309
602
603

(+6.75)
(+4.0)
(+6.5)
(+8.5)

+8.0?
+5.5?
+7.5?
+9.0?

father

Strab. cone. di v. a 11.
598
2)

monocular divergences,

— is only 3 years old, mother +9.5
< (sons
S
amblyopia o.sin.

(+9.5)

from the dominant eye of which I have earlier succeeded in getting (at the

most) slight hypermetropia and for which it was hardly worth while to provide a small plus correction.
cases, if anywhere, that one finds severe hypermetropes.

It is in such
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Also
3)

monocular convergences ; usually hypermetropic is the greater, the earlier

strabismus started :
No. 199 (+4.25) Strabismus began at the age of one year.
\ patient now only sixteen.
No. 584 (j-7.5)

Lenses weakened later

up to +10.0 (?) strabismus began at the age of one year.

Or would it perhaps be better to say that it has been possible in an earlier phase to prevent development in the
direction of rryopia so that it has been possible to keep the genotypical manifestation of hypermetropic within high
diopter readings?
In these cases the refraction error has been such great hypermetropia that the patient's attempts to maintain
fusion, when he has tried to focus exactly, either far or near, have rebounded right at the beginning,
the extreme exertion demanded for the accommodation.

because of

Nature in her wisdom, striving for self-preservation, has

decided that this can be managed by looking with one eye and thus either the medial or the lateral rectus muscles
have taken the reins in hand, the result

being an alternating strabismus.

With the labour of looking, the

alternating eyes have become trained and strained, with all the immense power of accommodation in a young
person, into such a spasm that it may conceal behind it even vast amounts of latent hypermetropia.

Thus, in the

case of so-called inborn, alternating strabismus we are not so much dealing with weak inborn binocularity as with
unfavourable conditions, or rather with the impossibility of its development.
The combination
— exotropia (divergent strabismus)

and slight or moderate hypermetropia

is represented by the following cases:
Strab. cone.diverg.alt.

(intermittent)

No.

4

+4.0
+3.0
+2.0
(+3.0)

22
162
268
1159

2

the last-mentioned representing the group of severe hypermetropes operated on.

In spite of the fact that sliding

towards exophoria may take place after an operation one must not panic and go reducing the plus diopters.

If one

does, the patient will not be able to maintain even his remaining binocularity and interruption of binocularity or
headache
' Especially encouraging are those cases where it is possible even in middle age to achieve binocularity by plus
addition (Case 1139, a 51-year-old farmer's wife, H +6.5). But this was a patient who put her glasses on in the dark
in the early morning!
- Case 1159 (H+3.0), 20-year-old migraine patient (no glasses earlier) provides a good illustration of how the
mechanism behind this type of squint develops. When I was fogging her the patient suddenly relaxed and read the
numbers with glasses+4.0, but simultaneously one eye slipped to manifest divergence.
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— even severe migraine — will result,as happened in the case of the patient in question when the lenses were
weakened from +6.5,when in fact a plus increase would have been absolutely necessary• and
— exotropia combined with pseudomyopia

is represented by cases No. 36, 114,

120, 256.
The same background refraction mechanism also includes, on account of the slighter degree of
strabismus,the much more common
— latent divergent strabismus, exophorias :
a)

in connection with hypermetropia, Nos. 56, 135, 144 and 149. No. 135 is an
exceptionally well developed six-year-old, whose mother (134) was a pseudo-myope of
at least 4.25 diopters.

b)

in connection with pseudomyopia

(Nos. 133 and 175).

The last-mentioned combination is typical of those strong, energetic people who burn the candle at both
ends and who are strong enough to reject the manifestation of divergent strabismus.
In other words the following combinations:
I

severe hypermetropia

II

slight or moderate hypermetropia

alternating convergent strabismus
1

divergent strabismus

"

convergent strabismus

" (interim.) diverg. strabismus exophoria
III

moderate pseudo-myopia

alternating divergent strabismus
exophoria

Eso always means latent hypermetropia (or Pseudo-myopia, which is itself, generally, only a sub-species of
latent hypermetropia)

cf.

p. 105, paragraph 4.

When one is dealing with cases of strabismus or phoria one's main thought should be as follows :
whatever the direction of deviation,complete plus correction must be the aim.

Only in this way is it possible for

the ocular muscles — already labouring under great strain — to maintain the best possible balance that can
be achieved.

So, whichever way we look at it, convergent or divergent, hypermetropia or pseudomyopia,

there is always the same mechanism lying behind — latent hypermetropia !

Hypermetropia, that strange little

fellow who has for centuries been laughing up his sleeve at us oculists and who is like the joker in the pack —
he turns up everywhere !
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It is after all unbelievable how few operations and prisms are needed for horizontal
strabismus, just so long as one's unconditional aim is the complete correction of refrac
tion errors.

But

then the usual three-day period of atropinization is not sufficient;

the drops should be administered over a number of weeks and even that is not always
enough, especially if the strength of the

present glasses

is

Thus,releasing the spasm and getting results is the work of years.

insufficient

( 822 ).

On the other hand,

even the best plans for treatment (occlusion treatment etc.)will be without result if one
or both eyes, being insufficiently corrected, cannot manage to co-operate. (Case histories
205 and 213 , pp. 430, 431).
It must further be borne in mind that even torticollis does not always derive from the imbalance of oblique
ocular muscles, but may be caused by refraction, being reflected, on account of overstraining the eyes, in the upper
segments of the spinal cord,which in turn bring about the torticollis spasm (Duke-Elder p. 7);cf. Table 1, cases
195 (183? and 432?) -T also p.236.

4.

Isometropia

Equal spherical lenses carry with them great financial advantage.

There is no longer such need to

fear possible disorders caused to patients by inherited glasses, all kinds of vague, discrepant and cylinder
glasses \ on the contrary an old stock-pile of glasses may be of the greatest utility for t e m p o r a r y relief in
families,and even more widely, in many

phases.

The frequent changing of the cheaper spherical lenses,

even by opticians, can follow flexibly the therapeutic need.

Buying expensive, fashionable spectacles of

different sizes and shapes can thus remain the prerogative of the fashion-conscious.

Manufacturers and sales

organizations will probably raise a hell of a rumpus when they hear such "primitive" and reactionary thinking,
but they may be comforted by the fact that the world's need of spectacles will still remain astronomical and the
present trend cannot be corrected within one or two generations !
I know what I am talking about because I have sufficient convincing experience
of the relief that can be brought about with suitably staggered spherical lenses even
from a small stock of "lending" glasses, when people must wait many weeks for glasses while
suffering from a disabling headache.

In such a situation a few millimeters either way

in the interpupillary distance is a drop in the ocean compared to the numerous missing
diopters.
______ If only patients would come regularly for check-ups in order to discover whether
It therefore cannot be too strongly emphasized that no one should be given orthoptic treatment until his refraction
has been accurately worked out, and any necessary glasses prescribed (Lyle and Jackson, 1953, p. 194).
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there really is any disease it would be easy and safe to return to the much despised, but much healthier,
spectacle "box" of the hawker, from which each person could help himself to the most suitable glasses, on
condition that they were equal spherical plus I

IV

On

the S u b j e c t

of E y e

Drops

Our medical training generally stresses that to refrain from prescribing drugs requires far more discipline,
skill and hard work than the facile alternative of prescribing them.

The same thing applies in an oculist's work,

for there are not many visits that, lege artis, can be dealt with merely with drops or drugs in general.

To get a

real result requires much patience and common sense if the oculist is to persuade the patient who absolutely
demands drops that they are not necessary.
It is true that I have only been in practice for

twenty

years and that the total number of my patients

has been modest, but had they had to depend upon me, the chemists and drug manufacturers would have gone
bankrupt.

I have always tried, from the very first visit onwards, to go as deep as possible into the causes and I

am not trying to claim that I have always been successful.

If, however, a patient keeps on coming back,

grumbling and with gummed-up eyes, I do not square the matter with drops — on the contrary I go right through
the whole question of correct glasses again, and from the beginning.

I have no truck with the idea of "fitting in the

patient somewhere", indeed nothing makes me more angry than this kind of suggestion.

I always answer that a

certain time is reserved for each consultation and only make exceptions in the case of sudden illness, acute
catarrhal conjunctivitis, iritis and things of that sort.

Those patients who are "fitted in somewhere" are all too

often suffering from "chronic" conjunctivitis and are dispatched in a few moments, leaving the consultation armed
with a prescription for drops instead of a prescription for glasses.
idea;

there are no eye diseases of this kind!

I do not wish to have anything to do with such an

Could there be a more absurd slogan for a drug than : "Every day

is a Zincfrin day"?
We ask altogether too easily why patients do not come for treatment and help in time.

The host of

patients treated with palliative drops are testimony that it is not always the patient who is to blame.
The quantity of drops he prescribes is a sure indicator of the quality of an oculist's work.
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"No suggestions for relief of the misery
In an attack of migraine should be
MIGRAINE

1.

rejected on purely doctrinaire grounds.. "
Malcolm D.Rawson and
L.A.Liversedge (1975)

General

Particularly in the last seven or eight years the mass media — newspapers, periodicals, television and wireless —
not to mention medical publications, have been flooded to the point of satiety with talk of migraine,and always it has
been a variation of the same old theme, with nothing new emerging.

Migraine clinics sprout up everywhere, like

mushrooms after rain, and the general public is left with the impression that migraine is some kind of "super"
disease, difficult to explain and even more difficult to treat.

The matter has been studied all over the world for years

and will go on being studied for thousands of years more, humanity getting no relief from migraine, unless people will
learn to understand, accept, study and treat its absolutely simple cause:
the
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A good idea of the situation on the migraine front is provided by Friedman's article (1972), in which he affirms
that "only a few drugs were more effective than placebo" and also by a lecture (given in New York at a meeting of the
American Association for the Study of Headache) by the world-famous migraine specialist, Dalsgaard-Nielsen (1974),
in which the leading thought was summed up in his phrase "Nihil novi ex Danmark" : nothing from London either, to
judge from Rawson and Liversedge (1975), who quote Belloc's "They answered as they took their fees, There is no
cure for this disease.. . ".
In the light of such thoughts one might expect that the world would be ready to welcome anything that gave
hope of something better, the landscape of migraine study and treatment being so

bleak.

Patients, like most doctors, are happy to accept these earlier, complicated explanations, because they fit
in with the general idea that "such good eyes, with which I can
1 In an earlier article (1954) he mentioned that ophthalmologists had found correction of refractive error to result in
considerable improvement in 90% of the migraine patients treated !
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see so splendidly both near and far, can have nothing to do with my migraine." Incidentally, a migraine thought to be
incurable may easily become the raison d'etre of existence, providing an escape route when difficulties arise.

This

prenomenon is well described by the Swedish writer Axel Munthe in The Story of San Michele, where we see the
elegant ladies of Paris, who having succumbed to the "fashionable" appendicitis have to have it exchanged hastily
for colitis when they discover that the standard treatment for the former is an operation!
knows how, in innumerable cases of migraine,

Nevertheless, every oculist

not to mention ordinary headache — which may incidentally be just

as disabling — the most severe pain has immediately stopped

as soon

as

the patient gets his first glasses.

In order to get good results one does not even need any knowledge of the finesses of refraction error;, the most
trivial hypermetropic, moderate or severe, explains everything. The heart of the matter, however, is its latent form
which may continue even until quite an advanced age, because the patient is able to compensate for his error by
accommodation. This is indeed difficult for a layman to observe, because even a high degree of hypermetropic, 5 —
8 diopters depending on age, does not prevent the patient from achieving normal visus without glasses. Even today a
hypermetrope of +9.0 diopters may come for his first spectacles as late as the age of sixty (688).

Also, where latent

hypermetropic is concerned, the majority of migraine cases are caused specifically by accommodation stress
provoked by excessive close work.

If people did not have to do so much taxing close work the number of migraine

cases would be but a fraction of what it now is.
Accommodation is purely and simply activity of the muscles,

and,

just like any other muscular activity

is exhausting and requires energy *r but if glasses are worn, this strenuous additional exertion is eliminated.
And yet it was still possible in Finland in 1969 to teach young doctors that headaches are not caused by the
eyes!

It is probably wise to keep in mind the possibility that there may be some few cases of migraine where the

etiology is

not refraction-based (I have not myself ever come across one), but I should really like to see how

many migraine cases would be left if the refraction of all sufferers were e x p e r t l y

and thoroughly measured

and the error corrected.
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On the other hand it is quite extraordinary what a large number of my patients have developed into migraine
experts by following the progress of their own complaints and those of their friends and relations and by obtaining
for themselves the appropriate theoretical information.

The pathophysiology

of a migraine attack.

The patho-physiology of migraine is really very simple, if one may ever call the functioning of the nervous
system simple.

One may, however, describe it in simple terms in

order to facilitate understanding.

In

order to enter into this field at all it is necessary to call to mind the essential features of the vegetative nervous
system because only in this way can we easily understand the complexity of migraine symptoms and their often
paradoxical nature.
There is a certain duality about the autonomic nervous system, it being formed of two groups of pathways,
the sympathetic or thoracolumbar group and the parasympathetic or craniosacral group.

The transmitters along

these pathways (as in the central nervous system) are probably cathecolamines and acetylcholine.
Cathecolamines are released at the terminations of the sympathetic nervous system as the effector
substance and acetylcholine in the parasympathetic
ganglions of both groups.

pathways, acetylcholine being a transmitter in the

It is thus impossible to make a rigid distinction between sympathicotonic and para-

sympathicotonic disturbances, each containing features of the other.

The necessary condition for the ideal

functioning of the nervous system is a harmonious balance between the sympathicotonic and the parasympathicotonic, the last-mentioned generally being called vagotony, from the main representative of this
nerve group.
The reaction of the vegetative nervous system to the same irritant may be different, depending on the overall
condition of the nervous system.

This, the so-called law of Wilder, is apparent in that sympathicus irritation

which normally causes contraction of the peripheric blood vessels, causes their dilation if the blood vessels have
been treated with adrenalin.

Equally, vagus irritation causes the closing of the cardia if the cardia is open at the

moment of irritation -r but if the cardia is closed at the moment of irrita-
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tion, causes its opening.

Wilder's law may also be explained by saying that the further the vegetative nervous

system is from a balanced state,

the more easily unspecific irritation will activate it in the normal direction.

Accommodation

As I have explained (page 41), there are two phases to be distinguished in accommodation — a positive
and a negative, the latter I call de-accommodation.
Positive accommodating is what we usually understand by accommodation.

It is the functioning of the ciliary

muscle, which in a hypermetropic eye takes place automatically already when focussing in the distance — for
example, when driving a car — and even more so in connection with close work.
Positive accommodation causes irritation of the parasympathetic nervous system, by way of the
parasympathetic third cranial or oculomotor

nerve.

Negative accommodation, on the other hand, means the release of the ciliary muscle from its state of
contraction and this irritates the sympathetic nervous system (Meesmann 1952 and Toates 1972).

2

In this connection it would perhaps be convenient to take a look at those of my
experiences which are a concrete demonstration of the existence of the afore-mentioned
mechanism of accommodation and also of its unbelievably great significance for the
totality of our organic functioning.

In extremis it may be that on the one hand strong

fogging (because it relaxes accommodation) and on the other hand the contraction of
the ciliary muscle caused by great need for accommodation will have truly drastic
consequences.

At the same time they provide the oculist using the fogging method with

indispensable information,which enables him to anticipate these phenomena and control
the situation.
Case 340p.l22
A migraine patient who had for years used relatively strong minus glasses, but who is a
complete pseudo-myope, her refraction being at least + 1.0. Under strong plus fogging (I cannot
remember exactly how strong the lenses were, but at least +3.0) the patient suddenly fell unconscious
on the floor. She remained unconscious for 5 — 1 0 minutes 'r pulse 84, RR 180/115— 120. The
patient had often had similar attacks earlier at home^ her blood pressure had been high,though
variable,and she had taken various drugs in large quantities.
Meesmann(1952) uses the term " Desakkommodation "; Toates (1972) bewails the terminological gap here
and uses "accommodation for distance" and "accommodation for near". This seems to me unsatisfactory
because a hypermetrope is obliged to accommodate positively also when looking in the distance.
Interesting is the location of the abducens nucleus, in the immediate vicinity of that part of the oculomotorius
nucleus, which stimulates negative accommodation (Pitts 1968,p.716).
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Case 1620. A 38-year-old married woman ;
Migraine patient who between the age of 23 and 28 had worn some kind of spectacles, which she
stopped using when they broke. Under fogging with + 7.0 lenses, just as the largest numbers were
becoming clear, the patient screamed:" Good Lord ! my head is going to sleep ! " and thereupon fell
unconscious into my lap. Examination showed that the patient was a hyper-metrope of at least + 4 . 0
d. I prescribed two pairs of glasses, +1.5 and + 2.25. Less than two months later she wrote to say
that she no longer had migraine attacks, which she had earlier suffered from twice a week. For the
twenty years during which she had had migraine attacks the patient had had trigeminal symptoms —
grinding of the teeth at night, cramps in the masticatory muscles even in the day time, shooting pains
in both ears in turn. She had had an X-ray examination of the stomach and ten years before first
visiting me she had had radioactive iodine treatment ( I ^ ) for a thyroid disorder and also psychiatric
treatment for depression.
Case 1674. A 47-year-old migraine patient whose job involved much reading; had worn minus
glasses from the age of 18-r at present -3.75 \ can distinguish car registration numbers in the
courtyard with +1.0, which shows that she is a complete pseudo-myope. Examination was begun
straight away by making her look at registration plates under fogging and everything went better than
expected, the spasm being rapidly released. However, when in the next phase of examination, the
patient looked at the chart with +7.0 she had not had time to say anything before announcing that she
was going to faint.
The patient felt so strange that the chart examination was abandoned ; again
and again, looking at the chart produced the same nausea. It should be pointed out that the patient
has always read rather a lot without glasses and has for example when travelling in a bus always
rested her eyes instinctively by taking her glasses off. The patient's anamnesis also shows trigeminal
symptoms in the region of the II and III divisions of the nerve, for example blocked ears; in addition
the patient suffered from dizziness and, at night, numbness in the fingers supplied by the ulnar nerve,
simultaneously in both hands.
Case 1621. 52-year-old married lady; migraine attacks since the age of 14 \ no glasses.
During the last two or three years, if the head was not aching, the back was and in the back
there was a feeling as if an elastic band was too tight. Trigeminal symptoms ; dizziness \
strumectomy at age of 25. At age of 52 twice woken up at night with a feeling in her head like a
cramp in the foot, so severe that she cried out, but the attack passed almost at once.
Attack of dizziness during fogging examination. Hypermetropic at least (+4.25). Prescription of bifocals
+ 1 . 0 , add 2.0 d. Patient wrote after one month to say how happy she was with the glasses.
Thus in all four of these patients the mechanism was the same; a great change in the brain produced by great
relaxation of the ciliary muscle, possibly resulting from sudden cerebral anaemia produced by contraction of the
arteries,caused by sympathetic stimulation.
history page 469)

The opposite situation was found in migraine patient No. 1213 (case

in whom the removal of strong plus lenses from the eyes caused momentary un-
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consciousness.

In this case it looks as though great contraction of the ciliary muscle and sudden clarity of vision

produced cerebral impulses, the effect of contour sharpness on visual cortical evoked potentials (Harter et al.
1968).

Occurrences of this kind at a private consultation when the practitioner is all alone occupy his

attention to

such an extent that it is impossible to make notes immediately about the patient's appearance, pulse and blood
pressure for example.

However, in the last case mentioned I know that the patient was on both occasions a

"red" type, with plethora of the face.

Also in the case of No. 1674 there was no paleness and in my judgement

her face underwent no change of colour.
the matter.

The patient also "studied" herself in the mirror, being interested in

The lack of pallor of course makes the whole matter of cerebral anaemia very questionable and it

may be that although the attacks were provoked in diametrically opposite ways we are in

both cases dealing

with a similar powerful electrical impulse.

Moderate accommodation stress thus causes a state of irritation in the parasympathetic nervous system
— a kind of relative vagotony.

If prolonged, it may reach a state of clinical vagotomy with effects that can be

verified, on the one hand in the stomach and intestine and on the other hand in the heart.
strain persists, developing into a true state of stress, and vagotony is of long duration, the
to suffer from vegetative imbalance.

Then, in

If accommodation
organism begins

order to defend itself, supported by the basic regulating

mechanism of the vegetative nervous system above described, it paradoxically overbalances to sympathicotony.
The change in the situation expresses itself either in some or in the whole range of symptoms of sympathicotony.
The course of migraine represents just such an imbalance,
stress of long duration

a chain reaction from

accommodation

according to individual and anatomico-physiological idiosyncrasies.

From the balanced point of departure A one moves — often perhaps without noticing the existence of the
vagotony phase B because the symptoms may be so slight — to the paradoxical sympathicotony phase C
caused by great stress, when the blood vessels, contracted by the cathecolamines, cause the well-known
prodromal symptoms of a migraine attack.

The difference in strength gets greater and greater until the

sympathicotony becomes strong enough to re-alarm the protecting mechanism.

The poor blood supply to the

brain, resulting from contraction of the blood vessels and the symptoms caused thereby in the central nervous
system — zig-zags which strike the ground like
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lightning — alarm the protection mechanisms of the organism, producing acetylcholine. The balance is allowed
to move towards a vagotony phase D, reactive hyperaemia resulting ; the blood vessels in the skull distend,
take up more room and press the pain points situated in the dura mater and tentorium cerebelli
surface of the skull.

on the inner

The result is a severe headache (Wolff 1948, p.60).

Balanced
interval

Prodromal
symptoms

Headache

In this way an intolerable difference in tension has arisen, as in the electric charge of a thunder cloud.

In

an attack of migraine the organism then discharges its anguish and discomfort, like nature in a thunderstorm, —
even to the identical lightning flashes, and passes on to an interval in which it will wait to re-charge once more.
Thus a migraine attack may be understood as a safety-valve in the autonomic nervous system. The phenomenon is
well described in a letter I received from patient No. 1583, asking for an appointment: "... Cafergot
suppositories have only delayed the attack, which my organism seems to need."
The above diagram gives a rough idea of the pathophysiology of a migraine attack,which at the same time fits
the medical facts. ^

The writer is aware that in addition to the clear

excessive simplification of the workings of the autonomic nervous system.

duality

there is need to beware of

As Brain says,(quoted by Walsh on page

135) such an attitude is "a premature generalization based upon over-simplification of the facts".
Using Wilder's law as a basis, the same thing could be formulated a little more scientifically as follows :
To begin with, when moderate accommodation, as a parasympathetic irritation, has
caused vagotony —
it disturbs the vegetative balance so much, as the accommodation continues, that the
organism over-balances into sympatichotony —
sympatichotony, which in a way is a stranger condition for the organism than vagotony
on the basis of accommodation, having continued sufficiently long and the circulatory
system being as if it had been "treated in advance with adrenalin", even the slightest
additional strain (for example, a little extra accommodation when doing close work) \s
enough to cause the distension of the blood vessels which provokes the headache
associated with a migraine attack.
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In addition it is especially important to bear in mind the endless anastomoses within the nervous system.
Thus also the vegetative nervous system is everywhere linked to those areas where cerebral and spinal nerves
function. It is therefore no wonder that the activity of the centrally-situated ciliary muscle may be reflected in almost
any symptom whatsoever. [Walsh has a good picture (p. 149) of these anatomical connections via the ciliary ganglion.
For the connection between sciatic stimulation and accommodation, see Kuntz,1946].

2.

The clinical picture of migraine

In order to understand the most ordinary ophthalmological headache we must recall the observation made on
page 90,

that headache is caused by a ciliary muscle which is repeatedly in a severe state of contraction resulting

from accommodation stress.
trigeminal nerve.

This state of overstrain is mediated to the subject in the form of pain by way of the

It is no part of rny intention here to give a complete picture of migraine — this has been done

excellently by Walsh (1961), especially on pages 1137-1138 — I only want to

indicate a number of particulars

which provide the background to my own study.

a) Fateful coincidences
It is natural that there are many circumstances which contribute to a person's poor physical condition and
general tiredness, leading to increased stress and greater susceptibility to migraine — not, however, in quite
such a simple way as is normally thought.
The following are examples of such circumstances
- reading and close work ; watching television
- menstruation and pregnancy
- influenza, feverish illnesses, disease in general, post-operative convalescence (gallbladder operations are a
good example)
- lack of sleep and extreme physical exertion
- hurry and excitement
- hunger and slimming
Hunger headache (1543) is a typical form of vascular headache ; in a state of hunger tissues suffer from lack of
nourishment, but the brain, being the most vital organ, holds on to its nutrition with the greatest tenacity.lt is for
this reason that the organism attempts to compensate by distending the blood vessels in the brain,thereby
reserving for it sufficient
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nourishment and oxygen.

Now the distended blood vessels again press on the pain-sensitive spots, resulting in

a headache, often of the migraine type.

When food is again taken the blood collects in the area of the stomach

and intestine, the pressure in the head eases off, and with it the headache.
ill-luck, emotional upsets, sorrow
alcohol (1543) and tobacco All eyes with refraction errors are especially sensitive to mechanical and
chemical irritation r this of course also applies to tobacco smoke, which people often have to sit in in the
evenings when they are already tired.

But just try and make the patient understand that glasses would help him

in this too !
-

sun, thundery weather [692, hypermetropic +3.5 - ^-5.5) I or the Fohn of the Alps. Let me mention here the

sauna, so dear to the Finns, and sunbathing which so often leads to cerebral congestion (Thermoplegia),
headaches being the result.
ill.

It is no wonder that sunbathing does not suit everybody and may indeed make one

Behind that familiar sight of haymakers toiling in the field with a four-knotted white handkerchief on their

heads, lies the folk-wisdom of experience.
there are also certain common tasks which keep on cropping up in the case histories: peeling potatoes
(1519), washing-up, picking berries or cleaning them (1180, 36-year-old (+3.0) ), picking mushrooms — cf. my
own experience, p. 76 y in the case of small children around the age of two, there is not only the strain of
building complicated constructions with bricks, but also, for the hypermetrope, the strain of accommodation and
the same thing can be found at the kindergarten stage, when children begin to make things (1060).
big changes in the rhythm of life generally.
work.

Thus, an oculist can observe a certain cyclic pattern in his

For example: after the summer holidays, when people must return to close work after relaxing, the

ciliary muscle being slack, close work, academic study or other similar activities may mean great difficulties for
many (504, 1056).
rhythmical changes in life also include, at least for the time being, week-ends and days-off and at present
we have only got a four or five-day week !

The day of rest is preceded by a long and deep sleep and

paradoxically this relaxation is enough to disturb the balance of the autonomic nervous system — the
sympathicotony that has been charged all the week is released — and the migraine thus provoked spoils the
entire holiday. There is thus a direct correlation between the amount of sleep an the severity of morning headache.
This kind of migraine is very common indeed.

It has often, at least in the past, been connected with

people who had to work odd hours, like the clergy, sometimes men and women in business ,
schoolchild can
like it.

but a small

just as easily be such a patient. Hangover is really a kind of migraine, or at least something very
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A schoolboy or

schoolgirl with severe hypermetropic has terrible accommodation stress on weekdays, all the

blood vessels becoming contracted as the result of tension.

Then comes a holiday, everything is released, the

arteries distend and the course of events outline above takes place.

To even out the sharp contrast between the

state of stress and the state of rest a day-time nap may be useful ( many discover this for themselves by
experience ).
My own sister (356) was just such a Sunday headache-sufferer from the beginning of her schooldays and all
her Sundays were ruined.

Spectacles only made their appearance when she was twenty and her present

refraction situation is up to +7.5.
A similar case was that of my aunt, whose attacks were even more severe (396). Her job involved daily close
work, studying photographs with a magnifying glass. I know that she tried to

keep herself in good condition by

taking a lot of exercise — including exercises of the eye, to make them strong, so that she would not become the
slave of spectacles.

She often used to spend her week-ends with us near Helsinki and I cannot forget how

she used to spend her Sundays vomiting in bed with a blinding headache. I also remember those very blue eyes
of hers,

and her sister's,

the natural result of an iris wider than normal, stretched by the sphincter pupillae

muscle in a hypermetropic eye with its small pupil.
I have also had the opportunity of studying at close quarters a friend of mine from my student days (371)
who got dreadful attacks of migraine when visiting us.

I have subsequently examined her.

She has for years

been a hypermetrope of at least +3.0 (her mother was a hypermetrope of +4.25) but has only in the last year or
two worn distant glasses regularly.

Her doctor husband used to run to the chemist for ergotamine and, at

least at that time, found it difficult to believe that her trouble could be caused by lack of spectacles.
It is also necessary to include in life's rhythmical changes great changes on the spectacle front.
Further details of this are given on p.

172 .

All the situations described above are precisely those which are always thought to precede and in some
way provoke a migraine attack.
to track down the primary cause.

Patients are often satisfied, with such explanations and no further effort is made
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If therefore someone In any of these situations (or a combination of them) happens
to be a hypermetrope of 1 — 3 ------------------ 7 — 10 — 15 diopters and does not wear glasses,
the missing diopters may well be the last straw and the accommodation strain will provoke a headache and possibly
a migraine attack.

The same person, with adequate spectacles, will survive these stress situations without

headache.
It Is quite another matter to get the patient to believe In this cause and effect. There are a great many secondary
factors that may trigger off an attack

and

patients quite rightly associate them with migraine ;

few people, who believe the explanation given by an ophthalmologist.

there are very

Also other physicians, In defiance of the

patient ( who certainly understands the connection better than they do ) go on peddling their own id£es fixes to
explain the attacks — for example Nos. 1242, 1499, 1556), — ignoring

the

fact

that

all such attacks have

a primary and constant component, a common denominator, which Is nothing more nor less than our old friend
hypermetropic.
But how can one possibly blame anyone for this when even Walsh (p. 1148) can write: "The correction of
errors of refraction does not Influence migraine

In young Individuals according to my experience...".

One Is

compelled to wonder what was the nature of his experience !

b) Anamnesis
The following Is a typical conversation with a patient: "Do you get headaches?" "No! "
have got that there migraine of course, but that doesn't come from the e y e s ! "

"Never?"

"Well, I

or "We-ell, sometimes when I

have slept too long." (596) — a typical case of "holiday" migraine after successful relaxation.
only when I've got a hangover!", another example of the same vascular mechanism.

Or again "Well,

I do not know how many

times I have not heard both patients and acquaintances say "No thank you ! I don't drink.

Alcohol gives me a

migraine attack. " (25, 371) and without exception all these people have either had a simple plus deficiency or
pseudomyopla.

A hangover Is bound to be difficult in this respect because along with all the muscles that have

been relaxed by the alcohol, the ciliary muscle too must struggle back to Its former state of tension.

If a

headache does not become very severe It Is difficult for the patient and sometimes also for the oculist to classify it. Can
it really be called migraine? I usually say to the patient that it is a kind of "baby" migraine, resulting from lack of
spectacles. In fact of course there is no real line to be drawn in these matters, it is only a question of degree of
severity.
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Patients also sometimes reply "Yes, I get headaches, and bad ones, but I feel it so much in the neck that
it cannot be caused by the eyes." (cf. p. 27 ).
Nowadays during anamnesis I always say: "Show me where you feel the pain, where it starts and whether
it spreads at all !"

Those who still doubt the part played by the eyes in the etiology of migraine would not need to

spend more than a day or two at consultations of this kind in order to have their doubts dispelled.

It is almost

comic to see how migraine patients answer these questions with identical gestures, of which there are about three
variants:
The most common ( 1 ) is to place the fingers on the temples at the site of the
ciliary ganglion.

This is welI illustrated in Rauber-Kopsch III (1942), picture No.

288, p. 341.
Other typical gestures are
( 2 ) moving the forefinger along the cheek bones on either or both sides in the
direction of the base of the nostril(s). (Branch II of the trigeminal nerve)

or

( 3 ) indicating certain known points where a nerve passes out v in the upper edge
of the eye socket near the nose, or in definite places in the neck (e.g. the
occipital nerves).
Headache-sufferers often point to the region of the forehead.
A pseudo-myopic medical student (1528) hit the nail on the head when he wrote to me, asking for an
appointment, and described his difficulties as follows: "I simply do not dare to focus exactly anywhere or on
anything because of the fear and the instinctive feeling that another migraine attack will be triggered o f f . "
Even if the anamnesis of headache is lacking, in connection with symptoms of the vegetative nervous
system, one must always consider the possibility of spasm of accommodation, because there is a whole group of
people, entire families, who in spite of their evident hypermetropia, never react with a headache;

this is the only

confusing thing in the otherwise very logical headache world.
If a patient is myopic, for example about - 1 . 0 diopter (the far point 1 metre from the eye) as may be the
case at the inception of pseudomyopia,

his head really will not ache on this account when he does close work.

Neither will an error of this order of magnitude make him put his

nose close to the paper when he is drawing, for

example. It is either a bad habit or more likely spasm of accommodation that makes him do it.
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Premonitory symptoms of a migraine attack
The clinical symptoms which precede a migraine attack are rather easy to discover and are particularly
interesting in anamnesis; they correlate most beautifully with the vegetative phases of the migraine "cycle" earlier
described. They show how widespread are the changes in the blood vessels we are dealing with.
—

Thus, for example, some patients (452,1596,1665) observe themselves that there are swollen veins on their

forehead in the shape of a V or Y. Others will experience copious salivation^as a certain portent of a migraine
attack, a sign of intense vagotony or parasympathetic irritation.
The salivary gland may swell (1615) or there may be a swelling beneath the tongue (1606). Generally speaking,
there may be great variations in the secretion of saliva in one and the same person. During sleep for example he
may sometimes positively "drool" and sometimes suffer from a completely dry mouth. Such phenomena can be
connected with the first vagotony phase, B. Patients tell how, a day or two before an attack, unpleasant scabs
appear on the mucous membrane of the nose, almost blocking it (452) -r this may also happen in the premenstrual phase. Some patients actually get nosebleeding (1203,1206,1639,1654) the day before an attack,
whereas others only suffer a blocked nose.
This phenomenon is certainly not without an anatomico-physiological background, because as long ago as
1949 it was possible to show "... an extensive communication between the cranial subarachnoid space and the
lymphatic plexus of nasal mucosa" (Field, Brierly and Youffey, in Field and Brierly (1949). Thus changes in the
blood circulation of the brain may be reflected even in the mucous membrane of the nose. It is furthermore,
known that the vasodilator and the secremotor fibres of the parasympathetic facial nerve for vessels and glands in
the mucosa of the nasal cavity and pharynx (Hamilton, 1958, p. 909) meet the second division of the trigeminal
nerve in the sphenopalatine ganglion. Thus stimuli deriving from the ciliary muscle may be reflected even in the
mucous membrane of the nose. I cannot refrain, already in this context, from referring to my belief about the
connection between spasm of accommodation and vasomotoric rhinitis (for the above see also case history
1213, p. 486 and her atopic sister ).
—

Far better known, and an indication of the great state of irritation in the corresponding cerebral nerve, is the

effect of certain tastes or smells, even resulting in fainting (1889, p.295) or
—

noises or

—

bright colours (1195, red 1593), (cf. also optic nerve, p.213).

Some patients may be disturbed by angular shapes, for example the corners of a table (1528) ; or a sharp object in
motion nearby, for example the bow of a violin (1272) -r or the prongs of a fork (1974) \ others by falling snowflakes (1737), tramcars passing by or traffic in general (1887).

In one case someone who had been thinning out

a row of carrots in the day time saw carrot leaves " in her eyes" all the evening (1250).
1 Or a complete SLUD syndrome (salivation, lachrymation, urination, defecation \ Karczmar, 1976).
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— Changes in the alimentary canal and in the functioning of the bladder may take place in
either direction,sometimes becoming more active and sometimes slowing down, depending on
the magnitude of the stress, and an individual may have his own typical reaction.
The

need to urinate frequently is extremely common before a migraine attack.

— When moving from vagotony to sympathicotony, i.e. from B to C, apparently inexplicable shivering may
occur, the blood vessels contracting to such an extent that the teeth chatter and rings may fall off the fingers (1177)
-r

or the fingers or toes may become completely white (887, 1207, 1597).

— Another result of contraction of cerebral blood vessels is paresthesia — either slight, in the tips of the fingers or,
for example, in the lips (1534, 1592, lower lip) or very severe and troublesome over wide areas. For further
vascular symptoms see page 325.

c)

A migraine attack

To draw a clear line between headache and migraine is difficult, if not impossible. I make no attempt in this
context to classify in any fundamental way either migraine or the essential features of migraine attacks — from the
clinical

standpoint this is not even interesting — because all medical people are familiar with the phenomena and

even from the point of view of treatment the categories are not of the slightest interest.

All migraines improve in

the same way — at least as far as the clearest migraine symptom, headache, is concerned — if only the right
treatment is carried out. In my material, cases considered as migraine are those in which one or more of the
following symptoms occur :
1)

Severe headaches which may last for days and often start in the early morning, either on one side, sometimes
changing sides, or spreading all over the head, nape of the neck, shoulders and arms ( there is of course also
migraine without headache)

2)

Sharp, drilling pains deep in either one or both eyes or on the upper edge of the eye socket by the nose

3)

Feeling a severe pain in the eye or head at each step

4)

Blurring of the visual field, seeing people " half" or "one-eyed"

5)

Photo-phenomena : zig-zag patterns (patients almost always indicate the upper temporal field of vision),
bright balls, sparks

m
r

"electric-light bulb filament" as

The fact that migraine and eye-ache so often occur on one side only ties up with what. I have written on page 132
about dominance in the body where a pair of organs is concerned. The pain is caused by muscular spasm and it would
therefore naturally occur on that side where the ciliary muscle is more contracted. This is very likely the situation with the
dominant eye. Cf.also page 253 under "alternating mydriasis".
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one patient aptly put it
6)

Vomiting

7)

Unexpected fainting fits

8)

Migraine in the family

Behind all these things lies the same mechanism — changes in the nervous system

and their consequences

caused by stress from uncorrected hypermetropic.

d)

Vomiting-migraine or acute glaucoma

The persistent vomiting that so often occurs in connection with migraine and acute glaucoma may again be
explained by the wide peripheric distribution of the trigeminal nerve and its links with other cerebral nerves and the
vagus (Walsh p.89).

The interesting observation made by one patient (587) that if, when driving a car, he

took off his glasses (+2.0) just for a moment, he immediately got a nasty, though slight pain which ran down the
front of his neck on both sides, may also be connected with vagus reflexes. There is thus a chain reaction :
eyestrain — trigeminus irritation — vagus irritation — nausea and vomiting.

This is the so-called "stomach-

migraine", which has been much discussed. However,in the case of children very little
connect stomach pains with migraine (see Excerpta Sandoz, I960).
the

peristalsis of the

attempt has been made to

Nevertheless the

effect of eyestrain

on

stomach was discussed as long ago as 1929 by Lebensohn in an article called "

Oculovisceral Reflexes".

3.

Material

It is my impression that the series of 1558 patients which comprises the material of this investigation is
rather large to be handled by a single person, particularly where the study of latent hypermetropic in the etiology of
migraine is concerned.
It consists of the 174 cases dealt with in

Tetralogia

( 1972 )

plus all those migraine patients who have come for consultation up to the time of writing.
Because the migraine patients now dealt with are many times greater in number than in the original edition
and because the cases have been so much more severe,with complicated neurological symptoms, I have been
forced to abandon detailed tabulation
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case histories. Furthermore, each case involves a particular and personal human tragea, but to present them by
the hundred would merely be tedious repetition.

The following features are typical and are commonly found in

migraine cases:
1) Countless visits to doctors and endless examinations with no "positive" findings; EEG, brain-scanning, skull Xray, lumbar puncture, brain angiograph, even PEG ; neck-stretching — not to mention all kinds of
physiotherapeutical measures.

Case No. 1585 is a good example : the patient had three lumbar punctures in

as many days. Some of the resulting diagnoses make amusing reading:
— pruritus palpebrae
— cephalalgia psychogenea (squint!), Case 1971, H +4.5
— cephalalgia prolongata (Case 1221, migraine now cured); cephalalgia non definite (Case
1988, H +6.0)
— tension headache (Case 1252, pseudomyopia — hypermetropic — migraine with trigeminal
symptoms — "glaucoma" ; Case 1972 cephalalgia vascularis et tensionis, now cured)
— doloris nuchae
— lordosis cervical is
— deep lordosis of the upper cervical spine, carriage variant (1188), pseudomyopia at
least 2.0 d.
— plexus neuronitis, conversion-hysteria (815, hypermetropic +7.0, 32-year-old patient, glasses +3.0
and +3.5, not in daily use)
— neuronitis vestibularis? (1194, patient with multiple symptoms, hypermetropia +4.(5); no glasses
from an oculist ; cured with glasses . Case history p.448.)
— or the following, from a university clinic concerning a 47-year-old female patient, sent mysteriously
to a dermatologist !
... Swollen eyelids for over a year, difficulty in focussing at a distance, photophobia, blinking
of the eyes and difficulty in watching television. Patient thinks it possible that her ocular
symptoms are due to materials handled at work. Diagnosis : Symptomae oculi
2)
3)
4)
5)

"perfect vision, or better than normal" certified ;"no glasses required"
fantastic quantities of drugs consumed (up to 10,000 pills), both prescribed by doctors and obtained without
prescription (1221, 1226, 1527...)
repeated abcence from work and sick leave (premature retirement)
psychic collapses

Without exception all these cases in fact had considerable, if not extreme plus deficiency.
Since I have received no kind of financial aid for this study and there is a limit to what a single individual can
do; I have not so far been able to make any systematic follow-up or carry out any examinations to check on overall
results.

The picture given in this way would not in any case serve as a yardstick for the correctness of the principle,

because patients follow instructions in such different ways, despite their grave sufferings and their ardent longing for
recovery.
be derived.

Intelligence solves everything and it is from intelligence that the patience required at the beginning can
Working condi-tions and the demands made on people also have great significance and unfortunately, at

The following figures are given in a study by Kangasniemi (1975) —200 lumbar punctures on 61 migraine patients!
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least for the time being, there is always the economic factor.

Furthermore, glasses must be worn for years

before one can even get a rough idea of the degree of hypermetropic and before it is possible to estimate the
relationship between the strength of glasses and the true error of refraction in order to eliminate attacks.

An

additional difficulty has been that, even when patients have sought a check-up on their own initiative, it has
sometimes been impossible to arrange a time.

An excellent control group, is provided by those patients who

have failed to carry out instructions, and whose migraine continues as before.
In

place of a general table that would be descriptive of the whole series I have chosen to make a number

of separate charts based on a single symptom, a group of symptoms or some other criterion,as well as giving
samples of follow-ups, and I believe they give a good idea of what one is dealing with in migraine.
The special cards
which include more

I

have

made

for my migraine patients (see page 494),

than fifty questions used in anamnesis and about the same number

of notes made during examination will in future be of great help in charting the whole
field.

They will also demonstrate just how many observations can be made, even

within the

limits

of

a private

practice.

material has been documented in this way;

Only the latter part of the present
I am constantly being helped by experience to meet new demands

and find ways to systematize the material.
In order to give a picture of individual cases, I have selected the most representative of different
types,and case-histories will be found in numerical order at the end of the book.

4.

What the material tells us

1)

One's attention is first drawn to the omnipresence of hypermetropic.
— So constantly present is it indeed that there was not a single case of a migraine-sufferer visiting
the oculist for the first time who,when the fogging method was used,did not turn out to be a
hypermetrope.
— Neither was there a single wearer of minus glasses who did not have considerable pseudomyopia ,
i.e. drastically over-corrected minus glasses.

Of the 174 migraine patients discussed in
glasses,

all of whom

had

Tetralogia

pseudomyopia \

there were

there were 46

wearers

of minus
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also 4 who were anisometropia having pseudomyopia
the minus side.

in

one eye.

After examination only 15 of them were still on

Five of these 15 have already been cured simply by reducing the strength of the minus lenses;

another 5 have improved and the remaining 5 have not been in touch with me.
have carried out instructions.

At least one of the latter I know not to

Since there has been inadequate follow-up time in all these cases it is impossible to

say for certain whether there will remain a single "true" myope.
Subsequent study of the additional material has merely led to a repetition of the result concerning the
refraction situation.

In order to give the reader a rough idea of the number of diopters we are dealing with I have divided the last
800

of my 1478

migraine patients into the following groups

hypermetropia

f
5
%
f
>

7.0 d
5.0 d
4.0 d
3.0 d
2.0 d

0->+1.75 d

20
117
162
335
87
55
myopia ( overcorrected minuses)

<

0

d

24

800

It would be easy to calculate from the material the average value of hypermetropia, but I have quite deliberately
refrained from doing so, because, given the heterogeneous background of the patients, there would be no point :
some are making their very first visit to an oculist, some have been treated with glasses for different lengths of time, others
have visited me several times. For those who have earlier worn plus glasses the amount of hypermetropia revealed is
usually greater and, as I have already explained, there is no such thing as absolute truth because a certain degree of
latent hypermetropia remains right up to the moment of death.

The group comprising pseudo-myopes and pseudo-

astigmatics who have worn glasses earlier is similarly very heterogeneous.
Nevertheless, if we were to draw a refraction curve for these patients, I can affirm See note p.23.
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even on the basis of the present study

that it would differ in the most pronounced fashion from the refraction

curves representing "normal distribution" which one finds in literature on the subject.

Furthermore, it is a

"donn£" that is constantly changing, always in the direction of greater hypermetropia.

Among my patients there

is not at present a single one for whom I am not constantly strengthening plus lenses, at least in their reading
glasses.
To emphasize the validity of the unbelievably great amounts of hypermetropia discovered it must again be
pointed out that all the patients in this material "joined the queue" consecutively on account of their migraine
symptoms — not refraction !
The above figures should be enough to make everyone pause and consider the possibility that hypermetropia
and spasm of accommodation are etiological factors in migraine.
I have myself many times had the opportunity to prove that the prodromal symptoms of a migraine attack are
provoked by an overstrained ciliary muscle.

When I was younger, before I wore glasses, I used to suffer from a

typical pain at the ciliary ganglion on the left side \

it was like a dagger behind the eyeball.

Nowadays I never

get a sign of it when I am wearing the strongest possible plus lenses, even though, if I happen to do exhausting
close work with weaker lenses, a whole series of other premonitory migraine symptoms may occur — at least eight
or nine different kinds, if I make a quick calculation !

Likewise, if I read as much as a single page in the

evening with lenses one diopter too weak, I am often woken up in the early hours by a slight headache.

2)

The idea that migraine is a hereditary condition is deep-seated in the public mind and this also

becomes evident in the present material.

Seldom is a patient the only migraine-sufferer in his family and if one

takes the trouble to explore the matter fully in anamnesis the patient often remembers many cases, even three and
four generations back, the attacks often being described as identical (1549 and 1550
n.nasociliaris on the same side).

both had neuralgia

What we must now remember is that the primary common factor in all these

families and their relations \s hypermetropia, the anatomical shape of the eyeball thus being similar in every case.
The frequency of migraine among women has also been much spoken about.
many as 19% suffer from it and hormone factors have been used to explain this.

It has been said that as

It is quite understandable that

women are more prone to migraine than men, because their physical strength in general is less than that of men
and, as I have earlier pointed out, accommodation is a straightforward

muscular activity.

that my own material gives a false picture of the ratio of men to women among

It seems very possible
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migraine-sufferers because, being a woman myself, my patients may tend to be pre
dominantly women !
studied in

In any case the ratio of women to men among the patients
Tetralogia was approximately 3:1, that is to say there were 132 women

and 42 men \

in other words every fourth patient was a man.

acupuncture patients the ratio was 86:22 women to men.
1118 : 266, so that not even every fifth patient is a man.

In a recent article by Lilius (1975) concerning

In my additional material we get the following figures
Could it be that the gentlemen do not trust an old

lady like me ?
One also notices a difference between men and women in that the latter generally require presbyopic corrections
somewhat earlier than men, despite a similar optical starting point.

One factor in connection with presbyopia that can

be very misleading is the climacteric, which is thought to make migraine less severe in both women and men. This can
be explained by the fact that at that age at the latest a hypermetrope is obliged to turn to an oculist or an optician and the
result will automatiically be relief of migraine symptoms. But God have mercy on any migraine-sufferer of this age who
remains without glasses !
It is also perfectly natural that the most usual age for the onset of migraine is between ten and fifteen
years, when, on account of the growing burden of close work, latent hypermetropia begins to be troublesome.
The latest onset age according to Dalsgaard-Nielsen (1974) is 32 for men and 42 for women.

I have not myself

made a detailed investigation of this matter, but I have observed that in my own material there are numerous
cases where attacks did not begin until the age of presbyopia, i.e. round about the age of 40, or at the climacteric
and up to the age of 50 or 60.

The oldest patient to come to me so far for help in connection with migraine was a

gentleman of 80, who also informed me that glasses had brought him great relief.
There can be little doubt that the high figures for the incidence of migraine are correct, and in this restless world
there is certainly no shortage of hypermetropes.

It seems indeed impossible to exaggerate the number of migraine-

sufferers!

3)

It will also be seen that there are many who have recovered.
When

Tetralogia

appeared,

that patients had not yet had time to come

much

of

the

material

for a second examination.

was so recent
How-

ever quite a number had reported their progress, either spontaneously or at my request. In some cases I had
especially asked for information because the patients' troubles had occupied my mind.
recovery are thus based on this very defective information.

The figures concerning
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The material in the original edition gave some idea of the kind of results that can be achieved without
enforced or systematic supervision.

Although the results given thus have no support from a follow-up examination

and represent a kind of "lowest selling price" it seems to me that as such they are favourable.
Since the appearance of T e t r a l o g i a

have incorporated changes based on

information that has been given me in the same way or in the course of ire-examination \ this means that there
are more symptom-free cases because a greater degree of hypermetropic has been corrected with the passing
of time.
1972

1975
1
977

symptom-free
much better
have not been in touch
refused treatment

48
32
86
8
174

62
31
73
8
174

Thus more than a third have recovered and more than half have (text continues on p. 167) Table 2.

65
33
70
6
174
Results of

treatment of 100 consecutive migraine patients.
Result of treatment

Number

Notes

Symptom-free

56

Followed instructions for treatment. Do not use any painkillers. Symptoms disappeared after 1-3 changes of spectacles,
often after the first change.

Much better

14

Seldom gets attacks: 1 attack per month or less and these
slight. Only 2 used ergotamine drugs for these attacks. Generally
followed instructions for treatment;, some of them should have
returned for check-up.

Better

Attacks much less frequently;,
ergotamine drugs.

half as often and slight. Seven use

78
Treatment interrupted/
not follow instructions

No answer
Total

8 did

14
100

One of these patients has received minus cylinders from elsewhere^
migraine as before. The second still has migraine, for which an
optician has strengthened minus glasses. The third is suffering from
numerous other complaints. The fourth is having psychiatric treatment;
sent to another oculist, glasses changed. The fifth wears combined
minus glasses - migraine as before. The sixth has exchanged her
lenses for weaker pluses.The remaining two have completely abandoned
treatment.
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been helped.

As became evident earlier, merely reducing minus lenses was sufficient to cure migraine in five

cases ( 5, 108, 201, 331, 649) although it is certain that not all the pseudomyopia has yet been eliminated.
A sample of 100 consecutive migraine cases taken from the additional

material provides the following

figures for comparison Table 2 (Viikari 1975a).

Good permanent results can be achieved in the treatment of migraine if there is adequate correction of
refraction errors, i.e. releasing of spasm of accommodation.
The material is classified according to the degree of refraction error revealed at the time of writing ( Table 3).

Table 3.

Refractive error in migraine patients.
Diopter figures show the extent of the refraction error so far revealed. The lens correction
used by these patients is still generally much less than these values.

Refraction
Minus
glasses
used
Symptom-free Much

61

better
Better

21

>+ 3.0 -+
5.0 d

revealed

>+5.0 -+
7.0 d

> +7.0 d
2

33

12

56

85

42

14

4
10

2
3

8
8
14

—■

—■

CO

Treatment interrupted/ did
not follow instructions
No answer

> 0 -+
3.0 d

error

10

60

23

5

2

100
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We are dealing with a situation at a certain phase of treatment. In the case of many patients the refractive
power of glasses at present worn is still lower than the error values ascertained, and also in the group of
symptom-free patients

there are many whose spectacles must soon be checked for strength.

The frequency

with which patients must come for a check-up greatly depends upon the magnitude of the fundamental error,
the age of the patient, the type of his former glases, visual needs in particular cases and especially the
amount of close work to be done.

When all symptoms have disappeared an interval of one to two years

between visits is probably about right, i.e. about the same as the normal need for check-ups. Of the ten
patients who had earlier worn minus glasses, six have been certified as complete pseudomyopes,
refraction being hypermetropic.

In the case of the other four the pseudomyopia

their true

discovered was on the

average 1.75 diopters (range 1.5 — 3.5 diopters).

Table 4.

234 patients who had not earlier used distant glasses /
870 consecutive migraine cases

106

Symptom-free
Much better

37

Better

24
167

Did not follow instructions /
discontinued treatment

19

Answers received from No

186

186

answer

48
234

In the

case of these patients it must be remembered that here too many of them are relative newcomers

and my patients are at present almost exclusively migraine-sufferers.

Not very long periods are needed before

positive results can be seen and thus encouragingly many patients
progress. I

must

once

again

have reported on their

emphasize that in the matter of clinical

results

—

which in the

opinion of many, including myself, are the only thing of essential importance — it is very difficult to judge them
as a totality.

Furthermore I am personally unable in
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the manner of our puritan statisticians, to attribute such great value to these figures, because I know only too well
what the picture given by these figures means in practice. They may even
sabotage (for example, cases 831 and 1303).

involve direct cases of

If an outsider does not understand the basis of the treatment

given and has no experience of the matter himself,it should at least be possible for him to refrain from interfering,
because up to now there have really been no positive results of treatment elsewhere.

In general it is accepted

that, pending future developments and additional information, one believes in the facts presented.
For many patients the successful carrying out of treatment may require that their own oculist be in attendance
for rather long periods, in order to give immediate advice when the various
spectacles arise;

problems involved in adapting to

to re-assure them and to consolidate their faith in final recovery after the first difficultes have

been overcome. (Case No. 1243, provides a good example of this and an exact translation of her letter is included,
p. 449 ).

Such a procedure \s however

very difficult, especially if one aims to give individual help in getting as

many patients as possible started with the treatment.

There is furthermore the important question of finance,

because patients must often buy many pairs of glasses,,
Often, though not always, "no news is good news" holds good of migraine patients. People easily forget that
they have been liberated from very great suffering.

One patient (No. 417) said when leaving after the first

consultation that if she were relieved of her great misery she would give an armful of roses both to me and to the
doctor who sent her ! At least three times since then she has visited me to have her plus glasses strengthened and
each time has mentioned how she remembers like a dream the day when she was cured of her migraine and
cherishes the memory like a jewel — but the roses I am afraid were forgotten !
Perhaps even more typical is case No. 1175, a 45-year-old lady whose headaches had begun when she
was twenty and who had had every kind of symptom, including fainting attacks.

When she returned for a check-up

after seven months and I asked her whether she still had headaches, she replied "I never had any headaches",
"But surely you had migraine?" I said.

"Oh y e s !

1 did have migraine, but I haven't got it any longer! "

Negative criticism proferred by impatient people who have not carried out instructions and who have been
negligent about wearing glasses or returning for a check-up cannot be allowed as a criterion in estimating results of
treatment;

on the contrary it
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can do real harm to other migraine sufferers if they make public statements to the effect that plus lenses have not
helped them in the least. An outsider cannot know that from the very beginning they have not done what they were told
y that they have not for a single day worn the glasses prescribed from morning till night f
bought the prescribed bifocals \

that they have not even

that they have not in fact understood anything of the whole idea and call distant

glasses of + 1.25 "strong plus lenses" even when the basic error ascertained
in the first examination was of the order of+ 5.0 diopters (1261).......................................... and much more to
the same tune.
Some things one has to go on learning all through one's life and among the most difficult is learning to know
human nature;

one can never really judge a person's true intelligence or predict his reactions.

prepared patient may turn out to be completely without the necessary tenacity.
book and learn all about the theory;

Even the best-

He will familiarize himself with my

I think he has understood everything and yet —when the matter has to be

applied to his case he expects everything to clear up at once.

His subjective and egoistic presumptuousness

prevents him even from beginning to understand what it means to release a spasm of accommodation that has slid to
the minus side. Even a basic scientific training is of no avail ! (1389).
One comes across people with the oddest attitudes, like the woman who knew all about my work and began
in a very friendly way by asking "Could it be that the opposition to your stuff is due ro the fact that you are a woman?"
This same patient, with whom I had theoretical discussions in the surgery lasting up to three hours, did not even
take the trouble to answer my reply-paid postcard about her very

difficult situation.

In addition to general intelligence a positive and trusting attitude in advance is a great help in seeing the
treatment through.

This can be seen particularly clearly within a family, where one member who has been

successfully treated acts as a living advertisement to the others.
On the other hand, when the first difficulties in adaptation are met with, nothing is more prejudicial to the
success of treatment than all the previous oph thai mo logical opinions — either that no spectacles were needed or that
the earlier ones were all right.

4)

Futility of routine examinations.
A large number of the patients had tried repeatedly to get glasses — or a change in glasses — from

oculists or opticians, but without success.

It must be pointed out that a strikingly large number of these people were

trained medical personnel — people who ought to have been in a good position to get help, but failed to do so.
the other

On
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hand, there was

no lack of prescriptions for drops and a whole lot of senseless instruc

tions were given, like the following, "don't look around so much, use your eyes less,
change your job, go skiing (some sense in that perhaps!), you will never need glasses,
you must make do with these glasses for at least another five years — or for the rest of
your life" and many more besides !
in the material of

Many patients came in for this kind of treatment \

Tetralogia

16

out of 174 had this experience and in the

total material the proportion was undoubtedly higher — sometimes it seems as though every second patient was dealt
with in this fashion, but I have given up trying to count.
Here,
— and

however,
it

is a l s o

significance

5)

lies
the

the

real

tragedy

of s p a s m

reason

for

the

of that s c h o o l

tragedy

of m i g r a i n e - s u f f e r e r s

of o c u l i s t s w h i c h

ignores

the

of a c c o m m o d a t i o n .

Different symptoms and examinations recurring in the material.

In addition to the main points made above 1 could write a whole novel about symptoms, measures taken, and
additional disorders, each theme containing more than enough material for a separate article.

I shall return to the

most important of these later (p#325), but I begin by mentioning some of the essential groups,
a)

Of the 174 cases in
14

Tetralogia

had consulted a neurologist

11 (12) ended up as psychiatric cases
4 were said to be epileptics
5 temporarily lost the ability to speak 5 had
temporary paralysis of the limbs 8
had fainting
fits
15 had increased blood pressure.
b)

The first place where a non-expert always hopefully looks for trouble is the

cervical spine and no doubt it is nearly always possible to find some kind of osteophyte forma
tion

there — however minuscule it may be — and use it as a scapegoat for great

decisions, even for early retirement from active work.

If a 4-diopter hypermetrope of

advanced years feels dizzy when he is wearing defective glasses and a "dent" is found
in the cervical

spine

then it is clear that he must be pensioned-off!

(1529).

One needs the talent of a

poker player in order to keep a straight face when some young migraine patient begins his tale by saying that
degeneration has been discovered in his neck (721, 1023, 1064, 1209, 1525, 1542)!
It would be of prime importance to do a little polishing up of concepts in connection with the illusions
surrounding the cervical spine.
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c)

Quite a number of patients have tried acupuncture and although this is in part

the result of a passing fashion it is also resorted to when a migraine case is particularly
serious.

Some of them succeeded in getting temporary relief

(some not even that )/

and this is quite natural, although the treatment does not get anywhere near the root of
the matter ;but it undoubtedly loosens the spasm of accommodation for a while (cf.p.239).
Below are some examples of refraction values in
+6.0 (-0.5) +3.0 +3.0
+3.0
PsM-+2.0
1170, 1188, 1192, 1199, 1208,
was -3.75
+5.(5)
1522

acupuncture patients:

+2.5 +5.0 +5.0
1232,
1234,

+5.0 +7.0
1251, 1259,

1261,

1335,

.... Among the afore-mentioned, No. 1234 also underwent hypnosis \ similarly No. 1540,

H

(+5.0)and No.1899, glasses appr.-2.25 and -1.75, H +1.5(+3.0?).

d)

In a fair number of cases local anaesthesia was tried (intra- and supraorbital

nerve, 1545); also section of the nerves, either in one or both temples (1229, 1230,
1270, 1530, 1579 ................ ) and every such case in this material was without positive result.

e) Temporary loss of memory, particularly when it occurs in very young people
(1213,1219...) can be embarrassing and is a great worry to the patient.

f)

Fainting fits and loss of consciousness seem to be very common in migraine patients not only during

prayers at school and in the sauna — occasions when fainting frequently occurs — but also in completely
unexpected circumstances.

I have noted symptoms of this kind in hundreds of cases.

I refer the reader to

the extreme cases dealt with on page 149.

g)

Relatively many symptoms occur during sleep at night : cramps, unconsciousness; even paralysis

of one side, or tetraplegia

of which the patient is aware,and also other

symptoms connected with the cranial nerves and the sympathetic nervous system to which I shall return later.

6)

Migraine provoked by plus addition.

The releasing of spasm of accommodation I with a plus increase by no means
always takes place smoothly and without side effects.

On the contrary it \s then that

one may observe the clinical aspect of the autonomy of the nervous system in all its
complexity.

One of the most interesting consequences

the accommodation

situation

is

the triggering

of

a

of

migraine

changing
attack

For example, No. 1676, p.243, sleep paralysis, one of the symptoms of the narcoleptic syndrome.
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where the mechanism is identical to that in "holiday migraine"(cf.p. 154) and the attack even more severe than those
experienced earlier (1818^). The same thing often happens when strong minus glasses are suddenly abandoned, which is
rather easy for the patient, especially indoors. For example, case 1640, glasses -3.75 and -4.25. Of course if one makes
the plus addition prudently one will never see anything like this, but the more rapidly one tries to free the patient of migraine
the more frequent such occurrences will be — indeed so frequent that it is necessary to warn all patients in advance.
It is important that patients should have no fear of such attacks in order to obviate incorrect conclusions being drawn about
the suitability of the spectacles.

It has not been unusual for a patient — or the husband or wife of a patient — to

telephone me in alarm about this kind of thing (439). The patient himself ought incidentally to be able to learn a great deal
from such an attack and it should be an indicator to him of the crucial part played by the eyes in migraine.

However, as I

have many times stressed, even with the best will in the world it is impossible to rescue everybody;, it must be realized
that there are some simple souls (1291) who give up trying right away in the face of such reactions and yet it is precisely
patients of this kind who are the most rewarding and could most easily be freed of their symptoms.
It really is not possible to calculate what degree of change, in a given situation or in a given degree of
hypermetropic, will provoke such an attack. There are so many other vital factors involved :the amount of hypermetropic
that has remained latent (this depends on the tenseness of the spasm of accommodation), the general condition of the
patient at that moment, the kind of work he does and so on. It seems probable that holiday migraine is a sign of a serious
dysfunction of the autonomic nervous system, of compensatory sympathicotony resulting from accommodation strain \ in this
condition the release of accommodation stimulates the sympathetic nervous system more and more, the whole organism
reacting violently to this synergistic provocation. My impression is that particularly those patients who have earlier had
holiday migraine tend to react in this way to plus addition (Nos. 1193,1224,1707...).
If a patient does not grasp what this is all about, exarcerbations caused by glasses may be fatal from the point of
view of treatment (1718,pages 233 and 312); in such cases one is well advised to make additions more cautiously than
usual, even at the risk of jeopardizing successful treatment.
What has happened in many cases is that a patient has had a migraine attack on the way home while wearing
the spectacles I lent him and thereafter never had another (1598). Releasing the ciliary muscle is such a great
undertaking that one can say of it, as of many critical events, it hits you only once! In all the cases I have known where
attacks have been due to the release of a severe spasm of accommodation, either the attacks have ceased very soon
or, if not, I have strengthened the lenses more and more, usually the reading glasses to begin with. In future, however,
it ought to be possible, at least theoretically, to prevent over-sensitivity of the autonomic nervous system (and its state of
imbalance), even the initial blurring of distant vision — if only it can be understood that treatment must be begun
naturally, when young people begin to use their eyes for close work and if only it can be generally accepted that
burdensome close work, in itself, calls for plus glasses.

a real crisis situation, cf.p.331.
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7)

It

is

very

human

have been surprised to find that those

that

people

I once

do not

thought

like

wearing

intelligent

glasses

and I

have

rapidly abandoned their spectacles just as soon as their troubles have been relieved. My own interpretation is that it
is not so much the undeniable technical inconveniences that make people behave like this as the deep-rooted vanity
and narcissism of man. However, an absolutely essential factor that may affect the results of the treatment of migraine
may be poorly fitted bifocals.

The oculist must without fail remember to check the fitting when the patient comes for

re-examination.
The divide may be a whole centimetre too low (No. 840), in which case it is clear that the treatment has
been worse than useless, or the inter-pupillary distance even in bifocals may be as much as 8 mm.
asymmetrical.
8)

There are of course always "difficult customers" in any human group, those who

think themselves cleverer than others (and especially cleverer than the doctor), people
who simply will not co-operate.

Fortunately there are not so very many of them and

in the total material for the original edition (174 patients), there were only eight "rebels" who utterly refused
treatment (346, 368, (371), 377, 385, (396), 412 and 416), half of them being men.

It must furthermore be

admitted that to grasp the sense of the treatment proposed requires some intelligence, and single-mindedness is
necessary to see it through.

The practitioner must beware of taking it out on the vast majority of other patients just

because of the negativism of these few "rebels"! He must overlook the fact that he has wasted his time and energy
and continue to demonstrate that he is a true doctor and show real understanding for them as ill people.

As a

matter of fact it seems to me that the material as a whole gives rather an encouraging picture of the way in which
Finnish patients respond to instructions for treatment.
9)

Miscellaneous aspects of migraine and its treatment
Migraine

patients are in a way particularly rewarding because in most cases

they have already been so very thoroughly examined elsewhere, generally with negative
findings.
h
in

For the same reason they are usually ready to catch at any straw if

prospect of rescue.
other respects

there

It is indeed quite amazing that a group of patients so ill should

be so fit.

This being almost a rule and because in every

case it is possible to reveal a considerable plus deficiency which explains their symptoms, it is all the more difficult to
search for other positive findings simultaneously. Yet it is virtually certain that there must also be coincidental ly some
other basic disorders in a large group of patients like this (case history 57,p.428) and for this reason I have made
allowance in my thinking for a certain percentage of human error, for undiscovered disorders. I am well aware that
every true insight runs thd risk of being idolized,
As a matter of fact it was not until I had dealt with nearly 1,500 migraine patients that I came upon one with slight signs
of papilledema (astrocytoma).
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that it is seductive, blinding or bewitching either because of its beauty or because of its terror or indeed because of
its ordinariness.
In the case of most patients — one might almost say in the case of all patients — the main lines of treatment
to be followed become clear to the oculist within a few minutes ,if one follows the pattern of examination outlined.

A

thorough examination, of course, takes considerable time \ it has many phases, there are detailed explanations to
be given and in the surgery a patient's responses are not usually at their best.
It is difficult, if not impossible, to say how long it will take for symptoms to disappear, so different are the
circumstances and the points of departure.

If the patient does what the oculist tells him, a great deal can be

achieved in six months, especially if there are several check-ups during this period.

There are even some patients

who are relieved at the first consultation, while sitting in the waiting room wearing the "releasing" spectacles (+1.5)
I have just given them (1231) (H +3.(5) ), even though they have arrived with a migraine attack in full swings or
who get better during a fogging examination (446); or on the way home (339) after having been lent suitable
spectacles (the opposite reaction to holiday migraine).

They are those who have understood the matter at once and

put it into practice — not those who have stripped off their glasses after a few moments, complaining that they
cannot see anything!
However, in spite of my lengthy explanations and a leaflet (p.495 ) giving detailed instructions things are not
always so simply solved.

This is easy to understand: many of my oculist colleagues and others who have

ophthalmological knowledge — not to mention medical specialists in general — lack the faith to put the treatment
into practice.

And of course the attitude of the patient is decisive.

There are no alternatives to the main line of treatment, which must aim at the greatest possible release of the
spasm of accommodation, i.e. the greatest possible, or at least sufficient, correction of the refractive error, that is
to say the latent hypermetropia. It is not necessary to correct the whole of the error revealed, but it must be corrected
sufficiently.

The symptoms are to be the guide.

Headache and other phenomena of the migraine syndrome must

be the criterion and one must go on strengthening glasses until these symptoms have disappeared.
the patient the smaller the partial correction of the refractive error needed to achieve this.

The younger
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With regard to the treatment of migraine with sufficiently strong plus glasses there is reason, further, to point out
that when catching up on a great plus deficiency the condition for recovery and the price thereof is a certain blurring of
distant vision' — otherwise the spectacles will not be effective enough to release the spasm of accommodation. This
blurring

is all the more warranted

position of

because it has been concluded by some investigators that the resting

accommodation exists in the human eye when it is focussing at 1/2—2 metres (Toates 1972),see p.338. It

is therefore not surprising if the accommodation mechanism becomes strained in the average indoor conditions of home
life, if a person is equipped in the same way as when his distant vision is clear.

The ordinary distance of 5 —6 metres

used in examination is an unphysiological criterion when we are concerning ourselves with the treatment of disorders
caused by inadequate spectacles. The vicious circle caused by spasm of accommodation is very interesting, but of
course harmful :

when a lens becomes weak or if the patient becomes otherwise tensed-up the spasm is again

manifested as pain, the pain provokes further tenseness, vision becomes ever more blurred and the plus lens already
used,or a weakened minus lens,seems more impossible than before.

This happens again and again and patients

themselves will explain how they have noticed that when there is no headache their vision with glasses is also clear
(108, 1245).
The thing most likely to

put

the

brake

on a proper dissemination of information is the constant

appearance in the press of misleading articles by incompetent writers to which patients make appeal,notwithstanding
the fact that since the publication of Tetralogia a good deal of correct information has blessedly reached the
newspapers.

It has also been a great joy to see how the simple logic of hypermetropic and spasm of accommodation

has stirred a sympathetic response among people of common sense.

Nevertheless the oculist has to be something of

a wonder-worker if he is to succeed in dispelling deeply ingrained ideas of many years'standing and persuade people
that their superstitious belief in complicated treatment is unfounded.
personally, where the refraction situation is well known to me:
negligence in wearing the spectacles;

I have seen all this in

patients I know well

to begin with, there is a high percentage of

furthermore, having heard about their migraine attacks, and in the friendliest

possible way offered advice and assistance, I have discovered that they simply do not want to be examined or helped !
At the same time they will come to me armed with an old prescription for ergotamine, begging me to renew it for them.
But to no avail !

It is years now since I have prescribed any kind of drug for migraine and I really go off the handle if

anyone even broaches the matter.

It takes an increase in their blood pressure or some other ascertainable danger to

persuade them of the
truth of the matter and make them take the advice seriously.
'Human nature being what it is, the treatment of migrame almost never becomes easier,because it demands the
continuous strengthening of plus glasses right up to the end.
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All available resources should be used for those who have the incentive to get better, but one never knows what
the response will be,cf.Case 1562,p.454.Who indeed would have the necessary clairvoyance to separate the sheep from
the goats? Sometimes an absolutely apathetic-seeming patient may turn out to be a positive surprise to his doctor.

The

negative information spread by patients who have abandoned treatment in the middle is disastrous for the migraine
cause.
Even

with

a

model patient,

to release migraine-hypermetropia requires of

the oculist that he believe in the matter, that he have the necessary know-how and that he be willing to put his heart
and soul — not to mention his time — into the cause, even at the risk of his own health !
In nearly every case, too much caution, or giving too much emphasis to the patient's own opinion about the
glasses will have to be paid for with poor results, or none at all: the headache w not be dispelled at once or it will only
disappear for a short time, because the strength of the lens is only a first step on the road to permanent removal of the
trouble (1261). The situation is indeed difficult,
will not wear them and no progress is made.

because if one gives strong glasses to begin with, the patient simply
Of this one can be sure : if a migraine patient finds a lens comfortable

right away, it is altogether too weak and it will need to be replaced almost there and then !

For patients who come

from a distance, deciding what strength the spectacles should be is even more difficult, because they in particular
should have sufficiently strong lenses, it being a great labour for them to return soon to the oculist.

Such a person

feels isolated and helpless when the difficulties come and it may be very hard indeed for him to visit the oculist for
reassurance.

It is a good general rule to remember that a (young) migraine patient can usually be given spectacles

for reading with the amount of plus determined in retinoscopy or refractometry, preferably as the lower half of a bifocal.
Lack of basic knowledge in migraine research has led to a number of erroneous conclusions and in some cases
the contraceptive pill has had to take the blame. Although I am utterly opposed to the contraceptive pill because it
criminally disturbs a woman's normal feeling of well-being, in this instance I must however protest its innocence.

In

fact what happens is a typical case of simultaneity, where, because general health has been undermined by
administration of hormones, a person can no longer put up with the strain resulting from lack of glasses without a
migraine reaction ensuing.

Once the correct glasses are worn there is nothing to prevent the subject from going on

with the pills — at least as far as headaches are concerned.

It would thus have been sensible if in such cases

refraction values had first been measured — before jumping to such a simple
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conclusion.
influenza \
glasses.

The situation is often exactly the same with headaches in connection with
they are the result of the general weakness caused by the disease,which brings into the open the need for
This is made abundantly clear by patients' own observations, e.g. Case history 1570,P»457.

When looking for the causes of migraine it is of the utmost importance to proceed
systematically, as in all scientific research, and not to run before one can walk.

There

is no doubt that serotonin (cf.p.183) and related substances play a large part in the
11

"clinical picture of migraine as they do in many other medical problems — for example
in depression (Cronholm/1972) — but they only have scientific meaning when related to
what actually happens during a migraine attack \ from the point of view of etiological treatment
they have no real significance, because the treatment needed is spectacles ! There are also a number
of different substances which contract the blood vessels and have for many years been used
for migraine —

even with a measure of success, but these are only palliatives in a

situation of bankruptcy. One purpose of this work is to stress the preventive aspects in migraine treatment;

prophylaxis

should be the starting point in all medicine and in the case of migraine it should be begun already in childhood (cf.p. 173)
by iprescribing plus glasses as soon as symptoms appear — not disdaining even weak plus glasses as unnecessary.

In

nature there exists considerable latitude where bodily functions are concerned (see Jalavisto p.419). Thus a small
disturbance may often be the reflection of some much more serious trouble in the background and subjective symptoms of
strain do not appear easily.

One must begin with weak glasses because,as we have seen, not even atropinization

provides a solution (Case 413).

Neither is it necessary to correct all the possible error, but nature must be assisted so

far that the patient is freed from his troubles.
The effective fogging method described in this book has not been used for so very long and thus it is clear that in the
relatively short follow-up period

it has not been possible to determine how much hypermetropic is. required in order to

cause migraine. It is also evident of course, that, for a number of reasons the threshold varies according to the individual.
Case histori show, however, that there have to be quite a number of missing plus diopters and it is my firm conviction
that l a t e n t hypermetropic must generally be at least five diopters in order to cause migraine \

in rather many cases

such an amount is already revealed in the first examination.
It is very possible that

both with

migraine

magnitude of hypermetropic is about the same.

and

increased

intraocular pressure the order of

In the case of both eye diseases and other diseases I shall always

wonder, with great curiosity, what the situation might have been if the patient had been given plus glasses in early
childhood!
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From the point of view of the eyes, the etiology of migraine is so complicated that the matter cannot be
considered closed simply on the ground that a patient has consulted an oculist — even a conscientious one — and the
patient must be re-examined at intervals of one year, six months or even one month : releasing the spasm of
accommodation may be exceedingly difficult, particularly with migraine sufferers — indeed they would not otherwise
be problematic cases.

It is hardly surprising that

with

headache-patients the releasing of latent hypermetropic is

more laborious than usual because, as with trigeminal neuralgia (Walsh p.230) , the spasm of accommodation is
connected as a functional phenomenon with the pain itself and this results in a kind of vicious circle.
diligence and fanatic enthusiasm.

It calls for time,

The small amount of additional information that might be provided by long-term

use of cycloplegics is difficult to get because the patient finds them unpleasant and the process may have to be
repeated several times. Atropinization often means much ado about nothing: no new information is gained or there is a
detrimental effect upon the whole course of events, in any case it must be continued for a very long time.cf.Case
1213,p.466.
Provided there is continual improvement and the possibility of cerebral tumour etc. has been borne in mind,
there is no reason to send the patient to another specialist, neurologist or internist for example, and even then he should
be told to return to the oculist at intervals for a check-up. (I have not so far been faced with this situation.) There may
still be considerable latent hypermetropic unrevealed and it is hardly possible to stress too much to the patient that,
should headache or other symptom recur, he must get in touch.

It would be a great step towards a better future if migraine patients and
headache-sufferers

in general

could be persuaded to believe even in the easiest

and simplest instructions for treatment when an attack occurs.

If they have got plus glasses which they do not use —

or perhaps use only for reading — they must put them on when they feel a headache approaching, no matter how
blurred the world may look. To do this once is enough to put things right.

Or, if they are fortunate enough to have a

second pair of stronger plus glasses available, they must put them on and wear them resolutely: again,
how b l u r r e d

the

world

may

look.

no m a t t e r

One can be almost certain that any incipient headache will put up the

white flag when faced with "over-strong" plus glasses.

I was recently visited by a district nurse (677) who, in speaking

of the glasses I prescribe, said that had it not been for years of experience with other patients of mine and the trust
thereby engendered, she would have gone straight away to another oculist.
discovered by

After seven months of treatment she
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reference to the chart that as a result of wearing plus glasses her pseudo-myopic visus had been restored to normal
without glasses and that every time a headache was in the offing, it had been successfully repulsed by putting on plus
glasses, although her vision was thereby blurred.
Although one may say that a patient has been cured of his migraine, the symptom-free period after a single
prescription of glasses may vary greatly according to the individual.

A new pair of spectacles may be necessary after

a week or two, but it is possible for a patient to manage for years with the first glasses.

5.

Other factors to keep in mind.

Notwithstanding that one is equipped with correct spectacles it is of course wise to pay proper attention to all
the well-known contributory factors where headache is concerned — daily habits, bodily functioning generally and
so on, because there is so much that can be reasonably avoided in order to prevent synergistic coincidences.
To begin with, the sauna: one does not have to go (?).

Bowel movements must be kept regular, because

even mechanical pressure on the larger blood vessels of the pelvis is enough to produce stasis, not to mention the
increased blood pressure that can be produced inside the skull by straining to move the bowels.

Even if it means

taking sandwiches to work, meal-times must be regular or there will be a shortage of "fuel". If, however, this
does happen one should try to take some glucose, in spite of any possible nausea (for example in the form of very
sweet tea) in order to satisfy rapidly the energy demands of the brain f the blood vessels will then contract and the
situation is saved.

It may not always be possible to avoid working or straining oneself with the head low, but if

one takes care it is possible to keep it to a minimum. It is always possible to pick up a small object from the floor by
squatting rather than bending down, which results in distension of the cerebral blood vessels
vascular provokation. It

also

seems

and

to be the case that the lower a person's blood pressure

a

typical
the slighter

is the irritation needed to provoke this kind of headache at the pain points which are not used to high pressure.
One cause of headache that is particularly difficult to track down and which may be a factor in provoking migraine, is
the pressure on the shoulders from the straps of a brassiere that is too tight, thus disturbing the circulation in
neck and skull.
All too often the progress of treatment is slowed down — or the whole undertaking is brought to nothing —
by the fact that the patient has become a real ergotamine addict
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(cases 98 and 906) \

such a person imbibes his poison ritually and has recourse to it

when faced with the slightest difficulty.
and

This may happen when treatment is just beginning

manifestations of withdrawal may send even a professional person back to the

poison.

It is necessary to have a profound understanding of the functioning of the autonomic nervous system in

order to grasp the fact that an organism whose metabolism has for years been adjusted to a regular dose of poison
cannot all at once be relieved of the burden: the system does indeed crave its poison \

the thing is a reality.

One can only wonder at the immorality of doctors in general when they supply their patients with these
poisons, about the effects of which they certainly have adequate information.

It is my opinion that a doctor who

week after week, month after month — sometimes year after year, in six-monthly batches, even without seeing the
patient — goes on prescribing these "medicines" for his patients (sometimes beginning when the patient is five or six
years old,e.g. case 1703) is a licensed criminal, a poisoner and an assassin.
It would be interesting, and certainly useful to make a study of the special features of those patients who
react most violently to migraine drugs.

Are they perhaps those whose arteries are already narrower than normal?

For example, migraine patient N:o 1704, a 30-year-old divorcee who worked in an office: H (+2.5): in her case 1
1/2 ergotamine tablets provoked the worst attack of migraine she had ever had.
fundus were narrow and she had low blood pressure.

In this patient, the arteries of the

Another 30-year-old office worker, a married lady suffering

from migraine, who had for at least two years taken four Sandomigrin tablets daily (and also Anervan and other drugs)
complained that the drugs somehow contracted her heart.
crossing phenomena.

Her blood pressure was normal.

She too had narrow arteries in the fundus and clear
Hypermetropic at least (+3.5). Had once had a weak minus

lens for one eye.

6.

Migraine to-day

Migraine, migraine societies and migraine clinics are all the rage these days, and I have nothing against the
fashion, but I

dearly wish they could be turned into workshops for ophthalmologists.

If I had the energy and the

time I should like to examine every single patient in these clinics —all the world's migraine patients, as well as
those in mental hospitals (cf.p.332,409). It is impossible to estimate how many patients have fetched up in such
institutions after depression caused, without their knowing it, by lack of
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spectacles over many years.

I know this from my own patients (476, 483, 582, 812,

1150, 1240, 1322.............. ) —"the weaker fall by the wayside", while some others may be
able to endure the strain.
All the thoughts expressed in this book had been in my mind for many years but it was only in the spring
of 1970 that I finally decided to write, after reading in a newspaper about the founding of the Finnish migraine
society without the inclusion of a single ophthalmologist.
Things were still the same in 1972 when I was writing Tetralogia on the sea shore, and one July day
heard on the wireless a programme about migraine.

It is true that one expert did once refer to the eyes, but still

the fields that were enjoined to co-operate in treating migraine were restricted to neurology, psychiatry, internal
diseases, and gynaecology !

However, every patient interviewed began by describing pain either in one or both

eyes or on the forehead !
And now in 1974 the situation still remains unchanged \
writing down my thoughts — and listen !

here I am, sitting in the same place — still

Another radio programme on the subject of migraine, twenty minutes in

length and no mention whatever of the eyes !
What could be nicer for a patient than to hear the oculist say " If everyone had such good eyes as you have,
there would be no need of oculists I "

Such a remark effectively and fatefully keeps the patient away from the

oculist — for years in some cases — and he will drift into a situation where he consumes endless ergotamine
preparations or other poisons indiscriminately, as if they were his daily bread, and all the while the spasm of
accommodation gets more tense, leading often to unnecessary minus glasses. One such patient (1184), who got
pregnant — she had earlier had ergotamine poisoning, but was still taking the drug — received a telegram from
the manufacturers advising her to have an abortion !
The senseless taking of drugs, when people try one thing after another in the hope of hitting on something
that works, can often lead to a truly conflicting situation, while the migraine just goes on getting worse.

This can

happen, for example, if somebody experiments with substances containing parasympathicolytes, which put the
ciliary muscle (already overtaxed) under an even greater strain when doing close work that requires accommodation
(587,1244,p. 194).Ergotamine drugs also produce many different side effects, such as severe heart pains and other
consequences of contracting blood vessels (1708, H (+4.0) thrombosis twice in one month in lower limb -r case
history 1570,p«455), even leading to amputation (Juusela and Tuominen, 1974) or spasm of the internal carotid
artery (Richter and Banker, 1973 ).
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7*

Future prospects

Generally speaking, the effect of a photic stimulus via the eye on the brain, on
the secretion of serotonin and on

many other delicate physiological regulators,with their

hormonal consequences, forms a most interesting chain reaction which is still imperfectly
understood.

Clearly the part played in this by an eye under the stress of a refraction

error must be considerable.

Among others, the Hungarian pathologist and ophthalmologist

Professor Radn6t, who has lectured also in Finland, has studied this question with instructive
results (1954^see also p. 189).But whatever progress may be made in this field, it will never
be possible to by-pass the preliminary examination of a headache patient by an oculist,
with a view to prescribing spectacles.

Eye-examination is the first elimination phase

and it will often save the patient from having to undergo a whole series of unnecessary
and much more complicated and troublesome tests.
it will in any case be impossible to avoid checking the eyes.

As examinations proceed
All doctors and medical people ought to be aware of

this.
Without regard to the practical superiority of bifocals, they are often the only comfortable way of getting started
when treating migraine and increased intraocular pressure.

The financial outlay is not much if one takes into

account the personal suffering thereby avoided, not to mention the inconvenience caused in the family, at places of
work and so on — as well as the consumption of poison over the years (1221; 1226; 1277 - 25 tablets on a bad day).
One ought to try and bring home to employers, those in charge of schools and indeed all who hold
positions of responsibility, how very important it is to provide people with the opportunity of consulting an oculist
and acquiring proper glasses. Repeated absence from work for obscure reasons would be reduced drastically,
and there would be far fewer visits to doctors.

The resulting increase in working capacity and re-discovery of

joy in work — would more than compensate for the small loss of time involved.
Considering that we still have in 1975 a fellow-oculist walking round with deep furrows on his brow, after
recidive chalazions ; who has to wait, while operating, for his flimmer scotoma to move aside before he can go on
\ who still doubts the crucial significance of accommodation stress in the etiology of migraine, it is hardly
surprising that it is difficult for neurologists, other doctors and the public at large to believe in the truth of the
matter.
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8.

Summing up about migraine

It is absolutely clear thar the etiology of all the world's headaches,and in particular migraine, is dominated
by latent hypermetropic and the spasm of accommodation it upholds.

Perhaps

one headache in a thousand is

caused by something else!
It is equally clear — because anyone who can see must use his eyes — that the treatment is plus addition,
in all the different forms described above.
All

examinations

measured,

carried

valueless,

because

the

strain

caused

of m i g r a i n e

out

in

whatever

migraine
by

patients

is

spirit

only a

where

refraction

you will,

are in my o p i n i o n

symptom

— the

has not

patient's

been

reaction

to

lack of s p e c t a c l e s .

Every patient correctly examined who has previously worn no spectacles will certainly turn out to be a
hypermetrope and those who have earlier worn glasses will be hypermetropes or, if they have worn minus
glasses , pseudomyopes ; either in a simple form or combined with pseudo-astigmatism.
What must be a c h i e v e d
should

ever

again

is t h a t

prescribe

no o n e ,

minus

in

glasses

any

c o r n e r of the globe

for a m i g r a i n e

patient.

If only it were possible to get hold of patients when the first headache occurs and especially when they get
their first migraine attack,results would be achieved much more rapidly and with less work.
increases the irreversibility of the spasm of accommodation.

Every day lost only

Perhaps I am not qualified to say this, but it is

nevertheless my claim that a n y b o d y who reasonably and systematically carries out the instructions will be helped,
and indeed cured , if treated with plus lenses ( or with lenses changed in the plus direction ).
The more pairs of spectacles a patient has for different purposes, the better, but once he has got used to
wearing particular glasses for a particular task, it is always a mistake for him to go on to weaker pluses ; this will
only lead to trouble.
The important thing is that patients should understand that an oculist is no layer-on-of-hands and that even
after a symptom-free condition has been achieved there must be regular checking of glasses,just as in the case of
any other person who takes care of his health.
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It must above all be stressed that results have been achieved by dealing with only one variable — releasing the
spasm of accommodation — and that there is no other factor to confuse the picture. There is no need of drugs or
hypnosis or acupuncture (cf.p.172 ) which bring only temporary relief \ no need either to stretch the neck or go on a diet.
As a matter of fact plus glasses in themselves are a kind of continuous acupuncture, available to the patient at all times.
But it is of course essential to realize that even glasses are no panacea unless they are used sensibly, i.e. stronger
ones must be put on immediately when the patient feels the slightest tensing up. This is because an accumulation of
transmitters takes place in the organism and the longer such bio-chemical processes have been allowed to develop the
longer it takes to release them. It is especially important to remember that the destroying of catecholamines takes place
more slowly than that of acetylcholine and it is partly on account of these processes that migraine drugs have such
varying effects.
I have seen so many hypermetropic migraine patients permanently cured that I do not believe there is any power
in the world that could change my mind in these matters. I am personally very happy that my way of looking at things,
my particular, rational view has all along proved right as far as migraine is concerned, and also glaucoma \ the only
thing I have lacked has been a fool-proof system for examining patients. If I now had a free hand I should like to
announce that my special field is migraine!
Should an oculist lose faith it will be enough for him to take a look at the vertical furrows on the patient's brow —
for they are nearly always there.
Anyone who still doubts the cause and effect may make the provocative experiment of deliberately
prescribing incorrect spectacles — or even easier, remove the strong plus glasses from the patient : he will get hjs
answer by return of post!
In any case this is not the first time in medical history that new and reasonable experimental results have
been adversely criticized, and those things which most change the world always meet with the most fanatic
opposition.
I am inclined to doubt, however, whether there has ever been a medical question in which the evidence is so
clear, to which doctors have put up such a narrow and prejudiced show of resistance as has been the case with the
treatment of migraine with spectacles ; and, saddeningly infantile as it may seem, the reaction of medical people to
cases of failure — where in fact the patient did not follow instructions — has been a howl of triumph! It is
understandable that all those who have been investigating other modes of treatment try subconsciously to save
themselves from frustration when they see that their work is of no avail. There is of course nothing one can do about the
fact that everyone has his own way of looking at things and uses his own criteria.
If it were possible to get a migraine attack merely from a mental (!) shock, then I should certainly have got one
when reading Walsh (p. 1141) where his very first sentence in the section on the etiology of migraine reads :"This is not
known... The reflex theory presupposes that an irritation somewhere in the body results in migraine. Such a source of
irritation conceivably might originate in errors of refraction or ocular lesions. There is really no considerable clinical
evidence to support such a theory. "
One might think that even modest logic would be enough to lead one to the
conclusion that the eyes are of singular importance in provoking a migraine attack, when one sees how migraine
sufferers search for relief in a dark room, where the senses may be at rest! Patients also almost without exception direct
one's attention to the eyes — and when treating migraine, the patient should not be forgotten.
There are unfortunately a number of "dust-bins" of ignorance in medicine, in which one may take refuge because
of lack of knowledge or skill, but which nevertheless leave the practitioner unsatisfied. The best examples are allergy,
rheumatism and neurosis. There is no reason why migraine should be added to the list, because an oculist need not
allow
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a patient with migraine to leave him without his being helped. If, on the other hand, he does "reject" such a
patient, many will be those who go finally unaided.
The most amusing thing however is that with this kind of treatment many other disorders — whose etiology
has so far been a mystery — seem to be alleviated, and not least rheumatism and allergy! Owing no particular
allegiance to anyone and having observed the bankruptcy of so-called "formal science" in this matter it has been
my purpose not to delay in informing the public of the essential truth about the cause of migraine, how migraine
can be treated and how the method of treatment can be learnt.
It is distressing that still in 1977 a basic medical problem of such magnitude should be so sadly
misconstrued!
To bring the reader back to earth, I should like finally to present case No. 1176:
41-year-old woman; primary school teacher, married.
An example of a patient's despair and how this is forgotten when there is improvement. It is also an
example of the effect on the organism of spectacles that release the spasm of accommodation and at the
same time of how "...vain is all our labour!" (cf.p.87) — although this time not for quite theisame reason.

Dear Doctor,
...I have been very pre-occupied since reading about your theory concerning the cause of migraine. I
am sure that you are in the right. I have been aware of the connection between my eyes and my
migraine already for a long time. But as you will be able to guess it has been no use trying to explain
it to the doctors I have consulted for my migraine.
1 got my first spectacles when I was twenty-one and the strength of the lenses was then left —0.25
and right ±0. That was the beginning. At intervals of
2 — 4 years they have been continually strengthened. I am now 41 and I am using the following
glasses:
Rightrsph. -0.5/Cyl -0.75 ax 100° \ Left : sph. -2.5
Seven years ago, when I was 34, I had my first attack of migraine. Year after year the attacks have
become more frequent and the last 2 — 3 years have been sheer hell. I get 4 — 5 attacks every month.
Sometimes an attack will go on for a week without stopping, sometimes I get two attacks in a week. If I
have a whole week without a headache life seems strangely pleasant. And I get through a lot of Anervan
tablets. For the last six months I have been taking Sandomigrin preventive tablets. In their turn they
exhaust me day and night. In my job I ought to be always alert in all my senses, bursting with energy.
And I am obliged all the time to drag myself about, either with a headache or under the influence of tiring
drugs. During these last years when the migraine has been more or less continuous my work has become
so hard to bear that a psychiatrist recommended a change of profession, which hardly seems possible at my
age.
But supposing a change of spectacles would really help the situation ?
I have for a long time noticed that my glasses are unsuitable for close work.
I have tried to get an appointment with an oculist, but have not succeeded. And
the doctor at the "health centre" refused to send me to the central hospital.
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It may seem naive to have it written down, but I am really quite desperate with this migraine of mine. It
looks as though either I shall be driven crazy by it or I shall get ergotamine poisoning.
You are I am sure overwhelmed by your numerous patients, but would it not be possible for you to
consider me as an emergency case, considering the frequency of my migraine attacks? Would you
possibly be able to fit me in? Dear doctor, please help. When one has been in continual pain for years
one is ready even to go on bended knees and pray for help, if there seems to be the slightest hope.

A thousand thanks for your incredibly prompt reply. I am full of gratitude and relief that you promise to
see me. Until then I will try and live without these minus glasses as you advise.

Telephone, April — May

— June — July —

-----------------

June 17th of the same year

Dear Doctor Viikari,
.............. I also forgot to mention one important symptom which I had especially
intended to mention. That is to say, aching shoulders, which has always been an essential feature
of my migraine.
Always when I get a headache I get a pain in my shoulder, on the same side as the headache.
a spot that is so sore that

I cannot bear to touch it.

always on the same side as the migraine.
in the shoulder.

There is

Both shoulders ache, but the sore place is

I have been able to foretell an attack of migraine by the pain

Furthermore, all kinds of work which strains the shoulders but does not strain the eyes

— like cleaning in general or cleaning windows etc.

— has provoked a headache.

things like sewing, crochet work, knitting etc. which require close attention;

Not to mention

on the day following 1

always get migraine.
In addition, my ear pains were inadequately described on your card \ in fact I get two types of pain in my
ears — one of them 1 mentioned when I saw you, and this I get under the ears when it is windy and cold.
The other type is a shooting pain inside the ear and does not last long!
I have also had pain in my hands, or more exactly in my upper arm, between the shoulder and the
elbow. There has also been a sore place in the bend of the elbow. I have thought this pain to be
rheumatism. But supposing it was not rheumatism after all !?
I am so accustomed to all kinds of aches and pains that I don't pay all that much attention to them.
Furthermore, all other pain pales into insignificance when compared to the migraine.
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The past week when I have been wearing the glasses you lent me, has been hard going . Although I had
prepared myself for inconvenience, I could nevertheless not have guessed what I was in for. I have
endured every possible ache and pain : vomiting, pins and needles in the limbs, one hand going numb at
night, aching eyes, aching sinuses, toothache, shoulder-ache and pain in the upper arm, shooting pains in
the ear and my stomach has been just like a mimosa. I have had to be very careful about what I eat. At
the beginning I also had constant nausea. At one point I very nearly felt like giving the whole thing up. But
I happened to have an encouraging experience on the second day of how a migraine headache can be
suppressed by means of plus lenses and therefore I did not after all run to the optician to cancel my order
and put on the minus glasses again.
At the beginning I also noticed signs of improvement in my distant vision, but at the moment I am going
through a regression-phase in this respect. It will be interesting to see how things develop. Probably my
age is already something of an obstacle. But in the midst of all these troubles the fantastic thing has been
that I have not had to b e a r a H E A D A C H E .
I suppose it is typical of the troubles in the early phases that one's eyelids are swollen in the morning and that
one has "sand"'in the eyes. Or have I perhaps read too much? But I simply have to read.

Thank you for lending me the glasses and I wish you a good summer.

At the end of August, when work had begun, symptoms of strain had again appeared : especially when she
drive a car for any distance, the second half of the journey being difficult to manage without glasses (i.e.
accommodation tensed up as a result of continuous focussing and attention to traffic). +1.5 for reading
seemed to involve having the text too close. But without glasses the patient still had no headache.
After all this, I got the following report in January 1975, from one of my colleagues : the patient had
been to see her, abusing me and showing her very well fitted executive bifocals and the rest of her spectacles.
She wanted to be able to see properly in the theatre. When my colleague explained to her that she must
therefore choose between the spectacles prescribed and the migraine, the answer was: " I prefer the
migraine!"

i.e. sympathetic stimulation, followed by decreased lachrymation ( cf.Viikari, 1977b).
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THE PLACE OF THE EYE IN THE ORGANISM

Duke-Elder is quite correct when he asserts that there is a causal relationship between refractive
changes and many constitutional disturbances (1969,p. 121) but he thinks that refractive changes are the
secondary consequences of the patient's general condition (cf.p.85) as if the eye were some kind of
centripetal focus for the ills of the body.

It seems that the eye has generally been considered too small and

insignificant to be the primary cause of any serious good or ill and it is of course precisely this attitude that I
wish to challenge. In other words, I want to emphasize that the eye is a kind of central regulator, a
supreme controller, and the fundamental cause of many significant diseases or changes in a person s
general condition.
It is no empty theory that the eye is primary and central : despite its small size it is responsible for
conducting to the interior all photo-stimuli, together with a multitude of other vivid sensations
holds an absolutely key position.

and thus

It is indeed almost impossible to exclude the eye when considering any

human activity. We only need to think of the experiments carried out on birds by Magda Radnot (cf.p.183)
and the striking changes brought about in their gonads by photo-stimuli.

I should like to suggest, by the

way, that there may be a connection between the power of light to stimulate sexual activity and the appeal
of Mediterranean holidays — even the popularity of the Northern summer!
There is probably no area of medicine which is not in some way affected by latent hypermetropic and
spasm of accommodation. Despite the fact that the connection between refraction and almost every
possible eye condition or general disease has long since been guessed at that various more or less correct
theories and concepts have been advanced in the course of history,there still seems to have been little
practical benefit drawn from them. This must at least be our conclusion if we note the way in which eye-drops
are negligently and hastily prescribed and how patients with a clear error of refraction are shunted from one
doctor to another.

It looks as though earlier intuitions — and there are many of them — have never really

been co-ordinated: the whole thing has never got off the ground.

It has been calculated by means of electro-physiological experiments that the eye mediates
approximately 40 million separate impulses a second and that this accounts for more than 99% of all
incoming information to the organism (quoted by Helminen, 1968).
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NEUROLOGICAL SYMPTOMS CONNECTED WITH MIGRAINE

Hereunder I deal with some of the contributory factors in the migraine syndrome as they occur in my material
— grouped according to the anatomy of the nervous system.
There

are

so

many

essential neurological symptoms and disorders which are

disabling to the patient,
connected with the eyes.

can nevertheless be treated,

but are not generally

This is especially because the indispensable elementary know

ledge is already buried and forgotten. All one has to do is to take a good look at a text-book
of anatomy (for example, the familiar old Rauber-Kopsch which I use myself) — there is
no need to go into details — and see what is written there about the cerebral nerves I,
III, V, VII, VIM, IX and X, indeed about all of them, as well as the network of the
ciliary, semi-lunar and pterygopalatine ganglions, in order to become convinced of the
central position of

stimuli having their origin in the ciliary muscle.

In general it

is the ganglions that harbour the great secrets of physiology.
It would be useful if every physician, not merely ophthalmologists, were to make plain to himself that the seat
of the whole accommodation process is the cilicary muscle, which thus also functions as a source of impulses, the
ciliary ganglion being their mediator.
The ciliary ganglion, that two-millimetre-wide "telephone exchange", is a meeting place of fibres from the
parasympathetic

oculo-motorius, the sensory trigeminus and also sympathicus, whose motor fibres in turn have a

connection with the cerebro-spinal system, more exactly with the last cervical and first thoracic segments.
Anatomists have pointed to the close relationship of the cranial automatic ganglia to the different divisions of the
trigeminal nerve, which has not so far been satisfactorily explained:the fact is that the trigeminal fibres pass
uninterruptedly through the ganglia (Hamilton 1958, page 910 and Walsh, page 150).
that the actual parasympathetic

Some authorities believe

ganglion cells are derived in development from the trigeminal nerve.

I should like to draw attention here to Walsh's section "Central Connections of the Trigeminal Nuclei " (page
88), which throws

a great deal of light on the clinical picture of migraine and also on the "variety of reflexes which

are set off when the peripheral endings of the trigeminal nerve are irritated".
It is also good to remember that in addition to the oculomotor nerve which effects
accommodation, also the cranial nerves VII, IX and X are parasympathetic.

Thus

the important blood-vessel nerves of the vagus (Rauber-Kopsch 1943, part III, page 233).
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irritations of all these important nerves have unlimited possibilities of finding their way anywhere in the body and
may appear as almost any kind of symptom.
These symptoms will of course be found mentioned in text-books — the only thing is that the part played by
accommodation stress, the linking force behind all these things, and the elimination of which also leads to good
clinical results, has for its part received insufficient attention.
With regard to the additional neurological symptoms connected with migraine ( trigeminal and other
neuralgias, dizziness, fainting, epilepsy etc.) it must be noted that they increase in direct proportion to the degree of
severity of the migraine.
additional material,

I make the supposition that the figures in my material are high because,

they represent the whole country and in my judgement

are

the

in

the

most difficult cases.

In the extremely complicated and indeed puzzling symptomatology of migraine,where opposing trends in the
vegetative nervous system alternate from moment to moment, it must be remembered that we are dealing with a kind
of chaos in autonomic regulation, the so-called
To

dysautonomic situation (cf. case 1213/ p.466).

understand the symptomatology of migraine requires such a very thorough knowledge of neuro-anatomy

and neuro-physiology that a single person can hardly hope to master it. The limits of this work do not however make
it necessary and in any case there are many good text-books on the subject.

I nevertheless take the liberty of

venturing into the jungle so far as to collect, principally from my migraine material, examples which show how deeply
the whole nervous system is involved.
For a competent neuro-ophthalmologist this is an endlessly interesting and rewarding field of work, because
help can very often be given simply by prescribing plus diopters. It is therefore necessary, once and for all, to adopt
a whole new way of thinking and recognize that a great number of these "fine" neurological symptoms are merely
refractive in origin.
These matters are illuminated by the following paragraphs, in which I refer to a number of cases that have
come my way.

However, I have departed from the systematic arrangement and dealt separately in first place

with the trigeminal and facial nerves, because their extreme commonness is of prime clinical importance.
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I C r a n i a l N e r v e s
The T r i g e m i n a l

(Fifth

Cranial)

Nerve

" It is the most important sensory nerve in the body, and is
particularly important to ophthalmologists, since through its
complex structure and connections, pain or discomfort originating
in the eye may be referred elsewhere, and central involvements
may account for ocular symptoms. "
Frank B. Walsh

1.

Trigeminal neuralgia

In his well known book,Clinical Neuro-Ophthalmology,Walsh expresses the view that the entire central
mechanism of the trigeminal is closely connected with the optic nerve. — We may thus be justified in seeing most
trigeminal pain as one form of ophthalmo-logical headache which may itself be that idiopathic trigeminal neuralgia,
the cause of which is unknown.

As a matter of fact one ought to consider eye-ache as trigeminal neuralgia,although

in normal clinical practice we are accustomed to using the term only when the pain occurs in the region of the head
or face.
There is incidentally much of interest concerning the history of trigeminal neuralgia in a monograph by
Rasmussen (1965).

— Among others, Harris uses the term "migrainous neuralgia "when speaking of trigeminal

neuralgia (Walsh p. 1160), but as in the case of migraine he does not connect its etiology with latent hypermetropic,
i.e. spasm of accommodation, that powerful neurophysiological factor in the organism.
My experience of the trigeminal nerve will always be an unforgettable lesson. It has shown me what is
meant by "searching where there is light already" — in other words what an effective obstacle an old doctrine and
unfounded ideas can be to new ways of thinking.

Experience has also taught me how important it is to ask the

patient for anamnestic details which he will not otherwise even mention and which he cannot be expected to connect
with his other troubles.

How grey all cats look in the dark! It is very probably the same "lack of illumination" that

has prevented people from getting on the right track in many other medical fields, thus making it impossible to help
the patient.
When I started to write Tetralogia I still thought trigeminus symptoms were a rare
occurrence among ophthalmological patients, though it is true that even then my interest
had been aroused and

I tried to discover

the refraction situation of trigeminus

Duke-Elder (1969,p. 147),however, says that some irritating reflex influence may be associated with spasm of
accommodation, for example a trigeminal neuralgia.
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patients, all the supposed reasons for this pain being so unsatisfactory.

However, only a year later I found myself in

the presence of a veritable trigeminus "epidemic". When I came to deal with a more serious type of migraine patient I
tumbled to the intimate connection between migraine and trigeminal neuralgia and also learned how to make the patient
tell about these symptoms.

In order not to provoke any particular

answer, I framed the question as follows: "Do

you get any special kind of pain in the face or elsewhere in the region of the head when you have a migraine attack?"
Patients'descrip-tions were spontaneous and coincided to a large extent.

The most frequent response from the patient

is for him to place his fingers either on one or on both sides of his cheeks, indicating the direction of the pain upwards
towards the nose or towards the gums and teeth — either the premolars or front teeth (Fig.9 corresponding to the II
division of the trigeminal nerve).

Fig.9. Typical gesture made by patient when describing their pain.

In some patients the pain is localized on the upper lip or at the tip of the tongue (1601), in others on the lower lip (1592);
a third will rub the mucous membrane of the cheek with her finger (1179). Sometimes the pain runs along the jaws or the
chin, or there is a shooting pain towards the ear, or in front of the ear, corresponding to the auriculotemporal nerve, a
branch of trigeminal III. Also worth mentioning is Case No. 1507, a 34-year-old married lady, whose face was so sore
after a migraine attack that she could not even bear to wash it, a clear indication of trigeminal irritation, H +4.0 \ I have
also had a case where the scalp was so sore that the patient could not comb her hair and others (452,1921) who
wondered a) why her ear was so sore that she could not lie on the pillow and b) why the telephone receiver was so
painful. One is so accustomed throughout one's special training to thinking of the forehead as the site of pain that it does
not even occur to one that the trigeminal nerve may be involved (ophthalmic nerve, trigeminal I ). No attempt is made
to study the exact location of the pain and determine whether or not it is situated exactly at those points where the frontal
and nasociliary nerves pass out. The description given by migraine patient No. 1755 (37-year-old married lady, H
+3.5; oculist did not consider glasses necessary two years earlier) is very instructive ; after driving in the dark, all round
her right eye was numb. Cf.case 1746, p.215.
1 For trigeminal neuralgia connected with disseminated sclerosis see p. 342.
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Also of importance in the case of migraine patients is the thin branch (ramus meningicus), which is sent
back intracranialiy from the same first trigeminal nerve, and spreads at the walls of the tentorium cerebelli, the
superior petrosal sinus, the straight sinus and the transverse sinus.

The path of this branch would explain the

spreading of the pain,which patients so often describe with a gesture of the hand, beginning at the forehead and
radiating upwards and backwards — the opposite movement to that "helmet removing" gesture familiar in other
contexts.

It is also interesting to remember that there are sensory branches of trigeminus I leading to the

oculomotorius, trochlearis and abducens, which enables us to understand those quite common pains which patients
complain of in connection with eye movements, for example when they have influenza (a sign of accommodation
strain because of weakened muscle power when the patient is in poor condition).
Walsh says that the maxillary division is rarely affected alone.

If one leaves out of account division I,

which in almost every case, especially with migraine patients, is involved in the pain, the material makes it plain
that a relatively large number of patients have described symptoms pertaining precisely to the maxillary division •
Such an example was No.587 in whom there were no symptoms at all in divisions I and III.

Pain in division II

may even give a misleading picture of maxillary sinusitis, as with patient No.1244,pp.182,240,who for this reason
was given sulpha drugs.
Although Walsh (p. 230), in writing of spasm of accommodation,affirms that "... it occurs as a functional
manifestation, as a reflex phenomenon in trigeminal neuralgia...", on the basis of my experience generally, and also
in the light of the above discussion and the cases examined,

I should like to suggest that the causal connection

is exactly the opposite, i.e. that trigeminal neuralgia is a consequence of spasm of accommodation, as a reflex
phenomenon !
Certain well-known features of trigeminal neuralgia agree very well with many of the characteristics of migraine
already discussed.

Thus the ratio 2:1 of female to male sufferers mentioned by some authors is in accord with that

what I have said earlier about the weaker musculature of women.
The same is true of the occurrence of trigeminal pain on one side only (Walsh says that it only occurs on both
sides in 2% of cases).

It coincides exactly with what I wrote earlier (p. 132) about the struggle for survival in

nature,where one or other of a pair of organs or parts of the body strives to dominate, probably therefore working the
harder, carrying most of the strain and thus reacting with pain.

It must nevertheless
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be said that besides the relatively common bilateral types (1078) there are many cases where the neuralgia
changes sides (1071, 1229).
In connection with trigeminal neuralgias one cannot help drawing attention to the possibility that herpes
zoster may be provoked by spasm of accommodation (No 559, migraine patient, H+5.5; Case histories 1095,p.240
and 1213,p. 466).
The following example illustrates in an amusing way the prevailing ideas up to now about the incurability or
near-incurability of trigeminal neuralgia.
Case 1023.

A 51-year-old married woman, clerk In business; hypermetropic of at least 4.0 diopters,
glasses +2.25 and +2.5. Patient had already had her neck stretched ten times wijthout
result, due to trigeminal and cervical headache. When, after receiving bifocals +2.0 add.
2.0, she had become symptom-free and visited an E.N.T. specialist, telling him what had
happened, his comment was:" You have never had trigeminal neuralgia at all !"

It is of course easy for the patient and those near
for trigeminal nauralgia and to

him to understand the reason

observe that the troubles are cured with spectacles. For

example, case No. 1071, a 56-year-old cook (female) who had suffered since the age
of 30 especially from "holiday" migraine and from trigeminal pain for ten years. The pain
changed from side to side and generally spread in the direction of the temple (in the
region of the auriculo-temporalis nerve).

Only eighteen months ago she had

distant

glasses prescribed, which she did not even have with her, but in her bag she had a
pair of spectacles some years old, +1.5 ,
her trouble as herpes (?).

+0.5

A doctor had treated

The refractometer alone showed hypermetropic of at least +3.5 d. (in examination, visus

1.0 was achieved monocularly with glasses+1.25).

I prescribed bifocals, +1.75, add. +1.75.

husband telephoned to say that the nerve was again aching,
already brightened.

90 .

Six weeks later her

because of the cold weather, and the distant lens had

I prescribed a second pair of spectacles to be used indoors to begin with, bifocals +2.5 add.

+2.0. Just over one year later the husband again telephoned (in spite of the fact that the optician had attempted to
brain-wash the husband into thinking that such glasses must not be worn,
glasses were now probably

too

symptoms had again appeared.

weak,
At

because in

they make you blind !) to say that the

connection with a recent attack of influenza trigeminal

each stage of examination

it became clear that there was still severe

spasm of accommodation ; it was impossible to reveal more hypermetropic than earlier and I prescribed spectacles
+3.25, add. +2.0 and advised a check-up after six or twelve months.
There was also No. 1158, the 52-year-old wife of a pig farmer.
an optician ^0 and +2.0; all she had ever had.

Operated on

First glasses five years before from
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for goitre three years earlier (also uterus and ovaries).(Her daughter 1159,p.272,also had migraine and thought herself
that it was caused by the eyes which felt as if they were popping out.

Hypothyrosis!)

Three years ago she felt

strange and tense in the day-time; when she turned her head everything spun round and she could not lie on her right
side. Examination revealed hypermetropic of at least +3.5 d., tense spasm of accommodation. I lent her spectacles at
once and gave her a prescription for bifocals +2.0, add. +2.0. Just over one year later 1 received the following letter:
I should like to add a few words to my daughter's letter. I am a patient of Professor Viikari's. I
came once again to his surgery and complained of a very sore place on my head and severe attacks of
dizziness. He sent me to an E.N .T.specialist, who examined me and arranged a number of X-rays for
me, prescribing drug after drug. For some time I consulted him and then told him I must get help from
somewhere, the drugs were ineffective.He simply had no advice to offer and said that the place on my
head was getting no blood. Then I decided to visit Professor Viikari again because my trouble had
become so bad that the pain had spread from behind the ears to the jaws and was unbearable, and this
time he sent me to you (the oculist) and a miracle took place, although I didn't immediately believe it
the pain disappeared from the jaws and behind the ear rather quickly and the sore place in the head and
the dizziness gradually got better and many, many other symptoms connected with it were cured, even
the tension got less. Now I cannot manage without these glasses if I am without them my head
starts throbbing, and seems as if it will split, but there is one bad side and that is that I see so dimly
with these general glasses and that is why I have many times thought of getting in touch with you.
With many thanks
(Translator's note: I have rendered the above letter in its original,
unpunctuated form.) For years later: patient had been so fit that she didn't bother to come to the 6
months — 1 year check-up I had proposed. She only come now because she had lost her glasses. Among
other things her gall-bladder trouble —no stones— had disappeared after strengthening of glasses and had
now re-appeared when the glasses were lost.

2.

The ear and the trigeminal nerve

a)

Ear-ache

To connect ear-ache with lack of spectacles may at first sight seem strange (paracentesis and drops,case
1256,p.451) and I shall not be surprised if both laymen and doctors are sceptical.

However, it must be remembered

that the sensory branches of n.trigemini III, Nn meatus acustici externi, R.membranae tympani and Nn auriculares
temporales supply the sensory perception of the external ear and the membrana tympani.
(453, 578)

have for this reason been treated for inflammation of the external ear.

necessarily take the form of actual ear-ache;

Many children and adults

The symptoms do not
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there may be a feeling in the ear like a wave of heat or a feeling of pressure bulging out through the ears.(Case
452, in connection with trigeminus II symptoms \ 1721).
It is of particular importance to remember that it is cramp in the muscles inserted in the ossicles of the middle
ear ( see
aches.

following paragraph) which produces the pain, exactly in the same way as a spasm of the ciliary muscle

Difficult though the neurological diagnosis of ear-ache can be, because the cerebral nerves V, VII, IX, X, XI

or XII or the upper cervical nerves may be involved, it is my view that most frequently it is the trigeminal nerve that is
respond..jle.

b)

Hearing disturbances

Poor hearing
The part played by the ear in trigeminal neuralgia is not limited, however, to the question of pain \ rather a
large number of migraine patients in this material complained of blocked ears (1213,p.466,470, 1517,p.218, 1663,
1689...) and hearing all noises as being far away.
The account given by patient No. 941 (H at least +5.0) is also interesting: she told how she first had pain in
the leg and this was followed by repeated attenuation of hearing. This fits well with what is known about the functioning
of the middle ear.

The trigeminal nerve sends impulses to the tensor tympani muscle, and the facial nerve sends

impulses to the stapedius muscle.

As the result of a powerful muscle contraction caused, for example, by a very loud

sound there occurs the pulling of stapes outward, leading to attenuation of sound (Guyton 1964, page 683).

The

same anatomico-physiological background also explains the muscle contractions which are the reaction of a small baby
to sudden loud noise (H/z$vo 1974), for example the auro-palpebral reflex in which the facial nerve is involved. A
similar state of contraction clearly arises from accommodation stress, as in other muscles supplied by the generally
irritated trigeminal, or other nerves.

The whole process is well illustrated by Case No. 1213, page

466,

for which

there exist audiograms of the different phases of accommodation (pages 471,480) .Some patients (No. 1517) explain
that such a phase was succeeded by permanently impaired hearing. This is not surprising either,because it is known that
paralysis of the tensor tympani (N. pterygoides medial is, trigemini III) accounts for dys-acousis for low-pitched
sounds (Walsh p. 100).

It is all the more surprising that in a recent study of the eyes of children with defective

hearing (Lappi et al. 1974) every possible abnormality was taken into account, except refraction error !

And yet, it is

|ust this
refraction error that might have therapeutic significance.
1 Some patients have complained of progressive attenuation of hearing during social functions (No. 1986,operated on
twice for goitre, H+5.0). Could it be that accommodation spasm becomes more tense as they get tired, the effect being
transferred to the auditory ossicle muscles, whose function is thereby impaired?
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3.

The consequences of trigeminal symptoms in dentistry

One field in which the consequences of spasm of accommodation and trigeminal symptoms is of particular
interest is dentistry.

a)

Grinding of the teeth during sleep ( Bruxism )

Sleep and rest, and the phenomena in the organism associated with them,are of the
very greatest interest and though it may seem contradictory if one only thinks about it
superficially, rest can trigger off harmful reactions.

Incontrovertible evidence for this

is provided by the phenomenon of holiday migraine described earlier and by headaches
in general that begin in the early hours.

In this context it is also worth remembering

that the highest values for intraocular pressure in glaucoma patients usually occur in the hours
after midnight.One of the most interesting things that the material makes plain is what a common
phenomenon the grinding of teeth i s , not only among trigeminal patients but notably among
those suffering from migraine (see also Krogh-Poulsen and Carlson 1974).

It

is not always noticed, but many patients have become aware of it and perhaps an equal number have been told about
it by another member of the family.

I know myself that before wearing spectacles and during the time when I was

wearing weak ones, how often I actually cried during sleep because my teeth seemed to be breaking and I know how
much it hurts to have an umpleasant cramp of the powerful masticatory muscles.

These muscles with the exception

of the venter mastoideus of the biventer muscle, are supplied by the third and strongest branch of the trigeminal nerve,
which contains motor fibres also.
People sometimes also give

very illuminating descriptions.

One female patient (571) said that her state of

tension and stress was so extreme that even in the day-time she noticed that she was grinding her teeth together.
the same time the patient had an incipient hordeolum owing to the great plus deficiency in her glasses.

At

A similar

"tooth-grinder" was a 46-year old man (1682, pseudo-myope) who had had the same minus cylinders for 5 years.
The consequences of this grinding together of the teeth are so clear that dentists can see damage done to the
occlusion surfaces, and this was precisely the case with the gentleman mentioned above.

In some cases dentists

provide plastic protection for the teeth at night (Case 1240, 29-year-old kindergarten teacher } migraine ; symptoms
of
I think this should be included under migraine equivalents like, for example, nocturnal laryngeal spasms.
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all three branches of trigeminal nerve ; first visit to oculist only now ; hypermetropic +3.0 immediately revealed.
Case history 1562 p. 454, migraine patient with multiple symptoms.

Plastic protection for teeth prescribed at age of

34). I was once visited by a young foreign lady (1185) who had had to have all her teeth levelled because of such
grinding. Having observed how many patients in this severe migraine material are also "toothi grinders" I no longer
have the smallest doubt that spasm of accommodation plays a major role here too.

Nevertheless, Blair and

Gordon (1973) say that a number of trigeminal neuralgia patients have been relieved by modification of their dental
prostheses and hence of their occlusal position.

It is probably correct to include tooth-grinding as one of the

symptoms in the migraine-equivalents group.

b)

Unavailing measures

The most annoying thing of all is that a variety of severe trigeminal symptoms leads to radical, unnecessary
and often merely diagnostic measures,as a result of which patients may incur, on top of all the trouble Involved,
considerable financial expense. Above all this applies to the unnecessary extraction of teeth and even repeated
fittings for artificial dentures, bridges etc.

(762,927,1170,1562 p.454).

Only somewhat less slight are the troubles caused by local anaesthetics in various nerves (429), by cortisone
injections in a sore maxillary joint (1648, 24-year-old female patient) or by opening up the root canals and the taking of
endless X-ray pictures (1213 p.466). Could it not also be that trigeminal irritation

lies behind cases of nerve death in the
1

dental pulp,otherwise unexplained (Case 452 , hypermetrope +3.5, at the age of 24 years tooth-grinder" *r Case 1640,
27-year-old migraine patient, student \ glasses earlier -3.75 and -4.25 *f complete pseudo-myope)?

4.

Trigeminal neuralgia and neuro-surgery

It is most unlikely that it will ever occur to a dentist, struggling with problems of the kind mentioned above, that the
matter is trigeminal and optical in origin.On the other hand a neuro-surgeon will explicitly and knowingly treat trigeminal
pain (or some other aching nerve) palliatively by attempting to depress the nerve's power of reaction, first by drugs, then
by anaesthetizing the nerve (No 429) and finally by avulsion of the aching nerve, without having the smallest idea why the
nerve aches !

That this is no solution at all is shown by the experiences of the many patients who have been so treated

(1229, 1230, 1270, 1518, 1530, ....).
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5.

Sneezing

Although the vagus plays an important part in sneezing I wish to consider this reflex here because it begins in
the region of the trigeminal nerve, in the nasal passageways via the fifth nerve to the medulla, where the reflexes are
integrated (Guyton, 1964, page 522).
I know from my own experience how sneezing and accommodation are connected with
one another —when reading the newspaper in bed in the morning for example; also No.587.
But it was finally patient No. 1622 who made the matter clear.

Having made her put

on fogging glasses while she was waiting her turn for examination I heard an uncontrolable fit of sneezing in the waiting room.
and I told her that I knew it.

The patient herself said that it was the glasses

Sneezing is a sure symptom of trigeminal irritation,

because section of the ophthalmic division produces loss of the sneezing reflex, but does
not stop the secretion of tears.

But we are dealing here with a mechanism in which

stimulation of the reflex begins in the ciliary muscle. As a matter of fact it looks as
though any sudden change in the ciliary muscle is enough to produce sneezing regardless
of whether contraction or relaxation is involved, cf.p.209.
Since I have had occasion to refer here to sneezing I should also like to mention an interesting case of migraine ,
(No. 1042) a 37-year-old mother (H+5.0), and her daughter; both of them always got a sneezing fit in bright sunshine :
also a 47-year-old man, pseudomyope, who had a similar reaction. Transmission of the irritation was undoubtedly of
the type above described: irritation of the optic nerve, then of the oculomotor nerve and the ciliary muscle, thereafter of
the trigeminal nerve. The mechanism in these cases \s to be compared with what happens when, in attempting to force
open the eye of a child with blepharospasm, sneezing results (Walsh,page 192) — again a sudden, powerful photo
stimulus.

If we now think of the untreated etiological cause of trigeminal neuralgia and other trigeminal disturbances, i.e.
hypermetropia, it is no longer any surprise that the treatment given for this condition, which is considered to involve
pain as infernal as man can suffer, should have been so unsuccessful. In the light of my own material and the most
interesting cases where plus glasses effected a cure, the matters

discussed above seem abundantly clear.

It also seems to the writer that the way in which Vitamin B (Neurobion) functions as an alleviating agent is
most obscure.

It seems to be merely palliative in its effect, improving the general condition of the patient and

thereby ameliorating the power to accommodate.
whose general condition is poor (587).

It would be interesting to study the onset of neuralgia in patients

There have been many cases where neuralgia has been
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explained as resulting from an accident (for example, banging one's head on a beam in the attic) and there is a
plethora of such neuralgias round about the age of fifty, the age of presbyopia,so critical for accommodation.
By combining the systematic investigation of latent hypermetropia with studies of the etiology of trigeminal
trouble,the number of obscure cases would undoubtedly be less than heretofore.
It seems that we should add to the well-known etiological causes of trigeminal neuralgia — posterior fossa
tumours (Acoustic neurinomas), various thromboses (e.g. of the basilar artery and the cerebellar artery) — spasm of
accommodation,as being of at least equal significance, if not more so.

The F a c i a l

(Seventh

Cranial)

Nerve

The trigeminal nerve is responsible for the most varied headaches and syndromes, but different degrees
of irritation of the facial nerve connected with accommodation,are also important.

a)

I should like to begin with frequent blinking which I have already discussed on page 35 in connection

with examination \ it concerns only the eyelids, i.e. the orbicularis oculi muscle.

When I study this sure sign of

severe hypermetropia I ask myself why the person blinks more rapidly than normal.
answer has been found when examining my patients with the fogging method.

A logical and satisfactory

By blinking, the ciliary muscle

receives additional impulses by connections from the facialis to the oculomotor nerve in order to be able to maintain
the accommodation tonus that is called for by refraction error in order to achieve clear vision. In speaking of the
orbicularis reflex Walsh writes (p# 151) "The overflow of stimuli from the facial to the oculomotor nucleus. " Almost every
day I get new evidence of the validity of this thought, as I lead a new patient to look at motor car registration plates.
Their frequent blinking really disturbs the examination to the point of distraction, but as soon as they follow my
"command "and learn to control it voluntarily, the spasm of accommodation behind the strong fogging
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lens begins to be released,and the answers start coming thick and fast.

Half In jest and half seriously I have

thought that perhaps the rapidity of blinking could be used as an approximate Indicator of plus lens deficiency,
because different Individuals have a different blinking rhythm, at intervals of from 2 to 10 seconds (Walsh p. 186).
The general reaction of exhausted muscles is cramp.

We see this in a spasm of accommodation y we see it

in writer's cramp; we see it too In blepharospasm, contractions of the orbicularis oculi muscle, supplied by the facial
nerve.

Blepharospasm, like spasm of accommodation, may vary in intensity.

b)

The slightest form, already referred to, is called "live blood" or myokymia,

which is a cramp of separate muscle fibres felt or visible In the lids, most commonly
in the lower lids(rami zygomatici): it is variously described as a fibrillary clonic, intermittent twitching of the lids,
tremulous movements of muscle fibres in the lids, myoclonia fibriMaris multiplex and persistent quivering of the
muscles.
After prompt treatment with plus glasses the twitching calms down at once and I am thus in complete
disagreement with Walsh when he writes that the etiology is unknown (page 111) and also with the view he attributes
to Luckiesh and Moss (p. 191) " In some (sic ) individuals it is associated with pronounced error of refraction. "
Walsh also remarks on the other hand that twitching Is occasionally seen after the instillation of eserine (p. 773) —
also a clear indication of the connection between spasm of accommodation and myokymia !

c)

Next there is the further degree of irritation of the facialis nerve which pro

duces powerful, jerky blinking — tic convulsif — where the whole of the orbicularis
oculi muscle is involved (578, 724, 751 and case history No 438,p.434). This is
the result of a considerable plus deficiency, a prolonged period without spectacles, or some other discomfort in the
eyes.

The tic is a great trial to the patient, can be disturbing for others and requires the taking of drash'c measures

and determined guidance if it is to be calmed.

It is precisely for these extremely tense patients that the fogging

method can be of real help in revealing latent hypermetropia.

d)

Although Walsh says that "when paralysis of the seventh nerve follows upon

facial spasm as a result of irritation of the nerve, there is definitive evidence of compres
sion

11

tumor.... (p. 110), l a m unable to consider it as the only absolute possibility,

because I have seen many patients with facial paralysis (case reports 433 p.434, 460 p.435,
A real book worm ; as a schoolboy had glasses +1.0 for some time ; after that, no glasses until he was over 40.
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and cases 858, 962, 965, 1034, 1080, 1088, 1124, 1134, 1211, 1285, 1342 - see Table No. 5

) who have given

similar descriptions of the symptoms preceding this paralysis. They had all had for some time a severe searing pain,
then a sudden smarting, followed by paralysis.

These people have, however, lived for years afterwards and have

often been thoroughly examined without any objective finding.

On the other hand, my examination of them has in

every case revealed either severe hypermetropia or a great plus deficiency.

In these cases what has happened is

that an overburdened nerve (accommodation strain-irritation probably via the trigeminal nerve through anatomical
connections to the facialis nerve) has quite simply reacted by giving up and becoming paralyzed, the patient at least
getting relief from his cramps, even though he may

have another kind of disorder to take their place.

Pareses of

the facial nerves are vastly more common that pareses of other peripheral nerves and this also suggests a connection
with accommodation.
One must get used to the thought that facialis spasms are almost always the result of spasm of accommodation
and not merely sometimes, as is said about blepharospasm (Walsh, page 192 : see also page 193, spastic
entropion).
Since these facialis symptoms often appear by degrees and with due warning it is possible for help to be given
in time,and the responsibility of the oculist for prescribing spectacles is of the greatest.
I am persuaded also that in the etiology of inflammatory ("rheumatic") peripheric facialis pareses (Bell's
paresis) and particularly with regard to therapeutic measures, one should keep in mind the examination of
refraction,and adequate spectacles (673).
For the part played by the facialis nerve in the secretion of lachrymal fluid see "Lachrymation " page

207.

e) As was mentioned on page 197, paralysis of the tensor tympani muscle, which is
supplied by the trigeminal nerve,produces dysacousis, but paralysis of the stapedius muscle,
which receives its impulses from the facial nerve,produces hyperacousis or increased
sensitivity to high tones.

Here too we may have an example of Nature's wise double

precautions, i.e. that such small, neighbouring muscles are supplied by different nerves.
Case No. 1686.

A 32-year-old man; complete pseudo-myope ;
glasses approx. -1.5 ; hypermetropia at least +2.0 (+3.5); in addition to
severe migraine, the patient suffered from severe dizziness; numbness
in one hand; a feeling of constriction In the throat; cardiac pains ;
fainting in the cinema. Besides the above this patient spontaneously
referred to increased sensitivity to high tones.
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Table 5.

Facialis symptoms and refraction
I have here collected facialis symptoms also for non-migraine patients

No.

Sex

Born

Migraine
XX

Notes

Refr.

Case history p.434. Case

+3.5

438

history p.434.

PsM at least 4 d.

460

Case history p.435. Still at age of 43
spectacles -1.5 and -1.75.

433

PsM H(+1.0)

1913
1912

Blinked since childhood. Later on disturbing tic
and trigeminus II symptoms.

1914

Brother of the above.Bellas paresis when under
40 years of age. Died of cardiac infarction at 49.
Facial tic.
-1.0 0°.

578

1918

Glasses had been -2.0, cyl

M

Psoriasis, facial tic.

673

1926

M

At age of 60 facialis paresis. When young
always had headache. Daughter (785) +10.0.

724

1955

M

751

1931

M

858

1892

F

962

1902

F

965

1926

X

Glasses only at age of 30.
RR 230/ Facialis paresis at age of 63.
Degeneratio
senilis maculae.

1016

1034

1900

Facial tic. First glasses at age of 63.
Excavations at edges of the papillae.
Glaucoma treatment begun elsewhere.
Patient's glasses +0.75,add.3.0, Table
20B,p.354.

F

M

1948

1952

M

+3.(5)

PsM;at most -0.25
+3.0
(+2.0)

+7.0

At age of 52 still no distant glasses. First at age of +2.75 Severe
spasm
54 right lid began to twitch. Twitched for a
of
year, slowly stopped j thereafter began to droop.
accommodation
RR 240/100.

Lids twitched since childhood. Migraine, on
account of which psychiatric treatment. Cf. page
215, macropsia and Table 17B,p.335.
1009

+3.0

X

First visited me at age of 6: one eye continually
blinking; left side of face slacker — po(io(?) two
years before. 1966 left eye sometimes got
completely blurred when blinking. Eye would not
completely close. 1968 headache. 1973 RR
190/100. Dec. 1974 150/96-97 without drugs. See
Table 9,p.258.

+5.0
(+6.0)

+5.0
(+10.0)

+5.5
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No.

Born

Sex

Migraine

Notes ________________________________________Refr. _____

1080

1925

F

Cramps at age of 3 1/2 after which
+6.5
left lid and left side of face partly
(+7.0)
drooped. Still at age of 42 no glasses from an oculist.
Such severe dizziness that she could not stay on her
chair. Shingles on left side of face at age of 43. Subconjunctival suggillation three times in six months.
1973 headache. Spasm of accommodation released
better on the paretic side.See also p.240.

1088

1907

M

Eye-ache at age of 66; glaucoma
treatment begun without distant glasses.
paresis at age of 29. Table 20B,p.354.

(+5.0)
Facial

1124

1896

F

Facial paresis on right side at age
PsM, H
of 75. Minus still increased at age
at least
of76. G l a s s e s - 1 . 0 ,
-1.0 90
+1.0
and-1.0, -1.5 90. Had had recidive ulcera
marginalia; calmed by abandoning her glasses and
going over to plus lenses.

1134

1914

M

At age of 54 facial paresis on left
side. At that time still no distant glasses.
Diabetes at age of 49. RR 220/-.

1211

1933

F

X

At age of 39 "cheek-nerve" paralysis
+6.0
Cerebral angiography. No earlier glasses.
Glasses+2.0, add 1.25. Migraine already
greatly relieved; no attacks.

1237

1929

F

X

Ulcus ventr. 3 times,diagnosed by x-ray. +6.5
When pregnant RR 180-220/-Tooth-grinder
(trigeminus).Mother had migraine. Extra-systoles
already at school.

1267

1904

F

1285

1921

M

X

PsM.Glasses had been approx. -5.0
At age of 35 facialis paresis.
RR 180/115. At age of 38 Colitis diverticulosa.
Saw registration numbers partly with +3.0.

+1.75
(+5.0)

1342

1941

F

X

At age of 28 facialis paresis on left
side. Had used glasses approx. -3.0
Very severe spasm of accommodation.
Slight degeneration in right macula.

PsM
at least
2.0 d

Restless tic. Operated on for glaucoma
See Table No.20B,p.355.

(+2.0)

(+3.0)
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No.

Born

1691

Sex

1945

1810

1906

F

M

1861
1968

1907

F

Migraine
X

Notes

Refr.

Mother of three children (her 12-year(+4.0)
old child had already had two severe migraine attacks).
Earlier a great reader j now unable to manage because
her eyes become tired. Ten years earlier treated with
Thyrazol x 6 for hyperthyrosis for 6 months. At about
the same time suffered loss of speech for half an hour.
Treated for stomach ulcer for 3 years. Dizziness for
three years, at present everyday. Headache only
during last two years. No vomiting. 1 1/2 years ago
ear-ache (trigeminus?) troubled her for at least one
month. Examination revealed no cause. Heart
11
symptoms "it jumps (extrasystoles). Facial paralysis at
age of 28, lasted 10 days. Examined in neurology clinic
twice ^ also once in an eye clinic. Nothing found.
Migraine drugs prescribed, already taken large
quantities, but at least has not helped dizziness. With
her first bifocals +1.5,add. 1.5, symptom-free for nearly
six months. During the 15 months after her first visit she
twice wrote asking for stronger glasses.
First glasses prescribed at age of 7\
(-2.0)
first worn at age of 19. His strongest glasses were -7.5
and -6.0. Lachrymal sac extirpated at age of 50. Facial
paresis 1973. Also p.377.
Case history p.462

+3.(5)

At age of approx.65 twitching in
left cheek and corner of the mouth. Distant glasses
at that time +1.0, EEG and sodium
diphenylhydantoin.

+4.(5)

Now that attention has been drawn to the connection between caries and decreased secretion of saliva
(Tenovuo, 1977) the possible part played by severe accommodation — leading to sympathicotony — is worth
investigating.
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La c h r y m a ti on

In a discussion of trigeminal and facial

nerves the

question of lachrymation must not be overlooked.

Lachrymation is a physiological process which has interested me especially in the last few years.

I have

had to deal with it daily in my work in many different situations and have been constrained in my bewilderment to
consider the mechanism lying behind the phenomenon in each case.
Lachrymation is a parasympathetic event controlled by the facialis nerve.
considered to be self-evident.

This is

The lachrymal gland, however, also receives sympathetic

fibres by way of the carotid plexus and their role is probably vasomotor (Johnson and
Spalding 1974, p. 214).

It must be remembered that the nerve fibres which supply the

lachrymal gland have their origin in the facialis nerve and are joined, in the spheno
palatine ganglion to the trigeminal maxillary nerve and end as the lachrymal nerve (branch
of trigeminal I).

The lachrymal nerve probably supplies only sensations to the gland and

the facial nerve supplies secretory fibres (Walsh, 1961,p.90). Elsewhere (page 1162) Walsh
refers to Adler,

who noted that the production of tears reflexly is principally through

the ophthalmic division of the trigeminal (lachrymal branch), but that the sympathetic also plays a part, as well as the
facial, through the greater superficial petrosal.

It is thus not so surprising that Walsh should say that section of the

great petrosal nerve does not abolish lachrymation (p. 131).

The effect of the sympathicus on the lachrymal

gland is not, however, so straightforward that it could satisfactorily explain the variations of the secretions of
lachrymal fluid in so many different clinical situations.

But if we suppose that both alpha and beta receptors'also

effect the lachrymal gland,most of our questions would be answered.

This possibility must not be ruled out because

it has in any case been shown that a number of experimental animals have a dual adrenergic receptor mechanism in
the intraocular

muscles (Alphen et al., 1965).

External causes of lachrymation
Everybody knows from experience that physical stimulations like smoke, wind, a
foreign body in the eye, cold and heat, as well as chemical substances — for example,
smarting caused by drugs — provoke lachrymation in the same way as inflammation does. 1 I wish to thank Dr. Stella
Botelho for the interesting article she kindly sent me in February 1978.
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All such sensations are mediated by the sensitive trigeminal nerve;

the cornea is an area in the organism

particularly rich in sensory nerve endings, mainly pain spots.

Physiological factors in the variation of lachrymal fluid secretion

a)
As

Increased secretion
a

contrast

to

the

above

there is also a completely different kind of mechanism, i.e. the part

played by the autonomic nervous system, which brings us back once again to accommodation.

Let us begin from a

normal state of relaxation and calm, i.e. the secretion of lachrymal fluid required for keeping the cornea moist.
It is easy to understand that there are continuous physiological functions going on in the body : lachrymal
fluid is secreted, blinking (controlled by the facial

nerve) drives the fluid forward to the lachrymal passages,

providing at the same time a new parasympathetic

impulse for the secretion of lachrymal fluid.

When this kind of parasympathetic

impulse is slightly stronger than usual, as is the case when doing

demanding close work — or in a hypermetrope even just looking in the distance, — clearly visible lachrymation
occurs, as the ciliary muscle supplied by the parasympathetic

oculomotor nerve, contracts.

This is a symptom

which is very familiar and frequently referred to by patients who come to have their glasses strengthened. It is often the
very first thing which actually brings a patient to the oculist — even before headache occurs.

A good example is Case

No. 1638, a 15-year-old school-girl, H+4.0 ; one week before she visited me another oculist had failed to prescribe
glasses ; the epiphora from which she had been suffering stopped at once with* glasses +2.25.

One cannot however

say,just like that,that the basic mechanism of such lachrymation is a reflection from the ciliary body — it may equally
well be a trigeminal consequence of irritation of the conjunctiva and cornea of a strained eye.
However, also when accommodation is being released,the most profuse lachrymation occurs, floods of
crocodile tears (1653), and I have on countless occasions seen the same thing in a less extreme form in connection
with the fogging examination:for example, No. 40, a lady, born 1953, severe pseudo-myope, visus 0.1 without
glasses ; in 1971
the glasses were about -6.5 ; when she was on the brink of distinguishing line 0.15 with glasses+1.5 profuse
lachrymation occurred ; further Nos.814, H (+3.75); 1179,H (+4.5); 1518, H (+4.0 - +5.0).
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While writing this I happened to read an

interview given by an artist's model, now an old lady.

young girl she remembers faking her work so seriously that she dared not

As a

even blink her eyes : the result was

that copious tears flowed down her cheek and the painter was so worried that she called out "My poor child, you
are crying ! "
I have been able to observe the same mechanism in my own eyes.

Often, after wearing strenghtened

glasses, especially when having them on in the evening in bed in the dark,or putting them on first thing in the
morning : my eyes sometimes stream for as much as half an hour, so that my face is wet all over.

As has been

mentioned before, releasing accommodation is a process which stimulates the sympathetic nervous system and the
sympathicus in turn also plays apart in lachrymation ( Walsh pp. 130— 131). Johnson and Spalding (1974) still
use a question mark in connection with the sympathetic main function in the lachrymal

gland :

"vasoconstriction \ secretion?", but it seems to me that the question mark could be removed.
Perhaps the course of events may also be thought of like this : the ciliary muscle, being released from its
cramp,makes possible the distension of the blood vessels, thereby adding to the lachrymal secretion : or c©uld it be
that simply the change, one way or the other, in the ciliary muscle,causes stimulation of the trigeminus or sympathicus
and in this way lachrymation? cf.p.200.
It is possible that this flood of tears may be due in part to the deliberately induced absence or control of facial
contractions during fogging (no blinking is allowed!),the whole functioning of the lachrymal passages being disturbed in
such a way that the pumping system lacks the power to carry the lachrymal secretion forward sufficiently.

The fact

that the syndrome of crocodile tearsl is usually associated with facial paralysis seems to support this (Johnson &
Spalding, p. 215).

It seems likely that lachrymation in connection with fogging is best explained if we realize that

tensing up of accommodation is a gradual parasympathetic
accommodation cramp.

stimulus

which to begin with leads to relative

As the strain continues it produces an ever stronger contraction, a real spasm, (spasm of

accommodation being a fatigue cramp of an overworked ciliary muscle which cannot be released without help from
outside) and we are dealing here with a stress situation which operates like any other spasm — cardiospasm, pylorusspasm, gallstone colic etc. —and may topple the organism into sympathicotony. As an outward sign one can often
already see this as enlarged pupils (Case history No. 814, page 439

% the most recent case that comes to mind is

No. 1741, where the school nurse drew attention to the girl's mydriasis. If this is the chain of events,the abundant
lachrymation which takes
' It is true that this expression is normally used of cases where there is a nerve anomaly.
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place when the spasm is released under fogging is the clearest evidence of a severe
spasm of accommodation.
shifts

to

Release of such a spasm means that the autonomic balance

parasympathetic

dominance and the increased secretion of lachrymal

fluid would be the classical result of

parasympathetic irritation.

With this in mind it no longer seems so puzzling that some people's eyes begin to water whenever they sing
— my own father was an example — there being no question of emotion involved. Other people's eyes water very
easily when they laugh, cf.p.46. My explanation of this is that the phenomenon results from releasing
accommodation after general relaxation,just as the distant vision of a myope becomes clearer if he yawns without
glasses on.

b)

It would be interesting to study the degree of latent hypermetropic in people with these propensities.

Decreased secretion

But what are we to think when as a result of accommodation stress the secretion of lachrymal fluid
decreases and patients complain of a feeling of sand in the eyes,or such endless itching that they rub their eyes
even during sleep (1655, H +5.5 no longer
after new glasses) -T or when the eyes are so dry that the patient tries to moisten them
with the steam from a cup of coffee (Case 1731, H +5.5 and probably also a similar
case reported to me by my translator)?
Among eye patients dryness of the eyes is just as common as lachrymation.

It is

incidentally more than likely that the same phenomenon is involved when a small baby
rubs its eyes with its fist before falling asleep.
Could it be that the rapid blinking caused by accommodation stress drives the
lachrymal fluid forward so effectively that the gland cannot secrete fast enough ?
(A good idea of the muscular force involved in the functioning of the lachrymal ducts
is given by a sudden fit of tears or a sudden mechanical irritation : the lachrymal fluid
may be visible as tiny drops on the spectacles, as if sprayed from a syringe. )
does

Or

accommodation strain in some people so overload the autonomic nervous system

as to push the organism into a state of sympathicotony (as described above) thereby causing stimulation of alpha
receptors (relative beta weakness),contraction of the blood vessels and in this way a decrease in the secretion of
lachrymal fluid?The observation that increased plus lenses, by relieving accommodation stress, always cure also
this trouble fits both possibilities ,

as does the

dryness in the eyes ( see also Viikari 1976).

fact that beta blocking agents have been found to cause
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An absolutely first-class demonstration of this was provided by patient 1213 (see page 473) whose
condition of pan-dysautonomy, probably resulting from an excessive release of accommodation (the vegetative
balance in the organism being on a knife edge), showed how even the secretion of lachrymal fluid can rapidly
oscillate from one extreme to the other:from streaming vasomotoric rhinitis to uncontrollable itching of the eyes
(cf.p.329).
Pan-dysautonomy links our theme also to atopy.

An atopy is a particular condition of dysautonomy and

it is typical of it that there are fluctuations in the secretion of lachrymal fluid.
about atopy.
the skin to

Let us start with what is known

One of the keys to diagnosing atopy is white demography, which is based on the hypersensitivity of
vasoconstriction.

In its turn this is a demonstration of an imbalance in the autonomic nervous

system and indicates alpha-receptor dominance and thus at least relative weakness of the beta-receptors.

It is

thus no wonder that the eyes of an atopic patient should be dry, like his skin.
A reduction in the secretion of lachrymal fluid completely explains the formation of the long, tough mucous
threads found in allergic conjunctivitis and the rapid alleviating effect of glucocorticoids (See p.378).
Case No. 1213, p. 473

, illustrated also this aspect of the functioning of the autonomic nervous system,

in many ways so difficult to explain.

When the patient was treated with beta blocking agents (Inderal) on account

of tachycardia and complex heart symptoms, there occurred difficulties in breathing, wheezing and features of
atopy in skin changes — even pricking of the eyes — which the patient had never had before, in spite of the
highly allergic family history revealed in anamnesis.

The beta blocking agents thus quite clearly changed the

labile condition of the autonomic nervous system in favour of the alpha receptors.

Also from laughing, see p.470.
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I want to refer

already here to Sjogren's (1973) syndrome, although I shall have occasion to return to the

matter of dry eyes in connection with rheumatism (p.311 and p.378). This group is represented by

Case No. 978 :

lady born in 1913 -r had already been treated for a long time for Sjogren's syndrome when she first consulted me
at the age of 45.

The convergent strabismus and amblyopia in one eye were already proof of considerable

hypermetropic, which over the years has been shown to be at least 3.5 d.

However, the patient's co-operation in

the matter of wearing glasses has not been the best possible because she has been more interested in other kinds of
treatment. Developing capsular opacity at the posterior pole was the thing that strained visual acuity and kept the
accommodation tense.

The patient has also suffered from bouts of blurred vision,dizziness, ringing in the ears and

toothache (probably of trigeminal origin).
I have learnt something of exceptional interest from several of my patients.

They

have explained, in connection with the beginning of treatment with plus glasses,how
they had a feeling during the first few days as if all the time the wind were blowing
in their eyes (1633, Table p.294) and they have even used identical words to express
it.

Could this

also be explained by the fact that as accommodation stress is relieved

the blinking frequency of the eyes decreases and with it the secretion of lachrymal fluid?
The eyes in any case would then feel dry and the patient would associate this sensation
with his experience of the drying effect of

wind.

Or could releasing of accommoda-

tion, by stimulating the beta receptors,cause increased secretion of lachrymal fluid, like the wind?
I shall not here consider lachrymation as a symptom in eye diseases, disorders within the skull,or
affections of the nose and the like, for in these cases it is not a direct consequence of spasm of
accommodation.
Everyone
stimuli

knows

that

we

cry when we are

unhappy,

but this lachrymation, based on psychic

and probably resulting from irritation of the vasomotor sympathicus fibres, is completely independent

of the eyes.
The attempt to discover an overall logic, particularly for the physiology of lachrymation, has more than once
left me positively exhausted and it is comforting to find Walsh (page 158) explaining that interruption of the
sympathicus may produce either an increase or a decrease in the secretion of tears.
All in all, the dualism of the autonomic nervous system with regard to the lachrymal gland — and
accommodation — is similar to that mentioned on page 143 in connection with hypermetropia in cases of deviation
: lachrymation follows both accommodation stress and its release and hypermetropia can be used to explain
anything you like !
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I shall now discuss the cases in my material which concern the other cranial nerves.

The O l f a c t o r y

(First

Cranial)

Nerve

Reference has already been made on page 158

to the fact that smells may be irritating during a migraine

attack (1011, 1235, 1256, 1420, 1523, 1543.... ). Often they are the smells of particular plants, even
sometimes being the same in the same family.

Thus for example, a mother and daughter

[ 1683

H (+4.0) and

1685 H(+2.75), both now no longer have any symptoms of migraine J,the plants in question being the European
larch (larix decidua), the burnet rose (rosa pimpinellifolia), lovage (levisticum officinale) and marsh mallow (althaea
officinalis ? ) Patients often quite erroneously blame irritating smells for their headaches (e.g. No. 446,
chokecherry).
Could there be some connection between the irritating effect of certain smells and tastes,

and the

disappearance of the sense of taste (452) after some illness which has affected general fitness — or in general
when there is no evident cause [1731 # H+5.5 (+6.0), sense of smell and partly sense of taste disappeared J? It is
perhaps possible that this could be explained by some kind of functional weakness deriving from a strained and
exhausted ciliary muscle?

The O p t i c

(Second

Cranial)

Reference has also been made on page
migraine attacks.

Nerve
158

to certain disturbing visual sensations in connection with

The optic nerve must be in a particularly sensitive state, because light alone is unbearable for

almost all patients and that is why they generally escape into a dark room under a blanket.

This alone should be

enough to get everyone on to the right track in establishing the etiology of migraine — to eliminate the functioning of
the eye has always been the best treatment for a migraine attack. (For the part played by the optic nerve in
photophobia see page 216).
It seems nevertheless that we should not limit our interest merely to the degree of temporary irritation in the
optic nerve but consider the possible consequences of a state of irritation of long duration, basing our investigation
upon the well-established truth that an exhausted organ is more prone to disorder and disease.
this question in connection with iritis on page 384,and page 342.Thus it might be possible to

We shall return to
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shed additional light on many unexplained and capricious cases of opticus-neuritis (1505, had glasses approx. -4.0
; is a complete pseudo-myope ;

1513, migraine patient \ symptoms of all divisions of trigeminal nerve, travel

sickness, had -2.5 and -3.75, complete pseudo-myope ) and possibly also to treat them.
cases cortisone and ACTH often help?

Why is it that in such

Perhaps because the general condition improves and physical strength

along with it so that the accommodation stress is relieved.
The same thought is valid if we apply it to optic atrophy (1455, frequent headaches and vomiting before the
age of seven *r glasses at the age of seven, stopped wearing them for a long period
cyl. +1.25

80 \ in

m
r

at age of 42, only+0.25 ,

one eye there was atrophy of the optic nerve, ophthalmometer reading 4.0 d. direct

astigmatism, indicating severe latent hypermetropic ; esotropia, H now revealed approx.+2.5).
It is well known that, due to arterial spasm, migraine attacks are very commonly preceded by temporary
amaurosis of varying degrees, up to 3 quadrants — or even in some cases complete temporary blindness.
defect in the visual field may vary in one and the same patient.

This

Thus, for example,case No. 1137, a 31-year-old

nurse who began an intensive course of study : her defect was sometimes homonymous hemianopsia — either on the
right or the left side, sometimes a bilateral superior altitudinal hemianopsia or a condition in which only one of the
lower quadrants was functioning.

Hypermetropic at least +2.5 (+3.0).

It was reported to me that notwithstanding

such serious symptoms she did not wear the prescribed spectacles regularly.
frequency of such cases the symptoms seldom remain permanent.

Luckily, however, in spite of the

This does sometimes happen and I am almost

certain that, particularly among young people, defects in the visual field of vascular origin are much more often the
result of migraine than is commonly thought.

I gave an example of this in

Tetralogia

(1972) : patient No.

352,in whom the defect occurred in connection with a migraine attack at the age of 38, H being +5.5.

Another

case, No. 1015 was a 31-yedr-old married lady working as a cosmetician : at the age of 29 she first had shooting
pains in the eyes that spread to the nose, followed by paralysis of the right side.
clinic and got better within a fortnight.

She was taken into a neurological

Her eyes were examined and right superior quadrantic hemianopsia was

discovered in both eyes, but no spectacles were prescribed although the patient asked whether they were not
necessary.

She has recently had disturbing stabbing pains in the region of her heart and consulted a surgeon who

sent her to me for further eye examination.
subsequently made a good recovery.
giddiness when still at primary school.

Hypermetropic revealed was at least+3.(5) d. This patient

Thirdly there was Case No. 1024, a married lady who had her first attack of
I first
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examined her when she was 40 and already then she had upper quadrant anopsia on the nasal side of the right eye.
When questioned the patient remembered that at the age of about twenty she saw "only half a person" when she
looked upwards.

Hypermetropic revealed so far,5.0 d.

The O c u l o m o t o r

(Third

Cranial ) Nerve

The oculomotor nerve, as the principal agent producing accommodation,and its strongest form, spasm of
accommodation, is the force behind the whole of the neurological merry-go-round.

Macropsia and micropsia are

certain signs of the great variation in the degree of accommodation or of the effort expended on
connected with spasm of accommodation and micropsia with sub-normal accommodation.
powers of expression and observation are so defective or are these phenomena truly rare?

it.

Can

Macropsia is
it be that people's

At least in the extensive

material related to accommodation in this study there were only a handful of patients who mentioned such symptoms.
Cases 1016, H+6.5 and 1979 ^ H (+2.5),macropsia peases 895,H (+2.0); 1582,H(+2.0), and 1902,H +3.(5).micropsia.

I

myself remember well how in my childhood if I had a high temperature the cubit shape of the room billowed about and kept
changing size.

This experience makes it easy to understand how feverous "images" are the result of a release of

accommodation cramp in a hypermetrope.
There have also been relatively few cases of oculomotor paresis

in my material

but in every instance, and also in trochlearis and abducens pareses, I have attempted the
most complete possible correction of hypermetropia and in my judgement — propter hoc,
or only post? — I have also had encouraging results.
undoubtedly at least partly responsible for those

The oculomotor nerve is also
common cases where horizontal,

crossing diplopias indicate an excessive plus deficiency (469, 1238 etc.).
Cases in which the eyelid collapses, the common first sign of myasthenia gravis, but subsequently resumes its
normal function, should probably be considered the result of exhaustion of the oculomotor nerve. An example is
Case No. 1746, a 54-year-old man who late one night drove 200 miles without glasses, being already tired and trying
to keep himself awake by sucking sweets. On arrival at his destination the lid of one eye was drooping perhaps 3 mm,
but returned to normal as soon as the patient put on his glasses (+1.0, add.2.5). Even thereafter, if he has tried to be
without glasses, the lid has again fallen, but functions correctly with glasses. When the patient was examined two
months later, the lids moved symmetrically \ H releaved was at least 4.0 d. Amusing evidence of diagnostic
helplessness in these cases is that, in connection with such a
In fact this patient's experiences took the form of frightening hallucinations in the aura of psychomotor epilepsy.
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transitory paresis, increased blood sugar is discovered and the physician explains the symptoms as deriving from
diabetes! Cf.Case 1755, p. 193 and Case 1716, p.294.
Patient No.879, born 1921 ; from age of 30 left eyelid began to droop. Plastic surgery for this in 1970. EEG for
suspected tumour. Even as a child had such severe headache that her father bound her head with a vinegar
compress. Migraine attack 1973. At age of 50 when I first saw the patient she had no spectacles. H at least+2.5.
With +1.25 glasses her headache was already relieved.
An especially interesting case was a friend of mine whom I did not, it is true, examine myself: she always got drooping
of the upper lid when dieting to reduce weight and had to discontinue her efforts.

Photophobia

I have already referred to photophobia when discussing the use of sun glasses (page

78 ).

Photophobia is often mentioned in connection with trigeminal symptoms because of the pain associated with
it,and this pain in turn is a sensation mediated by the trigeminus.

However, in order to stress the physiological

origin of photophobia in the parasympathetic oculomotor nerve, I deal with the phenomenon in this context.
It is of course well known that eyes strained by accommodation and labouring under a plus deficiency are
especially troubled by light (so much so that I have many times made my diagnosis in advance by simple
observation, see case No 5771 page

78

). An uncorrected refractive error has an effect similar to that produced

by dazzle coming from outside.
Bright light, acting on the retina and the optic nerve,causes a constriction of the "camera shutter", after
oculomotor irritation and the resulting pupillary response as well as possible contraction of the ciliary muscle.

The

pain could be explained by the fact that the already contracted ciliary muscle and the sphincter pupillae (especially in a
hypermetrope) experience the additional contraction as an unpleasant extra strain, mediated through the trigeminus.
I must be remembered that shimmering on the surface of the sea is a particularly severe strain on the
eye and especially for yachtsmen and drivers of motor-boats who stubbornly insist on wearing

overcorrected

minuses (No. 1667, earlier -0.5, H +3.5 \ 1706, earlier -2.0, H +0.5, eyes became bloodshot at sea and
headache followed) or hypermetropes who leave their glasses at home.
* A similar sudden change in the ciliary muscle may explain the sharp pain felt by patients 1172 (p.447) and 1819
when the light was put out in the evening ; both were followed up for elevated IOP, were severe hypermetropes
(+5.5 and+5.75 respectively) and had had their glasses strengthened rather rapidly. Cf. p. 78 and 483, paragraph 1.
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The A c o u s t i c

(Eight

Cranial)

(The V e s t i b u l o c o c h l e a r

1.

Nerve

Nerve, Nervus

S t a t o - ac us t i c us)

Hearing disturbances

A state of irritation connected with hearing has been referred to already on page
158.

It is probably as common (1195, 1523...) as symptoms connected with vision

and patients generally mention them one after the other. The stato-acoustic nerve and the optic nerve share a common
reflex arc, which

has its origin in the superior corpora quadrigemina (Rauber-Kopsch III, page 475).

It must

furthermore be remembered that it is possible that hypersensitivity to sound during a migraine attack is also mediated by
way of the facial nerve, cf. p. 203.
Could it be that in presbyacusia itself a partial factor may be the distant influence of accommodation strain, i.e.
the exhausting of an extremely tortured acoustic nerve? — I am not familiar with the clinical picture of otosclerosis, but
experiences with migraine have brought home to me the truth that there may be meaning in everything for everything
else! (p.330), It may therefore be that the most efficient possible treatment with spectacles would put the brake on even
this disease.

In order to make the clinical picture of the acoustic nerve more coherent I must here deal with

phenomena that could as well be considered under the autonomic nervous system.
When accommodation stress has reached such a pitch that sympathicotony prevails in the organism, the
cerebral blood vessels contract and probably the organ of hearing also suffers in this situation.
their symptoms are

Patients' accounts of

more or less similar descriptions of various kinds of tinnitus : there is first a ringing in the ear (978)

or a swishing noise (931) or a whining all through the night (1222) sometimes followed by a total loss of hearing 'r
alternatively the ear first becomes blocked (see p. 197), then whistles and "has whistled ever since" (799).

Such

blocking or ringing may also be caused by spectacles that release the spasm of accommodation, thereby irritating the
sympathicus (1213, p.470 ; 1562, case history page 454),

It may also be a result of taking ergotamine drugs, and a

colleague of mine has reported just such a instance.
I also have direct personal experience of this matter:

when writing these pages, with a mountain of source

books stretching away over a table many yards in length, I could not avoid using the upper half of my bifocals for
reading, with the result that at least three times in a single day I experienced a whistling or high-pitched ringing in my
right ear.

Finally the penny dropped, I immediately put on a simple strong plus and the
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whistling ceased at once !

There were also other simultaneous signs of sympathicotony that helped

me to understand the phenomenon — for example, my rings were loose on the finger and I was
shivering in high summer.
However, the differential diagnostics for the underlying sequence of physiological events is difficult
here too.

One must still ask whether the symptom derives from the inner ear or from cramp of the small

muscles in the middle ear.

The fact that accommodation strain was the cause is clear because when it

was eliminated the symptoms disappeared .
Case No. 40 is also very interesting. The description given by this patient, an unmarried
lady who had completed a training in needlework, is illuminating. True, she was not a
migraine patient, but had nevertheless had some headaches. She wrote in the summer of
1974, when she was still wearing glasses -4.0 (glasses had been -7.0 at their strongest) for
sewing: "Every evening when I go to bed I get a humming in my head and my ears hurt.
What am I to do?" She had at the same time had inflamed eyes, which were not cured by the
drops prescribed by the local doctor. In December 1975 she was symptom-free and visus
without glasses was already 0.1. She still has a pair of glasses -2.0, but has used them
very seldom. She cannot see very well in the distance, but can manage her work
(marking in a table, with help of a clock showing the seconds, the time spent by contract
workers) without glasses, and enjoys it.
When one is suddenly faced with a patient whose hearing is impaired it is not always so easy to
discover which anatomico-physiological mechanism lies behind it, especially because, depending on the
condition of the autonomic nervous system, the same person may have shown the most varied auditory
disturbances, even in quick succession. But it seems to be the case that in a person where the balance
of the autonomic nervous system is very labile, such disturbances occur in a more exaggerated form.
Most often one is dealing with rather young migraine patients, whose accommodation mechanism is
capable of very rapid and extensive changes (1213, p.468 \ 1517, 1861, p.462). The result is an intense
spasm of accommodation which provokes an auditory disturbance of the middle-ear type, and in these
patients a violent release of accommodation, on the other hand, produces powerful stimulation of the
sympathicus.

2. Dizziness
Just how little medical people know about the etiology of dizziness has been underlined by two
recent (1977) meetings here in Finland, both dealing with vertigo. Papers were delivered by specialists in
many different fields, but the ophthalmologists were conspicuous by their absence. And yet it seems
probable that accommodation-provoked dizziness is the commonest of all I
I shall deal here with dizziness under two headings.
a)

Inter-action between the eye and the vestibular apparatus.

Along with disturbances of hearing and of equal importance are symptoms deriving from the
vestibular apparatus, although they are not commonly associated with the eye
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despite the fact that their mutual connection is well known. E.N.T. specialists are of the opinion that slight giddiness is
the result of vascular disturbance (Wolfson etal. 1965). I have already mentioned earlier (page

76 ) how frequent

symptoms of giddiness are in eye patients and how encouragingly they disappear as plus diopters are increased, but I
now return to this theme because vertigo,if its cause is not discovered,can be a serious symptom,involving the patient
in much worry and many examinations.
The posterior part of the inner ear, which contributes to equilibrium interacts with the eye in such a way that the
external semi-circular canal acts on the right external muscle of the contralateral eye and the right internal muscle of
the other eye (Boniver 1974).There is a deeper application of this in clinical work if we consider it against the neuroanatomical background and the functioning of the muscles mentioned in convergence, so closely related to
accommodation.

It is no wonder that accommodation, with its great variations and difficulties is experienced as

dizziness.
In

Tetralogia

I mentioned that I had had 23 patients who had suffered

from dizziness to a lesser or greater extent.

Dizziness has however, turned out to be such a very common symptom,

due either to lack of spectacles or insufficiently strong ones (contrary to the opinion of Walsh, p. 119), that after
listing about 200 cases,mainly migraine patients, I gave up counting them altogether.

I merely include here a few

cases which best illustrate the matter.
Case 540. 36-year-old married lady \ teacher of languages, who, on account of dizziness was quite
desperate about her work. At the age of 28 she was prescribed glasses+0.25 and +0.5 \ at the age of
32, +1.0. From the age of 34 her glasses were strengthened at very short intervals. Weakness of
the glasses was always experienced as dizziness, which disappeared with stronger glasses. The
patient is at present 38 years old; hypermetropic revealed is 6.0 diopters (probable error at least 8.0
diopters). Patient has worn bifocals +3.5, add 2.5, for correction of exercise books +7.0. Her
sisters also have difficulties — one of them is patient No. 1377, page 100.
Case 707. 53-year-old married lady. Never had a headache, but treated for blood pressure
(190/130) and at age of 50 on account of hyperthyreosis was given tablets for one year. When
spectacles become weak the result is always dizziness and usually when the patient comes for
examination the spasm is tenser than at the previous visit. H at least (+5.0) d. Strengthening of
spectacles always cures dizziness. Her son, No. 1632, Posner-Schlossman syndrome, H at least
(+3.0), Table 23 B, page 383.
Case 755. 61-year-old foreman. First glasses from an optician at the age of 24. Only now visited
an oculist for the first time. Doctors at the hospital sent patient for neurological check-up, but also
mentioned the possibility of an oculist. Previous bifocals weak \ divide too low. H +4.(5).
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Case 760. An example of the very common occurrence of dizziness in connection with
menstruation, when the general condition is weakened and with it the muscular power for
accommodation. 37-year-old married lady, no spectacles, H +2.25.
Case 1063. Son of the afore-mentioned, 15 years old. After weight-lifting got an attack of
giddiness (forgot to say in anamnesis that he had started doing his homework between!) and the
mother took the boy to a surgeon. H at least +3.0. Symptoms disappeared with glasses+1.5, but
recurred if the patient was without glasses.
Case 1107. 50-year-old fireman. Explained at the age of 47 that he had for five or six years had
strange dizziness and fainting fits, when standing in a line and had already on that account been
examined in hospital. First glasses at age of 41, only reading glasses. Had otherwise been
depressed. H at least (+2.5) d. His children had strabismus \ refraction in at least two of them
+6.5 - Nos 1106 and 1108.
Case 1117. 30-year-old technician. Glasses since the age of 17, up to -1.75.
least+1.5. So dizzy that he bumps into the walls.

H at

Case 1239. An example of dizziness in connection with readings Table 11, p.268.
Case 1280. Sent for examination from school on account of dizziness when reading. Later on also
headaches. H +3.(5), considerable exophoria, both near and distant.
See also case history No. 1618, page 233, H (+5.0).
Those patients suffering from dizziness who were neither clear moderate hypermetropes nor
anisometropes(193,1043), were pseudo-myopes, overcorrected 1.5-3.0d. or perhaps even more
Lying behind even slight cases of dizziness there may be a brain tumour, particularly in the cerebellum, but the
majority of patients suffering from dizziness are relieved by plus glasses.

Especially changing from spectacles of one

strength to those of another — or having discrepant or cylinder combinations (943) — brings about a feeling of dizziness
which a layman cannot easily associate with spectacles.

The weakness of spectacles which comes to the fore during

the debility following influenza and which is manifested as dizziness, may rouse suspicions of serious complications (670).
Poor flexibility in accommodation or disproportion of the effort to accommodate with depleted muscular strength causes
dizziness although the patient experiences no stress when using his eyes.

The patient firmly rejects even the

determined efforts at treatment made by the oculist and \s not easily persuaded to acquire strengthened spectacles.
have had the opportunity of following such a sequence of events in a teacher very close to me.

I
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b) Accommodation, blood circulation and vertigo.
I am very conscious of the fact that it is only the great number of my migraine patients and the
seriousness of their symptoms which has made it possible to draw certain general conclusions, and I am
fascinated by the "clinical beauty" of the overall picture. One aspect of interest is the parallelism between
accommodation on the one hand and hearing disturbances and dizziness on the other.
Just as spasm of accommodation and its release are reflected in certain types of hearing
disturbances, as I have mentioned on page 217, so a relatively ordinary form (page 219) of giddiness can
be connected with tense accommodation, whereas a substantial release of accommodation and the
resulting sympathetic stimulus — together with the restlessness of the ciliary muscle, the powerful
contractility still being left — may cause more extreme dizziness (No. 1869, glasses -7.0 and -9.0, PsM
many diopters), right up to severe conditions of the auditory-vertigo type (Case history 1861,
p.462)(Meniere's syndrome)',

and generally diagnosed as "essential vertigo"!

This syndrome also occurs in young people, and especially at night, when the ciliary muscle has a
chance to relax from the spasm caused by close work during the day. An example is provided by
patients No. 1213, p.469 and 1517 who have already been mentioned on page 218 \ the latter, aged
23, was obliged to search for equilibrium by means of high pillows and by lying carefully on one side.
Could it be that adjusting the position of the head by means of pillows in same way improves the circulation
along aa. vertebralis — basilaris — auditiva interna? Or does it merely support the head in such a way
that the semi-circular canals are in a more favourable position? This patient found that dizziness could be
stopped by keeping the eyes open, probably thereby tensing-up accommodation and making a correction
in the opposite direction. Patient No. 1725 described her trouble in exactly the same way. See Case
history, page 460. This is hardly surprising, because it is well known that vision is an aid to controlling
equilibrium ( note the technique of the pirouette in the ballet). There are also many others who suffer
from vertigo and a great plus deficiency : 1158, case history on page 195 \ always when she turned her
head everything spun round and she could not lie at all on her right side } 1546, who takes papaverine
three times a day, has had degeneratio maculae at least since the age 48, H (+4.0) 'T 1618, H +5.0 :
patient with multiple symptoms, migraine, trigeminal symptoms, pain in upper and lower limbs and in the
hip, gastrectomy, endometriosis, hoarseness, arrhythmia (mother had H +6.5 — +8.0?) ; 1690, a 61year-old migraine patient, treated for dizziness, takes vasodilatants continuously \ always has to start by
lying on the right side when going to bed, RR 0 , H at least +5.5 ,
drooping lids, distant correction only
approx. +1.(25). After wearing bifocals +2.75, add. 2.75, no headaches, less dizziness \ can now go to
sleep normally. I prescribed bifocals +3.25, add. 3.0 \ 1677, female 44 years old H (+3.5) j 1796,
lady born 1912, H (+4.0).

I am particularly interested in a paper given by Meniere himself ( at the Imperial Academy of
Medicine on January 8th 1961) where symptoms very similar to those in my patients are
described. Likewise the paper of Skinh/, 1976.
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Case No. 40, although not exactly an example of actual vertigo, demonstrates possible premonitory
symptoms (see page 218 )v
Whatever the physiological course of events

in

cases of dizziness and ringing in the ears, it often seems

that vascular processes alone are not sufficient to explain the origin of the symptoms.
the auditory nerve cannot after all be accepted without reservation;
purely afferent" (Hamilton 1958, p.947).

The entirely sensory nature of

it has also been defined as being "probably

But even without this reservation it is possible to suppose, as I have

pointed out on page 244 in connection with the spinal nerves, that also in the cochlear and vestibular nerves the
conduction of antidromic impulses is possible. If this is so, the symptoms mentioned above are provoked simply by the
excessively irritated cerebral centres and this would be a simple immediate state of irritation of these nerves. (Irritation
of the other cranial nerves produces,respectively, distinctive symptoms.)

This is all the more likely because

morphologically the auditory nerve can be regarded as a specia afferent component of the facial nerve.
Among many other conditions where the etiology is either quite unknown or by no means unambiguous^ it
seems that one would be justified also when treating morbus Meniere patients in calmly attempting to minimize
accommodation stress by correcting hypermetropic as far as possible.

This might bring some improvement.

At

least this should be tried before having recourse to surgical treatment, which consists of section of the vestibular
nerve, often leading to loss of hearing. I have just had to deal with a patient (No. 1973) who was told she would
probably have to have an operation: glasses approx. -9.25 and -9.75, myopia at most -6.75. It is important to note
that there is a certain parallelism in the occurrence of the migraine-trigeminus combination and Meniere's syndrome,
90 % of the occurrences being unilateral.
It has recently been ascertained that cholinergic nerve fibres are also to be found in the inner ear (jasser and
Guth, 1973).
^ There is thus generally no specific conservative treatment, but I recently came
across a patient [No. 1742,a 41-year-old man,H at least+4.0 (+5.5?), now symptom-free,no glasses earlier] who had
been told by his E.N.T. specialist that the only thing he could suggest was the drinking of whisky,which as a relaxant
i s o f course an excellent panacea. This holds good particularly in the case of troubles deriving from accommodation,
as a substitute for atropine (drops). Of the effect of large doses of atropine which stimulates the cells of the cerebral
cortex, it has been said that it resembles the release from inhibitions produced by alcohol (Krantz and Carr, 1965,
page 599).
It is not surprising that patients themselves know from experience that alcohol is a good method of treatment:
an example of this was Case No. 1419, a male patient born in 1913, H +6.0 : for a number of years he
had treated himself by drinking a small glass of brandy whenever he had visual disturbances — which happened
for the most part when he was at his desk : when he had such an attack it seemed to him as though he was
looking at the world through a water drop.
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3.

Travel sickness and accommodation.

It is interesting that in migraine patients and in hypermetropes generally, besides dizziness,travel sickness is
also common.

One cannot but think of the possible part played by spasm of accommodation.

It is clear that the

more or less abrupt movements that are connected with different forms of travel irritate the vestibular apparatus, but
the fact that this irritation may exceed the limits of endurance of the organism may depend on the same
neurophysiological mechanism : the ciliary muscle, struggling under accommodation strain,leads to such irritation of
the vestibular nerve that once again a limit is reached.

The great variations in travel sickness and the fact that it

sometimes disappears completely as a person gets older are in keeping with this possibility y what probably happens
is that the accommodation mechanism stiffens and the impulses become blunted. And what else do travel sickness
drugs do but suppress the irritability of the nervous system, in such a way that at least some of the unwanted
impulses are prevented from reaching their goal?
Table 6

includes a small number of cases collected more or less at random.

Travel sickness and accommodation

No.

Born

Sex

500

1906

F

643

1895

F

889

1935

F

Migraine Notes____________________________________________________Refr.______
X

X

Only got reading glasses at age of 52.

+5.0

Always had travel sickness in her youth \
never after the age of 40\ glasses perhaps at age of 45.

+3.5

Migraine attacks and travel sickness since
the age of 7

( 1.9)
To judge
from esophoria
much more H.

+

1110

1945

F

Dizziness

+2.0

1111

1938

M

Headache from age of 15. At age of 32
no glasses from an oculist.

+4.0

1196

1927

F

X

Travel sickness as a child. 1966 fainting
fit. Palpitation when less than 20 years old

+4.(5)

1197

1931

F

X

Headache since age of 20. Car sickness.
High blood pressure during pregnancy.

+3.0

X

Cramps during a bus journey when less than
10 years old. Plus glasses since approx. 20 years old.

+7.0

Glasses since age of 15 ^ in 1974 glasses
approx. +4.0 and +4.5. Headache, car sickness.

+9.0

1214
1227

1936
1947

F
M
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No.

Born

Sex

Migraine Notes

Refr.

1243

1942

F

X

Case history, page 449 and Table 7,p226.

PsM at least 2.5
d.

1256

1930

F

X

Case history, page 451,

Had been
approx.-4.0
(+2.25)

1513

1940

F Page 214. Travel sickness when less than 10 years old

( )

1966

M

1561

1915

F

1636

1957

M

1671

1949

F

Complete PsM
(over-corrected at
least 2.5 d.

Son of my 27-year-old migraine patient [J166, H +4.5(45.0)]} feels sick and dizzy in a car.
X

X

First glasses at age of 41

+3.0
(+7.0 ?)

Treated as epileptic before school. No glasses earlier.
Migraine attacks for 5 years. At age of 15,when landing in
an aeroplane, attack of sickness that ended in unconsciousness.

(+3.0)

Remembers travel sickness since at least the age of 6.
Severe migraine

(+5.0)

An
altogether special case was No.79,a 29-year-old coastguard. Migraine attacks already at
primary school ; no glasses earlier. Very tense spasm of accommodation, H revealed 1.5 d.
Glasses+1.0 already relieved the headache a great deal, but the patient now announced that for the
first time in his life he suffered from sea-sickness! This too is an indication of the connection
between accommodation and the vestibular apparatus.
A good tip for back-seat conversationalists in a motor-car, if they want to avoid travel sickness, is that they should
wear slightly stronger pluses than usual because the focussing distance is so short.

I have referred to nystagmus in connection with pseudomyopia on pages 97 and 102 and with eye diseases on
page 381.
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The G l o s s o - p h a r y n g e a l

(Ninth

Cranial)

Nerve

Walsh concludes his systematic discussion of the cerebral nerves with some remarks
about the acoustic nerve, probably because elsewhere in his book (p. 1165)
he

writes

of

the

glosso-pharyngeus

ophthalmological significance . . . . " .

that its neuralgia "has no particular

Since,however, my own patients quite frequently have symptoms concerning

the four remaining cerebral nerves, I shall also take a look at them.
The anatomy of the nerves of the pharynx is a complicated thing for non-specialists
to deal with.

The pharyngeal plexus, which is formed by the pharyngeal branch of the

vagus nerve, the glosso-pharyngeal nerve and branches from the cervical sympathetic chain,
supplies the constrictor muscles of the pharynx.

The glosso-pharyngeus itself supplies,

among others, the constrictor muscles of the pharynx, the pharyngeal mucosa and the
majority of the muscles of the palate *r also the soft palate, the taste buds and pain,
touch and temperature receptors of the posterior third of the tongue.

Since "isolated

11

paralysis of the glosso-pharyngeal nerve is unusual (Hamilton 1958, p.853) disturbances
in its functioning are particularly difficult to diagnose.

However, migraine and spasm of

accommodation patients rather often describe troubles in this region — a feeling of constric
tion in the throat or in the front of the neck (1725, 1754), difficulties in swallowing —
'fcjlobus hystericus" — a lump in the throat (1673, 1714) (a spasm in these muscles prevents
the

swallowing

reflex,

which is normally taken care of by the glosso-pharyngeal

nerve) or a feeling of strain in the palate (No. 1583, a 35-year-old secretary whose eyes were first examined by me; H
at least +3.5 d.).
For an oculist who is looking after such patients it is sufficient that he knows how to connect their symptoms
with accommodation stress in the right way.
gustatory nerves is

parasympathetic like the

The glossopharyngeal nerve, which comprises motor, sensory and
oculomotor nerve.

Thus, similar reactions can easily be understood,

there being a connection between the pharynx and the ciliary muscle — again through the trigeminal, its maxillary
branch and the spheno-palatinum ganglion,and through the sympathicus.
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Table 7.
The following are examples of patients of this kind and their refraction values:
135

9-year-old boy 'r mother,pseudo-myope, had the same symptoms

+5.0

887

47-year-old married lady, also Table 15, p.293.

(+1.5)

1186

42-year-old married lady

+5.0

1243

32-year-old spinster, at most -1.(5) ; Case history page 449.

PsM at
Ieast2.(5)d.

1554

43-year-old married lady clerk ; earlier glasses approx. +0.5.
Had consulted a psychiatrist.

(+3.5)

1594

30-year-old farmer's wife

+4.0

(+5.0?)
1603

34-year-old married lady clerk \ earlier had weak minus glasses

(+3.0)

1619

49-year-old farmer's wife \ earlier glasses approx. -0.(7)5

+2.5
(+3.0)

1644

54-year-old widow

+6.0

1663

35-year-old primary school teacher, married lady

+4.5

1718

34-year-old married lady, former shop assistant, migraine with trigeminal symptoms. First consulted an oculist at the age of 10.
Strabismus diagnosed, glasses prescribed^ 4 children. Treated for two
months,after one delivery,for thyreotoxicosis. During third pregnancy
blood pressure 170-180 mmHg. Fainted twice in connection with
fever .
Sinuses punctured ten years ago on account of headache.

(+3.5)

Neck streched: UKW: Physiotherapy: X-ray of neck, head and throat. Biopsy because of
pricking in the throat. Examined in the department of internal medicine. Periods of
depression.Mother had similar symptoms. Eldest child severe migraine. — H (+3.5), former
glasses cyl -1.0.
1734

44-year-old lady

+6.0

With the exception of No. 135 all these are migraine patients.
Unfortunately I did not originally make systematic enquiries or notes concerning possible symptoms of the
IX cranial nerve.

However, in the light of the above cases, many of whom had trigeminal troubles, it seems as

though glosso-pharyngeal symptoms may be quite common. According to Harris, one case of glosso-pharyngeal
neuralgia occurs in every 200 cases of trigeminal neuralgia (see Walsh, p. 1165).
I do

not hesitate to introduce this subject because generally speaking there is much to be desired in our

knowledge of even everyday neurological symptoms and it seems that a large number of them can be treated if only
one understands the consequences of accommodation.

For example, in the book I have just mentioned about the

functioning of the masticatory organs and disorders therein (Krogh-Poulsen and Carlsen, 1974), trigeminal neuralgia,
glosso-pharyngeal neuralgia and migraine are mentioned as having important diagnostic differences, but,as far as I can
understand, they are usually
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one and the same sundrome. Distinguishing the part played by different nerves may indeed be difficult,
because also the glosso-pharyngeus has a branch leading into the middle ear and distributes sensory
fibres to this cavity (the tympanic nerve).

The V a g u s

(Tenth Cranial)

Nerve

The vagus nerve is a mixed nerve containing both motor and sensory nerve fibres and has almost
all possible functional components. It has the longest course of all the cranial nerves, its influence
extending from the dura mater of the posterior cranial fossa and from a small area of skin in the region of
the external auditory meatus to all the principal internal organs — heart, lungs, pancreas, liver,
(spleen?), intestinal tract and its associated glands right up to the ascending colon and part of the
transverse colon. The vagus participates in the motor system of the pharynx, the larynx and the upper
part of the oesophagus, but some fibres in the same regions as well as some in the region of the ear
convey impulses that are interpreted as pain.
Thus, it is not surprising that the vagus should express one half, the parasympathetic,
of our autonomic functioning and that the dominance of this state, vagotony, should be
named after the vagus.
To describe the clinical symptoms of vagotony is not at all easy, because the vagus is involved in
almost all manifestations associated with our internal organs. I shall have occasion to return to these
when dealing with the autonomic nervous system. Many of these, nausea, ulcer disease (see page
282), pains in the throat and along the oesophagus in connection with coronary infarction etc. can easily
be connected with the vagus nerve.
I shall mention here a number of actual symptoms of which I have experience and to which the
reader's attention should be drawn.
It is easy for anyone to refresh his memory about the functioning of the vagus by reference to the
tables in a text-book, but how many people, after putting down the book will remember in clinical work
to associate a patient's troubles with these anatomical realities?

The heart and vagus
I begin with the most important organ, the heart, which may remind one of its existence with
sensations of pain ranging from slight stabbings or sudden shooting pains to the unbearable constrictions
of angina pectoris (Viikari 1975b). It is to be remembered that the vagus constricts the coronary
arteries (see Hamilton, 1958, p.916 ; Johnson and Spalding, 1974, p. 19). The primary effect on
the heart of digitalis is also said to be based on vagus stimulation (Eulenburgh 1886) although there are
still conflicting opinions(Vatner et al. 1971).Sympathetic—parasympathetic interactions are so
complicated that I am inclined to doubt whether even the cleverest scientist would ever be able to prevent
fatal consequences by means of drugs : nevertheless a great deal of suffering can be avoided if one
bears in mind the finding of Levy (1971) that "vagal stimulation produces a more profound depression of
myocardial contractility against a background of
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tonic sympathetic activity". (In the light of many cases, especially No. 1213, it seems that the reverse is also true.)
It is in this way that even seemingly insignificant accommodation strain may turn out to be fatal. In order to achieve
the best possible treatment, based on physiological certainties, it will at least be necessary to co-ordinate all the
details from the many current studies surrounding Prinzmetal's variant of angina (Yasue et al., 1974 ', Endo et aL,
1975, 1976 etc.).
The patient of course will get a vague answer from the physician to the effect that it is "heart nerves" that are
troubling him — unless, that is to say, he is simply branded as a neurotic! But how often does it cross our minds
that the consequence of neglecting such trouble can be fatal? And I suppose it never comes to anyone's mind either
that the eye and accommodation stress may be the basic cause. The numerous cardiac symptoms reported by my
patients in anamnesis, notably by those suffering from migraine, and sometimes beginning even in childhood, have
shown the importance of this cause and effect. Even quite a small child is as likely to say to his mother that he has a
pain in his chest as that he has one in his head.
Case No. 1679. A 28-year-old married lady, a migraine patient, explained that at least since
the age of 7 or 8 she had had terrible pains round her heart at night and remembered how at the
age of 13 she had screamed out at night to her mother:" Mother, now I am going to die." As a
child she also often had abdominal pains — and nowadays has wet ears. In connection with
the migraine attacks she has had for the last ten years, her head feels so cold that even in the
summer she has to wear a hat. In the region of her heart she has a strange feeling of pressure.
Because of her troubles she has already visited a "neck-stretcher". Hypermetropic at least
+3.0 d. discovered. After a little more than one month she reported that with lenses +2.0 her
migraine had been greatly relieved. See also p. 235.
A similar instance is provided by patient No. 1641, a 35-year-old repository book-keeper, who
complained of having a "feeling of death" in her heart about twice a week [ hardly any wonder in a
person who is not at all myopic (H at least +0.75) and wears glasses approx. -4.(25)J.
Patient No. 1696 had had such severe and painful contractions of the heart that she had
been given injections at a first-aid post. RR was 200/105, H (+3.5).
Case No. 1673. 46-year-old married ladyj migraine patient with multiple symptoms explained
that she had for five years had such severe pain in the heart that she became quite blue. Blood
pressure at times even critically low (vagotony?). No glasses earlier;, H revealed in first
examination +3.5. Her 25-year-old daughter (No. 1760), also had severe migraine with
trigeminal symptoms. Many different attempts at treatment — visits to neurologist and hypnotist.
H revealed immediately at first examination +5.0 d.
Case No. 1236, a 40-year-old teacher from beyondlthe arctic circle, otherwise a healthy man.
He had suffered from headaches for 10-15 years and had had migraine attacks for the past 8
years. For 15 years he had had cramps in the heart and in order to keep them at bay he had tried
running long distances to improve his condition. ECG normal. Patient had used glasses -3.5
and -2.5 , -0.75 X 95°, though he was a
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complete pseudo-myope ; was able to read some of the numbers on a registration plate already
with +2.25. After having worn glasses -2.25 add. 2.25 for one year, his migraine attacks were
considerably milder and he had no further trouble with his heart. Daughter's case history,
No.l697,p.245.
Case No. 1657, history on pgae
457
, a 43-year-old lady, H at least +3.5 reported
that she often had cramps in the heart when at work; on two occasions they were so severe that
she thought she was going to die. After these attacks her feet were cold and clammy. In
other situations, for example on going to bed, she got palpitation.
See also history 1256, page 451

and 1517, page 221 (shooting pains in the heart).

The extent of the pain and the seriousness of the symptoms are well illustrated by the case of two
colleagues :
*

Case No. 1011 , a 55-year-old lady, migraine patient. Had worn glasses
-3.0 ; had only received glasses when adult (!). At the age of 45 approximately, many kinds of
attacks involving vegetative symptoms ; among other things severe intestinal colic, for example
at the cinema, and also over a period of years such severe and long-lasting attacks of cardiac
pain that she was obliged to give up her surgical work. No ordinary drugs were of any avail ;
numerous ECGs revealed nothing out of the ordinary. Patient now uses glasses +1.75 and
can also drive a car in daylight with these ; reads with +4.0, when tired with +5.0. Is now
completely symptom-free .
Case No. 1035. A 39-year-old surgeon ; had difficulty in seeing when doing close work and
this could be noticed even by a casual onlooker; H at least +3.5 d. Did not wear glasses.
On two successive days, at the same time, doing close work that required great precision and
exactness, severe cramps in the heart which obliged him to stop work on the days in question.

These things were manifested almost as if in experimental conditions by case No 1213, case history on
page 466 .
What these migraine patients " heart troubles and the numerous heart examinations made in connection
with them all have in common is that nothing pathological can be discovered until one reaches the stage of
coronary infarction.

I should like to draw attention also to the article,Angina Pectoris with Normal Coronary

Arteries by Richardson et al. (1974).
In some cases drugs are of no help whatever; in others again glyceryl trinitrate brings relief, as in the case
of patient No. 1581.

This was a 35-year-old man, a migraine patient who suffered from anginal attacks with a

feeling of pressure round the heart so that he nearly fainted ; on other occasions arrhythmia. H +6.0 d.
also

Drugs
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helped in Case No. 1693, a 54-year-old married lady working as an office assistant *r
migraine patient with trigeminal symptoms 'r grinding of teeth at night \ ear-ache. Had
slept badly for 20 years; nose always blocked.

H +7.{5) d.

Because of her weak

glasses she had to use a magnifying glass when looking at the telephone directory,which
she can in fact do quite easily with glasses +9.0.

She has bitter memories of her

teacher unpicking her needlework at school *r of being reprimanded, her eyes streaming
with water,and

unable to see a thing.

She also asked her gynaecologist, among

others, to explain her severe proctalgia — but in vain.

There seems to be justification for asking how many cases of sudden death owing to heart failure may not
conceal this mechanism and how many catastrophes might not be avoided by the intelligent use of spectacles.
Particular note should be taken of this matter at the present time — at least in Finland — when so many people of all
ages take violent exercise. A hypermetrope who can manage all right without glasses may so easily leave them at
home — for example when going skiing (because glasses are so irritating when they frost up) or when plunging into
cold water after a sauna \ and, equally dangerous, people addicted to minus glasses may wear then when taking
exercise. May I remind my readers — perhaps without the support of medical statistics — of the common saying
concerning coronary infarction patients : Just take it easy, things will be perfectly all right again once the age of risk
is past and "age of risk" usually refers to men undergoing the climacterium virile. It is during this period also that
m
presbyopia generally enters the picture T this naturally leads to an increase in the use of plus glasses and thus the
lessening of the risk of coronary infarction parallels the relief of migraine. In addition to this, the loss of elasticity in the
blood vessels as a person gets older contributes in this sense to the lessening of risk. Accommodation strain is then
unable to provoke such a rapid and powerful parasympathetic stimulus as would be fatal for the coronary arteries.

In the autumn of 1974 the following headline in a daily newspaper caught my eye: "Thrombosis time is
approaching", the weeks before Christmas having proved to be ominous in this respect.

Is there perhaps a

connection with the dark time of year and the eyestrain resulting from it?

And are we in this northern land, despite

universal literacy and the amount of reading done, still at the level of a

developing country where use of

spectacles is concerned? (It should be remembered that the very fact of watching television already means a strain for
a hypermetropic eye (No. 1965).There would be reason to take into account, when undertaking mass screening for
heart diseases, the amount of reading and close work done by coronary infarction patients and the extent of their plus
deficiency. For example, coronary infarction is rare among the Bedouins (Das Medizinische Prisma2/74). It seems
possible that there may be a similar explanation of the increased risk of coronary infarction among women (Suomen
LacJkaYilehti 1974); that it is the result of their going out to work in conditions where there are long hours of close
work to be done without adequate periods of rest.
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The vagus irritation caused by accommodation,which slows down the pulse,can be used therapeutically in the
most interesting way.

A good example of this is provided by case No. 1213 ( p . 474), a 21-year-old

undergraduate, who noticed that if she began to read after waking up with an attack of nocturnal palpitation, the
pulse-rate returned to normal.

In other words the patient engaged the vagus "gear".

— The same thing can be

observed in migraine patient No. 1627(p.286), a 41-year-old farmer who, in addition to migraine also had trigeminal
symptoms, increased blood pressure and a bleeding gastric ulcer.

In a completely original and unprompted letter,

he explained the matter as follows: "My headache is rather slight,if only I have the chance to have enough power on,
(i.e. strong enough glasses).

I have noticed when I have to do varied close work that my eyes feel a need to look

over the rim of the (+)1.75 lenses and then my pulse becomes too slow and my organism is "famished".

When I

then put on both pairs of glasses my pulse increases from 62 to about 75 and I begin to feel better. Sometimes I can
see perfectly with these distant lenses (1.75), but generally towards evening sharpness of vision falls off and I get
"dryish water" and slight smarting on the surface of the eyes.
both these pairs of glasses.

I have not needed any drugs for headache since I got

With every good wish and many thanks...."

This was the first time the patient had

consulted an oculist, he had not had glasses earlier and the degree of hypermetropia discovered was at least 5.5
diopters.

Oculo-cardiac reflex
The effect of the vagus in slowing down the pulse and contracting the coronary
arteries leads us to consider also the oculo-cardiac reflex, which is a trigemino-vagal
reflex, and the prevention of which is more important than its treatment.

It must be

remembered that cardiac arrest does not take place only during eye surgery, where the
incidence is approximately one in 3,500, despite the fact that demonstrable oculo-cardiac
reflexes are very common — between 30% and 80% according to different statistics
(Havener, 1970).

I recall migraine patient No. 446, a member of hypermetrope-

migraine family, with her undercorrected and irregularly worn glasses, who had cardiac arrest during a gall-bladder
operation. Also another patient of mine, No.729, a man who had had several unexplained fainting attacks, leading
to thorough examinations of the heart, both at home and abroad. Nothing abnormal was been discovered. Doctors
present at the time of an attack had even thought the patient dead. I have myself seen one of these attacks — the
patient, who is now over 50, was 36 at the time, and greatly strained by close work. Hypermetropia was at least +2.0
j does not wear spectacles.
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And thirdly No.389 a lady migraine patient born 1909, H+7.0. Cardiac arrest at age of 55 during dental surgery. In
1973 another oculist prescribed discrepant lenses, in one of which the plus value was much reduced. Cardiac
infarction 1977, followed by attack of pulmonary oedema.
It would be interesting to know whether, among cardiac arrest patients, there are many migraine cases or
whether there are numerous severe hypermetropes in general,whose vagus and trigeminus would already be sensitized.
In any case it seems that at least one step to be taken in preventing the oculo-cardiac reflex would be to bring about the
greatest possible accommodation rest, i.e. to provide a really adequate plus correction.
The respiratory passages and the vagus.
Notwithstanding the fact that it \s mainly the vagus that is involved in sneezing, this reflex has been considered
separately on page 200 , in connection with the trigeminus.

The connection between the vagus and the lungs (bronchi')manifests itself in some people as a persistent tickling
cough ^which defies all ordinary cough medicines.

In the cough-reflex, the purpose of which is to free the

passageways of the lungs of foreign matter, afferent impulses pass from the respiratory passages mainly through the
vagus nerve to the medulla.

Perhaps it is possible that an impulse coming from the oculo-motor nerve sets off the

cough-reflex from the medulla, as an oculo-vagal reflex.

I find that there is a reference in literature on this subject to

a cough reflex of vagal origin being set off by a hair on the ear-drum (Wolff, May and Nuelle, 1973).
It may be extremely difficult to discover the cause of a cough which drags on day after day, week after week,
month after month — even for years — and is extremely exhausting for the patient, unless one happens to think of the
possible para-sympathetic connection, i.e. via the

oculomotor nerve, and resulting from accommodation stress. One

of my patients, No. 1213 (Case history page 466 ) who, on account of her own troubles had become very familiar with
the working of the autonomic nervous system, took the matter into her own hands when her mother suffered in this
way: having listened for a while to her mother who was reading in bed and coughing continuously, she finally took her
a stronger pair of plus glasses from her collection and the coughing instantly ceased!
Patient No. 1149, a 32-year-old man, had a similar cough. He had
worn all the time, as he himself said, glasses -2.75 and -2.75 , cyl-0.75
165°y in fact he was not in the least myopic and he was able to see some
of the registration numbers in the courtyard even with +2.25. He had
been treated for high blood pressure when only 29, RR 150/110. His 9-yearold son blinked his eyes excessively and has now got plus glasses from else____
where „
For the all-important connection between accommodation and both broncho-constriction and asthma, see pages 306
and 308, as well as Cases 1979 and 1984 on page 464.
2 This is not, as is so often asserted (Nord.Med. 1977:92:247) a nervous cough.
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Then there was Case No. 1607, a 53-year-old married lady. At the age of 43, operated on for
carcinoma follicularis thyreoideae (had had radiation treatment in the neck when young for tuberculous
lymphadenitis). At about age of 50 she developed a continuous dry cough which lasted for months.
This disappeared — post or propter? — when she wore strengthened plus glasses (+3.75 add. 1.75).
H -^7.5 : at least one of her children (No. 195) had strabismus convergens and torticollis which
corrected itself \ hypermetropia so far revealed only 4.0 d.j the patient has not followed instructions for
treatment \ has at times simply not worn glasses. Furthermore, other children in the family have PsM
problems.
No. 1718 was a 53-year-old married lady: treating her migraine and strengthening her glasses has
proved extremely difficult from the point of view of the autonomic nervous system because/On account
of a continuing cough,she has refused to give up, among other things, sympathomimetic drugs.The
result is a synergistic sympathetic stimulation (cf.page 173 and 312).
Finally we have patient No. 1798 a 44-year-old hospital cleaner who consulted a surgeon because
she had for two years been examined and treated without success for pain and constriction in the
throat. Migraine. Trigeminal symptoms (skin of left cheek-bone treated)? Heart pains which were
alleviated by nitroglycerine *r proctalgia and a dry cough for six months. Patient had just been given
bifocals -2.25 ,
-2.5, 100° and -0.75 ,
-2.5, 135°, add. 1.5; hypermetropia at least +0.5.
When after about one hour's examination without glasses the patient noticed that her throat troubles had
disappeared (they were still very severe during her 80-mile bus ride) she finally asked me: "What is
11
going on? Am I imagining it or what?

The vocal ligaments and the recurrent nerves.
The third branch of the vagus in the region of the neck is the n.recurrens, which supplies the vocal ligaments.
We know from experience how when we are tired the voice lacks resonance both when speaking and singing, but to
which of us would the thought occur that this could be partly prevented by the use of spectacles ?

For my own part I

seem to remember having been hoarse as a Ischoolgirl for as long as two months ; also that when studying singing,
at a stage when I hardly wore glasses, I suffered from hoarseness for quite a wh il es since then, however, I have
no longer been troubled by this. My thoughts on the subject were strikingly confirmed when patient No. 1618 and her
mother, No. 1692, both members of a choir, explained how their voices had improved after getting glasses.

The

daughter, aged 55, who had earlier worked in a factory had consulted an E.N.T. specialist on account of hoarseness.
In addition to migraine she had trigeminal symptoms \ had been operated on for gastric ulcer ; Morbus Meniere \
arrhythmia \ retired from work at the age of 54 because of pain in the left arm and leg as well as the
hip,cf.pages221,286.

Hypermetropia at least +5.0.

The mother had
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migraine, high blood pressure and Incipient cataract,besides having been twice operated on for goitre.
Hypermetropic +6.5 d. (+8.0?).

I suspect that a similar etiology applies In the case of migraine patient No. 1736, an 11-year-old
boy whose mother also had migraine : the history In this case went back to the age of 3, when the
boy lost his voice for a spell. It was easy to reveal hypermetropic at least 4.0 d. The mother, H at
least +5.5, when she got glasses Immediately recovered from a very difficult migraine, which had
earlier obliged her to undergo psychiatric treatment.
Likewise No. 1714,
a female clerk born In 1948 (see also Table 15,p#294) who had blocked ears
for one year and a hoarse voice \ H (+3.75) \ migraine symptoms have now disappeared.
See also No. 1861, p.462.
Can anyone remember having seen a prima donna

appear on stage wearing glasses? On the other hand It

Is common knowledge that artists sometimes lose their voices suddenly In the middle of a performance which then
has to be Interrupted. If only such people would realize how essential It Is to take Into consideration the relief of
accommodation strain whenever one Is going to exert oneself violently or submit to some abrupt change !
No. 1623
probably also represents a symptom of the recurrent nerve :
a 52-year-old migraine patient, married lady, departmental head In a large store ; once had an
attack lasting perhaps 1/2 or 1 minute while travelling In a bus, being quite unable to produce any
voice. Earlier glasses -1.0 and -0.75, hypermetropla 3.0 diopters.
I should like to throw out one further question In this context :

What predisposing factors may lie behind the

fact that in some cases of diphtheria,paralysis of the larynx is a complication?

Is it possible that here too

hypermetropia may play a part? [ Case No. 1785 multiple-symptom migraine patient, H (+4.0) J.

Wet ears
To how many people does it ever occur that such a seemingly insignificant thing as wet ears — patients
hardly ever mention it — is also a vagus symptom, an indication of increased secretion of wax (cerumen) resulting
from over-activity of the ramus auricu-laris, the primary impulse for which is most probably the accommodation
strain of a severe
hypermetrope?

The following cases are examples :

1 It is interesting to note that this may affect only one ear and this on the same side as the smaller pupil on
waking. Is there a struggle for dominance between the two halves of the whole body?
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No. 306, pseudo-myope : earlier glasses -0.25 / cyl -1.75, H at least +3.0
No. 452, H +4.(5)

d.

r

r

No. 792, headache like a hoop, H +7.25 r
No. 814, migraine patient, H +3.75 r
No. 849, 40-year-old married Jady, migraine patient, no spectacles r H at least+1.5
patient's mother had considerable hypermetropia and increased intraocular pressure;

r

No. 1650, a 43-year-old teacher, tense spasm of accommodation, severe migraine, dizziness,
fainting fits, allergy, RR 240/175, stiffness of the tongue during a migraine attack. Neurological
examinations, including PEG, acupuncture. Patient noticed increase of ear-wax, especially in
connection with headaches. Hypermetropia revealed so far +1.0 d.r
No. 1679, H +3.0, husband says she is "like a sheep", always digging her ear, cf. page
228.
It is possible that such people make up the permanent " clientele" of E.N.T. clinics, queuing up to have the
wax rinsed out of their ears?

For example, two migraine patients, Nos. 396 and 1130, the latter a clear

hypermetrope, who only got minus glasses in her old age on account of incipient cataract.
For the significance of the vagus in the case of gastric ulcers and other disorders of the alimentary tract
see page 280.

The A c c e s s o r y

(Eleventh

Cranial) Nerve

In the accessory nerve one can distinguish two roots, one of which, the cranial or bulbar root,should
probably be considered as a part of the

parasympathetic vagus complex.

On the other hand, it is easy to

recognize a separate accessorius symptom in many patients, especially in connection with migraine, when they
complain of a pain on either one or both sides, typically just behind the shoulder near the base of the neck in the
trapezius muscle.
For example, Case No. 1593, a 35-year-old shop assistant, married lady r at the beginning of a
migraine attack, the colour red is found to be particularly irritating. In connection with the attack,
symptoms of trigeminus 1, II and III — pain above the left eye, typical shooting pains on either
side of the nose, in the molar teeth and left ear. Was given 6-7 years ago some kind of glasses for
close work : never used them. Hypermetropia revealed, at least +4.5 d. ; with +3.0 glasses,
esophoria when looking in the distance still 1 3 * .
Or Case No. 1725, a migraine patient with truly multiple symptoms (see pp. 225 and 300 and Case
history p. 459).
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Patients often ask their husbands, wives, children etc. to rub them in the region
of the trapezius muscle.

The spinal branch of the accessory nerve, the ramus lateralis,

passes by way of this spot.
For example, Case No. 1759, hypermetropic (+3.5), sore spot in lower part of shoulder
blade. Symptoms disappeared after wearing loaned glasses +1.0 add. 1 . 0 .
It is by no means unusual for a migraine attack to begin with pain in the shoulder, for
example Case No. 1547, a 33-year-old man, H (+3.0).

More peculiar, however, is

Case No. 1683, a 52-year-old farmer's wife who explained that the pain finally moved to a place under
the right shoulder blade, this being followed by vomiting and the conclusion of the attack. At the
beginning of a migraine attack this patient found smells irritating and she also found that ergotamine
drugs made her cold. During the attack itself the patient also had trigeminus II symptoms 'r had
had pain in the lumbar region since the age of 20 \ operated on at the age of 39 for strabismus \ has
had a bleeding ulcer. Present distant glasses approx. +1.5 \ hypermetropic revealed, at least +4.0
d. Now symptom-free with glasses +2.5, add. 3.0. See also p.244.
The experience of migraine patient No. 1756, H (+4.5) indicates just how severe the pain may be,because a
rheumatologist had to give her injections in the shoulder and in the region of the scapula. It is interesting
also to note that the son of this 48-year-old lady, who was passed as Al for military service, subsequently
developed fainting fits and suffered from very severe headaches
which led eventually to his taking
his own life. The father also was a migraine patient of mine (No. 1757), H +8.0. See also Case 1213, p.469,
paragraph 3. Tensed-up muscles and pain in the shoulder sometimes lead to a tell-tale posture
and interestingly, three of my patients (Nos. 1011, 1542 and 1738, all cured of migraine)
have,without prompting told,of improvement in their carriage.
Also neurogenic torticollis may be caused by irritation of the accessory nerve, see cases on p.464

The

Hypoglossal

(Twelfth

Cranial) Nerve

The hypoglossal is a somatic motor nerve, which supplies both the intrinsic ^nd extrinsic musculature of the
tongue.

Difficulty in speaking is rather common in connection with migraine attacks and I always ask patients what

they think themselves \ are these difficulties caused by defective functioning of the brain or is it the tongue that is not
functioning properly?

I have the impression that most patients consider the tongue to be the guilty party \ it

"falters", speech becomes "thick" and "sluggish".

In these cases it is almost certain that there is a disturbance in

the functioning of the XII cranial nerve, difficult though it is to make neurological diagnoses of lingual troubles without
an expert and unless examination is made at the very moment of the disturbance.
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Table 8.

No
1200
1204
1206
1208
1211
1222
1264
1266
1272
1551
1552
1584
1586
1592
1641

Speech difficulties and the refraction situation in migraine patients

Age

45
50
58
45
41
64
33
33
35
22
35
27
31
30
35

Sex

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
/V
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

Refraction

Notes
Earlier glasses -1.25 Earlier
weak minus glasses

4-3.5 (+4.0)
+2.5 +5.75
+3.0
(+4.0)

No glasses earlier
Earlier glasses approx. -2.0 and -0.5
No glasses earlier
Earlier weak minuses with a prism combination
Earlier glasses approx. -5.0. Probably complete PsM
Earlier glasses prisms.
No glasses earlier
Had worn glasses approx. -4.0 and -4.25

+3,
+4.
+5.
+5,
+2,
+4.
+2.
+3.
+4.
(+5.0)
+0.75

A somewhat unusual case was patient 1907, a 38-year-old clergyman -r migraine -r stomach troubles ;
fasciculations all over the body \ earlier glasses approx.-0.5, H+2.0 (+3.5?). Patient had been doing close work for a
long time and was troubled by unpleasant cramps in the tip of the tongue. Plus glasses strengthened twice in two
months. When he reads with +2.25 the cramps disappear.

The complex tongue
There are within the organism a number of regions that are especially perplexing from the point of view of
migraine diagnosis.

Apart obviously from the brain, such regions are the pharynx and the ear, disturbances in

which may have far-reaching effects. Another such region is the tongue, and it will be useful to summarize the
main points concerning its innervation.

Sensibility
The sensibility of the anterior two thirds of the tongue is taken care of
by a branch of trigeminus II, the lingual nerve. The posterior third,
where the swallowing reflex is for example triggered by food, is
taken care of by the glosso-pharyngeal nerve, which registers pain,
touch and temperature (Fig. 10 a). Patients Nos. 865, 868,
1243, 1256, 1477, 1531, 1574, 1604 had symptoms of
numbness in the tongue, either in a small part of it, in one half or all
over (No. 1601 had symptoms in the tip only). Patient No. 1188,
PsM, had numbness simultaneously in the tongue and throat.

Taste
In the anterior two-thirds of the tongue taste is registered by the
facialis (n.intermedius), while the posterior part is again the province
of the glossopharyngeal nerve. Moreover, the vagus supplies the
middle part and also some of the taste buds in the posterior part of the
tongue (Fig. 10b). With some people a migraine attack is preceded
by irritation resulting from a salty (No. 1256), a bitter (No. 1477),
or a metallic taste like a dental filling (No. 1739).

Movements
These have just been considered in connection with the hypoglossal
nerve (Fig. 10 c).
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S p i n a l

N e r v e s

The thirty-one pairs of spinal nerves constitute a natural continuation of the cranial nerves and this is
underlined by the fact that a number of authors are in the habit of considering the XI and XII cranial nerves as
spinal ,

or

"upper cervical nerves". The concrete link is made by the anterior primary division of the first

cervical nerve, which communicates with the hypoglossal nerve.
Very many of the symptoms which migraine patients complain of are probably the
result of this multiplicity of nerve pairs.
described on page 124-126 twenty-five cases of

*

In

Tetralogia

(1972) I

migraine in which there were what I at

that time thought to be "relatively rare" neurological symptoms, including frequent numb
ness in the limbs, limpness, temporary paralysis, aphasia, fainting fits and unconsciousness
— all of them well known results of contraction of the cerebral blood vessels.

Since

among my more recent migraine patients I have come across a whole host of symptoms
which

seem

to

be

mediated from the ciliary muscle, via the ciliary ganglion, to

other parts of the nervous system — I shall here mention only the most instructive of those occurring in the region
of the spinal nerves.

Occipital neuralgias
In the region of the occipital nerves, minor and major, which derive from the II
cervical nerve and in the region of the third occipital nerve, deriving from the III
cervical nerve,neck-ache is so very common [ll50, H (+3.0) \ 1172, H (+6.0) \ 1708,
H +5.(5) \ 1710,42-year-old military technician, H +5. (5); probably even more: blocked nose,
sneezing, running nose, mawkish taste in the mouth.Migraine from age of 15,also frequently holiday
migraine. Pain in the minor occipital nerve region : back troubles. J that I see
in assembling these cases, even as a list of examples.

no point

The places of exit of these nerves,^

which are the very places patients spontaneously indicate (see Case 1256,p.452),correspond
to the points used in acupuncture and it is very natural that the deadening of the nerves at
these points brings temporary relief to troubles in these regions, i.e. cervical headache. Also worthy of note is the
practice in modern China,even in the elementary classes of schools, of massaging the places of exit of the
ophthalmic nerve (Cina in Words and Pictures, 1976).
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The course of n.auricularis magnus, which derives from the III cervical nerve, is so much further
forward, in the region of the angulus mandibulae and behind the ear, that the pain around this nerve may make
for somewhat complicated diagnostic problems. The following are examples of patients who had pain in the
region of n.auricularis magnus :
No.

815.

H +7.0

See case history, page

440.

No. 1159.

20-year-old lady

(+3.0)

No. 1244,

34-year-old lady +3.0 ; had strange tenseness in the front of
the neck, in the region of N.cutaneous colli. See also pp. 182,194.

No. 1733, 46-year-old mother of 5 children \ trigeminus II symptoms, tenderness frequently on
the right cheek/ nose often stuffy, said to have chronic maxillary sinusitis. Suffered from
constipation for at least 20 years. So sore behind the ear that it was difficult to wear spectacles. It
is important to remember that behind the ear runs also the posterior auricular branch of the facial
nerve, having connections with the cervical nerves (N.auricularis magnus, N .occipitalis and
R.auricularis N.vagi). Also such a cramped feeling in the neck that she was unable to wear a scarf.
Distant glasses had been -0.25, H at least +3.0.
No. 1583,

35-year-old lady

(+3.5)

Of exceptional interest for N.auricularis magnus is
Case No. 1095, a married nurse born in 1917; migraine patient who at the age of 56 got
h e r p e s z o s t e r blisters, first behind the ear, where they could still be seen after five weeks
and then beneath the hair on the temple and in the region of the angulus mandibulae^ (regio
parotideo-masseterica) on the right side, where the migraine has always been felt, since the age of
12. Got her first spectacles at the age of 40; blood pressure since the age of 41, at the highest
220/130. At age of 56f Varilux spectacles +1.5, add. 2.25. Hypermetropic at least +4.5 d.
One cannot avoid the thought that accommodation stress provokes the onset of herpes as well as
the prolonged neuralgia that follows it and there is no doubt that it could be relieved, if not
completely got rid of/by the effective strengthening of glasses. Small wonder that it is primarily an
adult affliction, children normally not being affected, cf. Walsh page 461.
Among others,
migraine patient No. 559 suffered from this kind of aching after having herpes in the region of the
thorax \ hypermetropic at least +5.5 \ distant glasses so far only +2.5.
Patient No. 1080 had herpes on the cheek at the age of 42, at which time she had never worn
glasses : see also the facialis table, page 205 ; hypermetropic +6.5 (+7.0)
N.auricularis magnus, spreading to the region of N.occipitalis major and minor (Trigeminal nuclear
connections with cervical nerves C3 — C4, Walsh p.93 ).
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Also Case No. 381, spinster, born in 1893 who had been "weaned" with difficulty from
pseudomyopia, earlier treated for glaucoma; at age of 81 suffered from herpes zoster ophthalmicus
and
Case No. 1833, spinster, born 1909 ; former "sample" weaver, H (+4.0); at age of 65 got
herpes zoster (waist). At age of 61, severe allergic dermatitis and for a number of years "hissing" in
the left ear, for which she consulted an ear specialist. No defect discovered; papaverine prescribed.
Case No. 1655 suffered from herpes zoster at the age of 72 ; did not wear distant glasses at that
time; H at least +5.(5).
Case No. 1866, born 1907, glasses +1 .(5) , cyl +3.(5) since 1964, got herpes zoster
ophthalmicus 1973 ; H at least +6.5. Polycythaemia from age of 53. See also p. 330 and page
391.
For torticollis see p.236 and cases on p.464.

Hiccough
The most important branch of the plexus cervicalis is the phrenicus,which arises from the IV cervical
(between the III and V).

The phrenicus innervates the diaphragm and hiccough is an involuntary spasmodic

contraction of the diaphragm causing the beginning of an inspiration, which is suddenly checked by closure of the
glottis, thus causing a characteristic sound.

The respiratory centre, inspiratory and expiratory, is in the

medulla in the immediate vicinity of the vagus nerve.

In the phrenicus there are both afferent fibres and

important efferent components, the anatomy of which has above all been explained
physiological effect.

on the basis of

In the light of my experience with certain patients,the thought has occurred to me that

accommodation stress by way of vagus irritation may play a part in provoking hiccough.

I first came to think of

this in connection with patient No. 578, who in addition to peptic ulcer symptoms and trigeminal troubles/also had
a most distressing attack of hiccough, lasting several days. All his symptoms disappeared when spectacles were
strengthened.

While reflecting upon these things, to my great satisfaction I happened to light on another

explanation of hiccough : singultus gastricus nervosus, which means hiccough
of the stomach,i.e. nothing other than an exhausted vagus.
diaphoretic doses of pilocarpine

due to a neurotic (sic) condition

The matter is further explained by the fact that

may produce hiccough (Goodman and Gilman 1970, page 473).

Among respiratory tics are sneezing, coughing and hiccough ; and I think, we should also include stuttering : for
example a 9-year-old girl with a squint, whose mother (1959) and sister (1960) both H at least+4.5, are migraine
patients of mine ; Case 1213, p.466, stutters from time to time when accommodation is tensed up after close work;
Case 1961, 22-year-old male student, complete pseudomyope, earlier glasses -2.75 : noticeably hesitant speech.
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Hiccough is generally considered to be a bad sign prognostically (particularly without peritoneal irritation), an
indication of extreme exhaustion in the organism: a good example of this was the death of Pius XII in 1958. No
wonder it is difficult to relieve even temporarily this great strain on the overtaxed organism, and I am not aware that
any attempt has ever been made to relieve hiccough by releasing the ciliary muscle.
Patient No. 578, already referred to, almost always gets hiccough from the first sip of cognac.
Could it be that also this irritation runs from the stomach along the vagus, which is already
accommodative-parasympathetically oversensitive? Or could it be a direct contact-irritation from
the epiglottis, which participates in the hiccough reflex, and is also innervated by the sensory
vagus? In any case the hiccough disappears when further sips are taken, perhaps the relaxing
effect of the alcohol.
Interesting also is the case of patient No. 1630, a 48-year-old spinster farmer \ migraine sufferer
and has also had attacks of dizziness from early youth. She told me how, when she gets
hiccoughs,the world always seems to tilt over — almost certainly the result of releasing an
excessive spasm of accommodation, because the patient is a hypermetrope at least +7.5 d. (+9.0?).
Her dizziness was immediately relieved after levelling out her earlier disparate lenses (+3.0 and + 1.5)
and strengthening them for the first: time. The patient's sister is also a hypermetrope migraine patient.

Symptoms in the brachial plexus region
It has been said that symptoms having their origin in the region of the brachial plexus (CV — C VIII — Thl),
— often anatomically clear-cut numbness, leading even to extreme feebleness — are the result of some kind of
pressure (for example thoracic outlet (inlet ?) syndrome, Case No. 1824, migraine patient, lady who had retired on
account of rhis condition, born 1930 ; operated on at age of 40 \ sight became "dim" as a result of Librium \ no longer
headache \ upper limb still not symptom-free ; still has lumbar pains *f H (+4.0), glasses +1.5,add 1.25 at present;,
first glasses only at age of 44.
It seems nevertheless that such a mechanism is seldom sufficient to explain in migraine patients, even in very
young ones, common troubles like these.
Some examples :
No. 1776, lady born 1947, p.277.
No. 1847, lady born 1945 \ numbness in ulnar fingers of both hands
during the day *r No. 1848, lady born 1926, numbness in ulnar fingers of hands during sleep \ No, 452,
lady born 1922, nocturnal symptoms for at least ten years in the region of the radial, median and ulnar
nerves, clear-cut in either one or all of the nerves mentioned. All these were hypermetropic migraine patients.
Sometimes there is pricking and numbness in the thumb of one hand, as in the case of No. 453 who was a member of
a hypermetropic migraine family and had a severe spasm of accommodation — hypermetropic revealed only 1.0 d.;.
sometimes pricking at the ends of the fingers, as in the case of Nos. 1552 and 1846 j or numbness in the right hand
and right down the arm — No. 1188, previous spectacles -3.5 and -3.75, complete pseudo-myope -r or the arms go
to sleep, even when the patient lies peacefully on her back —
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No. 1555, H (+3.25); or the patient has such bad cramps in the hand that she cannot stop herself from wincing, No.
1681, H +4.0; or finally writer's cramp, a common phenomenon, exemplified by No. 1180, H (+3.5) and No.
1560, a clerical worker, born 1952, H (+3.0) who was obliged to straighten out the fingers of one hand with the other,
both of them migraine patients whose troubles disappeared at once when they were given spectacles. See also
Case No. 1618, page 233.
In a class of her own was No. 672, a schoolgirl born in 1959 (Case history page 438) who suffered from
limpness first in the right hand (C VII) and then throughout the arm.
Naturally the shock caused to the patient by these symptoms is all the greater the more they interfere with his
essential motoricity — for instance when a leg gives way or when there is hemiplegia, not to mention tetraplegia,and
there are examples of the latter also among my migraine patients.
Patient No. 762, a pseudo-myope of many diopters, reported how, when speaking on the
telephone,she felt as though she had been hit on the right temple and this was followed by a
feeling of being beaten with nettles on the right leg ;
Patient No. 874 developed hemiplegia at the age of 33, RR 180/110, first glasses at the age of 41, H at
least (+4.0).
After a thorough neurological examination the diagnosis was vascular insultus, spasmus
arteriarum cerebri; later had
spasticity in the right lower limb.
As soon as the patient wore glasses +1.5,
add. 1.5 her headache and dizziness were alleviated and her blood pressure fell to 140-135/90. See also
Case 1337, p.244. I give details below of all the tetraplegia cases, because they represent a kind of
maximum of symptoms, resulting from a spasm of long duration in the cerebral blood vessels.
Case No. 1507, a 34-year-old married lady : all the patient's limbs and her power of speech were
paralyzed for twenty-four hours at the age of 16. H(+4.0),
Case No. 1562, see history page 454.
Case No. 1676, a ten-year-old girl. At the age of seven or eight she once woke up at night, unable
to turn over in bed ; a doctor was called. At the age of eight she consulted an oculist ; no spectacles
were prescribed. Migraine attacks from the age of nine. Hypermetropic (+ 3.0). Cf. page 172,g.

Neuralgias of the back and sciatica
For someone without a neurological training it is difficult, if not impossible, to keep
up with these complexities and, in all this array of symptoms, to discover along which
nerve

system

impulses happen to travel in a particular instance.

It is especially

difficult when dealing with troubles in the region of the back (vertebrae and spinal nerves) to locate the anatomical and
physiological origin.

11

In this matter it is necessary to be familiar with the phenomenon of "referred pain . Thus for

example migraine patient No.
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1970 (now recovered), pointed to a sore place at the level of T h . X I I .

This could have been a case of pain

referred from the uterus'. She also suffered from temporary dysacousis
for low-pitched sounds.

It must also be remembered that pain may be due to lack of

muscles, muscle vasodilatation depending on the sympathetic

cholinergic

9 oxygen in the

fibres (Johnson and Spalding 1974,p.81 \ Hyva>inen 1975 ; Zetterquist 1976).
One of the main purposes of this book is to demonstrate the inseparable connection between spasm of
accommodation and the neurological symptoms of migraine. A clinical truth of essential importance that has become
absolutely clear to me is the connection between the most varied neuralgias of the spinal nerves, including sciatica,
and spasm of accommodation — so undeniable is the coincidence of headache, heart troubles etc. with these things.
It is worth mentioning here that severe myopia has boen seen as a risk group for back troubles (Nummi and Koskela
1975).
The coincidence of headache and back-ache was stressed, for example, by patient No. 1681, p.243, also
patient No. 173, H (+5.0), who telephoned to say that close work had again become an effort and that an additional
symptom was severe back-ache.
When we consider our findings with regard to the cranial nerves there is nothing surprising about this connection,
but when it comes to the distant lower back and the sciatic nerve, it is much more difficult to comprehend the cause
and effect. Although I have systematically tried to avoid using the vague categories commonly applied to pain, it may be
that in the case of back-ache the term "tension-ache" is valuable. This tends to be confirmed by the typical sudden
release of pain, if the right treatment is found, cf. case history No. 1213, p. 479, who still to-day can be manipulated like a
"machine"; by pressing the button, i.e. by changing the strength of the glasses it is possible to produce the wished-for
symptom!

I must refer again in this context to cases No. 1682 and 1683. The former, a man born in 1929, whose entire

work was done alone at a desk, and who has been in my care since 1958 \ a pseudomyopic astigmatic with
hypermetropia at least+3.5 d., he only recently mentioned to me that since 1964 he has had constant back-ache. No.
1683, a farmer's wife born in 1923, hypermetropia +4.0, explained that she had suffered from pains in the lower back
since at least the age of twenty. This migraine patient had multiple symptoms indeed, see p.236.
I should like to mention three further cases:
No. 1337, a language teacher born in 1939. Migraine patient, complete pseudo-myope. Glasses had been up to 3.0; had had severe back trouble since age of 15, when she got her first minus glasses. Despite repeated
thorough examinations nothing abnormal was found in her back. 1971, her legs collapsed and she had to
crawl.(Further information about this
_____ patient, page 301).
1 An instructive example of referred pain is provided by Case No.626.This patient recounted how,
when she was very tired, the blinking in her eye was felt sharply in her neck. 2 The sympathetic nervous system is
chiefly an afferent system (Hakelius et al. 1969, p.620), but antidromical conduction of nerve impulses,i.e. opposite
to normal, is also possible.
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No. 1697, a 13-year-old schoolgirl (father No. 1236, page 228 ).
Minus
glasses at age of ten, most recent were -1.5 and -2.0 ^
H +0.5 (perhaps upto +3.5). Explained that during the past year (possibly
10 times) she had had an unpleasant lancinating pain in the back at the
level of the lower ribs.
Finally No. 1842, a female shop assistant born in 1932. Migraine with trigeminal symptoms.
Two years earlier had visited a chiropractor on account of back-ache 'f had had seven months' sick
leave for the same reason ; dysmenorrhoea \ in recent months, buzzing in the head behind the
left ear. Had had glasses +1.(7)5 \ eyelids swollen in the mornings, H at least +4.5.
My understanding of these matters is not based simply on the simultaneity of certain troubles, but on the fact
that they are relieved when treatment with spectacles is begun and completely disappear when the migraine is
cured : see case history No. 1562, p.452, for example.

I cannot but be amused by the obscure-sounding and

slenderly based neurological diagnoses made of back troubles — presumably for want of anything better — and
subsequently withdrawn : the above-mentioned was just such a case.
Here too I am encouraged when I think of the prospects for the future, because I am convinced that a
significant proportion of these ill-defined disorders, where there have been negative findings and explanations
unsatisfactory to patient and doctor alike, will happily be explained.

It is difficult to believe that the back muscles of

a small, otherwise healthy child, are so weak that they cannot without strain support even their small load and that
they require all kinds of physical treatment.*
Patients' descriptions of their troubles often cover almost everything — as for example No.l657,p.457^also
No. 1621 (already mentioned on p. 150),who said that if it was not her head that was aching, then it was the back :
or case No 1641 (see also page 228 ), who well described the pain as running all the way from the tips of her
toes to the thoracic vertebrae — pointing to Th lll-IV.

In these three areas then, thorax, lower back and limbs,

it is difficult for many to learn to associate the pain with accommodation.
Most difficult to connect with the spinal nerves are feelings in the thoracic region, because, apart from easily
recognizable shooting pains in the intercostal nerves, pain may take only the form of a vague, heavy feeling of
pressure in the lower, posterior thorax. It Is the constant recurrence in anamnesia of the same cluster of
symptoms,together with pre-existing insights with regard to the theme,which have helped me to get to the heart of the
matter.

Thus, for example, the patient fust mentioned, No. 1621, described this kind of pressure as being like a

tight elastic band.

No. 1664, a married lady born in

For the forward-bent position and stiffness in the spine of old people, see Case 1943 on
page 464 \
also No. 1950 (+4.25) and I am not without experience of this myself.
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1936 told how in the lower, posterior thorax she had such a feeling of pressure that often she had actually looked
behind her to see who was holding her.
revealed.

She had not had glasses earlier and hypermetropic of at least +4.5 d. was

A similar description was given by patient No. 1665, a 46-year-old man, complete pseudo-myope — at

least 2 diopters.

(See also case 1843, page 300 )

I wish also to consider in

.

passing the problem of (eg or other cramps, which has never been satisfactorily

explained. [_ Patients sometimes describe their headaches as being like cramp (No. 1844). J

This kind of tonic

spasm is very common, for example in the calf,after the muscles have suddenly been subjected to unwonted strain
when dancing or skiing.

But it seems to be the case that general exhaustion is enough to produce cramps, only a

slight change in the position of the muscle being enough to bring it on.
(No. 1849) who was sent to me by an internist.

I recently had a 42-year-old male patient

He had originally consulted the specialist because of dizziness,

especially in the mornings^ also palpitation and headache after reading.

Anamnesis revealed that he had suffered

from migraine from the age of 25 -f that his dentist had diagnosed nocturnal tooth-grinding ; that he had had sciatica
for at least 10 years, once so severely that he could not even crawl.

Spasm of accommodation proved to be very

tense. H revealed was at least+3.(5) d. Of special interest was that during the fogging examination he repeatedly
complained of cramp in the leg.The same thing happened with a 49-year-old patient No. 1491, recovered from
migraine, PsM — H (approx.-0.5 —+3.75), when she was reading with glasses+3.25. Operation suggested because of
neck pain. (See also case history 1352,p.452). This makes one think of the general sensitivity of spinal nerve reactions,
and it may be that accommodation strain plays a part here too.
I do not know the details of the two back operations carried out on my migraine patient No. 1231, but having
heard the story I am somewhat sceptical about the absolute indications for operating.
in 1928, with one child who got headaches.

The patient herself began to get headaches when under 20 \ migraine

examinations, including pneumo-encephalography (PEG).
suspected duodenal ulcer.

She was a married lady, born

At the age of about 30-35, lay up for five weeks with a

At the age of 38 she consulted an oculist who did not prescribe glasses.

dizziness over a period of 4 years : was taken to hospital by ambulance, where she spent 5 days.
time to time in the heart.

Suffered from

Pressure from

Had taken 5-6 strong pain-killers a day, had tried many different kinds.

I was,by the way,vividly reminded of this description one night recently after complaining to my family in the evening
of a heavy feeling of pressure in the lower thorax: I woke up in the middle of the night with my heart beating
irregularly. I then remembered that I had worked all day with weaker glasses than usual and this must have led to
the trouble — palpitation resulting from sympathicus irritation as the tense spasm of accommodation was released
during sleep.
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Chalazion operation six weeks before consulting me. Strab.cone.div.alt. intermittens. Hypermetropic at least 4-3.(5).
In answer to my questionnaire, said she had stopped wearing glasses (despite the fact that she had a severe
headache when she consulted me, which disappeared while she was waiting her turn, wearing releasing glasses).
I think I am justified in saying that despite her written plea for help this patient is one of those people whose
permanent troubles are the main source of interest in life.
Sciatic neuralgia patients with severe migraine are very common indeed and the coming and going of the pain
shows clearly that we cannot here be dealing with processes that obturate the nerve root canals. If such patients
would come for spectacle treatment b e f o r e

getting stuck with the idea that they cannot work I am willing to predict

that the difficult medical problems connected with back-ache would be greatly eased.
I am inclined to wonder whether people who complain of "aches and pains everywhere" when suffering from
influenza are not precisely those whose refraction error has been inadequately corrected (No. 1776, H +5.(5),
one eye amblyopic, thyrotoxicosis). The most recent example of this was patient No. 706, H at least +4.0^ she
had terrible itching of the eyes and oedema in the lids for many weeks afterwards,which suggests the same thing.
Her symptoms completely disappeared as soon as she was given stronger glasses.
Before embarking on manipulation treatment, which is nowadays increasingly approved of officially, it is
important to recognize that in this large group of patients with spinal troubles, there may be many in whom the
etiology is primarily a question of accommodation stress.
Theoretically, and from the therapeutic point of view, it must be remembered that muscular spasm can be
influenced by inhibiting the acetylcholine at the neuro-muscular junction : but this is not achieved by atropine, the
effect of which is confined to the autonomic nervous system.

Spasm of the skeletal muscles is released by d-

tubocurarine. Skeletal muscle depressants which act on the central nervous system like Mi I town, Tranco-pal and
Librium are clinically useful in a variety of disorders accompanied by painful contractions of the skeletal muscles
(Goth, 1968, pp. 144-149).

For oculists it is a matter of rejoicing that indirectly, atropine drops in the eye or

spectacles that release spasm of accommodation, bring about the same result.
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III

The

A u t o n o m i c

N e r v o u s

S y s t e m

and

A c c o m m o d a t i o n

Some C l i n i c a l l y
Nervous

Significant

F e a t u r e s in

the

Functioning

of the A u t o n o m i c

System

Every doctor picks up a certain amount of information about the autonomic nervous
system from lectures and books.

Unfortunately it tends for the most part to remain un

digested and the isolated thoughts that have been grasped are often buried under a mass
of other knowledge.

Only

when

faced

with

actual

clinical

or

theoretical work does one begin to realize the importance of these things and understand their true nature; only

then

does one notice what weighty and far-reaching matters are dealt with in ordinary text-books, in every line,and the
wisdom of a remark made by a professor I know,becomes apparent : "Only when there is something to integrate can we
speak about integration". No doubt we ought to be able to teach integration too, but immediately we are up against the
problem of lack of teachers. There are so few people who possess both profound theoretical knowledge and extensive
clinical experience.
In order to give what I take to be the most important basic information about this clinically very difficult and
complicated area, I cite the following

from Walsh (page 130): "Attention is now directed toward important

anatomical and physiological differences between the two systems.

In the sympathetic system synapses are

formed in the ganglia and plexuses which may be situated at some distance from the innervated structure.
parasympathetic system synapses are formed within or close to the innervated structure.

In the

In the sympathetic

system each prae-ganglionic neuron may be associated with several postganglionic neurons so that there is an "en
masse" discharge; in the parasympathetic system the discharge is discrete (Fulton).
To keep the main lines clear it is important to remember that in general vagus and parasympathetic activity
(probably including sleep) conserves and restores the resources of the organism, whereas sympathetic activity is
largely an emergency mechanism which also responds strongly to emotional stimuli.
The functioning of the autonomic nervous system, like that of the brain, is principally a set of biochemical
processes.

It is of the essence of these processes that catecholamines

are destroyed much more slowly than acetylcholine and it is possibly at least partly this
' Recent experience has tauaht me to treat such generalizations with caution; too much is too much and even
parasympathetic stimulation, if exaggerated, may well turn out to be a drain on resources.
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which causes the unpredictable reactions of the autonomic nervous system : the rapid alternation of the two opposing
phenomena, vagotony and sympathicotony, and sometimes their overlapping.

It seems that in the organism a

certain cumulation of stimuli is possible, even over a long period,but that finally a point is reached where there is a
sudden explosion.

A migraine attack is precisely such a biochemical explosion, in extreme dys-autonomy,and

because of a protracted period of latency it may be very difficult to trace the underlying phase of accommodation strain.
The specific properties of neurotransmitters greatly help us in understanding also the surprising effects of new
stimuli, either in the form of drugs or in changes in the strength of spectacles which may lead to a state of shock (No.
1818).

It is the previous condition-ing of the organism (Johnson and Spalding, 1974, page 269) that is

decisive'for the effect of a new factor and to predict correctly what will happen — as in the case of "holiday" migraine
provoked by glasses — often seems to be impossible.

This is particularly so in connection with sympathomimetics

and the stimulating effect on the sympathicus of plus glasses (see case 1718, page 312 ).
These things can be well demonstrated experimentally: for example, an injection of acetylcholine after atropine
can cause effects resembling those of sympathetic stimulation^ or stimulation of sympathetic nerves whose
catecholamine content has been depleted by reserpine can produce effects resembling those of acetylcholine.
Usually,

the weakening

of one system may relatively strenghten the other.

For example, when reserpine decreases sympathetic activity, this is followed by concomitant parasympathetic
predominance,a common clinical symptom of which is stuffiness of the nose.
The organism itself may undoubtedly develop blocking situations comparable to those produced in
experimental conditions, and since drugs in themselves may have conflicting effects [ergotamine is one example,and
further illustration of direct and side-effects is provided by the blood pressure drugs guanethidine (Ismelin®), which
causes diarrhoea,and prazosin (Peripress),which causes constipation — both, however, causing stuffiness of the
nose J it is no wonder that more and more often one observes damage resulting directly from attempts at treatment
with modern drugs. Treating with glasses disturbances in the autonomic nervous system that result from refraction
error is, however, harmless and rewarding, because no foreign matter is introduced that would be difficult for the
organism to eliminate.
It is of great importance for the purposes of this book that merely by influencing the
accommodation situation with glasses, it is possible to induce or suppress the symptoms
of autonomic disorders and simulate the effect of drugs. When, furthermore, we realize that
all these observations have features in common with the latest transmitters of the autonomic
which perhaps determines whether alpha or beta activation becomes dominant — on the presupposition that there
exists in man a dual adrenergic receptor mechanism in the ciliary muscle (cf. Alphen et al. p.207)
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nervous system known to science (serotonin and dopamine) and their modulators (gamma-amino-butyric acid,
histamine, glycine, glutamic acid and prostaglandins) it will be seen that the effect of accommodation extends also
to the psyche.

A study of the results of accommodation could therefore be revelatory for a whole series of medical

problems as yet unsolved.

P s y c h osom at i cs

It is of course difficult to draw an exact line, but when we are dealing with migraine patients and
symptoms connected with the autonomic nervous system we are at once in "psychosomatic" territory.
As I was typing this, when I saw the word "psychosomatic" approaching,! had a sensation not unlike that
which must be experienced by a steeple-chasing horse faced by a particularly high obstacIe,and I nearly slammed on
the brakes !

Under cover of that enchanting word a prodigality of useless work has been carried out that equals that

done under the rubric "migraine" and this because no one seems to have been able to discover what it is that is
troubling the famous psyche!

Having myself successfully treated the "psychosomatic" symptoms of countless of my

patients merely by lessening their accommodation strain with spectacles, I see red when I hear people who have not
the samllest experience of treatment based on etiology endlessly bleating about psychosomatic illnesses.
Who is to define that "total breakdown of spiritual life", those "frustrations and outburts" which they see
resulting in "allergic rashes and stomach ulcers" — or whatever the terminological inexactitudes were that I heard
just now on the wireless?
The last person I should myself consult when in trouble would
be a psychologist and I have never yet sent a single patient to one. On the other hand I have had
written descriptions in plenty of such visits by patients who have asked me for an appointment. For
example,Case No. 1217, a patient who, after three years of troubles, has now been cured of her very
severe migraine — a hypermetrope with a tense spasm of accommodation.
She writes : " ..............The doctor at my place of work considered my headache
to be psychic ( about five years ago I had psychic troubles in the form of difficulties in getting to sleep —
sole charge of the family,financial difficulties —nowaday no money problem and my other affairs are all
right.. ". She was also said to have drug allergy.And she continues:"! asked for neurological examination
and was sent to a psychiatrist. The psychiatrist first discussed the case with my own doctor, then gave
me a character test. The test lasted three hours and was very tough. On the other hand I have
never had one before, so how can I know what it \$ usually like. They said they wanted to discover
my breaking point. I suppose they did. On the other hand I am of the opinion that under that kind of
bombardment anybody would break. In any case, the result of the test was:
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Psychosomatic headache : only cure, many years of psychotherapy \ a nurse will look after the
therapy sessions.... ". Six months later I got a Christmas card from the patient, on which she
expressed her gratitude for the fact that she was now symptom-free and had been so ever since
wearing the glasses I prescribed at her first visit. This patient had visited an oculist six months
before coming to see me and had not been given glasses : hypermetropic at least +5.0 d.

Case No. 1242. A 13-year-old schoolgirl who was cured of migraine after being prescribed glasses
at the first consultation. No cause for her migraine having been discovered after examination by two
ophthalmologists and one neurologist, she was to sent to a psychiatrist. The finding in the
examination was: over-protective mother. When the mother was asked whether this was so, she
1
replied "May be, if you say so. ' and hey presto! here we have it in the case history "Mother admits
If
it herself! — Even without cycloplegia the child was found to be a hypermetrope of +3.(5) d.
After this type of brain washing some people remain as if poisoned and it is then exceedingly difficult to get
them back on the right track, so wrapped up have they become in their beautiful "psychosomatic"
On hearing of this kind of thing my husband always says that as long as medical science
impotent

in

its

efforts

to; unveil

the

true

causes

disorders.

remains

so

of imbalance in the autonomic nervous system,

like spasm of accommodation, just so long will there be work for the surgeons —not to mention the
psychiatrists, allergiologists and psychologists of this world !
Inseparable though soma and psyche may be — there are many sympathetic reactions which have nothing
whatever to do with the emotions — the effect of changing the strength of glasses shows that the part played by the
psyche in illness has been much exaggerated.

Thus the frequent occurrence in connection with migraine of

disorders generally considered to be psychosomatic 1 — for example, peptic ulcer, colitis ulcerosa, asthma, prurigo
Besnier, hypertension,

thyrotoxicosis, rheumatoid arthritis, menstrual disturbances — is, in my opinion, at least

partly the result of untreated organic defects.
After these introductory remarks I now turn to particular symptoms of the autonomic nervous system in which
accommodation strain, in my opinion, plays a part.

Considering that a large part of a modern physicians work concerns "psychosomatic"symptoms or illnesses one
is obliged to ask why we have not drawn the conclusion that it is at least worth trying a completely new form of
treatment? (Bystrom, 1977).
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The

Pupil

and the A u t o n o m i c N e r v o u s

System

In connection with the vagus (p.227) I have dealt with the clinical symptoms caused by
irritation and I

refer

to the pupil as a visible indicator of the autonomy

parasympathetic

of the nervous system

on

page

287.
There is an unending flood of literature dealing with the physiology and diagnostics of the pupil and this is
no wonder, because everything connected with it is interesting and important.

The pupil is particularly

rewarding to study because of its concreteness and the fact that it can be easily observed.

However, without

considerable clinical experience, which is the only way of getting a clear idea of the subject, the diagnostics of the
pupil are not within every man's competence.

For this reason I shall only discuss here a number of actual

observations made in connection with patients and to some extent also with my immediate acquaintances and
myself.
I have already mentioned (page 35 ) how accommodation, i.e. parasympathetic
stimulation,diminishes the size of the pupil.
excessive accommodation, hurry or

However, stress,

be

it caused

by

excitement can so far overcome the effect of this

stimulation that in a person whose pupils are usually of normal size or on the small side,
evening reading

may

dilate

them

age of advanced presbyopia (Case 814).

considerably,

and this applies up to the

The same kind of struggle between opposing types of irritation occurred

in my migraine patient No. 1473, born in 1946, H +5.5 &r when she first came to consult me, straight from the
mental hospital, one could say that her eyes were standing in her head like plates, with the pupils ad maximum.
However, when I saw her again a year later, after she had been wearing glasses +2.5 and for reading +3.25 or
+4.0, her normal-sized pupils told me at once that at least her state of tension had disappeared.

In a way this

change was contradictory, if we remember that the smaller size of the pupils was the result of a release of
accommodation strain.

The effect of drugs, also on the size of the pupil, may be unpredictable, depending on

the dose and on the individual — not to mention the effect of several drugs taken simultaneously.

However,

since one of my examples concerns a patient who had had no kind of drug treatment, it seems that stress,
whatever its origin may be, may easily overcome the power of the oculomotor nerve to diminish the size of the
pupil. All this is in accord

It is nevertheless claimed that Laurence Olivier learned to dilate and undilate his pupils in a second at
any time and at will (Cottrell, 1975, page 384).
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with the common observation about the nervous system that a strong enough stimulus can break through, even
seemingly against the rules.

Anisocoria and alternating mydriasis
The most striking manifestation of the struggle between these opposing forces in the organism is to be
found in particular cases of anisocoria where there is no accompanying illness.

For this reason it can be said

that pupils of different size may represent "a physiological normal" (Walsh, page 145), although Axenfeld, in
his book published in 1912, considers it to be rare.

He says that "springende Mydriasis" is a condition in which

"bei der das eine Mai die eine, das andere Mai die andere Pupille die weitere resp. engere ist".

The

phenomenon has often been connected with hysteria ( In psychic conditions mydriasis is somewhat differently
based compared to mydriasis resulting from sensory stimulation, cf. Walsh, page 152), but this does not
necessarily have to be the case — it is far more likely here that we are dealing with a migraine equivalent.

The

size of the pupil thus gives concrete evidence of the struggle for dominance between left and right which is always
going on

in nature and which I have discussed earlier on pages 132, 135, 159.

There are two different ways in which mydriasis can arise —- either by inhibition of the parasympathetic
fibres or by stimulation of the sympathetic fibres and depending on the circumstances one or the other may be
dominant.

Many experts are of the opinion that the innervation of the sphincter pupillae takes place by way of the

accommodation centre or Perlia's nucleus in the mid-brain.
one.

If in anisocoria

It is not always clear which pupil is the abnormal

the smaller pupil is the one that deviates more from the normal, it could be that there is a

simple irritation deriving from this centre, resulting from exhausting close work (i.e. it is refraction based)and that it
only succeeds in affecting one of the pupils.
spectacles.

This could easily be the case with a person who has not got correct

However, judging from the absolute diameter of the pupil (normal = 6 mm) — especially in the

case of one wearing correct glasses — it is the larger pupil that may be "pathological".

Thus,in situations of

stress,the stimulus probably travels via those dilator fibres which run along the long ciliary nerves from the
cavernous sympathetic plexus to the dilator pupillae — unless of course one is dealing with a purely emotional
stimulus.
I am all the more interested in this phenomenon because I have been in a position to follow anisocoria in
hypermetropic subjects very closely in my family over four generations : my mother, my brother, both my children,
two of my grandchildren from
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earliest childhood, and also myself. If I remember aright, in my mother's case the condition had already developed
so far by the time she was fifty (H +3.5, no distant glasses) that she had a stiff right pupil and the professor who
11

treated her immediately took a blood test and promised to let her know if anything "special was discovered.
That mydriasis can change sides very quickly is illustrated by the fact that a colleague who examined my
brother, failing to take a measurement immediately, discovered a moment later that the situation had become
reversed.

I also noted myself one evening, that my 26-year-old son's mydriasis had changed sides all of a sudden.

I made the first notes about my own anisocoria when I was thirty-six : at that time the mydriasis would change
sides without the least regularity and it seemed as though the larger pupil was on the same side as a kind of
incipient migraine-like pulsation or stabbing which could be felt at each step.

Walsh (page 1143) also refers to

mydriasis as being on the same side as a headache.
Only since the completion

of Tetralogia (1972) have I begun to study the condition systematically,

especially because I had often been puzzled by the large size of my pupils in the morning.

I had simply accepted

the general idea that during particular phases of sleep the pupils are moderately constricted and that this is due to the
complete dual relaxation of the autonomic nervous system.

I then began to investigate the problem by sleeping

with strong plus glasses on, so that they were in place to prevent accommodation when I looked in a mirror I had
within reach.

Thus, immediately on waking from a deep (?) sleep, I was able to check the size of my pupils.

The result was surprising: I had become accustomed to finding the right pupil larger in the daytime : now, on waking,
I found the situation reversed.

The left pupil was really huge — 7-8 mm — but in bright light it constricted almost at

once, often to the same size as the other \ or it slowly became smaller and after a short lapse of time the pupils
were either the same size, or the left pupil was smaller.

According to Walsh (page 153), dilatation of the pupil re-

quires roughly as many minutes to attain its maximum as contraction requires seconds. When I wake up, the right
pupil is usually 3-4 mm in diameter.

Only when I have the previous evening done so much demanding close work

that I have "felt" it in the eyes or in the head and that on waking my head has been a little "thick" are the pupils
sometimes equal in size, or even the left one smaller.

I have observed this so many times in succession that I

cannot believe without further consideration that the pupils are always small during sleep (see Walsh, page 160).
Even if we leave aside the problematics of anisocoria it seems natural that contraction of the pupils at the beginning of
sleep derives from increased parasympathetic tonus of the Edinger-Westphal nucleus,and dilatation of the pupils
chiefly from activation of the sympathicus in the waking reaction (Baust 1970,
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page 131).
It seems that the struggle for dominance between the two pupils has simply resulted in a situation where one
pupil is more mobile and the other more rigid in its movements. Perhaps the slow pupil with small movements has
been the labouring or dominant one, which under the pressure of work has stiffened into tense accommodation,
resulting in miosis.

(This seems also to have been the case with my mother).

One could of course also advance

the hypothesis that the balance of the autonomic nervous system is so delicate that even the size of the pupil may
reflect the change from vagotony to sympathicotony and vice versa.
This phenomenon has, however, far-reaching practical consequences for the prescription of spectacles.
Apart from the fact that discrepant glasses may easily be wrongly prescribed to begin with, the anisocoria may also
be misleading when the patient has already been wearing equal lenses.

There was a time when I used to wonder

why, when going to bed in the dark for example, I could see so much better with one eye than the other.
have noticed the same thing in daylight and find that it is directly correlated with the size of the pupils.

Now I

The effect of

dispersion is so much greater on the side of the large pupil that visual acuity is bound to suffer and merely the size
of the pupil is enough to alter the error of refraction by about 1.5 diopters.

After an evening of exhausting close

work, wearing strong fogging glasses, I only have to cover my eyes alternately and even without looking in the mirror
I know which pupil is larger.
Could it be that decrease in the size of the pupil may explain observations I have
made in long ball-rooms?
visual acuity somewhat
corroborated

When wearing
by

slight

overcorrected glasses it is possible to

voluntary

convergence

improve

of the eyes.

This is

by Walsh's remark (page 177) that "i t would appear that constriction

of the pupil is possibly more regularly associated with convergence than with accommodation.".
Over the years, I have become less and less concerned about abnormal pupil size or reaction in my patients,
because in so many cases it is simply a question of accommodation strain and imbalance in the autonomic nervous
system.

This does not mean of course that one must be careless when dealing with such phenomena, but it is

comforting to know that this is a possible explanation, when no other cause can be found.

Thus the size-differences of the pupil on the side of lesser parasympathetic tenseness are greater, and the pupil
is sometimes greater, sometimes smaller then the tenser one.
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Accommodation

Strain

and

Blood Pressure

High blood pressure is one of the most important and far-reaching matters
dealt
pupil,

with in this book.

However,

because it provides

I

have

deliberately

dealt first with the

a good introduction to the enigmatic world of the autonomic nervous system, with its

almost unlimited ramifications.
Although I began this work by attempting to show the connection between vertical furrows on the brow and
hypermetropic,as well as the part played by hypermetropic in migraine and glaucoma, I soon came to notice that
high blood pressure was a common additional finding.
Without making any systematic study (in many cases patients were not even asked) it became clear,in
anamnesis,from patients' blood pressure cards,from information provided by another doctor,or indeed because I
measured i tmyself,that approximately ten per cent of those consulting me had high blood pressure.This is in effect
the highest estimated proportion for the adult population (see Hilden 1974).

Later on, when dealing with more

complicated migraine cases,the percentage rose somewhat : particularly striking is the number of young people
round about the age of twenty who had high blood pressure.
Tetralogia (1972) included a table showing the age, blood pressure and refraction values for 84 patients.
Common to all of them was the fact that they had either been completely without distant glasses or had worn greatly
undercorrected glasses.

Generally they had considerable hypermetropia, up to+7.0 and +8.0 diopters.

were, however, some among them whose hypermetropia was either questionable or very slight.

There

These were

people who had earlier been incorrectly dubbed myopes and whose refraction situation was in the process of being
overthrown — for example after a spasm of accommodation had been maintained over a long period by pilocarpine,
and such releasing seldom succeeds all at once.

Some of the slight hypermetropia cases had indeed earlier been

diagnosed as hypermetropes, but they had only recently begun wearing glasses ( I indicated such a situation by
placing the refraction value between brackets).

There has thus been no point — nor will there be — in calculating

some kind of hypermetropia average, because the

figures

only give a first, limited indication of what may be

the case.
I do not therefore consider it necessary to reprint this detailed and probably rather monotonous table
one could in any case continue it
blood
mmHg

pressure

values

indefinitely.

for all my patients,

I have not even got

—

the details of both systolic and diastolic

but the criterion was a systolic pressure of at least

160
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(among the patients there were altogether as many as 53 whose systolic pressure was
< 200 mmHg and there were four with a pressure of up to 300 mmHg )

and a diastolic

pressure of 100 mmHg.
Naturally the first question to be asked will be :
elevate blood pressure?

How could accommodation strain

An explanation could lie in the adrenal medulla,

by preganglionic, cholinergic fibres

innervated

(see Johnson and Spalding, 1974, Fig. 2.1,p.25),

which is itself analogous to postganglionic nerve cells (p.67), cf. p. 368.
accommodatively increased acetylcholine liberation could provoke

Perhaps

enhanced adrenaline

and noradrenaline production. And the second questionrSince there are hundreds of people
with hypermetropia whose blood pressure remains normal, why does it rise in certain
cases only ?

This must be so because hypermetropia is a universal human

condition. The

explanation is to be found in the complexity of the autonomic nervous system and its power to

regulate the balance of the organism, as the summation of innumerable partial factors.

An example of how this

takes place was given on page 252, where it was explained how accommodation strain (usually parasympathetic) can
lead to sympathicotonic mydriasis. See also the scheme and Wilder's law, p. 152.
One may legitimately go on to ask : What does this prove though ?
or it w o u l d

And of course it proves nothing at all —

prove nothing at all were it not for the evidence that the wearing of plus glasses reduces blood

pressure.
Unfortunately it has not been possible for me to follow the blood pressure situation of my patients
systematically : the reader will understand that this would require a study on its own.

I append, however, a short

list of cases where I have had some opportunity of following the situation and in w h i c h
results

of t r e a t m e n t with

Table

No.

Sex

108 F

155 M
424 F

9.

plus g l a s s e s

1933
1930

positive

incontrovertible.

Cases where blood pressure fell after the addition of plus diopters

Born Highest recorded Refraction
blood pressure
1941

seems

the

200/170

160/100
190/120

Notes

Had been
approx. -6.0
(-2.25)

Migraine patient. Had been drawing
in recent years without glasses \
1973 120/100 y no drugs.

+4.25

1970-1972 no drugs.

(+4.5)

Migraine patient. Attack of dizziness.
Blood pressure fell immediately after first
strengthening of glasses \ her doctor did not believe
that the glasses could have had anything to do with
this.

145/90
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Kl

No.

c

Sex

D

Born

Highest recorded
,.
.
blood pressure

,.
Kefractio

D r

464 M

1907

200/90

+7.0

504 F

1942

225/140

+5.(7)5

534 M

1923

200/160

+9.5

587 M

1918

150-160/100

631 M

1903

230/

1900

250/130

709 F

1890

280/

935 F

1906

240/

High blood pressure in 1970 : at that time
without
distant
glasses.
Dropped
to
135/80.Case history, page 436.
Hypertensive crisis. See
page 437.
Glasses only from the age of 20: followed
instructions haphazardly. Blood pressure
decreased all the time: small dose of drugs, 180190/90. Case referred to on page 382.
High blood pressure between the ages of 30
and 40. At present 120/80.

(+3.0)
earlier
(+2.0)

683 F

Notes

+5.25
(+3.0)

(+6.0)

-1.75

When patient stopped wearing minus glasses,
was able to give up blood pressure drugs.
1965 - 1972
180/90 without drugs : glasses
all the time strengthened.
(Sister of No. 683)
Always came for examination
without glasses.
High values in 1963. Coronary thrombosis.
Glasses only since age of 52. Blood pressure
began to fall from the day bifocals were first worn 180/100.
No drugs. 165/95(100) : at present small
dose of drugs,140/90. Distant glasses only +2.0.

971 F

1914

220/110

+5.5

1034 M

1952

190/100

+5.5

High blood pressure recorded 1972. After one
year glasses were considerably strengthened \ in
1974 after one year 150/96-97,no drugs.See table
5, p.204.
Values now 125-135/80-90. Case
history, page 443.

1057 F

1915

220/125

+10.0

1146 M

1929

220/120

(+3.5)

1462 M

1945

220/

(+5.0)

Pressure dropped, in one month to 160/90
and in one year to 150/90 (no drugs). See
also p. 387.
Migraine patient. In 4 months pressure fell to
180/120 •, in eight months to 150/100.
Migraine drugs discontinued.
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No.

r

Sex

n

Born

,,

Highest recorded
.
blood pressure

D r

KefractL

Notes

1519 F

1922

230/120

+4.0

Migraine patient : in one week pressure fell to
160/100 *r in 4 months to 150/80 despite
reduction in drug dose

1524 F

1925

230/110

+7.(5)

Frequent headaches. High blood pressure 1962. At
present 175/95. One Serpasil tablet per day.
Glasses already +6.0.

1591 M

1924

180/120

+5.5

At least since 1963 high blood pressure,
170/
. Case history page 262.

1700 F

1920

240/145

(+3.5)

Migraine patient with trigeminal symptoms. Gastric ulcer.
At age of 42 facial palsy, slurred speech \ hospital
diagnosis: Thrombosis a. cerebri. After that, treatment
for blood pressure with large doses of drugs. Vertigo.
Had distant glasses +0.25 when she came to me in
1975. Distant value of loaned glasses +1.25. Using them,
pressure fell in two weeks to 200/100. Diastolic
pressure had been this low only many years earlier.
Morning tiredness disappeared, also daily pricking of
hands. I prescribed +2.0, add. 3.0. Check-up after six
months. Is still well, no vertigo : I prescribe +3.0, add.
3.0 and she informed me that she was already
accustomed to them. Considerably reduced dose of
drugs on my advice.
Drugs for blood pressure 6 1/2 years. Was already,
near breakdown. Drugs reduced. Sleeps better,
(no drugs).

1777 F

1937

180/120

+4.0

1929 F

1914

180/105

+5.5

Treated for blood pressure for three years. Six months
after getting glasses a patient of mine told me that she
had succeeded in getting rid of blood pressure drugs.

Patients' glasses indicated in the table are generally nowhere near the value of the refraction error revealed,
but after they had started treatment spectacles were continually strengthenedo

There are 13 women and

men.
To interpret blood pressure is just as difficult as to interpret intraocular
and to

pressure j the values are labile

draw conclusions one needs a long period of observation, though nothing unreasonable.

to note that at least ten of the patients in the table had been treated by famous
considered, the picture given by the table is at least promising,

internists).

and places us under an

( It is important
All things

9
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obligation to make further studies.
already caused

There may of course be cases where a situation that has lasted for years has

such irreversible changes in the blood vessels that it is no longer possible to produce any effect,

but there are so many young people among these patients that there is reason to attempt at least long-term
preventive measures.
On the other hand, the very universality of hypermetropic and accommodation strain
should be enough to dispel our worry

about

high

blood

pressure

in

young

people \ and also the many considerable fluctuations observed in pressure values generally,
which

are in any case often benign.

follow-up such people,

It

should

not

be

too

difficult

to

for blood-pressure patients always have regular check-ups for the rest of their lives.

One must of course study a very large number of patients over a long period in order to discover whether
there is an essential difference in the development and degree of blood pressure in

patients who have worn

sufficiently strong plus glasses from an early age (before the age of ten or twenty), as compared to those who have
neglected to do so.
Of special importance and therapeutical interest are hypertensive crises : unfortunately no single practitioner,
and this applies particularly to oculists, meets very many of them. However, case history No. 504, page 437 , a
young person working with a great plus deficiency (H +5.75

) provides a valuable hint, which may mean that a

completely new and comforting solution is at hand.
Either way the problem of hypertension is so vast that

it will require the work of more than one individual

and probably more than one generation !
I have made no attempt in this work to use any kind of control group.
Even if the refraction situation in all people is similar to that in blood pressure patients:
and even though we live in difficult times and life is full of stress,

still hyper-

metropic is something that could and should be the object of preventive measures.

In order to carry out comparative

studies involving great numbers of patients it will be necessary to employ large working groups and uniform methods
— but even then it will be very difficult to find ophthalmologists with identical energy and persistence, and this is
all-important for the results !

Variations in the ability of investigators to achieve results with experimental subjects is

a general problem (Miller, 1974).
It is a common idea that blood pressure increases with age and patients are always wanting to know what
11

their blood pressure "ought to be at their particular age.

I have become ever more convinced that increase in

blood pressure with an advance in years is by no means a "normal" phenomenon — unless it be as the
consequence of untreated hypermetropic.

Even those patients with

hypermetropic

magna who have started
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wearing glasses early, often have really low blood pressure values (No. 738, a 57-year-old married lady working in a
restaurant: had worn glasses from the age of ten \ +6.0 from about the age of forty, hypermetropic at least +10.0 d.).
There are also many others for whom the blood pressure problem has completely disappeared after they have worn
proper glasses,

although they may earlier, even when quite young, have shown signs of increasing blood pressure,

cf. Table 9 .

Adverse effects of blood pressure drugs
One thing that must be taken into account is the side effects of blood pressure drugs:even in the best
circumstances treatment with these drugs means steering a dangerous course between Charybdis and Scylla and the
attempt, for example, to neutralize the side effects of beta-blockers with peripheric vasodilators seems to be very
questionable development indeed.
I have already mentioned nasal stuffiness, which is very disturbing for the patient, on page 249 and I refer to
eczema in patient 552, history on p.388. When nasal stuffiness is associated with the vagotony phase preceding a
migraine attack (p. 158) (for example Nos.441, H+3.75 ; 1177, H+4.0; 1190, H+3.0; 1210, H+3.5 y 1221, H+5.5; 1559,
H+3.0) a wise doctor could not fail to notice the connection. Drugs which inhibit the sympathicus and thereby relatively
strengthen the vagus, provoke the same symptoms and we are again dealing with the mechanism in the autonomic
nervous system discussed earlier :

accommodation
vagotony
additional
accommodation
sympathicotony
hypertension
blood pressure drugs

The effect of these different stimuli on the mucous membrane of the nose is mediated by the ganglion
sphenopalatinum \ in this ganglion are involved the sympathicus, trigeminus II and the facialis nerve, and the
mucous membrane of the superior and middle turbinates is supplied from the same ganglion.
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In the case of (among others) patients No.441,, H+3.75 ; 498, H+4.5 -r 516, H+4.0, nasal stuffiness made it necessary
to discontinue blood pressure drugs. In some others relative vagotony resulting from blood pressure drugs manifests
itself as colitis: migraine patient No. 441. Choice of drugs is not always easy, migraine patient No. 1730 being a good
example. She was a laboratory assistant, born in 1927, hypermetropia +4.0 and she vomited after all the six
different drugs tried.
Nature in her wisdom rejects that which is contrary to her purposes! Because accommodation stimulates primarily the
parasympathetic nervous system and because blood pressure drugs oftei cause concomitant parasympathetic
predominance, even if our intention is only to make the us< of blood pressure drugs easier, there is reason to strive
for the fullest possible correction of refraction errors.

During the years after Tetralogia appeared it became very clear to me that most
doctors treating blood pressure patients were either sceptical or frankly opposed to my thesis.
Even a patient who had been unsuccessfully treated for high blood pressure for a number of years
and asked his doctor whether a sudden improvement in the situation could be due to considerably
strengthened plus glasses, still got the negative reply "WeiI,there are always these unexplained
cases when blood pressure fall s."
Such was the answer given to patient No. 1591, a 50-year-old man 'r blood pressure values earlier approximately
180/120, distant glasses+1.25 and+3.0,+0.5x90, add. 1.75 in March 1974. Was immediately given reading glasses+5.5
and in the summer, bifocals of equal strength +3.5,add.2.0 j H at least+5.5 d.: blood pressure in September 120/80 with
drugs — Catapresan x 1/2 and Moduretic x 1 — which was already a much smaller dose than earlier.When the patient
then raised the matter again, the doctor replied " Maybe I ought to start believing ! "
I refer the reader to my discussion concerning blood-pressure / glaucoma on page 372.
Normal procedure when a blood pressure patient is sent from a clinic to an ophthalmologist is to restrict
examination somewhat one-sidedly to the fundus.

However, in both incipient and advanced cases, there is almost

no point in this, unless the refraction situation is first made plain — i.e. hypermetropia is revealed and an attempt
made to correct it.

This is an area in which hospital clinics could well begin a radical alteration in their way of

proceeding.
Essential hypertonia is a real plague and the cause remains obscure.
changes in blood pressure are mediated by way of the brain.

It is, however, thought probable that

At a recent international pharmacological conference

held in Helsinki attention was drawn to this possible central etiology for high blood pressure.

Just so long as there is

no concrete or unambiguous explanation forthcoming, may it not be asked whether the cause — even a substantial part
of the cause — is uncorrected hypermetropia. '
Could there be a worse or more constant nervous strain than enforced accommodation ? And who can
measure the degree of tension caused by overstrained eyes over the
years ? Precisely this could be the factor which brings about the production of those
1 At the time going to press (May 1977) I note a sad little article in The Lancet (p. 1088) surveying the hypertension field,
in which the author bewails the confusion and lack of progress. It is of course perfectly clear that the origin is
neurogenic, but dear friends, will you believe me when I insist that accommodation strain is a profound factor in the
etiology?
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substances which cause high blood pressure.

Assuredly it could not be detected by an

internist

treating

hypertension : only an oculist is really in a position to foresee it and only a patient who has been cured can
experience it.
Experiments made by Tornqvist (1967and 1970) on monkeys are ofiinterest in this connection : at least his
findings in no way conflict with my line of thought.

In a study made by Waters (1971) the conclusion is reached that

most people who get headaches and migraine have about the same blood pressure as those who do not.
him, and this is also stressed by Weiss (1972), that

I agree with

it is neither blood pressure nor intraocular pressure (naturally

angle closure glucoma—hypermetropia again! — is an exception) that causes headache, but precisely the spasm of
the ciliary muscle, which means in practice a lack of plus glasses.
matter is of singularly little help to anybody.

The fact is that Waters' way of approaching the

The very thing that has not been studied is the relationship between the

degree of hypermetropia and blood pressure.

Indeed it is the one thing missing in all studies of the subject, including

the recent rash of articles on physical therapy as an alternative means of treating blood pressure (see, for example,
Baturina, 1975). Unfortunately it takes years before one can get any clear idea of the amount of hypermetropia, but in
this way of attacking the question there is real hope of getting somewhere.

Table 10.

Blood pressure, accommodation and pregnancy
An interesting group is formed by those who have high blood pressure during pregnancy.
The following is a representative sample.

KI

No.

D

Born

638 1931

,,

Highest recorded
,
blood pressure

D r

Refraction

M .
Notes

190/90-80

had been
-8.75 PsM
least 3.5d.

1027 1948

150/100

(+2.5)

Book-keeper. Large swellings.

1039 1946

160/90

+5.5

Had not earlier had glasses
from an oculist for her headaches. Caesarean section
on account of high blood pressure.

+1.0
(+2.0?)

Condition of fundus watched since 1957:
3 pregnancies, each time treated for blood
pressure. One child had migraine at age
of 6 : patient had no headache. Drugs since 1968.

1054 1927

240/
200/100
1973

First pregnancy at age of 40.
Headaches at
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KI

No.

n

Born

1061 1937

,,

Highest recorded
,
blood pressure

200/105

1114 1942

160/

1162 1933

170/100,
170/100,

D r

Refract ion

Notes

(3.0)

Her son No. 1060,p. 154, born 1966,
had migraine from age of 3. 1968 RR 140/85

+5.5
(+6.0)

High blood pressure during second pregnancy :
drugs from IV — X month

+2.5

-/115 had been
-/130 (-2.5)

Children born 1963 and 1969

+3.0
1169 1921

240/110

1197 1931

+8.5
(+9.0)

Four children : always high blood pressure: with drugs
180/100

(+3.0)

Children born 1957 and 1965 : had drugs for 2-3
months : in bed for 1 month
Is in her IVth month of pregnancy

1202 1945
1244 1940

160/90
150/110

earlier one
lens minus:
(+2.5)
(+3.5)

1247 1931

"high"

+5.5(+6.0)

1257

"high"

+3.75

1258 1938

180/120

+5.5

1288 1944

280/

had been
-1.0 and
-1.75
(+1.0)

1354 1951

200/

(+4.0)

1483 1950
1519 1922

180/100
230/120

(+3.5)
(+4.0)

1701 1947

160/110, 120

(+3.5)

Fainting fits : three live births.Table 14,p.285.

Births 1964 and 1965.
symptoms of migraine.

No longer any

Mother had blood pressure and elevated
intraocular pressure: (+6.0)
Delivery
1971. Blood pressure fell to
160/100
Child born 1971. Became unconscious at least
3 times, 1972-1973. 1972 RR 150/90.

One lens was minus.
unconscious.

After giving birth,on two occasions

Migraine patient : child had migraine from age of 5.
H +3.(5). Many cases of migraine in the family.

1705 1937

150/110

(+3.0)

1718 1941
1856 1930
1886 1932

170-180/ 100
145/110
180/100

+4.75
(+3.0)
PsM -3.(7)5;
+0.(7)5

Headache from age of 20. First birth nine years ago.
Migraine attacks began 18 months ago: now consulted an
oculist for the first time.
See Table 13, p.276.

See page 303.
See Table 15, p.295.
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Of the patients in this table only No. 1054 did not complain of a headache :
Nos. 638 and 1039 had frequent headaches and all the others had severe migraine.
When it is remembered that blood pressure in pregnancy mostly concerns young people
and threatens indirectly even the unborn \

when it is remembered that blood pressure

is directly involved in gestosis in pregnancy, and that this brings the whole autonomic nervous system into the
picture,it should be clear that this group of patients ought to be treated with special care as far as the use of
spectacles is concerned.

I have noted with particular interest the report published by Kidess and Cline (1974) in

which it is stated that people of small stature tend to suffer more from dysmenorrhoea and hyperemesis
gravidarum, because among my migraine patients a very high proportion are of small build and I have often begun
my description of them with the word slenderly-built.

This of course means that they tend to have weaker

muscles,a matter I have referred to earlier (p.28).
A good example of the above is provided by No. 1057, Case history on page 443.

Accommodation

Strain

as a C a u s a t i v e F a c t o r

in E p i l e p s y

No matter what change in the organism may trigger off an epileptic attack, the aura phenomenon once
again stresses the part played by the autonomic nervous system and its dualism.

The fact that in epilepsy an

exaggerated metabolization of acetylcholine has been shown (Krayenbuhl et al. 1973) also fits well with this
idea,because both the parasympathetic
abdominal aura there are clear

and sympathetic ganglions contain acetylcholine. In the case of the

parasympathetic-vagal features, which may also occur in cephalic form, but on

the other hand the feelings of numbness and tingling in the cephalic form suggest

sympathetic constriction of the

cerebral arteries.
11

The occurrence of a so-called "reflex epilepsy attack with fits of unconsciousness, in connection either with
reading (No. 781, H +3.0) or
at least+ 1.5;,

watching television (No. 536, pseudo-myope, glasses earlier -1.0 and -0.75, H

No. 1274, migraine patient, H at least+3.(5), got an attack at once if she watched television

without glasses) is probably a vaso-vagal irritation, mediated by the autonomic nervous system.
It is clear that such severe symptoms will more easily be produced by a great refraction error, great plus
deficiency or some other great fault is spectacles — or of course by an even smaller fault if the person is in a poor
state of health or the stimulus
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is exceptionally great.

Aeroplane pilots are a case in point, the flashing signals they

have to deal with causing so-called "flicker" epilepsy (Binnie et al. 1973), bright light
acting as an exciting factor (see Walsh, page 1130).

This is a very important matter,

because it means the end of a pilot's career if he once gets such an attack (Johnson,
L.C.'r Puister G.

see bibliography); in neither of these articles is there the smallest

reference to the refraction of the test subjects.

However, if one is really concerned

about air safety, then the first thing to do would be to determine pilots' latent hyper
metropic and also correct it as far as possible.

Pilots cannot be specially chosen by God,

a human group deviating from other mortals, faultless emmetropes.

Here if anywhere

things should be systematically improved and even if more hypermetropic is revealed
in

a

pilot

than

under

present regulations, there is no need to despair.

situation must be accepted and a change

made

in regulations,

in an emergency a hypermetrope who usually

The
because

wears even strong plus glasses can manage all right,

at least at the age when he is still allowed to be a pilot. It is only a good thing that nature has, in an epileptic fit,
this dramatic way of revealing the overstrain resulting from a great latent fault.
In this connection I should like to refer again to the four cases of fainting
fits mentioned on page

149 - 151.

The most interesting thing about

them was that the attack was provoked both under accommodation strain (Case 1213, p.469) and when the spasm
was suddenly released ( all the others).
In connection with epilepsy cases one must also remember small childrens' cramps and indeed cramps in
general which often have the same origin.

They absolutely require exact measurement, of refraction because lying

behind them there seems to be a great degree of hypermetropic, or alternatively pseudomyopia [_No. 514 (+3.25) \
No.584 (+7.5) ; No.596

H (+4.75) ; No. 894, was -1.25 (+1.25) ; No. 1036, was -3.(5), complete pseudo-myope

J.
Besides fogging, another powerful releasing factor is sleep and I automatically associate with this
releasing,epileptic fits that occur during sleep.

A very good example is

migraine

patient

No. 814, H +3.75 ;

she had her first grand-mal seizures during sleep at the age of 48, after six months in a new job which involved
close work with figures (case history, page

439 ).

While on the subject of features common to migraine and epilepsy I must mention Case 1592, a 31-year-old
farmer's wife ; no glasses earlier, H+4.5 (+5.0). In connection with migraine attacks she had a temperature of up to 39
°C (102 F.). In the status epilepticus there is also a rise of temperature (Walsh,p. 1129).See further Case 1673,p.228
and history p.459.
^ Driving on a road with the shadows of trees laterally across it may in everyday life produce a similar effect.
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Of the 26 patients in the table 11, 8 are men \ Nos. 345 and 22 are mother and son and Nos. 116 and 543
mother and daughter, both of whom had similar attacks of speechlessness.
In addition to the above group of epileptic patients there are many migraine patients with identical
neurological symptoms — the only difference is that they have not come under a diagnosis of epilepsy.
reports constantly repeat the phrase "clear correlation with epilepsy".

EEG

For example, Case No. 1712, H (+5.0).

Walsh (page 1130) mentions a study in which it was shown that the occurrence of strabismus was greater in
epileptics (3.8%) than

in normal individuals (1.0%).

A glance at the table seems (?) to confirm this finding and

also shows the significance of hypermetropia in the etiology of epilepsy.
It seems likely that there must be certain preconditions in the organism for the onset of epilepsy and not
everyone reacts epileptically to the same stimulus.
coincidence ?

Is it not the case that epilepsy simply results from

And of course if a sixth-form pupil wears glasses perhaps with an

diopters this is in itself enough to trigger off an attack I

a

fateful

overcorrection of 11 minus

Of particular interest in this connection is an article by

Mills (1975) in which he considers the stimulating effect of demanding close work on the secretion of adrenaline and
noradrenaline and the increased arousal level of the brain.
no longer cope.

The brain in the end reaches a point at which it can

It is easy to imagine the extra strain imposed in such circumstances by an uncorrected refraction

error.
Puberty, which is a kind of locus minoris resistentiae and a sensitive period in many respects, also creates
conditions favourable for an attack.

At least migraine and epilepsy are very commonly manifested at this age.

The onset of epilepsy is often the greater shock because the patient has often just previously given evidence of great
natural gifts.

Again we are dealing with a highly intelligent young person who is lively and interested in everything,

with the result that he strains also his eyes.

If in such circumstances there is considerable latent hypermetropia in

the background, it is no wonder that symptoms of epilepsy begin to occur.
The capriciousness and irregularity of epileptic fits,so closely connected with mental and

physical effort,can

thus easily also be linked with irregular accommodation stress. It is hardly surprising that the cardinal (and simple)
treatment based on experience should be to provide the patient with the most peaceful and regular rhythm of life
possible. In this way great variations of stress are avoided.

Adequate glasses are essential in order
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11. Patients diagnosed as epileptics and their refraction

No.

Born

Refraction

1952

(+3.0)

Sex

22 M

Migraine

Notes

28 F

1953

PsM

57 F
116 F

1938
1932

+3.75
PsM

X
X

Case history p.428.
Overcorrection at least 2 d.

302 F

1922

PsM

X

Overcorrection at least 2.5, (3.0) d.
Case report, page 346*

345 F

1927

(+3.0)

X

Up to age of 45 without distant glasses.
Fainting fits \ attacks of an extremely un-epileptiform
nature.

543 F

1961

(+4.0)

749 M

773 F

1954

1955

Minus glasses from the age of 5. "Myopia magna"
up to approx. -10.75 for which an overcorrection of at least 2.5
— 3.0 d. Have not seen the patient since 1971.

No glasses earlier. At age of 10, headache
when doing close work.

(+1.5)

(+3.0)

No glasses earlier. Severe spasm of accommodation. His mother (+6.0)#
Headache

814 F

1927

(+3.75)

X

825 F

1919

(+5.0)

X

923 M

1953

+3.0

Head

1115 F

1923

+5.5

X

1135 F

1912

+3.0

1144 F

1935

+5.(5)

1151 M

1946

+4.(5)

At age of 2 1/2, attack while playing with
bricks. N.B. Close "work"! Headache at age of 12.

See page

439*

Suspected epilepsy 1965.
Headache
page 442.

Had taken Enkefal x 2 for three months.

Case history page

X

1946

+3.5

Case history

443.

Epilepsy diagnosed at age of 10.

No distant glasses.

Barbiphenyl from a neurological clinic. Migraine cured.
Case history page 445.
Case history, page

1182 F

Trigeminus symptoms. Ulcus ventr.

446.

X?
X

Migraine cured \ gained nearly one stone in a month because she no
longer vomited. Gave up epilepsy drugs.
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No.

Sex

Born

Refraction

Migraine

Notes

1184 F

1939

PsM
(+3.0)

X

"Attacks resembling epilepsy".
Trigeminal symptoms.

1239 F

1931

(+3.0)

X

Convulsions in connection with reading.
Had glasses+1.25. EEG taken five times. 1973 some kind
of coronary attack. Dizziness.

1274 F

1941

+3.(5)

X

Attacks in connection with reading. No glasses
earlier. Dizziness. Improvement with glasses + 1.25,
+2.25 for reading, (symptom-free?)

X

Attacks during summer holiday and on Sundays.
(Holiday migraine?) Dizziness especially in a car. Did not
follow instructions. Came after 18 months for check-up,
without glasses. Had been receiving sickness pension for over
6 months.
When his glasses broke, an optician had given
him weaker discrepant spectacles. Was on his way to
Sweden to consult a homeopath. Had taken such large
doses of drugs that he was stupified.

X

At age of 44 did not wear distant glasses.
Dizziness RR 0

X

Fainted in connection with severe chest pains.
No infarction revealed in Ekg. Dizziness. Trigeminal
symptoms. RR was over 200, now 160/100.
Strengthened glasses have already eased headache.

X

Attacks from age of 1 1/2 to 4 'r one arm
and one leg stiff. Blinked when watching television,
myokymia. Tense spasm of accommodation. Had
recently been prescribed glasses -1.0. Father a migraine
patient (^-5.5).

X

At age of 5, fainting fit in connection with
typical migraine attack. Again at age of 15 similar attack
when landing in an aeroplane. Had not previously consulted
an oculist.

1350 M

1475 F

1578 F

1635 M

1636 M

1951

1922

1920

1963

1957

+3.5

Dizziness.

(+6.5)

(+3.5)

(+1.0)

+4.0

(+5.5?)
Headache

1752 M

1949

(+3.5)

Breech delivery with subdural haematoma. First seizure 1956,at
age of 7. Diagnosed as focal epilepsy. Nevertheless most
recent EEG report stated that findings were "surprisingly
1
recent '. Strabismus cone, diverg. alt. interma.
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to level these out and they annul the difference of accommodation strain between sleeping and waking.
How many far-reaching things there are In this world that remain unexplained and
yet what comfort is now available for the heavily burdened ! (Nowadays even an epileptic
can get a driving license.)

How many potential parents, either willingly or under compul

sion have had to forego childbearing?

And how much human joy and happiness has been

given up in the name of beliefs not unlike primitive necromancy?

And how many

young people under the guardianship of parents must still suffer attacks of this kind because of parental
prejudice about spectacles?

The diagnosis being so serious, it is truly incredible how reluctant patients are to

consider my thesis, which could provide a possible answer to the whole problem.
The features that migraine and epilepsy have in common are well known, but the more migraine patients I
have treated the clearer it has become how many migraine cases all over the world must be erroneously classified
as epilepsy.

And it is all the more surprising to find doctors turning a deaf ear to the results achieved by correction

of refraction errors.

In working on these things and attempting to help my patients I have suffered such

opprobrium and vilification that those near and dear to me have sometimes asked whether I can continue the
struggle.

My reply has been that I must at least for the present, because to restore even one of these

unfortunates to health and happiness is more than adequate compensation.

The same can be said about the advice given by a doctor to my migraine patient No. 1737 "A person
like you should never have children".
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T h y r o i d Gland and A c c o m m o d a t i o n

Strain

Among the many symptoms to which migraine patients are prone the part played by the thyroid gland is
striking and there are numerous instances of hyperthyroidism. The more one studies the refraction situation of these
patients and deficiencies in its treatment the less important seems the psychic element in this disease, so long
classified as a psychosomatic

disorder.

The following question, which patients often ask is surprisingly wise :

" ... but is it really true my eye troubles come from that over-active thyroid of mine?"

My answer has for a long

time been "No, but the excessive secretion of your thyroid gland is largely caused by negligence in regard to your
spectacles. "
Thanks to the fact that my husband is a surgeon and is already"in the picture"as far as the effects of
accommodation stress are concerned, I have had the chance to study a number of interesting thyrotoxicosis
cases.

When he heard certain details about my migraine patients he told me that his former chief, Professor

Klossner,had often noted that goitre patients suffer from headaches, but was astonished to find that no mention
was made of this in any of the literature on the subject.

He often consults me about these things, especially if

there is some discrepancy between the symptoms complained of by the patient and the findings in examination.
The cause of thyroid disorders has up to now been considered to be hypothalamic stimulation of the
adjacent pituitary, resulting from physical or emotional stress (Macfarlane and Thomas, 1972, page 137).
Accommodation strain answers more than well to the demands of both these types of strain and when
one remembers to what extent visual stimuli — for example those leading to an epileptic seizure — are
projected on the hypothalamus, the theory suggested fits as well as may be the thyrotoxicosis that occurs
among hypermetropes. Remembering also the effect of light on the gonads by way of the hypothalamus and
the pituitary body it seems possible that light stimuli passing through an ametropic eye
2 have an effect also on the thyroid gland.
is known that both goitre and
hyperthyroidism are due to the action of a humoral agent on the thyroid gland (L.A.T.S.)
the source of which has been shown to be the lymphocyte (Macfarlane and Thomas,
page 137).

There is no conflict here because we have already seen — and I Include

more about this later — in how many ways and how profoundly accommodation stress
disturbs the physiology of the organism.
1 Radn6t 1954, cf. pp.183 and 189.
2
Radn6t and Orban, 1956.

Now it
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Antagonism within the autonomic nervous system may also — as in the case of blood pressure — be
manifested in the functioning of the thyroid gland.

In most cases it seems that when thyroid equilibrium is disturbed,

there is a tendency for over-activity to set in,as with blood pressure,indeed increased blood pressure and
thyrotoxicosis often go hand in hand.

Only seldom have I come across a case of inhibited functioning, i.e. a

hypothyrotic person, and I can never remember such a case being connected with increased blood pressure.
Anamnestically I note the following cases of hypothyrosis, all migraine patients and all women.
Table 12.
No.

Sex

Born

Hypothyrosis in migraine patients
Refraction

1159 F

1953

+3.0

1693 F

1921

1698 F

1931

+3.5

1729 F

1939

+3.5

1778 F

1942

+3.5

+7.(5)

Notes
Daughter of patient No. 1158, table p.275, letter
page 196.
Patient also afl example(page 142), of the combination
of H and Exo, the occurrence of exotropia in connection with fogging,
when binocularity is lost as accommodation is released.
Low blood pressure \ symptoms of angina pectoris
(constricting effect of the vagus on the coronary arteries (?) J As glasses
were strengthened, cardiac symptoms disappeared.
Low blood pressure

Because I consider it likely that thyrotoxicosis and increased blood pressure are in many instances also the
result of increased sympathetic nervous activity provoked by excessive accommodation stress, I well understand that
beta blocking agents have a beneficial effect on thyrotoxicosis

(they have been used in pre-operative treatment,

Johnson and Spalding, 1974, page 211) despite the fact that plasma noradrenaline concentrations are lower than
normal (Johnson and Spalding, page 63) and that some authorities believe that the thyroid gland also receives
parasympathetic, possibly specific secretory nerves, from the vagus (Rauber-Kopsch, 1943, III page 233).
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Table
No.

Sex

13.

Born

37

F

1905

88

F

1912

108

F

1941

Thyroid and accommodation
Migraine Refraction
approx.-6.0

+5.0

X

(-2.25)

Notes
Learnt to read at age of 6. Glasses from age of 11
onwards. Hyperthyrosis at age of 55
Glasses from age of 20. Hyperthyrosis at age of
43,which subsequently became hypo-thyrosis.
Took
drugs for it. As late as 1972 came to consult me without
ever having had glasses.
Had had glasses approx. -6.0. Severe migraine,which
disappeared when minuses were given up. Can draw
without glasses or with -1.5 \ drives a car with -3.5.
Goitre operated on at age of 29.
PsM \ had been approx. -1.0. Goitre operated on
many years ago. Symptoms recurred at age 44—45.

318

F

1926

X

(+3.0)
Goitre operated on at age of 29. First glasses at
age of 41. Right eye began to swell at age of 38.

557

F

1919

+3.25

Reading glasses +1.5 from age of 43. Right pupil
"tonic". Protein-bound iodine increased in six months
from 6.8 to 8.9 mg%. Thyroid gland slightly enlarged.

627

F

1925

(+2.25)

Goitre operated on at age of 44 (approx.)
Remembers something strange about her left eye since the
age of 24 \ M > -20 d. Operated on for hyperthyrosis at
age of 38. O. dx. +2.0.

668

F

1920

726

F

1914

746

F

1910

754

F

760

F

(+3.0)
Headache +2.0
+4.0

Polyarthritis. Diabetes at age of 58. At age
of 62, dry eyes which itched. Hyperthyrosis.

1910

+2.75

Struma toxica. Radio iodine treatment.
Sister had glaucoma.

1935

+2.25

Strumectomy at age of 28. Dizziness.
Photophobia and strained eyes. Son also had dizziness
at age of 16 \ wearing glasses + 1.5 (H +3.0) improved the
situation.
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No.
787

Sex Born
F

1932

Migraine Refraction
Headache +3.5
(+4.5)

Notes

Thyrotoxicosis
when
studying
at
the
university;
exophthalmus with diplopia \ 1959 retrobulbar X-ray
treatment. 1972 thyrotoxic crisis, radio iodine treatment.
Operation for thyroid cancer at age

797

F

1923

X

+3.0

810

F

1923

X

(+2.25)

of 50.

Goitre operation at age of 32. Result was hypothyrosis.
At age of 35 glasses +1.25 altogether too weak.
Strumectomy at age of 47. Blepharochalasis operation at
age of 53. Up to then no distant glasses.

834

F

1920

X

+3.25
Operation for thyroid cancer at age of 42-44. First glasses at
age of 44: +1.0 / cyl. -1.5 0°.

856

F

1923

906

F

1913

952

F

1921

X

+3.0
(+4.0)

X

+4.0

Headache (+2.0)

Ulcus ventr. 1938 and 1965. Strumitis 1971. Addict,
See Table 14,p.283.
At age of 42 rather high blood pressure. At age of 50
hyperthyrosis, treated with radio-iodine.
Struma adenomatosa operation 1964. RR
200/110.
Goitre operation at age of 32.Table 17B.p.335

953

F

1906 Headache+3.0

1022

F

1936

1059

F

1896 Headache +5.0

X

Constant headache. Large goitre, never operated
on. Glasses at age of 38
+3.5

PsM : distant glasses had been -0.75. Goitre operation at
age of 44. Deep central furrow on the brow.
Strumectomy at age of 46.
earlier.

1068

F

1921

1098

F

1925

1103

F

1917

X

X

+ 1.5
(+2.5?)

RR 170/110 No glasses

+3.0

Previously had weak minus glasses — only got them at
age of 42! Last visit 1968. Strumectomy at age of 57
(1974)

PsM

At age of 50 operation for node in the thyroid gland.
Migraine, "epilepsy" etc. Case history page 443.
Strumectomy at age of 59. First glasses at age of 57.
Arrhythmia.

1115

F

1923

X

1116

F

1914 Headache +2.5

+5.5
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No.

Sex

1120

F

Born

Migraine

1923

Refraction

Notes

+3.5

X

Strumectomy at age of 50. were
+1.25.

Only

glasses

1122

F

1909 Headache

+3.0

Treated for thyrotoxicosis. Gastric ulcer. Asthma.
Previous glasses slightly discrepant. Inv. astigmat. ad.
2.0 d.

1132

F

1946 Headache

+3.0

Goitre operation at age of 26.
glasses. Case history p.444.

1158

F

1921

+3.0

Strumectomy at age of 50.

+4.5

Severe migraine; no glasses
oculist^ still fails to follow
Eyes so protruding that they
of the test, frames.

+4.5

Nodular goitre operation at age of 54. Strongest distant
glasses up to that time cyl. + 1.0 90°. Trigeminal
neuralgia which improved after getting glasses. '

1166

1228

F

F

X

1947

X

1915

X
approx.
+3.0

1271

F

1934

Goitre operation at age of 24.
165° and+0.5 / -1.25, 15°

Headache cured with

See p. 195.
earlier from an
instructions.
touch the lenses

Glasses +0.75/ -1.25,

Goitre operation at age of 40

X
+5.0
(+6.0)

1356

F

1923

X

1378

F

1931 Headache

1496

F

1912

X

1539 F

1907 Headache

1570 F

1917

1604 F

1937

1538

1918 Headache

F

+2.0

Trigeminal pains.

Strumectomy at age of 39.

Operation for thyroid cancer at age of 60. First glasses at
age of 38. At age of 61 distant glasses +2.75.

+6.5

Constant headaches. Treatment for tv/o /ears for
hyperthyrosis.
Distant correction,only + 1.5. Had
never used bifocals.
Goitre operation 1952. Glasses approx. -2.(2)5 and
outward appearance of the eyes looked like it!
Extremely tired looking. Case history p.455.

X

+4.0

Migraine attacks from age of 7. Severe numbness in
both tongue and lips. One half of visual field blacked out
for as much as one hour. Palpitation, trigeminal
symptoms, gastritis, rhinitis allergica. Goitre operation
1961. Earlier had weak minus glasses.

(+0.75)

(+3.0)
1

Nevertheless, when the patient visited me again two years later she admitted she had sometimes failed
to wear her glasses, with the expected result — an aching jaw. She took the trouble to treat this, of
course, ultrasonically !
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No.

Sex

Born Migraine

(-1.0)

1608

F

1907

1620

F

1937

1942

X

+4.(5)

1633 1925

X

(+2.0)

1631

Refraction

X

(+4.0)

First glasses at age of 16; at age of 55 approx.-3.0. Polyarthritis
chr. Radio iodine treatment 1974.
Severe migraine. Trigeminal symptoms, numbness; blackouts
of one half of visual field, depressions. Had been without glasses
for the previous ten years. Had had radio iodine treatment ten
years earlier. See also page 150.
See table 15 p.294.

1644

Case history in Table p.286.Minus glasses earlier. Drug treatment
for goitre.
Trigeminal symptoms and dysphagia. Takes drugs for
hyperthyrosis. RR 205/105. Cured of migraine symptom

1921 +6.0

See case history page 458.

1660 1912

+6.5

1691
1945

X

+4.0

1692
1898

X

+6.(5)

1718
1941

1745

Notes

F

X

1921

+4.75

X

+4.5

Case history in Table 5 p.206. Treated for three months ten
years ago with carbimazole.
Blood pressure. Diabetes for 8 years. Goitre operations at
age of 35 and again at 69.
Squinted at age of 10. Severe migraine; trigeminal symptoms;
unnecessary puncturing for nose troubles. Biopsy from throat. Neck
stretched. Increased blood pressure during pregnancy. Treated for
thyrotoxicosis two months after fourth pregnancy. Earlier had minus
glasses. 1973, period of depression, cried easily ; after first plus
addition was symptom-free for nearly a year. Glasses+1.5 ;+2.25.
Person with a university education. Trigeminal symptoms.
Wore glasses for a short time as a child when her "eyes rolled
in the head". At age of 39 reading glasses +1.0. Goitre
operation 1961. Took thyroid hormones for 4 years.
Glasses not changed in 8 years. Distant glasses were
approximately +1.0. Retired at age of 46 because of
endocrinological confusion.
First glasses at age of 42. Coronary infarction at age of 46.
Goitre operation at age of 42. Strabismus.
Degeneration
of macula.

1749

F

1900

1750

F

1931 Headache +5.5

+7.0
First consulted an oculist at age of 39. Pregnancy toxaemia
1965. Headache with menstruation. 1974
thyrotoxicosis,since which has taken Metimazol tablets x 2.
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No. Sex

Born

Migraine Refraction

1903

1751

F

1753

M

1761

F

1917

X

(-^5.5)

First glasses at age of 48, First consulted an
oculist at age of 58, when she was wearing glasses+1.5, add.
3.0. Migraine for 10 years. Goitre operation 1971.

1762

F

1947

X

(+2.5)

At ages 16 and 26 oculist failed to prescribe
glasses ; in the interval she was given prisms by an optician.
Migraine from age of 7. Urticaria. 1974 treated for 2-3
months for hyperthyrosis. 1975 abdominal X-ray because
of acidity. RR 160/110.

1767

F

1920

X

+4.0

Strumectomy at age of 17 ; goitre recurred and second
operation at age of 30; cholecystectomy at age of 45.

1768

F

1937

X

(+1.5)

Dysmenorrhoea ; Strumectomy on the right side
1969. Earlier glasses approx. -1.25 and -1.75. First migraine
attack 1973, after which visited an oculist, again got minus
glasses.

+4.0

At age of 20 had worn glasses for a short time for
close work. Strumectomy 1965. Still at age of 54 no distant
glasses.

1923

+5.0

Notes

X

H,-> PsM-»
H(+3.5)

X

First glasses at age of 46. Goitre diagnosed
in summer 1974. Since that time she has taken
tyroxin x 2. RR was 230/ < 100
First reading glasses at age of 30; did not
wear them. I prescribed regular glasses
(+0.75) when he was 40. I next saw the patient after a
lapse of 12 years, when he told me he had had migraine for
10 years — 3 attacks a week. Glasses were then cyl. -0.25
I 0° and 160°, add. 1.75.

1772

F

1921

1776

F

1947

X

+5.(5)

Occlusion treatment at age of 5, stopped wearing
glasses at age of 15 — 25 years.
Thyrotoxicosis, treated with
Metimazol. Blood pressure during pregnancy 140/110. The
ulnar fingers of both hands were often numb on waking. Severe
neuralgias after influenza.

1787

F

1926

X

+5.0

LE-patient, see Case history page 314.

1838

F

1901

(+2.25)

Former textile worker. First glasses at age of
49. 1974 thyrotoxicosis radibcurata et medicata c. struma
retrosternalis. Takes Metimazol x 1. Clonicin x 1/2. Now MR
A
with glasses+2.25, Esophoria 2 1
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No. Sex Born
1867

Migraine

Refraction

F 1920

Notes

+3.0

PsM : distant glasses had been approx. -1.25.
Goitre operation 1958. RR 155-160/105.

The 61 patients listed in this table show the same features as those in the earlier tables : migraine or
headache, considerable refraction error in the direction of hypermetropic.
severe, and 12 had headaches.

Thus 33 patients had migraine, generally

Of the nine patients who had earlier had minus glasses, seven had been

complete pseudo-myopes, one had had a large minus

overcorrection and a 67-year-old patient had myopia magna

as a result of minus glasses prescribed when she was 11 years old.

I was myself surprised to discover that all but

one (1753) of these patients were women — again an absolutely clear indication of the physical weakness of our sex.
In addition to those listed there are the exophthalmus cases (78, 207, 257, 438), all fairly clear pseudo-myopes, but
about whose thyroid condition I have no information.

Besides the hyperthyrosis cases I should like to draw attention

to migraine patient No. 1182,the course of whose metabolism was interesting and whose organism clearly calmed
down after she started wearing spectacles.
single month.

This 27-year-old farmer's wife, H(+3.5), put on about one stone in a

It is very possible that her own explanation, that she put on weight because her migraine disappeared

and she stopped vomiting, is correct, but it is just as likely that the functioning of her thyroid gland calmed down at the
same time. —Clear evidence of the transfer from sympathicotony to vagotony is also given by patient No. 1633 (see
also Table p.286) who wrote : "Now that I have worn the new glasses you gave me for some days I feel hungry — a
thing that has not happened for many months.

However, I still can't eat very much, I just eat little and often, even

sometimes at night."— and further,as an example of changes in the opposite direction and the overall condition of
extreme unrest in the organism,there is the following typical migraine patient with multiple symptoms :
Case No. 182 , a needlework teacher, born 1916. Got her first glasses at the age of 12 : pseudomyope. At age of 54 had glasses approximately -4.75^ at age of 59 refraction was at most -0.(7)5.
First symptoms occurred at age of 30, when she got pains in the ball of the foot. Between the age of
30 and 45 she put on three stone in weight. However, at the age of 40 her cholesterol value was 169
mg%. At the age of 53 thyroid deficiency, B.M.R. -28 was diagnosed. Ever since that time, i.e.
1969, patient has taken every day 0.1 mg lerothyroxin. At the age of 54,she lost over two stone in ten
months,
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probably as a result of drugs, B.M.R. +5.0. Later the same year she got pleuritis rheumatica,
which has recurred.
Highest blood pressure value was 140/90 } at present 115/80 (It is difficult to understand why the
patient continually takes Catapresan tablets. In my opinion the situation fits well with what I have
pointed out earlier, i.e. that my patients have never had high blood pressure in connection with
thyroid deficiency). The patient is still being treated as a rheumatic and also has sciatic troubles.
When a considerable

defect in spectacles happens to coincide with the approach of the menopause,

which is in any case a metabolically exhausting and extremely labile situation (R/nnov-Jessen and Kirkegaard
1973), conditions are especially favourable for the onset of hyperthyrosis. One may explain the occurrence of
exophthalmus with whatever fine theory one will (Tengroth 1963 \ Barbosa et al. 1972) — and I haven't really
studied the matter profoundly — but one must not fail to consider plus deficiency as a cause of this and also of
swollen lids.
As a matter of fact one may think of the cause and effect in hyperthyrosis as
going in either direction: the nervous system of a hyperthyrotic patient being tensed up,
he is also prone to spasm of accommodation, which in turn produces pseudomyopia

which

then speeds up the over-activity of the thyroid gland, an so on in a vicious circle. What
makes it difficult to believe
without

in primary hyperthyrosis is that those with

pseudomyopia but

symptoms of hyperthyrosis are already legion.
I do not believe that hyperthyrosis is a "constitutional disturbance" that undermines the strength of the

sclera (Duke-Elder, page 121) and could thus be an etiological factor in pseudomyopia.
mechanism,

On account of its

pseudomyopia is a gradually reversible situation and this has been proved in innumerable cases.

adult sclera does not stretch just like that as a result of poor condition.

An

On the other hand, a pseudo-myopic

condition may arise in those who still have reserves of muscular power to throw into the battle — in other words,
roughly up to the age of presbyopia.
operation or illness,

Poor condition in general,

for example when convalescing after an

is also reflected in the sudden manifestation of hypermetropic, that is to say a sudden need for

plus glasses.
There have in any case been a number of reversals in the treatment of hyperthyrosis. The one thing that is
clear is that the wheel "set in motion of Plummer" in 1924 "has not yet come to rest" (The Lancet 1974).
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Disorders

of the A l i m e n t a r y

Tract

and A c c o m m o d a t i o n

Strain

My migraine patients have commonly suffered from disorders of the alimentary tract, which is known to be a
battlefield for the autonomic nervous system — hence the name vegetative nervous system.

These disorders include

speeding up or slowing down of peristalsis and the secretion of digestive juices as well as many different subjective
feelings.

In order to

understand the complexity of these symptoms it is helpful to remember that in general the

parasympathetic nerves are visceromotor, secretomotor and vasodilator and that stimulation of them causes contraction
of the gut musculature.

As regulators and guardians of the proper advance of food we have the sphincters and Nature

has wisely entrusted their nervous supply to the sympathetic nervous system,the antagonist of the parasympathetic
nervous system which is responsible for peristalsis.

Globus hystericus
On page

225 , in connection with the cerebral nerves and more particularly the parasympathetic IX, I have

already dealt with a relatively common symptom among migraine patients, namely a choking feeling in the throat.

In

many cases I consider this to be a clear consequence of accommodation strain, certainly resulting from the
combined influence of all the nervous systems.

However, migraine patients also describe a symptom like a lump in

the throat, the so-called globus hystericus,which is always said to have psychic associations (Migraine patient No.
1774, H +3.5, no

glasses earlier, who says that she is able herself to release it -r suffers also from restless legs.)

Considering the significant part played by the autonomic nervous system in accommodation strain, perhaps it is not
really necessary to have any special psychic sensitivity to get this symptom.

May it not be that there exist two

clinically proximate feelings, both a reflection of a state of spasm in the ciliary muscle ?

Vague symptoms in the upper abdomen
In recent years I have noticed, both in my own work and more generally, an increase in complaints
about vague and very varied symptoms in the upper abdomen.

They occur especially in students between the

age of 20 and 30 and are most distressing and When a person has once learned to relax, accommodation of course
also relaxes.
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disturbing to those concerned.

They complain of something contracting, as if going back and forth \ actual

lumps can be felt and people even go to have them massaged (migraine patient No. 1709, an unmarried lady
shopkeeper -r born in 1946, H at least +4.0, no glasses earlier).

In the light of my experiences with migraine

and hypermetropia patients, I believe that I can put my finger on the ultimate cause of their troubles.

The effect

of accommodation strain parallels exactly that of the parasympathomimetic drugs, pilocarpine and muscarine, of
which Goodman and Gilman (1970, page 473) say that they stimulate the smooth muscles of the intestinal tract,
thereby increasing tone and motility -r

large doses cause marked spasm and tenesmus.

The tone and motility of

the gall-bladder and biliary ducts are also enhanced and the spleen contracts due to stimulation of its capsular
musculature.
The following examples seem to illustrate this :
Case No. 577, a lady student, born in 1953, whose troubles had already begun during her last
years at school. Tense spasm of accommodation, H revealed +3.0, but sometimes needed
even +6.0 glasses for reading ; proctalgia.
Case No. 622, a lady student, born in 1945, who at the age of 25 had experimented with weak
minus glasses. H at least +4.(75). Without glasses she had had two or three attacks of the petit-mal
type.These occurred in similar conditions, when the eyes were strained from concentration .Various
stomach troubles.
Case No. 1039, a lady student, born in 1946 *T mother of one child — caesarean section
because of increased blood pressure. Symptoms appeared when she took up her studies again
after a break of two or three years, H +5.5 .
m

Case No. 1521, a draughtsman, born in 1950 r had had minus glasses at the age of seven
m
or eight, the last being - 7. 5 r PsM at least several diopters \ was immediately able to work
with -4.0. Had had constant stomach trouble from the age of 15.
See also Case No. 1011, page 229.
All these cases were also migraine patients and

it was common to all of them that gall-bladder and

intestine examinations proved negative.
Because these patients' troubles are often connected with eating — not surprising, since the arrival of
food in the alimentary tract provokes additional peristalsis — and are relieved after a short while, for example
after a walk ( = relaxation ! ) they refuse to accept any explanation other than one based on digestive disorders
and their attitude is only reinforced by the fact that doctors in general will not see any connection with
accommodation.

Several patients have expressed surprise that even porridge may at times
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irritate and produce pain (cases 452, 643).

Such people often have an already irritated alimentary tract which

makes contractions painful, especially when they eat after a slightly longer fast than usual.
The part played by accommodation strain should also be borne in mind in connection with those numerous
people who have undergone a gall-bladder operation and whose troubles have not been cured by removal of the
gall-bladder and gall-stones.

It is a matter of regret to me that I have not made systematic notes about the gall-

bladder troubles of my migraine patients, and how they were examined and treated.

In any case there seem to

be a great many patients who have had these troubles, including some whose migraine attacks have been
erroneously diagnosed as gall-bladder attacks (1652, H +5.0).

There is an exceptionally interesting article by

Rios Mozo (1974) in which he points out the relationship between migraine / epilepsy conditions on the one hand
and biliary stasis and gall-stone formation on the other, and a general relationship with rheumatic fever to boot.

Peptic ulcer and colitis
It is probable that the most important disorder of the alimentary tract is the peptic
ulcer.

With the peptic ulcer we are dealing with one of the most common of the so-

called psychosomatic

ailments.

To underline the simultaneity of colitis and peptic

ulcer — they frequently go hand in hand in my own patients — and to show how, at
least in part, they have a probable vagotonic etiology
I have placed all the cases in one and the same table.

based on

accommodation strain,

One must naturally also take

into account the general effect of stress on the whole autonomic nervous system -r
apparently by way of the central nervous system, stress causes features of sympathetic
over-activity.
of this.

The obstipation so often associated with peptic ulcer may be evidence

It is not my wish to comment extensively on these diseases,at present so much

discussed, for they are in any case quite outside my own field.

Nevertheless I must

remind my readers that the exact etiology is still unknown and that in the differential
diagnostics of these troubles, symptoms of the eyes and joints are by no means uncommon.
An article by Christensen (1974) is like a brief written on my behalf \
add the part played by accommodation strain.

I only need to

In this article he refers to repeated

severe stomach pains, which even interfere with the activities of children ( I have
always connected these with suspected migraine ) and are more common among girls than
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boys — here again the weaker sex.

There has so far been no satisfactory explanation of such pains.

localized in the middle of the abdominal cavity and cause nausea and vomiting.

They are

These children get headaches and

aching limbs, and as adults they have a tendency to suffer from colon irritabile and ulcus duodeni. Cf.also p.310 ! I
feel great pity for them,because the usual treatment is to try and calm both parents and children by means of drugs or
radical psychotherapy.

Peptic ulcers occur in migraine patients in such very different conditions that it is difficult to

believe that the cause, at least in every case, is emotional stress mediated by the hypothalamus — an idea which
has a large number of supporters (Johnson and Spalding, 1974, page 258).
of those ulcer-patients

In any case, the refraction situation

who become quite "blind" from drugs, as for example No. 1824, from Librium, would be

very interesting to investigate.

Table 14.

No.

Sex Born

150

M

1912

39
0

M

1933

58 M
7
82 F
5

1918

853

F

Peptic ulcer and colitis

Migraine

1919

1917

882

Refraction
PsM at least
1.(25) d.

X(?)
(+6.0)

+5.0

Headache +3.0
X

+5.0

X

PsM at least
4 d.

X

(+2.0)

Notes.
Ulcus ventr. Haematemesis. Persistent itching
rash. Retired at age of 58.
Exhaustio nervosa. Glasses had been -3.5,
cyl.-0.75 (-1.0) x 90.
Ulcus ventr. operated on at age of 33.
At age of 23 oculist failed to prescribe glasses.
Recurrent ulcer pains.
16, p.317.

Trigeminal symptoms. See Table

Ulcus ventr. at approx. 42 years. 1965 convulsions
and suspected epilepsy. Trigeminal symptoms.
Ulcus ventr. at age of 36, operated on.
Retired at age of 50.
Glasses had been -0.5, cyl -0.25 x 90.
After glasses +1.25, add 1.25,colitis much better.
no longer any migraine symptoms.

Has

1931
X

906
931

F

+4.0

Ulcus ventr. diagnosed at age of 25 \ again
at age of 52. Strumitis, trigeminal neuralgia.

+5.0

Ulcer operated on at age of 35 years. Despite acid-free
stomach, similar trouble at age of 53. Trigeminal
neuralgia as well as clear symptoms of hemiparesthesia
l.dx.

1913
1920

No.

Sex

Born

Migraine

Refraction

936

F

1919

severe
headache

967

F

1928

1056

F

1936

1069

M

1918

1099

M

1935

1115
1122
1129

F
F
M

1923
1909
1927

+4.0

Notes
RR 210/100. At age of 52 oculist failed to strenghten glasses.
Distant glasses then cyl. + 1.(25) x 0? dizziness. At the
same time received hospital treatment for colitis diverticulosa.
Duodenal ulcer at age of 25.

eye-ache
X

(+2.0)
+5.(5)

Ulcus ventr. diagnosed at age of 37.
Laparotomy — negative finding.
Ulcus ventr. operated on at age of 55.

(+2.5)
?

X
+5.5
headache+3.0
+3.0
X

1918

1138

(+2.0)

Neuralgias, insomnia. Patient says that all his
troubles
derive from the eyes : repeated
stomach pains at age of 38. Duodenitis (ulcus?).
Case history p.443.
Ulcus ventr.Asthma. Toxic goitre treated. Duodenal ulcer
operated on at approx.40 years. Fainting fits at age of approx.
45 years. PsM, earlier glasses -1.(25); RR 195/125. Dystonic
heart troubles at age of 20 ; severe heartburn during pregnancy.
Ulcus ventr.,X-ray, 1965; recurred 1970.
Severe acidity. Glasses had been -4.0 and -3.0, cyl. -1.0 x 0.
Mother 1138.

+2.0

Case history p.448.

PsM at least
1174

F

1953

1194

F

1942

F

1923

X
X 1209

2.56.
+4.(5)
+5.0
(+6.0)

Ulcus ventr. diagnosed at age of 44. Neuralgia n.trigemini.
Vertigo. Neck stretched 10 times. Extrasystoles. Glasses
only+2.75 ; severe holiday migraine to begin with after
strengthened glasses ; later somewhat better.

X
treated with diet. Has
no longer

1220

M

1934

X

+4.0

Ulcus ventr. at age of 24 ;
Strab.div.alt. Tachycardia. any
migraine symptoms.

1226

M

1925

X

PsM (+2.0)

Duodenal ulcer at age of 28. Migraine clearly improved
already with glasses +1.0, add 2.0.

1231

F

1928

X

+3.(5)

At age of 36, five weeks in hospital ; X-ray, suspected
duodenal ulcer. Also P.E.G. for headache. Migraine
relieved with glasses even while waiting her turn for
consultation.

1237

F

1929

+6.5

Ulcus ventr. 3 times, diagnosed by X-ray. When
pregnant RR 180-220/-Tooth-grinder (trigeminus).
Mother had migraine. Extra-systoles already at school.
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No,

Sex Born Migraine

1243

F

1942

X

1245

M

Refraction

Notes

PsM at least
2.0 d.

From age of 15 drank milk for heartburn, Glasses had been 4.0 and -3.25. Trigeminal pain. Letter p. 449.

+2.5

At age of 24 abdominal x-ray, ulcus? Told spontaneously of
the slackness of the cheek muscles. Trigeminal symptoms.
Severe spasm of accommodation.

1948
At age of 34 ulcus ventr. diagnosed by X-ray. Elevated blood
pressure when pregnant. Fainted at the cinema. Operation on
back.

1247

F

1931

X

+5.5
(+6.0)

1253

1295

F

F

+6.0

1906

1920

X

+5.0

Repeatedly treated for suspected ulcer. Operation for
suspected cancer 1974 -T negative finding. (See glaucoma
table, p.354).
P.E.G. at age of 30. At age approx. 43 loss of memory.
At the same age X-ray -r ulcus ventr. et duodeni.
Unconsciousness at age of 52. Acupuncture. Had glasses
+2.(25), add 2.0.
Ulcus ventr. diagnosed by X-ray at age of 28. Table
17B,p.336.
Ulcus ventr. for the first time at age of 29 \ recurred two years
later. No spectacles earlier. Table 17B,p.336.

1260
M

M

1942

1272

F

1937
X

1939

X?

+3.0 1266

+5.5

X

PsM (+2.0)

Examination for ulcus ventr. at age of 28 \ again at the age of
34 : gastritis. Trigeminal symptoms. Extrasystoles.
Glasses had been -2.0, cyl. -0.25 and -5.0, cyl.-0,25. Case
history table 5,p.205. At age of approx. 50 X-ray revealed
ulcus ventr. Trigeminal neuralgia \ many migraine cases in
the family. RR 190/- being treated.
Treated since age of 14 for colitis ulcerosa.
Hypermetropic in the family.

1285 M
F 1905

1921
X

X 1331
+5.0

Ulcus ventr. at age of 39.
Gastrodyspepsia (X-ray).

1386

F

1952

X

1433

F

1932

X 1460

+4.5

Ulcus drugs prescribed.

Minus glasses from age of 7. Now -7.5. Continuous
stomach trouble \ hospitalized at age of 15. X-ray.

+5.0
+3.5
F

1940

1521

1525

M

M

X
1950

1914

headache

X

PsM at least
1.5 (6.0)?

+5.0

Ulcus ventr. operated on at age of 49. At age of 60 no
glasses for distant vision — optician unable to provide them
due to regulations.
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No.

Sex

Born

Migraine

Refraction

F

1915

X

-\-5.5

1548

F

1937

X

+3.5

1917
1920

X
X

+4.0
+5.0

1627 M

1933

X

+5.0

1633 F

1925

X

(+2.0)

1683

F

1923

X

+4.0

1691 F

1945

X

+4.0

1918

X

+4.75

1570 F
1618

LI_

1535

LL.

1717

1734

F

1921

1758

M

1920

1816

M

1948

1953

F

1952

X

+6.0

Perforated ulcer at age of 25. Migraine and
trigeminal pain, so severe that she whines.
At age of 37 duodenal u l c e r e recurred during
the same year. Case history p.455. Resectio ventriculi 1954.
history,p. 299.
Ulcus ventr.

Case

Letter p. 231 .

Gastric ulcer found in X-ray. Goitre treated with drugsf asthma,
proctalgia, numbness in the neck. RR 200/- . Electric shock
treatment. Former glasses.-1.(25). Table 13,p.276V p.278. Table
15,p.294.
Bleeding peptic ulcer 1972.

Case history, p.236.

Case history, Table 5,p.206 ; also p.276.
Operated on for peptic ulcer, 1965.
only for reading.

First glasses at age of 40,

Treated for peptic ulcer at age of 51. Had
woken up,at night 1975,with fingers cramped.

severe
+1.(5)
headache
Migraine?

X

Notes

Ulcus 1971, no operation, 3 months'holiday.
EEG examination, brain scanning, X-ray of
the cervical spine. Earlier glasses approx.
-3.25 and -2.25.

-1.(25)

Morbus Crohn, operated on at age of 23.
Glasses -3.5. Mother migraine patient with quadrant
anopsia.

(+3.5)

Headache from the age of 5. Colitis from age of
15. Colonoscopy January 1977. Salazopyrin treatment 2 x 2
in progress. Left eye operated on for exo(phoria) at age of 17.
Severe dysmenorrhoea also joint troubles. Glasses piano and 0.5.

Also Cases 1735, p.460 ; 1841,p.391 ;

1850,Table 15,p.295 ; 1943,p.464 -f-

In looking at the above list, where 38 of the 52 patients clearly had migraine, where 8 had severe headache
and at least ten had trigeminal symptoms j and in glancing at the great hypermetropia values or the absolute
surplus of minus diopters it is impossible not to be convinced of the large part played by accommodation stress in the
etiology of this "psychosomatic" disease. Irritation from the ciliary muscle thus reaches all the way to the vagus by
way of the nerve connections. It is not surprising that the attempt is made to treat ulcers by means of vagotomy — but
plus glasses are bloodless "vagotomy".
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There are innumerable examples of abdominal pain that remain

unexplained and I have many times noticed

that such pain can be provoked or prevented by changing glasses. The size of the pupil is by no means an unambigious
indicator of the condition of the autonomic nervous system, because an excessive state of stress causes even the pupil
of a hypermetrope

to dilate.

However, a small pupil, warm hands and a slow pulse are generally signs of the overall

dominance of vagotony and hypermetropic with accommocation strain. It would be sensible to take also this into account
when trying to alleviate conditions in which so far only symptomatic treatment has been available,(for example Case
1194, history on p. 448).
To my way of thinking, at least one thing becomes clear and it is this : latent hypermetropic and the spasm of
accommodation associated with it constitute a real challenge to those who long to restore man's psychic balance, cf.page
251 Bystrom. Clark and Wyllie(1977) go out of their way to stress that the etiology of peptic ulcer remains unknown.

Pylorus spasm
For many years I was puzzled by the etiology of pylorus spasm and the lack of any clear guide lines.

I had

made the clinical observation that children of mothers with migraine had sometimes been operated on for pylorus spasm
(No. 597 and 1737) and that the development of the pylorus spasm of the sister of one of the children operated on could
be arrested — or at least so it seemed — by preventing as far as possible the child's need to focus on nearby objects.
To me it was self-evident that accommodation played a part in the mechanism.
possibility in a brief footnote in Tetralogia (page 182).

I merely drew attention to this

There was in effect a radical contradiction :

contraction of the

pylorus is brought about by irritation of the sympathicus — according to all the text books — but it is nevertheless treated
with atropine, a vagolyte, because this has the effect of relieving the spasm of a smooth muscle (see Krantz and Carr
1965, page 607).

Finally, however, I found what I was looking for in Guyton's textbook of Medical Physiology (1964,

page 829).
The function of the pylorus is to act as the principal regulator of the passage of food through the alimentary
system.

It is thus very comprehensible that its innervation is taken care of by an antagonist to the impulses causing

the movement on both sides of the pylorus,i.e.by the sympathicus as an antagonist of the vagus (see p.280).Ordinarily
the degree of pyloric contraction is a very minor factor in the control of gastric emptying, or to put it another way,
when balance prevails, food may move forward more or less freely. When, however, irritant factors in the small
intestine become extreme, much beyond the normal physiological range (this is the case for example when a
hypermetropic baby, feeding at
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his mother's breast, tries to focus on her face and the parasympathetic irritation stimulates also the small intestine)
it is possible for the pylorus to constrict somewhat, interfering with the usual regulatory mechanism of gastric
emptying and thereby preventing further rapid emptying. When the effect of accommodation on peristalsis continues
uninterruptedly, the result is vomiting.
Pylorus spasm may also be involved in cases of occasional vomiting in adults (Migraine patients 559, 622 and
1748,p.294, in whom the diagnosis was confirmed radio-graphically and another migraine patient who explained that
the radiologist had observed how the pylorus sometimes contracted abnormally but that between-times peristalsis
continued to function normally for longish periods).

Patients not only feel this contraction but may also see it in the

form of a lump in the upper abdomen.

Constipation and accommodation strain
Among the many ordinary daily problems of mankind, constipation and above all its
successful treatment,are of particular interest.
me what it was all about.

It was a long time before it dawned on

Even in the early stages of my work I could not help noticing

that it was inseparably linked with migraine in the case of many patients — like
irregular

functioning

of the bowel in general. ,

However, since I was only preoccupied

with the more common result of accommodation, i.e. the parasympathetic, which increases
peristalsis in the intestine
migraine or hypermetropic

(this appears
patients),

again and again as a vagotony syndrome in
there seemed to be a complete contradiction.

Only when I began to understand that a condition of spasm in the ciliary muscle was either a cause of stress or the
result of stress, and thus also the provoker of compensatory sympathicotonic effects,did the penny drop — just as the
bowels of my patient No. 1570 opened "like a sluice" as she put it, when she wore plus glasses (see her letter,
page 455).

The fact is that the post-ganglionic sympathetic fibres are intimately mingled with the parasympathetic

fibres also in the large intestine, the muscles of which they innervate and are structurally indistinguishable from
(Hamilton, 1958, page 912).
The physiology of constipation like all autonomic functions, is complicated and susceptible of many
interpretations.

The main cause seems to be failure of peristalsis, as in the development of a megacolon.

It may

be that peristalsis fails to occur because there is such powerful and dominant sympathicotony that the bowel is
inhibited. However, if this is so, plus glasses would not provoke peristalsis — on the contrary, the deaccommodation they cause would rather make the bowel even more atonic.
See also Lancet 1977 d.

On the
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other hand, it may be that the parasympathetic muscle contraction in the wall of the bowel is so severe that it
"locks" the peristaltic waves.

Having observed on countless occasions that a plus addition sets peristalsis

going, and very soon, it seems likely that this happens by releasing the above-mentioned "lock" or spastic
constipation, without preventing the peristaltic movements.

To understand this and the previous explanation it

is necessary to grasp the essential thought lying behind Wilder's law, which would explain the fact that in such
extreme conditions, release of accommodation means such a great change that it makes the whole organism
strive towards the normal condition of being.

The quality of reactions in the autonomic nervous system, when

faced by a new stimulus, are greatly dependent on previous conditioning (cf. Johnson and Spalding, 1974, page
269).
In practice one can very often hear the setting off of peristalsis when the bowel of a patient starts groaning
under fogging tests (1665, 1727, 1747) and some patients have written accounts to me of their own observations
in this respect (1213, 1238, 1599, 1176, page 186

and 1657, page 457 ).

There are many amusing practical aspects of constipation.

How often has sedentary

work been made guilty of constipation and how many tricks have been used, particularly
those involving exercise, by ladies in offices in an attempt to overcome this problem —
but all in vain.

And how often have persistent mothers sat their children on the pot —

even for hours — and similarly with no result.

How many, too — and even young

people — are burdened by constipation when travelling,

despite the fact that they

often get more exercise then than usual. From all this we may conclude that lack of
exercise is perhaps not the main thing, but rather (a) an inordinate amount of close work,
usually done with defective glasses,

provoking such great parasympathetic irritation

in the bowel that the result is a cramp \
from his normal daily routine —

or (b) a journey, which uproots a person
often also his eating routine.

that the rhythm of the autonomic nervous system

What happens is

becomes disturbed and the organism gets so stressed that the

result is a similar situation of spasm.
On the basis of the above we may suggest that for the physiological treatment of constipation the provoking
of a considerable change in accommodation may turn out to be an excellent method.
previously had any great accommodation stress,
the morning may be usuful;
glasses.

For a person who has not

reading small print without glasses immediately on getting up in

for a person whose organism is already terribly tense, wearing over-strong plus

Perhaps an unconscious practical application of this is to be found in the time-honoured habit of

providing reading matter in outdoor lavatories in the country !
for example Case 1979, p.465.
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Interesting, too, was the recent

newspaper

headline

" Beer,

Saviour of British Bowels".

Without in any way underestimating the possible irritant cathartic properties of beer, I think nevertheless that a
significant factors is the general relaxing effect of alcohol, which makes people think it a panacea.
Similarly alcohol has the reputation of being a coronary vasodilator, but it acts rather on the brain than on
the coronary arteries.
It could also be supposed that sympathicotony maintained by stress (in this context, stress caused by
excessive accommodation strain) is sufficiently strong to prevent mass movements in the large intestine caused by
gastrocolic and duodenocolic reflexes usually taking place in the morning.

This does not require any great inhibition,

because motility in the large intestine even normally is very weak.
The same basic physiology explains the fact that even a slight degree of spasm in any portion of the
descending colon or sigmoid is often capable of causing serious constipation.
When we consider the different forms of constipation — atonic, spastic, gastro-jejunal and proctogenous ( the
latter leading in a vicious circle, to consequences like haemorrhoids and fissura ani ) —

we see

how much they

are a l l dependent on one and the same disturbance of the balance of the autonomic nervous system and thus
how much,

in the last resort, they may be dependent on accommodation strain.

This section on constipation would, in my opinion, have formed a satisfactory totality had I not in the same
connection come to consider what we call in Finland "exam diarrhoea" and other similar phenomena, which in a
way, seem to conflict with the schematized dual nature of the autonomic nervous system.

It is well known that

people often react to unexpected news or hurry with diarrhoea and the animal world provides physiological
confirmation, as when sheep run off in fright or a trapped bird in the drawing room fouls the furniture. These, if any,
are emotional situations that irritate the sympathicus.

Inevitably such reactions are regulated from the brain, the

central nervous system being powerfully excited,and perhaps in people who normally have a dominant sympathicus
reaction, the balance switches to the parasympathetic side.

Local sympathicus function in the intestine is

suspended and diarrhoea results, unless the muscularis mucosae, stimulated by the sympathicus (Guyton, 1964,
page 830), quite simply succeeds in provoking this diarrhoea.
I mentioned, it is true, earlier, how the release of accommodation generally stimulates the sympathicus, but
also relieves obstipation ;

this process must derive from a release
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of tension in the central nervous system, and also fits well/for example/with the fact that atropine is generally used as
an antispasmodic in cases of intestinal trouble.
indirectly, by inhibiting the parasympathetic

It seems not impossible that glasses may release obstipation

stimulation which would cause increased peristalsis, this in turn

provoking the contraction of the sphincters.
It may be possible to explain in the same way the constipation that occurs as a
® side effect of, for example, Catapresan — a drug that reduces
This drug

blood pressure.

inhibits the central nervous system connections and acts through the sympathetic nervous
system,although it does not block the' adrenergic receptors and is not a ganglionic blocking
agent (Hoobler and Sagastume, 1971).

Drugs that block the sympathicus may, on the other

hand,cause diarrhoea (Nies 1975).
There is no reason to get involved in tortuous complexities here \

it is enough to

point out that in all problems of treatment where there are contradictions and irregularities
— like diarrhoea and pylorus spasm, or the dumping syndrome after vagotomy — it may be
useful to remember the possible part played by accommodation strain.

Proctalgia fugax and accommodation
Proctalgia fugax is a relatively infrequent symptom which doctors are not generally very familiar with : indeed
to judge from what has been said to patients suffering from it, it looks as though some of them have never even heard
of it.

Patients Nos. 1693, H +7.(5) and 1725 (case history page 459 ) specifically asked their gynaecologists for an

explanation of this trouble, but received no reply.

In the text books^this symptom

lines and in articles on the subject the number of cases is relatively small.

is usually dismissed in a few

It is typical of formal studies that they

have certain preconceptions, certain contrived explanations of cause and effect : they tend to advance similar hypotheses and all admit that the etiology is unknown.

True, one can find the following: " It is suggested that sudden

vascular congestion, analogous to migraine, may be the precipitating mechanism" ( Ibrahim 1961 ) ; this is
hardly of help, unless we know the etiology of migraine — and I have never seen anyone else take the connection
between accommodation and migraine seriously.
The relative frequency of this symptom among my migraine patients (approx. 3.0
per cent) has convinced me of its connection with accommodation strain and I am only
puzzled by the deeper physiological explanation.
described in the article by Ibrahim with many

The clinical features have been well
details of which I am in substantial
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agreement : on many points however I disagree radically — for example the usual overemphasis on psychic
factors and the need to avoid certain foodstuffs.
It is perfectly clear that what we are dealing with is a disorder in the autonomic nervous system \ the only
problem is to discover to which of the stages described on pages 151-152 the symptom possibly corresponds. The
actual cause of the symptom is contraction in the involuntary internal sphincter of the anal canal, brought about
by the sympathicus. This accords well with the fact that the attacks mainly occur at night (cf. patients' experiences of
nocturnal tachycardia attacks : for example case No. 463), usually only once a night (patient No. 1854 was an
exception) and evidently as the result of release of accommodation spasm, which generally means sympathicus
irritation.

I was thus particularly interested to read Ibrahim's account of severe attacks during siesta and it looks

as though these are what Ibrahim would call the "petit mal " type, in which by rectal touch a spasmodic sphincter
can be felt.

That this is not the case in the "grand mal" type of proctalgia fugax attack,may be explained by the fact

that the organism cannot long maintain extreme reactions, but interposes a saving syncope j my

patients, it is

true, have not mentioned fainting in this connection.
Case 452: a lady doing close work, born in 1922 : migraine patient since 1958 ; twitching of the
upper lip when tired (n.facialis) since 1963, when the only glasses she had were +1.5. Patient
kept a careful record of proctalgia attacks, except at the very beginning. Since 1961, i.e. since
the age of 39, patient has had approximately 100 attacks, mostly at night after a short period of sleep
: no correlation with menstruation,coitus or other factors that might be easily associated with them :
perhaps occasional evidence of correlation with tiring written work. Attacks have/however, occurred
at all times of the year and at any time of the day or night : both when sitting and standing and twice
when driving a car. Never any connection with hurry or state of excitement. There seemed indeed
to be no clue as to the immediate cause. The severity of the pain varied greatly and duration from a
few seconds up to half an hour. Refraction error so far revealed is+4.0 d.: glasses have been
frequently strengthened. The patient has the impression that the attacks have recently been less
frequent, but this is difficult to say because the annual number of attacks has varied so greatly.
After becoming aware of the possible part played by accommodation strain in these attacks, she made
the following observation : one evening, after a long period of exhausting close work/she found that
her pupils were exceptionally large — an indication of stress synpathicotony — and this was
followed,just as she was going to sleep/by severe rectal pain lasting about half an hour.
No. 814 (Case history, page 439 ), provides an excellent example, where the whole triad is
represented — migraine, epileptiform "grand mal" and proctalgia fugax, though not simultaneously.
Hypermetropic so far revealed (+3.75).
discover whether these symptoms exist

There may of course be

other similar cases but it is not very easy to
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because I try to avoid leading questions : equally patients tend soon to forget even considerable pain and
trouble.

As far as epileptiform attacks are concerned,it may be that even at a consultation there is some

hesitation about revealing them.
I have not followed up my migraine patients with any special reference to proctalgia fugax symptoms :
though this would be an interesting thing to do at a later stage.

I am however sure that in many migraine cases

when a symptom-free condition has been reported it will have included the disappearance also of this disorder.
Recovery nearly always means a "package" event.

Because proctalgia fugax symptoms are certainly also of wider

interest, I give here a list of 40 cases (4 males, 36 females) I have dealt with, including their refraction errors so far
\ all but one were also migraine patients.

Table

No.

Sex

15 .

Born

Proctalgia and accommodation

Refraction

Notes

452

F

1922

+4.0

Case history page 292.

577

F

1953

+3.0

Headache , Case history page 281.

814

F

1927

+3.75

Case history page 439.

887

F

1926

(+1.5)

Also table 7,page 226.

1238

F

1949

1573

F

1926

1939

+3.5

F

1947

F

1584

very

., ,.
considerable
PsM

Heavy, sleepy lids. Former glasses approx. -7.0 and -4.5.
Obstipation, dysmenorrhoea. Nowadays without glasses, or +0.75 at
home. Reads with +4.0.

+4.0 1583
Convulsions, taken to hospital where, among other things, she was
massaged for 3 hours. Many cranial nerve symptoms : V, IX, XI \
also C III.
considerable
PsM

Proctalgia attacks — perhaps x 10 like a momentary cramp, both when
moving about and in bed. Trigeminal symptoms, gastritis, dizziness,
stabbing pains in the heart, paresthesias in the hands, stiffness of the
tongue. Former glasses approx. -5.0. Visus without glasses 0.1 Now
frequently without glasses, reads with +2.25 : drives car with -2.75.
Proctalgia perhaps x 10, momentarily like a cramp. Trigeminal
symptoms.

1609

F

1950

+3.0
Proctalgia frequently after age of 20.
Fainting attacks x 10. RR 155/105.

1610

F

1938

+3.0

Attacks lasted 10-15 min.
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No.

Sex

Born

Refraction

Notes

1624

F

1940 +3.0

Felt contractions during the day.

1629

F

1944 +3.5

Convulsions which lasted under one minute. Repeated audiograms on
account of poor hearing.

1631

F

1942 +4.(5)

Attacks in connection with menstruation. Dysmenorrhoea. Heart pains,
trigeminal symptoms. Goitre operation 1972.

1633

F

1925 (+2.0)

Attacks lasted several minutes. shock.
See table 14, p.286.

1637

F

1935 +3.0

1646

F

1942 (+3.0)

1657

F1936

+4.25

Gastric ulcer.

Electric

Three nocturnal attacks, lasting perhaps half an hour.
Attacks during approx. 1 year, day and night. Gallbladder operation
1971. Trigeminal symptoms. Cardiac spasms. Drops for allergic ear
infection. Former glasses approx. -1.5 and -2.0.
Extremely tense spasm of accommodation.
458.

Patient's letter, page

Blocked ears ; hoarseness.
1714

F

1948 (+3.75)

1716

M

1926 +0.(7)5

Trigeminal symptoms, dizziness, heart trouble, Ekg 0 , RR 170/115.
Abdominal X-ray x 3. Myasthenia, not helped by Acton : examined at
university clinic. Former glasses approx.-2.25 and -2.0. cf.p.327 and Case
1746,p.21
Case history page 459.

1725

F

1929 +6.0

1738

F

1927 (+3.5)

1748

M

1946

+3.0

Perhaps ten attacks. Sometimes found sitting difficult: attacks lasted
approx. 1/2 hour. Dizziness, compression in the heart: nitroglycerine
did not help. Feelings of pain in the region of C III behind the ear. For
20 years doctors had talked to her about her menopausal troubles:
menstruation still quite regular. See also p.301.
Attacks in the daytime, approx. x 10, lasted perhaps 1/2 min. Patient
studies in evening after work. Cramps in left hand, sometimes so bad
that he must stretch the fingers with the other hand. (He attributed this to
an operation for tuberculosis.). Arrhythmia, Ekg 0 \ pylorus spasm
diagnosed. Autumn 1975, psychotherapy after long period of
depression.
Her 4-year-old child has strabismus.Patient had worn glasses for one year.
Summer 1975, two attacks of proctalgia. Tried to discover explanation in
books — connected it with ergo tarn in e.

1770

F

1941

(+3.5)
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No. Sex

Born

Refraction

Notes

1798

F

1931

+1.0

Had had glasses approx.-3.25 and -2.0. See page 233.

1805

F

1950

+3.25

Visited three chiropractors. Proctalgia attacks at least x 100, in the
daytime. Operated on for strabismus.

1807

F

1946

+3.5

Case history page

1821

F

1952

+3.5

1850

M

1911

+5.0

About ten attacks when on the move^ lasted only a moment. Multiple
symptomsrtrigeminus, stomach, dysmenorrhoea. Once complete blackout
when driving a car. At age of 65, glasses +1.5 ; had not worn them.
Attacks at night. Operated on for gastric ulcer 1966. Often had smarting
eyes, followed by running nose.

1854

1857

F

F

1943

Complete?
PsM

1943 (+3.0)

461.

Had had glasses approx. -6.0 and -7.0 -r Visus with glasses +1.75
= 0.1 partly -r with -4.0 = 0.33. Attacks at night, which sometimes
recurred later the same night.At check-up a year later was symptomfree : informed me spontaneously that proctalgia troubles had also
disappeared with glasses -4.5.
Mother of three children. Acupuncture treatment for
migraine -r this helped for 1 1/2 months. About 10
attacks, in the daytime, duration approx. 5 minutes.
Describes the pain as lancinating. Dizziness, swimming
sensation also when sitting. Constricting pains in the
heart from the age of thirteen. Numbness in the hands
in the daytime, little finger of left hand twice white
for half an hour.
Earlier glasses weak pi us-cylinders.
Case history p.462.

1861
F

M
1938

1938

+3.(5) 1879

+4.75

Trigeminal symptoms, ache in the nose. Palpitations,
dysmenorrhoea, insomnia.

1882

F

1936

+3.5

1886

F

1932

PsM
-3.(7)5
+0.(7)5

1889

F

1929

Took antacid for stomach trouble. Dizziness \proctalgia x 10, about
which she had complained to the nurse at work.

+5.5

At least one hundred proctalgia attacks, always at night. At age of 16
anaesthetizations of the temples. Severe constrictions in the heart,
also radiating to the throat. Blood pressure towards the end of pregnancy
180/100. Nephrolithiasis. Sciatica 1975. Paraesthesias.
When going to sleep after 10-15 minutes 5-6 proctalgia
attacks, after reading or doing needlework.
Distended feeling in the ears, has visited E.N.T. specialist.
Fainted from smells. Constrictions in the heart.
Dizziness.
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No.

Sex

Born

Refraction

1890 F

1923

(+3.0)

1900 F

1949

+3.0

LJL.

1913

Notes
6-7 attacks, just when falling asleep.
taken 5-6 times.

Heart pains, ECG negative,

Trigeminal symptoms and a strange pulling on both sides of the neck.
Extrasystoles. Dysmenorrhoea. Dizziness.

1913

+3.5

1949 F

1948

+3.0

Earlier glasses cyl -0.5 and +0.25, cyl -0.5. Pain lasts a few seconds
y patient has difficulty in sitting still, Anginal attacks. Strumectomy
1971.

1962

1946

+3.5

Attacks in the daytime.

F

Case history p.324.

Although not strictly-speaking a proctalgia case I must also mention No. 1587, who had had an operation on
the rectum.

He knew nothing about the indications, and the operation had not helped (cf.Ibrahim's case, p. 137);

patient described the disorder as a feeling that something was coming out.

He was a 44-year-old schoolmaster who

had suffered from migraine with trigeminal symptoms for 20 years \ continual stabbing pains in the heart. Had taken
medicine for acidity ; three operations on the nose for allergic rhinitis.
(at least 10,000 pills, including Cafergot tablets) for the migraine.
glasses +2.0.

Had consumed vast amounts of migraine drugs

Hypermetropic revealed, at least 4.0 d.

Former

Second degree arterio-sclerotic changes revealed in blood vessels of the fundus.

It seems that there are really no age limits for the occurrence of proctalgia.
material correspond approximately to the figures given by Ibrahim.

The age limits of 23 and 54 in my

If we remember that in Finland, where there is

general literacy and where literacy is the same among men and women, we cannot in any case assert that "males
suffer more commonly" (taking into account the predominance of women patients in my surgery-material) — if anything
indeed the contrary.

I should very much like to see a comparison made between the incidence of attacks and the

amount of patient' close work and their plus deficiency.
Changes in patients' weight are also of interest under the heading Alimentary Tract. Whereas some patients gain weight
rapidly, because vomiting ceases when they wear appropriate glasses, e.g.Case 1182, a 27-year-old farmer's wife,
H+3.5, 5 kg in 6 weeks, many others lose weight immediately or find it easier to follow a diet with glasses : Case 1336, a
35-year-old secretary, H +5.5f lost 26 kg ( from 95 kg to 69 kg) in 6 months -f 165 cm \ Case 1914, a 37-year-old housewife, H+4.5, likewise lost 25 kg ( from 93 kg to 68 kg) in the same time, also 165 cm. All the above were migraine
patients. The father of Case 1213, p.488, H at least+2.0, immediately lost weight after first glasses — 15 kg in 6
months. The most likely explanation seems to be the suppression of parasympathetic stimulation and with it the
secretion of digestive juices ; naturally the appetite then declines. Cf. bloodless "vagotomy" p.286.
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Disorders

of the U r o g e n i t a l

Tract

and

Accommodation

Dysmenorrhoea
It can seldom happen that an ordinary oculist draws a patients attention to the pelvic region and it is even
more unlikely that the patient will spontaneously mention troubles in that part of the body.

Experience with

migraine patients has however taught me how important it is to ask also about possible disorders there.
possible in this way to alleviate common recurrent troubles and even avoid disaster.

It may be

It is perfectly natural that the

uterus cannot escape from the conditions of irritation of the autonomic nervous system : even the ancient Greeks
connected these things, as is evident from the word hystera, which has led to a compromising!attitude to women in
general.

The probability is simply that the capriciousness of the autonomic nervous system was more readily

observable in the uterus.
As a matter of fact, even within one and the same book one can find confused thinking in this regard.
Hamilton (1958) writes on page 619 that the myometrium is innervated by the sympathicus alone \ but on

page

913 we find the assertion that there is no general agreement on the effect of the parasympathicus on the uterus.
Johnson and Spalding say that the main effect of the parasympathicus on the uterus is to "generate uterine
contractions "(p.22), that the sympathicus causes excitation or inhibition of contractions (p. 17) and that
"noradrenalin stimulates the pregnant uterus" (p. 28).
There seem,however, to be some generally observable trends pharmacologically as
far as reactions in the uterus are concerned : for example atropine is relaxant to the nongravid human uterus (Goth, 1968, page 606) and neostigmine has been used in cases of
delayed menstruation (Goth,p.80 and Krantz and Carr,p.588)
of the endometrium at the menstrual period.

and it produces hyperaemia

The effect of epinephrine on the uterus,

whether relaxation or contraction, depends upon the relative tone of the inhibitory and
motor adrenergic fibres (Krantz and Carr, p.544 )
differently.

and the pregnant uterus may respond

When dealing with female migraine patients it should be borne in mind that

ergotamine produces contraction of the uterus.

The reactions of the uterus to impulses

within the autonomic nervous system vary very greatly,
tions that prevail.

depending on the condi-

What seems to be essential here is the existence of parasympathetic and sympathetic nerve

fibres in the uterus. So far as I can understand this may lead to almost any reaction, and the interested reader is
advised to refer in detail to the appropriate literature. Dysmenorrhoea is in any case very common among migraine
patients.
It was while writing Tetralogia (1972) that I began, in connection with patients I
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know well, to discover the relationship between dysmenorrhoea and migraine.

There was, for example, case No.

446, a lady with severe migraine who also had considerable hypermetropic : she only got glasses after the menopause
but had suffered excruciating menstrual pains from the beginning.
281 ) H at least +3.0, who,

after wearing +6.0 glasses

Also a young student, Case No. 577 (see table
for concentrated reading found that her menstrual

pains were much less severe.
A further illustration of the relationship is possibly provided by Case No. 1615, a secretary born in 1948,who
had had the cervical canal extended on account of menstrual pain.

As a child she had had such cramps that her

back was arched backwards. She suffered from at least weekly migraine attacks, accompanied by trigeminal
symptoms : when she was 23 she developed a swollen salivary gland, dizziness, fainting and shooting pains in the
heart.

The patient had glasses -2.75 : also used contact lenses from 1970 to 1972.

She came for examination

without glasses, having on my advice stopped wearing them for three weeks,as well as giving up migraine drugs.
condition was already improved.

Her

She was able to distinguish the biggest Snellen E ( 0 . 0 5 ) with glasses +7.0 and

with +2.75 she could partly make out car registration numbers if the courtyard. This shows that she was a complete
pseudo-myope,
Now that patients have got to know about the complex of symptoms provoked by accommodation strain, many of
them have without prompting told me of the disappearance of menstrual pains.
A good example

is

Case

No. 1213, which most convincingly demonstrates

the part played by accommodation strain in dysmenorrhoea and also in the etiology of many other disorders (see page
484 ).
Case No. 1238, Tabel

293, is an instance where dysmenorrhoea entirely disappeared.

Case No. 1602, a 28-year-old clerk, hypermetropic at least 4.0 dvwas a patient who had not had glasses
earlier.

She wrote to me as follows :" I have had really bad menstrual pains all my life, but since wearing glasses

these too have disappeared."
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Endometriosis
It is only

a short step from dysmenorrhoea to endometriosis — indeed the latter may be concealed

under the label "dysmenorrhoea": moreover I do not blindly accept diagnoses of endometriosis if they are based
only on the clinical picture, as in case No. 1780 for instance.
How then is the development of endometriosis to be explained?
The etiological basis is unclear.

Among the popularly accepted theories I am particularly interested in

Sampson's idea of the retrograde transmission of endometrial elements via the fallopian tubes, with implantation in
the ovary (Zimmerman and Levine, 1964).

This would be easy to understand as the result of the hypermotility of

the uterus and the fallopian tubes, for example due to accommodation strain, no matter whether the contraction be
parasympathetic or sympathetic.
One gets a good idea of the refraction situation of patients from the following consecutive
endometriosis cases in my material:
Case 436, born 1938 :her mother(No.446, p.298) also had migraine and severe menstrual
pains. RR 175/100. Migraine from the age of thirty. Several operations for endometriosis
and gall stones. Refraction +5.0 .
Case 622, born 1945, migraine patient,H +4.(75). Operated on 1976 for suspected endometriosis,
seventeen myomas removed.
Case 1618,, born 1920: headaches for as long as she can remember. Migraine attacks from the age
of 18. Trigeminal symptoms: hoarseness (c.f. page 233). Morbus Meniere. Gall bladder operation
1953. Operation for gastric ulcer 1954. Arrhythmia. First glasses (+1.0) at the age of 38. Pains
in the left leg since the age of 30, in the left hand since 1970. Typical pain points in the shoulders.
1972 neurological examination: EEG, skull X-ray, lumbar puncture, examination of the aortic arch,
kidney examination, hystero-salping-ectomy on account of endometriosis. Retired .1974 because of
pains in the left arm and leg and also in the hip (degener.disci intervert.praesacralia) : 1975, consulted
me when wearing glasses+1.5, add 2.25. (Not surprising that she had aches and pains when she
worked 12-13 years ago in a broadcloth factory). Now reads a newspaper with +7.0 at a distance of
35 cm. Refraction +5.0.
Case 1657, born 1936 : severe migraine, trigeminal symptoms, severe cramps in the heart,
feeling of choking in the throat, tonsillectomy, choking feeling did not disappear. Ischialgia. Letter
from patient after receiving glasses, see page 458. Refraction+4.25. Operated on for endometriosis
1974.
Case 1713, born 1941; three children , pregnant, high blood pressure when pregnant. Trigeminal
symptoms. Former glasses -1.75 and approx.-3.75. PsM. Refraction (+0.5). Treated with hormones
for endometriosis for 4 years; operated on 1971, 1974, 1974; uterus now removed.
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Case 1725/ born 1929 : had worn glasses for approx. 10 years.
and +1.5.

Uo to 1975, distant glasses +1.0

Case history page 459. Refraction+6.5 (+7.0).

Case 1763,
born 1934 : trigeminal symptoms. Child also had migraine.
Cardiac symptoms. Visual field on one occasion contracted to horizontal slits, also speech
disturbance. Went nearly crazy as a result of taking contraceptive pills and threw the dishes about.
Neurological examination four years ago. Refraction +4.5. Endometriosis operation 1973.
Case 1780,
born 1942 : married six years, no children. Endometriosis
diagnosed in patient's papers. Tissue sample did not confirm this. First glasses from an oculist three
years ago, approx. -1.(25). Refraction (+1.5).
Case 1843,
born 1929 : H (+5.0) j earlier glasses cylinder combination
approx. +1.0 and approx. +2.0 ; at age of 26 began to have a feeling of pressure like a tight band in the
m
lower thorax r migraine with trigeminal symptoms \ operated on for endometriosis \ examined for
colitis \ constant nasal stuffiness \ feeling of pressure from within the ears \ lump in the throat \
pain in lower back, hip and sciatic nerve.
See also Case history 1570, p.455.

Pregnancy and accommodation strain
I have dealt earlier, on

page

263,

with increased blood pressure in pregnant migraine patients, and

pointed to the possible connection with gestosis.
course of pregnancy — miscarriage

may

result,

necessary to perform a caesarean section.

Contraction of the uterus may have many adverse effects on the
the unborn child may be
There

society where there are protracted periods of sick leave.

is in addition

the

damaged

or it may be

possibility

of financial loss for

In all the cases of this kind that I have come across the

expectant mother has always had a considerable plus deficiency : and for my own part I would far rather have
followed my own daughter-in-law's progress — three times she underwent a caesarean section more or less in a
hurry — with her wearing plus glasses than watch her sipping brandy over weeks or months in order to calm the
situation.

Alcohol is after all only used in such cases to inhibit irritation and it is more than probable that exactly the

same result can be achieved by releasing spasm of accommodation.

Naturally the whole matter requires prolonged

and extensive investigations.
Case No. 226 : a lady born 1946 : when expecting her first baby in 1972, she was in hospital
from the seventh month onwards because of premature contractions and again had sfck leave for
the same reason in 1974 when expecting her second child. Had worn minus glasses since the
age of 7 \
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they were at their strongest In 1971 • -7.25, cy I. -2.0, 5° and -7.0,cyl.
-2.0, 170°. She came to see me In that year and could read motor-car registration
numbers with -5.0 and also a street number with the same strength, which
corresponds to vlsus 0.67. I reduced her minuses to -6.5.
She came
for a check-up after seven months and reported that she had again had severe headaches for two months.
I prescribed -4.0 for close work. Patient came for another check-up In 1973 and told how the - 6 . 5
glasses caused a headache within 10 minutes. Could then partly see the registration numbers with 3.25. She came again In 1974 : had also been reading with distant glasses -5.5, having failed to collect
her bifocals. Was then suffering from a severe spasm of accommodation and was, as mentioned, also
pregnant : little wonder that there were contractions of the uterus. Could read text J 5 without glasses at
a distance of 20-25 cm
and I advised her, among other things, to read without glasses. This then is
a case of pseudomyopia of many diopters.
Case No 1337 : migraine patient, born 1939 : teacher of languages. Wore at the strongest, glasses
approx. -3.0 , was still wearing them in 1973, when visus 1.0 was achieved with glasses -1.25.
Weakening of minuses was then begun. In 1975 she asked for a check-up, because migraine symptoms,
which had been absent for eighteen months, had returned. Refractometer values ±0 and -0.5.
Can
see with glasses +5.0 = 0.1/without glasses = 0.33. Can read a newspaper with +2.0 at a distance of 30
cm. Is in the sixth month of pregnancy (two children earlier) and takes drugs twice a day for severe
#u
contractions of the uterus. For use in the class-room I prescribed half lensesJ"l and for reading +1.0.
Is attempting to give up drugs : see details of this case also on page 244.
It is of course possible that imbalance in the autonomic nervous system deriving from spasm of accommodation
could prevent contractions and spontaneous labour.

This is exactly what happened to my migraine patient No. 1738,

an assistant nurse, born in 1927 : it was her fifth pregnancy, at the age of 35, and

labour

would not get started.

This patient came to me on account of an extremely severe migraine which has since cleared up completely.

She had

been treated as if having the menopause since the age of 30, although she still menstruates regularly, if a little scantily.
Hypermetropic at least 3.5 diopters : has in recent years done written work entirely without glasses.

After wearing the

glasses I lent her for three weeks (they were strengthened every few days) she told me that her most recent
menstruation had been just as in the"good old days". See Table 15,p.294.
Gynaecology and obstetrics is a field where the Imagination can really take wing.
sound, even the question of sterility/it seems,may come under this rubric.
myope-esophoria patient who suffered from headaches.

Ridiculous though it may

I am thinking of case No*638, a pseudo-

After getting her first bifocals, an addition of 1.0 diopter to her

former glasses -8.(7)5, she became pregnant at the age of 40, having been married and pronounced barren for 14
years.

With this same patient, release of spasm of accommodation made such progress that she was able to read

registration numbers with glasses -4.5 and
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achieved a visus of 0.67 on the chart with glasses -6.0. Her headaches were noticeably better.
Then there are various possibilities resulting from the effects of accommodation on the delicate bio-chemical
balance of the nervous system. Could it be, for example, that spasm of accommodation is involved in cases
where a woman, for no known reason, rejects her husband's sperm? I came to think of this in connection with
my migraine patient No. 1181, H at least 4.0 d. She explained that sperm-rejection had been suggested as a
possible cause of her childlessness. The fact that she also suffered from " restless legs", see p.313, gives an
idea of the state of her nervous system.
It also occurs to me that there could be a connection between violent contractions of the uterus and
abnormalities in the position of the foetus, for example, breech delivery or other abnormal deliveries where the
unborn baby is turned by exceptional movements of the uterine muscles: Cases 1924, 1925, 1927, all
considerable hypermetropes.
When it is remembered to what extent symptoms in the joints are connected with the autonomic nervous
system (e.g. Case No. 1213, p.466, 468) it is important to bear in mind the occasional phenomenon of
pathological separation of the pubic bones at the symphysis during pregnancy, the cause of which is still unclear
even after experiments with animals. An example of this in my material is migraine patient No.814, case history
on page 439.
Interesting in this connection is an article I read recently (Collins and Turner 1975) which considered the
complications in mothers and children said to result from the taking of aspirin (cf.p.306) during pregnancy. How is
it possible in this day and age to be so naive? Why does it not occur to the writer to ask why expectant mothers take
aspirin in the first place and find out what it is they all have in common? And isn't it also rather a superficial
analysis to make tobacco responsible for miscarriages and tobacco and/or contraceptive pills for cardiac infarction?
What is it that makes these people go on smoking anyway?! Naturally they all have some kind of trouble — usually
a headache or other aches and pains (cf. Rowland and Antelman 1976) — and this being so we may easily ask
whether the whole trouble may not derive from accommodation strain and lack of plus diopters.

Nocturnal enuresis , incontinence and accommodation
I have already referred, in connection with the grinding of teeth,p. 198, to organic functions taking place
during sleep. One such manifestation of the workings of the autonomic nervous system is bed-wetting,
disagreeable and particularly

disturbing thing for the patient.

from misguided disciplinary measures to bring them into line !

a

How many wretched children in the past suffered
Anomalies of the urinary tract are of course quite

another thing, but when dealing with them it is well to remember the
One must remember not only nocturnal troubles but also the rather common pollacisuria or so-called "nervous
bladder" cases in children (Nos. 1954 and 1955, hypermetrope children in a migraine family, in whom the effect of
wearing glasses could immediately be noticed) and adults, for example No. 1952, history p. 464, PsM (-2.25) - E
(or H) in whom spasticity of the bladder lasting over a year, had resulted in shrinking of the bladder; and No. 1956,
a 19-year-old migraine patient, treated from the age of 6 onwards for "inflammation of the bladder".
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principle that even when an abnormality is discovered it is not necessarily the cause of the trouble.
referred to this on p#281-282 in connection with gall-bladder disorders.

I have already

Bed-wetting is hardly a frequent subject of

discussion in an oculist's consulting room — if only because patients tend to be squeamish and keep quiet about
it.

The few cases I have come across have,however,all been associated with a complicated chapter of accidents

with spectacles.
Case No. 669, a man who, In addition to having numerous symptoms of
vegetative imbalance
as a schoolboy, also suffered from nocturnal enuresis.
At a later stage this patient (hypermetropic so far revealed +3.0 d.), who during his schooldays had had
no glasses, got severe attacks of headache when he had to work for a short time without the plus
glasses I had prescribed for him.
Case No. 767,
a schoolgirl who was found in a routine examination to
have reduced vision in her right eye, after which, during occlusion treatment of the left eye, she
ended up with discrepant glasses : -2.75,cyI. -2.0 40° in the amblyotic right eye and cyl -0.25 0°
in the left. The patient had nocturnal enuresis. I have only examined the girl once, when she
was fifteen. She had been suffering from headaches for two years and her eyes had been smarting
severely and itching. In the left eye, hypermetropic of 1.0 diopter was easily revealed without
cycloplegia ; with a lens +1.0 visus = 0.15 partly, was achieved with the right eye (with her own
lens visus was 0.4); considerable esophoria both distant and near. All this made it reasonable to
conclude that the glasses being used by the patient did not correspond to her refraction situation.
Case No. 1856, laboratory assistant born in 1930; suffered from migraine for 18 years; tooth grinding;
blood pressure in pregnancy; left eye once blacked out for at least one hour; at least a hundred times
involuntary dribbling of urine during migraine attacks. Changed her job cleaningwork on account of
headache. At present on sick leave for the third time because of back ache. An oculist had found her
vision normal and assured her that the cause of her troubles was not the eyes. H (+3.0).
A somewhat more unusual case was
Case No. 1564, a lady who got her first minus glasses at the age of 30 (I) and began to be troubled
by incontinentia urinae at the age of 45. I first saw the patient when she was 46. Her glasses
were then -3.0 and -1.5 and examination revealed that at least her left eye was completely pseudomyopic, the refractometer value being ±0.
Nocturnal enuresis obliges one to focus the attention on the phasic nature of the functioning of the
autonomic nervous system.

Stimulation of the adrenergic system during the waking state is followed during sleep

by a vagotonic phase and dreaming is also associated with changes in neurogenic tonus.

It may be that these

tonic changes are even more abrupt in an organism made over-sensitive by accommodation strain, with the consequences described above.

Vagotony is thus a phase when the organism calms down after
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the sympathicotonic activities of the day

and

the

emptying of the bladder takes place because

parasympathetic irritation increases the contraction of its walls . This corresponds to the diarrhoea and
frequent urination which precede migraine attacks.
Stimulation of alpha receptors increases in turn the contraction of the trigonum and sphincter regions,
while stimulation of beta receptors relaxes the muscular coat of the bladder wall (detrusor muscle).
I must point out here how easily the mechanism of the bladder manifests itself : for example, Case No.
1766, a 37-year-old secretary \ a married lady who got into the hands of a psychiatrist on account of depression
resulting from migraine.

She was given an antidepressive, anticholinergic drug called Concordin which led to such

serious bladder trouble that she had to give up taking it.
predominance.

The drug clearly caused concomitant sympathetic

This same patient, a hypermetrope of at least 5 . 5 diopters, no longer has any symptoms of migraine

since wearing plus

glasses.

It is not surprising that the treatment for incontinence of urine, resulting from excessive vagus tone, is atropine
(Krantz 1965, page 606), which also paralyses accommodation.

Accommodation strain and the prostate
For many

years I used to watch even quite young men coming to consult my husband

about obscure prostate trouble : I was told that nothing could ever be found wrong with them,
but also that they were not likely to get better, being so neurotically obsessed with their
symptoms : then, one day, I made the association. It happened in connection with my patient
No. 1081, when I discovered that this 51-year-old man who had worn minus glasses since the age of 17 and suffered
from asthma and dry eyes was not at all myopic, although he had worn glasses -2.75 and -2.25. At the age of 37 he
already had slight pigment changes in the maculae. I suddenly remembered that he had for years been repeatedly
examined by a urologist on account of prostatism. See also p. 379.
I have subsequently noticed how these patients tend to have vertical furrows on the
brow and those who have come to my surgery have also had a considerable plus deficiency.
It is perfectly possible that accommodation strain can be reflected in the functioning of the
prostate, perhaps even to the extent of causing impotence (No. 1682).

In the previous

section I mentioned the fibres of the muscular coat of the bladder wall : these continue to
the prostate and thus contract when stimulated parasympathetically.

However, secretion is

expressed from the prostate after stimulation of both Its parasympathetic and its sympathetic
supply (Hamilton, p. 599).

It is also possible that the coincidence of iritis and chronic

prostatis (MacFarlane and Thomas 1972) may indicate a common factor of strain in the case
of two otherwise widely separated organs.
1 In children this corresponds to the transition from NREM sleep (3-4) to the first REM phase (Anders 1977).
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Allergy

One often hears it said that this child or that person is so "allergic and over
sensitive".

But what is allergy if not a kind of dysautonomy, a kind of organic distress

resulting from the presence of some alien drug or other matter uncongenial to the organism,
which upsets the balance of the autonomic nervous system, perhaps already maintained
only with difficulty?

For those interested there Is a general review of the subject by

Lubertus Berrens entitled Allergens and Atopy (1974).
One of the cornerstones of atopic diagnosis Is a white dermography, which derives from over-sensitiveness to
vaso-constriction of the skin.
\

This in turn is a consequence of

weakened beta-receptor activity in an atopic subject

there, is then poor relaxation of the smooth muscle cells of the blood vessels and a relatively too great contracting

effect on the blood vessels by the alpha receptors ( Rhodin, 1974 ).

It is important to stress that an allergic skin is

generally dry and rough.
I am happy to associate myself wholeheartedly with those who see imbalance of the autonomic nervous
system as the fundamental cause of all atopic disorders.

For my own part I wish only to draw attention to the

deeper question of what causes autonomic nervous imbalance.
As I pointed out

on

vagotonic or sympathicotonic.

page

288,

the

consequences of the accommodation event

may

be

either

These conditions and the theoretical background of the etiology of allergy were

illuminated for me personally in a special way by a particular patient, Case No. 1213 (see Case history, page 473
).

She suffered from severe migraine but had been completely free from symptoms of atopy, in spite of the fact that

there were plenty of histories of allergy in the family.

When I

began to treat the hypermetropia magna which lay

behind her migraine, the spasm of accommodation was released so rapidly that, in order to be able to read — without
headache — the patient required strenghthening of glasses up to +9.0 — +10.0 d.

within six months, the result being

that she got into a severe condition of pan-dysautonomy, with indescribable difficulties. Then, after a specialist of
internal diseases had prescribed Inderal (Propranolol, 10 mg, 3 times every 24 hrs ) the patient developed an
entirely new syndrome : whistling respiration, vasomotoric rhinitis with a permanently running nose etc.
11

If we do the necessary "spring cleaning and weed out all cases of drug intolerance (i.e. response
greater than normal) — which most allergies in fact are — and also all those idiosyncrasies which in a sense
might be considered drug allergies These may be compared to the frequently experienced allergies to
foodstuffs.
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and leave in the allergy "tray" only those where there is definite proof of immunological
factors ,we shall find that the number of truly allergic subjects is in fact very small. All these
things are some kind

of dysautonomy and as far as the much vaunted drug allergies

are concerned they are generally the consequence of the pharmacological effect of drugs, which suddenly upset the
autonomic balance of the organism — either because of the direct effects of the drug in question,or
adverse reactions regrettably often connected with drugs.

because of

A real allergy, that is to say a true antigen-antibody

reaction/ is found rather seldom.
The same too-sudden change in the balance of the autonomic nervous system lies behind the opposite
phenomenon where there is sudden reduction of the dose of a drug and thus failure to supply the organism with an
alien substance (stimulus) to which it has become accustomed.

The result is a rebound, because it takes time for

the organism's "laboratory" to move over from one state to another without external effects.
days after the first intake of a drug for an allergy to manifest itself (Geier 1975).
the organism's "laboratory" to make the change over.

It takes at least eight

This is clearly the time required by

I have observed that it often takes about the same length of

time for the organism to calm down after the "release" symptoms caused by plus glasses.

I find it hard to believe

that 24-48 hours is enough for the effect of drugs on the autonomic nervous system to wear off, as Nies (1975)
claims for propranolol.
All these things have become very clear to me in dealing with my migraine patients, although the many
contradictions frequently remind one, if one needs reminding, that where the physiology and biochemistry of the
autonomic nervous system is concerned there is much that we still do not understand.
I therefore want to ask the question : What part does continuous accommodation strain play in the allergy
phenomenon?

And what about so-called over-sensitiveness,or the tendency to atopia?

I have all the more reason

for asking this because it is well known that there are many patients who have been diagnosed as having allergies,
but tests have failed to reveal the true cause of the trouble.

It is also well known that the "symptom-mechanism" in

many asthma patients is in fact anything but immunological, that it may be connected with enzymes, and at present
discussions have

been focussed, for example, on cholinesterase (Jarvinen 1975).

way of thinking I have tried to

Here I find a bridge to the

advance.

The conflicts in the power struggle of the autonomic nervous system are well illustrated for example by the very
varying reactions to acetylsalicylic acid (i.e. aspirin).

In Even these do not remain constant!
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some patients suffering from endogenic asthma (Kuusisto and Muittari 1975) it causes "oversensitiveness" (and this is not an allergy, because anti-bodies are

not formed): other

patients find that it brings relief or that its effect varies from day to day (Stenius, 1973^
Jdrvinen, 1975).

One may here compare the unpredictable effects of prostaglandins

(moderators in the transmission system of the nerve impulses),which aspirin may inhibit.
The symptoms caused by aspirin are sometimes similar to those which occur in vasomotoric
rhinitis, which many

of my patients have

been able to provoke by reading even for a

moment with a plus deficiency (case No. 1213 and her sister). Symptoms may also include
blocked noses, cough, headache, fainting fits — all of which are very familiar in my
migraine patients and are
(page 1138).

described by Walsh in his chapter on Ophthalmic Migraine

As the migraine gets better when treated with spectacles,these symptoms also begin to disappear.

A

typical case of over-sensitivity to acetylsalicylic acid was a lady who developed asthma as an adult and who had not
been diagnosed as having atopy.

But why do patients need to take pain-killers in the first place?

Almost certainly in

many instances because of untreated hypermetropia, cf. p.302.
I have for years wondered why, when eating an over-ripe banana, I always get a suffocating cough which
disappears as soon as I have finished eating it.
Muittari, 1975).

A banana contains 5 mg/100 g acetylsalicylic acid (Kuusisto and

Could it be that it is somehow more in evidence in an over-ripe banana and thus irritates the

respiratory passages directly?

Aspirin in any case inhibits prostaglandins,

which both constrict and dilate the

bronchi.
Symptoms of allergy appear at the earliest at the age of 3 months, usually in the
form of milk scab. This accords well with the thought that accommodation strain plays
a part, without any exogenic agent(s),

because this is the phase when a child,

known to be very hypermetropic, begins to be interested in its surroundings and focusses its eyes more steadily : the
result may be a crisis in the autonomic nervous system of the delicate and untrained organism (cf.p.328). Similar
situations of strain continue thereafter throughout life, varying in intensity according to the type of work done and this
also explains very well the unpredictability of "allergies" in general and above all the explosive increase of these
things in the modern world.

Developments in the modern world are subjecting the eyes of man to the severest strain

: milk scab, on the other hand, has been known for centuries.
I originally intended to include a table showing a sample of my "allergy" patients, but when I started listing
them I found that symptoms of allergy were so common among
migraine patients, hypermetropes and indeed eye patients in general that it was not worth
' What may be the power of attraction — some delicate ethereal oil? — which brings a teeming multitude of ants TO the
half-eaten banana on my bedside table, this cold day in March?
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the candle.

I simply abandoned it.

What the table did show, however, was that more than half of these patients

were female, their dates of birth ranging from 1920 to 1970. The predominant symptom, i.e. in approximately
half, was prurigo \ every fifth or sixth patient had either one or two of the following:

asthma (asthma has

sometimes been treated by vagotomy of the pulmonary branch, a similar form of treatment to that for gastric
ulcer),rhinitis(cf.p. 158),rheumatoid arthritis^every third was a migraine sufferer and approximately every fourth had
worn minus glasses.

All these were considerable pseudo-myopes, many were complete pseudo-myopes (i.e.

hypermetropes) and the remainder straightforward hypermetropes.
All that I have said above would be nothing but empty theory,and all the information about patients
meaningless, if I had not seen and heard of so many patients whose symptoms of allergy
or

were

much relieved

totally disappeared ( for instance Case No. 1126, alternating convergent strabismus, hypermetrope) as a

result of reducing accommodation strain with a plus addition. No doubt there are many other factors causing stress
which may bring about similar symptoms, but the most constant of all is accommodation strain, which In practice
affects everybody in this hypermetropic world.
Although I try to be quite impartial in my attitude to new scientific discoveries I really cannot believe —
with the panorama of accommodation symptoms before my very eyes — that the solution to allergy, children's
repeated stomach pains and frequently recurring ear infections Is to be found in the dissolution reaction of the white
blood corpuscles.
What I have already written in

Tetralogia

(1972) concerning the hereditary

character of migraine, i.e. that It Is in the shape of the eyeball that the hereditary factor lies, probably applies at
least in certain cases also

to allergy — or to use a more up-to-date phrase, atopic hypersensitiveness — "whose

genetic laws remain unknown" (Backman, 1974).

Allergy could thus be inherited in the shape of the eyeball :

the resulting accommodation stress upsetting the balance of the whole autonomic nervous system.

Drug intolerance \ atropine etc.
In the light of allergy, atropine intolerance, so well known to oculists can be both
explained and controlled.

One generally hears people speak of atropine allergy when

toxic reactions like irritability or delirium, flushing of the face and the like occur in
children who have been atropinized for refraction.
to

have

considerable

hypermetropia.

Such children seem almost always
|n Tetralogia

( 1972 ) I drew attention

1 This observation also has support theoretically,because it is possible to suppress histamine by means of
/^"Sympathomimetics and there is much clinical evidence concerning the beta-stimulating effects of relaxing
accommodation,among other things the rapid relief of broncho-constriction.
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to one or two cases that had stuck in my mind.
No.
No.

66 (+4.0)
203 +8.(5), with distant glasses +7.0
esophoria still 13 1/2

No.

A

, (at age of 17).

205 (approx. +7.0) case report page

No. 1051 (+5.5) v

430.

Mother (+5.75).

Father had strabismus ; ambylope.

No. 1281 (+7.0), with which distant esophoria still 6 v symptoms resulting from atropine at age
of 4 \ strabismus noticed when under two years old.
Since I started using the polyphasic fogging method I have not really had to use atropine in determining refraction.
It is of course possible that

after administration of drops, a greater amount of atropine than usual

may

become absorbed by the organism, but there is also good reason to suppose that rapid release of the ciliary muscle,
perhaps in an already over-activated autonomic nervous system, may cause too sudden a change, thus upsetting
its balance: the organism then cannot adapt itself at once and an alarm signal is sent out.

If therefore it is

absolutely necessary to use atropine, our knowledge of the reactions of the autonomic nervous system makes it
possible to avoid these symptoms of toxicity:

drops must be given at greater intervals and the dose increased

gradually so that the organism gets time to adapt itself (see Case history No. 1213, page 477

).

This being so, when a child patient has already received his first or second pair of spectacles and is wearing,
for example, +5.5r the refraction error revealed being at least +7.0, no symptoms of toxicity will occur when the next
administration of drops is made, despite increased concentrations.

With regard to toxic tolerance there is reason to

suppose that a basic change has taken place in the chemistry of the organism \ an increase in weight is not
necessarily sufficient to explain this better tolerance.

Wearing glasses which approximate to the present error will

have already eliminated the over-sensitivity so far that there is no longer any tendency for typical atropine reactions to
occur.
If one takes into account the significant effect of the accommodation event on the central nervous system,
further light may be shed on the well known effects of atropine, for instance the production of cutaneous
vasodilatation, at present so difficult to explain. As Goth (1968) writes : "... there Is no known action of atropine on
neural transmission to blood vessels which would explain this dilatation.." (page 123).

Roughly speaking it

may be said that, because, paradoxically,accommodation strain often also means sympathicotony,
of spasm of accommodation caused by atropine

the releasing
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(either alone or combined with some other systemic atropine effects) may provide an opportunity for vagotony to
become dominant, especially via the brain.

To sum up, reactions provoked by atropine are apparently only an

indication of the profound effect of accommodation on the central nervous system.
Atropine reactions in children seem to be comparable in many ways to the restlessness which we have seen to
result in adults from a considerable increase in plus diopters.

I am also reminded by the rise in temperature which

occurs in children in connection with atropine of my migraine patient No. 1592, a 31-year-old lady, H (+5.0), who
told me that her temperature rose to 39°C when she had a migraine attack.
If we were dealing in such cases with a genuine allergy to atropine, the fact that it disappears at a later
stage conflicts with the nature of allergy, in which reactions increase in severity as time goes on.
Especially interesting are similar cases of drug intolerance in adults, notably after administration of drops of the
parasympathico-mimetic, anticholinesterase

and sympathico-mimetic group.

They are sign of a possibly even

greater discrepancy between the strength of glasses worn and the degree of latent hypermetropic.
is case No. 1255 (history page 451 )

An example of this

36-year-old hypermetrope (man) who was diagnosed as being a myope and in

whom pilocarpine immediately produced an"allergic"skin rash.
Naturally sulpha-drug and penicillin allergies are also common among migraine patients (822, H +4.5;

1543,

earlier cyl. -0.5, H at least+2.5) but I should not like to underestimate the significance of accommodation strain even
in these cases.

All in all it would be interesting to know whether the normal frequency curves for hypermetropic and

and drug intolerance are identical, in other words whether the greatest drug intolerance is always found in severe
hypermetropes.
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Accommodation

and t h e

Joints

I have already briefly referred to rheumatoid arthritis(p.282),which has an established place among allergic,and
thus also among psychosomatic, diseases.

Any specialist who looks closely at his patients' troubles and the literature

concerning them will easily see how certain illnesses, which at first glance are unrelated, tend to occur in conjunction
with one another.

To quote a few examples :

Crohn's disease (Enterocolitis regionalis) and symptoms in the joints

(FahrlQnder and Shalev, 1974) \ migraine,epilepsy, biliary tract disease and rheumatoid arthritis ( Rios Mozo,
1974) ; serum sickness and arthralgia, (Goth, 1968, page 47) \ and the well-known coincidence of psoriasis and
symptoms in the joints.
I do not wish to look further into the literature on rheumatoid-arthritis, but 1 should like nevertheless to refer to
Sjogren's own article (1973) in which he says that "Sjogren's syndrome (p.212) and its cousins,rheumatoid arthritis and
systemic lupus erythematosus, are diseases caused not by one, but by a combination of factors*': also to the VIM
European rheumatology congress held in Helsinki 1975,where it was stated that rheumatoid arthritis and back troubles
have increased notably in young people and that climate and diet play no part in this.

What could suit better than the

thought that increased accommodation strain is a factor in this change?
However, the one thing I have seen no mention of in this literature is symptoms in the joints provoked by changes
in the accommodation situation.These may even include soreness in the maxillary joints' and clacking of the jaw (No. 12
13.p.466 and No. 1989) in people who hitherto have had no symptoms of this kind. I can believe that this claim will raise a
smile in the reader who has never looked after such a patient. It does not amuse the patient,however,nor the oculist who has
prescribed the glasses which have brought this result about!

The symptoms, which may be provoked again and again,

as well as the uniformity of patients' descriptions, leave no room for doubt.
Perhaps the best illustration of this is case history No. 1213,pp.466,483,488,which teems with examples of the
sudden appearance of such symptoms and their equally sudden disappearance. The back-aches and ischialgias that I have
already mentioned on

page 243

are closely related with all this.

Thus case No. 1213 was taken to a professor of

orthopaedics already at the age of ten on account of back troubles and his report stated "weak back": this back later stood
up well to great strain and later only gave trouble when spectacles
were changed or in connection with accommodation strain — for example when atropine See Rasmussen (1965,p.
178) for a discussion of "Costen's syndrome", and Viikari (1977a).
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drops were discontinued.

Of essential interest in this case is that also her 17-year-old sister has long suffered from

soreness in the joints of the lower limbs, soreness in the jaw and psoriasis.
letter page 457

, describes the same symptoms.

Migraine patient No. 1657, H (+3.5),

"My legs went all stiff and made a cracking noise.

think of the creaking of a skeleton, but it only lasted one evening. "

It made me

The clacking of joints, for example the jaw, may

quite simply be caused by relaxation of strained muscles (m.masseter in the case of the jaw) giving more freedom of
movement within the joint. A migraine family, a mother No. 1194 and her three daughters (No. 1836, born 1962,
migraine -r No. 1851, born 1964, headache and No. 1837, born 1967, migraine), with their aching backs and
joints, is a further convincing example.Case history 1194,p.448.
Case No. 1718, a 53-year-old married lady : migraine patient, H (+4.0), used drugs (sodium
diphenylhydantoin, papaverine, and theophylline-noscapine cough suppressant for a dry tickling cough,
c£. page 233 ) at the same time as releasing accommodation with plus glasses and the result was a
condition of chaos.1 The patient wailed and sobbed on the telephone, explaining that her joints were so
sore that she could not move and could not even think of going out into the town. She also had pains in
the muscles, insomnia and a feeling of a foreign body in the eye (sympathicotonic dryness?). The
glasses she was wearing were only +2.0 add. 1.25, but the patient had not regularly worn her earlier
glasses, (+1.25 add 1 ,0)prescribed five years previously.
See also page 173.
I now remember how some years ago my right wrist suddenly became so sore that I could hardly hold a plate.
(Patient No. 1795, H +4.0, described one of her many troubles in exactly the same wayrsection of a nerve in the neck
had been performed on this patient because of headache).

I was horrified that it was the beginning of rheumatoid

arthritis and for two winters, even when the weather was relatively
camel hair and never carried a shopping bag.

warm, I went round with both wrists wrapped in

I have had no further trouble and had forgotten all about it!

It seems that this etiological factor^should also be borne in mind where children are concerned.
No. 1595 comes to mind.

Patient

He was the son of a mother with uveitis and rheumatoid arthritis (No. 1121) and at the

age of 18 months had been treated for 4 months in a rheumatism hospital, after which he had no symptoms in
the joints. However, at the age of 12 he came to consult me because of headaches \ hypermetropic revealed, 4.0
diopters.

Allergic to sulpha-drugs.

Mother had water on the knee at the age of 7.
m

Also No. 1792, a 9-year-old girl, H +2.5 7 severe spasm of accommodation and allergic to cats.
Began to complain of headache and eye troubles. Subtitles on television screen were blurred from
time to time, eyes watered and itched. She had had rheumatoid arthritis in the right knee, but
had for some years been symptom-free. Was about to go again to
hospital
1 Releasing of accommodation with glasses and the sympathetic stimulation it causes,especially in conjunction with a medley
of drugs,may lead to a situation comparable to the severest known interactions. See also foot note p.249.
2 No one has so far succeeded in showing that rheumatoid arthritis is caused by an infection (Virkkunen
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for examination. Her sister, 4 years older, had glasses approx. -4.25 at age of 12, also
considerable pseudomyopia and headache. Mother also a migraine patient (1500) -r clear
hypermetrope,glasses at the age of 33 -4 o.a. (Five different oculists had increased her minus diopters,
at intervals of two years).
The history (No. 378) of a lady born in 1927 is of especial interest: she learned to read at the age
of 4 : had minus glasses at the elementary school, order of magnitude approx. -0.75. H at least +2.0
(perhaps as much as +5.5). Had worn her glasses irregularly. Drowsy-looking eyes — upper lids
drooped half way over the pupils — were a striking feature from the beginning. Migraine attacks. In
1961 glaucoma simplex diagnosed at the university clinic \ treatment for this was stopped when the
patient started wearing plus glasses just over 5 years ago. Rheumatoid arthritis from 1971 ; affected
in the PIP joints and had Tietze's syndrome. Table 20A,p.347,
When, against this background, I remember the nights I spent crying in childhood with cruelly aching
legs — as a doctor's daughter I always had salicylates on my bedside table — I begin to doubt whether these aches
and pains, so common in growing children, really result from growth and changes in the epiphyseal plate.
Nature did not intend growing to be in itself painful?

Surely

May it not be that these troubles reflect disturbances in the

organism resulting from accommodation strain in a hypermetropic child?
Growing at least cannot explain those troubles in the j oi nts — for example a typical pain in the hip (see
overleaf)—which commonly accompany the menopause and even disturb sleep, subsequently disappearing.

Probably

they are the result of many different processes, but if one takes into account the general need of glasses at this
period of life,one may once again reasonably suggest that accommodation strain may play a part as vitality declines
abruptly.

Unnoticed and varying accommodation strain could easily explain these troubles, which occur with

inexplicable irregularity and caprice.

The possible effect of a simultaneous plus addition in dispelling these pains is

again difficult for the patient to notice.
The physiological mechanism that provokes troubles in the joints is of the very
greatest interest, but very problematic when connected with release of accommodation.
Stimulation of the beta-receptors is responsible for vasodilatation of the muscles, i.e. the
supply of oxygen.

We have already seen how a compensatory sympathicotony situation

results from severe accommodation strain and how on the other hand moderate release of
accommodation stimulates the sympathetic system. In the case of joint toubles,because of the
relatively stronger alpha-receptor stimulation, the muscles may be deprived of oxygen.Could it be
that this is what produces symptoms in the joints — especially since these patients at the
same time become extremely restless (for example, "restless legs"), so much so that they
simply cannot keep still (1172, 1718)?

On the other hand it would be natural if symptoms

in the joints were simply the result of irritation of the motor nerves,stemming from
I also wish to draw attention to the following cases: 1176 (p. 187), 1735 (p.460), 1812 (p.461), 1861(p.462).
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accommodation, by way of the immediate nerve connections I mentioned earlier.

It is known that pain connected

with the motor nerves is either of a dull or shooting nature \ it is restricted to the muscle supplied by the nerve in
question and the nearby joints but the area in which it is felt is more vague than when a sensory nerve is damaged.
Patients usually get severe pain at night (Einola, 1975).

Is there anything more common than those pains in the

hip which women get at night — pains which prevent them from lying on their side? (Articular branch of the sciatic
nerve?).
All things come to he who waits : although I have for years been puzzled by symptoms in the joints of my
patients, I should never have become interested in LE had I not had to deal last weak with a 49-year-old married
lady who had retired on account of this disease(No. 1787, also Table 13,p.277)i She had written to me about her
severe migraine and the quantities of drugs she had taken, mentioning in passing that she was also an LE patient.And
then;to-day, as if sent by heaven to help me with the writing of this section,

I was again visited by a lady, born in

1916, a migraine-sufferer who at the age of 57 had been examined in hospital for two months, LE being the final
diagnosis (No. 1791).

Since the age of 20 she had taken quantities of "Dr. Strahle's preparation" (a popular pain-

killer containing phenacetin, phenazon and caffeine) \ she had had herpes zoster ophthalmicus and her blood
pressure had been as much as 185/120.

Hypermetropic revealed, at least 5.0 diopters.

glasses +0.5 and separate reading glasses approx. +3.0.

Patient had worn distant

Since drugs are mentioned in speculations about the

etiology of the disease (Raftery and Denman, 1973) it may indeed be that among LE patients there are many who
have suffered from headache resulting from hypermetropia.

In such cases drugs really may have played their part,

disturbances in the autonomic nervous system caused by accommodation possibly being the universal basic factor.
I was prompted by the arrival of these patients to read something about LE.

In addition to learning that

2

rheumatoid arthritis and LE are inseparable — in such a way that it is often only a matter of taste under which heading
the patient is classified — my eye lighted upon the following splendid phrase: "all clinical training could be centred
around LE"(Kall?omaki, 1969). Suppose we substituted for LE, hypermetropia and spasm of accommodation ?
It is my fervent hope that the above observations may lead to some re-thinking of the whole vexed question
of rheumatic diseases,with their obscure etiology^and terrible power to
incapacitate.
1

This holds good also for the muscles of mastication and the jaw,cf. Case 1213,page 483.
2 LE joint symptoms are of the rheumatic fever type.
3 It is also important to remember Heberden's nodes (now regarded as a benign form of osteoarthritis) v for
example, patient No.452,who developed them already at the age of 35, their status however remaining
unchanged for the succeeding twenty years, during which time she has worn plus glasses, at present rather
strong.
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Accommodation

Strain

and

the

Skin.

The skin if anything is the mirror of man's physical and spiritual well-being. That
it is also a correlative of the accommodation situation became clear to me while I was
working on Tetralogia and 1 included a short note to this effect.

However, it is only

during the last few years,when treating migraine patients, that it has become abundantly
clear to me how intimate and reciprocal the connection is.

The matter is perhaps best

illustrated by Case history No. 1213,see pages468,473,477. In this patient the condition of
the skin has all the time reflected changes in accommodation strain, i.e. changes
in spectacle values,

quantity of close work done, atropine drops. It has been

seen in her face and on the body \ she has also had intolerable itching of the skin on the extensor sides, especially
the elbows, when the pandysautonomy has become exacerbated.

The patient has all the time taken care of herself

very efficiently, using for example the new carbamide moisture cream, thus avoiding serious changes in the skin.
A letter from patient No. 1640, born in 1948, is also illuminating.

She was a student who had suffered

so much from migraine with trigeminal symptoms and allergy that she was forced to discontinue her studies for a time.
She was a complete pseudo-myope,earlier glasses -4.0.Three months after her first visit she wrote :"The allergy
symptoms have remained unchanged.

My skin is better,however,and the headache has really begun to improve. I

have not had a bad attack for over a month and I can see much better.

I can now recognize my friends in the street

without glasses..." (When this patient began to wear reduced minuses or was without glasses,the result was a typical
holiday migraine.

She also had pains in her hands, shoulders and back.)

"My migraine seems to have disappeared.
allergic dermatitis is a great deal better.
absolutely used to them."

She wrote again

after 14 months :

My head has still ached, but usually I feel it all over the head.... The
I have always tried to remember my plus glasses (+0.75).

I have got

I sent her a prescription for reading glasses +1.5.

The connection between eczema and eyes is by no means a new discovery.

Among others, Duke-Elder

(1969) mentions in his book on page 121 "exanthemata" as a possible cause of myopia, but note the order of cause
and effect, refraction error being secondary. — What I have said on page 385

about the connection between the

eyes and the skin in cataracta neurodermatica, is also of importance in this respect.
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As with so many of the things I have been dealing with, the etiology of that great and ever-increasing
scourge, psoriasis, remains obscure.

It has been suggested that it is partly metabolic,

we must respect every insight that may bring us nearer to

partly hereditary — but

understanding it.

A good starting point for theorizing about the relationship between the skin and the autonomic nervous
system would be the observation that repeated dosage of atropine may cause desquamation of the epidermis
(Krantz et al. 1965, page 600).
parallel.

The main effects of atropine and catecholamines on the organism are in a way

In the skin there are mostly alpha-receptors which contract the blood vessels.

alpha-receptors fifty times more than beta-receptors.

Noradrenalin stimulates

Since it is known that beta-blocking agents provoke

psoriasis,it seems probable that the latter is a result of the relative strengthening of alpha-activity, the inhibition of
skin blood circulation and the speeding up of cell death

leading to

peeling of the skin.

In patients with

psoriasis the cell-formation cycle is reduced from the normal 28 days to 3 or 4.
All the psoriasis patients I have had to do with have without exception had a considerable plus deficiency.
It is therefore natural that unspecific treatment like rest or a holiday in the sun has a beneficial effect.

When

the organism is relaxed,even the eyes can cope better with the heavy muscular work of accommodation. However,
when planning expensive forms of treatment, like retiring the patient from active work and giving him sick leave, it is
important to retain a sense of proportion and remember that exactly the same treatment is often successful for other
much more serious diseases. Systematic treatment with spectacles may just as rapidly remove symptoms and
restore the patient's capacity for work.
I must also mention here acne, which Forstrom (1976) calls "unknown and inexplicable".

It seems that

when there is abundant secretion of sebum we have parasympathetic predominance (see page 234 , earwax) -r
correction of plus deficiency can alleviate this condition.
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Table 16. Psoriasis. Some examples from Tetralogia, 1972, and thereafter.

No.

Sex

Born

Refraction

528

F

1925

545 F

1930

+2.75
(+3.0)

Wore glasses very irregularly.
Family of severe hyper-metropes. Patient had
hordeolum and recurrent conjunctivitis. Holiday in Switzerland always cures
her skin.

573 F

1894

(+4.5)

Wore glasses only after age of approx. 50.

587 M

1918

+3.0

725

M

1921

H

Subconj.haemorrhages.Only after age of 50 used reading glasses
occasionally,in spite of demanding workreyes often bloodshot.

751

M

1931

(+3.0)

Glasses in 1965, but had not always used them.
See Table 5, page 204.

(+2.5)

Notes
Wore glasses only after age of 40.
ulcera corneae.

Before that recurrent

Son of the former.Relatively weak glasses since age of 43. Psoriasis only at the age of
50: simultaneously allergic rhinitis, ulcer and trigeminal troubles.References to this
pati.ent also onpp.l94,200/202,204,241,242,317/321,377andin Table 14.

There may be special pharmacological interest in the coincidence that patient No. 587 had at the same time
suddenly stopped smoking, after being a heavy smoker for at least thirty years.

His organism had thus had to adapt

itself to being without nicotine, that curious agent, which in small doses acts as a ganglionic stimulant'and following initial
stimulation has the ability to block ganglionic transmission.

As can be seen from these random examples, both the

men and the women suffered from eczema and the fact that the symptom occurred relatively late in Cases 587 and 725
accords well with man's greater muscular power, which has for a long time been able to adapt itself even to considerable
accommodation strain.
Now of course it is necessary in the name of objectivity to stress that it is actually impossible not to find
hypermetropic as a concomitant to all conditions, because it does seem to be part and parcel of the human condition, at
least in Europe.

(Indeed, the refraction distribution curves to be found in literature on the subject, show that almost

everyone has hypermetropic and almost all people between the ages 10 and 25 suffer from " relative myopia", an
indication that the eye has surrendered to progressive tension in accommodation).

Only by following a patient all

through his life is it possible to discover just how great the refraction error has to be for the organism to react with
symptoms that must be considered pathological.
stimulation (salivation, gastric secretion, peristalsis).

At least so far in

my studies I have ' resulting also in vagal
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not come across a single case in which the plus deficiency would justify an underestimation of the refraction error.
For this reason, I should like to mention, in addition to the many run-of-the-mill cases of Besnier's prurigo
and psoriasis cases, a somewhat rarer skin condition:
Case No. 383, dermatitis herpetiformis;, a 27-year-old gentleman who had been diagnosed as
having this disease two years earlier } Mother had had migraine and he also \ at age of seven he
wore glasses +1.25 and +0.75 \ at age of twenty +0.75 / cyl -1.25 175° and +1.0 / cyl. -1.5 10°
; at age of 26, H revealed at least +2.5 d.
A similar case was No. 1573, a 45-year-old gentleman, sent to me by a skin specialist to have
his eyes examined. Migraine attacks began between the age of 26 and 30 *r present glasses -0.5,
cyl. -3.0 0° and cyl. -4.0 0°. Patient has H at least 1.0 diopter \ visus 0.67 without glasses.
The following story, told me by a patient about her friend, is one of the most convincing demonstrations of the
connection

between skin symptoms and accommodation. The young lady in question, who was about 24 years old,

had for some months tried to be without her minus glasses and had read with weak plus glasses.

When, at the

cinema, she could not see properly, she put on her old minuses and almost immediately got an infernal itching in her
hands which did not abate until she removed them.

On the other hand, there was also case No. 1194, a migraine

patient whose hands began to get very numb when watching a film in a cinema.

This happened just after she had a

plus increase — perhaps explainable as excessive release of accommodation when looking,relaxed, into the distai
I wish still to mention in connection with accommodation strain and the skin the problem of falling hair,
which is usually associated particularly with atopic dermatitis (Rajka, 1975).

My attention was drawn to this matter by

migraine patient No. 1600. She was a 37-year-old divorcee school-mistress ; had trigeminal symptoms and had
recently been given glasses (+0.5) by an optician : H at least +3.0.

She mentioned, in addition to many other

symptoms, that her hands had been cold since childhood and that on the right side of her skull, behind, a bald patch
had appeared when she was a student (during migraine attacks it was always on the left side that the visual field was
obscured).

She was treated with cortisone ointment and her hair then grew again thickly.

appeared in the same place.

Then a bald patch again

One and a half months after consulting me she wrote to tell of the good effect of the

glasses I had prescribed: " Hair is growing on the bald patch, although s l owl y." (Her mother, No. 1533, H
+5.0/glaucoma capsulare, correction of refraction neglected, but treatment begun for increased

intraocular pressure).
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Migraine patient No. 865, a 32-year-old lady,also complained about falling hair. She too had cold hands and
feet and her throat was always "thick".

During an attack, her tongue and hands became numb.

reading, especially in bed ; no glasses.

H at least +2.5.

stomach and had a tendency to

Had done a lot of

Her eight-year-old child complained of pain in the

vomit.

A third example that comes to mind (1594) is the, two-and-a-half-year-old daughter of a migraine
family,who complained of headache and who was already wearing glasses +1.5 (H at least +3.0).
two,she developed bald patches over which hair later grew.

At the age of

Both parents had particularly good hair.

The girl's

aunt, migraine patient No. 357, H (+4.75) also had bald patches : both she and her niece are,it is true, atopics.
It seems likely that considerable spasms of the blood vessels would also have an effect on the blood
circulation of the scalp, thus influencing hair growth.

The text books (e.g. Domonkos, 1971 ,p.850)

also

mention

stress-alopecia areata after emotional upset and Walsh (page 136) mentions an experiment which showed the
connection between loss of hair and sympathicus irritation : in the experiment, anastomosis of the anterior root of the
right phrenic nerve with the right cervical sympathetic trunk in cats was followed after several months by falling of the
hair from neck and back.
Migraine patient No. 1596, H +5.(5) also mentioned substantial loss of hair during her student period.
Finally a word about pustulosis palmo-plantaris in connection with my migraine-blood pressure patient No. 867,
Hypermetropic (+5.0).

Among the side effects of practolol referred to by ICI (Ugeskr. Lceg. 1975:137:1016-1017)

is the occurrence of psoriasiform rash with hyperkeratosis of the palms and soles.lt is true that my patient had taken
Moduretic, but the most important thing in this matter may be the inter-relationship between the sweat-gland system of
the palms and soles — different from the regulation of sweat glands elsewhere in the body — and the autonomic
nervous system,cf.p.458,the letter of patient 1657.1 have myself had the experience,after a game of tennis,of miliary
sweat retention vesicles under a skin dried up by ultraviolet rays and I believe the formation of pustulosis-palmoplantaris to be analogical.
One of the great problems in cosmetics, a skin which is greasy underneath and which pulls tight on the
surface
excessive

(a characteristic of stress),

seems also to be the result of over-activity of the autonomic nervous system :

parasympathetic activity produces grease, which is prevented from finding its way out by a dry and taut

surface — the result of sympathetic over-activity.

This is at least in keeping with the fact that when accommodation

is released with atropine drops, the skin becomes normal (see Case 1213,
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11

page 478), the "command to calm down having, by way of the brain, reached both parts of the autonomic
nervous system.
The visible parts of the body, skin, nails, hair, mucous membrane, tongue and fundus of the eye are
valuable indicators of our well-being.

Variations in the overall condition of the autonomic nervous system, i.e.

from vagotony to sympathicotony can be determined merely by reference to the dryness or greasiness of the skin.
The whole programme of dermatological treatment, based on experience, consists of preparations for drying or
moistening the skin.
they are

There are some skin diseases which are known to be fatal, and not without reason, because

manifestations

of the most dangerous pan-dysautonomic conditions.

Everything else connected with

the morphology of skin diseases — naturally with the exception of infectious troubles — is undoubtedly important
special knowledge, but from the point of view of the totality may turn out to be of rather academic interest.

Sleep and S l e e p l e s s n e s s

Because recent studies of sleep have attempted to:penetrate to the biochemical level in order to reveal its
deepest secrets (Jouvet, 1971)

and because it has been ascertained that the aminergic systems are of central

importance (Marcy, 1974), it seems appropriate to include here a section on sleep and sleeplessness.

I first wish

to make plain that I am in disagreement with the purely hypothetical point of view expressed by Dr. Marcy that
insomnia \s in practice nearly always of neurotic origin.
Why is it that people can manage with less sleep in the summer when

there are longer hours of daylight

than in the winter? Could it be partly that light tends to provoke the organism into a state of relative restlessness? Or
does it simply increase one's energy? '
I am absolutely convinced that one of the most fundamental reasons for many catastrophic cases of
insomnia is lack of spectacles or spectacles that are too weak in the plus direction.

I have had a patient who

hastened to say as soon as she sat down " I must say that my sleep has improoved since you advised me on the
telephone a couple of weeks ago to give up my minuses ! " (A 33-year-old clerk.
abandoned her glasses -5.0 , cyl. -0.75
known that earlier !"

0° and-4.0 , cyl. -0.75

0

Migraine patient No. 1225 who

!) — and she went on "If only I had

A very good example is provided by a 45-year-old migraine patient, who wrote a letter in

which he said that on the day
after 1 lent him spectacles +1.0, add. 1.75 (his previous glasses +0.5, H at least +3.0),
1 Radn6t, 1954
2 And this notwithstanding the fact that accommodation strain is one of the main causes of
obscure states of fatigue.
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he was wearing them on a train journey and fell asleep in his seat, a thing that had not
happened for twenty years.

(Case 1575).

I recently

(Case No. 1693 , married lady clerk, H + 7 . 5 )
heart has been much more relaxed than for years.
did not remind me of its existence.

:

received the following letter

" Indeed I only now realize that my
Earlier I never had a moment when it

Especially at night it was disturbed and I had to use

several pillows and was constantly awake.
I also sleep more peacefully."

Now I am able to sleep with one pillow and
See also Case No. 1777 in Table 9, p.259.

I only need to think of the deceased members of my own hypermetropic family and the sleeping pills they took.
The connection seems so clear that my heart aches at the limitations of medical science and the powerlessness of
doctors to help.

Not, of course, that everyone will allow himself to be helped.

Even in this matter there are, however, paradoxes as in so many other medical questions. Under moderate
strain, lack of

glasses, i.e. hypermetropia again, manifests itself in a tendency to get tired easily : going to sleep

over a book, or at the wheel of a car, or watching television, or when entertaining or visiting.
little reading before retiring is like a sleeping draught for so many.

This explains why a

People's spectacles are generally undercorrected.

When tired after a day's work, even reading a few lines with glasses like that causes just the right condition for
dropping off, but is not enough to provoke a headache.

But it is more than likely that when a person must go on, for

example when doing over-time, or when driving in the dark, under increased strain, hypermetropia then provokes the
greatest restlessness in the brain, which either prevents sleep or causes disturbances during sleep.

The extent of such

nervous strain is truly difficult to estimate.
When we consider

insomnia connected with advancing age, nowadays so common,

it is worth mentioning a particular form of it, where the person, after sleeping for a short time suddenly finds himself
wide awake and then remains awake for the rest of night or again sleeps intermittently.
manage to get to sleep again by reading for a while — a useful

Such a person will

parasympathetic stimulus.

That sleep and rest are stimulators also of the sympathetic nervous system becomes clear in many connections
(one common phenomenon among patients with spasm of accommodation is palpitation on going to bed or after sleeping
for a short while, Case 463,p.435 \ Case 1213,p.468). During the day a great tenseness of accommodation develops,
which, in the repose of sleep, suddenly relaxes, causing sympathetic stimulation.

It seems very likely that this

mechanism was involved when recently a 56-year-old migraine patient (No.559), without any apparent worry, complained
of waking up in the middle of the night; H at least+5.5, glasses very undercorrected. Advancing years do not in themselves
bring insomnia, and after being given adequate correction of glasses an earlier insomnic patient (No.578), who remained
in exactly the same stressing work as before, began again to sleep well.
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The essential thing is to prevent severe accommodation spasm from developing during
the day so that its relaxation will not disturb the balance of the autonomic nervous system
at night. It must not be forgotten that sleep, if anything, acts to restore harmony in an
autonomic nervous system driven to extremes.

Hence the great difficulty in knowing what is

what in sleep studies !
The reflexes of the organism are kept within bounds in various ways. For a person who has "grown" to his
spectacles, the feeling of having them on is a relaxation in itself. I hope my readers will not laugh either when I say
that many times when I have woken up at night with even the slightest fear of not getting back to sleep, I have there
and then put on my glasses; I always keep them within easy reach, and I am instantly in the land of nod again. Many
of my patients have recounted similar experiences ( 1516, H +5.0 ) and even my husband nowadays chooses frames
with a good "sleeping shape"! I do not therefore hesitate to say to my patients that they should put their glasses on
the bedside table when they retire and take them from there immediately on waking ; then they are always there during
the night hours. Spectacles can indeed compete with pills for first place among sleeping aids — not that I have any
experience of the latter, never having taken so much as half a sleeping pill or pain-killer ! It is also interesting to note
that sleeping pills are for the most part muscle relaxants.
In Tetralogia I simply discussed what I had observed empirically about the power of spectacles as inducers of
sleep.

My earlier experiences have only been confirmed by patients' own accounts.

I was thus especially delighted to

come across a paragraph in small type in Walsh (p. 1157) where one can read the following sentence ;"..long
continuance of eye troubles may be the unsuspected source of insomnia... ".
From the point of view of general health and well-being it does indeed seem that a proper understanding of
the physiology of sleep and its relationship to accommodation strain may turn out to be decisive in preventing
numerous disorders.

The R e s t l e s s

Child

Many people have wondered why in certain families a particular child is restless, cries a lot and sleeps very little,
sometimes for no apparent reason getting crying fits at night (No. 1155, H (+2.75), child of migraine parents ) or
urinating every ten minutes. All this is not necessarily due to the mother's nervousness, nor to wind, nor to ear-ache
resulting from infection.

Has it ever occurred to anyone that the cause might be linked with latent hypermetropic?

It is quite possible that we are here dealing with struggles caused by sensitivity to light and spasm of accommodation
in an eye which may be more than 10 diopters hypermetropic;

especially since one can often see how such children
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wrinkle

their

foreheads

and

the corners of their eyes just like adults and are clearly disturbed by light (597).

They may be resless and cry, especially during

the nights following the first sunny days of spring.

The same

possibility of accommodation strain must be borne in mind in the case of children — and adults — who suffer from a
clammy skin and excessive sweating at night.
on his accommodation.

Whenever a child's general health is poor a great strain is placed

Then, when the eyes have become accustomed to their spasm,

as in the case of

slightly older children with "school myopia", the aches and pains often disappear.
It must not be forgotten that a child is an adult in miniature , and this more so than we "wise" adults tend to
think.

It is simply that he is not able to tell where the shoe pinches, and particularly where his eyes are concerned.

We can only learn what his troubles are from the reflexes described and a contracted pupil.

Walsh, for example

(page 1160), mentions the case of a child aged sixteen months who had trigeminal neuralgia and was given an
alcohol injection when four and a half years old!

Fas c i cu I at i ons and A c c o m m o d a t i o n

It has been of particular interest

to

listen

to

descriptions of fasciculation symptoms —• twitches here and

twitches there — especially common among migraine patients.
in the orbicularis oculi muscle ( p.202 ) and

it

I have already mentioned myokymia, or fasciculations

has been my clinical experience that the phenomenon is inseparably

connected with accommodation strain, see Case No. 1891, p.

464.

It is well known that for example an intra-arterial injection of acetylcholine will
produce fasciculations (Goth,p.85). Further light is shed on the matter by the observation
(Krantz and Carr,

p. 600)

that large doses of atropine also cause muscular twitchings.

When I investigated this symptom more closely I was disturbed to come across the statement that it
indicated a lesion of the lower motor neurone, until I discovered that fasciculation also occurs when the
peripheral nerves are irritated

— obviously showing a general state of irritation and bio-chemical changes

throughout the nervous system.
Case No. 1858 , a migraine patient with trigeminal symptoms born in 1919 :
mother of six children ; recently had cardiac infarction and when she was
discharged from hospital she had "live blood" more or less everywhere.
Hypermetropia at least +4.0 *r
glasses +2.0, only for
close work and watching television. Daughter had one amblyopic eye.
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Case No. 1863, migraine patient with severe spasm of accommodation, now symptom-free 'r
had worn glasses -0.75, hypermetropic at least +2.75. Complained of fasciculation symptoms
especially in the last two years, during which time she had taken Anervan (contains among other
things ergotamine tartrate).
Could it be that fibrillations of the heart should also be included under this heading? It seems at least that the
possibility can be entertained in the case of migraine patient No. 1913, former sempstress, hypermetropic (+3.5),with
trigeminal symptoms,who had never worn distant glasses jshe had read with a magnifying glass in spite of the fact that
she could easily read with ordinary glasses, if strong enough.
Isoptini

injections, after which she fainted twice.

Post-concussional

Several fits of auricular fibrillations, treated with

Also had proctalgia attacks.

Headache

There is reason to ask how far lack of glasses,or plus deficiency in general, maintains
post-concussional headache, which may then be wrongly attributed and lead for example to
the unnecessary award of damages.
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An example of this is case history

No. 1132, page

, which at the same time shows how difficult it may be to reveal the true cause of

the headache, i.e. hypermetropia.

Also patient No. 539, H +5.5,who recovered from a

headache after a car accident when her glasses were considerably strengthened and No. 910,
H+4.5,p.329. In all those who have come to me in connection with a headache following
a blow on the skull, I have discovered a significant degree of hypermetropia :
748, a 12-year-old boy, H (+2.5), with glasses +1.5 still 12

esophoria at distance^

835, a 30-year-old hairdresser, H (+3.0), migraine cured already with glasses +1.25 \ 852, a 30-year-old secretary
who had worn glasses approx. -2.0, complete pseudo-myope \ 887, a 46-year-old married lady, car accident at age of
18, headache thereafter, H at least + 1.5 d., migraine cured at once with glasses +0.5, add. +1.5.

On the other

hand an acquaintance of mine once had a prolonged Headache after a fall y but this was no wonder, for at that time he
did not wear his plus glasses.
I have myself on three occasions had severe trauma of the skull.
floor and broke my

nose.

First I fell flat on my face on a parquet

Then I was thrown violently on to an ice-covered road, my hat blew off and I

damaged the crown of my skull and the occiput.

The result was like an enormous post-natal haematoma and for

almost three weeks my face was too sore to be touched in the region of trigeminus II on the left side *r
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there were also scabs in the left nostril, three teeth, 6-, -6 and 4+ were split and the cartilage in the joint of the jaw
was loosened.

On the third occasion the mechanism was similar, resulting in a severe cervical syndrome,

manifesting itself like an electric shock in all the limbs.

When I think of the severity of the primary headache and the

great exhaustion caused by these accidents I can only guess what things might have been like if I had not been
wearing my ordinary bifocals (+3.5, add +3.0) at the time and continued to do so when lying up.

It is the ill-fortune

of many not to be so equipped, but happily in my case the pain soon disappeared — I think in about one hour, but I
cannot remember exactly.

Miscellaneous

Autonomic

Disturbances

When after all these years I glance at the more interesting of my patients" symptoms and try to make
associations, I cannot prevent the strangest thoughts from arising, thoughts which are nonetheless not without
sense.
How many narrow pathways, ducts and blood vessels there are in our bodies which ought to provide free
passage, but how many vulnerable spots there are where their functioning may be disturbed.

And is this really so

surprising when one realizes that it is these very passages that are the battleground for the antagonism within the
autonomic nervous system?

That cramps prevent free flow through them and inhibitory irritants, usually

sympathetic/either diminish secretions or make them more viscous.

I am thinking here,for example,of the vast number

of gall stone cases among my migraine patients \ of the stenoses of the lachrymal ducts (cf. Shaffer

1964) and

suppuration in the lachrymal sac dealt with on page 377 \ of disorders of the salivary glands and their ducts -r of all
those vague pancreas troubles for which there is usually no objective explanation.

I ask myself, too, what could be

the ultimate cause of kidney stones, of such irregular occurrence, so varying in number according to the individual and
when no satisfactory explanation has yet been found?

And should not the principal aim of preventive medicine be the

achievement of the greatest possible stability in the autonomic nervous i system ?
I wish finally to take a look at some

symptoms drawn from the field of dystonia

neurocirculatoria which have either not found a place among earlier examples or have
been mentioned only in passing (p. 172), but where careful checking of spectacles seems
to be important :
The article Dystonia Neurocirculatoria by Kerppola (1971) is of exceptional interest, especially the sentence: "Among
the lesser symptoms may also be mentioned the proneness of dystonic patients to abnormally early decline in
accommodative power, both myopes (i .e.pseudo-myopes?) and hypermetropes. "
2 Another thing to which insufficient attention has been given is the fact that neurocirculatory dystony becomes less
pronounced as people get older, cf.p.230, paragraph 2.
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— Cases of loss of consciousness of either long or short duration ( excluding those caused by drugs, e.g. 1592, H
+4.5) provide in themselves a whole field of work. Are they caused by cerebral anaemia? Or are they the
result of vagotonic inhibition of cardiac function (in which perhaps the eyes play a part)? There was case 1800,
a 51-year-old lady, who fainted in her chair, H at least +3.0, no glasses : this patient had earlier had a
suspected cardiac infarction ; Nos. 781, H +3.5, and 1866, H +6.5, both of whom fainted when reading a
newspaper ^ No. 1891, H+3.75, arrhythmia since youth, pace-making attempt, backache, leg cramps,
dizziness in the morning when shaving without glasses. No. 1965 a 50-year-old business man, H +3.0, no
glasses ; when watching television first sweated, then fainted.
— Strange though it may seem, the only case of fainting among my migraine patients that actually lef to an accident
was No. 1580, who regained consciousness only to discover that her finger had been cut off in a machine.
— I have had a number of cases where there were vague symptoms of nausea : for example Nos. 452 and 1790,
who were affected when shopping, wearing old weak glasses ; No. 453, who got the migraine attacks when talking
in a car and several cases where the patient was in company, in circumstances where the looking distance was
short.
— Very common too are both primary and secondary Raynaud phenomena, intermittent attacks of pallor,
acrosyanosis in one or more fingers or toes, especially fingers
1
( particularly in girls and women J .
Nos. 887, 1251, 1590 and 1726.
No. 1726, (+3.0) was a 35-year-old lady with arteriosclerosis grade II in the retinal
vessels ; no glasses earlier.
No. 1772, sties disappeared when she wore the prescribed glasses, (+4.0) *r No. 1773 ;
and No. 1840, born in 1936 'r fainting fits from age of 15, H +5.5, at age of 40 had
glasses+1.25, milk scabs, trigeminal symptoms, loss of consciousness many times, RR
180 / 100. No. 1871, born 1927, H +6.0, since the age of 45, index and middle
fingers frequently white *r also after taking an Anervan tablet, left side as if paralyzed
and pain in the toes. No. 1976, a 39-year-old migraine patient, H +4.25, in whom
the same three ulnar fingers had always, since early childhood, become numb when he
was sleeping in a cold room.
-Loss of memory ( 1218, 31-year-old, H +3.5 ; 1219, 31, +3.(5) ; 1259, 43, +5.0 ; 1914, 37, +3.5 ) and
sudden blackouts and lapses of memory ( No. 1213, page 469) and especially its prevention by means of plus
addition ; also obstruction of thought as a result of sudden release of spasm of accommodation through wearing
spectacles ( No. 1665 ). Patients suffering from sudden blackouts are generally young and one must suppose
that their elastic ciliary muscle is able to reach a greater amplitude of contraction more quickly, provoking powerful
stimuli accordingly. The occurrence of such symptoms should lead one to suspect a great plus deficiency.
— Arrhythmias, which may lead to a diagnosis of cardiopathy and even the suggested installation of a pacemaker ( No. 1793, gentleman born in 1934, H + 3.75).
— All cases of pain at irregular intervals and all pains that resist treatment — for example, heart pains over many
years which are not alleviated by nitro-glycerine and any TIA which has not recurred (578).
At a symposium devoted to this theme in 1975 various theories were advanced concerning the pathophysiology of
this functional disturbance and details of attempted treatment were also discussed. No results worth mentioning
were achieved (Gjores and Thulesius, 1976). May it not be that cold and other sympathetic stimuli induce a more
powerful reaction against a background of tonic parasympathetic activity (cf.p.227)? See also the reference by
Merikangas and Auchenbach (1977) to a migraine case with Raynaud's disease.
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— All kinds of crisis situations, hypertonic and thyrotoxic crises, status asthmaticus, severe broncho-spasm which
cannot be released with sub-cutaneous adrenalin injections, Quincke's oedema, status epilepticus, glaucoma
acutum and for every reason also myasthenia gravis, ( see Case 1716, p.294 ).
It has been wondered why newborn infants of myasthenic mothers may be similarly affected,
but often recover from their weakeness in a matter of weeks.

Perhaps the explanation may

be that as the newborn gradually becomes free of the abnormal neuromuscular transmission
biochemistry, circulating in both and upheld by the mother's accommodation strain, he
begins to function normally.

Some C o n s i d e r a t i o n s

of t h e

Remote

Effects

of the A c c o m m o d a t i o n Eve n t

Diabetes and accommodation
It is necessary to begin by repeating once more that the accommodation event may have both
parasympathetic and sympathetic consequences. The effect on the pancreas of the autonomic nervous system is
probably not altogether simple. The sympathicus provokes vasoconstriction in the pancreas and possibly also
increases secretion somewhat. The para-sympathicus distends the blood vessels (?) and increases secretion (?), but
" the efferent vagal fibres do not function normally in diabetics" (Johnson and Spalding, 1974), which is in accordance
with the observation that duodenal ulcer is less frequent among diabetics. It is nowadays claimed that liberation of
insulin takes place through beta2 receptors,
In a situation of stress — when sympathicotony is dominant — the secretion of digestive juices is diminished and
the appetite poor.

However, in order to compensate for the lack of food,the organism must burn up its reserves and the

insulin in the blood rises.
There is a review by Day (1975) in which the author says that beta-adrenergic blocking prevents insulin activity
and that alpha-adrenergic blocking stimulates basic insulin activity. [What wisdom incidentally may not lie behind the habit
of using ergot in the treatment of diabetes (Dorland, 1952), with its complex pharmacology? j. Day also states that
exogenic and endogenic catecholamine stimulation has a powerful preventive effect on insulin activity. This is perhaps a
further reason why during stress the feeling of hunger disappears.
It seems possible that accommodation could, by way of the hypothalamus and the somatostatin, affect
especially the glucagon that forms on the mucous membrane of the stomach and intestines,
sugar level.

raising the blood
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A perpetual longing for sweets, often during considerable reading, could simply mean an inadequate supply
of glucose to the brain (cf.

Rowland and Antelman, 1976).

We may well ask whether accommodation may not even throw light on sudden and unexpecte occurrence of
diabetes - or who knows,even on cancer of the pancreas, resulting from the constant irritation.
I immediately recall one of my own patients (Case history 213,p.431) a considerable pseudomyope, and the
various phases of treatment she went through. At the age of 20, diabetes was diagnosed, to the great surprise of the
family, and considerable difficulties were experienced in keeping the sugar balance under control. There is also
another young person, whose fortunes I happen to have followed from a distance ; his sugar values have fluctuated
disconcertingly and it is my guess that his evidently strong minus glasses are far too strong.
I have also paid attention to the minus glasses worn by other diabetics. For example, there was Case No
1870, a 25-year-old farmer's wife, who had glasses -1.0, tense spasm of accommodation, and hypermetropic at least
0.75. Without being asked, she explained that whenever she is deeply preoccupied by something her sugar balance is
immediately upset and her distant vision very poor (spasm of accommodation , possibly an additional factor in transient
myopia?), but the situation rights itself on its own.

Sudden unexpected death of infants
Among phenomena of unexplained etiology, I have also been led to ponder the sudden unexpected death of
infants (SUD), nowadays much talked about^and called "cot" death.
1 am particularly interested in the age at which death takes place. Since there are already
a hundred hypotheses about this, perhaps there is room for one more. Statistics show that
80% of these cases occur when the infant is ^ 6 months old. This is just the age when a
child begins to be interested in its surroundings, learns to focus its eyes (cf.p.307,Allergy)
and develop its binocularity.3 For a highly hypermetropic child this means a great effort,
which may lead to fatal reactions by way of the ciliary muscle. Research which concentrates
on dysfunction of the vegetative nervous system (Hirvonen et al. 1973) seems therefore to be
going in the right direction. It may be that the whole phenomenon is connected with
children's fever cramps or spasmophilia (among children's neurological diseases, cramps of
one kind or another form the largest group) and I have noticed among my migraine patients
that those who suffer
in this way as children nearly always have a great plus deficiency
(for example No.584, H +8.5) \ they are usually also of the male sex and statistics show
that both groups are predominantly male. I was more than a little surprised to find someone
suggesting that proneness to cramp among children is a sign of retarded brain development
(Langslet, 1974).
^ In order to shed more light upon the concordance (<50 per cent)of insulin-dependent diabetes in identical twins,it would
be interesting to investigate them as groups of physical workers on the o hand and those doing demanding close work
on the other —all the more so since the conclusions I now been reached that non-genetic environmental factors play a
part in the onset of this disease
2 Lancet 1977c.
3 It should again be remembered (see p.89)that the most inward portion of the ciliary muscle (the circular Muller's
muscle),which is important in accommodation for near vision, is usually absent in the newborn,appearing in the course
of the second or third year (Bloom and Fawcett 1975,p.9
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Climacteric sweating and accommodation
Whatever the origin of the hot waves and sudden bouts of sweating associated with the climacteric (Case
No.1923, H +5.5, distant glasses+1.5 unchanged for 16 years), the symptom in any case concerns the whole
surface of the body, i.e. the eccrine sweat glands, which atropine inhibits. It is therefore a good tip to remember that
general tension can be released also by way of the accommodation sector, by means of a plus increase — an
excellent substitute for atropine, cf Case 1213, p.479, paragraph 4. It is possible that the sudden sweating fits
after accommodation strain '( for example, after picking berries in the forest) described by patients may throw some
light on this matter. Could it be that the physiologically mixed form of cholinergic sympathetic fibre which controls the
sweating fits exists precisely in order to balance the extreme conditions of the autonomic nervous system? Note the
following sentence in Goldberg and Hanin, 1976,p. 146 : " Interestingly, when rat sympathetic ganglion cells have
been grown in cell culture, they form only cholinergic synapses with each other (O'lague, Obata, Claude,
Furshpan and Potter, 1974)...".

Cancer (?) in relation to accommodation strain
I touched upon the question of cancer on the preceding page, in connection with the pancreas. In cancer
research it is nowadays taken for granted that malignancy originates in the first instance in some kind of disturbance in a
regulating mechanism in the organism, whereby cells are in some way or another thrown off their normal " track". If
we consider everything that has been discussed earlier it becomes clear how profoundly accommodation influences the
most fundamental bio-chemical reactions and in the form of continuous irritation is undoubtedly more powerful than
many other disturbing factors. With this background it therefore seems perfectly possible that also in the differentiation
of cells, changes may take place which lead even to malignancy. We only need to think of the large number of peptic
ulcer cases and their tendency to become malignant (taking into account the present decline in gastric cancer) in order
to understand the possibility of this kind of " indirect" cancer. I am reminded for example of migraine patient
No.910,p.324, now symptom-free (H +4.5), whose migraine was attributed to concussion following a road accident.
She had an operation for gastric cancer at the age of 45. In the light of Case No.57 (case history p.428) one is tempted
to ask whether chronic irritation of the brain, perhaps always in the same region, may not provoke a tumour, for
example glioma. This could be explained as Nature's defence mechanism for preventing harsh reactions in the
irritated region. It would be interesting to know, for example, the refraction and migraine situation in those mothers
who have given birth to children with glioma.
Accommodation strain and the common cold
Very concrete clinical evidence of the difference between the action of the vasomotor (dilating) and
secretomotor parasympathetic facilais fibres (cf.p.211) and the sympathetic function is to be seen in the following :
when a powerful parasympathetic stimulus is caused after changing strong reading glasses to much weaker ones, a
mucous lump is suddenly found to fall into the mouth from the upper pharynx. This may happen many times and at
rather short intervals if the accommodation has again become relaxed in the interim (cf.p. 158). The significance of this
observation is not slight : by wearing moderately fogged " therapy" spectacles one can for example considerably
alleviate the stuffiness that occurs in connection with the common cold and also shorten the duration of the condition.
Plus glasses are an exellent substitute for sympathomimetic nose drops. This may in part explain the improvement in
health reported by many patients who had earlier suffered from repeated
cf.Case 1965, p.326, paragraph 1.
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colds (for example Nos. 452, 1570,p.457 and 1945). The connection between stuffiness and the eustachian tube
should also be made plain as a possible etiological factor in recidive middle ear infections \ removal of the adenoids
is thus usually only a partial palliative measure.
If the above were taken into account, might not a person like Lasse Viren, who suffers from recurrent
maxillary sinusitis, derive some benefit ?
Polycytaemia (?) in relation to accommodation
To discuss polycytaemia in connection with the consequences of accommodation may seem utterly far-fetched,
but I am emboldened to do so because the three cases I have come across all had a great plus deficiency : Migraine
patient No. 1577, a severely pseudomyopic astigmatic, skew axes and severe neurological migraine symptoms ; No.
1866, hypermetropia at least +6.5 ; operated on at age of 53 for gall stones and Ca ventriculi, cf. pages 241 and 391 ;
No.964, hypermetropia +7.5 'r headache, cardiac infarction at age of 52, Hb 18.7. Brother died of cardiac infarction at
age of 52.Also Case 1979,p.465,had Hb 16.8; note her broncho-constriction,which may be very important in the etiology of
polycytaemia,as a consequence of accommodative strain.
It is also known that the autonomic nervous system is in many ways involved where haematopoiesis is
concerned : light affects the number of eosinophilic cells (Radnot et al. 1960), epinephrine decreases the number of
eosinophils (Goth, 1968,p.98), the musculature of the capsule of the spleen reacts to pilocarpine and there is an
increase in the leucocyte and erythrocyte blood counts (Goodman and Gilman, 1970,p.474) : furthermore the adult
spleen is capable, in response to appropriate stimuli, of resuming once again its earlier blood-forming activities and
undergoing a myeloid transformation ("metaplasia"), extra-medullary (or ectopic) haematopoiesis (Hamilton, 1958,
page 18 and 683).
One thinks in this connection of the increased number of eosinophils in people with allergies : could it be
that this increase is the result of accommodation-based contractions of the musculature of the capsule of the spleen?
Otosclerosis (?) in relation to accommodation strain
It has recently been stated in The Lancet (1977b) that otosclerosis is one of the major unsolved problems of the
pathology of the ear.
As is well known, contraction of the stapes muscle causes impairment of hearing by air conduction and this can
be produced by certain physiological conditions (Langenbeck 1970,p.38). An important provoker of such a contraction
is, accommodative spasm of the ciliary muscle, which spasm is also manifested reflexly (Duke-Elder 1969,p. 147) in a
number of other facialis symptoms (see pp.211-203). The muscles supplied by the facial nerve are very important
"accessory muscles of accommodation "(Walsh 1961,p. 186).
Case 1213 (full details on pp.466-488) seems to show the truth of this. The patient, born 1953, consulted me
on account of severe migraine. During treatment she had periods of intense pan-dysautonomy, one of the many
symptoms being an alarming temporary impairment of hearing, sometimes prolonged.
Having for many years treated patients for accommodative spasm, I immediately considered the possibility of a
connection between the two things. Audiograms were taken when accommodation was strained, i.e. the patient wearing
weaker lenses and then again with stronger ones. The audiograms (pp.471,480,481), unique to my knowledge, are very
revealing and it has been easy to reproduce both the symptom and the audiogram finding .
' A circumstance to which Rasmussen makes no reference in the passage in his monograph where he speaks of
reduction of hearing and tinnitus in Costen's syndrome (1965,p. 179).
Unfortunately The Lancet of London were unable to find space for a letter on this subject sent to them on November 27th
1977, in which I included two of these audiograms.This was possibly because of the form of the audiograms,which were
not conclusively of the middle-ear type,and also the regrettable lack of bone conduction curves.
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What part may be played in otosclerosis by the tensor tympani muscle, supplied by trigeminus, in the
stiffening of the ossicular chain (perhaps fixation of the malleus)? Analysis of this may be difficult, but perhaps not
so important clinicaMy, because in any case the irritating reflex influence of the accommodative spasm affects
both muscles.
If the middle-ear muscles remain contracted for any length of time, or if violent contractions are continually
repeated'(this is of course what happens if there is no relief of the accommodative spasm) the mechanical stress and the
accompanying vascular process cannot but lead to bony dystrophy and ankylosis of the stapes.
Case 1905 — a lady born 1938, of slender build, rheumatoid arthritis since the age of six ; severe
colitis *t operated on for otosclerosis at age of 32; first visit to oculist 1970, Adie's syndrome diagnosed, weak
minus glasses prescribed ; headache during recent years, H +3.(5). (See also p.217).
Prostaglandins
I have deliberately omitted mention of the recent rapid mushrooming of prostaglandin studies because the results
of these studies have no bearing on the problematics of my main subject, accommodation.Like other hormones,they are
merely an accompaniment of the overall physiology.

Abstinence syndrome without drugs
The many symptoms I have observed in my migraine patients, especially in connection with releasing spasm of
accommodation (above all in case No. 1213,p.483) —they read like a description of the abstinence syndrome of
morphine —have awakened in me many interesting thoughts. It is well known that although amphetamines can induce
tolerance,their withdrawal in the addict does not,as in the case of morphine, lead to serious physical manifestations. This
difference perhaps emphasizes the parasympatomlmetic-like effects of morphine ; there is convincing evidence to show
that morphine enhances parasympathetic activity (Krantz and Carr,p.359) .Evidently the withdrawal of morphine results in
a steep change towards sympathicotony which may have fatal consequences. On the other hand,when a
sympatomimetic drug is withdrawn,there follows at most relative vago-tony,to which it is easy for the organism to become
accustomed.These differences in withdrawal symptoms are probably greatly dependent upon the fact that,on the one
hand,acetylcholine is destroyed very rapidly and on the other hand that re-synthesis of norepinephrine is rapid,and it is
destroyed more slowly than acetylcholine: in addition to this,the norepinephrine released is pumped back rapidly into the
nerve.
Now that it has been discovered that the brain produces its own "morphine ".i .e.encepha-line,it may be that
experiences with migraine patients as well as other spasm of accommodation patients will give valuable support also to
studies in this area of brain biochemistry.
These ideas may be important in helping us to understand and to be prepared for the severe consequences of
great relaxation of accommodation^, when vagotony changes to sympathicotony, or when existing sympathicotony
becomes even more pronounced,cf.p. 172,6).
Interesting in this connection is the description given by migraine patient No. 1997, a 36-year-old clerk, first glasses at
age of 20, now -4.5, who was able to see registration numbers with +0.75 ! "It is as if there was something knocking
in my ear all the time. "
o

In certain cases, especially where rebound headache in addicts is concerned, hospital assistance is absolutely
necessary; and this because all in vitro experiments are oversimplifications and only help the understanding of partial
factors ( see Ariens, 1976,p.38) — in vivo the organism is always full of surprises.
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Accommodation

and

the

Psyche

In order to be logical about the inseparability of "psyche" and "soma"

I shall

include under the heading autonomic nervous system also the psychiatric cases in my
material.

How easy it is to call a patient neurotic when it is impossible to find out the

cause of his trouble !

I do not believe there is a single instance in my records of a

patient for whom the primary diagnosis was either neurasthenia or hysteria, but by inadequate
correction of refraction I may well have provoked these troubles.

Every specialist gets his

share of psychiatric cases, though they are seldom primarily psychiatric, and oculists are
certainly no exception.

Probably if one were to go through all these cases thoroughly some

interesting things would come to light, but I have restricted myself to marking in Tables 17A
and 17B only those cases that came to mind unsought or which have come to my notice
during the last year or two in connection with examination.

I believe that the considerable

refraction component which is always present in these cases may to a very large extent be
responsible for disturbances in the psyche.
has

for

should

Is it any wonder that a patient who

years suffered from headaches
end

up

on

the

psychiatrist's

for which

no proper relief can be found,

couch?

It

was

with

great

satisfaction that I recently came across a reference in a text-book of psychiatry (Achte et al., 1971, page 241) to
vertical furrows "in the lower part of the forehead between the eyes" in schizophrenic patients : hardly
pathognomonic only for schizophrenics, I fear !
The bandying about of concepts like neurotic, neurosis and hysteria when dealing with troubles which have an
absolutely clear organic basis — photophobia or spasm of accommodation, for example (Walsh, pages 97, 182, 231) —
makes me literally want to scream.

If this were the case at least half of mankind must be mentally disturbed and if minus

diopters were enough to stamp a man as a psychiatric case, then comfortless indeed would be the condition of our society
as we look around us.

In the study of depression, attention has been paid to bio-chemical changes in the cerebro-

spinal fluid, and it seems most likely that such changes also take place as a result of fluctuations in the balance of the
autonomic nervous system caused by accommodation.
chemical balance of the brain?

What in

fact are mental disorders if not alternations in the bio-

And what else are manic-depressive fluctuations and the tendency to spontaneous

reversal but bio-chemical fluctuations from one extreme to the other?(see Case 1979,p.464)—the tempo of the changes
being the resultant of all factors havingian influence on the total situation.We need only think of the parallelism between the
stimulat ing effect of anti-depressant drugs on the sympathetic nervous system and the releasing of accommodation spasm
by means of plus increase.
1

One should hardly be surprised therefore

cf. Halaris and DeMet, 1978.
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if reduction of accommodation stress alone is enough, on a bio-chemical basis, to produce favourable mental changes ;
on the other hand, depending on its magnitude, prolonged accommodation strain may cause various mental
disturbances. Against this background it is easy to see why endogenous depression is treated by keeping patients
awake (Svendsen and Knudsen, 1975). And what about the background to the common depression associated with
pregnancy (No. 1911, language teacher,born 1944; glasses -2.0,H at least+ 1.0)?
I consider that the limits of absurdity have been reached when it is possible to interpret facial neuralgias as
psychogenic (Walsh, page 1160, quoting Dandy) \
the manifold consequences of accommodation strain.

this simply reveals the absolute state of ignorance surrounding
It is time we learnt to recognize our own limitations in

explaining complicated matters and to understand that we have no right to take refuge in makeshift explanations which
have no scientific basis.
In this context I should like to draw attention to two cases of anorexia nervosa that I have come across, Nos.
679, 680.

Both these patients, who were otherwise healthy looking young girls, had had menstrual disturbances and

were at the age when the "school myopia" curve begins to rise as spasm of accommodation approaches (cf. page

89

). Even Duke-Elder (1969, page 8) mentions this question among the "referred symptoms" of refraction errors, but
people go on trying to explain it as being psychogenic (Walinder, 1975).
Especially psychiatrists would do well to take note of this, for I have the impression after reading a number of
studies dealing with problematic headache in patients at the age of presbyopia that it seldom or never occurs to them
that lack of spectacles may be the root cause !
Among other things it might in many cases be possible to prevent the development of climacteric psychoses by
getting spectacles in time. In how many cases, I wonder, has the background to divorce not been lack of necessary
spectacles, leading to impatience and exhaustion?
Table 17 A.

No.
27

103

Hypermetropic and pseudomyopia in psychiatric cases

Sex

Age

Refraction

M

46

PsM

M

33

(+0.75)

Notes
Whole family pseudo-myopes. Patient had always had headaches. Notwithstanding he waited two years before collecting reading
glasses prescribed for him in 1965. 1 heard from his family that in 1972 he
ended up having psychiatric treatment on account of his headaches.
Glasses had been approx.-6.25 and -6.75jsaw registration numbers
with+4.0*
Had been PsM at least 2 diopters. Different pains in the heart
and elsewhere. No organic explanation found. Diagnosed as neurotic.

No.

Sex

Age

150

M

64

293

M

20

302

F

50

(+1.5)

335

F

52

(+1.5)

Severe migraine.Treated for glaucoma which patient
insists on believing in (see page 346).
Migraine patient. Retired from her job for "psychiatric "reasons

59

(+0.5)

Had been PsM at least 1.5 — 2.5 diopters. Treated for neurosis hysterica
since 1969. High blood pressure.See p. 122.

340

F

Refraction
PsM at least
1.(25)
(+1.0)

Notes
Exhaustio nervosa. Peptic ulcer. Table
p.389.

14,p.283 and Table 24,

Had had ad. -3.0. Drug-addict for 1 - 2 years. First migraine attack at
age of 16. Not himself aware of any connection between drug taking
and headaches ,cf. p. 337.

341

F

39

(+2.25)

Asked herself when told of the need for spectacles : "Can this be the
explanation of my nervous trouble? " Migraine.

347

F

64

(+1.75)

Being treated in a hospital for nervous diseases on account of mental troubles
owing to climacteric. No distant glasses.Migrai

411

F

52

+4.25

422

F

45

(+1.5)

441

F

55

(+3.0)

Was on the brink of suicide when she consulted me in 1960. Migraine.
Began a new life with glasses, for which she is profoundly grateful. High
blood pressure.

(+4.75)

Found it difficult to get used to the right glasses0 Treated as a glaucoma
case. Dressmaker by profession0 Diagnosis: Melancholia ex involutione.
Table 20A,p.349.

Patient had glasses +1.75. Sent to a psychiatrist by an eye clinic. Migraine.

476

F

67

Migraine; "marquee" lids\
sent patient to oculist.

undercorrected glasses. Psychiatrist

Table 20A, p. 349; when she had to have drops,
administered them to excess. At present in a psychiatric ward.
483

F

76

+3.5

542

F

25

(+1.5)

582

F

51

+9.0

One eye amblyopic. Had to give up her job because of her eyes. Was
refused a pension after 25 years of work:, depression that followed resulted in
admission to mental hospital.

+3.5

PsM, weak minus glasses as a student. Classified as manic-depressive.
Temporary loss of power of speech,several times. Reads at present with
+6.0,for distance +2.75 (+3.25).

622

F

31

Tension requiring treatment by a psychiatrist. Has so far only visited an
oculist once.

See case history on p. 97.
623

F

31

M??

699

F

53

(+3.25)

At age of 40, examined in a mental hospital on account of headache.
Daughter, migraine patient No. 617. No typical migraine symptoms } where
does one draw the line between migraine and headache?

The above cases were already dealt with in Tetralogia ; those that follow are new.
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Table 17 B.
No.

Sex

Age

Refraction

733

F

61

(+1.5)

744

F

63

(+1.0)

x?

Had worn cylinders approx.-2.5 0°. Schizophrenia diagnosed.

812

F

40

PsM(+1.0)

x

Had visited a psychiatrist on account of inferiority complex. Had
worn weak minus glasses.

815

F

35

+7.0

x

Case history, p.440.

819

F

21

+4.0(+5.0)

x

See Table 24 , p.390.

925

F

32

(+3.5)

x

1971, psychiatrist prescribed numerous different
tranquillizers.

1016

M

28

+5.0
(+10.0?)

x

Macropsia. Facial tic. Case history

(+3.5)

x

1022

F

40

Migraine

Notes
Treated in mental hospital for 7 months.
First visit to oculist in 1973.

No glasses of her own.

Table 5, p. 204

and

p. 215.
Goitre operation. Fainting fits. Migraine considerably improved
(cured?).Table 13, p.274.

1029

F

58

+5.0

x

1100

F

32

PsM(+0.5) headache

1150

F

55

1162

F

43

Very exhausted.Drugs to keep the patient awake.
Had had glasses -1.75 and -2.75.

x

Had had fits of depression. Trigeminal symptoms. High blood
pressure. Vertigo.

PsM(+1.0)

x

Had worn -2.5 and -3.0. High blood pressure.

(+3.5)

1175

F

57

PsM
H (+2.0)

x

Had worn -3.0 B.E. Fainting fits.

1176

F

43

PsM(+1.0)

x

Had worn glasses -0.5,

-0.75 100

and -2.5. Case history, p.

186, (patient's correspondence).
1217

F

35

+2.(5)

*

1219

F

34

+3.5

x

1240

F

36

+3.0

x

1241

F

45

PsM(+0.5)

Case history(Patient's correspondence) p.250.
No glasses earlier. Fits of amnesia.
Examined in psychiatric clinic in 1966 on account of depression.
Uses plastic prosthesis at night because of tooth grinding. No
glasses earlier. Slight continuous blinking. Slender build.
Onset of migraine when preparing for her matriculation. Visited
psychiatrist at that time. Had worn glasses -1.0 , -1.0
0° and3.25 , -1.5 0°.

x

Daughter of the above. No glasses earlier. Case history, p. 251.
1242

F

15

+3.0

x

1243

F

34

PsM
at least
2.0d.

x

Case history, p. 449.
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No.

Sex

Age

Refraction

Migraine

Comments

1260

M

39

+3.0

x

Former glasses +0.5. Stomach ulcer. Fifteen years ago
received such powerful drugs from a psychiatrist that he fainted in the
street.

1261

F

43

+5.0

x

Former glasses+0.75? Headache when travelling by
bus from age of 9 -r consulted oculist at age of 10 — no glasses
prescribed. Pain sometimes reaches lower jaw. Tooth-grinding
while asleep. Some years ago visited a psychiatrist for s i x
months. Spent 3 weeks being examined in a neurology clinic.
Acupuncture fourteen times.

1263
1266

F

35

+3.5(+4.0)

M

34

+5.5

x

1319

F

56

+4.5

1322

F

44

(+2.0)

1348

F

27

+4.0

1389 F

29

1397 F

57

(PsM)
+2.5(+3.5)
approx.
+5.0

1462 M

31
LL.

1473
1493 F

Trigeminal symptoms, vertigo* Had worn very weak
glasses. Symptom-free.
x

No glasses earlier. Stomach ulcer. Divorced.
Table 14, p. 285.

headache 1956 "like an iron band on the forehead";, did not
collect prescribed glasses. Very demanding close work. Was advised
simply to go skiing. Schizophrenia diagnosed.
x

Depression 1971. Glasses then approx.+0.75. In 1965
an oculist failed to prescribe glasses. Migraine that had started
when patient was young,now cured.

x

Headache since age of 5. Now also has pain in left arm.
Mother is a migraine patient (1133), H (+7.0).

X

Had already visited a psychiatrist in 1971 and was about to do so again
just before reading Tetralogia.

X

Had earlier distant glasses+ 1.25 and+1.75. High blood pressure.
Recommended to consult a psychiatrist.

(+2.5)

X

RR 220/

30

{+5.5)

X

Earlier had weak prisms. Case history, p.252.

56

(+3.0)

X?
headache

Headache disappeared after wearing new glasses.

1515

F

39

+3.0

x

Two attempts at

suicide. No glasses. Trigeminal
symptoms.
1562
1766

F
F

45
39

+4.0
+5.5

x

Case history page 454.

x

Before coming for examination had had neurosis
depressiva \ had put on 15 kg in weight in one year. Was
immediately cured when she got new glasses and
enthusiasm for her work returned. Came for a check-up after
one year. Glasses strengthened four times during that period.
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There must indeed be psychic conflict in abundance when it is possible for a hypermetrope of 3 — 5 — 7 diopters to be pulled to the minus side.
If we go a little deeper into the matter and remember the conditions of agitation and tenseness which can
be provoked by spasm of accommodation, by way of the hypothalamus and the pituitary gland, may it not be
possible to include among the referred symptoms of refraction error, such socially distracting phenomena as
addiction to alcohol, tobacco and drugs (Case No. 293, Table p. 334)? By means of these substances,people
try artificially to achieve psychic balance. Patient No. 1649, a middle-aged alcoholic, explained quite openly
that he had got into that condition because alcohol was the only thing that would soothe his headache. But then
he had decided to take the matter in hand, realized how stupid his addiction to alcohol was and journeyed a great
distance to see me
in order to get relief from his headache. It is perfectly clear that the organism simply
goes on clamouring for more of these substances, in exactly the same way as people become dependent on
ergotamine. When we think of the prevalence of hypermetropia, weaning people from drugs would certainly be
easier if at the same time the autonomic nervous system was supported by the wearing of appropriate spectacles.
That nicotine does indeed have a considerable effect on the autonomic balance seems to be indicated by the fact
that patient No. 578 found that, having been earlier accustomed to sleeping without blankets, he began to shiver
at night when he gave up smoking. What happens is that the vagal, vasoconstrictor and vomiting centres are first
strongly stimulated and then to some extent paralysed (Krantz and Carr, 1965,p.621).When a person has smoked
for a long time it is possible that the organism has reached a situation where the vaso-constrictor centre is
paralysed : when such a person abruptly stops the habit, the vaso-constrictor centre again begins to function and
this is followed by shivering (?).
Piloting "psychiatric" patients of this kind back to normal life can be a very rewarding task also for
the oculist.

Notes

and R e f l e c t i o n s

on

the

Ever-problematic

A u t o n o m i c N ervo us

System

How important indeed may be the part played by accommodation in controlling the rhythm of all bodily
functions? The only trouble is that a non-ophthalmologist may not easily come to think of such a thing.
—■

Is accommodation a basic regulator of the bio-chemical sleep-wake rhythm, which is so difficult to change
suddenly, for instance in shift work? — a very topical matter and the object of investigations by ILO. It is
particularly important to take into consideration the fact that the time needed for the autonomic nervous
system to reach a balanced condition may be as much as two weeks or even more, as is often the case
after taking drugs, and also after changing glasses.

—

Does accommodation somehow lie behind the great need for sleep of a hyper-metrope baby?

—

Does accommodation trigger the functioning of the bowel in the morning, at the termination of a certain biochemical phase, parasympathetic activity being increased after opening the eyes and using them for a
short time?
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One must remember, however, that the most important factor influencing the direction of reactions to stimuli,
either from inside the organism or from outside, is previous conditioning, from which the organism always tries to
find the most rapid way to the normal situation. Interesting confirmation of this theory may well be provided by the
finding, referred to by Levy (1971), see p.227-8.
If these main propensities of the autonomic nervous system are
not kept in mind it is possible that conclusions of too generalized a nature will be drawn from a particular experimental
situation, and that these will conflict with the results of other investigations. Just such an example is provided by
an article of Jouvet (1967, reprinted 1971) in which it is explained that noradrenalin may play a role in producing
paradoxical sleep (REM) and a paper by the same author (1969) where certain pharmacological evidence is
adduced to show that the REM period is triggered by acetylcholine and suppressed by atropine.
In how many practical problems would it not be possible to utilize knowledge about accommodation? How
many things there would be to consider, for example, in connection with the physical endurance of sportsmen I
In this context I am reminded of our unfortunate Pekka PdivaYinta, a long-distance runner and migraine sufferer,
who has had a signal lack of success in warm countries. I have also recently heard that he is very sensitive to
wasp stings, cf.Case 892, page 441.
I do not find the phrase "resting position of accommodation" very felicitous because it may convey an
erroneous impression. Indeed it is possible that this description more than anything else has been responsible for
slowing down the therapeutical application of our knowledge of accommodation.
It is generally thought that the human eye is at rest when focussing in the distance; the idea of a "resting
position of accommodation" suggests that accommodation is adjusted so that it rests at the normal working distance.
From this it follows that the ciliary muscle is generally contracted 1/2 — 2 diopters more than is required for clear
distant vision. We should therefore rather consider this state as practical accommodation tonus than "resting" —
and it is to this tonus, dictated by everyday work, that the organism adjusts its whole nervous balance. It is
precisely in the uppsetting of this balance that the origin of all psychosomatic suffering lies and it is there that we
must look for it.
I should like to propose something like the following to replace the offending term : The functional resting
range of accommodation. At least this clarifies the connection with the organism as a whole, although the word
"resting" can still mislead : it also makes quite clear what principles must be applied when planning treatment.
The principal idea in my treatment of migraine patients — or other patients with troubles of the autonomic
nervous system — is to achieve, by means of glasses, adequate rest at the normal working distance, a functional
resting range of accommodation, which will maintain the ideal balance between the parasympathetic and sympathetic
nervous system. This means in practice that the patient must submit, perhaps for years, to glasses which are clear
only at a distance of 1/2 — 2 m . , vision being blurred on the distance. I make a point of explaining to my patients
that they are treatment glasses so that they will accept a certain distant blur. In determining the strength of glasses
required, the kind of work done by the patient is of decisive importance \ thus the degree of blurring and the time
needed for adaptation will vary greatly. It is often very difficult in the case of a tense spasm of accommodation to
get the patient to wear glasses with adequate therapeutic effect, at least in one step.
Reactions in the organism following the wearing of glasses can be explained by the fact that an emmetrope
has to employ the sympathetic system in order to see clearly at infinity and the parasympathetic system for near
objects (see citation in Toates, 1972, pages 836-839). So much for theory : in practice, however, the mere
changing of focussing distance means that these autonomic antagonists are continuously being switched — Nature's
ingenious system for maintaining the balance of the organism? Pitts (1967)
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points out that by brain stem stimulation it is possible to obtain both positive and negative accommodation. But surely
the reverse must also be possible, i .e.effective relaxation or powerful contraction of the ciliary muscle will cause
brain stem symptoms?
If somebody finds it difficult to accept the idea that hypermetropia, i.e. accommodation strain, is the etiological
cause of migraine, we may also express the matter in the following way : by maintaining continuous compensatory
sympathetic stimulation with a sufficiently relaxed accommodation situation, the biochemical factors that cause migraine
are held in check. It is extremely important to understand that of all the afferent parasympathetic stimuli the most
important and universal is the accommodative strain upheld by a hypermetropic eye.

Whenever it is excessive it is

bound to cause autonomic imbalance. We thus have the possibility of consolidating the normal sympathicusparasympathicus relationship, semi-voluntarily, by means of additional plus diopters.

It is also important to stress

that the classification of patients as myopic or hypermetropic is largely dictated by the degree of contraction of the ciliary
muscle.
In effect, rather than saying that an eye is so many diopters hypermetropic, perhaps we should express the
matter by saying that the relaxation of the ciliary muscle has reached a stage corresponding to hypermetropia of so
many diopters.
There is of course a lot more to migraine than just headache — as a matter of fact the other features in the
syndrome are at least equally important, and it seems that they too can be treated most effectively be means of
glasses.

The reason why headache has been the focus of attention is that patients are most conscious of this

symptom, its location is clear and this pain is the most excruciating.

The advent of beta-blockers has brought to the attention of the average physician the central importance of
the autonomic nervous system,

latrogenically we have been introduced to unexpected reactions, which would

perhaps otherwise only have become clear in experiments with animals.
experiments are not always applicable to man !

Furthermore, the results of such

Such reactions, if anything, should have opened our eyes to the

enormous number of unsolved medical problems, and revealed to us that our biomedical knowledge is still in its
infancy.
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IV

C e n t r a l

Brain,

Spinal

N e r v o u s

S y s t e m

Cord and A c c o m m o d a t i o n

When we consider how profoundly the nervous system in its totality is involved in the accommodation
event and that both in nature and in medicine it is almost impossible ever to draw exact boundaries it seems very
clear to me that there is good reason to investigate the part played by accommodation strain in diseases of the
brain and spinal cord, even though it is impossible to
diseases and their chronic nature.

prove anything, because of the slow development of such

All messages, however,

pass by way of the central nervous system — the

optic nerve,after all,is part of the brain — and therefore any constant and long-term strain must also affect the
central nervous system (cf. page 213, The Optic Nerve).

Why therefore should it not also provoke

consequences there? In any case, serious and slowly disabling diseases of the central nervous system, like
Parkinsonism and disseminated sclerosis are surrounded by great obscurity and treatment is merely symptomatic.
The pathological changes in Parkinsonism have been interpreted as widespread destruction of the
pigmented cells in the substantia nigra and this immediately brings to mind the participation of the autonomic
nervous system.

Pigment anomalies in the iris, for example, are considered to be the result of an injury to the

sympathicus (Walsh, page 156), which has been thought of as lack of pigmentation rather than depigmentation.
A phenomenon well known to oculists is the liberation of iris pigment when sympathomimetic mydriatics are used,
although the cause may be mechanical, i.e. the rupture of some cells, with release of pigment granules (Havener,
1970, page 187).

Havener also mentions on page 226 an unusual toxic depigmentation of the lid skin in

Negro patients,as an allergy to eserine ointment.

When one reads about the Parkinsonian syndrome one cannot

fail to be stuck by the frequent presence of ocular signs : for example blepharospasm, which is clearly a protection
mechanism against light and visual sensations. Walsh's case No. 132 (p.448) is of interest here : he says that
the result of eye examination was "normal", but I am inclined to doubt — especially since I have seen many patients
incorrectly described as emme-tropes — whether this really covers the refraction situation. One can also read of
cases which begin with facial spasm — a common result of accommodation strain (see Guyton 1964,p.669)
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but which later on have,among other things, cog-wheel rigidity associated with them (Walsh,
pages 111 and 447).

Acetylcholine and cholinesterase are closely associated with the

regulation of motoricity and tonicity.For the latest ideas about the treatment of this complicated
disease see Van Woert, 1976 .

At the present stage of investigation into Parkinsonism,

when it is thought that the disease is a consequence of the imbalance between the cholinergic and dopaminergic
factors in the corpus striatum, it is positively necessary to take into consideration the part played by accommodation
stress.
Furthermore, the central position of atropine in alleviating symptoms is
accommodation strain may at least be a factor that aggravates Parkinsonism.

not in conflict with the idea that
In any case,all the parkinsonian

patients in my material have suffered from a great plus deficiency :
Table 18.

Parkinsonism and refraction.

No.

Sex

Age

M

60

34

Refraction

Notes

+5.0

Person doing close work ; suffered rather much from headaches 'r earlier glasses approx. -0.5. Symptoms at least from the
age of 50.

507

F

53

+3.0

Still does not use distant glasses

641

F

80

+3.5

Still used weak minus cylinders at the age of 77.

1732

F

66+4.5

2002

M

A

66

At age of 66 still had only reading glasses, +5.0
cyl. +0.5 0 . Drooping lids.

+5.0

topic of special

No distant glasses earlier \ suffered much from headaches,
which disappeared immediately after he got bifocals.

interest

is

tremor.

I

will not take

it

upon

myself to make a diagnostic classification of tremors but it seems probable that at least a proportion of those I
have seen are what is known as essential tremor. The following cases of tremor have stuck in my mind :
Case No. 1725, migraine patient, whose hands began to tremble at the age of 44 ; H +6.5 (+7.0),
Case history p. 459. Her father's hands also shake.
Case No. 1894, former foundry worker, retired at age of 40. Duodenal ulcer at age of fifty r colon
irritabile. Colonoscopied 1975, H at least +4.5, former distant glasses approx. +2.5 (no bifocals). Got
an attack of head tremor when sitting at the refractometer, and once again at the biomicroscope, — to
the patient's (and my) surprise.Patient was unaware of any earlier tremor.
Also of interest is the opuscule by Ariens (1970,pp. 14 and 29)in which he lists the effects of adrenaline on betareceptors: the effect on striated muscle is there said to be enchanced tremor.
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Case No. 1895, owner of a petrol station *r born 1917. Had worn glasses since the age of 11 \
at age of 44 had -2.5, at age of 53 -3.0, cyl -0.5 0°, add. 2.0. No check-up for six years. At
age of 59 refractometer values -0.(7)5 and -1.(25) \ sees binocularly with +1.0 = 0.33 partly, with -1.5
= 0.67 partly 'f head tremor.
Case No. 1910, 30-year-old photographer. Man with multiple neuro-vegetative symptoms,
headache, blood pressure 160/110, lump in the throat etc. Head tremor, H +4.(7)5, no glasses
earlier.
Case No. 1912, 50-year-old lady bank-clerk, migraine patient, trigeminal symptoms, colitis,
dysmenorrhoea, spasm under the right ribs, radiating to both sides of the thorax, up to the throat, —
also lump in the throat — to the back, under the scapulae. Head tremor at age of forty, H +3.5,
former glasses cyl. +0.5 x 90° and cyl. -0.75 x 0°, add. 1.75. Also a trace of torticollis (for
torticollis see p. 464 ).
Case No. 1916, migraine patient, storekeeper, born 1927. Head tremor before he was 25. First
glasses, for reading,at age of forty : H at least +5.5. With glasses +3.0, add. 2.0, prescribed in
1976, no longer has any migraine symptoms.
Is it not highly possible that in these cases also, a significant part may be played by accommodation strain?

Disseminated sclerosis
young and middle-aged people.

(MS) is a disease of unknown etiology and chronic remittent course, mostly affecting
What could be the chronic irritation that brings about (and only in man) disseminated

plaques of sclerosis in the nerve fibres?

And why should ACTH and similar drugs for improving the general

condition have a beneficial effect on it?

Is it impossible that bio-chemical changes in the nervous system,

maintained by accommodation strain,are one factor?

In any case, as long as the etiology of such a tragic disease

remains obscure it seems to me that one may throw out any suggestion in the hope of finding an answer !

My own

idea is as least as well grounded as recent attempts to correlate MS with tuberculosis,or muscle dystrophy in cattle.
It would at least be worth investigating whether there is any correlation between the capricious exacerbations of the
disease and prolonged periods of close work.

To read Walsh's description of the disease was almost like reading a

detective novel \ not one of his observations conflicted with the clinical symptoms caused by accommodation strain,
even

females being affected twice as often as males and the disease occurring more frequently with age. I was

especially delighted to find the following:"Actual pain is described infrequently. However, trigeminal neuralgia forms
an exception...".

Yet another indication of the possible connection with
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eye-strain.

In the material described by Rasmussen (1965) there are 15 multiple sclerosis cases, i.e. 2% of his

facial pain patients.

He concludes, indeed, by saying that multiple sclerosis patients with facial pain " can be

treated in exactly the same way as patients with trigeminal neuralgia of unknown etiology."
Franklin and Brickner, quoted by Walsh, p. 650, have suggested that lesions of disseminated sclerosis
are the result of,or are associated with,vasospasm, and if this is true

it would also fit very well with

hypermetropic and spasm of accommodation.

Table 19.

No.

Sex

Age

Refraction in suspected MS patients.

Refraction

Notes

804 F

50

+4.5

Migraine patient. First neuritis retrobulbaris at the age of
36. Still watched television without glasses in autumn 1973 — in spite of
instructions to the contrary.

806 F

51

+4.(7)5

Migraine patient. Reading glasses at the age of 40.
Diplopia at age of 45 when tired \ fainting fits. Grey blotch in middle of left
eye, for which examined in eye-clinic and department of internal diseases.
At age of 50 further extensive examinations; MS, among other things,
suspected. Daughter (No. 1503) also migraine patient. In spite of cyclogyl
drops, drifted into pseudomyopia.

1513 F

34

PsM
maximum
(-0.5)

Pharmacist. Migraine patient with trigeminal symptoms.
Had worn glasses -2.5 and -3.75. At age of 31, neuritis
in the right eye.MS suspected.Also Table 23 B,p.383.

Finally,as a demonstration of the uncertain boundaries in medical categories (and with reference to the case
described by

Walsh on page 654)7 my own example of the co-existence of disseminated sclerosis (?) and

Parkinsonism :

Case No. 1672 f a gentleman born in 1922, who, after repeated neurological examinations was

confirmed as having Parkinson's disease, but who at the age of 43 was also diagnosed as having atrophia n. optici
(+3.75).

m
r

H
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GLAUCOMA

1. General
Mistakes made in measuring refraction are reflected in the most far-reaching manner in the diagnosis of
glaucoma.
Because hypermetropic as an ophthalmological theme has long since been considered a closed book,it is
hardly surprising that it no longer stirs people's interest.The study of glaucoma, on the other hand, has
lost its topicality.

not

so far

However, the situation here is not unlike that \n the case of migraine ,so much emphasis has been

placed on the fine points of particular -symptoms that glaucoma studies have truly gone astray and it has not been
possible to see the wood for the trees. ' Mankind has been the victim of "overdiagnosis"
and Linner (1972)

says Granstrom (1967),

stresses the uncertainty of diagnosing glaucoma simplex merely on the basis of ocular

hypertension \ this has led to all kinds of insignificant, or at least indecisive calculations.

I have been carrying on

my little monologue on this theme for years now without getting any noticeable response, but I remain undaunted
and will try once again.
It is a well-known elementary truth that glaucoma is above all to be found in patients with hypermetropia.

In

order to get a clear view of things it is necessary to detach ourselves from the multifarious details and finesses of
knowledge which go on collecting around glaucoma and return to the basic and simple analysis of the condition itself :
—

The reason for
the eye.

—

increased intraocular

pressure (IOP) is impeded fluid circulation in

This impediment is due to

a)

constriction of canals and

b)

too great a quantity of fluid circulating.

The ciliary muscle, functioning continuously and automatically —
stronger and take up more space. (The same thing happens
to all muscles that are exercised.)

without the help
2 of plus glasses —may become

The result is that in a long-sighted eye which

is intrinsically short and cramped, intraocular

pressure increases.

At the same time,

the ciliary muscle, demanding more space,begins to flatten the anatomically proximate
fluid-circulation network, more
—

particularly Schlemm's canal.

Furthermore, aqueous humour is produced by the epithelium of the ciliary processes
and the hard-working ciliary muscle probably produces the fluid more copiously than

1 In this connection,investigators miaht do well to remind themselves of the principles established by Descartes as long
ago as the 17th century.
2 When it contracts,it moves its mass towards the insertion at the scleral spur,being thickest opposite the equator
of the lens.
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before.

Palkama et al. (1973) succeeded experimentally in bringing about an increase of intraocular

pressure by parasympathetic stimulation.

It is the trigeminal nerve that transmits the sensations of

accommodation stress and it probably also plays a part in the increased secretion of aqueous humour and the
increased intraocular

pressure.

In some cases, depending on the power of adaptation of the organism, the events described above may lead to
increased pressure, caused by congestion in the eye.
Treatment of glaucoma with drugs aims at alleviating these two conditions, i.e. opening the canals and
restricting the secretion of aqueous humour.
—

Contraction of the ciliary muscle opens the trabeculum (Alphen, 1961), which may
partly explain why pilocarpine is such a good drug for

glaucoma:

on the other

hand it is difficult to believe that this effect is decisive, because, as we shall see,
a plus addition is followed by a fall in pressure despite the fact that relaxation of
the ciliary muscle has the opposite effect on the width of the chamber angle (Alphen). However, when a patient
wears strengthened plus glasses, an axial widening of the chamber angle can often be observed.
—

The secret of pilocarpine, the most commonly used drug in the treatment of glaucoma,
may be that it provokes a cramp in the ciliary muscle, helping it to maintain the
state of tension adequate for the visual needs of the patient, in this way reducing the
secretion of aqueous humour in the ciliary body and controlling the physiological
events above described.
Insufficient attention has unfortunately been paid to hypermetropia in connection with glaucoma, although the

observation of Weinstein (1955) about the fall in
cycloplegic drugs should be borne in mind.

intraocular pressure and blood pressure after administration of

Even Duke-Elder (1969, p. 120, in a paragraph the total contents of

which I disagree with) writes : "Slight refractive changes
hypermetropia which is
root of the trouble.
(Table 20A).

occasionally

may

occur in glaucoma ... the slight degree of

observed in glaucoma.",

but it is my view that hypermetropia is the

In order to illustrate the matter I have here listed 60 cases of glaucoma or suspected glaucoma

We all know that even so-called " clinically verified" glaucoma is

no sacrosanct concept, because

there is such a great degree of relativity in even the best examination methods. It is for this reason that I do not
consider it any great weakness that these cases are not part of a systematic study and were not originally followed-up
or treated with the present publication in mind.They are merely a random selection from among my own patients—
cases
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that came
consultation.

to

mind during the writing of

Tetralogia, either spontaneously or in connection with a particular

My aim is to show that no matter what kind of glaucoma we are dealing with — juvenile, simplex

(open angle), inflammatorium (closed angle), capsulare or even often secondary glaucoma resulting from disease or
inflammation (No. 691, hypermetropia +5.0) — it is impossible to deny the part palyed in the background by
considerable, untreated,or insufficiently corrected hypermetropia or pseudomyopia . Highish normal values for
intraocular pressure are already enough to make suspicion of latent hypermetropia justified.

.

.

.
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No.473,

77-year-old lady, Bjerrum scotoma (?) in right eye at first visit. Papilla normal.

No.477, patient with atrophia pigmentosa, which made evaluation of visual field difficult from the point of
view of glaucoma.
No. 479, patient's trouble all the time considered to be low-tension glaucoma with concomitant defects in
visual field, exactness of which questionable because glasses had been wrongly "corrected": was always
screwing up her eyes \ had discrepant minuses, pilocarpine disturbed revelation of refraction. Emigrated.
No. 494, defects in visual fields, difficult to estimate owing to thromboses and poor vision.
No. 585, fixation of left eye unstable from the outset ; its nasal limit at most 10 .
No. 601, in 1972 dilated episcleral veins in right eye \ vision = 0, T = 70.

The glaucoma material is relatively scant because I no longer "find" or "diagnose" glaucoma simplex as I
used to !

New cases are either secondary, based on exfoliation, or people who have come to me for treatment after

the publication of "Tetralogia". The findings for the material collected after the autumn of 1972 are for the most part
similar to those in the foregoing table.
refraction situation.

Table 20 B.

No

Sex

I want, however, to include a list of them (Table20B) principally to show the

In the most interesting instances there is a reference to the case history.

Hypermetropic and elevated intraocular pressure.

Refraction

Notes

+3.0
+3.5

Drooping eyelids.

995

+5.5

Treated elsewhere for three months with pilo x4 \ distant glasses then +1.75, +1.5. Now
followed for nearly two years without drops and with "fully" corrected bifocals.Case history
p.436, also including several near relations.

LL.

800 M
994 F

Hordeolum,at least once.

996

F

(+3.0)

Without distant glasses at the age of 80.
work all her life. Exfoliation.

Had done needle-

997

M

(+4.5)

First glasses at age of 40. Always a great reader. Had used
undercorrected glasses ;
3 years since last check-up. Considerable
exfoliation detected in left eye at the age of 54, and obvious high pressure, 70
mmHg.

998

F

(+2.5)

First glasses at age of 46. Wore minus glasses while cataract was
developing.
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No

Sex

Refraction

Notes

(+2.5)

76-year-old deaf woman.
(excavated).

999

F

Papillas like "green pots"

1000

F

(+1.0)

1001
1002
1003
1004
1005

F
M
M
M
F

(+2.0)
(+1.5)
(+1.5)
(+1.5)
(+2.25)

Exfoliation
Exfoliation
Exfoliation
Exfoliation
Exfoliation

1006

F

(+5.0)

Former glasses +1.5, cyl. +1.0 0° o.a. Treated elsewhere
with pilo x5. Pressures 19 mmHg. Came on account of headache.

1007

M

(+6.0)

Cataract.

1008

M

(+5.0)

70-year-old man. Lost his bifocals one year earlier ;
present reading glasses approx. +3.75. Treated elsewhere for more than
three years, 4 % pilo x3 and 1% Adrenalin x3.

1009

F

+5.0
(+6.0)

In 1974, glasses were+0.75, add.3.0. Papillas excavated at the
edges.Treated elsewhere,drops x3.Facial tic.Table 5,p.204.

1088

M

(+5.0)

66-year-old man \ no distant glasses. Treated elsewhere,
drops x5.Facial paresis at the age of 29. Table 5,p.205.

1105

M

(+2.0)

Pigmentary glaucoma in right eye, on account of which
decreased visus that has provoked PsM-situation in right eye.

1123

F

+3.(5)

No glasses at age of 42 ; deep central furrow. Treated at
age of 39 for glaucoma, drops : pilocarpine in the evenings. Treated by three
different oculists. Came on account of headache which had been going on
for 5-10 years at night. Given bifocals, drops immediately stopped and followed
for nine months. T.o.a. 18 mmHg.

1148

F

+5.0
(+6.0)

67-year-old woman who earlier had separate distant
glasses+2.5. Treated elsewhere as from 1968 with pilocarpine in the evenings.
Came on account of a severe headache that had
lasted two months.

1172

F

+5.5

Former distant glasses +1.5 / cyl. +0.5 0° and +1.75 / cyl.
+0.5 0 . Drops discontinued immediately when glasses were lent her. Check-up
after 1 month. T.o.a. 22 mmHg. Case history,p.447. Migraine.

1252

F

PsM
(+1.5)

Pilocarpine treatment tried elsewhere because of suspected
glaucoma. Suffered from headache more or less continuously
for 20 years \ migraine for 10 years. Former glasses -0.75 o.a.

1253

F

+6.0

68-year-old woman, no distant glasses. Treated elsewhere for
glaucoma as from 1968: 2% pilo x4 in one eye and 3% pilo x4 in the other. Has

First examination at age of 71.
Papillas 0, Visual fields 0.
o.dx.
o.sin.
o.a.
o.a.
o.sin.

Pressures 32 mmHg.

Patients examined many
years ago by the old
method.

Glaucoma acutum dolorosum o.dx.

been without drops for more than 2 years. T . o . a . :20(22),Table 14,p.285.
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No

Sex

Refraction

Notes

1254

F

at least +8.0
Both eyes operated on several times on account of pressure.
perhaps
Right eye blind. Lenses for left eye +7.25/ cyl. +6.0 170°
(+10.0-^ + 11.0) and +10.0 / cyl. +5.5 0°. Migraine.

1255

M

PsM

1267

F

+3.0

(+3.0)

Former glasses approx. -0.75.
Case history, p.451.

Treated elsewhere for glaucoma.

Right eye operated on for pressure, 1970. Still in 1971 (at
age of 67) no distant glasses. Restless tic movements in the face. Results
seen in October 1973 after patient had with great effort been made to wear
"home" spectacles +3.5 \ face had calmed down and eyes opened up.
Pressures 22 and 26 (25). Earlier pressures ad 25 and 32 mmHg. Sister's
refraction (+4.5). No drops after 1970.

+4.0
(+5.0)

4% pilocarpine x3, 1% Adrenalin x3, Exfoliation o.sin.

1536 F

+4.(5)

See case history page

+4.(25)

No distant glasses; operated on.

1660 F

+6.5 (+7.0?)

See case history on page 458.

1661 M

+6.5
(+7.0?)

Glaucoma capsul.
history page 385.

+8.5 +
12.(5)?

Parents had glaucoma, father migraine. 63-year-old migraine patient,
treated for four months pilo x2 \ maximum pressures 26/27 ; RR 300/120.
Glasses +5.0 and +6.0 ; +7.5 and +8.5 \ no bifocals. Angles very narrow,
papillas and visual fields normal. Seven days before her visit, without drops ,
T.o.a.: 19.

LL.

1489 F
1533

LL.

1614

LL.

1781

362.

absolutum in the leading eye. See case

There can hardly be anything more unrewarding than drawing up tables showing the diagnosis and course of
treatment for glaucoma, because the clinical picture and general problematics are so very variable, each phase of
treatment for each particular patient with increased intraocular

pressure

is

a matter of interpretation.

Nevertheless, in this heterogeneous list — in which (Table 20A, p. 346)nine of the cases
were only suspected glaucoma — it can be seen that in 15 cases out of 60, it was possible
to stop the administration of drops when the spectacles had been sufficiently corrected in
the plus direction,

i.e. adequate correction

of

refraction ;

cases it was possible to considerably reduce the amount of drops given.

In

15

There are always

those who refuse treatment (354,723), those who move to another district (302,479,497),
those who die (I know of 6)

and then those who are never seen again —

where for treatment ? - (344,482,485,486,493).

go

else-
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If it is possible to weed out so many non-glaucoma cases, from my material, despite my sceptical attitude
in diagnosing glaucoma in the first place, it seems possible that similar cases must also exist among the patients of
other oculists.

Corroboration is provided by the patients listed in Table 20 A,p.346, whose "glaucoma" had been

verified and treatment begun elsewhere. But above all by Table 20 B,p.353 where nearly half the patients listed
come from other parts of the country.

I should like to emphasize once again that the patients in these two tables

came to me consecutively and that therefore the predominance of hypermetropic in the refraction errors is
unambiguous. It will also be seen from Table 20 B that many patients suffered from migraine or severe
headaches which glaucoma treatment at least failed to alleviate.
The most difficult group to deal with are those "glaucoma" patients who have earlier been treated with drops
— as any oculist will well understand. These patients have usually not been troubled in any way earlier by the
increase in their intraocular pressure and they have managed with drops for many years, more or less without
difficulty,and usually with good vision, too !

When, therefore, another oculist tries to put them on to a completely

different track and stop the administration of drops, the indispensability of which has been stressed for years —
even to the extent of extracting a near promise from the patient — and since such a change may often lead to real
visual difficulties ( not to mention the purchase of spectacles, the cost of which, at least in Finland is not
reimbursed under the health service) the patient must be highly intelligent if the message is to get through. This is
often difficult for so-called "brainy" people who, in this as in many other things, lack ordinary common sense.
does of course seem that one is demanding more of the patient than is to be expected of most oculists I

It

The only

kind of person with whom it is easy to get started is the one who has such great hypermetropia that, despite the fact
that drops enable him to see and read properly, the headache continues.

Such a person will get relief that he can

easily observe himself if he is given correct glasses.
It is the 40 — 50-year-old hypermetropes who come to get glasses — either those with no glasses at all or
those with

undercorrected distant glasses — who are the most awkward to deal with.

Their

intraocular pressure

is often somewhere near the upper limit of normal, i.e. acceptable; it remains roughly constant and this is enough
to make the patient a glaucoma suspect.

If in these cases we go on prescribing undercorrected lenses and after

several checkings of the pressure begin to give drops — even just the "security" dose in the evenings — we shall
destroy once and for all the possibility of a solution : the pressures will go on remaining at the upper limit of normal,
the patient will get obscure eye troubles and the pilocarpine will so far disturb the refraction examina-
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tion that it will never be possible to reveal the true amount of hypermetropia. Furthermore, clear vision through a
small pupil will already have "spoilt" the patient so much that he will cling instinctively to the comfort of the good
vision he has achieved and announce firmly that his vision immediately gets worse if the drops are discontinued.
What else can one expect, when the glasses are imperfect and there is no chance of strengthening them in peace?
Thus begins a tale well known to all oculists : the pressure will not lessen, the amount of drops is increased, the
pressure still will not go down, evermore drops are given — even to point of a toxic effect on the system — the
pressure is still there, but the accommodation gets strained, the ciliary muscle sticks in its spasm and guarantees
that the vicious circle continues.

Gradually the patient is able to manage even without his old glasses \ this applies

first to the distant vision but in the end he also throws away his reading glasses because reading through a pin-point
pupil begins to be more confortable than before (474).
must be sought.

It is now or never that some absolutely different solution

And what a comment it is upon our profession that it is possible for an ophthalmologist to rejoice

that glaucoma patients can manage when supported by a small pupil I Without trifocals, for instance, as Forsius
(1975) writes.
If in the case of every patient we could but keep in mind the releasing of hypermetropia and see it as our
number one interest, we could, for example, even though somewhat reluctantly, begin with two separate pairs of
glasses and thus be emboldened to strengthen the distant glasses sufficiently often — even if necessary every two
months — and then the whole situation would begin to be a little clearer.

The pressure in the eye would go down

— and also in ourselves,after all the trouble provoked by the uncertainties surrounding glaucoma.
diagnosis
the

of g l a u c o m a

frequency

usually

would

of g l a u c o m a

taught

by " h i g h e r

then no

l o n g e r be an e v e r y d a y

would be s o m e t h i n g

quite

different

A

occurrence
from w h a t

and
we

are

authority".

Naturally such a patient must be kept under observation for many years, but by degrees he can be seen
less often. He will thus be freed from unnecessary worry and it will no longer be necessary to prescribe drops
when the indications are obscure.
It is my prediction that, despite the increase in the number of examinations and improvements therein, the
incidence of glaucoma will certainly not rise further. In a civilized society where people get proper spectacles in time
"glaucoma" will not be discovered as frequently as in the past, especially if at the same time we sensibly refrain from
inventing new cases.
I cannot remember when I last "invented" a new glaucoma case and it is for this
reason that my material is so

limited.

Most of the "glaucoma" cases that I am
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still dragging behind me date from the early years of my practice when I thus interpreted them,on account of a
continuing slight rise in pressure. After so many years of "spectacle service" among my own patients, cases of this kind
no longer occur in the same way, and in those new cases of older patients where there seems to be suspicion, the
pressure level drops several millimetres

as soon as glasses have been worn regularly for a short time.

There really

only remain those " low-tension" glaucomas with changes in the visual field, which were originally considered to be
rare exceptions.

These probably do represent that "real" glaucoma that we are all worried about and which our work

should aim to prevent and protect against. Low tension glaucomas certainly include those unexpected cases which
disturb our peace of mind for ever; those we have recently examined and given the green light, but who suddenly
reappear with rudimentary visual-fields. It is they who unconsciously burden our mind and lead to all this "overdiagnosing" and exaggerated emergency protection against glaucoma. The etiology of "glaucoma" must therefore be
something quite different from intraocular pressure — i.e. much-discussed degenerative processes,probably quite simply
circulation and nutrition'. Pilocarpine dilates the ophthalmic artery (Havener, 1970,p. 173), which undoubtedly protects
the disc from atrophy and cupping; may its vision-saving effect not greatly depend on this? (I should like to mention in this
context the work of Weinstein (1963) and also the monograph by Goder who illustrates, by means of splendid pathoanatomical pictures, the factors that influence the blood supply to the lamina cribosa.)

While considering the fundamental question of fluid circulation in the eye,I wish to return to the lymphatic
connections between the subarachnoid space and the eye. Examination by Field and Brierley(1949) of rabbits,after
the introduction of indian ink into the subarachnoid space, revealed communication between it and the sleeve of the
optic nerve ; the ink was observed behind the posterior pole of the eyeball and was seen to spread laterally for a few
millimetres in the episcleral plane. The ink also permeated the muscle attachments.
Bearing in mind the physiological chain reaction mentioned in connection with migraine (Hypermetropic —
accommodation strain — premonitory symptoms of migraine including nasal stuffiness and blood scabs, nosebleeding)2is it not a possibility that changes in the circulation in these spaces may affect both intraocular pressure and
nutrition of the optic nerve?
The general aim is always to confirm every new glaucome case in a clinic and I have
also tried to keep to this.

It seems that at present our hospitals have adequate

resources. However, the very fact of sending a suspected glaucoma case to a clinic for tests is in itself a provocation to
diagnose glaucoma

— and affixing the final seal is a very risky business indeed.

For this reason I have come to

be ever more cautious even about taking this step and nowadays I attend to my patients on my own responsibility just as
long I dare.
I refuse to be shaken by pressures of 35 mmHg (X-tonometer) and prescribe plus glasses
at once.

If the patient is 40 years old or more/1 also prescribe bifocals and then I calmly

■ It is nowadays thought that the pathophysiology of glaucoma is chronic relative ishaemia in the front part of the papilla
(Jerndal, 1974)
2 also,what is said about the intraocular pressure in the early hours, p. 198.
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wait to see what will happen, avoiding drops right up to the last possible moment.
There is no need to rush ahead with treatment; nothing awful will happen all that suddenly in ordinary
simplex glaucoma, nor in closed-angle glaucoma,provided we have just increased the plus lens, the visual
fields are normal and the colour of the papillas good.
A great physiological excavation is often precisely a sign of strain in undercorrected hypermetropic, or
pseudomyopia
I do

(36,463).
not continue treatment unless the patient agrees to wear bifocals continuously because my work is then

null and void and to go on would be a cheat.

This I also explain.

If someone I have been treating for a long time

will not accept a change of direction in treatment, but insists on continuing with the drops he is accustomed to, I
cannot of course,as a doctor,abandon him and leave him and his pressure to follow what path they may.

In such a

case I welcome him for check-ups, but without making any charge, wishing thereby to show him that the treatment
is contrary to my convictions (458).

Where glaucoma is concerned it should be pointed out that I still get patients coming to my surgery, often
having made long journeys, sometimes even supported by two sticks (No. 1781), with the expectation that in a
matter like elevated intraocular pressure some sudden and miraculous cure

can

be effected.

Despite the fact that

it is demonstrated how completely inadequate their spectacles are, only in rare cases (995,1172, 1255) does a patient
have the intelligence and energy to embark on the correct treatment. This minority has often been helped by the fact
that in

one way or another they have been unable to tolerate drops.

What usually happens is that the patient, as

soon as he gets home, returns to the oculist who began the drops in the first place and things just go on as before.
The pressure cannot always be controlled, an operation is carried out, the crystalline lenses become clouded \ or the
opposite , the lenses become clouded and then an operation is necessary,the results being what one might expect.
But, as I have said, among those of my patients who have from the beginning followed a course of treatment
for reducing accommodation strain to the utmost, there seem to be no new glaucoma cases.

Patient No.2003 is a sad example : Injection of alcohol 17 times because of trigeminal pain. Acute glaucoma
attack; operation in both eyes,(L.E.) as a therapeutical, and (R.E.) as a prophylactic procedure: cataract in both
eyes, corneal degeneration in one. Refraction?? Daughter of the patient had H +9.0 ! See also Case
1536,p.362.
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If in spite of everything the oculist feels he can no longer refrain from administering drops, it must be made plain
to the patient that drops are being given only as a safety measure in order to make it possible to follow the situation
calmly and that it does not mean a diagnosis of glaucoma.The patient

must thereafter,at intervals of a month or

two,have "slackening-up" periods of a week or a fortnight's duration when the drops are discontinued in order to get a
new refraction determination in the hope of strengthening the plus lenses.

Once again, it must be explained to the

patient that there is no reason for alarm if his vision seems to be worse without the drops.

Many patients miss the

pilocarpine so much as soon as it is withheld that in spite of all warnings they frustrate the whole purpose, which is to
check their spectacles at the next visit, by continuing the drops after a single day's pause.

Furthermore, if the

discontinuation of pilocarpine gives them eye-ache and headache (this is due to of course to inadequate glasses) they
willy-nilly associate this symptom with the rise in

intraocular pressure they so much fear.

This is especially so

because from the outset they have been led to suppose that the worst will follow if they even once forget their drops.
The onset of pain is a very sure sign that the glasses must be strengthened.

The moderate pressure that occurs in

ordinary simplex glaucoma does not easily manifest itself as pain and that is why it is so treacherous.

The oculist will

nevertheless do well always to ask the patient whether he suffers from pain because he may thereby get useful
information.

Usually I remember to tell patients that if they get pain they are to get in touch with me rather than

reach at once for their drops and in this way one can at least achieve some kind of exam in at ion, even though only a
short period without drops may have elapsed.
On those days when no drops are used, one must try and make the patient wear the strongest possible
(borrowed) distant glasses or bifocals \ the best thing is for him to have a series of two or three "graded" spectacles,
to be changed as the accommodation is released.

And now see what happens !

Our "glaucoma" patients join the

ranks of the hyper-metropes — to the great relief of one and all.
My fingers positively itch when I look at those ladies in "high society" chattering year after year about
their glaucoma and their headaches, ever and anon putting drops in their eyes and parading their eternal youth
without the "need" of spectacles;

with minute, hypermetropic pupils, screwing up their eyes, but still

retaining unimpaired visual acuity and a normal visual field! And this attitude I also understand.
If, in spite of correct spectacles,the

intraocular pressure remains around the permitted level, we can of course

experiment and see whether pilocarpine will reduce it appreciably. This does not very often happen and when there is
no appreciable reduction, it can often
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notice that the patient also has high blood pressure (see chapter 9, p.372.).

Nothing in nature changes abruptly — I am compelled to repeat this once again. Just as emmetropia is no
constant condition in a living eye, because the accommodation tonus shunts the situation back and forth across the
zero point, so glaucoma simplex and glaucoma inflammatorium are consequences of a corresponding variation in
the degree of refraction error : in both cases the pressure rises because of the increased need for accommodation
provoked by hypermetropia,

which leads in turn to hypertrophic of the ciliary muscle,cramping the space in the eye,and

on account of muscular action increased secretion of aqueous humour.lt could indeed be that at the very beginning the
anatomical structure of the angle of the anterior chamber is different,but it is clear that the greater the hypermetropia and
the shorter the eyeball,the more closed is the angle.

Equally, the greater the hypermetropia, i.e. the greater the

relative size of the ciliary muscle and the more demanding the close work, (or the more the patient strains himself by
looking too close), the more the iris is bulged forward.
Even severe hypermetropia, however, does not necessarily mean that the chamber angle becomes narrow, as
is shown,for example,by No. 349, hypermetropia +9.(5).
one could nevertheless see into the chamber angle.

ft is true that in this case the iris was pushed forward,but

The explanation is very simple : the patient had been wearing

some kind of plus-glasses ever since adolescence, although they were now,at the age of 56,impossibly weak.
Furthermore, as a farmer's wife, she probably did not have great deal of reading or close work to do.
It must also be considered possible that truly severe hypermetropia, because it causes powerful
accommodation at the very beginning, in this way makes the elastic, growing eyeball so much more spacious that
the angle of the chamber remains permanently wide and even deep (see under pseudo-exfoliation, page 363 ).
The greatest' difference between an open and closed angle glaucoma, apart from the anatomical picture,
is in fact the general level of the
glaucoma.

intraocular pressure, which is naturally higher in the case of closed-angle

It is for this reason that when the critical phase of acute glaucoma has passed, all drops must be

discontinued, and before undertaking any therapeutic measures a clear assessment must be patiently made of the
refraction situation of the eyes.
^ase No.2004, a 70-year-old patient, H at least 6.0 d -T twice had blurring of vision after working with the head down
but come to consult me only after six months because I had so instructed him ! Todx:90 mmHg, patient having no
pain, only the feeling that he was looking through water. No glaucomatous damage yet.
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Post-operative treatment and spectacles

Hypermetropia, the nigger in the woodpile where glaucoma is concerned, has many ramifications.

It is not

enough just to correct, by means of an operation (when the trouble Is of this kind), a disorder in the eye resulting
from hypermetropia.

A hypermetropic eye left on its own without glasses — and this concerns all other conditions,

not merely glaucoma — cannot recover without complications.

The poor final result of many operations that have

otherwise gone well must undoubtedly be attributed, at least in part, to lack of glasses.

Case history No. 1536, a

married lady, born in 1906 is an example ; During the course of a single day the vision in her left eye became
blurred, accompanied by severe pain.

This seems to have been an acute glaucoma attack. The following day the

patient was admitted to an eye clinic on the instructions of her local doctor and at that time her intraocular pressure
was 50.

She was treated with pilocarpine, the pressure fell to 20 mmHg and ten days later she was operated on

(post-iridectomy conditions in the eye). After the operation, drops were administered for three weeks, but gradually
the eye became blind.

One year before the operation an optician had prescribed reading glasses +3.5 and +3.75.

No change was made in the glasses after the operation.

Three years after the operation the patient came to see me

because her optician had refused to order her new spectacles.

She still had no distant glasses.

Examination

showed that the refraction in the eye that had not been operated on was at least +4.(5) and that visus, fundus,
pressure and visual fields were

2.

normal.

Hypermetropia and pseudo-exfoliation ( PE )

From the point of view of its basic characteristics we may also include in the same group
capsulare.

glaucoma

I was interested in an article by Ringvold (1972) on the PES syndrome where he explains that PE

material has been found outside the intraocular space.

Since, as it seems to me, when PE is found, the eyes in

question regularly have a high degree of hypermetropia, would it, however, not be possible to suppose that the
aqueous humour actively produced by the continuously working ciliary muscle is in some way different — stronger, or
perhaps more acid (and this in spite of the fact that Cambiaggi and Piroddo (1957) have ascertained that pH values for
aqueous humour in PES patients are within normal limits) and containing metabolic products from muscular work :
stronger" that is to say than in a more tranquil eye and thus having a macerating — or

1
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other effect on everything it comes in contact with? (Now, if it really is possible to find PE
material elsewhere in the body,we should perhaps investigate the histology of the capacit
ance vessels and thus the background even of increased blood-pressure,along these lines?).
Could it not be

that as a result of severe hypermetropic (and close work), powerful

accommodation of long duration and wide movement of the iris (the pupil becoming very
small because of its additional great sensitivity to light) rubs the capsule of the lens,
thus already mechanically having an effect upon the grouping of the flakes?

At least

the form of the PE-figure — the peripheral band, the central disc and the intermediate
zone — brings this thought to mind.

Why otherwise should all the unselected exfolia-

tion cases in this material (Table 21 ,p.364),whether untreated or those who got glasses late, be either clear
hypermetropes or severe pseudo-myopes? (The finding of Forsius and Luukka (1973) that Eskimos do not suffer
from pseudo-exfoliation supports my suggestion,cf.p. 119). I should be interested to know how many true myopes
can be found among those suffering from pseudo-exfoliation.
Therefore, to prevent glaucoma capsulare and also to treat it effectively, the first
step must be to completely correct the refraction error 'r this alone will widen the chamber
angle and improve the flow of
its

secretion,

fundamental

aqueous humour, but above all

possibly the most important aim
thing

varied therapeutic problems.

of treatment.

is likely to slow down

Glasses are the

in treating glaucoma capsulare, which may involve the most
In spite of the bogey of high pressure, especially because

the angle is usually open (cf.Forsius et al. 1974), the best procedure is to go on increasing the
strength of the glasses. If it is impossible to avoid giving drops,epinephrine,which does not disturb
measurement of refraction,may be used,at least to begin with.The fact that the exfoliative particles
block the exit channels for the aqueous humour (if this were not so it would hardly be so
difficult to control the situation, especially with glaucoma capsulare), thus causing a
secondary increase of pressure, is of course a matter that requires careful observation,
whatever else may be done.

Of particular interest has been the observation that it is

precisely the capsulare patients who have exceptionally wide chamber angles (Nos. 354,
997 ... ).

Indeed it seems to be a characteristic feature.

This again confirms the idea

that glaucoma capsulare develops especially in severely hypermetropic eyes, cf. page 361
paragraph 3.

It may also explain the fact that it is among just such patients that

treatment with drops is found to be intolerable (e.g. patient No. 354) ; the change induced by drops is too great for
the autonomic nervous system to bear \ pilocarpine provokes a too extreme spasm of accommodation,whereas
epinephrine fails to hide or easy the plus deficiency.The general reactions, in either direction, may thus be
disturbing.
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The fact that the pseudo-exfoliation syndrome occurs frequently in connection with
the most ordinary ocular pressures is clearly only an indication that considerable physical
work has been done or at least very little close work.

The great difference in the eyes

of one and the same individual, the syndrome either remaining for years on one side only or being much more
pronounced on one side than the other, is again to be explained by the extra toil of the dominant eye (cf. page 132
and case history No 1661 page 385 ).
The following table shows only those unselected cases collected for Tetralogia (1972)to demonstrate the
occurrence of hypermetropic in PE-patients, together with some more recent examples. Only six of the earlier 16
cases had elevated IOP.
Table
No.

Refraction

101
216

+5.5
+2.75

345

+4.5

392

+5.0

408

+3.0

441

+3.0

470

+2.0

483

+3.5

491

+3.0

496

21.

slight
hypermetropia

505

+3.5

520

+4.0

536

+ 1.25

546

+2.25

556

+3.0

643

(+3.5)

701

(+3.5)

1173

+4.0

1292

+7.5

1724Complete
( PsM ?

Hypermetropia and pseudo-exfoliation
Notes
First reading glasses at the age of 46.
First visit at the age of 46, when PES existed.

Had only reading glasses at the age of 51. First examination
revealed
+3.0.
Accommodation still fluctuates considerably at the age of 55.
Has worn glasses irregularly all the time.

PES at the age of 51.
irregularly.
R.E

Determination of refraction in progress -y has worn glasses

was at least 1.5 d. PsM.

Was PsM -r

Patient began hospital treatment in 1965.

undercorrected at least 2 diopters.

Had used cyl. -0.5 .
Distant glasses from the age of 51 .
Right pupil smaller, PES in same eye.
See Table 20 A,p.352.
Already at age of 47, clear PES in left eye.
PES in left eye at age of 50.
Had worn minus glasses since age of 15 ; most recent distant glasses -3.5
4.0. Visus without glasses 0.33 and saw registration numbers with +2.0.

-0.5 0° and -
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3.

Glaucoma and thrombosis in the eye

In connection with constrained space and increased pressure in the eye we still have to consider the
question of thrombosis.

We are accustomed to being particularly watchful about

intraocular pressure in an eye

where there has once been a thrombus, for this is often followed by increased pressure.
events may be the inverse of what is usually supposed.

In fact the sequence of

In other words, if the eye in question had been treated in

time with"fully-corrected"plus glasses perhaps the circulatory disturbance would never have developed.

There can

be no doubt that in an eye with increased pressure labouring under accommodation stress, conditions are as
favourable as may be for the development of a blood clot [517, 552, 573, 579 — respective refraction values +5.0,
+4.5,PsM approx. (1.25) d., (+3.0)].

As a matter of fact i n the case of No. 552 I ought to have been able to guess

from the patient's drooping lids that he had considerable latent hypermetropic and when I found +3.25 at the very
first visit I should have prescribed the full correction, instead of compromising by 0.25 diopters, which I did because
the refraction I found in the other eye was only +2.75 (see case history, page 388).
Something must be thoroughly off the rails when it is possible for an exceptionally vigorous 82-year-old lady
(No. 1859), who had had thrombosis venae centralis retinae in one eye, the papilla of the eye being completely
normal, H +5.75, not even to possess distant glasses !

She had asked her oculist whether they were not

necessary and all she got was pilocarpine drops five times a day, a diagnosis of glaucoma simplex and had to suffer
from a troublesome blinking of the eyes and recurrent colitis (Diverticulosis coli ).
See also case history Nos. 1660 and 1864, pp. 458, 462.

4.

Pain and absolute glaucoma

In the light of the above-mentioned case No. 552 (see case history on p. 388)
and a recent case, No. 1926, the question of painless high

intraocular pressure becomes

really interesting.
Case No. 1926, a lady born 1904, H +4.(5), had never worn distant glasses regularly \ had had
contusio bulbi dx. 27 years ago, ablatio retinae, operated on, bad visus. During the last four
years ache on right side of face, especially in cheek \ visited many doctors for this, not an oculist.
Came to see me because the eye had become tender, and was watering. Vision was percep-
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tion of light (projection only from temporal side and from below). There was typical
circumcomeal, glaucomatous injection, corneal vesicles and erosion; tension 90 mmHg.
Patient was given ointment and drops for the erosion, no pilocarpine, but she began to take the
one diuretic tablet which had been ordered for her earlier; was lent tinted glasses +2.5 for immediate
use. In six days IOP dropped slightly.The patient was lent tinted bifocals +2.5, add. 2.5. After
40 days, the tension was again 90 (in the left eye 19 mmHg continuously), visus 0, eye very calm,
no pain.
The part played by uncorrected hypermetropic and its consequence, spasm of accommodation, also in an eye
with glaucoma dolorosum, and in its fellow eye, should really be taken seriously into consideration, as I have
suggested (p. 263 ) in connection with headaches and high blood pressure.

It must not be assumed without

more ado that high blood pressure causes headache, neither should one jump to the conclusion that high IOP
always causes eye-ache or headache.

5.

The eye and glaucoma drugs

Let us suppose that we are to examine a patient who has already started miotic treatment and whose refraction
situation is proving difficult to determine.
hypermetropic.

There are a number of clues which may be helpful in detecting severe

There is,for example, always latent hypermetropic behind a pinhole pupil (cf.page 35 ).

Ordinary

2% pilocarpine — and usually this is true also of even stronger miotics — will not contract the pupil of an adequately
corrected eye and make it so exceptionally small. For such a patient it is of prime importance, if treatment is to go
forward successfully, to begin by determining

refraction values 'r surprising improvements in C-values can just as

well result from plus additions as from pilocarpine — or other drugs(for example No.463, p.435). I never consider any
case of glaucoma indisputable as long as there is any plus deficiency in the spectacles.

Changes in the visual field

naturally justify a diagnosis of glaucoma, but it is still often possible to hold the situation in check and it is not as
hopeless as we normally think.
Another thing is that every now and then there are patients who simply cannot tolerate even a few drops.
Such a patient always vomits immediately in reaction to certain eye drops when exposed to a series of them in a clinic
;

or he may, like one man who weighed 20 stone, stagger in for examination — or come by taxi — after

administration of one drop of 1 % pilocarpine (344,354,481,593,case history 995,p.436). In these people, on account
of severe hypermetropic,accommodation has already become
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tensed up to the limit of tolerance and when further strain is introduced as a result of the drug, the patient is overcome
by such a great feeling of discomfort ( a reaction in the vegetative nervous system), that his whole general condition is
involved.

A somewhat similar general reaction occurred in case No. 1255,p.310: a 37-year-old man,pseudo-myope ;

"allergic" reaction to pilocarpine.

The fullest possible correction of hypermetropia is thus important for the toleration

of drops.
A milder form of the same phenomenon is to be found in those cases where pilocarpine, by inducing spasm of
accommodation,provokes considerable discomfort when doing regular close work (378,463,491).

I have even come

across cases of spasm of accommodation up to 8 minus diopters, in addition to an already pseudo-myopic situation
(Case 378 ,p.313 ).
The mere contraction of the ciliary muscle after drops is often felt as pain in an undercorrected

eye \ thus

one of my patients (476) announced spontaneously that when wearing her new glasses the pain caused by the
drops disappeared.

The glasses were her first bifocals, which she had at last been persuaded to wear.

Pilocarpine is the oldest of the glaucoma preparations.

There have been many changes of fashion in drugs

for glaucoma, but pilocarpine has always kept its place and has again and again been proved to be the best and the
safest.

One is bound to believe in its effect in reducing intraocular

pressure and preserving vision, but there is

reason to ask nevertheless how it is possible to make a logical defense of the administration of drops which only add to
the spasm,in an eye which is already gripped by a spasm of accommodation?
the effect of pilocarpine

The answer must be that the secret of

is that it aids the ciliary muscle in maintaining the spasm of accommodation, so that the

patient can see clearly with less effort.'

At the same time it inhibits the amplitude of the movements of the ciliary

muscle, compresses the blood vessels and reduces the metabolic rate in the muscles and probably thereby also the
formation of aqueous humour.

When during sleep the tenseness of accommodation gives way, the metabolic rate

improves and aqueous humour is formed more liberally.

This may explain why glaucoma patients so often

experience a rise of pressure in the early hours.
The use of spectacles was already well known in the 14th century (Wirzenius, 1914),
but they remained a great rarity for centuries.

Pilocarpine, on the other hand, was first

used medicinally only in 1875 (Goodman and Gilman, 1970). I have sometimes wondered whether
what happened was that someone,in the course of research, suddenly realized that pilocarpine
could be used to make it possible for people with presbyopia to manage without glasses !
At least

it seems

likely

that such

successful carrying through of pilocarpine treat-

ment as there has been,and the popularity the drug has achieved,come from its power to
1

The development of the spasm of accommodation and the violent movements of the ciliary muscle associated with it
would also explain (on the basis of increased production of aqueous humour) the initial pressure rise.
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"neutralize" hypermetropia and improve vision by means of the stenopus-hole effect.
In connection with the inconvenient systemic side-effects of pilocarpine it is important to remember the
surprising fact that in spite of its cholinergic effects,pilocarpine also causes, at least after intravenous injection,
hypertension and tachycardia, through a combination of sympathetic ganglion stimulation and the release of
epinephrine from the adrenal medulla (Goodman and Gilman, 1970,p.474)cf.p.257. Its systemic effects must always be
taken into consideration,

but all the more so when using large doses like 4 % pilocarpine five times a day in both

eyes.
The real trick that pilocarpine plays on the oculist is that once treatment is started it goes on covering up more
and more effectively

even massive amounts of hypermetropia,and it is here that the true reason for increased

pressure is to be found.

Clearly in such conditions, the greatest persistence is required in order to reveal the

presence of hypermetropia.
I do not intend to go into the question of glaucoma treatment in any general way as it is outside the scope
of this book, but the following practical observations may not be out of place.
Since noticing in connection with my work for a doctoral dissertation (1955) what great congestion and increase
in

capillary permeability can be caused by irreversible anti cho I i nesterases I have never used them in a single case

of glaucoma. I have had patients with whom this treatment had already been begun elsewhere,in which case I have
continued it for a while out of respect for medical ethics, but often I have had to stop it because almost always these
drops have caused a rise

in intraocular pressure,

even sometimes finally helping to provoke conclusively increased

pressure in cases which up to that time had only been suspected glaucomas (494).
It is quite clear that the vision of many an eye has been saved by administration of drops,but probably in most
cases the same result would have been achieved by sufficient correction of refraction error without the patient having to
live in fear of losing his sight, which is the fate of anyone who is diagnosed as suffering from glaucoma.
I shall not here consider the question of secondary glaucoma ;

in any case,it seems at the present time, when

people enjoy such good living standards and hygiene is so developed, that it is decreasing.
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6. The demands of prudence

One aim for the future should be to forbid the commencing of glaucoma treatment — it is neither more nor less
than professional bungling —even in
has been achieved (468).

university

c l i n i c s, until the maximum correction of hypermetropic

The correction should be made even though it may involve

several years of delay and

struggle, but if pressures really are high — for example, 35 mmHg and over continuously, which is in fact seldom
the case with hypermetrope glaucoma simplex patients — one should perhaps, to be on the safe side, begin by
giving drops in the evening or twice every twenty-four hours. But

then

there

should

be

clearly

marked

instructions in the patient's papers, for his refraction values to be checked at least every three months and his glasses
to be strengthened if possible.

Patients at the age of presbyopia — that is to say those of 40 and over — should be

compelled to wear bifocals. For the refraction examination,the patient should be without drops for at least a week and
wear his former plus glasses continuously — right up to the time when he enters the surgery !
At the same time the pupil should occasionally be given the opportunity to dilate to its normal dimensions,by
discontinuing drops — a measure highly to be recommended. This would facilitate the examination of pseudoexfoliation in the lens, as well as the deeper part of the eye, and might reveal posterior synechias, which may
sometimes occur in eyes under accommodation stress with a tendency to iritis.
I much regret that I did not, right at the beginning, start collecting a list of all those "glaucoma" patients
whom I have managed to set free of their shackles — often of my own making — after years of more of less "stagnant
"treatment. In accomplishing this I have had to exercise the greatest care in order to avoid any too sudden psychic
change in the patient, but the total number of additional plus diopters has not been small.

Moreover I have been

able to observe that also the headaches of glaucoma patients, even those that are so common in the early hours,
have generally disappeared when accommodation has been sufficiently relaxed. The discovery of increased
intraocular pressure in a "myope" is such a rare thing that

it calls for a re-examination of the refraction situation.

The first question to ask is "At what age did the patient first wear minus glasses?"

This will often provide an

explanation - such patients have not generally worn glasses before the period of adolescence.
I am fully aware of the opposition to my thinking which exists among all those who are accustomed to
trusting tonometer values and the results of all kinds of fine procedures, but they have certainly also noticed how
often there is a disproportion between abnormal
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experimental findings and the continued good condition of a patient's eye, even over many years !
factors besides experimental conditions and results !

There are other

Indeed, how lucky it is that one has had to struggle for years,

both during one's time in the clinic and in one's private practice, with the accepted orthodoxies, because it is this
that enables one to see just how threadbare they are.

In any case there is no longer any reason to be surprised,

on the one hand by those "glaucomas" which have shown no evident change, either after years of treatment or after
no treatment at all, and on the other hand those that have resisted all treatment, the pressure not having decreased
one whit

despite plentiful administration of drops.

same as that of substantial inherited hypermetropic.

The incidence of "hereditary glaucomas" is approximately the
The glaucoma problem , which involves such a large part of

the population, is fundamentally quite different from what is usually thought.

7.

The tonometer and tonometry

Against this background the use of the tonometer by a general practitioner can be seen in a completely new
light.

It is of course extremely important to diagnose acute glaucoma as rapidly as possible, but in addition to

increased pressure there are other very severe symptoms which in themselves justify sending the patient for further examinations \
the hardness of the eyeball with the finger.

indeed necessitate —

in acute glaucoma the pressure is generally so high that one can feel
In other cases, the general practitioner's tonometry will be without

result, will only lead to restlessness and worry, resulting in ever more new victims of drops.

It is impossible for a

general practitioner to form any kind of opinion about a matter which requires prolonged consideration,even of a
specialist.

What can we say then of a nurse in a factory who wields a tonometer? A much more fruitful course would

be to impress upon general practitioners the importance of spectacles and to encourage and advise them to send their
patients to oculists more readily.
Equally unrealistic is the strict standardization of tonometers for measuring the intraocular pressures of the
multitude.
Hg-mm.

The diagnosis of glaucoma must on no account be made on the basis of such "exact" work and a few
Even Goldman (1963) says that when diagnosing glaucoma there must be evidence of damage to the

optic nerve.

As a matter of fact a tonometer with which one is familiar, even though the values it gives are

somewhat relative, \s usually quite adequate.

A checked, standard tonometer really
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only has value in scientific work.
There is a great deal of formalism in medical practice, much of which has no real basis.

An example is

the prevailing habit of not beginning any check on intraocular pressure until the patient has reached the age of
presbyopia.

It is of course undeniable that most cases of increased intraocular

pressure occur after this age,

but if we remember the hypermetropic etiology of increased pressure it is clear that it should be followed up from
the first moment when considerable hypermetropia is discovered.
doubt whether measurement of intraocular

If refraction is properly corrected, I very much

pressure will continue to have its former significance.

To put it bluntly,

increased pressure measured at the age of presbyopia is above all a sign of the need for great plus increase.

8.

Prevention

There can be no doubt that for most of the cases that are interpreted as glaucoma, the etiology is
uncorrected hypermetropia,and this being so, we are not dealing with an actual disease but with a symptom,
pseudo-glaucoma.

The question, then, is naturally, how far can this symptom be warded off?

i.e. What

preventive measures can be taken?
The first thing to do, logically, is to attempt to correct hypermetropia as early as possible so that the ciliary
muscle will not become overstrained.
A second possibility, the true fruit of this theorizing, would be to begin to develop pseudomyopia in early
childhood ; this would form the bulbus, elongating it and making it spacious, the anterior chamber becoming
permanently deep.
In the former case one is giving support to the anatomical structure of the eye — a process which as far I
can understand carries with it no danger \

in the latter case there are the risks I have described earlier and also

the general helplessness of a myope without glasses.
In my opinion,everbody who wants to lead a healthy life should from time to time visit an oculist.
age of presbyopia, perhaps once every ten years would be sufficient, If there is no trouble :
people should go at least every five years.

If he observed a tendency to increased intraocular

Up to the

after the age of 40
pressure, the

oculist would then tell the patient to come for a check-up more frequently, explain to him that the wearing of glasses
is essential and prescribe sufficiently strong plus glasses.
years and the whole thing would be plain sailing.

In this way we should all be out of danger within a few
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One cannot imagine what a great relief it would bring to the whole system, if this common-sense attitude,
which is nevertheless well-founded, were really put into practice, thus weeding out all the pseudo-glaucoma
patients.

Immediately oculists would be freed from the burden of treating this group of patients — not to mention

the enormous saving of time and money.

In any case the work is usually useless and achieves no positive result v

patients become in many ways like invalids and the pile up is such as to constitute a real threat both to clinical and
experimental work *y in a word, the capacity for work of professional people who could easily be helping humanity
prodigiously in other ways, is grievously impaired.
If oculists would only carry out the fullest possible correction of hypermetropia and strengthen patients'
spectacles at frequent intervals, glaucoma figures would so drop that there would no longer be any need to speak
of glaucoma as a cause of blindness in 12% or the incidence of glaucoma being "2-3% up to 6% in the over-40
age group" or 13.3% among all patients in eye hospitals (Packer et al. 1964 -r Stambaugh, 1964).

One can

only hope, optimistically, that also pseudo-exfoliations will become less and than the glaucoma problem will in
future be confined to quite another group, what has so far been called pseudo-glaucoma, i.e. arterio-sclerotic
"low-tension glaucoma", these patients have early changes in the optic nerve and should be checked every three
to six months, though even then it is questionable whether any help carv be given.
the whole glaucoma business rather as a degenerative disease.

We should then learn to look at

We do not need any far-fetched explanations or

complicated problematics 'r nor do we need any fine talk about the predominance of hereditary glaucoma — how
only one pair of genes is needed to carry the glaucoma defect (Sugar, p. 106).

This " fine propensity " could

be quite simply termed hypermetropia, also in cases of glaucoma simplex.

9.

Some further remarks about glaucoma

It must have been the observation of every oculist that the intraocular
pressure is often around the upper limits of normal — and vice versa.

pressure of patients with high blood

It is thus not without interest to note that of

the 84 blood pressure patients listed in Tetralogia,15 also appeared in the glaucoma table \ a further 15 appeared in
the migraine table.

Three patients (Nos. 344, 381, 427) appeared in all three groups, each one representing the

quartet : plus deficiency — migraine — hypertensio arterial is — hyper-tensio ocularis.On the other hand,it becomes
clear from the table that by no means all
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patients with high blood pressure and hypermetropia had headache \ the table merely showed that 2/3 of the
patients (57) in the table only had high blood pressure.

I must also underline once again that if anything is

subjective, it is the labelling of a person as a glaucoma sufferer, everything depending on the attitude of the
oculist the patient happens to visit.
I am not sure whether I have read it somewhere or whether somebody told me that if blood pressure is
elevated the optic nerve can tolerate increased intraocular pressure more easily — counter-pressure maintaining the
balance.

It seems very probable that this is correct, but above all it supports the idea of pseudo-glaucoma based on

hypermetropia and it is hardly surprising if the eye can actually tolerate the pressure without the occurrence of
"glaucomatous" destruction.

Hypermetropia has simply caused elevation of both intraocular

and arterial pressure.

If we therefore start with the assumption that hypermetropia, which is so easy to treat, is the first cause, may it not
be that a number of other problems will also gradually be solved?

In countless cases all the evidence suggests that

hypermetropia alone could be sufficient to cause glaucoma and blood pressure.
Perhaps it has always been thought, both by doctors and laymen, that in relation to the organism as a
whole the eye is of such small importance that it could not really be a key factor in anything.

Nothing, I am

persuaded, could be further from the truth. When the eye is blind there is darkness and tragedy, but a seeing eye
often conceals tragedy more complex.
It is indeed comforting to think that, for common conditions like migraine, glaucoma and high blood pressure,
so often considered hereditary and for which the etiology has been sought in vague constitutional factors, there really
does exist a concrete common finding, hypermetropia.
of the eyeball.

The uniting factor in these conditions is thus simply the shape

It is not therefore surprising that studies of twins have shown that in the matter of blood pressure

hereditary factors are more significant than environmental (Freis, 1973).
The

only weakness in this etiology is that as an explanation of such well known disorders it is altogether

too simple to be believed.
It is my conviction that hypermetropia, migraine, elevated intraocular

pressure and high blood pressure should

be investigated,as a totality, under the guidance of an ophthalmologist.
There are still many gaps in our knowledge concerning the physiology of the oculomotor nerve and the ciliary
muscle, and the results of investigations are still to some extent contradictory. Wolff (1976) thinks it possible
that stimulation of the sympathetic may diminish blood supply to the ciliary body. Stjemschantz (1976), albeit
with the reservations "very probable", "possibly", claims that intracranial, electrical
1

cf. p. 189.
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stimulation of the oculomotor nerve in rabbits causes a marked vasoconstriction in the anterior uvea,
mediated via autonomic nerves which were most probably not adrenergic.
In experiments with such relatively small laboratory animals, in spite of the very careful location of electrodes,
we must, however, take into consideration, and especially in connection with the central nervous system,
effects of stimulation which may be impossible to estimate or check (cf. Pitts, 1968, on "place-frequency"
theory, according to which accommodation is compexely dependent on stimulation frequency and on location
within the oculomotor nucleus). If one could make so bold as to suggest that in the Stjernschantz experiment
there was also stimulation of the sympathetic, the vasoconstriction would be easier to understand.
On the other hand, the observation of Stjernschantz that oculomotor stimulation is mediated through fibres that
are not adrenergic is in accord with that of Pitts (1967, p. 512), who says that negative accommodation was
never found in oculomotor nerve stimulation,only when the oculomotor nucleus was stimulated. In all neural
reactions one must, however, take into account previous conditioning, which may mean that it is possible with
the same stimulation to get opposite responses, as shown by Kuntz (1946, p. 450) : "Intracranial stimulation
of the oculomotor nerve caused a dioptric change in the direction of myopia following depression of the
adrenergic nerve fibers with ergotoxin, while identical stimulation of the oculomotor nerve following complete
atropinization of the eye, with depression of cholinergic nerve fibers, resulted in a dioptric change in the
direction of hypermetropic. "
Stjernschantz found that electrical stimulation of the oculomotor nerve in rabbits also
caused a slight disruption of the blood-aqueous barrier, resulting in increased protein
concentration in the aqueous humour. This observation seems to be somewhat strange
together with simultaneous vasoconstriction and in comparison with my own experience
(see page 368).
I draw attention there to the clear increase of protein concentration following congestion and increased vascular permeability induced by anticholinesterase
drops, especially polyalkylphosphatases — that is to say a cholinergic-like effect.Naturally,
the mechanism
of such a powerful,
irreversible anticholinesterase cytostatic
on the blood vessel is not unambiguous.
Be the physiology of the ciliary muscle what it may,

it is certain that the relaxa-

tion of accommodation (for example with plus glasses) stimulates the sympathetic nervous system, and my practical
experience provides incontrovertible evidence that when accommodation strain is alleviated, intraocular pressure
decreases.
The learned and laborious diagnosing of glaucoma and trivial examinations for migraine
have this in common — their therapeutic results are comparable.

It goes without saying

that they shed more light on the symtomatology, on what actually happens physiologically
in these conditions, but is anybody cured like this?

Unless and until

the patient's

accommodation strain is reduced by means of plus-glasses there will be no improvement in either condition.
All good causes have a rough passage to begin with, because the habits of centuries and "esteemed
"authorities are resistant to change.

As a free-lancer, however, I owe no allegiance and can write without constraint.
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OTHER

EYE D I S E A S E S

AND ACCOMMODATION

In dealing with such a large number of patients I have inevitably made many observations and associations that
point to other eye diseases being common among hypermetropic patients, not to mention the possibilities of treating
them. The correlation between these various things and the patient's refraction is so obvious that I cannot resist
printing below what is more or less a list of interesting combinations. I have also included cases where the
hypothetical cause and effect seems overwhelmingly clear. a) Accommodation as the unquestionable cause
I begin with eye diseases in which it is self-evident that hypermetropic is a factor: — Chronic blepharitis
has already been mentioned on page 33, but I wish here to draw attention to
Case 757,

a former stone-cutter (now a farmer) born in 1922. Between the ages of 25
and 30 made a number of visits to various doctors on account of eye
trouble; this was diagnosed as chronic blepharitis squamosa. First glasses at
the age of 33,+0.75 and+1.25x 120°. First visited me at the age of 39,
when he had severe ulcerous blepharitis and maculae in the left cornea.
I increased his plus values, I next saw the patient when he was 50. In
the interim he had been given bifocals by another oculist, with strengthened
reading lenses. Patient's lids were more inflamed than ever and he had severe
ectropium. Hypermetropic revealed +3.25. I prescribed bifocals +3.0, add,
1.5 B.E. with instructions that they should be used all the time. I gave him
sick leave for one month so that he could get used to the glasses and
advised him to come for a check-up after that time, because I wanted to see
the result of the treatment. The patient duly came and the change was
dramatic : only a slight thickening of the lids remained and the conjunctiva
was no longer visible. Three months later his condition was still good :
patient had even been for two weeks without his usual lid ointment. Hyper
metropic revealed 4.75 d. I gave him a number of medical certificates
for different social benefits,
above all for acquiring bifocals,to be
frequently strengthened. I also told him to return for a check-up after one year. More than three
years have passed and I have heard nothing of the patient. I conclude that either he did not
understand how necessary treatment with glasses was or that he gave up trying, lacking the
patience to see it through.
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— Eczema of the lids is certainly more often due to lack of glasses than to allergy, for instance.
— I have not come across a single case of hordeolum or chalazion which was not caused either by lack
of glasses or incorrect glasses. ( Nos. 71, 80, 213, 260, 297, 350, 519, 550, 551, 558, 578, 595, 759, 761
). I must repeat this once again
in spite of the fact that a very experienced colleague of mine once said to me in the
friendliest fashion when we were discussing this question

"Don't talk such rot ! "

Surely

oculists must have observed how chalazions, along with many other diseases, have begun
to disappear nowadays,when so many people wear glasses.

I tell my patients that it is use

less to operate on the first chalazion if they have no intention of wearing

glasses

regularly and since there are more to be expected, one might just as well operate on the
whole lot with the same anaesthetic.
— Drooping, blepharochalasis-like lids as a sure consequence of hypermetropic
have already been mentioned (page 33).

Even (congenital) ptosis may perhaps reflect

excessive accommodation strain — patient No. 598, H

+9. 5

— but also every spastic

entropium case leaves my surgery with a prescription for strong plus

glasses and sticking

plaster on the lid(s) to keep it (them) stretched until the glasses arrive.
will not need an

After this they

operation.

Table 22. Some examples of the refraction values of blepharochalasis and entropium patients
No.

Age

487

80

Refraction

Notes

(+2.5)

Entropium. Treated unnecessarily with pilocarpine.
Also in Table 20 A,p.350.

537

68

+4.5

Entropium. Operated on in summer 1970.
Had some kind
of distant glasses which had not always been worn. February 1971
+2.0

538

65

+5.5

Entropium.

553

67

1919

67

+3.5
(+5.0)

Glasses from the age of 39.

Blepharochalasis.

Weak glasses up to the age of 65.

Entropium, operated on in summer 1976 'r
+ 1.5, add. 3.0 since 1971, not changed.

glasses

— Then there are the problems involved in draining the lachrymal passages. What part may be played
by irritation of the facial nerve or prolonged contraction of the
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orbicularis muscle resulting from accommodation strain — or on the other hand by paresis of the muse le?
965, Table

5 , p. 204 ;

extirpated at age of fifty.

there is also Case 1810,

p.206.

Case

: severe pseudo-myope, lachrymal sac

A further example is provided by migraine patient No 1811, a lady born 1922, tooth-

grinder, once an attack of cramp, treated for iritis at age of 53.

At age of forty repeated probings, H (+3.5), had

never worn distant glasses.
It certainly looks as though the cramp produced by spasm of accommodation, also in the orbicularis ocul?
muscle,may contribute to the obstruction of the naso-lachrymal duct, (cf. p.210,paragraph on the force of compression
on the lachrymal passages).

While thinking about this I happened to notice an article by

Shaffer (1964) in which he

mentions that stenosis of the lachrymal passages has been shown to be a side effect of prolonged use of miotics,
related to ciliary-body stimulation — thus perhaps also dacryocystitis. (See also p. 325).
— For subconjunctival suggiNation,see under g), p.35.
I well understand that many people find this cause and effect far-fetched but the more I have followed up
these blood-shot cases the more evident it has become that they are connected with accommodation strain.
— A diagnosis of chronic conjunctivitis (resulting from congestion),for example No. 1040,
H +5.5 (+6.0) is one of those rare things that make me truly angry, and in connection with
hypermetropic it is such an elementary thing that it is almost embarrassing even to mention
it.

But I remember only too well how surprised I used to be by the resistance to therapy in

some of my patients
(84, 628).

with inflammed fornices of the conjunctiva

and

their cystic blisters

It is simply impossible for me to believe that the only objective finding in

conjunctivitis simplex chronica would be punctate staining of the tarsal conjunctiva (Norn,
1971).

Those suffering from allergic inflammation of the cornea or conjunctiva will form

but a small group

if only the refraction error is corrected, thereby nullifying the harmful

effect of the spring sun (219, 312, 371, 558, 652).

There was also No. 1010, a child

with milk scab, interpreted as allergy at the age of four ; migraine when beginning
secondary school \ at age of 19,spasm of accommodation — d ifficulty in seeing the
blackboard;

H +1.(5) ; mother,migraine patient, H +4.0 ; and finally No. 1141,

H +6.5. (For the above see also p. 145).
There are countless descriptions of the intense itching of allergic eyes and the long, tough threads of mucous
associated with this, but I have found no satisfactory explanation as to why they form.
considerable, perhaps actual

hypermetropic magna

carried the organism into a state of sympathicotony.

I am inclined to think that there is

in the background which, in great accommodation strain, has
Lachrymation is thus decreased and for this reason the

Even Walsh (p. 179) mentions that uncorrected presbyopia may be responsible for chronic conjunctival
irritation.
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eye itches.

Reflex blinking of the eyes continues, thus rubbing the dry conjunctiva of

the eyeball and lids against each other, perhaps even with increased frequency, thereby
mechanically loosening the epithelial cells, rolling them into threads with the more
viscous

lachrymal secretion.

No wonder then that corticosteroids , which increase

the moistness of the mucous membranes ( at least they increase the secretion of saliva, Young, 1969) provide, together
with plus increase, significant alleviation.

— Keratoconjunctivitis sicca is physiologically a very important eye disease, cf. p.212.
There are two basic ways of reacting to accommodation strain, vagotony and sympathicotony, which may vary
even within the same individual,see Case 1831,p.461 .It may be that responses are the sum of individual characteristics,
but the degree of accommodation strain certainly plays a part.

From the clinical point of view it is quite obvious that

both streaming eyes and dry eyes with the feeling of a foreign body, are the consequences of accommodation strain,
reflecting perfectly the physiological consequences of the degree of accommodation strain in the overall condition of the
organism.

Moistness

is a sign of moderate parasympathetic (over)irritation, a good example being

male patient No. 1850, H +5.0 :
relaxed?

64-year-old

first his eyes smarted,then there was lachrymation and vision became obscure (

accommodation), but blinking the eyes made it bright again (strained? accommodation).

Dryness is a

sign of great strain,resulting from sympathicotony, and is in itself much more alarming than moistness as an indication of
the overall condition of the organism. Patient No. 1831 described this condition spontaneously by declaring that his
eyes were absolutely dry until he got plus glasses and then, after two days, his eyes were again normally moist. Case
history p.461.,
When people write that the oculo-cutaneous syndrome (with dry eyes) resulting from beta-blocking agents is an
actual side-effect, owing to its unexpectedness, it has perhaps been forgotten that also sympathicus stimulation plays a
part, although a small one, in the production of lachrymal fluid (Walsh, pages 130-131).

In the condition when

beta-blocking agents are needed, the organism is already sympathicus-dominated to such an extent that the moistness
of the eyes depends on this same sympathicus,and beta-blocking agents evidently stop this last expedient of nature for
keeping the eyes moist.
The change brought about by glasses in the dry-eyed, overall sympathicotonic condition again switches the
situation in the opposite direction.
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The oculo-cutaneous syndrome gives us a good idea of what we may be dealing with in Sjogren's syndrome
(1973), i.e. a sympathicotonic condition in which beta stimulation has been weakened ;and it must again be stressed
that the whole beta-concept is but a behaviour module.

It is more than possible that we are dealing with these same

disturbances of balance in the autonomic nervous system when we come to consider the muco-cutaneous syndromes
of Stevens-Johnson and Lyell.

The often fatal outcome of these diseases (Boltinger et al.,

1975),

—without

alleviation of accommodation strain-becomes very comprehensible.

Keratoconjunctivitis sicca is in fact just one small and easily recognisable sign of
a larger symptom complex, a general disturbance —a kind of pan-dysautonomy — of the
autonomic nervous system (cf. p. 311).
We have for example No. 1771 (hypermetropic revealed only 1.75 d. and at the age of 60 the
lady
was still without distant glasses) who had an operation for kidney stones (both kidneys) in 1967.
Her tongue had generally been dry and on the left side there was a tumour in the salivary gland (could
this perhaps be the result of a duct being blocked by a stone?).
Likewise the salivary gland of migraine patient No. 452 (lady), also swelled up very suddenly but when a
stone at the mouth of the duct was removed, the situation calmed down : a stone in the salivary gland
duct is not in itself so very common.
In this connection it is important also to mention migraine patient No. 1809, a lady born in 1919, who in
addition to an operation for nodular goitre and high blood pressure has repeatedly had blocked salivary
gland ducts.
A real example of hypermetropic magna and accommodation strain is provided by Sjogren's syndrome patient
No. 562, a married lady born in 1911, who first came to me at the age of 52, suffering from full-blown
keratoconjunctivitis sicca. She had worn glasses since the age of 28, starting with distant glasses +2.0 , +1.5
ax 0 and I prescribed for her+5.25. Hypermetropic revealed+7.5 (+8.0?). She also has rheumatoid
arthritis, recurring corneal ulcers, blood pressure had been 240/110, lost consciousness as a result of blood
pressure drugs (reserpine and hydrochlorthiazide).
Sjogren (1973) says of keratoconjunctivitis sicca that it is almost exclusively a female
disease.
I at once recall, howeverf at least patient No. 1081 (also mentioned on page 304 and
387 in connection with prostatismus),
iw o since the age of 37 when he first
visited me, had for several years, in addition to asthma suffered from kerato
conjunctivitis sicca : a very good example, therefore, of a pseudo-myope with
multiple symptoms involving also glandular tissue.
It may not be without
interest to note that this patient is the father of No. 213,
mentioned on
page 431.
— The sandy winds of the Sahara may provoke the conjunctiva into growing a pterygium,, but the same
thing can be brought about by treacherous irritation resulting from hypermetropic (435; 533; 554; 575 ; 719; 743,
H +9.0, whose son
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suffers from migraine ;

1018, a 40-year-old Greek, operated on for pterygium at age of thirty, came because

of headache, H (+2.0); 1947, H +7.5 ).
It is no wonder that this condition keeps on recurring.

Among others, No. 533, a 48-year-old gentleman

whom I have only met once ; has hypermetropic +4.5, but did not wear glasses until he was 43 years old.

Instead,

in one eye the pterygium had been operated on during war-time (1940-1945) and in its place there is now a thick,
red, fleshy scar, standing proud.
— For ulcera marginalia patients treated with glasses, the miserable years of their
youth, when they had recurrent ulcers are but a memory, and many of my patients
have

been

immediately

punished again when they tried going on the sea-ice

without glasses (No. 528 had an error of +6.5 diopters).

Other cases in this material with considerable

hypermetropia were Nos. 177, 539, 544 (+7.0), 549, 555, 560; 562 ^7.5), rash resulting from blood pressure drugs
— reserpine, hydrochlorthiazide ; and 566.
— There are a number of other closely related diseases of the cornea

(recidive

erosions and inflammations occurring during childhood that are later revealed by maculae)
which seem to go hand in hand with considerable hypermetropia, up to +7.0, +9.0 and
even more (83; 102, H approx. +9.0 ;

190, 269, 283, 444, 482, 514, 529, 541 (+4.75),

570, 896 (+9.25), 1074 (+6.5), 1284 (+5.0), perhaps up to+8.0).
tions occur when the patients wear their glasses properly.

No further recidiva-

Thus it would be very logical

if these disturbances of the corneal surface were the result of uncorrected hypermetropic overstrain,
particularly of the dryness it causes.
strain will certainly

perhaps

The histo-pathology of these changes and their relation to accommodation

become much clearer In the light of electronmicroscopical investigations of the corneal nerves

(Tervo, 1977).
— I have mentioned in the chapter on astigmatism (p. 127) how, as a result of wearing incorrect glasses, the
cornea may reach a condition almost of keratoconus, with the folds in Descemet's membrane.
— It

goes without saying that strabismus patients must be mentioned where refraction error is concerned.

Among them I have not found a single eye that was anything like emmetropic.

b)

Accommodation as the possible or probable cause

I have been interested to

observe

that

whenever

I have had a patient with

"black under the eyes" he or she has always had also considerable plus deficiency.
perhaps only added to by the deep setting of a short hypermetropic

The impression of blackness is
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eye.

For example, patients No. 197, H +5.0 -r

No. 867, H +5.0(+6.0) \ No. 1074, H +6.75 and No. 1163, H

+3.75.
I return to
pseudomyopia

nystagmus,

stressing once again that all poor vision provokes

and pseudo-astigmatism which then act like a boomerang, making the nystagmus even worse.

The vicious circle is merciless, because the eye with poor vision desperately tries to achieve better visual acuity
and, without the help of plus glasses, cannot but drift into an ever greater spasm of accommodation (cf. pp.102
and 126).
There is a vast amount of literature about the etiology of nystagmus, not to mention that about disorders of the
cerebellum and the organs of equilibrium.
63, 224 ) there

is

To judge from the calming effects brought

about

by

spectacles (

reason to think that considerable refraction errors may at least aggravate nystagmus — for

example, in connection with congenital anomalies (266, Coloboma chorioideae, page 102; 604 Fibroplasia retro I
en talis).

In addition to having pseudomyopia,

such patients may very easily be prescribed incorrect cylinder

combinations (737, 789, 1012, 1083) because it is exceedingly difficult to examine them and to determine their
refraction values objectively. Thus incorrect glasses may also have a considerable negative effect (608) if indeed they
are not the only cause of

the nystagmus (1032, case history page 98).

Case No. 623, described on page 97, was almost certainly a similar instance. Although I am not familiar with
the original situation—and probably it would not have helped my undertakings anyway,because I believe that
twelve years ago I should have taken exactly the same steps — I am convinced that this patient's progress
represents the following vicious circle : probably as a very small child with nystagmus, which interfered with
her visual acuity, she strained to achieve better vision, automatically accommodating in the process. Thus,
when at the age of 2 1/2 she was taken to an oculist, there existed already a considerable spasm of
accommodation and there was perhaps a possible 10-20 diopters in reserve. When minus glasses were
prescribed for the patient in this condition, she was given a decisive and fateful push in absolutely the wrong
direction, possibly leading over the course of years to complete destruction of the macula of one eye.
Nystagmus in itself does not necessarily mean a severe diminishing of visual acuity. An excellent illustration of
this is provided by case No. 700, a 22-year-old married lady

who has achieved a visus of 1.0 monocularly in both

eyes by means of strengthening plus glasses (glasses so far +2.0).
In dealing with all inflammation of the deeper coats of the eye — i r i t i s ,(retino-) chorioiditis, (epi-)scleritis
— one gets the impression, if one pays careful attention, that the patient has had inadequate correction of refraction
error, PsM, cylinders, deficient plus or that necessary

glasses have been completely lacking.

clearly calmed down when the problem of spectacles is properly dealt with (20, 190, 288, 468,

Inflammation is
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524, 527, 532, 534, 564, 567, 569, 576 — all of them again hypermetropes). Recovery then takes place more
rapidly and inflammation does not recur.
This is therapeutically such an important group that, in order to draw the attention of my colleagues to it, I
include below some recent cases.

Table 23 A.

No.

Born

Sex

Hypermetropia and iritis, uveitis etc.

Refraction

822

1917

F

(+3.5)

967

1928

F

+3.5
(+4.5?)

1093

1927

F

(+3.0)

1097

1940

F

+4.0

Notes

Allergic to penicillin and sulpha-drugs. Uveitis
treated for one year in a policlinic. Had not used even weak distant
glasses. Migraine also cured with plus glasses.
After parotitis 1967, iritis r spectacles then +0.75,
duodenal ulcer r blood pressure.
A

M.R. esophoria 5 still with glasses +4.5. Daughter
(1092) H +5.5 T sister (1658) +7.5. Recidive iritis as from 1964.
plus glasses, which she did not even wear.
At age of 30 no spectacles from an oculist.

Weak

Treated for

nearly two years for uveitis, 1972-1973 in a policlinic. Wanted a second
opinion. Uveitis and
1109

1922

1178

1931

M

1248

1932

u.

1279
1446

1913
1934

F

F
F

PsM
(+3.0)

+4.0
(+4.0)
(+6.0)
PsM
approx.
(+2.0)

migraine cured.

Acquired glasses at age of 31 in order to see at the
theatre, lenses -0.75. Bifocals -1.0 and -0.25 /+0.5
75° for 2 1/2 years. Light started flashing in the right eye, head ached,
nausea. Oculist observed changes in the fundus, scars? Consulted
neurologist, skull X-ray, brain angiography, scanning? Fluorescinangiography f drug treatment. December 1973 scars on right fundus
resemble post-periphlebitic. Also 15 years ago had tension on top of the
skull and flashing in the eyes. I interpreted this as migraine. August
1974 replied to my enquiry: Headache cured. Has returned to work after 2
1/2 years. Does needlework 8 hours a day r was earlier a clerk. Glasses
bifocals+0.75 add. 1.75 and reading glasses +3.5.
At age of 40 irritation symptoms of the conjunctiva, suggillations, recidive
iritis T no glasses at that time.
Treated for recidive iritis in
spectacles.

a

policlinic for 5 years r no

Eye complaints for ten years r glasses had been +2.0 and +3.5, add
2.5.Cataracta compl.Son has epilepsy.
Recidive iritis since age of 27. Glasses had been approx. -1.0 and -1.25.
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The

cases

listed

the foregoing table are in my opinion most important from

the point of view of treatment, but are otherwise rather ordinary .

I have therefore also drawn up a

separate list comprising more complicated and interesting cases.
Table 23 B. Hypermetropia and some interesting cases of inner-eye inflammation
No.

Born

Sex

Refraction
(+4.0)

Notes

1323

1935

M

1505

1949

F

PsM ( H )

Glasses from the age of 10 ; strongest approx. -4.0.
From autumn 1972 glasses systematically weakened. In December 1973
I established that patient is at least not a myope. For driving patient is
prescribed -2.25 \ for work -1.25 'r for reading^ithout glasses or +0.75.
Could read naturally with +1.5 at 35 cm. 18.1.74 did close work late in
evening without glasses. Next day a dark patch in the visual field of one
eye. I later learnt that she had optic neuritis. Patient's mother (1076)
PsM-ablatio retinae. PsM -*(H).

1513

1940

F

PsM ( H )

Glasses from age of 16 ; autumn 1973 -2.5 and -3.75.
Migraine from age of 25. Travel sickness. Neurological examination
twice. Inflammation of optic nerve in right eye 1971. Spring 1974
diplopia. Multiple sclerosis suspected. Got in touch by letter summer
1974. Followed my written advice and read without glasses which went
well. Value for other eye already in refractometer approx. ±0. Reads
registration plates in the courtyard without glasses.
PsM-»(H). Also
Table 19,p.343.

1632

1952

M

+4.(5)

At age of 20 glasses cyl. -0.5 0° B.E. 1958 prescribed
weak plus glasses by the writer. 1966 another oculist refused to prescribe
glasses. September 1973 one eye began to grow dim ; taken to eye
infirmary.
I.O.P. rose to 40 mmHg o.sin. Treated for PosnerSchlossman syndrome. Final check-up in late October 1973. Patient
asked whether spectacles were necessary and was told "visus good; not
needed". Symptoms recurred after one year (1974), again in the dark
autumn period. Former glasses +1.25. Acquired at once +3.0 which he
m
began to use r irritation disappeared rapidly without any other treatment.
Was simultaneously given bifocals +2.25 add. 1.0.

Tooth-grinder. Very slight cystic degeneration in macula
of both eyes. Treated for the Posner-Schlossman syndrome
for one year \ at least 20 attacks of pain lasting 15-30
mins, T up to 50-60 mmHg. No glasses. With mother's
plus glasses pain quickly passed. Mother's hypermetropia
(+5.0), RR 190/130.] H (+3.0).
Later on glasses twice
strengthened : symptom-free after 11 months.
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It is most understandable that an overstrained organ (in this case the ciliary muscle, labouring under plus
deficiency, and the surroundings all the way to the optic nerve, cf. pp. 213 and
disease

342 ) is likely to be afflicted with

or disorder. Conditions are excellent for continuing the vicious circle : the accommodation strain causes

inflammation, which in turn aggravates the spasm of accommodation, which again provokes inflammation.
there any reason why glaucomato-cyclitic crises should not

have a similar etiology ?

— Is

(cf. Sugar p. 344 and

Skydsgaard 1963).
What else is the ordinary cycloplegic treatment of iritis and inflammation but the self-same "rest from labour"
as is provided by plus-glasses of maximum strength? There is therefore nothing illogical about treating iritis, uveitis
etc. by correcting hypermetropic with spectacles.

The use of

"overcorrected" plus lenses, and especially bifocals,

makes the treatment even more effective than atropine treatment could ever be (?), because, without the help of plus
glasses atropine alone , as I have pointed out many times, would not be enough to give the maximum possible rest; for
example Case 183. See also the section Brain, spinal cord and hypermetropia, p. 340 and Walsh's Case 608
(p. 1140) a migraine patient, who ceased to complain of headaches but started getting acute bouts of abdominal
pain associated "curiously" with recurrent iritis.
—

Changes in the lens are probably not, like chalazions, so obviously the result of hypermetropia, but one is

bound to take note of the H diopters always found in connection with these cases.
The relationship between hypermetropia and the PE syndrome is dealt with on page 362 ;
likewise hypermetropia can often be observed in conjunction with
gia, page 170 ).

cataract

( Tetralo-

It is not only the abundance of H diopters (only initial values) that

is striking in that table, but it is also typical that these patients have either been without
glasses right up to old age or have had glasses that were much too weak.
very logical that the metabolism of the lens should suffer in such

It seems

overstrained eyes. ' It

may also be possible in this way to explain the varying speed of development of cataract,
because it is my impression that with people who wear more or less correct glasses
the opacification of the lens is kept under control more effectively. On the other hand,
when

the developing cataract suggests that refraction, in a typical

PsM situation is going

in the minus direction, the weakening of plus glasses may be a fatal measure which only
accelerates the maturation of the cataract (218, 381, 461, 473, 494, 511, 599, 620,
1090 hypermetropia magna).
1 In this connection it is important to remember that in severe cases of parathyroid tetany, blurring of vision due to
spasm of the intraocular muscles is common : even if the symptoms are mild,cataracts are a frequent late
complication of the condition (Bailey, 1958).
How, I wonder, would the wearing of proper glasses affect the incidence of such cataracts, and also
those occurring in diabetes ?
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To study the development of cataract is a tedious undertaking, requiring years of work and even then it is difficult to
estimate exactly what is going on. For this reason I must stress the hypothetical nature of what I have said above. It
is difficult to say how many patients there may be who have been carelessly treated for hypermetropia, but
nevertheless have no cataract. However, the group I presented in Tetralogia,which is only a samplers not without
significance.
Excellent evidence in support of the theory is provided by
hypermetropia magna
patient No. 435, who got his first glasses at the age of 56,approx.+3.5 and+5.5 and also approx .+5.5 and+7.5,
having up to that time used only his wife's glasses for reading. His left eye had been amblyopic all his life
and thus evidently at rest. The result was a cataract in the dominant right eye which had done all the work,
especially opacity of the posterior capsule, so that at the age of 74, having to rely on the left eye, its refraction
was at least +9.0. The patient has now been cured of migraine with new glasses ( in Table 2
in Tetralogia
1
his case was marked "undergoing treatment ^
More or less parallel to the above is Case No 1661, a 74-year-old ex-gardener who
recently came to see me and who, to use his own word had "suffered" with his eyes
since a very early age.
At the age of seven, he got sand (!) in his eyes,
this causing ulcers and
weakening
the vision of one eye. (This patient is
typical of what I have so often observed : the eyes of people with congenital hypermetropia are especially
prone to inflammation, this in turn leading to great corneal opacities.). Severe convergent strabismus and
one amblyopic eye verified. As the years of strain go by, the dominant eye, overworking because of lack of
glasses, develops exfoliation, cataract and high pressure — which result in the gradual extinguishing of the
sight of that eye. V = 0, T. L. E.: 90 mmHg. On the other hand, the eye that had been lazy, which now
has to take on the task of seeing, still has a bright lens, the pressure is normal, there is no exfoliation and
with a+10.0 lens,visus is 0.05 even through the opacities of the cornea.A weaker plus lens does not improve the
visus, so that the estimated refraction error is perhaps +10.0, but at least an order
of magnitude +6.5
(+7.0). The patient had glasses +3.5.
Cataracta neurodermatica .

Prurigo Besnier or eczema atopicum is often accompanied

by cataract (in 5-10 % of cases according to Katavisto, 1949,and von Bahr, 1967 *r in 10.8%
according to Spaulding, 1975).

May it

not be that

Nature in her wisdom makes cloudy

that part of the eye (i.e. the lens) through which the factor that irritates the autonomic
nervous system is introduced, i.e. the light which perhaps indirectly also causes the skin
changes. And how ingenious, it this is so!
possibility that

We must also take into consideration the

by correcting the hypermetropia of these patients in good time, it

may be possible to prevent the appearance of the eczema and with it that of the cataract. In the case of a baby, if the
wearing of glasses is unsuccessful, continuous atropinization should be considered.

But it is clear that the carrying

out of such treatment would require super-intelligent parents, and because of the relatively small likelihood of a
cataract's developing, most people I am sure would regard such treatment as exaggerated emergency protection.
However, if the possibility of a cataract operation must be taken into account because severe hypermetropia and
perhaps cases of prurigo have been attested in the family I think I would myself be willing to consider such measures.
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My former chief, Professor Lindberg, was always fond of making the diagnosis Cataracta in oculo
glaucomatoso" which has stuck in my mind these

thirty years. This diagnosis had the merit of including many

troubles which go hand in hand,or should we say one after another, as is so often the case in medicine, isolated
disturbances being rather rare.

When one studies the tables for intraocular pressure, cataract and PES one is

tempted to make use of a new diagnostic term — Hypertensio, Cataracta ( et / seu Pseudoexfoliatio) in oculo
Hyperopioso.
It is my firm hope that as with many other serious troubles afflicting humanity the day will soon dawn when
cataract will also begin to disappear : when, that is to say, the importance of wearing"fully"corrected plus glasses
is recognized both by the general public and ophthalmologists.
a diabetic cataract could be slowed down (cf. page

I do not think it

impossible that in this way even

328 on the etiology of diabetes). Unfortunately, as is the way

of the world, we now have to contend with a whole lot of new scourges, like tropical diseases, road accidents
and allergies (even though the last-mentioned does not concern eyes as much as people make out).
In the last resort, degenerative changes in a circulation-sensitive macula

also fit

well with the kind of strained nutrition situation that probably exists in an eye with
neglected correction of hypermetropia : the nutrition of the macula is thought to be primarily
disturbed as a result of arteriosclerosis,when there is diminished blood flow to the choriocapillaris by way of the central artery, 0.1 mm in calibre (Emmel, 1969).
led to think about

I have been

this by a number of cases of macular degeneration in old people

["two relations of mine, (675) and (676),the latter virtually blind^J and by many other cases (774, H +7.0 ; 1101,
H +3.0,

pseudo-exfoliatio lentis, no distant glasses at age of 71) but above all and most convincingly by cases

where these changes have already occurred when a person is young :

No. 294.
of 44.

Hypermetropic male patient who had had

pseudomyopia \ changes in the macula at the age

No. 526.
age of 43.

Female patient suffering from high blood pressure \

H +4.5 \ changes in the macula at the

No. 534 H +9.5 (+10.0) frightening looking changes in the macula already at the age of 38. Patient
was prescribed glasses at the age of 16 but never even collected them. He only acquired them finally (at
the age of 20) because he could not manage without them as a fire-controller in the artillery during the war.
RR > 200/160.
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No. 896. First glasses at the age of 29 r H +9.25. Farmer, who had suffered from all the typical
eye troubles sequent upon severe hypermetropic. Repeated phlyctenular keratoconjunctivitis with its
maculae corneae,chalazion,chronic blepharitis, RR 200/110 and migraine after the age of 41,wearing
glasses approx. +6.(5). Changes in the macula already at age of 35.
No. 1081. PsM ad
see p.304 and 379.

-2.(7)5 -*

H +0.5 r

macular changes at age of 38, asthma, arrhythmia, prostatitis,

No. 1146. 44-year-old male patient sent to me by an internist r patient had had increased blood pressure
m
and headache for some time. H (+3.0) r had never had glasses. Macula "moth-eaten". After wearing
glasses the headache disappeared. RR 220/120 —> 150/90 after one year. Also in Table 9,p.258.
No. 1656. 38-year-old married lady *rnow for the first time visiting an oculist r H (+5.0)
eaten" macula observed in one eye.

r

"moth-

Among actual cases of hole in the macula I should like to mention also the female patients No. 73, H (+1.75), hole at
age of 66 ; No. 555, H +4.0, at age of 76 r and No. 799, H +4.0 T first distant glasses at age of 64 \ hole at age of 79.
Degenerative macular changes develop just as easily in untreated cases of severe hypermetropic as in
pseudomyopia, cf. page 89.
Evidence that people suffering from degeneration of the macula have a background of severe hypermetropic is
provided by those tragi-comic cases where the patient has insisted for years on using a magnifying glass for reading,
but can in fact perfectly well read a newspaper (even

J.2

) when prescribed the correct spectacles.

For

example, patient No. 938, H (+3.5), who only got reading glasses when over 60 years old. How could such a severe
hypermetrope be expected to read at the age of 80 with glasses approx. +3.75, when he should have had +7.(5)7
And this quite apart from all the other circulatory -neurological dangers that such an extreme effort implies in a person
of this age.
Another patient (see also page 230) who had resorted to a magnifying glass, in addition to her weak
glasses, for reading the telephone directory was No. 1693, a 54-year-old office assistant, H +7.(5).
I have for years noticed how it is those individuals whose refraction situation has
been seriously misjudged or whose glasses have been totally neglected who are visited
with the most severe and tragic macular degenerations. They are people who have been
proud of the excellence of their eyes and it often comes
they are now in the sad and lonely position of an aged person unable to read.

to them as a shock

that

It is for this reason that I have tried to

stress to patients that however unnecessary the wearing of glasses may seem at the time, experience has taught me
that the penalty for negligence will only be paid in old age, when nothing further can be done.
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Finally, when I think about the connection between ocular diseases and refraction there are changes
known as myopic complications ,1 ike fluidity of the vitreous
cataract of the posterior part of the lens, cataracta complicata.

humour and what is at least partly its consequence,
Is it not possible that the background is once

again PsM, which is such an overwhelmingly common situation?

Indeed it would not be very surprising if the

structure of the vitreous humour and its metabolism were also to suffer from the movement and violent stretching
caused by accommodation in a pseudo-myopic eye.
In both simple and complicated cataract there may well be in the background physio-chemical changes in the
vitreous humour 'r
an early age,

in

severe

myopia the history of fluid vitreous humour

and then the consequences of changes in its consistency

( synchysis ) has merely
are

begun

at

more dangerous.

Ablations and pseudomyopia are dealt with on page 114.
I wish especially to emphasize that I have not found any of these severe hypermetropia cases to be
"mentally defective individuals" (cf. Walsh page 676) but it may be that it is easier to reveal severe
hypermetropia in mental defectives who are so often flabby and relaxed.

Sympathetic ophthalmitis
Evidence of "sympathy" between the eyes is to be found in many different ways physiologically and also in
clinical work.lt is true that its dramatic form, sympathetic ophthalmitis is nowadays more or less under control, but it
must still be taken into consideration.
Case No. 552, a bank clerk born in 1898, has led me to reflect about the possible
part played by accommodation stress also in this disease. At the age of 67 the
patient developed a retinal branch vein thrombosis, which despite anti-coagulant
treatment led to blockage of the central vein, the eye becoming blind, with
increased intraocular pressure (90 mmHg) and pain so severe that removal of the
eye was considered \ this however was not done at the patient's request. At that
time the patient was wearing glasses +3.0 and +2.75, add 2.75. One year later
there was a florid rubeosis iridis in the eye. However, the lenses for the healthy
eye were all the time being strengthened, so that at present the patient is wearing
+5.25, add. 3.25 and for reading +9.0 : hypermetropia revealed was 6.5 d. In
the early stages even the most severe pain calmed down rather soon and it has not
once recurred in many years despite high (90 mmHg) intraocular pressure. Even
the rubeosis iridis has gradually disappeared.
Patient got eczema from Basal
(=reserpine + hydrochlorthiazide).
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This case leads one to think that pain connected with eye diseases and accidents is often fundamentally a
"sympathetic" pain caused by accommodation strain in the healthy eye and that uveitis in the healthy eye is also
provoked by accommodation strain, in which case the most important preventive measure and treatment also for
sympathetic ophthalmia and the aching traumatized eye is atropinization of the healthy eye, unless it is possible to
strengthen the glasses considerably in a short time.

PEOPLE FORCED TO GIVE UP THEIR PROFESSION

There remains that sad group of patients who simply through lack of glasses or deficient glasses have had
constant ailments and have thereby been forced to abandon professional work, or the dream of embarking on a
profession — the scapegoat always being some other imagined illness or disorder.

Table 24.

Patients obliged to abandon their jobs on account of eye trouble (premature
retirement)

No.

Sex

Born

Refraction

Notes

63 F
15 M
0
36 F
3

1919
1912

PsM
PsM

Had overcorrection of at least 5.0 minus diopters.

1922

(+7.0)

Probable reason for giving up needlework was poor vision; glasses had been cylinder
combinations and undercorrected.

411

F

1919

(+4.25)

43 F
46
0
54 F

1912
1914

PsM
PsM

1905

+5.0

See Table No. 14,p.283 and Table 17A,334.

Glasses had been undercorrected.

On account of headache

could not even go out to do cleaning work.
LL.

Case history p.434.
Case history p.435.
Glasses had been undercorrected and patient was refused bifocals by an oculist in
1966. Stopped needlework already in 1962.

582

F

1921

+10.(5)

At age of 45 could not adapt herself to rapid strengthening
of glasses and bifocals (a factor to be taken into account in order that
hypermetropic is corrected and that bifocals are given in time) but gave up
her work in a bank. One eye very amblyopic. Since giving up her job,
has been under psychiatric care. Table 17A,p#334.
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No.

Sex

590 M

Born
1946

793

F

1923

819

F

1955

Refraction
(+5.0)

Notes
Gave up studying because of his eyes. Oculist said that his glasses could
not be strengthened any more. Judging from the condition of his twin
brother, there is reason to suspect that the refraction error was not fully
corrected. Returned to his studies. I heard about the above case from his
twin brother, a migraine patient of mine, No.358 (+2.0).
Unmarried lady bank clerk *r got her first glasses only at age of 29 ! Now
approx.-5.75 and -5.0. Cataracta compl.o.sin.

PsM
+4.0 (+5.0)

Trouble since autumn 1970. Spring 1971 oculist gave drops, but no
glasses. Gave up school. Autumn 1971 visited me and was
prescribed+0.75 to begin with \ re-started school. Does not follow instructions
\ just goes to a psychiatrist. Migraine in the family \ mother and sister suffer
from cramps.
See Table No. 14, p.283.

853
F

F

PsM 861
1

1934

1931

(+3.5) 882

F

(+2.0)

1087 F

1106

1927

1950

F

1953

Migraine fainting fits,colitis,RR 200/125. Had worn glasses+1.0 irregularly
since she was 29.
Previous glasses -0.5 ,
-0.25 90 . Was working as a
dressmaker \ change of work had been suggested to her.
Spring 1973 visited four different doctors in one week and
was given drugs. Already with glasses+1.25, add. 1.25
recovered from migraine and gave up drugs. See Table
No. 14,p.283.

(+5.0)

Authorities considered removing her from school as a
handicapped child. Glasses earlier+1.25 , c. +3.0 100
and+1.25,
+3.0 80°.

(+7.5)

Strabismus \ severe hypermetropic in the family and other strabismus
cases. Abandoned her intended profession because she did not want
strengthened glasses and headache continues.
See Table No. 23 A,p.382.

1109

F

1922

1529

F

1911

1612

F

1952

PsM%
(+3.0)
+3.5 (+4.0)

+3.5

(+4.5?)
1618 F
M.R. eso 6

1920

+5.0

with glasses+4.0 .

At age of 48 oculist refused to prescribe
bifocals,
although the patient specifically asked for them. Since age of 54
bifocals +1.25, add. 2.5. Retired somewhat early on account of
dizziness and trouble in the cervical spine.
23-year-old lady who is being trained for a new profession, (clerical
work!)because on account of typical severe migraine symptoms she had been
unable to continue her work as a waitress ! Patient had glasses +1.0 , -1.0
ax 0° and +0.75 , — 0.5 ax 155°, which she could not even read with !
Case history p.299.
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No.

Sex

Born

Refraction

Notes

1620

F

1926

(+3.25)

Migraine patient with trigeminal symptoms. Sickness
pension at age of 46, because she could no longer manage
her job in a
hat factory.
Her glasses for close
work were approx. +2. (25).

1745

F

1921

+4.5

High academic qualifications. Migraine with trigeminal
symptoms. Operated on for goitre 1961. 1968 "euthyreotic morbus
Basedow, including above all multiple neurovegetative symptoms".
Haematemesis 1975, ulcus(?). Retired at age of 46, because " the whole
endocrinic system was disturbed". Had quite weak plus glasses at the
time.

1787

F

1926

+5.0

Migraine patient. Retired in 1966 because of LE, see
page 314 . Reading glasses at age of 33. 1975, distant glasses only
+1.25.

1841

M

(+3.5)

Migraine patient. At age of 44 glasses +0.75, wore them
for reading until 1976. Operated on for ulcus 1971. Retired two
years later, because his condition never improved adequately.

1866

F

+6.5

The patient did have other contributory factors, but the
final reason for sickness pension was fainting (1971) when reading the
newspaper in bed in the morning ! See also p. 241 and 330o

1933

M

1928

1907

1923

+5.5

Retired at age of 49 because of back and stomach troubles.
Had never worn distant glasses properly.

The human and material tragedies involved in this small group are impossible to
estimate or predict.

On the other hand, it is comforting to know that as the word goes

round, such sad cases will become less and less frequent..
above examples, who are predominantly female,

It will be seen from the
that women are in the happy position

of being able to react to their difficulties by giving up their jobs !
It is also tragic when a person sticks to his job, but does not himself notice how the quality of his work
gradually declines.

This is simply due to the fact that he no longer sees as well as before : the windows of a window

cleaner no longer shine ; the housewife's dishes could be cleaner v shirts from the laundry are still wrinkled after
ironing \ dentists' fillings won't stay put and there is something odd about the stitches of the dressmaker ; one could
go on for ever.
It is typical of doctors' certificates for sickness pensions that the objective findings they contain are often very
hazy and sometimes non-existent. For example,No 1618, also p. 299: this patient was in fact
array of diagnoses based on more or

able to show a whole
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less subjective troubles, very like the neural symptoms described by my other migraine patients, who are not
usually granted such benefits.
Quite apart from the personal tragedies involved for particular patients, premature retirement is a social and
economic tragedy

in the eternal struggle for justice.

As it is we have a situation where an ever smaller section of

the community, many of whom are physically much weaker than those they are subsidizing, is obliged, at the risk of
its own health, to support these "invalids",whose ability to work could easily be restored with the help of one or two
pairs of spectacles and a little expert guidance.

For this reason, oculists as a group have a special responsibility,

because it is within their power to stem the tide of premature retirement *r and this is an ever-growing and potentially
decisive responsibility — greater than seems generally to be understood.

EXTENT

OF THE

FIELD

It would have been my wish to assemble this material as a grand totality in which one could have seen
endless connections in the manner of one of those charts showing a network of international airlines.
it is an impossibility I

But, alas,

Such a chart would have to show, in addition to the above :

—"hereditary"factors ; details of relations and how many successive generations and how many instances
where

all brothers and/or sisters in a family are pseudo-myopes

%
r

tense or "anxious" families

— how severe hypermetropia runs in a certain family *r that the real relationship between the members of the
same family in which blood-pressure, cataract or pseudo-exfoliation occur, resides above all in the shortness of the
eyeball, in hypermetropia and in pseudomyopia, and how just these people have complications that are customarily
associated merely with blood-pressure or some other supposed basic condition
— how both mother and daughter, or some other closely related pair or group within a family,
suffer from migraine
— how a patient diagnosed as having glaucoma is found to have a family where numerous others have
been treated for the same complaint
— how many there are, even those with strabismus, who in spite of their great error of refraction, have
received no glasses from an oculist for their troubles
— at what age and with what degree of severity of hypermetropia do drooping eyelids begin to occur
— whether or not an inverted vascular trunk is a sign of a violently stretched retina \ or deep anterior
chambers a sign of pseudomyopia or severe hypermetropia
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— how frequent

pseudomyopia is among those who started reading early or what degree of minus has

been reached by those who started with minus lenses early
— how many cases there are where minuses were prescribed only when the patient was adult
— how it has been possible to prevent a person whose eyes are getting strained, from wearing minus
glasses,by "forcing"him to wear plus glasses for reading
— how many diopters of

pseudomyopia are required to produce protruding eyeballs or swelling of the orbital

tissues
— what degree of hypermetropic or
blindness (Ophthalmia nivalis).

pseudomyopia is found in those who have suffered from snow-

And on the other hand, how many cases of snow-blindness would there be if

people wore clear spectacles with the greatest possible plus correction?

Or would there also be cases if people

were to wear only piano-tinted glasses? The former I think would be the better alternative,though a combination
would of course be best.

Moistness of the eyes is almost certainly of great importance

in ophthalmia nivalis \ in the scant lachrymation of a stressed, sympathicotonic eye the protective and
alleviating effect of moisture is lacking
— how many and how serious are retinal complications caused by PsM that reduce the visus
— how common it is that even atropine is not sufficient to release a spasm of accommodation and how much
diligence and hard work are required in order to overcome spasm of accommodation
— how common dizziness is, even diplopia, as the need for glasses approaches or in connection with
erroneous glasses
— how a great lack of diopters results in myokymia
— to what extent troubles caused by dazzle remain even after correction of refraction error, if there are no
changes in the refracting media
— how often one finds anxiety neuroses,caused by refraction error,that have led the victim to a mental
hospital
— how far smoking and drug-addiction (1649) could be reduced by treating spasm of accommodation either
prophylactically or as one form of treatment for helping people to break the drug habit
— how, with inadequately corrected or even wrong glasses, patients often become symptom-free:
evidence, it seems, of the almighty power of suggestion.
Even in the light of the material on which this book is based, there would be much
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to tell on all the above points and I have therefore kept a detailed record for possible future use.
The only
the

control group

for making an incontrovertible statistical estimate of

pathological conditions resulting from refraction error would be provided by those born stone blind, but

otherwise healthy.

On the other hand, their lives are so much affected by other tensions. (We might,however,

ask whether they get chalazions, iritis, drooping lids, migraine, glaucoma etc.)

Perhaps there is a hope that

one day, some super computer will be able in the twinkling of an eye to provide us with information that will help
mankind towards a better future — but then we have got to feed truthful information into it !
Hypermetropic is more than interesting, because in addition to provoking the relatively harmless complaints
and also the very real troubles I have mentioned, it touches many of the basic questions concerning human welfare :
glaucoma, high blood pressure, migraine, epilepsy, mental enxiety — in a word, the ability to work.
I cannot agree

with Duke-Elder

when he says that "as a general rule the most distress is caused by errors

so slight that they readily escape detection unless they are specailly looked for".

On the contrary, lying behind

disturbances of the general condition there are generally very great refraction errors, but revealing even them is by no
means a simple matter if one does not know what one is about.
When one notes the statistical evidence for the ever-increasing life expectancy of man, which is known to be
the result of hygienic factors that have provided a better living standard, one must not fail also to remember the part
played by the immense increase in the use of spectacles,which,when correct,have a beneficial effect in all conditions of
stress.
If is of course always possible to speculate about whether there is reason to interfere with the work of the
Creator.

Nature does nothing in vain.

intraocular pressure?

Should one simply allow loss of vision to result from cataract or increased

Perhaps it is intentional that man gets high blood pressure in order to pump the elixir of life into

a fatigued brain, to prevent dementia, to make degenerative changes and bring life to an end when the machinery is
run down.

Perhaps everything is designed in the service of natural selection — "the Creator reserves for Himself

some of the ways for ending life" as my husband is wont to say — but the thought nevertheless seems strange to us in
an age when everything possible is done to preserve life.
been written.

And it is with the wish to preserve life that this book has
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SOME G E N E R A L

CONSIDERATIONS

It is important to remember that the saying "no news is good news" applies also to eye patients — with the
exception of course of those who have never believed one anyway and gone on to the next practitioner! It is a sure and
alarming sign that something is wrong if a patient, especially one who is not an adolescent, makes repeated visits to
the oculist before being formally summoned.
the glasses all that frequently.

If the treatment is properly planned, it will not be necessary to change

Those oculists who have the patience and discipline to carry out the clear and simple

course of treatment outlined above will notice again and again, that their patients do not come running back after a
short interval complaining of vague eye troubles.

Eyes that have been released from unsuitable or discrepant

glasses, or from the confusion caused by skew cylinders will now be at rest and the patient's visits will fall into a
natural rhythm.

It is true that at the beginning the work will be time-consuming, but it is not exhausting , it will be

rewarding and will reduce nervous strain :
What one must aim for is :
— adequate correction of hypermetropic.

Always in the case of first glasses

— equal lenses (no matter what strange contractures or fixations the patient may have in his accommodation
musculature ), or the smallest possible discrepancy
— straight axes, if one absolutely must prescribe cylinders
— early bifocals when needed
— continuous use of spectacles
— "complete" plus correction of the leading eye so that it will not, in an under-corrected condition, lead
to spasm of accommodation.
I should think that in every case in the past where I had difficulties or "failures"
with patients,the reason was inadequate correction of hypermetropic :either giving way to
slight reduction of the refraction value revealed,

or

prescribing

accepting pseudo-anisometropia , as is the general practice of ophthalmologists.

cylinders , or
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When one is familiar with spasm of accommodation and its consequences ; or at least if one is able to grasp
in the imagination its many dimensions,no great skill is required in order to deal with new cases.

But, to release

the spasm in "old", wrongly-ireated pseudo-myopes or in patients treated with pilocarpine, involves such an
inhumanly great labour that I am doubtful as to whether a sufficient number of qualified oculists can be found for the
job.

It requires a lifetime of experience and the witnessing of the actual results of one's own work before one

becomes bold enough to oblige patients to purchase expensive glasses, knowing that even many months later they
may feel like throwing them in the rubbish bin.
where,

after strengthening of glasses,

For example, the "glaucoma treatment" given in Case No. 476,

intraocular pressure fell and the eyes no longer streamed with water.

The

patient was nevertheless unable to watch television with his glasses and was therefore dissatisfied.
Stubbomess in the practitioner is a question all its own.

It is clear that there will always be some individuals

who refuse to accept the treatment, but they are so few in number that they cannot damp my joy in peacefully
continuing to minister to those I know I can help.
have not) there have been

Out of those who have returned (of course there are many who

only two cases, Nos. 171 and 240, where I have had to give way during the releasing

of excessive minus diopters and erroneous cylinders by prescribing one more "easier" pair of transitional lenses.
No. 240 had to do particularly demanding close work, which explained his severe spasm of accommodation.
Nevertheless, in both cases I repeatedly achieved normal visus subjectively, merely with a spherical lens.

The

examination result, the change in lenses and the persuading of a patient to wear glasses are of course another matter
when one attempts to back-pedal on something that has already been going on for many years.
such circumstances must often be radical and bold in order to counteract one's own errors.

Changes made in

The order of magnitude

of the change is naturally something that can always be discussed, and I explain to the patient that the greater the
change he feels able to accept the more advantageous it will be to him, both from the point of view of his health and his
pocket.

At the same time I am worried when a patient goes on using temporary cylinder glasses, even though they

may be less inadequate than the earlier ones, because I know what it means to maintain an erroneous situation.
Being well aware of the early difficulties in wearing new glasses, I always tell patients that whatever happens
there is no point in their even telephoning me for the first two weeks; recently I have extended this time to one or two
months — sometimes as much as six months, depending on the case.
their whinings, leave alone change my instructions.

I tell them that I shall on no account listen to

Where spherical lenses are concerned it is easy to
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behave like this because there is never any danger, except where there are violent symptoms of release.
are another matter \ it is difficult to defend them fanatically

since they usually make no sense.

patient that he can ring me up if he likes, but it will not get him anywhere.

Cylinders

Sometimes I say to a

Without such a determined attitude it is no

good thinking that in this difficult matter of spectacles one will make any progress or achieve any result.

To save time

and energy, but also to make the wheels run more smoothly, I have drawn up an instruction leaflet for patients.
they can keep at home to encourage and comfort them as they gain experience, or in case they lose heart I

This

It is

extraordinary how they refer to it again and again, almost like a Bible. (The leaflet is printed on pages 495-6,) When I
send them away thus, my mind is at peace even if they run straight to another oculist, because I know that if he does
what the patient wants, even if it satisfies the patient for quite a long time, it will in the end be doing them a disservice.
The last patient I had who went at once to another oculist was a 29-year-old lady, an indisputable hypermetrope with
vertical furrows on her forehead.

She came in a hurry to my surgery on October 16th 1972, having first visited me

on September 28th the same year (she had thus hardly had time even to procure her spectacles) to say that another
oculist had told her that she did not need glasses.

Her headache was so bad that she had already had a skull X-ray !

I have not had a single case where there was evidence that my method of treatment was incorrect \ the only
negative aspect has been patients' subjective opinions, which I now no longer take any notice of — on the contrary,
the results of each day's work only confirm the need for an ever more dictatorial attitude.
Naturally there are many eye diseases about which I know nothing.

However, since I always start — as far as

refraction is concerned — with the conviction that a patient who comes to me has a reason for doing so,it is not likely that
there will be any conflict after examination between the finding and the subjective symptoms described by the
patient.There is not a single case in my files where I have diagnosed a patient as being neurotic.

Such a diagnosis

anyway usually tells more about the indolence and incompetence of ophthalmologists than about patients' neuroses.
There may be technical and financial difficulties in finding suitable spectacles for a patient and providing him with
a sufficiently large collection, but there is no reason why this should add to the number of those labelled neurotic,
already an unnecessarily large group.

Applying the course of treatment outlined above results in a decrease of

"neurotic" complaints and there is no need of limping explanations about the imbalance of this or that muscle or
erroneous pupillary diastance (PD).
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It is unfortunate that the high cost of bifocals should lead patients ( and indeed the whole of society) into a
vicious circle, where ever more money is spent.
become possible to make cheaper glasses.

We may suppose that as the spectacle industry gets larger it will

At least the elimination of complicated cylinder lenses, for which I

optimistically hope, should play a part in this.
Is it not strange that (at least Finnish)people should be so hypermetropic? I wonder what the Creator's intention
could be in all this?

The only possible answer is that man was not originally created to read or do close work — nor

indeed to live so long on this planet. The amount of hypermetropic revealed seems to depend essentially on the age at
which glasses were first worn e.g. a series of case reports concerning a single family : Nos. 490, 995, 478 (three
sisters), 791, 763 and 764, p.436-437] the amount of close work done and general health.

I have heard how one

of my colleagues used to prescribe+2.0 glasses for all those at the age of presbyopia. This was in fact very wise.My
husband's bifocals (+1.0 add:s 1-2 d.), for example,have proved suitable in emergency for almost all his
contemporaries. Maybe the eyes of mankind are more "standardized" than one sometimes thinks.
We could ask another question, too : Why should the eye again become hypermetropic in old age, as DukeElder (page 72) claims?
As my patients know, I have made countless telephone calls and written hundreds of letters and post-cards in
order to find out how they were getting on and to give them encouragement (301), because I know how easily they
give up.

Doing this has in fact been of great benefit: patients in this way get a new and much-needed reminder (case

report No. 1243,p.449)

and are generally assisted.

For my part, I get information about the efficacy of treatment

and above all a long-term picture of how patients actually follow instructions.

I do not mind admitting that even on the

basis of a photograph in the press (Case report No.464,p.436) I have taken the liberty of giving a nudge to a patient
with whose problem I was familiar — after seeing him in the photograph, without glasses and of course with a deep
furrow in his forehead !
Unless a doctor is fanatic, only a fraction of his intentions are ever realized : the situation advances not a jot
and no one ever gets the message.

No oculist need have any fear of such telephoning or of being accused of fishing

for patients : there is more than enough work.
It is not of course always practicable, but it would be beneficial if a patient could remain in the care of one and
the same practitioner : this is of course advisable also in the case of eye treatment — always supposing that the oculist
knows his job !

There is then the possibility,for example,of watching the development of spasm of accommodation and

keeping it under control.
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In this matter there is an intrinsic anomaly, which concerns the whole medical profession.

A certain habit has

established itself because of the law of supply and demand : owing to pressure of work many doctors will in principle
only accept their erstwhile patients.

This is of course defensible if there are so many doctors that there is always the

possibility of turning to another with the same competence.

But when the situation is as it is at present where

oculists are concerned — i.e. that the local surgeries are crowded with "regular" patients and thus inaccessible —
such a way of behaving is absolutely wrong.
books?

What is to happen to those unfortunates who are not on anybody's

Those who have consulted an oculist have (we hope!) at least been helped once: it would thus be only just

if, for established patients, the intervals between examinations were prolonged, so that they too would sometimes
have to wait.

In any case I always take some new patients, even if only once or twice a year.

At such times

anyone may make an appointment and the old complaint about having tried unsuccessfully for years no longer holds
good.
In this connection I should like to point out that many of the most revealing cases that I have had to deal with
in recent years (Case histories No. 1099, 1115, 1144, to mention only a selection) have been sent to me by my
husband.

This only shows that many of these more complicated cases are drifting into the hands of surgeons, and

there is thus good reason for all doctors to be familiar with spasm of accommodation and its significance. It would then
be easier for doctors to understand the discrepancy that sometimes exists between the symptoms complained of and
objective findings.

In this way it would be possible to avoid, perhaps in many cases, inappropriate and unneccessary

treatment, even surgical intervention.
That wearing spectacles is no great joy I am obliged to admit in the name of truth (though they do on certain
occasions provide protection) ; everybody understands and many have first-hand experience of the disadvantages.
There must be some hidden prejudice in peoples' negative attitude towards plus glasses : no one seems have the same
kind of objection to minus glasses, though they, if anything, tend to make the wearer dependent on them. Perhaps
this is because they are supposed be a sign of scholarship and intelligence.

In any case the prejudice against plus

glasses seems to have nothing to do with whether they are needed or not, for it is still found among those with
advanced presbyopia. The wearing of plus glasses clearly stirs some deep-seated fear that one will be stamped as
old,unintelligent and in need of propping up.

In the case of migraine patients who must wear blurred glasses for

treatment, this fear is understandable.
Nies (1975) , in discussing difficulties in treating blood pressure, writes : " Hyper-
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tension is an asymptomatic disease in the vast majority of patients, and when one treats an a symptomatic disease
with drugs which cause symptoms, it is not unreasonable for patients to assume that since they feel better without
the drugs, they should not take them".

I should say exactly the same thing. But in the case of migraine patients,

their terrible sufferings cry out for help and the relief brought by wearing glasses, blurred though their vision may be,
should be enough to overcome their prejudice against them.
Then there is the aesthetic aspect,

about which one thinks less often.

Mothers

are often on the brink of tears when they see their children becoming the slaves of spectacles.
who said of her undeniably pretty girl

I had to deal with one

"Her eyes will become so lifeless and will sink so deep in her head"j this is

often true and no oculist can deny it (310) ; one must however learn to put things in their proper order, and health
above everything.

It is natural that a bulbus that is short, remains short when wearing plus glasses, and does not

fill the orbit any better — which it would if it were stretched a little, thus giving the impression of a more beautiful and
bigger eye.

This is what happens in the case of a minus-overcorrected

eye, where the accommodation stress is

allowed to have its effect.

Let us think for a moment of all those portraits in art galleries where the subject has

large and beautiful eyes.

They represent no exaggeration on the part of the artist \ they merely testify to the great

plus deficiency in the famous men and women of history who have done a lot of reading.

From the aesthetic point

of view it would of course be nice if development towards myopia could be maintained, but this is not possible without
risking the subjective feeling of rest in the eyes — indeed in the whole body — of the patient, leave alone actual
ocular and visual complications. On the other hand, eyes made to look larger by plus glasses (wrinkles, too, it
must be admitted!) compensate for this loss, and in some older people actually make the eyes and the expression
more attractive (No. 1183, 64-years-old, H+9.0).
If I think of my attitude when specializing, I admit that my head spins when I think of the number of
diopters I have prescribed over the years, especially to migraine and glaucoma patients with an immense plus
deficiency.

The absolute limit for strength of glasses must be at least that of ordinary glasses for aphakia,

cf.

pp. 108 — 109.
Nevertheless, if we have the patience to carry out instructions and use our common sense, we shall find that
spectacles have a key position in almost everything we do. Conditions earlier thought of as actual eye diseases will
disappear dramatically.

Hardly any drops will be needed any longer, neither drugs, nor the surgeon's scalpel.

Unnecessary loss of working hours will be obviated, squabbling and bickering will be greatly reduced,
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the divorce rate will certainly decline substantially, when this insidious irritant which so taxes patience is
removed.

There will be need no longer of tinted glasses within doors. Never again will oculists be saddled with

"two-minute" acute patients — or if they are, "physician, heal thyself".
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FUTURE

1.

The

PROSPECTS

challenge

of p r a c t i c a l

work

and a s p i r a t i o n s

There are so many things that need to be ameliorated which seem
they all seem equally urgent

and it is well nigh

to be beyond the power of man *r

impossible to place them in order of importance.

Though it is important to help future generations,it sometimes seems even more important to turn our attention to
those who have suffered already because no one has helped them.
Probably the most effective beginning can be made by reforming oneself and to this
end it is necessary to adopt a way of examining patients that really brings results in its
train.

When doing one's clinical training it is not possible to learn everything about

determining refraction and prescribing spectacles \ nevertheless it is the first and essential
task when treating patients and they quite naturally expect an oculist's competence in this.
A minimum requirement is that clinics and hospitals should thoroughly examine at least those
patients

they admit and when necessary provide them with a presciption for glasses

when they leave.

This in itself would reduce the number of unnecessary admittances to hospital and patients

could continue under observation.
Unfortunately there are still oculists about whose attitude to spectacles is positively amateurish : "Why
should I wear glasses when I can see perfectly well without them?" It seems unlikely that such a practitioner could
help his patients, especially the difficult cases.

It is extraordinary to find an oculist saying to a migraine patient (No.

1707), when prescribing glasses, that he/she can wear them "if you feel like it" : and going on like this :"if you once
get used to them you will never be able to cope without them" — and this from someone who has been expressly
trained for the work.

Such a person really does not understand his job.

Recent observation of the participants in

the European security conference in Helsinki — i.e. the astonishing lack of bifocals used and the constant fiddling
with spectacles — told more about oculists than about the VIPs in question, presumably themselves a mature group
of people.
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The whole of the public health machinery should be geared to the idea that all migraine cases should first be
examined by an oculist, who would only after repeated investigations allow the patient to enter other channels.
Doctors in general should learn not to prescribe drugs for migraine and it should be a sacred prescription among
oculists that the only "drug" they give for migraine is spectacles.
When once we have begun to put our own house in order we may consider what we can do for others. The
next link in the chain will be the opticians, whose function has been discussed over and over again, though up to
now I have not been interested. As a matter of fact I have always accepted the view of my men tor, Maun o
Vannas,who said years ago that every new optician simply adds to our work. Patients do not easily accept that they
must wear glasses, but once they have them, even though there may be no particular symptoms, they often consult
an oculist to check that they have the right ones.
I was earlier of the opinion that it did not much matter what sort of restriction was placed on opticians in the
matter of prescribing spectacles, since it was in any case impossible to achieve an ideal situation.

Nowadays I

have an absolutely clear mind on the subject :
1)

Oculist's prescriptions must be faithfully and accurately carried out (this cannot
be stressed too much, cf. page 55).

If the optician does not trust the oculist,

I see no reason why the patient should not go on to another oculist.

In medicine there is

seldom any harm in getting a second opinion.
2)

Opticians should only be allowed to prescribe equal spherical plus lenses after having achieved normal
monocular visus in both eyes.

This will harm no one and generally the treatment will have got off to a

good start.
3)

When treating patients above the age of presbyopia, opticians should only be allowed to prescribe
glasses (again spherical plus glasses) if the patient can prove that he has once consulted an oculist.
In fact of course with the present number of oculists, this requirement is impossible and in any case
nobody can be forced to visit an oculist.

The battle is half won, however, if we have a clear objective.

Ocular examination and the measures it requires are so complicated that I do not think it possible for them to
be successfully carried out within a commercial framework. In any case, even though the optician is given certain
rules about age and diopter limits, all these rules are equally stupid and without medical basis, like for example
beginning to
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measure

intraocular pressure only at the age of presbyopia.

We may now consider what groups of patients and what groups, of diseases we should in first place pay
attention to.

I have in fact dealt with these things under different headings — PsM, migraine, glaucoma,

other disorders — but I wish to mention some of them again.
1)

Checking the over-diagnosis of glaucoma and in this way liberating vast numbers of people from the fear

of blindness
2)

Eliminating all cases erroneously diagnosed as allergy.

departure is reconsidered.

These people can get no help until the point of

I have seen rashes and ocular changes which I am ready to believe resulted from

"genuine" allergies, but all the numerous and much more common cases of conjunctiva irritation which have been
interpreted as allergy, have proved without exception to be hypermetropic, and generally considerable hypermetropic.
3)

Stopping the humbug of administering drops.

4)

Examining refraction carefully and repeatedly if a child has difficulties at school (e.g. Nos. 436 and

769 : the latter particularly had severe spasm of accommodation, three times had to stay in a lower class when
she should have been moved on).
Then there is the present school health service which is by no means all it might be.

Health officers in

schools and all those doing vision screener examinations should be careful not to label anyone as being myopic,
although the subject may not achieve complete distant visus (No. 1111, H +4.0,

"screw up your eyes a little

more!"). By checking the subject's close vision it would be possible to reassure him that at least that is normal
;whatever the screener thinks, judgements about distant vision should be left to the oculists or opticians.
Because it is so often difficult to get an appointment with an oculist and the waiting time is so long it would be
an admirable idea to have an "emergency" stock of simple, equal plus glasses for prophylactic and therapeutic
purposes in schools and other institutions, the use of which could be supervised by the local doctor.

The cost

would be very small compared to the benifit that would accrue.'
Only when professional people know what they are doing is there any point in giving information to employers
and the public at large.

This will have to be done soberly, lucidly and repeatedly over a wide field, using all the

possible channels for disseminating information.

With regard to the drawbacks of exact focussing: all kinds of small

print, whether in school text books, memoranda or on machines constantly used at work, should
be banished once and for all. This is within the bounds of possibility. Work demanding
1 It would also be an admirable idea if hospital personnel could be taught how important if is for patients'plus glasses to
follow them wherever they go — not to mention the absolute necessity of having them at hand when coming round
after an operation. Intelligent use of plus glasses at this stage can be decisive for the patient's welfare and may limit
or obviate the use of drugs.
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exact focussing cannot unfortunately be completely avoided, but the strain caused by it can be substantially
reduced by means of spectacles and a proper effort in the plus direction.
The following points are of especial importance :
— The wearing of minus glasses is no goal and the poor distant vision resulting from
a lack of them constitutes no risk to health.

The fewer minus glasses that are

needed, the better for everybody.
On the other hand :
— Plus glasses are not harmful \ on the contrary, they make the eye healthy.
— Even blurred

plus

glasses that "feel" too strong are not harmful.

— People who want to look after their eyes must understand that spectacles are the most important, if not the
only means, of keeping headaches at bay.
— Lack of spectacles, or erroneous spectacles,is almost the only cause of migraine.
— To wear spectacles is the most effective way of preventing glaucoma.
— Lack of spectacles tends in many people to raise blood pressure.
— The solution for many serious diseases may be found through ocular examination.
— A balanced psyche and a continuing capacity for work may depend exclusively on glasses.
Finally, and above all, people must be made to understand that.
— Glasses, even plus glasses, are not a sign of old age.
There is a very wide field of work in preventive medicine waiting for those who wish to devote themselves to
spasm of accommodation :
a)

Prevention of myopia, which means the same thing as keeping spasm of accommo

dation under control.The t h e o r e t i c a l possibilities for this have already been mentioned on
page 116.

There would still be a chance to save the situation if, along with compulsory

education, a regulation could be introduced, requiring the wearing of plus glasses at least
for reading — together, of course, with proper correction of hypermetropic.

But

catastroph can still be avoided even with less radical measures, if only the personnel
of health organizations are equal to their task.
b)

Eye and other diseases could be considerably reduced if hypermetropic were

properly corrected.

I think this would become evident particularly in a radical decline

in the incidence of cataract, exfoliation, glaucoma, high blood pressure and migraine.
I think there would also be a decrease of

diabetic

changes

in the eye, which can probably be retarded by

providing the eyes with the greatest possible relief by means of spectacles, and by not allowing oneself to be satisfied
merely with ascertaining visual acuity. (The latter,by the way, should not be carried out by a nurse — as suggested by
HyvaYinen
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(1977) in her article ).
It is not, however, easy to change established practice.

The primordial fear of spectacles is greater than all

other fears and it also seems that many people actually find their lives enriched by a set of recurring symptoms and
prefer this to the simple solution of plus glasses !
c)

Nowadays we hear much about ergonomics and safety at work.

In Finland in 1976, the sum of twelve

million marks was spent on planning and executing safety measures for people at work.
My eye was recently caught by an article by Fristedt (1975) which deals with ergo
nomics or "making work human". Ergonomics is above all an attempt to relieve workers of all
unnecessary strain.

Many important things are discussed in the article, including the proper

design of instrument panels, indicators and lights

%
r

the prevention of disturbing lights and

sounds \ even the idea of staggering ages of retirement — but never a word about providing
workers with adequate spectacles.

I was also struck by an interview given in 1976 by

Professor Osmo Vartiainen, who has worked for over 20 years in the Central Medical Board
(Finland).

He went so far as to question whether, in order to obviate early retirement and

to stop people from continually getting ill, we should not
the national health scheme.

include nature healers in

According to a report published by the International Labour Organization on July 19th

1976 there are in the world on the average 100 active people for 170 inactive;and according to another calculation it
will not be long before Finland faces a situation in which for every two workers there is one pensioner.

In view of

these observations there seems no doubt that the appeal I made to the pensions board in 1973 concerning
ergonomics and the eyes is entirely justified.

Is it too much to hope for that even part of the money spent on these

things should be allocated to a matter so universal and so easily dealt with as the proper estimation and treatment of
refraction error?
In the long term view, the accommodation question could have the most far-reaching effects either for good
or ill as far as the world's workers are concerned and it is also plainly in the best interest of the employers that the
matter be attended to.
From the ergonomic point of view no one should be allowed to require of anyone a long day made up entirely of
demanding close work.

Even if equipped with proper glasses, especially in the case of severe hypermetropes, this

will lead very easily to one or more symptoms of overstrain of the autonomic nervous system,and early retirement.
Every worker should be given the chance of a complete change of activity, even if only for short intervals, in which he
has a different, positive fixation distance : a short break alone is not enough to relax accommodation adequately.

Sairaala (The Hospital) 1976 : 39 : 250.
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I know that many people will immediately object to this by saying that the director also does close work at his
desk all day.

I make so bold as to claim, however, that he is hardly ever in the position of a man driven to do

excessive spells of contract work. Having myself been involved for years in close work at the typewriter, spending
very long days poring over scientific texts, I know that the one thing that helps is the opportunity to change the type of
work one is doing and

hence

the focussing range, but in the last resort what is really important is to be able to

take one's own time.
The visual screening tests which have been used in

industry for years have hardly had any other result than

the pointless prescribing of a lot of minus glasses and the false comforting of consciences.
examination does not reveal an already existing spasm of accommodation.

To begin with, such an

Furthermore the values concerning

phorias and the like, given by such a test, only mislead both patient and incompetent oculist.

As secondary

consequences of the untreated basic error they are not of course to be thought of as starting points for treatment.
Another matter, of course, is the resistance put up by the employees themselves, who are by no means all willing to
wear glasses.

Considering that society foots the bill for illness and early retirement, it should be possible to oblige

them to do so.
If the will to correct the situation simply does not exist, all the world's workers at the age of optimum potential
will soon become useless nervous wrecks and the number of those who are a burden to society will be greatly
multiplied.

Even with moderately careful and regular check-ups the wearing of glasses of the correct strength will

lag behind the ideal.

For the time being, my advice to young people is: "Don't become clerks, proof-readers,

needleworkers, computer operators etc." THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR IN WORK DESIGN IS THE WORKER
(Singleton 1972).

2.

Research

There is no shortage of possible research subjects — systematic, practical and scientific. Not the
work of a whole lifetime, or indeed of several, would suffice to clear them up,

but one could begin by

taking a look at the following :
— What is the actual incidence of glaucoma to-day?
— What is the actual relationship between hypermetropic and myopia in glaucoma, if hypermetropic has
been treated since childhood?
— What is the approximate number of diopters which forms the boundary between
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glaucoma simplex and glaucoma inflammatorium ?

In other words, what degree of hypermetropic can be expected

to cause a significant narrowing of the chamber angle ?

Perhaps (+4.0), +5.0, +6.0 diopters.

It is well known that

acute primary angle-closure glaucoma is usually associated with high or relatively high hyperopia (Sugar, 1957,
p.215).
limit.

The nature of a patient's work, and especially close work, makes it impossible to determine an absolute
The risk of closed-angle glaucoma is greater when the depth of the anterior chamber is less than 2 mm

(Lowe, 1964).

Unfortunately in many cases it is never possible to get anywhere near the absolute truth, because

the patient's death intervenes before one has stopped strengthening the glasses.
centuries restricted the possibility of getting at the truth.

This is a factor which has for

The main points in all this have been clear at least since

1942 (Sugar, page 104) : there is a direct relationship between the depth of the anterior chamber and the degree
of refraction error : the greater the amount of hypermetropia, the shallower the anterior chamber.

If, on the other

hand, it is true (Sugar, page 105) that the refraction errors in open-angle glaucoma are similar to those in a nonglaucoma eye, this means that all eyes are somewhat hypermetropic, something I am very ready to believe.
— What is the relationship between "low-tension glaucoma" and hypertensio ocularis in cases where there
are changes in the visual field ?
— How many "hereditary" or juvenile glaucomas are the result of

pseudomyopia in a tensed-up family

(475)?
— Do there really exist myopes (from birth) with inflammatory glaucoma, without changes that swell
the lens?
I am not trying to be a reformer and a fanatic when I say that in all ophthalmological work and most especially
in glaucoma diagnostics and research — no matter what detail or measure or sub-species of glaucoma may be
involved — the first thing to be written down is the refraction situation . Several years (at least one anyway) of
energetic and deliberate work must be spent

in establishing the degree of hypermetropia.

The significance of

refraction is so great that it should be possible, when the need arises,to correlate all other factors with it.
Refraction values are all too often the result of a single routine examination which easily leads to a diagnosis of
"slight hypermetropia". This was probably the case in the study by Alsbirk and Forsius (1973), an interesting
investigation of anterior chamber depth (ADC)in Eskimos. I refer once again to my theory about ACD in a myopic eye
(page 112).
— Are one-sided capsular glaucomas or stronger pseudo-exfoliations always in the
dominant eye ?

In treating glaucoma, the greatest therapeutic energy should be directed
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to capsular glaucoma, a truly difficult and serious problem.
— A vast, important and interesting field to investigate would be all the disturbances of hearing and equilibrium
occurring in connection with accommodation strain (cf. Meniere's original description, 1861).
— It would be interesting to follow the progress of young patients with high blood pressure

in a large

series of patients over many years, taking care at the same time to provide maximum correction of hypermetropic.
Would one see a drop in the statistical estimates of high blood pressure ?
— It would also be especially interesting to investigate the incidence of high blood pressure in pregnant
migraine patients and also the general relationship between pregnancy-gestosis and hypermetropia.
— The overall picture would also be illuminated if we could place side by side the curves showing the
degree of hypermetropia required to produce, for example:
migraine
angle-closure glaucoma
increased blood pressure — the list could of course be continued.
— I am sure that similar curves would result from a study of "school myopia",

PsM and goitre during

puberty — if I may suggest a further topic for discussion.
— Of the very greatest significance for mankind might be an investigation of the possible part played by
spasm of accommodation in cardiac arrest and heart infarction.
— It would be a great service to humanity to examine all patients in mental hospitals, and not merely
examine, but also carry out a series of follow-up activities, treating them over the years with appropriate spectacles
and simultaneously aiming at a reduction of the doses of drugs given them and preparing to release them from the
imprisonment into which at least some of them have been driven by cumulative accommodation stress. I am
convinced that there would be rewarding results, if only there were some way of carrying out such a plan.
— What a great number of old folk there must be, tucked away in old people's homes, taking painkillers for
their headaches as if it were their daily bread (878), wondering that they should have such a strange feeling in the
head.

Even people doing active work are not always able to lift themselves out of their depression, submitting to

inexorable fate. In how many cases may it not be that student suicides, now relatively common, are the
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result of despair because of inability to keep up with the others, to do the necessary reading or pass the required
examinations?

For example migraine patient No. 1915, attempted suicide, pseudo-myope, earlier glasses approx. -

2.75 jvisus with glasses +1.75 = 0.15 partly, without glasses 0.25/refractometer value approx. zero.
glasses+1.25, is otherwise without glasses.

Now reads with

No longer has any headache or eye troubles. I also recall the son of my

migraine patients Nos. 1756 and 1757, mother H +4.(5), father +8.0.

Father's mother had glaucoma.

he entered the army, but suffered from such severe headaches that he was sent for examination.

Was Al when

On one accassion he

also fainted.Nothing out of the ordinary could be found. He could no longer endure his headache and jumped to his death
from the third floor.
minus glasses, after

I remember, too, the case of a young man, who comitted suicide some time after receiving his first
completing his academic degree !

Should it not be the first thing to enter an oculist's mind that

such people have taken their own lives because lack of glasses (or erroneous glasses) has made reading impossible?
All people suffering from depression and despair should be sent also to an oculist.
health of mind.
a)

Correct glasses are invaluable for

It would be of practical value to make a socio-medical investigation in order to determine

the percentage of wearers of minus glasses among suicides compared to the percentage in the population as a
whole

b)

the incidence of migraine among suicides compared to the incidence in the total population.
— Exactly the same holds good of epileptics, as has been made clear above.
— It would not perhaps be entirely misguided to investigate malformations among childrer of migraine-mothers

(1952,p.464), and other problems: retarded development, speech defects, spastic paralysis etc.

What part may

biochemical imbalance play in the organism of a pregnant woman with regard to the developing foetus?
case in this regard is migraine patient No. 1907 *T H +10.5^

An interesting

had worn the same, undercorrected glasses for ten years ;

during this, her second pregnancy, had numbness in the ulnar fingers of one hand,
and both the upper and lower limbs were flaccid for a long time.
lasting 4 hours.

Earlier, as a student, had paraplegia inferior,

The baby had transposition of the heart and died at the age of 3 months.

— What special features are observable in the (expectant) mothers of patients with congenital myopia
maligna? Do they perhaps all have an evident spasm of accommodation or vagotony, which could cenceivably strech
the bulbus already intrauterinally?
— I am no special admirer of the all-persavive fashion for psychology, but since nowadays "observations" are
made about absolutely anything and preventive measures are taken on the basis
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of them, would not pseudom/opia provide these analysists with a splendid tool for tracking down tense school-children
and students, not to mention their ambitious families — not that there is any known therapy for the latter !
— Then

there is a truly psychologico-medical problem : Is the incidence of migraine

higher in families which end in divorce than in others ?
outbursts

The atmosphere which provokes

like "Again that hag's head is aching" is so hard to bear that it is little wonder

that the family collapses.

There seems to be a very high proportion of divorced persons

in my records.
Side by side with these far-reaching fundamental problems one may consider a whole lot of other interesting
matters, almost as a hobby:
— For example, the reaction of children to atropine which I have mentioned earlier (cf. also Walsh, p. 425)^
one could make detailed, factual notes about such cases and about the development of their spectacle and
refraction situation.
— Or a careful study of the

development of refraction errors in all kinds of skin-disease

patients.
— What part does accommodation strain play in Herpes zoster {No. 1095,page 240, a patient born in
1917 who had both migraine and high blood pressure .
— The general distribution of refraction errors \ the actual number of hypermetropes in the population and
the degree of hypermetropic \ the truth about myopia, the elimination of minus lenses, the giving of
unambiguous information about bifocals and the necessity for using them.
— Are all early squinters severe hypermetropes, perhaps order of magnitude +10.0 ?
— Why are there some people with severe hypermetropic whose chamber angle is nevertheless not narrow?
Could it be that in sufficiently severe cases of hypermetropic, the work of the ciliary muscle succeeds in
stretching the elastic eye of a small child in such a way that the ciliary muscle does not need to find room
for itself by bulging the

iris,

no narrow-chamber-angle problems ensuing (216)? This mechanism

would correspond exactly to a situation in which, as a result of severe accommodation, the dominant eye
— or the less (?) hypermetropic eye moves over to the minus side, causing the well-known deep anterior
chamber.
— At what age must a patient start wearing minus glasses or of what order of magnitude must myopia be, in
order to make possible a typical "stretched" fundus and a wide excavated myopic papilla?
— Is it possible to estimate, by means of a plus lens with which a young person is
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able to read a text 0.4 at a distance of 60 cm,
good hint.

what his basic refraction is? At least this often seems to give a

Naturally age has a big effect in this, and in such a way that the younger the person who can

manage this (with plus glasses) the more convincing is his hypermetropic. — The histo-pathology of a ciliary
muscle that has functioned throughout a life-time under great accommodation would also be very interesting.
For this purpose efforts should be made to persuade myopes who are many diopters
metropes who are greatly
investigation.

undercorrected to bequeath

overcorrected or hyper-

their eyes to the appropriate authorities,for scientific

It is possible that between the bunches of smooth muscle fibres in the ciliary muscles of such

eyes, in the network of elastic fibres containing melanocytes (Leesen and Leesen, 1970) changes may be
observed that are different from those in an eye that has borne a lesser load.

3.

Hypermetropic

and

the

motorist

Having myself been a motorist for 29 years and having driven a car both with and
without glasses, I know what kind of worries people have about plus glasses and road
safety.

When the driver focusses in the distance on the road ahead all the dirt on the

windscreen is magnified, preventing clear vision !

The disturbing effect of this dirt may

be illustrated by comparing it with the obscure proximate physiological double images which
result when focussing on a distant object.

The situation can actually become dangerous when

it is raining or when the weather is otherwise bad : many drivers at the age of presbyopia,
with a correction of perhaps up to 3 or 4 diopters, can see much better, more clearly and
with greater safety when looking over the lenses.
plus diopters a motorist

is allowed,

to get such a law passed.

It should be specified in law how many
though no doubt it would be extremely difficult

Patients should at least be allowed to wear glasses a great deal weaker than their normal

ones, if our first consideration is to be safety (e.g. for a +6.0 hypermetrope, glasses+3.0 for driving at night and in rain
or snow ).For my part, I intend in the near future to procure driving glasses — bi- or trifocal — in which the upper part of
the normal distant lens is void (and frameless) so that one can easily look over the top without disturbing one's driving.
I have
countries.

not made any careful study of all this, but I suppose the problem remains unsolved also in other

It is strange indeed that such an important matter for road

safety has received so little attention.
1 Attention is of course drawn to this, but the dirt is only part of the problem. I know from experi ence that if I remove my
plus glasses while driving,vision brightens up enormously and the watei drops no longer disturb.
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4.

Spectacles,

sport

and o u t d o o r

activities

In addition to the wearing of glasses by motorists I wish also to consider one or two
other practical problems for spectacle wearers.

I myself get into real trouble with my eyes,

in the wind, in a draught or in cold weather,
falls.

when they stream like water-

It is particularly disturbing and even dangerous when skiing or when one is overtaken by a surprise storm on

the Lapland fells ; then, the flood of tears in one's eyes is itself enough to block one's vision and nevertheless it is
impossible to manage without glasses. I have tried for years to solve this problem and I once went so far as to have a
special pair of glasses made , they had a "diopter" segment and were fairly well protected against the wind by a
frame with special side pieces.

However, the vertex distance became so large that the smallest irregularity in the

ground seemed like a mountain and I felt sick almost at once.

I had thought about the possibility of putting one's

own correction within a slalom frame and in 1971 I succeeded in doing this.

The optician happened to have an

excellent pair of goggles and I suggested that inside them it might be possible to accommodate, for example, a pair
of the good old rounded Rodenstock frames, without the side pieces : the result would be worth patenting !

How

many alpine skiers there must be who believe themselves to be snow-blind or to be suffering from some other trouble
supposed to be caused by external circumstances, their whole holiday being ruined (671) by inflamed eyes and
constant headache simply because they have no diopter glasses !
Spectacle frames are a real problem when there is a hard

frost.

The cold that radiates from the frames to

the forehead can be unbearable and may actually make one ill. Years ago I wrote to the Rodenstock factory asking
whether, since we nowadays have all kinds of "heat-collecting" devices, including special material for motor-car
seats, it would not be possible to provide something similar for spectacles, if only in clumsy "sporting" frames.

In

their reply they informed me, thinking I suppose that it was great news,about the old superlon cushions — enclosing
a photograph !
Some further remarks on the use of spectacles and sport will be found on page

230 .
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5.

Spectacles

and n a t i o n a l

health

insurance

When one thinks of all the services provided by national insurance schemes and all the alleviation of human
suffering that is aimed at, it seems surprising that in Finland no provision is made for free spectacles,which are of
such central preventive and therapeutic importance.

It should be possible to provide spectacles in general and

especially bifocals for those at the age of presbyopia.

Some kind of uniform minimum compensation could be

arranged so that everyone could have his spectacles replaced at certain intervals.

If it were done in any other way

there would undoubtedly be abuses and people would become careless, attitudes to property being so different.
One pair of frames and one pair of lenses every five years for example, starting at the age of 40, would be enough to
remove the greater complications and the money spent would be more than compensated for by the resulting reduction
of visits to other doctors.

The matter is more complicated when we are dealing with growing children and each case

should be treated according to the oculist's instructions, which is of course a burdensome extra duty.
between the ages of 20 and 40 perhaps one set of new
"school myopia" is successfully overcome.

For those

glasses every five to ten years would suffice, provided that

Now that the manufacture of frames has begun also in Finland,would it

not be possible for the state to approve a cheap and durable standard frame — one for women and one for men ?

If

this were done, society should also have the right to supervise the use of the funds allocated for this purpose in order
to maintain the working capacity of the nation's labour force, i.e. to make sure that the glasses are used in the
manner intended (cf. page 406, ergonomics).

6.

An

instructional

film

Finally, it is my great dream to make an instructional film to illustrate all the questions raised in this
book, the revealing of latent hypermetropic and the disorders connected with it.
I can already see the first shot in my mind's eye : the camera picking out the foreheads of the clerks in our
post-offices, banks and other official institutions \ roving among the crowds in the streets and, especially when the
sun is shining brightly, searching out the distorted faces behind sun-glasses ....
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7.

Difficulties

in p l a n n i n g

long-term

studies

It is not possible in a single life-time both to learn about the many far-reaching and time-consuming questions
I have alluded to and put them finally into practice.There are so many things which cry out for a solution \ and it is the
problems of refraction and its consequences, often extending over several generations, that take the longest to verify.
If we once go astray it may mean years of wasted toil and at the end of it we may find ourselves back where we
started.

We may suddenly wake up and find that a whole generation has come and gone.

Just when one has learnt

something and got to the heart of the matter, so that one could really help one's fellows, one's working days are over
; the changing of the guard takes place and the same old mistakes are made all over again.
The one on the right track goes to his grave, taking with him all his valuable knowledge and incontrovertible
experience, the next one takes his place, and with the best will in the world it is impossible to hand on to him all
the experiences of a life-time. Theories and knowledge thus make no advance, like a swimmer treading water.

In

order to give a nudge in the direction of truth I have committed these thoughts of mine to paper, because,at least in
Finland,we have so few books of this kind.
Such progress as we do make always begins more or less from the beginning, if only because it is very rare
indeed for the same group of patients to remain in the care of a single practitioner for any length of time.
this is exactly what is needed in order to gain an overall picture of causes and consequences.

And yet

Even this of course is

no guarantee of progress, for one needs in addition a person of fanatical energy, who never stops questioning and is
never satisfied with less than the truth.
It is probably impossible to plan a research project which will cover several generations : no one will guide a
research group with the enthusiasm of its founder and even a young person of great wisdom will not be able to make
much of the thoughts of his predecessors,

thoughts stemming from wide experience.

I have notwithstanding here

collected together optimistically all those thoughts which I should like to see continued and developed.

The

experience of each man, however slight, if it contains a new insight, is too valuable to be scattered to the four winds.
There must be many patients in mental hospitals and in their graves whose lives were ruined through lack of
glasses or by wearing the wrong ones.

Henceforth I dedicate myself to the task of ensuring that their number shall

be as small as possible in the future and this work I shall continue just so long as my Maker grants me strength and
a clear mind.
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CONCLUDING

REMARKS

I have written this book in order to demonstrate the prevalence of hypermetropic, to show that its inevitable
consequence is a more or less severe spasm of accommodation with far-reaching effects on general health.
I have been pre-occupied by the question of the prevalence of hypermetropic in the human eye for many years.
We must begin by noting the extraordinary purposefulness of Nature, which aims at protecting the individual in all
situations : clearly the Creator intended the organ of sight to be a device for seeing in the distance, for warning
against danger, for managing in the twilight, even in the dark.

Because the eye tends to become more myopic in the

dark,an absolutely emmetropic person would then be q uite helpless. By making the eye hypermetropic, Nature has
intended to furnish man with the possibility of adapting to different situations.
A human child is very hypermetropic at birth, in other words the eye as an organ is by no means ready, is
unfinished.

In the course of development the eye strives towards its optimum, which usually means latent

hypermetropia *r and it was as a latent hypermetrope than man earlier lived his short life, seldom reaching the age of
presbyopia.

It is really a very short time since reading and writing have made their heavy demands upon the eye.

The increasing quantity of close work has subjected the faculty of accommodation to ever greater strains and the
simultaneous increase in man's average life-span has had a similar effect.
explain the clear increase of spasm of accommodation and pseudomyopia.

It is in all probability these factors which
More recently,television screens (which

require precise focussing and provoke spasm of accommodation) and computers are a clear explanation of the
continuing augmentation of migraine and other headaches originating with the eyes.
As a matter of fact it is annoying that latent hypermetropia should cover so many organic symptoms and it is
understandable that one is still led to seek connections with a whole lot of other phenomena.

To an outsider all

this may sound so astonishing that the credibility of my thesis will be jeopardized, and of this I am only too well aware.
Neither can one expect that a surgeon accustomed to making

11

" grand incisions or a doctor with
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daily experience of life and death in an intensive care unit should suddenly comprehend the utterly decisive part played
in medicine by the eyes.

I have even had patients who have reported to me the ironic language used by colleagues

in a certain clinic, when my treatment has come in for criticism.

"She is one of those quacks who can cure

anything." Despite such attitudes I have not witheld from publication even a single association that has struck me with
regard to the possible area of influence of spasm of accommodation, not excepting the growth amd multiplication of cells
which leads to cancer.
Since it is so impossible to change the opinions of the authorities, there is a real
danger that the

secrets

of accommodation will lapse once again and remain

buried for centuries beneath a blanket of oblivion.

The fact is that the amount of

basic work required even to prepare the ground for the next attempt,
situation and the systematic mastering of it,

leave alone the unmasking of the actual

is altogether too enormous.

It is hardly an original thought that no

one person can be fully competent in all the sciences but that is no reason for remaining silent when it is possible
to ventilate important issues.
Because the scope of this work has obliged me to poach on territory unfamiliar to me it is natural that there will
be many mistakes, but this I have accepted in advance,and all symptoms of clinical significance have been included.
I have taken courage from the fact that in so many matters, for example beta blocking agents and psycho-pharmacas,
the last word has not been pronounced.

About the functioning of the autonomic nervous system, there is still great

uncertainty and literature bristles with controverted questions.

(Even belief in the absolute autonomy of the

autonomic nervous system has faltered in recent years: "... the traditional concept of an autonomic nervous system is
justifiable only in terms of convenience : its components and functions are inextricably bound up with the rest of the
nervous system and do not possess autonomy."

Bloom and

findings can only be validated by clinical application.

Fawcett 1975,

page 364).

In any case theoretical

In the case of all those diseases and ailments the etiology of

which I have considered to involve spasm of accommodation, maintained by hypermetropia — which must for the time
being be regarded as hypothetical — it Is necessary nevertheless to do everything possible to eliminate this factor,
because it cannot be denied that the greatest possible correction of a plus deficiency has a calming effect in everything;in
different forms of allergy, for example, and even in back troubles and rheumatoid arthritis. Where neuro-circulatory
dystonia, blood pressure and epilepsy are concerned it would be my claim that there is a clear causal connection.
the case of glaucoma and migraine, with the endless ramifications of the

In
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attendant symptoms, the matter seems to me to be self-evident.
When I take note of the fact that it is years now since I had to deal with a single patient with inflammation
of the eye (including changes In the fundus), or with one who had been treated or operated on either for peptic ulcer or
goitre, or a patient with damage to the trigeminal or facial nerves,who did not also have considerable hypermetropic
or considerable pseudomyopia,

it seems to me that this ought to be a significant observation for the health of the

nations of the world.
In my judgement, the ability to reveal latent hypermetropic, i.e. to release a more or less accentuated spasm
of accommodation, should be a basic requirement in the training of ophthalmologists and they will go on perfecting this
skill throughout their working lives. The disadvantages of over-specialization, which now extends to the already
restricted field of ophthalmology, are well known.

Long before he has any everyday experience of the daily realities

of an oculist's life, which in practice mostly means prescribing spectacles, the candidate is hurled far too quickly into
some narrow area of problematics.
to the fact that ophthalmologists

It is not without reason that Safir (1974), among others, has drawn attention

have a relative lack of interest in optics and refraction and to the way in which

glasses are prescribed, "getting through with it as quickly as possible".

When a neuro-ophthalmologist becomes

such a stranger to refraction that he is not really capable of prescribing glasses, something is wrong and he will
stumble, if not with every step he takes, then with every second step.
Nothing is easier for an ophthalmologist than to testify that an otherwise healthy person has perfect distant
vision ; but if he contents himself with this there may be fateful consequences.

If the starting point for treatment is

normal distant vision more harm will be done every day than anyone will ever have time or ability to correct
afterwards.
It was only after completing the clinical part of the book that I happend to read in a text book on
pharmacology about the clinical use of atropine —a panacea, even for the treatment of Parkinson's disease (Krantz and
Carr, 1965, page 608). I could not but be amused to find that the indications covered more or less exactly all those
matters for which plus glasses had proved effective.
of these symptoms.

This gives substantial support to my thinking about the etiology

From the point of view of spasm of accommodation it is of course immaterial what method is

used to bring about the release *T however, in

order to maintain normal functioning of the organism,there can be no

question that a method which introduces no foreign matter into the organism is to be preferred — i.e. plus glasses, or
plus addition.
In this context, a word about one of the latest forms of therapy, the use of trans-
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cutaneous stimulators for different pains, including migraine.

It is clear that with this device transient alleviation of

pain can be achieved, and among the various effects, an important one is the relaxation of accommodation.

It has

been known since 1946 that : "In human subjects mild faradic stimulation of the skin of the forearm or of the finger tips
elicited a dioptric change of small magnitude in the direction of hypermetropia. "(Kuntz, 1946,

p. 451).

Unfortunately, however, someone who has to earn his daily bread and perhaps also the daily bread of others, can
hardly be expected to spent a large part of his life under the stimulator !
The difficulties I have experienced in trying to "launch" my ideas have convinced me of the truth that
information can only pass easily between the like-minded, and even then there remains a great disproportion
between what one sees and what one can realize. For instance, carrying out treatment of migraine and glaucoma in
the way I have indicated requires of the oculist capabilities, the existence of which remains unknown to those who
do not possess them.
Doctrinal disputes can cause far greater destruction than their subject, human illness, ever can !
Getting inside the world of accommodation and the consequences of accommodation strain requires that one
adopt a particular way of thinking physiologically, well expressed by the late Finnish professor of physiology Eeva
Jalavisto (1955) : "... a functional disturbance in the organism can already be determined on the basis of those
phenomena of adaptation which still fully compensate for the basic disturbance in question." Accommodation stress is
a splendid example of just such a phenomenon and it is not surprising if the result of neglecting the first warning signals
is an endless variety of more serious disturbances.
Crimes are punished under the law, and Nature takes her revenge where there is lack of skill.
However, in a matter like medical research,where the field has been so thoroughly investigated, it is unusual
to come upon anything which upsets the established pattern, and new thoughts, especially if proffered by a member
of the rank and file, are not easily accepted.
To follow a totally new line like the one proposed throughout this book would of course mean the collapse of
great investments In the field of ophthalmological apparatus, including contact lenses and the manufacturing of
ordinary lenses.

If the truth were ever accepted, an ophthalmologist of the future would be able to practice with

enormously simplified equipment.

This has been brought home to me since the publication of Tetralogia.
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I cannot

resist quoting from Bertolt

Brecht

(1973), though not greatly charmed by his ideology : he

established five principles concerning the difficulties faced by he who tells the truth :
— He must have the courage to tell the truth, although it is everywhere suppressed.
— He must have the wisdom to find it although it is everywhere being covered up.
— He must have the skill to make it function like a weapon.
— He must have the discrimination to choose those who can effectively realize it.
— He must have the cunning to spread it among them.

Brecht is incidentally at pains to point out that these five problems are not the monopoly of certain
totalitarian regimes : they are also very real "fur solche, die in den Landern der burgerlichen Freiheit schreiben. "
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AFTERWORD

This book has taken longer to complete than might otherwise have been the case because I have at the same
time had to continue my regular work as an oculist

m
Y

I have not been able to bring myself to leave my patients to their

own devices and this has meant that simultaneously I have gone on encountering interesting and instructive cases,
some of which I have dealt with in the text.

This mass of observations and associations has in many ways been

difficult to manage.Even as it is,certain things have only been illustrated by one or two examples, but they are included
because they have a weighty connection with hypermetropia.
I do not now think it was any disadvantage that it was only while writing Panacea that I read on page 8 of DukeElder's book (1969) that he thought there

might

be a connection between hypermetropia and the etiology of

certain diseases — including migraine! At least it seems to me more important than ever that the present book should
see the light of day.

I am happy that my own line of investigation on migraine and glaucoma — looking for

hypermetropia — proved correct from the very start.

What has been lacking is a sufficiently sure way of revealing

latent hypermetropia and sufficient authority to make patients accept spectacles and wear them absolutely regularly.
The pseudomyopia situation on the other hand, and its extent, have proved a real surprise.
Throughout history, in all sciences and not least in medical science, false ideas have
been propagated that were later to be disproved (uber meine Hypothesen, und gegen meine
Hypothesen).

The greatest labour will always be the fight against prejudice \ one has to

be patient with a fanatic opponent —

it is

not easy to understand that one does not

understand — and when in difficulties one can comfort oneself with the thought of how
laborious it would be to convert oneself to one's own religion!

It is high time to

remove the blinkers from oculists' eyes and reveal to them the subjectivity of their "objective" refraction values.
really comes to is that the truth about hypermetropia is so simple that nobody can believe it at once.
need to know to solve all the thorny problems of prescribing spectacles?"
science the aim is to achieve unambiguous concepts.

What it

" I s that all you

But the seal of truth is simplicity and in
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It is indeed necessary in scientific work to have the most unprejudiced attitude possible and to learn to accept
things that run counter to one's expectations: scientific truths result neither from majority decisions nor from blind
following of authority.

Charles Darwin once said : "False facts are highly injurious to the progress of science, for

they often endure long, but false views do little harm, for everyone takes salutary pleasure in proving their falseness
\ and when this is done, one path toward error is closed and the road to truth is often at the same time opened."
Even where the seemingly best established concepts and attitudes are concerned it is worth
remembering that where there are no doubts there can be no progress and if nothing is ever re-considered there
can be no development.
I am fully aware that in this book things have been painted very much in black and white, without nuance,
and I am aware that this can be a psychological error which may have a boomerang effect.

It has nevertheless been

my intention not to mince words \ I mean what I say and live in the hope that, even at the cost of some irritation,
accepted ways of thinking may be overturned.
In any case I shall continue to stand with my head high, ready to defend my contentions and propound my
hypotheses. Whatever the head-shaking and at the risk of being branded a megalomaniac I shall go on saying to the
end, and not in a whisper," It moves nevertheless."

But it will take time before people are convinced of the validity of

what is here written.
Like everyone else, oculists must learn to love their profession \ the physician's attitude, which because
of ignorance or inability to help so easily degenerates into one where he rejects the patient, can be transformed
into one where he has a real interest.
The real trouble with thoroughness is not that it fails to reach its goal, but that it goes too far.

If we apply

this to latent hypermetropic it may perhaps be said that there is no risk in concentrating on hypermetropic, provided
one keeps hold of common sense, remembering that in spite of a satisfactory result it is necessary to carry out all the
other tests thoroughly and systematically : fundus, visual fields, EEG,skull X-rays etc.

It is more than possible,

since hypermetropia is so common, that there may also be another disease present, even a serious one.

I know

that many of my colleagues are not satisfied merely with prescribing spectacles and it is only good and necessary that
such people should be free to examine and treat actual eye diseases.
For my own part I can sincerely say that nowadays I experience each new working day as a cause for joy.
And my joy comes from the fact that I have discovered how a modest and unassuming oculist who
"with one eye" is in a key position

looks at the world
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to help mankind — yes, all of them, to achieve health and bring to a halt all kinds of vague examinations and
vicious circles.

In this way he will become ever prouder and happier to be just an oculist.

Noblesse oblige.

Side by side with all the satisfaction that this work brings, there is also a negative aspect : the falling away
of all interest in the results of clinical "scientific" work, just so long as accommodation strain and its
consequences are left unconsidered.
"There is no doubt that man knows no greater joy than the certitude of doing the job he was made for.
The solution to the riddle of happiness is that simple. " (Rafael Koskimies).
Why did I call the Finnish edition Tetralogia?

It could equally well have been "Hypermetropia", but would

this have been enough to stir the interest of an oculist, leave alone other medical practitioners?
provoked a knowing shake of the head — the woman must be mad !
thing we were taught in ophthalmology !
the cover (reproduced on p.

It would only have

For heaven's sake, hypermetropia is the first

The main matter contained in the book was illustrated by the tetralogy on

8 ), an inseparable ophthalmological quartet : those vertical furrows which betray

the patient's condition at first glance \ the tonometer, symbol of that fateful consequence of hypermetropia,
increased intraocular pressure \ the zig-zag pattern so familiar to migraine sufferers and finally the panacea, to be
kept in mind from the cradle to the grave, the good old plus lens.
Tetralogia, however, was only a prelode to ever-widening horizons, which every day provide me with new
evidence of the inevitability of the birth of

Panacea,

the child of Tetralogia.
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THOUGHTS

OLD AND NEW ON T H E

Among the reflections of

Goethe

I find the

SUBJECT

OF S C I E N C E

following :

The century has progressed, but the individual still has to begin from scratch.
.... those books are welcome which give us both new facts, found through experience, and popular new
methods.
If somebody says that he has refuted me, it does not occur to him that all he has done is give an opinion
contrary to my own.

Nothing has ever been solved in this way.

Nobody can himself study everything.
We live in the field of deduced phenomena, and we have no idea how we may approach the
fundamental questions.
In science one generally drifts a long way from life and one only returns to it in a roundabout fashion.
Human understanding which has in fact been formed to deal with practical matters, only errs when it is bold
enough to try and solve the higher problems.
There are people who never err because they never try to do anything sensible.
Only when something theoretical is realized in practice does it become valid for everybody.
Everything is simpler than one could imagine, but at the same time wrapped in greater complications
than one can conceive.

... that which can be understood simply is however very practical and useful, and may provide something to
do for a whole life-time for someone whom it satisfies and inspires.
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A lively, gifted person, who in realizing his endeavours in practice, grasps the nearest thing, is the salt
of the earth.
We are more willing to admit our moral misdemeanours, faults and defects than our scientific ones.

This is

due to the fact that conscience is humble and may tolerate even shame ; intellect on the other hand is proud and falls
into despair if it is obliged to retract something.

It is also follows from this that truths received through revelation,are

first accepted in silence and then gradually spread,until that which was at the outset persistently denied, may finally
look quite natural.
People are annoyed that truth is so simple...

They would do well to think that they will still have plenty of

trouble in applying it in practice in such a way that it will help them.
Truths become dogmas the moment they are questioned (G.K.Chesterton).
"If a man begins with certainty, he ends up in doubt \ but if he contents himself with doubting he will
reach the truth." (Francis Bacon).
Karl Raimund P o p p e r , a well-known modern theorist,once drew attention to the fact that some people think
conversation is only possible between the like-minded.

He went on to say however that the only basic requirement

for conversation is that each interlocutor have a genuine wish to understand what the other has to say.
Conversation is then the more fruitful the further the points of view are from one another.
Static "normal" science, he says, corresponds to the common view of science as a sure, trustworthy and
secure activity and highly specialized scientific research is basically a routine undertaking with the small parts of a
jig-saw puzzle.

A longing for security means submission to authorities and fear of criticism and change.

Popper

would like to see true science set free from these constraints.
In his view, all observation is selective, bound to certain points of view, to biased concepts, theories : the
growth of knowledge takes place by way of criticism and the search for alternatives, in the last resort by learning
from mistakes .

By the yardstick of truth it is necessary to test which theories are invalid or do not solve problems.

It is thus wrong to consider error as a sin : it should be seen rather as a liberating force which opens up new
possibilities and encourages a search for alternatives and continuous criticism.
Anything, Popper asserts, can be studied from a number of different angles.
growth of knowledge,to propose bold hypotheses and to make biting

From the point of view of the
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criticism is of primary importance, and the application of different hypotheses to concrete research problems is
indispensable.

It is essential for normal scientists and experts to renounce their position of false "authoritative"

freedom and instead to develop an active interest in the

most varied problems.

Only in this way is it possible

to stimulate bold criticism and surprising alternatives.
Man has the power to allow theories and hypotheses to "die".

Science has the possibility of "freeing

people from old beliefs, old prejudices, old certainties and of offering in their stead new guesses and daring
hypotheses."
The above reflections by Popper, which were already printed in Tetralogia, are interestingly developed by a
kindred spirit called David F . H o r r o b i n

in Medical Hypotheses, a salutary newcomer among journals : I refer the

reader to the whole article (1976). Horrobin stresses the lack of any open medium for those who have open and lively
minds.
Most scientific journals "will not consider papers from relative unknowns"
In them "... ideas can be presented or criticized only by those with a record of experimental work in a field.
"
"... ignorant and pedantic referees and editors object to unjustified speculation and complain that the discussion
"goes beyond the observed facts". (How familiar these words have become.)
"This situation seems to me to be a tragedy."
"... there is neither free presentation of new ideas nor open criticism of old ones."
"Most scientists spend their time in making more and more detailed observations of the same (sorts of)^
phenomena. " Well-tried methods and expensive equipment

guarantee

the proliferation of "results".

"If a hypothesis which most people think is probably true does turnout to be true then little progress has
been made.

If a hypothesis which most think is improbable turns out to be true then a scientific revolution occurs

and progress is dramatic. "

1 Author's brackets!
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CASE H I S T O R I E S

Case 18.
Identical twin girl, born 1957 : strabismus in left eye observed at age of 5 1/2.
A
MR : eso 13
Streak (retinoscopy) : +3.5,with which lens visus 0.5 Sn and 0.33 Sn.
Cyclogyl : streak +6.0
With +7.(5) V = 0.4 Sn
Glasses +6.0 prescribed, both eyes. Ckeck-up after one month and again one
month later. Wore glasses willingly. Slight esophoria still.
Because visus of left eye was so clearly worse than the right, right eye was
occluded every second week.
Atropinization, 1/2 %
Came for a check-up after one month, with right eye covered. V.o.s?n:0.2 partly
(decreased visus may have resulted from spasm of accommodation when looking
monocularly *r patient had worn the occlusion properly, but had sometimes raised
her glasses outdoors.
Streak : as earlier +6.0
Check-up again after 8 months, under atropine ; streak : just under the earlier +6.0.
Six months later atropine 1 % : glasses as before : six months after this, check-up.
A
MR : eso 8 , MW with glasses 0.
During next three years, only slight changes in glasses.
January 1969 cover test near 0, slight eso at distance.
Nevertheless, unable to achieve full visus with own glasses (same stage at which
PsM began to appear in her twin sister ). Was prescribed weaker lenses +4.75,
40.25 x 0° and continued so till December 1970 when glasses +4.0 o.a. prescribed.
One year later, no troubles : no headache. Even binocularly does not accept
A
stronger plus for distance. But with these glasses (+4.0) MR, eso 1 1/2 . Chin
hanging down. In MW, however, glasses +5.5 good. +5.5 prescribed for reading.
After reading with these, accepted also for distance +4.75.

Case 19.
Identical twin of the former. Examined at age of 5
\ no findings.
First visited me at age of 11 1/2 because she had not been able to see the blackboard for six months. Streak :
weak M, direct astigm.
V.o.dx. 0.2 partly ; V.o.sin. 0.15 (partly) —0.2 (partly) \ normal with minus correction. MR : eso 1 .
Prescribed -1.0, 0.5 x 0° ; my own note "Too much in my opinion", but full visus not achieved with less.

After one year : sees slightly less well in distance.
Visus : with own glasses monocularly 0.4.
Prescribed -1.75, -0.75 x 0°
Visited me again about one year later, prescribed -2.75, -0.25 x 0 .
January 1972 again. Headache sometimes when reading.
Fogging method revealed : M at most -1.25, weakening of glasses immediately begun.
Was given permission to read without glasses.
My own comments later : Examination under cycloplegics not carried out,but in the light of present experience
I do not even consider this negligent, because it would hardly have changed things in the case of such a
tense spasm of accommodation.

Case 57.

Epilepsy — tumor cerebri (glioma)

Married lady clerk, born 1938. Learned to read at age of 3-4. Brother had
strabismus. Epileptic fits began at age of 30. Two weeks before an attack,
diplopia in the morning and "lightning" flashes. Consulted an oculist the following
year. Glasses not prescribed. Other examinations revealed nothing out of the
ordinary. Uses Barbihydan. First visited me in 1971. Fogging revealed hyper
metropic + 1.75 d. With +2.0, saw binocularly 0.67 partially (Cyclogyl).
Vodx : 0.33 ; +1.5 = 1.0 (os)
Vosin : 0.33 ; +1.5 = 1.0
Streak : +0.5
-0.5
R (before drops)
+0.5
After Cyclogyl
i.e. spasm of accommodation
Fundi :0

Tachistoscopic visual field

-0.5 +
1.0

0

A

M.R. 1- : exo 2
A
A
M.W. 1- : exo 4 - 11 (14 )
- this could explain morning diplopia

( Often evidence of the great difficulty,
caused by severe hypermetropia, in
maintaining ortophoria )

With cyclogyl could read a newspaper with +3.5
Glasses+1.0 o.a. prescribed
reserve prescription : +1.25

Check-up : 1 year.

Telephoned me at home after 8 months because she thought the matter important : "Not for you of course
!" she said. She had had no headache and no attacks ! Instructed to come for a check-up before the
summer. I telephoned the optician and ordered another stronger pair of glasses, +2.0. One year later,
patient came for check-up : everything in order ; had had no attacks. Glasses +1.5 felt good after
wearing +2.0 at work.
Streak +2.5
Binocul. V = with +2.0 (0.5), with her own (+1.5) 0.67
On the basis of registration numbers, hypermetropia +3.75 (+4.0). Reads rather well
also with +5.0.
With +7.0 sees M.R. as coloured "spots", in the ortho position.
In M.W. best glasses are +3.(5), with which exo 4-5(8)? with +7.0 only exo z .
(Plus addition seemed to help in achieving orthophoria.).
Monocular vision normal with plus glasses. Still taking
Barbihydan.
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Treatment : +2.0 distant, for reading +3.0 ; spare +3.75, and +2.5 spare distant
glasses, if unable to get used to +3.0.
Check-up after one year.
Hearing nothing from the patient I made a written enquiry in January 1974.
Reply was "Spectacles did not help in the long run ! I was examined in the
hospital in August 1973 : In September a glioma 2 cm
in diameter was removed.
No epileptic fits after the operation."
It would be interesting to know what would happen if she stopped using glasses : would she really be able to
work without getting a headache? In other words, is it certain that it was caused by the tumour?
Case 94.

An example of the decisive role of spectacles.

51-year-old lady.
Glasses from optician 1961.
First visited oculist 1966, glasses prescribed ; also drops.
Blinked all the time.
Streak : weak H, binoc. +0.5 .
I prescribed bifocals, skew cylinders+0.5 distant, add 1.25.
1968 slightly stronger plus from optician.
Visited me next 1971 ; husband led her as if she were blind, wearing dark glasses.
Groped for the wall when coming to the examination chair.
Had been examined in an eye policlinic and by a neuro-surgeon :
no treatment.
Accepted easily binoc. +1.75.
Prescribed+1.75, add. +1.5.
Left my surgery wearing +2.0 glasses I had lent her and could not believe that she
could see so well.
Several days later her husband returned the glasses, saying that all was well.

Case 201.

Example showing effect of spasm of accommodation on general health.

22-year-old student.
Family history of hypermetropic and migraine.
Examined by oculist at age of 7, because he held his book too close (my comment
later : typical for a severe hypermetrope).
Streak : clear, direct myopic astigmatism.
Ophthalmometer : ast. dir 3.0 d.
Uncorrected vision R.E. 0.25 partly — 0.5 partly.
L.E. 0.4 partly.
Cyclogyl drops
Glasses prescribed : cyl -2.5 x 0° o.a.
Check-up advised after one year.
Came after 6 months : had only worn glasses for 2 months.
Headache. G.P. had prescribed Neo-Ergobellal
Lids still reddish.
Astigmatism values slightly increased. Cyclogyl.
Glasses prescribed cyl -1.5 x 0° o.a.
At age of 9 : Visus good,but eyes streamed with water.
EEG examination the previous autumn because of headache.
Third examination under cyclogyl : approximately the same result.
Wept silently throughout the examination. Tears positively flooded down his cheeks.
Twice examined in psychiatric clinic on account of weeping.

Continued like this for 4 years.
Atropinization : made nothing clearer. Values merely increased in the minus
direction and became discrepant.
Minus values gradually increased , up to 1970 : -4.25, -3.5 x 175
and
-6.0, -2.0 x 5° with which
A
lenses visus 1.0 partly, monocularly. MR : eso 3-4 .
1972 : complained of nothing particular. I began the examination by asking him to read car registration
numbers in the courtyard, which he could do without glasses. This meant that the patient was at most 1
diopter myopic.
I prescribed :

U

1) glasses -4.0,-0.5 x 0 o.a. and 2) after some
months -3.75 o.a. Check-up after some months.

Matriculation spring 1973. Came for examination afterwards ;, was about to do his
national service.
Visus 0.5 partly with glasses -3.5.
I prescribed reading glasses -1.75.

Case 205.

An example of the difficulty of treating strabismus patients.

18-year-old schoolgirl -r strab. cone. conv.
Patient's mother (No.204) H +5.75, had worn glasses since age of 3 ; cylinder
combinations, undercorrected.
Patient's strabismus noticed at age of 3.
Came for examination at age of 3 1/2 *t left eye convergence approx. 15
Atropinization : 1/2 % — allergic reaction.
I prescribed glasses : +4.0, +1.0 x 90° o.a. ( my own note : direct astigmatism
suggests latent hypermetropia ).
At age of four, visus in both eyes equal,
with own glasses 0.67 Sn.
Synoptophore values good.
A
At age of 4 1/2 MR : eso 13 . Cyclogyl : glasses strengthened +0.5.
At age of 5 years and 4 months visus with own glasses 1.0 and 0.4 Sn.
Occlusion treatment for right eye commenced.
At age of 6 visus same in both eyes.
Atropinization : 1/2 %, well tolerated.
A
Slight instability exo — eso : MR : eso or 0, MW : exo 6 .
Occlusion discontinued.
I prescribed : +5.25, +1.5 dir.ax. Check-up in orthoptic clinic : good.
At age of 7 divergent squint noticed when patient was tired ; at age of 8
continuous exotropia.
Weakening of glasses commenced in order to stimulate convergence.
Atropine value approx. +7.0 *r glasses weakened to +3.(5) ; exotropia persisted.
Discrepancy appeared.
Patient moved to another district and was checked there . 1972, I wrote to the
patient to tell her that her glasses must be too weak for reading and sent her a
prescription. Two months later the patient wrote to say that the new glasses were
much better for reading than the earlier ones.
Note : I wonder why the patient was unable to maintain binocularity. There is no doubt that the occlusion
was begun too precipitately. Perhaps it is possible that the erroneous cylinder also played a part.
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Case 213.

An instructive example of an unnecessary operation which also shows the importance of
maximum plus correction in exo deviations.

Female student, born 1953, PsM.
Divergent strabismus noticed when one year old.
Visited oculist then and again at age of 5 : no glasses.
At age of 7, chalazion.
Monoc. visus 1.25 partly, o.a.
Streak : (eye logy I) +1.0 .
1960 : Retropositio m.rect. temp. o.a.
1961 : Resectio m.rect.nas.o.sin.
?
: Weak minus lenses prescribed in the clinic.
1964 : I prescribed -1.75 and -1.5 and in this way glasses were strengthened so that by October 1970
they were -3.0, convergence remaining good for near focussing, slight exotropia for distance.
I noted on the patient's card :"Because of exo I am not worried by minus overcorrection."
January 1971 gets very tired when reading
-4.0
R
-3.0
Binoc. V. : 0.67 partly, with glasses -2.25.
I prescribe -2.5 for reading and send her for orthoptic exercises.
September 1971 : R -2.0 in the less myopic eye.
I prescribe reading glasses -1.5, the earlier -2.5 for distance.
December 1971 : Much better, but the letters still jump and seem very small with
glasses. Impossible to ascertain minus overcorrection either objectively or
subjectively (patient very pre-occupied with exam schedule)
Can still manage MW reading with glasses+2.5, perhaps best with -1.5.
I prescribe nevertheless reading glasses -0.75 with the advice to change distant
glasses -2.0 in the near future.
1973 Diabetes diagnosed (see page 328).
1974 wore bifocals from February onwards, glasses -1.5, add 2.0. Patient also wore +1.0 for reading.
1975 Refractometer value ±0 B.E.
It looks as though the spasm of accommodation is being released in the direction of the+1.0, the refraction
situation of the patient at age of seven. This also shows that an operation alone will not remove symptoms;
exo is not corrected if the glasses are not right and the right lens is certainly not minus. With hindsight one
can say that plus glasses should have been prescribed immediately when that value (+1.0) was
ascertained.

Case 305. An example of how slowly and with what great difficulty a spasm of accommodation is
released : also of the stubborness required of the oculist.
Lady doctor, born 1951, PsM.
At age of 11 had her eyes checked for no special reason : H +1.25, cyclogyl.
At age of 13 recurrent blepharitis and conjunctivitis developed.
Cyclogyl :+1.0, but no glasses prescribed.
Again recurrent irritation, among other things, limbal infiltrations diagnosed as
allergy because the patient had also had allergic skin symptoms and was at that
time having to do with horses and stables.
At age of 14 strange, unexplained nausea — otherwise an exceptionally healthy
looking young person. Result of usual tests 0.
At age of 15, clear weakening of distant vision in left eye : I thus prescribed

weak minuses which reached a maximum when she was preparing her matriculation :
-1.25, -0.5 x 0°
and
-2.25, -0.5 x 0° Her glasses remained more or less unchanged for eighteen
months, but when her lids showed signs of irritation I decided to reduce the cylinders, prescribing for the patient
-1.0 and -1.75. The reduction was continued and by the autumn of 1971 she began to wear reading glasses
+0.75.
Patient was moderately co-operative and believed in the effect of spasm of accommodation. Thus, from the
spring of 1972 she agreed to be without her minus (distant) glasses and to read now and then with +1.5.
Spent the summer abroad without glasses, but when her studies began again in
August 1972 she again telephoned to say she could see nothing on the blackboard
and was irate ! Because I had already revealed, under 1/2 % atropine, H +0.5
in one eye, I informed her that I would on no account prescribe minuses. She
said she would go to another oculist, but nevertheless agreed to try half lenses,
lower segment+1.5 and another pair, lower segment+2.5, with which she could
read easily.
In the spring of 1972 I also made a note of anisocoria, the larger pupil being in the more
hypermetropic eye — probable evidence that the organism was stressed under sympathicotony.
Was herself keen to see whether it was possible to have removed from her driving licence
the clause stating that she must wear glasses. With this spirit it was possible to achieve
uncorrected vision : 0.5 and 0.2 ; binocularly 0.67 \ with +1.0 = 0.33.
Case 306.

A case near and dear to me.

My own son, who is a doctor. Born 1947. As a small boy he had once or twice
suddenly appearing "allergic" red patches up to 10 cm in diameter, which also
disappeared very quickly after he had taken calcium tablets (propter hoc?). Pseudocroups.
At age of 7 visus monoc. 1.0 partly \ without cycloplegia, accepts +0.5
At age of 10 check-up with cyclogyl : +2.0 \
Ophthalmometer : astig. dir. 1.25 and 1.5 \ accepts+1.25 monocularly.
No glasses prescribed.
At age of 16 an exceptionally slow, vagotonic pulse was noticed, 44-48, and he was
absolutely soaked with sweat at nights (same phenomenon observed in his own children now).
At same age, fainted twice immediately after waking up and standing. The vagotony,
the slow pulse and the sudden powerful parasympathetic stimulation when opening
the eyes after they had been relaxed in sleep might explain this fainting in a
rapidly growing boy of his age (194 cm)— vasovagal over-stimulation (?).Walsh (p.99)
mentions trauma to the ciliary body as one cause of oculo-cardiac reflex. It seems
to me very possible that such a" trauma "could be caused by the renewed contraction
of the ciliary
muscle after the relaxation of sleep, during this period of concentrated
reading for matriculation (cf. page 231 : the reflex arc from the trigeminal ophthalmic
division to the vagus on the basis of nuclear connections).
There were many other signs of autonomic lability, exaggerated physiological activities
fluctuating between vagotony and sympathicotony : irritating moist ears (see page 234),
"ulcer" pains 1973 (noX-ray) and also large anisocoric pupils.
Sweating
is all in all a complicated physiological phenomenon. We know that it is
mediated by cholinergic sympathetic fibres with acetyl-choline as the transmitter,
also that interruption of the sympathetic fibres in the neck stops sweating in the
whole area. However, in order to explain all the sweating fits that patients have
in such diverse circumstances it is very important to understand the part played by
previous conditioning. In the present case,nocturnal sweating could be explained
by the sympathetic-stimulating release of spasm of accommodation during sleep.
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Streak : +0.75 (+0.5) accepts +0.5.
Prescribed : reading glasses +0.75. At age of
17
\±0
Cyclogyl
U^ +0.5

(streak)

+0.5

±0/
\y

Visus monoc. 1.25. No
new glasses.
Some weeks later, complained that he still could not see the blackboard in the lecture room.
Prescribed : cyl. -0.5 x 0° o.a.
Thus, a mistaken course was embarked upon, despite the fact that it was difficult to believe in his myopia,
because his parents and the whole family were hypermetropic.
Dazzle when reading with (+0.75) was so distressing that he built protective walls around his book to soften
the light.
The weak minus cylinder then began to mould the eye in such a way that we ended up with the following
-0.25, -1.75 x 55° and -0.25, -1.75 x 175°
(Give it an inch and it takes a mile!) The lids had all the time an irritated and swollen
appearance and the retinoscope showed the need of a plus addition but the patient refused to accept a
minus reduction.
At age of 22, when doing his ophthalmological term, the instructing ophthalmologist examined him in the
course of practical exercises and said that his astigmatism was approximately -1.5 d.
At age of 24 I prescribed a weaker minus, but after wearing them for 3 weeks, the patient went on his own
initiative to the optician and reclaimed his earlier lenses. Some months later I had three pairs of glasses
made for him in order to wean him from the strong glasses which were to be rejected entirely and
unconditionally. He was wearing cylinders -1.0 o.a., but was all the time unhappy and his lids were
untidy.
When more than one year had elapsed and the patient refused to wear the next glasses for more than a
moment at a time and then threw them aside, I got hold of his glasses while he was swimming and smashed
them with a hammer. Naturally he was unable to see well in the distance to begin with, but he managed to
move about all right and above all his face gave a much more relaxed impression. During subsequent
years he began to get a headache after a strenuous day's work — more or less of the migraine type.
Nowadays never reads a line without glasses +1.5. 1975 Refractometer value +3.0.
The following amusing episode took place when my son was on duty recently at the
hospital.
A lady arrived in a terrible state with a fierce attack of migraine. By way of first
aid he lent her his own +1.5 glasses for three hours while she was under observation:
as a result, the migraine patient was immediately relieved and went happily on her
way, whereas the doctor had to endure four agonizing days with molar tooth-ache
(i.e. Trigeminal irritation)!

Case 433.

What can happen when proper glasses are not worn.

Farmer's wife, born 1913.
Had worn glasses for 15 years (apparently for reading).
Came to me, on her own initiative, because of headache, 1972 : had vomited
much in her younger days in connection with headache.
Had long had stomach trouble.
20.11.1971 severe pain began in left eye, as if it was being dragged out of the
head : facial nerve then became paralysed.
Treated in E.N.T. department at university hospital, out-patient : was given, among
other things, Irgamid ointment for the eye.
Her visit to me,already wearing her son's glassesi + 1.25 and +1.0, add 1.75,
was the first to an oculist.
Patient has hypermetropic at least +3.5.
I prescribed bifocals +2.75, add 1.75 and also for close work, +5.0

Case 438.

Accommodation strain and facial irritation.

Secretarial worker, born 1912, PsM.
First glasses at age of 14, -2.25.
1964 and 1965 glasses prescribed by world-famous European ophthalmologist.
Visited me in 1966 with glasses
-6.0, -0.75 x 40°
and
-6.0, -0.5 x 110°
and for reading
-4.0, -1.0 x 110°
and
-4.0, - 0 . 5 x 1 6 0 °
Patient had the impression that the reading and distant glasses did not belong together. Had been
treated by a neurologist for an irritating facial tic. Her appearance was dominated by swollen lids
and bulging eyes. Fundi : no findings. IOP 22 o.a. I prescribed bifocals
-6.0, -1.25 x 10°
and
-6.0, -1.25 x 160°, add 2.25
patient also wanted simple distant lenses for wearing outdoors. Eighteen months later : She had given up
her job ; opacities in vitreous humour of right eye. I prescribed bifocals :
-6.0, 1.75 x 5°
and
-6.0, -1.75 x 165°, add 3.0
with the intention of straightening the axes. (Typical increase of astigmatism in over corrected
myopia). 1969 Lid still twitching, but the eye was sometimes calm. Distant vision has
deteriorated. Slight opacity of posterior capsules. IOP 19 (effect
of reading glasses?)
I was stupid enough to strengthen her minuses by yet another 0.25 d. I April 1971 : dull pain in right eye
; twitching especially just before going to bed. External appearance as before. Streak : more minus !
With the fogging method, full visus achieved with -6.25. I prescribed bifocals -6.25 add 2.75, in reserve
simple reading glasses -3.25. Visited me November 1971:had been six months without symptoms, then
headache. Examination revealed that patient was at most -4.(25) myopic ; with spherical lenses -3.75
patient could almost make out street numbers in the distance. IOP : 17 and 19.
I prescribed separate distant and reading glasses, -4.25 and -1.25 respectively. Instructions to read
without glasses if headache still.
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April 1972. Has to shut right eye when reading. Terrible headache. Dared not
drive a car with the former glasses, but wanted to do so.
During examination, right eye-twitching calms down when fogged with strong plus.
Patient is at most -3.25 myopic.
Reads at 20 cm.
Jo (0.8) with glasses +2.0
IOP : 15, 17.
Chamber angle wide open.
I prescribed reading glasses +0.75 and 1 % atropine drop in right eye in the morning.
Minus overcorrection was reduced by 4 diopters. With each reduction, facial tic
was calmed (cf. cases 433 and 460).
IOP also fell as reduction proceeded.
Typical complications of myopia : opacities in vitreous humour and incipient cataract
in posterior capsule.

Case 460.

Pseudomyopia, facial paresis and elevated IOP.

Table 5 , p. 204.

Office clerk, born 1914, now retired. Glasses at age of 43, approx. -1.5 and -1.75.
Visited me 1963 : physiological excavations quite large, IOP 25 B.E. \ in the water
test 35 mmHg, treatment pilo x 2 initiated.
Vomited after drops (typical in such cases, where the patient already has spasm of
accommodation).
Drops changed to Eppy x 2.
Patients right eye has all the time seemed strange, and in 1968 a clear f a c i a l
paresis
could be observed. Patient herself thinks the situation developed over
a period of ten years.
1970, clinical check-up : lOPs approximately normal, but treatment continued.
On account of all these troubles, patient retired from her job,(Table 24,p.389)
1972, I ascertain in any case, that she is not a myope. Reads well with +2.0,
the lens being prescribed as a half-lens. Wearing these glasses, drops only once
a day, in the morning. Is not very regular in her use of spectacles, and getting rid of
her minuses has been difficult. During recent years lOPs 25-28 (32) and 27-28.
1977 wears +0.25 for distance, reads with +3.75. Uncorrected vision not much
improved, about 0.25. Bifocals+1.25, add 1.5 prescribed for wearing indoors.

Case 463.

Glaucoma (?)

(Table 20A, p. 347).

Closely followed for 17 years and checked clinically for glaucoma in 1961, 1964,
1974; 1959 : first and only glasses 6-7 years ago,+0.75 ! initial condition :
glaucomatous (?) changes, extensive physiological (?) excavations to all intents
and purposes unchanged (slight opacity in left lens).
Powerful treatment at the beginning when T Q :34,' PQ:33, C : 0.07 in o.dx. \
o.sin: TQ: 32, PQ:32, C : 0.06 ( 2 % - 4 % pilo x 5, Eppy x 3, Diamox 1/2 x 4)
1964 : Tao.dx.: 20, P : 18, C : 0.23 \ TQo.sin.: 20, P : 19, C :0.20 ;
1974 : TQo.dx.:20, T (Schi^tz) 20.5 j TQo.sin.: 26, T (Schi/rftz) 27. At the
beginning of treatment pilocarpine resulted in severe blurring of the vision.
Drops reduced as glasses were strengthened — at present 1 % pilo x 4.
Li 1973 and 1974,one week without drops,T.o.dx : 23-25, T.o.sin : 25.
— During the last few years, patient has had persistent attacks of palpitation,
particularly at night : possibly resulting from the great release of accommodation.
Practolol caused shortness of breath. On account of palpitations, the only treatment
then being given, Eppy x 2 was discontinued and pilocarpine resumed.
Ta = applanation tension

Present glasses +5.0, add. 3.0, for reading +8.5.
Failure to wear the strongest possible glasses, or bifocals,or occasionally something else, has several times
been revealed by increase of intraocular pressure up to 33 B.E. — usually in the neighbourhood of 19 — 28
(Schi/tz).

Case 464.

Glaucoma (Table 20A, p. 347).

Clergyman born 1910. Came to see me at age of 53.
Was then using his second pair of reading glasses, +1.75. Had for a long time
used boric acid solution for his eye troubles.
Glasses +2.25 prescribed for reading.
T.o.dx : 25-26 j T.o.sin : 22-23.
At age of 55 myokymia, seemed necessary to read too close (!) with his glasses.
When IOP was later the same year 25 and left papilla somewhat suspect, treatment
pilo x 2 commenced.
Following year (1966) check-up without drops T.o.dx : 28-30, T.o.sin : 26-28.
Sent to clinic where patient was treated until 1972. After seeing his photograph
in a newspaper, without spectacles and with deep furrows in his forehead, I wrote
to the patient to say that his treatment could not be adequate or correct without glasses.
He had been checked three times a year, pilo x 3 (4), glasses not changed.
Since then he has regularly visited me.
Patient is a hypermetrope of at least+4.5 d. Strengthening of glasses has not been easy \ blood pressure fell
in 1974, in a few months,from 200/90 to 135/80 when glasses where considerably strengthened. Uses
indoors bifocals +4.25, add. 2.5, regularly (??), IOP rather labile. One quite good period with only pilo x 1 in
the evening. Recent troubles with IOP again, T.o.dx. up to 60, T.o.sin. up to 40, with pilo x 2 ; 38 and 35
with pilo x 3 . (I suspect he reads through the upper segment, because the lower segment is badly
designed).

Case 478.
( see overleaf ).

The following six patients are an example of the significance of hypermetropia in a family :
Case 490.

(Table 20A, p. 350).

Born 1906, H +8.5 (+9.0), glasses from age of 30, RR 200.
Gonioscopy : angle earlier relatively narrow, nowadays open.
1969, at age of 63 IOP, maximum values 32 ; pilo x 2 started, discontinued 1971.
A
1972 with glasses +9.0 still esophoria 2-3 .
1975 glasses +9.0, add. 3.0,
1976 T.o.dx : 25-28, T.o.sin : 28.
Her sister, Case
995.
Born 1908, H +5.5, first glasses at age of 45.
RR 280/120, ear-ache in connection with herpes zoster. Headache after age of 30. 1972 oculist ordered
pilo x 6 and x 4 (5) which the patient could not tolerate (glasses at that time +1.75 and +1.5, add. 2.75).

Visited me 1973 : Ps-Exfoliatio o.dx., open angle.
Is happy with glasses +4.5, add. 2.5, without drops.
RR varies between 160/90 - 190/120. T.o.dx : 26,

T.o.sin : 28.

And the third sister, Case
478.
Born 1913, H (+3.75), migraine.
At age of 43 had reading glasses +2.25 and +2.5.
At age of 56 visited me : open angle, first bifocals prescribed.
1972 RR rather low, headache much better.

Case 791.
Daughter of No. 995, born 1932, glasses from the age of 4, strab.conc.conv. (+7.0, cyl. +0.5 x 40°
and +6.0, cyl. +1.5 x 130° ) neck-ache. H +10.0, glasses+8.25, add. 1.0.

T. o .a : 19

Her brother, Case
763.
Born 1935, migraine, ulcus, glasses since the age of 19 (+2.5 and +2.25, prism 1.0 base 110° and
A
20° in 1960, +3.0 and +3.25 in 1970. H +4.5 (+5.0) \ with glasses +5.0 still eso 9 for distance
(indicating latent H) T.o.a : 18

His daughter, Case
764.
Born 1964, migraine, glasses from age of 6.
Herpes zoster 1975.
Patient's mother(!) +9.5, allergy troubles.

Case 504.

H (+4.0).

Hypertonic crisis in a hypermetropic subject.

Laboratory assistant (female), born 1942.
Had worn glasses since 1966, last changed April 1971,+1.0 and +1.5.
No disorders worth mentioning in anamnesis.
Since August 1971 occasional headaches.
Early October 1971 right eye suddenly began to water and strange dizziness.
Was sent to me because of this by doctor in her institute.
Patient had hypermetropic at least +5.0.
Retinopathia hypertensiva Gr. IV.
To begin with I prescribed glasses +2.25.
Blood pressure, measured on following day, 225/140 mmHg.
Patient was sent urgently for examination in a department of internal medicine.
Patient got used to her glasses at once.
November 1971, I prescribed glasses +3.0 and for her work +4.0.
January 1972 fundi completely free of haemorrhages, oedema and white patches

(patient treated for blood pressure ).
Was able to wear +4.0 at work during the day, but not in the evening.
I instructed her to use +4.0 as much as possible and for very close work +5.0,
because in MW best lens was +7.5.
November 1972, nevertheless visited me wearing +3.0 !
Her lids were swollen, she had itching, spasm of accommodation was again tense.
Fundi still normal. Blood pressure normal, slight medication. I prescribed
bifocals +4.5, add. +1.0.
7.8.1973. Had begun work after summer holiday on 1.8.1973 : dizziness had
begun again. RR 115/70. Had already taken blood pressure drugs for several weeks.
Fundi 0. Spasm of accommodation again tense. However, +6.0 seemed suitable
at work.
I later heard that the patient was going about, at least outdoors, without glasses.
So easily does a person forget the live-saving measures taken on her behalf and
omit the necessary treatment.
The watering of the right eye in the beginning is in accord with the fact that the
weaker lens was on that side and the dizziness is explained by the great inadequacy
of the glasses for her demanding laboratory work with a pipette. These symptoms
are easily explainable without any elevation of blood pressure.
It is difficult to estimate the therapeutic value of the glasses because in such a
critical situation it was of course necessary to give blood pressure treatment at the
same time. I only want to question how it was that in such a young person, with
no other evident disorder,
blood pressure was so high ? Could it perhaps have
been severe hypermetropia, the final amount of which is still not cl ear?

Case 636.

Operated on for strabismus before hypermetropia was properly revealed.

7-year-old boy :
squint began when one year old.
One eye operated on at age of 6 and thereafter glasses +5.5 and +6.0, with
which he still had a clear squint.
Without drops I immediately revealed hypermetropia +7.25 \ good visus in both eyes.
With a fogging lens+22.0, he could still make out the position of the test figures
A
in MR, when it showed eso 3
.
A
With fogging lens +14.0, eso was 10 , distant.
A
In MW patient could easily make out the numbers with +10.0, when exo 2 ;,
A
A
best lens was +8.5, when values fluctuated between exo 4 and eso 3
.
(Evidence perhaps of the relative strain of near focussing with these rather strong
I enses).
Patients father, who has at present H +3.5 was not given glasses when he visited an oculist 15-20 years ago
and his 9-year-old sister, who has strab.cone.dir.intern. and has H at least (+1.0), has glasses -0.5, -0.5 x
90°.

Case 672.

Spasm of accommodation.

Paresis of the radial nerve. I.dx.

Schoolgirl, born 1959.
First consulted me at the age of 10, because she often found herself reading very
close to the page. Subjectively, refraction +0.5 and +0.75 \ objective refraction
values, weak minus. Because at that time I had not perfected my treatment for
spasm of accommodation, I did not at first give the patient glasses.
At the age of 12, fogging examination revealed hypermetropia of at least +1.75 d.j
A
A
esophoria, distant 6 \ near 3-8 . I prescribed glasses +1.25, to be worn at
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least when reading.
Next development was when the father telephoned, the patient then being 14 1/2.
In the interim (March 1973) the girl had been given glasses -1.0 by another oculist.
After one to two months her right wrist had gone limp while playing the piano.
Was soon all right again.
In September 1973 her whole right arm became paralysed ; she was examined for a
week in hospital : no findings. When she left hospital the arm was working all
right again. Now the patient has real difficulties with distant vision.
Refractometer values were o.dx. -1.0 ; strains up to -10.5 ! o.sin.: +1.0.
Binocular visus 0.67 ; normal monocular vision only with minuses.
On the basis of the car registration number test, H at least +3.0 d.
Lower edge of the papilla in the right eye is diffuse — pseudopapillitis hyperopica?
After one month the papilla was still in the same condition, and the fields of vision
were normal. I lent her half glasses ±0, add. 2.0, with which she could read J]
at 25 cm.
In April 1974 I prescribed ±0 add 3.0 (she could read even with +4,0 an
ordinary text at 30 cm ). I last saw the patient in August 1974, when she said
she was symptom-free, but not very satisfied with her distant vision, although she
could read the registration numbers with glasses +2.0.
In the autumn of 1975 the distressed father of this patient, who had a surprisingly
good understanding of spasm of accommodation, informed me that his daughter had
in the meanwhile acquired glasses -2.0 and-1.25 and again had difficulties in
reading the blackboard. I refused to examine the patient any further, but advised
her to equalize the glasses she had according to the weaker minus and also to make
them into bifocals, the lower segment being ±0. This the girl has done ; she has
subsequently been to see me and the spasm has not in any case got any worse.
I believe there is a severe risk that this patient may get serious complications.

Cases 763, 764 and 791.
(see under Case 490, page 437).

Case 814.

An example showing the uncertain boundary between epilepsy (late manifestation) and
migraine.

Lady born in 1927 ; mother of two children *T one miscarriage ; one child died when two days old.
In
1960, when expecting the youngest child, patient had to lie up for several months because of pathological
separation of the pubic bones (see page 302). As a schoolgirl she once fainted when swimming after a
sauna.
At age of 22 rather severe headache ; retinoscopically, weak minus, also after
homatropine. One eye accepted subjectively at most +0.5. No glasses prescribed.
At age of 30 and again at age of 34 migraine attacks, the latter lasting two days,
during which time she vomited continuously.
At age of 39, Cyclogyl : Retinoscopy 0 \ I prescribed glasses +0.75 for use when
needed.
At age of 41, glasses +1.0.
At age of 43, glasses unchanged. Slight crossing phenomena.
At age of 44, bifocals +0.5, add 1.0.
At age of 45, fogging method revealed hypermetropia +3.(25). I lent her bifocals
+1.0, add 1.75.
At age of 46, slight headache, bifocals +2.0, add 1.5.
After several months, stereotyped repetition of words and speech arrest (psychomotor
epilepsy?) \ blood pressure temporarily rather high.

I lent her +3.0, add 2.0.
Patient tried to take things more easily, was without symptoms for about eighteen months.
At age of 48 started a new job involving rapid work with figures and in the rush she started using the old,
weaker glasses to which she was accustomed. Eyes were bloodshot, pupils large (observe how the
emotional stress counteracts the accommodation strain which tends to constrict the pupils).
About six months later, patient woke up on the floor in the early hours and had no idea what had happened.
Noticed that she had bitten her tongue (In ordinary laboratory tests, no special finding).
Three weeks later the same thing happened again, also in the early hours : this time the children woke up
and witnessed a classical grand mal attack (see also page 266). It transpired that the patient had earlier
been a tooth grinder,had had proctalgia attacks and myokymia \ in the family as a whole considerable
hypermetropic was common and in many cases there were symptoms connected with spasm of
accommodation j her eyes had recently been very bloodshot at work and the pupils enlarged.
With great difficulty, H +3.75 was revealed in examination \ only without glasses could she achieve visus
1.0, but preferably with weaker minuses! EEG taken after these attacks, within normal limits. Clear
response to photo-stimulation.
I insisted that the patient wear stronger bifocals at work, +4.5,add.2.0 ; at home, in order to relax her tense
spasm, she wore even stronger glasses, +6.5, with which she could also see fairly well in the distance
when she got up in the morning. I prescribed sodium diphenylhydantoin, the patient only being able to
manage a dose 50 mg x 3 \ with a stronger dose she was unable to work.While under this medication, fits of
speech disturbance occurred after one year. Thorough examinations still going on.
It is known that diencephalic, autonomic epileptic attacks may be provoked emotionally (Walsh, page
135). In the case of the present patient, it at least seems certain that the eyes played a part,
because when she tried to read after the attacks she immediately got pain in the parietal region.
Perhaps one could simply say that eye-strain accumulates an electric charge in the brain.

Case 815,

which indicates what difficulties a patient with undiagnosed and untreated
hypermetropic magna can get into.

Married lady, born 1941.
Complained about her eyes at age of 11-12 \ had worn glasses for about 20 years,
last renewed by optician 4 years earlier : +3.0 and +3.5, which she did not
always use. Only examined by an oculist as a child. Since 1971,headache in
the occiput, especially during menstruation ; sees white points and spots \ vomiting.
August 1972 fainted on one occasion. Examined in a neurology clinic, where
drugs were prescribed for one year : patient was stupefied by them.
First consulted the author in May 1973.
At the request of the patient the
neurology clinic sent me an epicrisis, from which the following became clear :
Diagnosis : Dolores nuchae
Neck, occiput and shoulder pains on right side.
Centre for study of occupational diseases considered the reason for these pains
to be affision of the nerve plexus of the cervical region "much aggravated by the
posture demanded of the patient in her work".
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Patient had been on sick leave since the beginning of 1973 and between 25.4.73 and 3.5.73 was examined for
her ability to work. Also had to undergo a psychiatric examination : "considering the overall condition of the
patient it seems clear that we are dealing with a hysterical conversion syndrome, despite the fact that there
may be some organic basis." Diagnosis : Reactio hysterica, Persona hysteriformis.
Discussion: Young lady who suddenly developed pains in the neck. Could be a question of plexus neuronitis
\ patient earlier worked in a very draughty place, which contributed to the development of the situation.
Patient reacted in a way typical for her personality, which slowed down her recovery. High IgG content in
CSF very striking \ this may however be an artefact, because CSF proteins were low.
Present condition,
At the very first examination, hypermetropic of the order of +6.0 discovered. Glasses +3.75, both eyes and
+5.0 prescribed. Telephoned after one month to say that the headache had disappeared. In June 1974,
further dizziness ; had fallen down six times in the interim, but no fainting. Again examined in hospital, sent
to an ENT clinic : disturbance of organs of balance, pain killing drugs. Three different types of pain-killer
again prescribed by the neurology clinic. Employer (Civil Service) wanted to pension off the patient.
Hypermetropia revealed, at least +7.0 \ begins to use her own reading glasses
+5.0, indoors.
The author lends her glasses +6.0 for reading \ with them,
the dizziness began to go and the patient felt much better. Recognized herself that the furrows on her
forehead had evened out considerably. No question of inability to work ! Able to go outdoors with her own
+5.0 glasses \ uses+6.0 for reading.

Case 892.

Serious complications resulting from a wasp sting in a migraine patient.

Migraine patient, born 1907, H +6.0 \ mother of three children. Daughter also had migraine.
From 1937 to 1947, a period during which "the red cells ate the white". Patient maintained a
vegetarian diet over this period.
From time to time did not wear glasses,because she thought this was right. Summer 1973, was stung by a wasp
in lower lid of left eye. Had been stung earlier, perhaps 15 years before, by a bumble bee. Just had time
to tell a neighbour that she had been stung by a wasp, before she fainted. She received first aid from a
doctor nearby. Was taken to hospital by ambulance and was in the intensive care unit for forty-eight hours.
Became conscious off and on, but only permanently the following morning. Vomited several times, whole
body swelled and became purple, yellow rings around the eyes.
At end of 1973, shoulder joints were so stiff that she could not even comb her own hair \ was two weeks in a
university hospital. Received cortisone injection in the buttock which made her nearly mad, her eyes staring,
and she could not sleep. No pain. Has now (1976) been for more than a year so sleepless that she can only
sleep with Temesta, taking two tablets each night. Often had cramps and even now, during examination, also
had cramps in the leg.
Patient told me that she had earlier been diagnosed as having allergy. This seems to me to fit very well with
the oscillating overall condition of the organism that accompanies accommodation changes. I remember
myself what violent reactions I had to insect bites before wearing glasses. It is possible that there may be a
connection between the overall condition of the autonomic nervous system and the proneness to insect bites? (
see also p.338 ).

Case 923.

Epilepsy-migraine
Drug treatment for epilepsy, apparently on the basis of EEG.

Worker in a furniture factory : born 1953.
Father H (+7.0) ; Mother, migraine when under 20, fainted at night in summer 1972
and vomited \ according to another oculist, refraction +1.25.
Sister (832), born 1948, migraine from age of 10 (+2.0)
Patient : Migraine attacks, consulted oculist at age of 15, drops administered ;
no spectacles. Sent by local doctor in October 1972 for neurological examination.
Brain film taken twice. Tablets Enkefal (Diphenylhydantoin Sodium) x 2 prescribed
and taken for three months.
A
June 1973 : slim build. H (+4.0), MR +1.75 = eso 5-6 . I prescribed +1.25 and
for reading +2.25.
Check-up in 1975. Uses no drugs ; no attacks of any kind, intends to become a
A
lorry driver; MW, without glasses eso 15 . Distant glasses +2.0, for reading
+3.25. Check-up after one year.

Case 995.
(see under Case 490, page

Case 1043.

436).

Example of severe hypermetropic as a cause (?) of dizziness.

Born 1919 ; very busy man in a position of great responsibility.
Family history.
One of his brothers was not able to read much as a child ;
his eyes were always watering.
Another brother had " bleary" eyes, the lids
always swollen, at least since his student days.
Niece had migraine,
H +9.0 ( 1079 ).
Past health. Eardrum damaged in war. Received first glasses at age of 28 on
account of headache. In the 1960s a steep change was made in strengthening his
glasses, but the oculist got cold feet and did not think such a great change was
possible ! In this way attention was now turned to altogether different matters,
intraocular pressure and the like. Glasses last renewed in 1971. Hence,in
autumn 1973 patient had glasses +2.5 and +1.5, add. 2.5 as well as the former
+ 1.75 and +1.0, add. 2.25. In the spring of 1971 at the age of 51, after lack of
sleep and reading while travelling by car "everything went round ".Had sometimes also
vomited. Also had a pain like the pricking of a needle at the root of his nose
(Trigeminus I). Since then has taken drugs for dizziness regularly three times a
day ; as soon as he gave them up the dizziness got worse.
Examination in October 1973.
Left upper lid drooping lower than the other (lens weaker on this side). H at least
+4.5 ; on the basis of certain tests it seems that it might have been as much as
+9.0 d. Glasses strengthened extremely carefully, but above all evened out ;
patient reported great progress during the first month; has not needed many drugs
either.
Came for a check-up after a longer period than that suggested, June 1975.
Troubles had returned, but since he could already see well with+3.25, add 2.75,
he was ready for stronger glasses. Refractometer showed +5.0, with which in MR
A
esophoria still 12 . With +10.0 sees 0.15 on the chart. Both the last-mentioned
facts suggest that there was still considerable latent hypermetropic.
For desk work I prescribed +4.0, add. 3.0 and for reading in bed +7.25.

Case 1057.

A dramatic case of cured blood pressure.

A nurse, born in 1915.
Her sister had hypermetropic +6.0.
First examined by an oculist at the age of 20 'r was given glasses +0.5.
Has had present glasses,+5.0,for six years,the only ones she had : did not want bifocals.
Headache. Had been to an eye clinic on account of inflammation. Reads and
sews a lot. Treated for blood pressure over a long period: pressures had been
220/125. Consulted me January 1974.
Hypermetropic revealed, +9.0. I lent her glasses +7.0 to practise with.
Patient came a second time to explain that she had been able to manage splendidly
with them : however she had the impression that the road was tilted up at a slight
angle in front of her.
I prescribed spectacles for home use, +7.5, as well as bifocals +8.0, add. 2.0
which she began to use for close work. After a short time I heard that she had
managed very well with her glasses and was content : headache had completely
disappeared.
Came for a check-up in February 1975. Blood pressure was 125-135/80-90 —
with drugs, Inderal 20 mg and Moduretic 1 tablet/day, though she had not taken
as nvich as the prescribed dose—but her doctor said that the glasses could have had
nothing to do with it. Hypermetropic now revealed +11.25 d. and in addition to
the earlier bifocals I have prescribed "needlework" glasses, +11.0.
Came again for a check-up In March 1976.
A
Accommodation still considerable. MR, with glasses+9 eso 5 ; MW, +12 eso
A A
7 (9 ). Blood pressure values still normal. Retinal arteries very narrowed.
I prescribed +8.75, add. 2.25.

Case 1115.

Epilepsy and hypermetropic.

50-year-old married lady, involved in especially demanding close work.
In 1966 operated on for breast cancer. In December 1973, operated on for nodus
in thyroid gland. Sent to me 1974 by a surgeon on account of occipital pains.
Patient herself failed to mention important details in anamnesis, these only becoming
clear from the surgeon's records.
First attack in 1963, when she saw everything green \ began to feel ill and went
to the lavatory to be sick and there fainted. Woke up in hospital. Limbs on the
left side flabby thereafter. Spent many weeks, first in the department of internal
medicine and then in the neurology department. Limbs were still flabby when
patient was discharged. Patient was given drugs that made her so drowsy that she
could not do her job and she gave them up.
In 1964 another similar attack. This time she spent a shorter period in the
neurology department. Was reproached for not taking the drugs and it was explained
to her that this was why she had again had an epileptic fit. Was given six months'
sick leave, again dazed with drugs. Eventually wondered herself where she could
suddenly have got this epilepsy,
having earlier been a lively, hard-working
person. Gave up the drugs and went back to work. In the same year she consulted
an oculist and was given glasses for close work (+2.5), that is to say when she was
over forty. Came to the author in 1969 *r was given bifocals, +3.0, add. 1.75,
when "the whole world brightened up" as the patient put it.
February 1974 : has had no attacks. Suffered from headache in the occiput for two
weeks or so. Is working as a dress-maker.

Present condition: Has six vertical furrows in the middle of her forehead. Examination revealed that the
patient was a hypermetrope of at least +5.5. Was given glasses +4.5, add 2.0 and instructions to come for
a check-up after one year. February 1976 : unbelievable change in the situation. Had not come for
check-up as arranged, but revisited the surgeon, this time because of colitis ulcerosa troubles. Was not
wearing glasses and explained that she had had acupuncture. ( Not clear why, because she said that her
migraine had disappeared after the last operation ! I suspect
that she found her last glasses unsatisfactory
because of the relatively great plus addition and placed herself in the hands of a doctor unaware of the
refraction situation, i .e. acupuncture).

Case 1132.

Concussion — headache — hypermetropia.

A 27-year-old spinster, working in a clothing factory as a cutter and dealing every day with variegated
material on the production line. Earlier she had no glasses. Two years ago was run into by a car *r
result was a fractured hip and a cut on the back of the head. After the accident, had dizziness and
headache in the region of the occiput,where the scar is. Had a goitre operation two months ago. Had
already visited an oculist before the accident on account of a headache. Oculist could discover nothing
wrong.When,after the accident there was no end to her troubles, a neuro-surgeon consulted the local eye clinic
whose complete report reveals nothing. Refraction revealed was +0.25. Because the insurance company
was becoming impatient as the matter dragged on, the neuro-surgeon dealing with the case sent her to me
for examination. Using my ordinary method, without cycloplegia I found immediately at the first
examination +2.5 hypermetropia and I lent the patient glasses +1.75, which she was able to work with right
away. After a couple of weeks she acquired her own +2.25 glasses,
which are even better for her
work, though distant vision is somewhat blurred. I lent her a second pair of glasses for her work, +2.75.
In just over a month she was still managing well and had already got used to wearing her glasses in the
street. Hypermetropia (+3.0). I have written her a prescription for glasses +3.0 which she must acquire
after six months, or earlier if she gets headache. Report sent to the insurance company.

Case 1143.

Spasm of accommodation — Pseudomyopia — Ablatio retinae o.sin. et
retinae o.dx. — Migraena.

Dentist : born 1943.
Examined : April 1974.
Learned to read at school 'f did a great deal of reading. First glasses four years
previously, -1.0 and -0.75 \ had worn them all the time I
Went to an oculist to complain, probably on account of poor distant vision.
Headache/Only after ablatio.
Ablatio retinae, o.sin in 1972, when giving birth \ also ruptura retinae, o.dx.
In hospital no reason was discovered for the decreasing field of vision complained
a
of by the patient. Pupil was dilated r no oculist available in the hospital.
Subsequently sought treatment herself and damage was discovered three weeks later.
Was treated for five weeks.
Ablatio in the left eye was checked by means of electro-coagulation. One third
of the field of vision remained defective. Doctors failed to explain why damage
to the retina had occurred. Cryo-coagulation of the right eye in January 1973 .
Now for a whole year, patient has had, shooting pains mostly in the right eye,

ruptura

feeling of dirt in the eye, irritation of the conjunctiva, changes in visual acuity
and also severe headache in the occiput. Last time, 2-3 weeks ago, at the end
of a working day. No vomiting.
Before coming to my appointment was recommended to be without glasses
for a week.
Two deep vertical furrows on the brow.
approx. -2.0 Streak
E
V.o.dx : 0.67 Sn y (-0.5 = 1.0 Sn)
V.o.sin : 0.67 Sn -r (-0.5- 1.0 Sn)
Sees binocularly with +6.0, 0.05 Sn
+ 1.0 = 0.4 numbers partly without glasses = 0.67
A
numbers \
1.0 Sn M.R. with +1.0 0 or eso 1 Reads with +2.25,
0.4 60 cm In M.W. best +3.0
Partly sees registration numbers in courtyard with +3.75, which corresponds to approx. +2.5
+ 1.0
R
+2.0
Fundi:normal papiIlas,also foveas; otherwise fundi corresponded to anamnesis.
T.o.dx : 17
T.o.sin : 15-16
Was lent for immediate use at work +1.75 o.a. Prescribed
bifocals +0.5
+2.25 check-up after one year. In spite of the seriousness of the situation
and her demanding close work,patient has failed to keep in touch.
Case 1144.

Hypermetropia magna — " E p i l e p s y " — Migraena — Hypertensio arterialis et
angiopathia arteriosclerotica.

Electrician, born 1935, sixth of eleven children.
Constant headaches from the age of 15, vomiting. Visited an optician seven
years previously at age of 32. 'You must just try and find the reason elsewhere ! "
Pain was felt either on top of the head or behind. Went into a dark room while
the attacks lasted. First fainting fit during the night, when first child was one
year old. Second attacks after birth of second child and third after birth of third
child, spring 1973. Diagnosed as epileptic and for this reason received
diphenylhydantoin sodium, 1/2 tablet each evening, from neurology clinic.
Brain film taken twice.
No knowledge of migraine in the family.
In March 1974, examined in surgical clinic for vague stomach troubles ; sent to
me from there to be examined. Findings so far had been
0, RR 220/130 ;
treatment with methyldopa tablets x 2, spring 1973.
Monocular visus 1.0 with glasses +1.5 \ binocular +2.0 = 1.25
+2.5
R
+3.0
On the basis of values in the fogging method and the reading of registration plates, hypermetropia was
estimated at approximately +5.(5). Fundus in both eyes normal, except for slight crossing phenomena
already. Tachistoscopic visual field 0 I lent her glasses +1.75. Came to see me in May 1974 :
Headache had disappeared, stomach troubles cured \ glasses comfortable. I lent her +2.0
glasses while she was waiting for +2.25. Bifocals+2.5, add. 1.25 prescribed in reserve.

Case 1151.

Epilepsy (?) — Hypermetropia — Migraine (?) (holiday migraine).

Lawyer : born 1946.
Younger brother had strong minus glasses.
Learned to read at school 'f read a great deal, 15 hrs a day.
Just under 4 years previously (1970)(holiday) migraine in the evening in the country, when patient fainted \
possibly also cramps, no one saw the attack. Thereafter severe nausea and very bad headache. EEG
examination 0.
Second attack 1 1/2 months later \ fainted and also some kind of cramps which were
seen by his fiancee.Skull X-ray,sugar tolerance test, no drug treatment. Last attack 2 months ago, at
night.
Diphenylhydantoin sodium twice daily. February 1974, first attack after drug treatment.
Always aura at the beginning of an attack, hears noises in the ears.
Examined by me,April 1974 : forehead somewhat swollen where the furrows usually are.
Streak approx.
V.o.dx :

1.0

-2.0 o.a.

+1.5

V.o.sin :
Binocul

1.0

+1.0

+1.25 = 1.0

A

M.R. +1.25 = eso 4 .
Reads +3.0 = 0.4 Jaeger 60 cm.
Reading a newspaper pleasant with +2.(25)
In M.W. best +2.(7)5
On basis of registration plates H approx. +4.(7)5
R very stable +2.5 o.a.
Fundus 0
Tachistoscopic visual field 0
T.o.dx : 18

T.o.sin :

17

I prescribed
1) glasses +1.75 for close work
2) reserve distant glasses +1.0, possibly 50 % tinted.
3) +2.75. Check-up after 1 year.

Case 1157.

Example of rapid recovery from migraine.

38-year-old supervisor in re-training (lady).
Headache began when still a child \ migraine attacks four years previously — especially holiday
migraine.
Associated with the attacks, trigeminal pain in the region of the ear , grinding of teeth at night.
Dizziness \ fainted on one occasion. Consulted oculist 1968 ; no spectacles prescribed. First glasses
+0.75 from an optician in 1971. Last renewed, November 1971 by an oculist. Present glasses +0.75
and +1.0. Earlier tests included EEG and lumbar puncture.
Examination in June 1974. Patient had at least +3.5 (+4.0) hypermetropia.
I lent her glasses +2.25. Prescribed distant glasses +1.75 in reserve \ reading
glasses +2.5 ( reserve +3.0 ).
Not quite three weeks later she wrote :
"I have been reading quite a lot with the glasses you lent me and the results have been surprising. I am
already able to do needlework and have a fairly warm sauna and I can sit in the sun more than earlier. I
also feel in many ways fresher than before because I have not got a headache all the time and I don't have
to take pain-killing drugs. I could not have expected such quick and clear results."

Check-up in April 1975 :

H at least +5.0 .

I prescribed+5.5 glasses and reserve reading glasses +6.5.

Patient wrote in May 1975. "I have had no reason to take suppositories for headache since I got the
stronger, +5.5 glasses. They feel very comfortable. " Check-ups in 1976 and 1977. Suffered from glare
at work; for needlework has worn +4.5 on top of+5.0. Visus with +10.0 = 0.1 ; in M.W. best glasses were
+8.5.
Case 1172.

Elevated intraocular pressure probably resulting from accommodation strain ; treated as
glaucoma.

Retired married lady. Born 1913.
First glasses when over 40 ; some headache before that.
In 1968 spectacles f +1.5 /

+0.5

x 0°

and f + 1.75,

1+4-0

+0.5 x 0°

1+4.25

Likes reading.
In January 1974 went to an eye policlinic because of a chalazion; examination
led to diagnosis of glaucoma and immediately pilocarpine drops three times a day.
Glasses not interfered with. In the diurnal pressure curve, pressures ad 30 mmHg
at the highest. C values 0.23 and 0.27. No signs of glaucoma.
Now, April 1974, has been without drops for 6 days on my instructions.
Swollen straight lids.
1.0

V.o.dx : +2.5 = 1.0
V.o.sin : +2.5
T.o.dx : 23-24
T.o.sin : 23-24
Binocul.V +7.0 = 0.05
+3.0 = 1.0 numbers
M.R. +3.25 eso 5A .
M.W. best +7.(5)
+5.0 (+6.5) R +5.0
As treatment :
1) I lent her glasses +5.0
2) prescribed Aolite-executive

f+3.5

1+5.75
3) also night-table

glasses

+6.25 in old frames.

Drops stopped at once with use of new glasses.
Check-up (without drops) after one month.
Check on intraocular pressure again after 6 months

T.o.a :

T.o.a :
25-28

22 mmHg

No headache at all and neck-ache had disappeared.
Again a chalazion in one eye. Manages to go to the cellar with reading glasses
+6.25. I prescribe bifocals +4.25, add. 2.5 for use indoors to begin with ;
reading glasses +7.0.
With glasses +4.0 can see on the chart (only) 0.33.
Just over six months later, telephones to say that she has only now acquired the
prescribed glasses. Had used them for one week and felt so restless that she could
not stay in one place (effect on autonomic nervous system of sympathicusstimulating release of spasm of accommodation).
Check-up November 1975 and 1976 no headache, T.o.dx :22, T.o.sin :22-24, H+5.5,
glasses+5.5, add 2.5 prescribed.
Has recently had pain in the eyes on switching out the light.

Case 1194.

Migraine patient with manifold symptoms

(cf.

page 312 ).

Married lady born in 1942 \ three children, at least one of whom, a ten-year-old,
had headaches and hypermetropic. 1970 unnecessary appendicectomy.
m
1972 ulcus duodeni — diagnosis later rejected y colon irritabile and pancreatitis. Neuronitis vestibularis?
m
(cf.p. 161). At Christmas 1973 got a hand loom r also sews. After New Year's Day 1974 right eye felt
sore.
3.1.74 consulted oculist, who said eye was sore on account of "inflammation".
Drops given to dilate the pupil. Took 1 1/2 months for the pupil to return to
normal. Was given Indomethacin. No glasses. February 1974, at night, semi
conscious.
March 1974, consulted another oculist :"nothing wrongj' no glasses.
Many examinations :
— hormone disturbances, excess estrogen
— EEG : strong response to opening of eyes
— one doctor said she had "neurotic rheumatism"
— low blood pressure
In May 1974 an optician telephones, asking me to examine the patient.
Patient has recently taken the following drugs : Torecan, Hemicranin and Tensil,
in addition to which she has a whole pile of different prescriptions (altogether
25 different types of drug in the course of 8 months).
An exceptionally tense spasm of accommodation is discovered. Hypermetropia at
least +4.0 d. Right eye does not follow in near fixation.
Blood vessels in the fundus spastic \ arterial light reflex was broad.
Already several crossing phenomena.
I prescribed glasses+1.5 to begin with \ and two stronger prescriptions in reserve. Patient telephones after a
couple of weeks to say that she has got used to them. I told her to order the second pair, +2.5.
In Autumn 1974 she acquires +3.0, to which she gets accustomed relatively easily. Telephones me in late
spring 1975 to say that she has again had several attacks of migraine. Also felt some kind of pain in the
joints. Comes for a check-up.
Spasm of accommodation almost more tense than before : eyes streaming with water under fogging ( a sign
of considerable release again). I prescribe reading glasses +4.0. Writes again after two weeks to say that
she is wearing the +4.0 glasses all the time, but has had some pain in the upper abdomen while getting
used to them.
Visited me again May 1977 :
had had
headache and stomach troubles which
had disappeared when patient was wearing her glasses +4.0 with+5.0 superposed for fogging. Was
very tense again, but could, however, see the registration numbers in the courtyard with glasses +5.0
\
refractometer value +4.(5). I prescribed bifocals +4.5, add. 1.5.

Case 1213.
The report on this very complicated case of pan-dysautonomy is so long that I have placed it last,
on page 466.
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Case 1238.

Example of rapid release of spasm of accommodation and plentiful symptoms in the
autonomic nervous system.

Young lady student, born 1949.
Minus glasses from the age of 11 ^ last strengthened in 1973. When abroad the same year many
dystonic symptoms,as a result of which throughly examined. Nothing particular revealed. Symptoms always
got worse after a long spell of reading and in the end it felt as if the eyes were crossed. Bellergal and
Tensopam prescribed. In November 1973 a general practitioner sends her to me for examination. Patient
has glasses -6.0 / cyl -2.0 ax 5° and -4.5. She has many diopters of pseudomyopia, because she can see
without glasses 0.2
with +5.0
0.05
with +3.0
0.15 Snellen
M.R. without glasses esophoria 4
The last three figures suggest that the patient had never been a myope at all. Could easily read a newspaper
with glasses +1.25. Because of her lectures I prescribed glasses -4.0 add. 4.0 and lent her for reading
+0.75. However, during the three of four weeks when she was waiting for her glasses and wore none at all,
the spasm had been released so much that -4.0 seemed impossible to wear'; the glasses produced a powerful
dazzle and caused severe nausea — although of course they would have helped for reading the blackboard.
Being without spectacles was also very strange to her : she got an odd feeling in the head and once took a
tranquilizer because of a very strange feeling in the chest.
The patient rings me up again in January 1974 to tell of her many troubles : one after another/different
feelings in the head, stomach or heart — in the latter, palpitation.2 Also feelings in the pelvic region as
though menstruation was about to begin ; moist vagina ; sometimes a strained feeling in the rectum
(proctalgia). Reading glasses had to be gradually strengthened as the same vegetative symptoms recurred.
Between times there were completely symptom-free periods. In the summer of 1975 I prescribed reading
glasses +4.5 \ patient had been without distant glasses for 18 months. In August 1975 she telephones to
say that having begun to read again after a pause she has pains in her throat and smarting and she thinks
the +4.5 glasses are too strong.Asks whether she can wear weaker ones,which I naturally allow. Since July
1977,symptoms in the region of the head and abdomen;patient explains that she can modify these symptoms by
changing the strength of her glasses,No headache.
Case 1243.

Example of a life more or less ruinedo

Unmarried lady with some education. Born 1942.
Learned to read at age of 6 \ average reader0 Minus (?) glasses at age of 13.
Wore spectacles also when reading. First migraine attack at age of 10 when planting
trees — close work. Vomiting.
Continual headaches began at age of 15.
Pain severe : round the ear
in the neck
in the throat Suffered from heartburn, for which drank milk since age of 15. Travel
sickness \ arrhythmia.
Absent from school 1/3 of the time when in the fifth form, because of headaches. Since 1968 has taken
drugs regularly—prescribed in psychiatric clinic where she stayed 1966 - 1967.
Came to consult me in May 1974.

Had taken four different drugs on the day of the examination. No

wonder that the pupils "stood large" in the head !
1 cf.Case 1794,p.460.
2 A typical symptom of release of accommodation.

Had glasses -4.0 and -3.25 \ had made the journey by bus, without glasses, on my instructions.
The patient in any case had pseudomyopia — refraction at most -1.(5), but had it
all been revealed ?
Instructions for treatment : reading without glasses and after some time with +0.75.
"Emergency"glasses -2.0, add 2.0.
Check-up after six months or one year.
To my enquiry of 26.7.1974 I received the following reply :
"Your letter was really welcome! I was already beginning to lose faith and I was also wondering when
I ought to get stronger plus glasses. If I remember aright I consulted you on 22.5. After that I
stopped wearing minus glasses — also stopped taking drugs as you suggested. Wonderful things
happened immediately : the great tension began to subside in all parts of my body. My neck
became more relaxed — also the shoulders and stomach muscles - and I felt the relaxation right down
to my toes. It was as if my sense of smell and touch had become more acute. It was much easier
to do the daily chores \ gardening, for example, became a pleasure. I noticed that I was looking at
things from a completely new angle. Headaches were one third less — on some days only half what I
suffered previously. My whole life was flooded with a strange joyfulness. This time of promise lasted
two weeks. Progress then stopped and everything seized up again. I did not of course revert to
minus glasses — I had no great temptation so far. The decrease of headaches by one third was a
great joy. I tried to remember that treatment demands time and patience.
In mid-July I realized that the headaches were back, almost as before. I also had many agonizing
days, so I was forced to some extent to take refuge in drugs again (addiction?),although it seemed like
a real defect." I don't care" I said to myself. I thought it was silly to have both headaches and blurred
vision. I almost felt as if I was suffocating when I couldn't even enjoy the beauty of the world around
me. I got out the minus glasses and spent several days just admiring the scenery — the trees
round the house, the flowers \ and I looked at television again, the first occasion for a long while. I
didn't make the mistake of reading with minus glasses - I can manage that all right without glasses
and I have had enough patience to read with plus glasses. Soon, however, I changed my mind and
thought it was necessary to try once more, although I was often on the brink of despair.
You letter therefore arrived at a good moment and it gave me the encouragement I needed. Because
my spasm is very tense it will probably take a long time before any clear progress is made. I think I
might manage to go on trying and hoping until Christmas. On the other hand, the attempt to begin
my studies again has come to nothing. The difficulty of concentration is so great that I really have not
got the will power to persevere. Nevertheless, I shall not give up the idea easily.
I hope you will find time in the summer for something else besides caring for your patients. I am
most grateful to you for all the trouble you have taken
T.S.
N.B. In September 1974, in answer to the above, I proposed a slightly
easier solution to her spectacle problem. Since then I have heard nothing.
Once again, it seems, a lot of trouble not nothing.
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Case 1255.

Pseudo-myope, hypermetropic patient treated as if for glaucoma.

Director, born 1937.
At age of 12 had been \n an allergy hospital.
Eyes examined ten years ago : was given glasses, and drops,for inflammation.
Did not wear the glasses, however.
Autumn 1973, his eyes began to water. Oculist prescribed glasses -0.75 and
-0.75 / cyl. -0.25 90° which he found uncomfortable "—as if my eyes were
popping out of my head". Returned after one month to the same oculist : was sent
immediately to an eye clinic on account of intraocular pressure.
Spent one week in hospital : treated with pilocarpine x 3, which caused eczema
(cf. Jdrvinen, 1976). Was instructed to return for a check-up after six months,
but even before this went to another oculist, who sent him to hospital.
In March 1974 drops were changed to Carbachol, which again caused eczema,
though not so badly.
In June 1974 came to consult me.
Hypermetropia revealed at least+1.5 (+2.0).
T.o.dx : 25-26
T.o.sin : 27
I lent him half glasses, lower segment +1.5 : he was,however,ashamed of using them.
Drops discontinued.
Check-up after nine days : T.o.dx : 30-32
T.o.sin : 34
I lent him bifocals ±0, add. 2.0 and continued treatment without drops.
August 1974 said he already felt the need of stronger plus glasses in the morning.
With glasses +1.5 already found distant vision satisfactory.
T.o.dx : 28
T.o.sin : 32 (35)
Continued without drops.
September 1974 :
T.o.dx : 22
T.o.sin : 25
I prescribed bifocals +1.0, add. +1.25.
At end of October refractometer values were +1.0 in both eyes.
Visus without glasses 1.0 and 0.67.
A
M.R. with glasses +2.25 esophoria 10 . Itching lids.
In November, pain extending to the left ear.
January 1975 pressures T.o.dx : 22
T.o.sin : 26
Refractometer shows H +3.0
May 1975
T.o.dx : 25
T.o.sin : 28 (30)
Has acquired reading glasses +3.5, with which he reads quite naturally and which
he puts on even at night when he wakes up.
1977 wears indoors +2.0,add.2 . 5 -Tpressures R . E . 22-25, L.E. 28-32.Papillas constantly
somewhat hyperaemic.
Other findings.
Gonioscopy : chamber angle wide open.
In retro-illumination there can be seen translucent places in the iris.
In both foveas slight degenerative changes.
Case 1256.

Pseudo-myope — migraine — ear-ache — poor hearing — travel sickness — heart
troubles.

Teacher, mother of 4 children, born 1930.
Three of the children already wearing strong minus glasses.
At age of 16 a "terrible" headache *T at the same time got spectacles, which she
wore for 3 years. (Could they have been plus glasses, because the oculist later said she
would not need glasses until she was 100?).
Began to study at the age of 24 and after a year had become very nervy.
Consulted an oculist and got minus glasses, subsequently strengthened, the last ones

being -3.75, -0.5 x 110 and -3.75, -0.25 x 35.
Diplopia when pregnant.
Ear-ache ; paracentesis carried out in 1972 and treatment with drops attempted \
"crickets singing" in the right ear disappeared.
On one occasion in 1962, when getting to her feet from a sitting position, one leg
failed to support her. Arrhythmia \ a feeling "as though too much blood was being
forced through a small hole", (Coronary constriction?)
Distinct pain points in the nape of the neck 'r
compare the points used in acupuncture.
In 1973 tried five different migraine drugs.

Q

Consulted me in May 1974 : Refractometer alone showed ±0.
Can partly see registration numbers with+2.25. I lent her half lenses ±0, add. 1.5;, for use at school -2.0
add. 2.0. For correcting exercise books+1.5. Check-up in March 1975.
Difficulties with distant vision in demanding work in the class-room \ otherwise, without glasses and without
close work, would be symptom-free. Can see with +4.25 0.1 partly (distance from the chart, 6 m.); with
+2.75 0.15, partly. Reads newspaper with +2.0. We try to get ahead by strengthening reading
glasses.
A special feature in connection with the fogging examination for releasing spasm of accommodation, which has
also occurred with many other patients : as the registration numbers become clearer, sees the white
numbers intermittently as black and the background colour of the plate seems white. Probably an after-image
phenomenon connected with rapid changes in accommodation .
Case 1352,

leg cramps

(cf.page 246).

37-year-old lady, migraine patient. Glasses+4.5,add. 1.5.
Regularly did 4 hours overtime per day in a factory, as a cutter of material ; work
required great concentration. Woke up once in the early hours with leg cramp
and fainted immediately. The same symptoms occurred again a few days later
at home in the morning and also some hours later at work.
Complained of severe fatigue in the eyes. Lids very swollen. H +5.5 (+6.0).
Case 1354.

Migraine and the unborn baby.

Mother of two, born 1951. Severe migraine, H at least +4.0. First child at age
of 19. Vomited very much when pregnant, 10-12 times daily.
At age of six this first child also began to suffer from migraine.
Had second child at age of 25. During the pregnancy the gynaecologist twice had
to turn the foetus into the right position. Still does not wear her +4.0 glasses
regularly \ (+5.0 for close work) but no longer has any symptoms of migraine, if
she wears the glasses.

Case 1473.

Young migraine patient in a mental hospital, six months' sick leave for the second time,
extensive drug treatment — hypermetropia — migraine

Married nurse : born 1946.
Morning headache since age of 16.
First glasses at age of 16 ; does not know what kind, wore them for one year
A
A
when reading. Present (second) spectacles pr. 1 and 1/2
base in
Is a great reader — also in bed. Has one 9-year-old child.
High blood pressure in connection with delivery \ frequently checked thereafter.
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Patient did not remember the exact values.
In 1970, vomiting connected with headache, pain of left side *r attacks weekly.
Numbness in right hand and foot.
Spring 1970, admitted to mental hospital for all routine tests, 0.
Took many different drugs, sometimes nearly suffering from ergotamine poisoning.
Sessions
with a psychiatrist, relaxation treatment.
Retired from her job, September 30th 1973.
In March 1974 carotid angiography performed and since nothing particular was revealed,
it was decided to admit the patient to a mental hospital !!!
Present drug treatment : Peratsin x 2
Sandomigrin x 3 Cafergot when
needed.
Examination April 1974.
As soon as the patient crossed the threshold I noticed the wide gap between her
eyelids, the sclera being visible above the cornea ( had had many drugs)
Patient made an eminently sensible and calm impression.
Visus in both eyes normal.
Fundi : 0
Visual field 0
Cover test, near : left eye sliding towards exotropia
Examination revealed hypermetropic at least +3,5 (+4.0) d. I lent her on the spot J +0.5 1+1.5 and
prescribed +2.5, with the proviso that if she could not wear them all the time after one month, she
would procure glasses +1.25 for distance. If she still got headaches with +2.5, she must read with
+3.25. Check-up in the autumn. Instructions for spectacle-wearers given. Report to the patient, to be
shown at the hospital.
In March 1975 I enquired about the patient's progress and got the following reply: The patient has for some
time worn distant glasses +1.25, with which vision is still blurred. For reading, +3.25 glasses are
good and much better than with the naked eye. Headache and other troubles more or less
unchanged, sometimes even gets numbness on the right side. In the summer of 1974 also began
to suffer from insomnia (the sympathicus-stimulating effect of releasing severe spasm of
accommodation?) ;in hospital in the autumn she only slept 1-2 hours a night. Before Christmas
1974, was completely apathetic \ went to a hypnotist, who began relaxation treatment. After 1
l/2 months she began to sleep better and now sleeps well (obs. at the same time she had started
wearing stronger glasses). Still on a sickness pension, at least until autumn 1975. Still
dependent on drugs \ takes drugs to prevent vomiting (Stemetil 5 mg x 3 , Peratsin 4 mg x 3
and suppositories Terflusin 4 mg x 1). Again in hospital because she vomited at home, having
failed to take the drugs : lost two stone in 2 1/2 months.
On the basis of this information I again send the instructions for spectacle-wearers
and lend her reading glasses +4.0, asking her to report on her progress after 1-2
months.
After one month, appears at my door to return the glasses I had lent her, having
already ordered for herself a pair of the same strength.
Has now worn glasses +2.5 for approximately two months and numbness has
appreciably lessened. Also looks healthier and her pupils are the ordinary size.
I wrote again in August 1975 to enquire about the patient's condition.

Glasses+2.5 were still not very clear for distance, but "perhaps that was not the intention" as the patient
herself added, showing that she understood the idea0 With +4.0 she had succeeded in alleviating her
morning headache. Had made some progress in cutting down on drugs which led her psychiatrist to hint
that she wasn't really ilL I sent the patient the next practice glasses, +3.0, add. 2.0 and in October
1975 she reported : "I am able to wear these glasses and when I had to be without because I was
having the lenses changed,my eyes became so tired during the course of one morning that I began to see
double. Only now do I realize how much I had to tense up my eyes in order to see clearly and how
much the situation has now improved."

Case 1562.

Migraine case with many different symptoms.

A 44-year-old schoolmistress.
Four children. The 13-year-old had suffered from epilepsy since the age of two \
panting attacks at night. EEG revealed nothing special. Child blinks his eyes.
Oculist earlier said there was no reason to prescribe spectacles. Later received plus
glasses from another oculist (for reading). The 16-year-old boy suffered from
headaches.
Migraine attacks began at age of 10. In 1947 began to get pins and needles in her
hands and feet and also in the face. Was examined in two hospitals \ lack of
calcium was suggested as being the cause. Had to stop going to school.
Diagnosis : Hysteria.
Was sent to a mental hospital, where she was given electric shock treatment.
In 1949 started studying again and matriculated with her own class.
1949, first spectacles (reading glasses) which she used for more than ten years,
being then told they were no longer necessary. After 1956 took migraine drugs,
which were expelled either by vomiting or by cramps of the rectum.
In 1962 soreness in the left maxillary joint \ rheumatism not found. Dentist gave
her a prednisolon injection in the maxillary joint. A gold bridge was made \
in 1965 a device for use at night to guard against tooth grinding.
In 1967 she went through all the migraine tests again \ also consulted an oculist.
Was prescribed numerous drugs by a neurologist.
In 1970 got an attack at school \ within two hours was unable to walk, had no
strength of grip in her hands (tetraplegia).
There was talk of inflammation of a nerve sheath ; later this was disclaimed.
In Autumn 1970 her foot became painful again, no cause being found.
During the same autumn she began to get pains around the heart. A warm, pressing
feeling, also at night. No fault discovered. Her fingers became numb/to the
extent of going quite white.
1973 spectacles from an optician (+0.75 and +0.25).
1974 sciatica. X-ray 0. Various kinds of treatment, including acupuncture. M i g r a i n e
s e v e r e w h e n b a c k was a c h i n g
(or was it the other way round?).
Visited me in 1974.
H at least +3.0 d.
I lent her two pairs of bifocals and prescribed +L75, add. 1.0.
Writes as follows : I used the glasses you lent me for two weeks \ had severe

attacks
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shooting pains in the eyes every now and again, especially when looking down suddenly. I had no migraine
attacks. I have now worn my own glasses for one week. On the second day of wearing them, my right ear
became blocked. I don't know if there is any connection with the glasses. (I later heard that the blocked
m
ears had lasted several days r earlier there had also been phases of some days when it felt as though there
was water in the ears.) My distant vision is poor. Reading is easy. No headaches."(Earlier the attacks were
once a week or more, sometimes they went on for several days.)
Came for a check-up one year later. During that time she had had 5-6 bad attacks,
on one occasion she even vomited, mild headache rather often, but up to three weeks
without symptoms between times. Also had other symptoms : "some kind of sensation"
on etiher side of the nose, turn by turn (trigeminus II), shooting pains in the legs
and arms and a repeated strange "wave of pressure" in the head when she turned her
head to the right in bed, "as if a blood vessel had burst".
Had for about 5 months
worn for reading the +3.5 reserve glasses I had prescribed for her :
for 1 1/2
months she had worn them continually. Her sciatica had been much better. Hypermetropic revealed +4.0.
I prescribed bifocals+3.75, add. 1.25 and "bedside" glasses -^5.5 for use when necessary. Patient was
very content.
In October 1976 I received the following letter:
Dear Doctor Viikari,
I make so bold as to approach you with a letter and a parcel.
You will be disappointed professionally when I inform you that I have given up
wearing my glasses. You will perhaps ask why. Let's call it lack of faith.
I have always tended to look after myself by means of nature methods and I
began to be over-awed by the increased strength of the lenses. So much so
that it will soon be one year since I wore them. I have used nature drugs
and have received eurhythmia treatment (Gymnastic exercises developed by
Steiner, of which you have perhaps heard).
I am rather well, the attacks are rare, the last one being over two months
ago. I am on leave f r o m my j o b
and have begun to study eurhythmia
and I feel on top of the world.
Well then, why didn't I remain quiet? I thought that since you take your
work very seriously you would also like to know what happens to those who
do not go on with the treatment.
I enclose one pair of glasses, which I don't need. You certainly have a use
for them. If you are willing to pay for them, I shall be grateful *r if not,
that's your affair.
Autumn greetings.
T.Y.

Case 1570. A migraine tragedy.
A 57-year-old, ex-nurse \ widow \ retired at age of 54.
First visited a doctor for headaches at age of 21. Goitre diagnosed.
Was at the time expecting her second baby. Pregnancy ended with a premature
delivery, the child being born the wrong way round. Child died.
Third pregnancy began the same year \ miscarriage in the fifth month.
1940 operated on for fissura ani and toxic goitre. Had a bad back.

The employer pays, of course !
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1941 salpingo-oophorectomy and appendicectomy.
1943 stomach ulcer diagnosed 'r treated in a clinic for internal diseases.
1945 recidive ulcer
1949 ulcer operated on
As from 1955 headache became permanent and was diagnosed as migraine. In bed
for one month, after which taken to hospital on a stretcher \ stayed six weeks.
1956 operated on for endometriosis
1958 stomach ulcer
1959 cholecystectomy and two weeks later splanchnicectomy and sympathectomy. 1965 deep blockage in
m
the left leg r had often had surfage blockages (thrombosis). 1967 operated on for varicose veins.
1969 complete blockage of the artery in the right arm. Anervan treatment was stopped. The patient had
used these or other ergotamine drugs since 1956. Migraine was a daily occurrence. Was prescribed
Stemetil x 3, and after three weeks had her first attack of unconsciousness. Grew tired and
depressed and consulted a psychiatrist. After four months' sick leave she was given a pension.
1971 in the autumn the fingers of one hand started to ache and then the fingers of the other hand. It
should be mentioned that the patient had in 1970 again started using ergotamine drugs. Her fingers
would not obey her and remained straight. Was operated on in the wrist of the right arm because the
nerve was suspected to be under pressure. No result.
1972 Sympathectomy on the right arm. Hands returned approximately to normal.
Continual migraine and fits of unconsciousness. Admitted to a neurological clinic;
diagnosis:Burger's disease.
Hydergin treatment. For the attacks, Anervan!
Came to me for an examination in autumn 1974. Patient had glasses -0.75 and -1.0 / cyl -0.5 175°, add.
2.0. Hypermetropia of at least +2.75 d. revealed. I prescribed to begin with bifocals +1.5, add. 2.0 and
also lent her spectacles +3.0. A fortnight later I received a letter from her beginning "Now the migraine has
gone!" she went on "After wearing the glasses for one and a half days,it suddenly stopped and did not recur for
almost two weeks. Distant vision with glasses has improved — do I perhaps see too well? (shows that the
patient had well understood the principle of the treatment). I watch television at a distance of 2 metres 70 cm
. True I can't see very clearly, but satisfactorily. I have been sewing and have done crochet work at a
distance of 38 cm ; I can't see to read at all without glasses. Even those near to me have noticed that the
wrinkles have disappeared from my face and I have been so energetic."
When, after 25 days, the patient again began to get frequent attacks, I sent her "treatment glasses" +5.0
add. 1.0. After using these for two weeks she wrote : " .... It was good that you mentioned that there may
be symptoms of a restless stomach. I tried to wear the glasses diligently in spite of blurred vision. After one
week, my stomach was very upset in the morning, mostly diarrhoea — I had to go ten times a day. It is
indeed amazing that after thirty years of constipation in spite of every possible attempt to cure it, the passages
are open at last. I wore my own glasses for one day and the stomach was quiet. Now it has calmed down,
but nevertheless functions. I have now been without pain \ sometimes in the morning I have to get up,
because I feel pressure, but when I put the glasses on it goes. I am returning the earlier glasses you lent
me, perhaps I can manage with the blurred ones. I am so happy not to have had migraine. I had taken
ergotamine continuously, almost every day since 1956 or 1958. I was disappointed in all drugs, because
they didn't help — but it was the only kind of relief I had. I had used them from time
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to time since 1947 and when I sometimes had three days of vomiting in succession I was given
dihydroergotamine,but I already felt sick when I saw the needle. It was horrible.
A l t h o u g h I have had a b a d go of ' f l u a n d a cold, I had no h e a d a c h e .
I cannot understand i t . "
Two months later the patient wrote again to say how she was getting and to express her gratitude : " I feel
so wonderful because I have nothing but a memory of the migraine. I can hardly believe it myself and nor
can anyone else — that pain like I had is over. It is enough to make one wonder. I don't really know
what to think, first thing in the morning, when my head is not aching and I can get up as I used to as a
child, feeling well. I have worn the glasses you sent me at home \ outdoors I cannot really manage with
them. Distant vision with them is very blurred and although I am used to them I can't see clearly. It's true
I can read at a distance of 27 cm , to begin with I had to have the book much nearer. "
After a lapse of two months, she wrote : "A couple of days after I last wrote to you,
I got a slight headache, which did not go away. For the most part it was slight,
but it was a nuisance. It lasted for something over a month and I then got a severe
m
attack, vomiting all day long r the pain was so bad that I wondered whether I had
got another ulcer. That very bad patch ended up with my feeling very well once
again. There must be a gap in my thinking and understanding, because in my
opinion I made no mistake in the treatment and there was no change. I simply wore
those blurred spectacles. I have only now had the new glasses made, and they feel
good. I am returning the glasses you lent me.
I could have managed with them
— I only mentioned the blurring, because all the glasses I had earlier brightened up as soon as I used
them. Thanking you for the help you have given me, which has changed my whole life ! "
And eight months later, yet another letter in which the patient wished me a happy summer holiday, said
how happy she was and how delighted at her recovery.
Check-up examination after one year, autumn 1975.
The patient had worn glasses +1.5, add. 2.0 all the summer and was symptom-free.
The procedure was faulty to the extent that for close work she should have worn
stronger glasses.
Small wonder that when the autumn came she had slight pain, enough to take away
the pleasure of work ! The optician had said of the latest glasses that he didn't
approve ! "I'll make them for you all right, but they won't be of any use to you."
And yet we are dealing here with a patient who is going to express her gratitude
for a new life !
The refractometer already showed at least +4.0 in both eyes. Because the pupils had
then become somewhat dilated it was possible to see on the surface of the lens of
the left eye clear pseudo-exfoliation,
T.o.a.: 13 mmHg.

Case 1657.

Description of changes in the autonomic nervous system
accommodation.

caused by relaxation of

A 39-year-old housekeeper \ spinster.
No glasses previously, migraine attacks began at the age of 14 or 15.
Trigeminal symptoms \ stabbing pains in the left ear \ grinding of teeth at night.
In the evening, a feeling of constriction in the throat.
Numbness in the left limbs, lasting as much as one hour;, so much so that she was
frightened of looking after a small baby. Easily dropped things from her hands,
especially when lifting.

Ischialgia
Proctalgia
Tests taken for thyroid trouble
Abdominal and gall-bladder X-ray.
Cardiac symptoms \ palpitation when going to bed \ cramps at work \ twice such a
pain that she thought she was dying.
Hypermetropic revealed, at least +3.5 d (later +4.25). Patient was lent
glasses +1.5 and+3.0
Telephoned me after five days : there had been a great improvement in the circulation. Earlier she had
always been shivering and had cold hands j now the blood vessels were really swollen. Headache had
improved. Wrote after a couple of days, when returning the glasses :
Had twice had an unexpected headache at work, but the advice given her had helped. Also, six
weeks later, the following letter:
16.6.75
Dear Doctor Viikari,
I am just writing you a line to let you know how things have been with the glasses. I have got used to
moving around without bumping into things — but if I have to look at something in the distance I feel
like looking over the glasses. My circulation has improved so that even if I don't do anything special
in the evening I feel warm and comfortable and I have not had colds as frequently as in the past. My
legs went all stiff and made a cracking noise. It made me think of the creaking of a skeleton,
but
it only lasted one evening. I
Also the rumbling in the stomach passed in one evening. Had I
been in a car or among people I really would have been ashamed so that my eyes would have dropped
out. Such a roaring noise it made — and I had not eaten anything special that day. My hands have
several times got wet on the side of the palms — really dripping as if they had been dipped in water,
there were clear drops of water to be seen. I did not myself feel sweaty at all, they just got wet.
The headache visits me for such a short time that I haven't got time to take another pair of glasses to
help. But that too has disappeared by degrees. There are no longer any shooting pains in my ears.
My left hand was stiff to begin with but even that has become usable, although I cannot carry the coffee
pot with it for long. I can't remember much more but it seems as though all the faulty limbs had made
themselves known, and then calmed down.
L.H.

Case 1660.

A case of acute glaucoma

and hyperthyroidism.

Born 1912 \ retired married lady \ had earlier worked on a ship.
Treated for goitre from the age of 12, for example with radio-iodine and most
recently (1967) with strontium. Gall bladder operation. Also treated when young
for high blood pressure : blood pressure now normal. Pain in all divisions of the
trigeminal nerve. She had fainted,had fits of dizziness and severe attacks of pain in
the heart.
At age of 59 a bad attack of eye-ache and right eye operated on \ according to
the patient T.o.dx.: 92 mmHg. Before the attack, sight had been blurred for
quite a long time. Headache after the operation \ tried all possible pain-killers
1 Probably the joints became loose because of the sudden relaxation of the muscle tonus.
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she could get from the chemist. After operation attack of pain in the heart "as if I had been hit twice on
the chest. "
Earlier distant glasses : for the eye operated on +1.75, for the eye not operated on +2.75, cyl. +0.5 x 0° j
no bifocals, glasses not changed after operation. Examination showed aphakia and iridectomia periferica.
+ 13.5
Refractometer values
+5.0
V.o.dx : 0.33 partly with lens+15.0 -r
V.o.sin : 0.67 with+4.5
(0.15 partly with +8.0) T.o.a.:
19 mmHg
In M.W. best lens for the right eye +18.0, for the left eye +8.0, likes to read a newspaper with +8.0,
which she can do at 40 cm.

Case 1673.

Example of the difficulty of drawing the line between migraine and epilepsy.

Housewife, had earlier been card-puncher, born 1929.
Headache since school, migraine with trigeminal symptoms for the last ten years : pulling is felt from the
corner of the mouth to the ear and the premolars.' For over twenty years blood vessels have broken on the
surface of the eye; myokymia. Often has the feeling of a lump in the throat and suffers from travel
sickness. Since the age of 7 has fainted many times, remaining unconscious for a few seconds. Blood
pressure sometimes critically low. She often sees people's eyes in such a way that one revolves around
the another. In the evenings she is sometimes so numb that she cannot sleep.
At the age of 24 or 25 she had such bad cramp that her lower limbs rose up. During the last five years
(examined 1975) she often had such bad heart pain that she went blue. Ten years ago consulted an
oculist who said he would write her a prescription if she wanted one. Thus at the age of 46 she was still
without glasses. H at least +3.5. Patient's daughter is also my migraine patient and has tried every kind
of treatment, including acupuncture. H at least +5.0.

Case 1725.

Multi-symptom migraine.

Married lady, born 1929 : former shopkeeper who had given up working owing to exhaustion. No
children \ never became pregnant. Cases of migraine in the family. Treated since babyhood for "pains
around the navel": seemed to be lumps of some kind in the intestines (cramps in the gut?).
At age of 14 became a shop assistant : migraine attacks began two years later and she consulted a doctor.
Typical of her attacks that they occur at the week-end (holiday migraine). First consulted an oculist about
ten years ago : was given glasses. Present spectacles are the third prescription : +1.0 and +1.5, add. 2.0.
Has taken for these attacks at least 1/000 pills or suppositories — ergotamine and recently Anervan
suppositories. In addition to pain in the usual places she also gets pain in trigeminal N .auriculotemporal
and N .accessorius : pain in the latter is felt from the left ear downwards to the neck and under the left
shoulder, and there is a sore place behind the left ear at N.occipitalis (CII).
During attack, left side of the visual field has seemed dim, cramp pains in the abdomen and tongue stiff.
Numbness in the hands at more or less any time : strange, repeated feeling,as if a cold wind were blowing
along the lower edge of the left arm, upwards (region of N.ulnaris). Live blood often in lid of left eye.
Frequent visits for treatment to Helsinki specialists (gynaecologist, internist,
Like No. 1968 \ treated as an epileptic.

neurologist) : also examined in hospital and operated on, among other things for endometriosis (?) and
myoma.
Often tearing pain still in perineum and rectum : sometimes wakes up at night on account of this — pain
lasts for perhaps half an hour (Proctalgia).
Spring 1975 : three attacks of dizziness, when she had to stay absolutely still in bed
with eyes open and focussed on a fixed point (cf.p.221).This enabled her to bear the attack
which lasted, for example, the whole of one Sunday (holiday again). No abnormality
of hearing noticed.
During examination I noticed tremor in the patient's hands when she took hold of the
Maddox wing. She explained that her hands had been trembling for at least two
years, during the last year really disturbingly. Her father apparently also had severe
tremor.
Hypermetropic revealed, 6.5 (+7.0) diopters.
Seven months later I got a letter from the patient saying that the migraine still had
not recurred \ drugs had been got rid of as I had promised. Her colon had given
some trouble. Was wearing at that time +4.0 add. 2.0.
In her last letter (15.11.1976) she reported that she was still well. Whenever she
felt an attack coming she put on "fogging " glasses and that always helped.

Case 1735.

Migraine patient.

Born 1928. Stretching treatment because of shoulder pain, 1969.
Had rhinitis vasomotorica,
which was relieved by Anervan.
Had been many times to a dentist because of an upper molar that gave trouble.
Dentist did not want to remove it.
Duodenitis. H +5.5.

Case 1794.

Momentary trigeminal irritation provoked by fogging in pseudomyopia.

Unmarried lady born 1950 : packer.
Headache since age of 7. Glasses since she was a schoolgirl : strengthened most
recently in 1971 : -7.75 and -7.25.
Headache, pain in the eyes, in one shoulder and in one upper arm, cramps in the
stomach. Feeling of nausea \ feeling of pressure round the heart each day at
2 o'clock.
Came to be examined because her glasses had got broken two days earlier : had
thus been two days w i t h o u t g l a s s e s .
Examination revealed that she had had far too many minus diopters : actual minus
value at that time 5.0 diopters at most.
When, after fogging examination, I began to examine patient's visual acuity and put
lenses
-3.0 binocularly in the test frames, she closed her eyes and almost screamed
because they hurt as if being "stuck with a hundred needles". When I continued
after a moment's pause, increasing the lenses to -5.0, the same thing happened again.
On the other hand, the patient was able to look outdoors somewhat more peacefully.
It must therefore be that after the considerable resting of accommodation, focussing
on the chart with minus glasses caused such severe cramp of the ciliary muscle that
it was felt as trigeminal irritation at the numerous nerve endings in the cornea. The
above is a concrete demonstration of the degree of irritation involved in accommodation
and plus deficiency, in this case provoked by pseudomyopia. Cf.Case 1238.
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Case 1807.

Example of the difficulties of a patient
objective proof.

for whose vegetative symptoms there is no

29-year-old children's nursemaid *r mother of two children, one of whom has migraine and the other has
been operated on for strabismus : no glasses. Patient has suffered from severe migraine for four years. Got
glasses from an optician, +0.75 and +0.5 and prism 1/2, base in B . E . Feelings of numbness in the
cheeks : pain in her ears : severe attacks of proctalgia both day and night. Palpitation and stabbing pains in
the heart. Examined in a neurology clinic among other places : lumbar puncture four times \ Ekg 0.
Consulted an eye clinic : reason for her headache could not be found. Final result of neurological
examination : abnormal psychic state. Neurosis angoris et phobica. Cephalagia. Mental health bureau
considered,however,that the patient needed no treatment. Neuro-surgeon sent her to me.
I discover severe spasm of accommodation, H at least 3.5 d. I lend her four, graded, strengthened
glasses. Rang me up twice to say that the numbness in her face was terrible. Came for a check-up after 5
months. Said how happy she was that the headache had disappeared and that she no longer had her
revolting anal troubles. If she tries to be without glasses (!) her whole face becomes so terribly numb that
she is forced to put the glasses on and then the troubles instantly disappear. The worst feature at present is
severe attacks of constricting pain in the heart, during which she feels quite weak and near death. She had
such an attack a month ago at night and it was followed by a severe fit of trembling that lasted 5-10 min. She
was taken to hospital by ambulance and when Ekg showed no abnormality, she was said to be imagining
things, which upset her greatly. I lent her a fifth pair of glasses, +2.5, add. 1.75 and a prescription for her
own glasses +3.0, add. 1.5 and also lent another pair +4.75 for use in case of threatened headache.
She telephoned again after seven months: headache had disappeared but was now being treated for
hyperthyrosis, pulse over 100. Could this be the result of great relaxation of accommodation after considerable
strengthening of glasses? The fact that the patient's face became numb is in keeping with this thought, even
though this occurred also before glasses were strengthened. But how could one persuade the average
internist to listen to such an idea?
Case 1812.

Hypermetrope with multiple symptoms.

Lady, born 1916.
At age of 20, rheumatic fever.
At age of 31, terrible occipital pain, blotches on the back and palms : temperature
40 °C. ( 104 °F).
After one week of fever her legs were so paralysed that she had to crawl for at least
a month. Little by little her right toes began to move.
At age of 36, water on the knee : doctor said the patient had got allergic rheumatic
fever from her mental condition (?). Also swelling of the wrists.
First glasses at age of 48 (1965), since which 4 check-ups and all well.
At age of 55 "swishing" in the head and a strange feeling of pressure.
Distant lenses had been only +2.5. Hypermetropic at least +4.5.
One wonders what might be the part played in this case by plus deficiency?
Case 1831.

Background (?) to Sjogren's syndrome.

Plumber, born 1930.
Had never had glasses. Asked for an appointment when he suddenly had a strange
feeling of pressure in both eyes.
Also explained spontaneously that his eyes had earlier been streaming with water
but were now very dry.

(Either accommodation strain had stopped the functioning of the secretory fibres of
the parasympathetic facial nerve or stress had brought about compensatory
sympathicotony,
in which the slight lachrymation produced by the sympathicus
was not sufficient to keep the eyes moist.)
H approx. +5.5 revealed.
Was lent glasses +1.0 : immediately acquired welding glasses +1.75 for work.
+2.75 Four days later he telephoned to say that he had already got used to
both pairs "and now my eyes are streaming again!" See p. 378.

Case 1861.

Very instructive multiple-symptom migraine.

38-year-old foreman.
Suffered from migraine since the age of 15, when he worked in a nickel-plating workshop.
Also had reading glasses at that time, which he used for a while. Had "always" had pain in the lower back.
At the age of 31 always had a burning feeling in the heart at night. Examination revealed nothing wrong with
the heart. At the age of 32 had a period of dizziness lasting a fortnight, when everything was spinning round
leftwards : during this period he couldn't even walk and vomited countless times. Was examined in an ENT
clinic for two weeks and at the same time was examined by a neurologist, EEG, porus, cervical spine and
skull X-rays. Audiogram revealed that hearing in the left ear was conductively slightly reduced, to about 25-20
decibels. Paresis of the right facial nerve at age of 33. For 4 months one half of the face was paralysed. No
treatment.
At the age of 37 he began to have trouble with tooth (-8) which was treated at least thirty times : nothing was
really discovered. At the same time he more or less lost his hearing in the left ear. Tooth grinding during
sleep. Hoarsness of voice troubled him 'T studied singing \ sang in an operatic chorus and in the
theatre:voice still hoarse, cf.p.233.Trouble in the region of the thyroid cartilage. Still has burning feeling in the
heart — not connected with strain. Strange trouble in the right arm-pit. Just recently the right shoulder has
begun to ache (referred pain of cardiac origin?) Can't sleep on the right side. Can't stretch his arm above his
head when sleeping — it becomes numb at once.' Right leg almost always numb. Trouble in the
epigastrium: abdominal X-ray — 0. Is at present visiting a surgeon for rectum troubles \ vague pain
(proctalgia?).
Got glasses from another oculist two years ago, cyl. +0.75 ax. 80° and 90 : have already helped the
headache.
Hypermetropia revealed +3.(5) : binocular visus = 1.0 with glasses +1.75 : inverted vascular trunk in the
papilla.

Case 1864.

Typical case where treatment for glaucoma is begun on very flimsy evidence.

It is difficult to understand the glaucoma treatment given to the following patient,
m
born 1895 : First glasses at the age of 24 r glasses strengthened to -6.0 and -4.0 ;
still at the age of 81 vision in the right eye 0.2 without glasses, incipient cataracta
complicata.
Between the age of 77 and 79, treated with pilocarpine and adrenaline for elevated
pressure in the left eye. Cataract operation at age of 79 ;
V.L.E : +8.0 = 0.67, reads J], papilla and visual field normal,tension 19(18)mmHg.
This could,of course,also be the thoracic outlet syndrome.
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Case 1865.

A rare complication of myopia maligna : ablation?
for ablation — e v e r t e d iris ( Migraine).

— operation for cataract — operation

Unmarried lady, born 1935 : working in a factory.
Found things very difficult at school : first glasses at age of 8, right away approx. -8.0 — -10 diopters.
When just over 30 began to get headaches in the forehead, above the eyes : twice a year this was so severe
that for 1 1/2 to 2 days she could only creep around gingerly avoiding all jerks, sometimes having to stand
still in one place f she also vomited. Spoke to an oculist about this in February 1976 (aged 41). The oculist
said he thought it might be migraine, but made no attempt to change her glasses which were 4 years old
(9.5 / cyl -1.5 80° and -9.0 / cyl -1.0 90°) and had remained more or less unchanged since she was 30.
Patient had recently noticed that it was very difficult for her to read with these glasses. In 1965 she was
operated on in an eye clinic for very divergent strabismus in the right eye. In March 1975, noticed shadows in
the right eye. Went to an oculist, who sent her to hospital : "cataracta o.dx. (Haemorrhagia corp.vitr.o.dx.).
Myopia magna o.a. Blood in front of the retina on the nasal side.
Still can't see any ablation but fundus
only dimly visible, partly on account of the cataract, partly on account of vitreous opacities. Patient wants
the cataract operated on."
In hospital they refused to operate because of the risk of complications. However, she went to another
oculist who performed the operation (December 1975). After the cataract operation it became clear
(8.1.1976) that the patient had an ablation (a complication?) which also had to be operated on (13.1.1976).
Eleven days after this last operation the affected eye began to ache;then the whole of the right side of her head
(migraine attack, holiday migraine from being without the strong minuses?) and the pain was severe for five
days. She was six weeks without glasses because she simply couldn't wear them — as soon as she put them
on her eyes began to hurt. Drops were administered to the eye that had been operated on — scopolamine x 3
daily. On 23.3.76 she asked the oculist for weaker glasses, because her own seemed to strain her so much
: glasses were not chnaged. On 31st March vision began to go from the eye operated on. One morning in
April the patient noticed that the pupil had not got smaller,but bigger : it was large and black and finally she
was blind in that eye.
I first saw the patient in July 1976,when it was possible to ascertain that the iris was
e v e r t e d , forming a broad pigmented edge as a continuation of the pupil. The
visible, surface part of the iris was hyperaemic.
Vision of the left eye : with glasses -4.5 = 0,1 ; -8.5 = 0.33 ; with her own
glasses it was no better. Can read a newspaper at a distance of 15 cm, can also
read Jaeger 1.0.
I reduced the strength of her distant glasses by two diopters and allowed the patient
to begin reading without glasses.
The explanation of the eversion of the iris could be the non-resistance of the
detached retina to scopolamine, a force pulling the iris towards the periphery.
It is also probable that ablation existed before the cataract operation. This case
shows how important it is, both to avoid complications after operations for cataract
and for success in operations for ablation in myopic eyes, to reduce accommodation
strain as much as possible simultaneously in both eyes, i.e. to permanently weaken
minus lenses.
In May 1977, as I had suggested, she made an appointment to see me and told me what a joy it had been to
spend a year without a headache.

Cases 1881, 1946 and 1951.

Accommodation strain and torticollis.

In connection with the cervical nerves we must also remember spasmodic torticollis, a by no means uncommon
clonic or tonic contraction of the cervical muscles (m.sternocleidomastoideus) brought about by irritation of the
accessory nerve or cervical plexus.
Case 1881, 49-year-old migraine patient with tense accommodation, H (+2.0), is an example of how a feeling
of pulling on both sides of the neck may be the prelude to spastic torticollis. Likewise case 1946, a 34-yearold doctor, earlier glasses approx. -1.(5), H at least +3.75, recurrent torticollis and case 1951, a 49-yearold lady, headache patient, H +3.5, RR 270/160; pulling feeling on both sides of the neck towards the jaws
and ears may be explained in the same way.
Case 1891.

Spasm of accommodation and myokymia.

Employee of a photographic firm, born 1930, suffered from myokymia recently. When sitting at the
refractometer , myokymia re-appeared, simultaneous refracto-meter value was -6.0 \ when relaxed it
was +3.5 ! Had used her glasses +1.25 only for close work.
Case 1943. "Normal " headache again.
61 -year-old lady \ glasses unchanged for 9 years, +2.0, +0.5 x 0.
I asked her whether she got headaches. She replied that she did not.
When I saw the situation, H +6.0, I expressed my surprise at the lack of headache,
where upon the patient explained that she had indeed had one in connection with
influenza, even now, but she just thought it was chronic flu.
Two years ago she had a gastric ulcer. Her back was so sore and stiff that she
walked leaning forward, cf.footnote p.245.
Case 1952.

Spasm of accommodation and congenital anomalies (cf.p.410).

Migraine patient, born 1949, mother of two children, five and three years old. Minus glasses since age of 8 ;
headache from age of 18, migraine from age of 25. Has worn her glasses all the time and taken a lot of pills.
Recently very frequent urination, 20 times a day. Glasses now -2.(2)5 \ is not at all a myope. Elder son
very small at birth, operated on for congenital heart failure at age of six weeks \ at age of 1 1/2 years one
kidney extirpated. At age of 5 weighed 11 kgs. Second boy has deformed hip joint. Patient's migraine
disappeared in two weeks when minus glasses were left off. Now,after having been some months without her
minuses, driving a car with -1.5 feels distinctly uppleasant and she gets an immediate desire to urinate
(parasympathetic detrusor effect ).
Case 1977. Medical student, migraine patient.
First glasses at age of 8 +0.75 B.E.
at age of 10 -0.75 and -05 ii
at age of 22 -6.0 and -4.5 Now, at the age of 23, uncorrected binocular vision in fogging
examination 0.2 ! Bifocals -3.5 prescribed. Telephoned after 3 months: Had read without glasses and had also
otherwise generally been without glasses.After one month accommodation suddenly relaxed when she looked in
the distance rather a long time(15min).Has since then succeeded in relaxing it every day. Is now free of
symptoms and very happy because her power of concentration and ability to learn have so decisively
improved.Many patients have reported the same, interesting consequence, cf. Case 1213, p.482; see also
Hintgen and Aprison 1976.
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Case 1979. Migraine sufferer with uncommon features, like aura continua, with dreamy states and the dejd vu
symptom; also instantaneous reactions to changes in spectacles.
34-year-old lady, breast-feeding her first (4 month old) baby. Came to see me because she thought she had migraine.
Menstruation had begun again and secretion of milk seemed to be decreasing. After wearing her first glasses (+1.0)
milk was much more abundant and her general condition improved for one week. This was followed by extreme
autonomic lability, with very rapid alterations, both physically and mentally: gaiety and sombreness, hot flushes and
severe dreamy states, which came upon after a few moments' reading. When she put on stronger glasses, milk
secretion increased in a few minutes, so much so that it squirted all over the baby's face. Furthermore, with plus
increase the patient is able to suppress asthma attacks which she has suffered from for years: also, the stuffiness in
her nose disappears immediately, when she looks through the lower segment of her bifocals (+1.5,add 0.75). Three
months later she again developed a severe condition seemingly not unlike "aura continua" (see Wakefield, 1976).
This could have been the consequence of an oxygen deficiency after long continuance of broncho-constriction ; in any
case she had the feeling that she could not breathe properly. See also paragraph Polycytaemia p.330.
I believe I could give the CIA a few nice ideas for influencing man's mind (legally and secretely )!
Case 1984. Whining bronchoconstriction relieved by fogging.
50-year-old lady, sent to my by her thoragic surgeon : respiratory whining on arrival at my surgery, wearing glasses 1.5 (H revealed+2.25). After some minutes of strong fogging she could not, even when breathing very deeply,produce
the whining (the sympathicus-stimula-ting effect of accommodation relaxation)!
Case 1990. A unique description of migraine symptoms.
One of my most recent migraine patients, a 33-year-old lady, with multiple symptoms, treated with acupuncture by two
different doctors; with transcutane nerve stimulator; with drugs which make her legs quite blue as a result of which she
was taken to hospital by ambulance.
The patient described how her pains were so severe that the whole of her body was aching except the ear lobes.
My interest in this phenomenon has been further stimulated by the finding of Uvnds (1954, referred by Kuhar
1976, p. 12) that, at least in the dog, the nerves to the skin of the ear are cholinergic sympathetic vasodilators. It
was probably the parasympathetic irritating reflex influence from the ciliary muscle spasm (Duke-Elder 1969, p.
147) which caused the patient's aches and pains.
Hypermetropia revealed +3.25; of all the treatment she had ever had, her first glasses (+1.0 prescribed by
me), already gave the best relief of symptoms.
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Case 1213.

Migraine patient with excessive autonomic activity ; severe
pan-dysautonomia.

Intelligent patient, whose co-operationrand observations diligently and accurately
recorded, were of the greatest value in helping me to understand the complicated
functioning of the autonomic nervous system, combinations of symptoms ,
their
sudden fluctuations and above all how many gaps there are in our present knowledge and also to realize how
difficult it is in a state of pure pan-dysautonomy to steer the right therapeutic course.
Young lady, born 1953 \ unmarried economist.
Family history : A great deal of illness on both sides of the family over several generations — 6 died of cancer 'r
on the father's side eight members had had sciatica and bad backs (5 male, 3 female)^ maternal
grandmother (died 1957) had glaucoma and a hearing aid 'T her great aunt had asthma, her paternal
grandmother cataract. On the mother's side two members had migraine, four had asthma and the grandfather
allergic eczema.
The patient's father had milk scab \ also stiffness in the neck and shoulder muscles. Her Mother (aged 46) had
had migraine since early childhood, asthma and allergic rhinitis, symptoms in the heart nerves, several
fainting fits, pains in the hip (X-ray 0), poor hearing already before the age of 40. At age of 44, discrepant
glasses, -1.25 and +1.75.
Patient's 19-year-old sister had allergic rhinitis from age of 12, asthma since 1974 \ undergoing permanent
treatment. Youngest sister (17), milk scab since she was a small baby \ migraine from the age of about 5,
rheumatic symptoms (ankle, joints of metatarsus, hip, knees, shoulders \ aching arms). Since 1974
clacking of the jaw. Weak plus glasses alleviated both sisters' symptoms temporarily, for example vasomotor
rhinitis. Cousin's seven-month-old boy vomited after feeding \ my patient experimented with the child by
feeding him and making him look in the distance to lessen accommodation — child no longer vomited.
Past health : Patient had been a weepy child \ once at the age of 2 months she slept only from 1 a.m. to 5
a . m . — Mother suspected that child had strabismus : photograph of patient when less than six months old does
not support this with any certainty. Began to read at age of 5. Headache from age of approx. 11, like a
band around the head. Migraine attacks from age of 14-15. First fainting fit on a school outing to another
city : " thick in the head" for two days afterwards. Since the age of 4, lower back so sore that she could not
stay in one place, nor sit down, but had to keep walking about and when in bed had to indulge in contortions
in order to turn over. At age of 7, examined because of back troubles. X-ray result : Thoracic spine and lumbar
s p i n e — nothing pathological. Vertebral Si-arch open.
At age of 15, lumbar spine X-ray repeated :
Insufficientia articuli sacroiliacalis. Suspected sacro-iliitis l.dx. Check-up after 4 months, February 1969: 0.
Professor's final statement : poor musculature.
At age of 12, skin of the elbows was occasionally red, swollen, inflamed, itching and sore \ doctor
prescribed ointment, to be applied several times a day,and ointment bandages for the night. Probably this
condition did not last very long.
At age of 12 (?) consulted an oculist \ had itching eyes and found when reading that the lines got mixed up ;
even tried using her mother's glasses. No glasses prescribed ; oculist said she was stubborn and capricious.
Visited an oculist for the second time at age of 15 because of her headaches : no glasses prescribed, only
drops for itching eyes. At age of 20, student eye examination : no glasses prescribed. Pain in premolar
teeth +3 and +4 during migraine attack \ in a severe attack all her teeth ached.
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In 1974 +3 was twice opened : no abnormality discovered.
Had taken drugs for migraine at least since 1971 : to begin with, Sandomigrin tablets, which made her mixed up
in the head. Thereofter,Anervan tablets, including pills prescribed for other members of the family ; took
them all the time, even during lectures, and her student friends can remember her doing so. In connection
with these tablets, loss of memory — mentioned by her mother when making the appointment. Tablets
interfered directly with her studies. Tried yoga, among other things, to relieve the headache. Study trip to
U.S.A. 1971-1972. Headache had been continuous.Whi le there fainted twice, on one occasion falling down
a whole lot of steps. Was examined in the local hospital : Medical report, March 7th 1972 — "Syncope.. no
abnormality found "; but patient was given a neck support.
Before the attack,she had been reading and typing late into the night and on the following morning had an
unbearable headache. Also took drugs for menstrual pains. Both hands became numb while she was awake
and in 1972-73 she felt extra heartbeats. In December 1973 she began a diet according to instructions in a
book. In February 1974, RR 130/85; spring 1974 108/52.
Present situation :
First visited me June 24th 1974.
R.E.V. = 0.67 ; (+1.0 = 0.4 ) ; L.E.V. = 0.67; ( + 1 . 0 = 0.5 ) Binoc.
Retinoscopy : slight direct astigmatism
+2.5 (+3.0)
R
+2.5

+1.0 = 1.0

Saw registration numbers partly with +3.0
A
M.R. with +1.25 0 ; M.W. (fluctuated) ; without glasses 0; best+2.5, exo 2 .
Therapy : I prescribed glasses +1.25 ; in reserve a prescription for+2.0 if the symptoms
continued and yet another for +2.5. Recommended her to come for a check-up after one
year.
Patient subsequently made notes about her own condition :
1.7.74 First wore +1.25 ; headache if glasses were not worn.
2.7.74 Wore +1.25 all day.
1.7.74 — 2.7.74 Nausea, headache and dizziness in the mornings; continuous
headache, back-ache, itching eyes, extreme fatigue, toothache and tenderness
in the teeth when biting. 8.7.74 Severe headache,
tried reading glasses +2.0 23.9.74 Patient writes me a letter :
"Since I visited you (24.6.74) things have gone well and I have had no great difficulty. When I started
wearing the first glasses (+1.25),after having a bad headache, itching eyes, numb arms and extreme
fatigue continuously for several days, all was well. I had not had backache for many years until I wore
glasses in July 1974. Within a month of wearing them, the pain returned and I started wearing +2.0 for
close work. It was not long before I got the first signs, when looking in the distance with weak
glasses. I started using +2.0 glasses for distant vision and began to "run in"+2.5. During the changeover period the same symptoms always occurred, but soon disappeared. Already by mid-August I had
reached a stage where I wore +2.0 most of the time and +2.5 for reading, even for many hours.
Everything was all right (except of course for clear distant vision).
Now however I face a new problem. I have again got smarting eyes and a feeling that there is dirt in
them. The headache does not only "attack" me when I am reading,but also when I am looking in
the distance. But I can still

make it disappear by wearing glasses +2.5. If I read with the two pairs of spectacles, one on top of the other
(=+4.5),it helps only for a short time. The dizziness is frequent and I am continually tired. I manage to keep
myself fresh by following the doctrines of Dr. Jackson and by taking exercise,^ not by artificial pick-meups, and I am thus able to observe even a small change in my condition. I now need as much as ten
hours sleep a night (normally I needed about six) and I have a headache almost every morning. Usually I
already wake in the early hours with a headache.2 It is not easy for me to manage with the ever-increasing
pressure of examinations. "
I have quoted the patient's letter in its entirety because it gives such a very good picture of the early stages of
the treatment of most migraine patients. Thus the acceleration of the patient's need for strengthened glasses
became such that as soon as she got new glasses from the optician they already seemed to be inadequate. I
therefore suggested that she should come for a
check-up ( she had to make a journey of 220 mil es )
-r she duly arrived on November 6th 1974. She explained to me that if she tried to be even a moment without
glasses, she had such severe pain that she could scream ! Refractometer value was +4.25, but when she
tried to focus she became so tense that a spasm of accommodation was the immediate result *r nevertheless,
a visual acuity of 1.0 was achieved monocularly with +1.0. I prescribed reading glasses +6.75^and gave her a
reserve prescription for +7.5.
15.11.74.Patient wrote that she was reading with +7.5 and that +6.75 was "better" for distant vision than the
earlier +5.75.
Her next letter 22.11.74, was,however,alarming : she wrote to say that she was almost at the end of her tether,
the whole balance of the autonomic nervous system being non-existent. She had passed her exams brilliantly,
and with a minimum of reading^: however, after removing her glasses to look for a key, she had a blackout and
could not even remember what she was looking for. Spasm of accommodation developed at a great rate \
one glance without glasses caused photo-phenomena and a few minutes without glasses produced such
dizziness that she had to support herself on the walls. At times she had terrible palpitation, her hands
trembled, her teeth ached, she was utterly exhausted and had "rheumatic" feelings. She had pimples on the
skin, her hair became greasy, but she was already able to manage her menstrual periods without drugs (earlier
they had been painful and when young the time interval had been as much as one year). Dizziness, which
had not disappeared even between the periods of release, worried the patient.
As from 25.11.74 the patient made notes about her symptoms daily. The days and weeks to come showed that
the patient was in an extremely difficult, full-blown, state of pan-dysautonomy. Symptoms varied so rapidly
that it was impossible to discover any coherent sympathicotonic or vagotonic tendency. She had a sharp pain
or heavy feeling in the chest y she either sweated or shivered, had pain in the hips or legs and her back was so
stiff that she could not get her shoes on. (Believing her back to be weak, the patient had at the age of sixteen
taken to vigorous skiing and swimming. Earlier her hips had not troubled her, but her back pains when sitting
remained so bad that, for example in the Spring of 1974 when the migraine was at it worst, most of her
reading for examinations had to be done lying down.) Arrhythmias, sometimes going on all night, but
disappearing if she went for a walk \ tiredness, especially in the morning, but in the evening she could manage
even three lectures. Woke up in the early hours with palpitation, but if she then started to read, her pulse
dropped within half an hour from 88 to 66 — clear evidence of the parasympathetic effect of positive
accommodation (Viikari 1975b). Nitro-glycerin caused headache and diazepam (2 mg) made her feel muddled
and weak ; Bellergal retard caused dry mouth and throat. I therefore prescribed papaverine for the heart
symptoms. Patient's heart
1 This can be dangerous.
3 I now realize that this was not very sensible,but I did so
2 "holiday-migraine".
because +5.75 had only helped her for a short time.
4 Biochemical sympathetic stimulation (Hypomania?).
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pains radiated in the region xiphoid process —left clavicle, left armpit—lumbar spine. Ear-ache in left ear. One
papaverine tablet (?) stopped the pain and the choking feeling (within one hour).
One thing that must be mentioned in connection with this case where glasses had been strengthened
exceptionally
rapidly is the two-week fast that the patient undertook, beginning on July 20th 1974 (two
glasses of water per hour, lecithin tablets, brewer's yeast, malt extract and seaweed) which I should almost
certainly have forbidden had I known about it ( the brain, above all,requires fuel). During that period the
patient lost nearly one stone, but it is true that she very soon got back her normal weight.
The patient built up from her earlier lenses
such combinations that by early December, 1974 she was
wearing glasses +8.25, managing successfully outdoors and even on steps. A new symptom was a tense
spasm in the small (?) intestine and a dull pain in the external genital organs. She was reading with
glasses +9.25 at a distance of about 20 cm. 1 Objects rapidly changed their size — for example a small lamp
in the distance would suddenly seem to be three feet wide. The ring finger and little finger of the right hand
became stiff. I suggested a slight reduction in the strength of distant glasses — for example +7.5 — so that
the restless ciliary muscle would get an opportunity to calm down.
Patient keeps on getting new symptoms :"tearing" pains, running from the clavicle to
the ears f
( M.sterno-cleido-mastoideus
—
N.accessorius, C II and C III )
flatulence, hyper-reflexia \ involuntary knee-jerks — also on December 21st and 2nd
1974 and on Jan 31st 1975 — and had a feeling that she was falling,also when lying
down. Papaverine did not alleviate her heart pains. When wearing glasses +7.5
outdoors she got severe pain above the eyes and in the temples, which spread down
to the neck \ troublesome feeling of heaviness j took Bellergal — feeling of lightness \
pulse was 128
, patient fatigued ; tiredness got worse, pain became more severe,
pulse 78. Loss of memory, extreme exhaustion and insomnia.
Further check-up 4.12.74. Pupils were large (sign of sympathicotonic dominance at
that time). Nothing essentially new about refraction values, although I was only able
to examine the patient for a brief moment : when checking her vision I had to make
considerable changes in diopter values and she suddenly fell unconscious into my lap.
Her face and lips were slightly swollen, her pulse — as soon as I had the wit to take
it — was weak as far as I can remember, but the rate was normal. The patient
regained consciousness relatively soon — perhaps in less than one minute or it may
have been two or three minutes — but was drowsy for some hours before being able
to leave. When I tried to find an explanation of this dramatic fainting fit, I thought
immediately of an article by Harter and White
(1968) : it seemed to me
possible that after many diopters of fogging the sudden sharpening of the contour of an image as the young
and powerful ciliary muscle contracted, evoked such a strong potential that fainting followed .(In the work of
Harter and White the negative or positive components of the potentials were greatly reduced in amplitude when
the degraded stimulus was used, and the amplitude of the components increased as the diopter settings were
made smaller — both convex and concave — that is, as the pattern became focussed.) Perhaps for the very
reason that the optic nerve is an extension of the brain, the sensations mediated thereby reach the important
brain centres with particular force, thus provoking reactions like epilepsy (flickering light, cf.p.266) or fainting,
after sudden sharpness of contour.
The situation being what it was and since it was impossible to estimate the degree of hypermetropic in this
patient, I thought it would be unwise to prescribe stronger glasses for her : however, I lent her glasses
+8.0, which she had found so pleasant already at the consultation. Because experience has shown me,
in a hundred —
This is in accord with the refractometer reading of+4.25.

perhaps a thousand cases — that itching eyes are a certain sign of plus deficiency, I also prescribed
light-weight, lenticular
glasses +10.0 to be used with caution for reading.
Reading distance
even with these ( 16.12.1974 ) was up to 20 cm.
I explained to the patient that her cardiac symptoms should probably be treated with beta blocking-agents, but
that I would not myself prescribe them. Instead I wrote her an introduction
to an internist,
so that if
necessary, she
could turn to a heart specialist in her own district. However, the patient hesitated to
consult another doctor who would perhaps have no idea of her extreme sensitivity to drugs. The days following
the attack were rather restless and she had a continuous pain in the heart and a feeling of constriction. When
focussing at a distance of 2-10 metres, her symptoms disappeared (functional resting position of accommodation
I), but when looking further away she experienced an unpleasant, quivering release : if she then re-focussed at
under 2 metres she again got a stiff neck, " signals" in the heart and tearing pains in the hips and sciatic nerve \
fasciculations first in one muscle, then in another \ intestinal cramps, ringing and buzzing in the ears, ringing
especially when she focussed near. Even laughing was enough to provoke a terrible itching of the eyes. Had a
choking feeling when lying down \ the whining in her ears disappeared when she raised her legs. On
December 5th she noted that she could see everything clearly in her room with +8.0. !
All the symptoms mentioned are in complete accord with the thought that when the eye is at rest it corresponds to
a situation where the opposing forces of the organism, parasympathicotony and sympathicotony, are balanced.
It is not, however, certain where this resting point resides (Toates 1972, page 843). In this particular patient it
resided at a focussing distance of between 2 and 10 metres, with glasses +8.0. Beyond these limits the
organism already signalled its discomfort. In the case of an emmetrope (!) different studies have shown that the
distance at which accommodation rest is achieved is 1 1/3 to 1/2 m.(Toates, 1972, pages 836-839).
The patient was now wearing glasses +8.0 day and night and the situation seemed to be calming down \ as
far as the heart was concerned she also had peaceful nights (13.12.74 - 16.12.74).
At this stage probably my greatest worry, however, was the patient's ear symptoms\ at times she had very
considerably reduced hearing (perhaps the same symptom as at an earlier date when an attempt was made
to rinse her ears?) and repeated tinnitus in the ears. I connected this symptom with observations made by so
many migraine patients before their hearing got very bad, all the more so when I remembered the poor
hearing that ran in the patient's family. Papaverine, which was also prescribed at a later stage by an ENT
specialist, seemed to stop the ringing . See also p.217.
In an audiogram taken on Dec. 11th 1974 when the patient had worn glasses +7.5 for a full hour before the test
and +8.0 during it, dysacousis (25 decibels) was revealed for low-pitched sounds (frequencies 250-1,000) and
also at 8,000, tested by air conduction, Fig. 11,p.471. A check-up audiogram five days later (both air and bone
conduction), the patient wearing glasses +8.75 was much better, imore or less normal, Fig. 11 ,and corresponded
with the subjective observations of the patient about very rapidly changing states The ENT man did not consider the
situation worrying, but advised the patient to take papaverine regularly.
Reducing the strength of the glasses by half a diopter proved to be too much for the patient, although she tried to
get used to them out of doors : the result was headache, dizziness, a dagger-like pain in the eyes, pains in the
heart, extreme exhaustion, back pains and stiffening of all the muscles in the back, whining in the ears,
breathing
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Because I had assumed in advance that impairment of hearing had been caused by cramps of the middle ear muscles
(based on the fact of intermittent ear-ache) I was, in that situation, satisfied with an audiogram only showing the degree of
loss of hearing and it is a great pity that bone conduction curves were not recorded in every case.

difficulties — the ears ringing ever more often (four times in half an hour).
Glasses +8.75 put an end to the headache and the ringing in the ears, but at the same time caused
symptoms of release (?), numbness in the limbs, pain in the hips and sciatic nerves,
all of which
sometimes lasted throughout the day.
On Dec. 27th she wrote to say that her memory was utterly dependent on spectacles : meantime she had
passed her exams with a minimum of reading. Even reading for one and a half hours could cause a loud
humming in the ears ( I know from my own experience what a feeling of pressure can result, especially in
the ears, when reading with undercorrected glasses), dizziness and even when lying down a feeling that
she was going to fall. Also gaps in her memory when reading, even with glasses +10.0. Heart symptoms
varied greatly, irrespective of the time of day. Usually in the morning on waking the heart was restless \ at
other times (17.12.1974) she woke in the morning with a constricting pain, which one hour's outdoor exercise
did not relieve. Sometimes, after only two hours sleep at night (28.12.1974) her heart was completely
peaceful in the morning. Sometimes her heart symptoms, nausea etc. disappeared if she read with+10.0
when travelling by air. This also happened if she read with +10.0 after waking with a headache after long hours
of sleep (22.12.74 — 14 hrs and 23.12.74 — 12 hrs ). During the day +7.5 caused leg cramp, stiff neck,
shoulder-ache, ringing in the ears, aching in the left palm and fingers, toothache, face-ache : with +8.0 her
eyes itched and smarted.
For some time her blood pressure had shown signs of rising. When, on Dec. 30th 1974, the reading was
170/110 (the patient had just before tried nine times to wear glasses +6.75 for as long as 15 minutes) \ on
Dec. 31st 155/135 (?) and on January 1st 1975 160/125 on waking I decided that the time had come to
consult an internist.
During those days she had also had pain in the left knee, the lower limbs and the fingers. She saw the
landscape sharply with +5.0, but afterwards had a severe shivering fit and a tearing pain on the left side of her
head. I sent the patient to a specialist with wide experience both of pharmacology and internal diseases. The
patient was examined on January 6th. Blood pressure values were already normal before that and were
normal also at the examination. Thyroid and ECG tests were normal. Treatment prescribed was Inderal '
10 mg x 3. The patient came to see me at 3.30 p.m. on her way from the specialist. I suggested that we
check her visus on the chart. She agreed to this. When I had somewhat weakened the glasses and shown
her a couple of lines, she said " O h ! how horrible! " When I made the next attempt — I was all the time on
my toes in front of her — she suddenly fainted, as she had done earlier (4.12.1974). The patient's outward
appearance was about the same as on the earlier occasion. Her pulse was around 80 and she breathed as if
asleep. She opened her eyes after perhaps three minutes and rested in the examination chair for one and a
half hours. When she tried to get up to leave, she could not even get on her feet, but fainted a second time in
exactly the same way (5.30 p.m.).
The patient was not willing to go to hospital. After a short time I persuaded her to lie down and she then
slept until 9.30 p.m., when I took her to the bus so that she could go home. Even in the bus her brain "kept
on stopping".
The patient nevertheless began to take Inderal cautiously for two days, a dose of 5 mg x 3, and
described the effect of the drug by saying that there was clearly "something strange" going on in her body.
She also explained that when she woke up at 1 a.m. on the morning of January 8th, ' propranolol (ICI)
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she took her pill (Inderal), after which her pulse increased from 80 to 130 within an hour. In the early hours she
had heart pains and a severe shivering fit. At 5 a.m. she took another Inderal pill, after which she sweated
copiously and was so tired that she slept till noon, when she again took Inderal. Pulse was then between 80 and
100. She slept almost without a break until 7 p.m. when she once more took Inderal. Sleep caused by betablocking agents seems to be a sure (?) sign of prevailing sympathicotony. When the patient got up on January 9th,
her pulse was 130 'r she was still tired and had to take naps \ wearing +8.0 she got headache and toothache. She
rang me up to say that she adjudged herself to be in good condition, asking my permission to return to the city where
she was studying. I gave my consent because I knew how accurately this patient could estimate her state of
health. Each Inderal tablet caused extreme tiredness and an irresistible need to sleep for one hour. She also had,
to a varying degree, all the symptoms of disturbed autonomic function mentioned earlier, including a feeling of falling
in bed. After five days her heart pains were slightly better for two weeks, but instead she had severe intestinal pain
and cramp, 11th Jan. - 12th Jan. and 14th Jan- 16th Jan. 1975. On Jan. 19th she also had fasciculations
in the right arm. Typical, from the point of view of beta blocking-agents, was the excessive itching of skin and eyes
which followed one week later — also the rough red blotches that appeared on her face : these symptoms seemed to
get worse when she was wearing +10.0; with +7.5 they were slightly less severe. This also seems to support the
idea that the organism was in an extreme state of sympathicotony, which is increased even more with the releasing
effect of strong glasses. In a state of sympathicotony lachrymation is slight, supported by the sympathicus, and
when beta-blocking agents are brought from the outside,even this "reserve " lachrymation stops and severe itching
results,due to the dryness of the eyes,(Viikari 1976, 1977b)
On Jan 21st the patient wrote : " Sometimes I am so tired that it seems I can't take a single step \ what is
so crazy is that when I wear+10.0 all my tiredness at once disappears." She continued : " I wonder whether
this situation is enough to provoke symptoms of allergy and asthma? Already during the Christmas holiday
dust caused a severe cold and itching of the nose and throat, a thing which has never happened before....
Now my skin has started to itch persistently in different places, my hands get chapped in spite of constant
application of ointment and the wearing of gloves at night, and to-day the corner of one eye has remained
stubbornly red."
On Feb 10th, the patient again wrote, " I feel that these "tens" (+10.0) are my salvation." The situation of
pan-dysautonomy was emphasized by the occurrence on January 24th 1975 of terrible itching of the
eyes,together with a continuous dripping nose (rhinitis vasomotorica).' The dominance of vagotony had, it is
true, been heralded the day before by a dry cough and wheezing.
The situation being so disturbed I decided to send the patient for EEG check-up. This was carried out on Jan
21st 1975 and the result was within normal limits.
Inderal considerably calmed the restless pulse, which had sometimes been uncountable, and also seemed to
check the high blood pressure, but it had no effect at all on the piercing and tearing pains in the heart. On one
occasion these pains were for two hours so infernal that the patient was unable to move in her bed : the pulse
was at the same time extremely rapid.2 Unbearable pains and soreness in the joints continued. On Jan 30th
1975 the Inderal dose was increased, so that by Feb. 2nd it was 20 mg x 3. The result was that after the
first two tablets she slept for three hours and woke up with an feeling of discomfort. For several days the
patient tried for 5-10 min. to get used to wearing even +5.0, but always she got a headache, numbness of the
neck, severe toothache, pains in the left hip, sometimes unbearable pain in both lower limbs,
1 cf.page 466, concerning her sister.
2 From the pain?

sometimes pains around the heart and an aching in the left arm.
I have tried to draw certain practical conclusions from this accommodation merry-go-round : if release of
accommodation causes stimulation of the sympathicus, its natural counter-agent is positive accommodation,
i.e. reading with moderate plus deficiency. Looked at in another way, it may be said that the strain of reading
will at least partly compensate for the beta blocking, cf. p. 231.
Waking up in a sweat at night three hours after taking two Inderal tablets begins to be very exhausting :
patient's temperature when sweating was 37.8 - 37.9 °C . The symptoms are constantly so mixed up pandysautonomically that it is difficult to decide what condition of the autonomic nervous system is represented
for example by uterine cramps (bowel movements alter rapidly from extreme constipation to extreme
diarrhoea). When, in spite of the increased dose of Inderal, the situation showed no signs of calming down —
sleep was restless and there was a dry cough,signifying the beginning of broncho-constriction — I decided
that it was best gradually to decrease the Inderal. This was done between Feb 7th and May 9th 1975, by
which time the patient's body "felt much lighter". On Feb. 15th she had severe heart pains and pulse was as
high as 170 : there generally seemed to be a connection between a high pulse rate and the degree of severity
of the cardiac pain (a clear sign of compensatory sympathicotony) # On Feb. 16th, after a good night's
sleep, the diameter of the patient's pupils was 4-5 mm. The patient made interesting notes about the
contraction of the ciliary muscle when wearing different glasses :
with +10.0, size of image (street lights) varied between 10 and 40 cm
vibration frequency/min = 45
with +9.24
-"-"-"10 and 20 cm
vibration frequency/min = 30
with +8.0
-"-"-"10 and 70 cm
vibration frequency/min = 35
wi th +7.5
- "- "- "10 and 20 cm
vibration
frequency/min
=
(with+7.5 the picture was quite still to begin with ).
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These observations confirmed what I had known all along, that the symptoms are due
to the great restlessness of the ciliary muscle which lies behind the state of pandysautonomy ; and that the ciliary muscle is not yet ready for greater release than
+7.5, (with lenses of this strength the ciliary muscle is stabilized for a while, and
the tonus is peaceful). It seems that great release as well as tenseness of accommoda
tion inhibits the restlessness of the ciliary muscle. However, the problem
was that the patient simply could not, with glasses of this weaker strength, endure
the severe headache that resulted — within half an hour — but was able to make it
disappear with glasses +10.0.
The reading distance with +10.0 was
approximately 15 cm (at the best, up to 20 cm), but in practice the reading distance with +5.0 very rapidly
became the same, this also showing the same extreme tendency to spasm of accommodation.
We may conclude from this that causal therapy should be strait jacketing of the ciliary muscle, i.e. atropine,
the effect of which is nevertheless very relative. There were, however, many obstacles that prevented the
realizing of this idea. First of all, when dealing with such a sensitive patient, I was unwilling to risk,without
hospital protection, introducing into the system a substance having such a long-term effect : and for the same
reason the use of an antidote did not seem to be a good idea. Secondly, I was absolutely unwilling to embark
on such treatment when the patient was already undergoing other drug treatment (she was still on Inderal).
Thirdly, the patient herself
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did not want such treatment until her university term was over.
We thus come to early March 1975, a more peaceful phase when the patient was
sleeping normally at night (7-8 hours) after a long period of restlessness. Laughing
— even weeping — still produced considerable release of accommodation. She was
wearing +10.0 without really being aware of it : a weaker lens made her tired.
Unbearable itching of skin and ears had increased. Patient's left pupil had begun
at times to be slightly smaller (sign of more severe spasm on that side : headache
had always been worse on the left side). On March 6th she had particularly pierc
ing and tearing heart pains which began when she was dozing : impossible to count
the pulse rate : all movement was impossible and her back was stiff. She took 1/2
+ 1/2 Inderal tablets and one tablet after six hours and then the pain completely
disappeared. On March 7th 1975 the patient got her bifocals +5.0, add. 4.0 :
Aolite Executive, with the divide at the top of the pupil.
I prescribed them in the
hope that by means of repeated momentary training the ciliary muscle could be
tensed up smoothly,
as if by cheating, into a condition of tranquility. On March
9th, diameter of pupils on waking was 3 mm : patient also had headache and pains
in the hip and knee (pain in the motor nerves is dull, restricted to the muscles in
question and joints in the vicinty). On March 11th she was able to read registration
plates at a distance of 10-20 metres : found her new glasses wonderful. However,
she said "When for the first time I glance through the upper part at a distance of
%
0.5 - 10(20) metres I can see sharply r at the second glance I see much less clearly,
but with the third glance it makes no difference whether I look with +5.0 or +9.0.
With the latter I can sometimes see astonishingly well — even the clock on the tower
on the other side of the market square.
However, when I read, +9.0 is quite
insufficient and I always get a headache afterwards.
When
the dose of Inderal was decreased but accommodation ivas strained, the
sporadic and nightmarish sleep at night gave way to continuous peaceful rest. From this it may be concluded
that a suitable degree of accommodation strain has a greater effect on the normalcy of sleep than beta-blocking
agents ever do.
So we go forward in the spring and summer of 1975: patient's pupils remained rather small, anisocoria appeared
— right pupil 4.5 mm , left pupil 2 mm , sometimes the inverse, for example on June 16th ; heart calmed
down \ patient was able to manage outdoors with glasses +10.5, but was unable to read with them. I lent
the patient a collection of unframed loose lenses which she was able to fix with a special adhesive and make
combinations of different strengths. For reading she built up the strength to +12.5 (April 19th 1975) : with
these she also watched television programmes at a distance of 2-3 metres — for example ice hockey, though
she could not actually follow the puck. On April 22nd 1975 at night, in addition to toothache, back-ache
and a dry cough she had a sudden feeling of choking. The patient has long been of the opinion that during
sleep, without the "straitjacket" of strong plus glasses, her accommodation muscles tend towards their former
state of spasm and that this explains these symptoms of vagotony.' It would also explain the low blood
pressure values recorded in the mornings — 100-110/65-80-88. The unnaturally short reading distance had all
the time in my opinion been something which had to be got rid of. However, reading with +12.5 made the
reading distance so short that binocularity ceased to function, resulting in diplopia,as the left eye slid towards
convergence.
The patient came for a check-up on April 28th 1975 (fourth time). She had come by aeroplane and had
throughout the journey been sitting and reading (eyes very close to the text) with glasses +13.0 : she was already
feeling slightly sick on arrival and her pupils were rather wide. Without removing her glasses I carried out
several tests:
Compare the heart pains she had on 6/3 and see Endo et a! .(1976) on the subject of anginal attacks between
midnight and early morning.

we looked for example at registration plates in the courtyard and she could almost see them with +10.0 —her
pupil at that time being approximately 3 mm. in diameter. In amblyoscope SP (simultaneous perception) with
A
A
glasses +10.0, eso 5 \ fixation with both right and left eye \ with glasses +13.0, eso 2 .
The consultation was nearly over when the patient announced that she felt bad and had a new kind of strange
unpleasant feeling in her head j She lay down and immediately fell "asleep" (she was unconscious and I
m
could not wake her). To begin with her pulse was uneven and irregular (she was wearing glasses +10.0) r
after five minutes it became even and regular, 80/min RR 140-135/88. Here pulse had been 80 before the
attack and now remained so. After sleeping for 4-5 hours and having a little to eat, the patient was sufficiently
well for me to take her to a hotel for the night ; she again refused to go to hospital, being afraid she might have
to take new drugs, the effects of which would be quite impossible to predict. When she got to her hotel bed,
she again went straight to sleep, the pulse rate remaining unchanged.
An additional symptom all the time was an extremely severe headache that came in waves, much worse on the
left side. I think it
possible that the headache was provoked by checking the normalcy of her monocular
near vision (Jaeger]). She still had a headache in the hotel in the morning and finally vomited. In my
opinion this was a migraine attack. When her parents came to fetch her, she noted that for a moment out of
doors she was able to read motor-car registration numbers with glasses +13.0, at a distance of 2-3 metres.
During the examination I also carried out dermography \ this first showed red — perhaps revealing
vagotony — and then gradually became white, showing that the balance of the autonomic nervous system
was on a knife edge, i.e. a condition of pan-dysautonomy.
Once again I was faced with a new syndrome, because the unconsciousness cannot have been caused by
the same mechanism as on the first two occasions \ in the last resort everything can be called neurogenic, but
in this case there were features of vaso-vagal shock (Schumer, 1971 'r Shires and Canizaro, 1973) and the
cerebral type of carotid sinus syndrome (Walsh, page 139) *r we were dealing with an attack of syncope
without any changes (?) in the pulse rate or blood pressure. It is also worth mentioning that a few days earlier
the patient had telephoned me to ask my advice, saying that she was suffering from an intolerable trigeminal
pain, although she was wearing glasses +12.5. I gave her permission to try glasses +13.0 and when she did
so the pain disappeared at once.
It became ever more clear that atropine examination of the eyes was necessary. While waiting for an
appointment the patient tried to prevent her stiff back, dry cough and headache by wearing glasses +15.0 (May
4th 1975) ; on May 6th, in addition to the back-ache she had a very sharp pain in her left eye, as if there
were a wound in it ( could this have been sympathicotonic dryness resulting from the release provoked by strong
glasses?) \ the following morning this symptom had disappeared. After wearing + 15.0 for a while the patient
was then able with +9.0 to see clearly even at a short distance \ this had never happened before .After stopping
the Inderal treatment (9.5.75)the patient got pains in the heart after drinking a glass of sherry (again the result of
excessive release?).
A very pan-dysautonomic state of affairs continued and the patient wore stronger and stronger lenses because
they enabled her to "switch" the situation off and on \ however, one gets the impression from her notes that
excessive release increases the symptoms of sympathicotony. The patient once wore by mistake bifocals in
which the
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lower part was +19.0 and when after that she tried +15.0 she immediately got a headache. On one occasion
the left pupil was larger, 6 mm, the right pupil being 4 mm in diameter (May 30th). In addition to toothache,
trigeminal connection also evident in pricking on left side of the nose. A strange feature was twitching in the
palms (June 2nd). Skin was in poor condition, peeling and uneven.
In early June,because I wanted to administer atropine safely, I decided to consult an internist: I therefore sent a
detailed written report of the case,making plain how urgent it was,but the patient was unable to gain admission
to her local hospital.We then tried the university hospital where the physician in charge said the matter must
await the return from holiday of his chief. Since the weeks went by and the situation was every day critical I was
obliged to turn to my husband, who knew of the seriousness of this case. He provided the patient with
sanctuary in the surgical clinic. During the previous few days the patient had been wearing glasses +15.(5)
—+16.0 and had sometimes tried to prevent the symptoms even with +20.0. In the morning on her way to
hospital (June 23rd 1975) she had severe heart pains.
Atropinization was carried out with extreme care, beginning with 0.1 %, one drop once a day in both eyes.
Patient had waves of pain in the face, limbs and back \ also numbness in the limbs,flushed face and extreme
exhaustion. RR 130-140/80-85, pulse 72-80, slightly slower after reading. Had a sweating fit in the
evening and itching eyes. Pupils immediately enlarged, ad maximum (?) ; approx. 10 mm in diameter.
June 24th. Pupils were 7 mm in diameter on waking : after a short time 4.5 — 5mm. 0.1 % atropine x 3.
Relatively many ordinary symptoms of pan-dysautonomy, RR 125/85-75.
June 25th at night, back-ache, itching of the left ear, heart pains.
symptoms, continuous feeling of restlessness, RR 135/90.

Atropine drops 0.25 % x 1 \ among other

June 26th.

Temperature (axilla) morning 36.3, pulse rate 86 : atropine 0.25 % x 3, RR 140/90,

June 27th.

Temperature, morning 36.2, pulse 88: atropine 0.5 %xl, RR 140/75.

pulse 76.

June 28th. At night, headache, back-ache and tearing pain in the ears. (Accommodation still tended to
become tense at night?) Temperature morning 36.8. Atropine 0.5 % x 3 ; symptoms continued.
June 29th. Temperature 36.1, pulse 80 \ atropine 1 % x 1 -t RR 120/75.
Wore glasses +9.0 for nearly one hour : headache and dizziness, tearing pains in the
ears, itching of eyes and ears, heart pains.
June 30th. Heart pains and sweating at night, RR 125/85^ pulse 92 atropine 1 % x 3: glasses +9.0 —
+10.5 : symptoms as before. Came to my surgery. Was already able to look out of doors without glasses
without fainting : monocular visus +1.(5) = 0.67 ; R-values +4.25, +4.5,i .e.still considerable accommodation.
July 1st. Atropine 1 % x 3. Dermatologist's report : Eczema seborrhoicum. Diathesis atopica.
Dermography white ; was red to begin with, then very slowly became white. Allergy tests negative.
also consulted, ( Ekg ) : no abnormal finding, no treatment.
Left hospital.
July 2nd.

Atropine 1 % x 3 : among other symptoms, dry cough and running nose — glasses +9.0.

Internist

July 3rd. RR 140/90, pulse 88. Atropine 1 % x 3.
Patient tried to manage with +5.5 and got severe nausea *T with +3.25 saw clearly in the distance, got a
constricting feeling round the heart;, otherwise the same symptoms continued.
For nine days atropine drops 1 % x 3 were administered.
July 9th. Gradual reduction of drops commenced \ pulse varied from 80 to 108. Patient at the same time
tried to get used to weaker glasses. Trifocals +3.0, +6.0, +9.0 — with divides unusually h i g h — proved to be
practicable, also for driving. For reading, however, +9.0 was not enough — not even +10.5 and she had to
have at least +11.5, with which the reading distance remained at 15 cm. Irregular bowel movements and
pain (July 12th). Blood pressure and pulse slightly decreased (July 13th) \ headache, face-ache and
jaw-ache \ running nose off and on \ restless stomach — typical consequences of accommodation strain.
As atropine was reduced,3->2 x 0.25 %, there were more clear symptoms of strain in the ciliary muscle, a
strange burning feeling and thirteen hours sleep^one night (July 15th).
July 16th. Morning RR 155/90 \ slept for 15 hours that night : in the evening continuous severe
pressure and tearing pains in the heart (no papaverine), pulse 80-140 (clear oscillation between
vagotony and sympathicotony). 2 Perhaps atropine had been reduced too suddenly and therefore 0.5 % x
3 was again administered.
July 19th. Wore glasses +3.25 all evening : nausea, strange feeling, tearing pains in the ears, pulse 80130. Next day she also had severe pains in the left index finger. For one week blood pressure was quite
normal, 110-120/70-80 but then on
July 23rd it was again 145/90. On August 2nd atropine was slightly reduced. She was at the same time
wearing glasses +6.25 and +5.0 quite frequently and she got, in addition to the other symptoms, pain in the
metatarsus and aching knees.After nine days a further reduction of the atropine dose, followed by momentary
loss of memory.
August 18th : Patient wrote that it seemed to be impossible to have less than 0.5 % x 1 and 0.25 % x 2 in
a day, because of the severity of the symptoms. She believed that atropine had helped her to endure more
than ordinary strain. Although she still had cardiac symptoms, even severe, she thought that the continuous
constricting pain (vagotonic?) had been less. Her skin, which got much better when atropine was increased,
again began to get red and the pores blocked (vagotonic (?) excretion of grease). When picking
strawberries, she found+9.0 glasses difficult, tried weaker ones and then started sneezing^(perhaps some
people would think this means she was allergic to strawberries). She was not able to see more than one
metre with +5.0, but when typing, for example, she needed +11.5 if she was to avoid getting a headache.
The patient felt that distant vision would become even more accurate without glasses if only she had the
courage to try. This immense degree of contraction-relaxation of the ciliary muscle, which still occurred,
was almost certainly the result of training an originally highly hypermetropic eye, with much reading.
August 17th. Heart and other pains, headache and vomiting. After an electric shock blackout, severe
vomiting and headache, severe heart pains, pulse 100-140, slept for 12 hours.
August 24th. Atropine now 0.25 % x 3. Many different symptoms, including trembling hands. Because
the patient had repeatedly had reduced hearing I, and particularly the patient, wondered whether there might
not be some permanent damage to hearing.
1 As in connection with beta-blockers, p.473.
1

Beta-stimulation provoked by ischaemia in the heart muscle (Brit.Med. Journal 1977).

3 Like me I
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August 25th. Audiograms again taken in various circumstances with different glasses, Fig. 12.Before this the
patient had been wearing +3^5 —the right ear had been aching—and while the audiograms were being taken she
wore+5.0; air conduction,masked 70 dB,right ear 40-45-65-45-50-35, left ear 30-30-60-55-35-35, worst with
frequency 1,000. On account of irregular and reduced hearing, the nurse in charge'was surprised and
immediately took another audiogram. Because of her severe symptoms the patient had to ease
accommodation between times by putting on glasses +9.0 ; however, when the audiogram was taken she was
wearing +5.0, masked 60 dB. This audiogram was slightly better : right ear 30-30-55-45-20-15 dB , left ear
30-30-40-25-25-25 dB, nadir still at 1,000.
In order to see what the situation was when accommodation was released the test was carried out again on the
following day,Fig. 13.Before the test the patient wore glasses+9.0 and +10.0 and during it +9.0. Her ears still
went on aching for a few days ( as a result of the deliberate straining of accommodation the day before) *T 60
dB masked: right ear 10-10-5-5-10-(-5), left ear 5-10-10-5-5-(-5); unmasked,right ear 0-(-5)-0-(-5)-0-0, left ear
10-5-5-0-(-5)-0. It seems to me that one could call the result of the test "beautiful".
The connection between spasm of accommodation and all kinds of pains resulting from tension is clearly shown
by the severe pains and even difficulties in moving experienced by the patient when the atropine dose was
reduced (she found it, for example, almost impossible to get up from her bed, even from a chair, August 30th
1975) and by the fact that when wearing a plus addition (+11.5) these troubles disappeared. When she made
certain movements the pain was mostly felt in the small of the back and in the lower dorsal spine. Even her
room mate was able to observe how, after getting up from her bed with difficulty,the patient's back was stiff as a
board and how after putting on glasses +11.5 only five minutes elapsed before she was able to touch her toes
without difficulty.
On September 8th, the atropine dose was 0.25 % x 2 and 0.1 % x 1. The following day she had
fasciculations in the right arm, severe itching and reddening of the hands, itching eyes and diarrhoea.
day after that she had itching elbows and copious sweating at night, (cf.sweating on p.329).

The

On September 14th she suffered a temporary loss of memory. Eight days later the next reduction in the
dose of atropine was made. Two days after this she had a tearing pain in the occiput at night and the whole of
the left side of her head became numb : during the day her left knee " clacked". Four days later, in addition
to ringing in the ears, her left ear was moist (vagus stimulation) ; one week after this she again had a feeling
like a blackout (absence?) and also a dry cough.
On September 25th only a dilute solution of drops was administered, 0.1 % x 3. At times the pain was
extremely severe ; red blotches at the corner of the mouth started spreading. As atropine was weakened, the
pupils started to become alive : they constricted from 10 mm (on waking) to 7.(5) mm.
On October 2nd patient had another "blackout",
on five successive days.

live-blood in the right eye, pains, constipation.

On October 6th, after a restless night, pupils were 4 mm and 5 mm.
connection with severe, tearing heart pain, pulse was 120-140.

"Blackout"

Atropine 0.1 % x 2 ; in

October 13th, stabbing pain in the dorsal spine and also in the left side of the thorax. Between Oct.
14th and 19th 1975, 0.1 % atropine once a day : on the last day, 28 hours after administration, pupils
had constricted from 10 mm to 3 mm
Who knew nothing about the

glasses.
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Audiogram No 3.

25.8.1975.

Wore glasses +3.25 before examination, the right ear was aching. During examination
glasses +5.0, masked 70 dB.
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Audiogram No 4.
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25.8.1975.

Taken immediately after the former, because of irregular and decreased hearing. Between the tests
the patient was obliged to put on glasses +9.0. During examination glasses +5.0, masked 60 dB.
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Before examination wore alternately+9.0 and+10.0. During examination glasses +9.0. Ears were all the time
aching

slightly
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(accommodation being tensed up the day before). Masked 60 dB.
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Audiogram No 6.

26.8.1975.

Taken immediately after the former in order to compare the graphs with and without masking.

The above findings are, so far as I know, unique.

in diameter.
October 18th 1975, again spontaneous knee-jerks.
Thus, after nearly 4 months of administration, atropine drops were discontinued.Although
the patient had suffered throughout this period the whole gamut of possible autonomic
disturbances, she nevertheless described the time when 1-0.5 % atropine was being
administered as a period of "well-being" : the symptoms were all the time slighter
and even without glasses she was able to look around without feeling any discomfort.
Now, however, things began to be problematical again and most difficult to endure
were severe
anginal pains
(which were fortunately relieved successfully by
means of papaverine), bad pains in the back and limbs particularly at night (intense nocturnal pain is typical of the
motor nerves), and above all, almost daily memory arrests and headache; the size of the images (see p.474)
again began to vary frequently and greatly.
I wanted nevertheless to see how the patient could manage in an ordinary situation, when the pupils were
reacting normally and because of the blackouts I wanted the patient to have an EEG examination.
On October 20th 1975 the patient travelled to another city for this examination, there being no early opportunity
nearby. In order to take all possible precautions the test was carried out without photo-stimulation. In the
course of the day, however, her headache became so severe that she was obliged to spend the night away. On
the day of the EEG examination, the patient wore glasses +9.0. Result : Slightly deviant. In connection with
hyper-ventilation,several groups of slightly sharp irritative waves were observed in the region of the left
hemisphere. Recording at rest showed almost normal activity, only slight "impurities" being detected. Scanty
finding, irritative disturbance in left hemisphere possible (temporal lobe?) but not yet confirmed. It is
recommended that this finding be followed up.
On the following night, 21st — 22nd October, at home, lying on her stomach as was her wont, for the first time
she dropped her glasses (she had slept with them on ever since December 4th, 1974) ; getting up in a hurry in
the morning, to stop the clock without glasses, she suddenly fell unconscious. When, about half an hour later,
she regained consciousness she called to her friends, asking them to look for her glasses. Only when she had
again got her spectacles on did she dare to open her eyes. Pulse rate was 140-150.—Not without reason, our
patient had had engraved, after the first two attacks, identification discs which could be worn round the neck and
on a bracelet \ on it were the words : " Have suffered from severe pan-dysautonomy. Am very sensitive to
drugs. In case of loss of consciousness, spectacles are not to be removed" and my telephone number. The
attack in question seems to have put an end to the ridicule she had had to endure from her friends on account of
her enslavement to spectacles.
Because she knew how much relief was given with atropine, the patient was unwilling
to go on living without it (cf. case 23, Walsh p. 139). She knew furthermore that
nothing would ever come of her studies without drops, and in fact she did succeed
in completing themj After the afore-mentioned attack she again began drops (October
22nd 1975), 0.1 % atropine x 2, but because of previous conditioning the point of
departure was quite different from that in June 1975 when she had been wearing strong
glasses, +9.0, +10.0 and even much stronger ones, for months beforehand : the ciliary
muscle had thus become accustomed to great relaxation. Now, on the other hand,
with great determination and much suffering
the patient had tried to endure even
+5.0 and accommodation was tense, resulting in backache and other pain. This was
followed by complete insomnia for 3-4 days. The patient was sleepy enough, but just
as she was closing her eyes she got unbearable pain in the lower back which obliged
1 Consequence of increased noradrenaline metabolism resulting from beta stimulation maintained by continuous
relaxation of accommodation, leading to increased mental activity?
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her to walk about all night. That she was in a condition of great stress is suggested also by the fact
that on October 23rd RR was 140/100 and her pulse 91-130. Her right jaw tended to go out of joint.
As pointed out earlier, my interpretation of the sleeplessness is that with such dilute atropine, when
she closed her eyes and the counter effect of strong plus glasses was discontinued,the ciliary muscle
succeeded in constricting so much that it provoked a spasm of accommodation and the symptoms
associated with it. 1 This is in accord with her observation that she could more easily tolerate 1
% atropine administered in the evening.
Patient's menstruation which started on October 22nd was much more painful than usual. Now we
shall never know whether re-commencing drops twice a day was too radical a change or whether the
patient's troubles were in fact late symptoms, resulting from the slow functioning of the organism's
laboratory after the short period without drops
( neuro-chemical reactions take their time ).W ith
hindsight it seems to me that the latter alternative is every bit as likely as the former An any case
one may compare this situation and the time required to re-achieve balance to what happens in
treating cases of addiction (sweating, restlessness, insomnia, tremor, hyper-reflexia, muscle ache
in the legs, severe lower back pain, elevated blood pressure and pulse rate) and similar abstinence
symptoms. The nights of 24th — 25th and 27th — 28th October 1975 were entirely without sleep
(i.e. 96 hours). On the night of October 29th the patient slept perhaps half an hour. By then the
atropine dose had been increased to 0.25 % x 1 and 0.1 % x 2. When the dose had been increased to
0.25 % x 3 sleep was still disturbed by back-ache ; then, on October 31st, she took atropine 0.25 %
for the fourth time and the back ache disappeared. Blood pressure and pulse rate also declined :
having been 140/90 and 120 on the previous day, the figures were now 110/75 and 68-88. Cf.page 331.
Because the symptoms continued, on November 9th a morning administration of 0.5 % was begun.
On November 10th her jaw was so sore that biting was impossible and even speaking was difficult.
At this time she was mostly wearing +9.0, and for reading +11.5. Reading distance was at best 20 cm
(i.e. H +6.5 at least). When writing examinations, if she wanted to get through without a blackout she
had to remember to look to infinity at least every half hour in order to relax accommodation.
The plan was to stop the atropine again at the end of the year, but the patient was unable to do this
because of her headaches : even partly going on to 0.1 % was very difficult. The patient was not too
badly troubled by being woken up by the headache because she knew that it could rapidly be brought
under control by putting on the correct glasses. The patient had already noticed that she could
tolerate tobacco smoke with the help of atropine.
On January 5th 1976 she was troubled at night by a dry cough (atropine was then 0.25 % x 3) ;
she had to get up and put on stronger glasses, and this helped.
In the early part of 1976, the patient tried to manage with 0.5 % x 1 and 0.25 % x 2, but found it
exceedingly difficult, above all because of cardiac pain : sometimes she simply could not sleep for the
pain, whereas sometimes she slept for 14-17 hours. Glasses +5.0,add.4.0,which she wore continuously
indoors, seemed to be too weak. On January 16th an emergency dose of 1 % atropine was given, after
which her pulse rate was 100-160, she had repeated knee-jerks,a shivering fit and trembling of the
limbs. Possibly this was just the sign of a coming attack, and thus a coincidence.
On January 21st, while at a concert,she twice had loss of memory, which I take to have been the
result of great release of accommodation after sitting in a large hall and focussing in the distance for a
long time.
About the effects of switching the light on or off see foot note p.216.

On January 27th she again had loss of memory and a strange hot feeling 'r three days later she took
seven papaverine tablets for her heart pains, but afterwards had an "empty feeling*'.
It certainly seems to be the case that very similar stimuli may cause opposite autonomic responses
(Johnson and Spalding, page 269), previous conditioning being the deciding factor. It requires a real
mental effort, for example, to follow what happens in the blood circulation of the muscles \ there are
sympathetic cholinergic nerves which have a vasodilator action on the muscle and atropine paralyses them,
disturbing the blood circulation. It is possible to see plus glasses as having, in a certain sense, an
atropine-like effect, decreasing parasympathetic stimulation and in that way also reducing liberation of
1
acetylcholine. With a certain type of previous conditioning, plus glasses may thus also provoke muscular
pain, nothwithstanding the effect of sympathetic stimulation.
Increasing the evening dose of atropine to 1 % between February 12th and 26th,1976
apparently increased sympathicotonic symptoms — arrhythmia, ringing in the ears (?),
loss of memory and above all pain in the left arm and palm. Because of the relative
peacefulness achieved with the most regular possible use of +9.0, I decided to pre
scribe new bifocals, +7.0 add. 2.0, to begin with only for indoor use,so that the
variation in accommodation would even out. The patient got these glasses on February
24th, this time "Biglarc, 40 mm flat top ",
because Aolite Executives were not
available at this strength. 1 During menstruation, the patient used in addition +11.5 as her ordinary
glasses, for otherwise she would have had severe pain.
Because her cardiac symptoms,the feeling of constriction or sudden tearing pains, failed to disappear,
she was sent for another Ekg, which revealed nothing abnormal. It was decided to take a continuous
recording and therefore steeply reduce the atropine in the hope of making concrete findings.
On March 5th, atropine 0.5 % x 2 and 1 % x 1 was administered, and the symptoms merely got
worse.
On March 9th the patient visited an optician and had to put on weaker glasses for a moment : she then
came to my surgery, when various glasses were tried. She had live blood in the left eye .On arriving
home, she started her meal and suddenly,got such a terrible pain in the heart that she dropped her knife and
fork. She also had trigeminal symptoms on both sides. She took papaverine and Petidin, which eased
the pain for a moment. Nevertheless it went on rather badly all the evening. She shivered as if she had
malaria. Slept, however.
On March 11th, continuous Ekg. Patient had no atropine drops in the morning : she
wore glasses varying in strength from +3.0 to+11.5, read, typed, walked up steps and
to her surprise
got no severe symptoms.2 Ekg finding was normal and there was no
evidence of abnormality in the recording, even though the patient made a note of heart pains in her
diary. It is no wonder that Ischaemic Heart Disease is said to be rare in young women.
The patient also asked the doctors how long she should lie in bed waiting for her pains to pass without
calling an ambulance, but received no advice.3 On the following day, atropine was again administered,
0.5 % x 3 : she had a hot feeling, her face was flushed, she had severe nausea and dizziness : RR
140/100, pulse 100 : half an hour later, RR 180/? 'r later had another shivering fit, tearing and pressing
pain in the heart, sweating, slept all the evening until midnight and woke up dripping with sweat: then
fainted.
March 14th, had a rash like scarlet fever on her left arm.
1 These are now manufactured in Finland.
2 Had the migraine attack two days before calmed the "stormy" condition of the organism?
3 Variant angina is a real problem.
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March 16th, in addition to sympathicotonic symptoms, she had fasciculations more or less everywhere. She
was on the brink of another period of insomnia, which started on March 17th. Drops had been 0.5 % x 3.
She slept only three hours. In five days and nights (=120 hours) she only slept ten hours. Menstruation began
on March 25th (expected on March 26th). In the morning of March 19th her feet were red, evening drops
had been 1 % and the previous day she had worn her trifocals ( +3.0, +6.0, +9.0 ) quite a lot.
As I write this, with an overall view of the patient's symptoms, it is clear to me what these two
insomnia—sympathicotony phases had in common : atropine drops had been re-started after a pause when
accommodation was tense.
Are we really dealing here with over-sensitivity to atropine and systemic effect or merely with the indirect effect of
atropine,which disturbs the autonomic balance caused by radical release of the ciliary muscle from a spasm of
accommodation? Probably it comes to the same thing. It is clear that atropine drops in the eye may also
have an influence by means of a systemic effect \ the daily doses in the case of this patient were 0.1 — 3 mg of
atropine. The central effect, stimulation of the cells of the cerebral cortex,becomes clear with doses of 2-4
mg (Krantz, 1965, page 599). When we consider the very rapid effects of even a weak solution of atropine,it
seems credible that the effect derives from the immediate change in the tonus of the ciliary muscle.That there was
cortical stimulation is supported by the fact that the patient went on insisting that she must read for her exams
with the help of 1 % atropine : when she did so her memory and learning were completely different. Atropine
alone in fact was insufficient, and the patient considered strong plus glasses absolutely necessary when doing
examinations. It is clear that the release of spasm of accommodation affects the brain and therefore, naturally,
the memory.
That there was a struggle of opposing forces going on is well illustrated among other things by the fact that she
had a dry cough the following night (March 19th-20th)and that her feet were red in the morning for several
days.As her restlessness disappeared it was striking that she had a feeling of constriction in the heart at the same
time as the headache, but the tearing pains in the heart ceased : parasympathetic ? Her pulse, however, was
rapid — up to 104, RR all the time normal. Beginning on March 21st she had itching eyelids and skin \ as
from March 25th she had muscular pains in the limbs. Atropine was increased to 1 % x 2 and 0.5 % x 1
(this was, I am sure, the wrong thing to do). The patient wrote to ask me
why the additional atropine
should have produced a cough and a cold.
It is only after long experience that I have connected this
phenomenon with the lachrymation provoked by the fogging examination (as the spasm is released and the
autonomic nervous system strives to achieve normal functioning).
The fact that after this exhausting experience the patient was able on March 23rd to run for an hour without
getting tired,while her friends were dropping by the wayside, only goes to show how very fit she must have been
earlier (the modern idea of keeping a patient awake as treatment for depression may be very effective, cf.
Svendsen and Knudsen 1975, page 333).
At the beginning of April the patient spent a week skiing on the Lapland fells. She was a little uncertain on
account of her poor distant vision, but managed all right with dark trifocals, +3.25, +6.0, +9.0. On the very
first day, accommodation strain was evident and she had reduced hearing, sore throat, no voice (no infection)
all kinds of heart pains, back-ache immediately if she closed her eyes,and this resulted in insomnia. Later she
had dizziness, live blood and severe pains in her arms and palms, evidence of ever more tense spasm of
accommodation.

The much-feared holiday proved, however, to be a turning point as far as her unspeakably horrible heart pains
were concerned. It was during this holiday that she had severe heart pain for the last time and thereafter
the pains became much slighter. The patient only complained of indescribable tiredness and it is clear that
accommodation strain caused her headache.
On April 23rd I got her new lenticular spectacles, +12.0,with which reading became a real pleasure.
spite of 0.5 % atropine morning and evening, her pupils were only approximately 7 mm in diameter.

In

On June 26th,after an exhausting drive the day before,during which she was obliged to use +3.25 quite a lot,
the patient noticed an alarming symptom : the outer side of her right thigh became very numb. Otherwise all
was well, but the numbness continued until, on Sunday July 4th,she woke up at night with a severe headache
: she then remembered to touch her thigh and found that the feeling had returned. She had pain
simultaneously in her teeth, ears, neck, back and limbs : her jaws, face and limbs were all hard and she
also had a feeling of pressure in the heart. This was probably the flourishing vagotonic (?) phase of holiday
migraine, successfully re-starting the circulation after prolonged vasoconstriction in the brain. Her very low
blood pressure in the morning, 90/70, is in accord with this assumption.
The patient had taken a job for the summer (28.6.) and found the close work very difficult to manage. However,
she succeeded in doing it with calm persistence, wearing glasses +5.0, add. 4.0 or +7.0, add. 2.0, only
suffering from a moderate headache. When she got home from work she more or less collapsed into her
bed, slept about 14 hours a night for many weeks
and had a pathological need for sleep. So, on July 26th
she telephoned with the joyful news that she had never felt better. Since June 22nd atropine drops had been
0.5 % x 3. I sent her nevertheless for an EEG check-up as a result of the numbness in her thigh,and also
because the unconfirmed finding in the left hemisphere was to be followed up (p.482).
It should be noted that during this period of more than two years the patient never took pills for her
headache. She took regularly during the same period papaverine 100 mg x 3 for her heart and ears, and for
the most severe heart pains, Petidin — altogether less than 10 tablets.
It is important from the point of view of treatment,and is of general interest, that together with the patient every
effort was made to find out which symptoms were the result of vagotonic dominance and which were the result
of sympathicotony. In the event this proved extremely difficult. There are so many variables
which cannot
be eliminated : the amount of close work, physical exercise, driving a car with trifocals +3.25, +6.25, +9.0 built
up and super-posed on bifocals, rest etc. were not the same every day. It was not even possible to keep the
lenses constant. The symptoms did not always occur simultaneously : for example, her ears would ring for a
while and then stop -r she would get a stabbing pain in the heart and that would stop 'r then the ears would
start ringing again.
"Holiday migraine", resulting from release caused by increased plus was another
disturbing factor. Now that we have the patient's unique set of notes, covering a period of nearly two years,
certain things, however, seem to be clear : aches and pains in the head, neck, ears, teeth, back, shoulder,
limbs and hips, as well as vague dizziness, were connected with accommodation strain, probably both
through direct irritation of the nerve network and secondarily through tense muscles. Other results of
accommodation strain were : lachrymation, live blood and other fasciculations, moist ears, reduced hearing,
hoarse voice, dry cough, shortness of breath, restless bowel and great exhaustion.
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Accommodation strain, resulting in compensatory sympathicotony — or correspondingly a great release of
accommodation strain — is indicated by numbness, loss of memory,fainting, severe dizziness, itching of eyes,
ears and skin, increased blood pressure, arrhythmia or rapid pulse, and insomnia.
Of absolutely special interest are the different heart symptoms : because the heart is such a vital organ, it would
be g o o d to k n o w w h i c h of t h e s y m p t o m s are paras y m p a t h e t i c , resulting from
contraction of the coronary arteries (equally difficult to analyse are feelings in the throat). The location of the
heart pains also varies greatly — even radiation to the right armpit not being uncommon.
It may be that the height of the radiation area — towards the left shoulder — is only a measure of the severity of the
coronary spasm and the extent' of the ischaemia it causes, the pain conductors undoubtedly being the sympathetic
fibres. On the other hand, there is reason to ask whether, during the calmer periods, when symptoms were
comparatively few — constricting pains in the region of the heart, or pains located from apex to the left armpit,
especially combined with headache, ear-ache and toothache, as well as rigidity of the back — the pains were not
originally parasympathetic. The patient described this condition as one of distress, as though there were too little
room for the heart (cf.case 1256,p.451). This may be the same symptom which so many migraine patients have
described as a feeling of death. The constriction may continue for quite some time before the pulse rate increases
noticeably cf. the interesting description by William Heberden of angina pectoris in Commentaries on the History and
Cure of Diseases (1802). As the pain increases in severity, it becomes a kind of tearing and the pulse gets still
faster. It is evident that momentary tearing pains are sympathetic, because even after one or two twinges of pain the
pulse rate may rise to 120-130. Pain may come at regular intervals and the pulse rate may decrease between. A
stabbing pain, which may be more or less intense and may also be continuous and felt in the back, does not increase
the pulse rate.
Things were relatively satisfactory during the latter part of 1976 and she did well in her further studies. There were
some symptoms (no headache) but the patient did not competely succeed in discontinuing the atropine drops, but
gradually reduced them. At the turn of the year 1976-1977 she was, however, very tired, and also found it difficult
to get anything done. In spite of this tiredness, in April 1977, she managed splendidly a trek of about 80 miles, on
skis, taking 4 1/2 days and carrying a rucksack weighing 15-20 kg (typical paradoxically good capacity for exercise,
cf.New Engl Med J, 1976).
In late April she noticed that with glasses +8.0 she could also see the blackboard.On May 3rd atropine drops, which
for a long time had been 0.1 % x2 (3), were discontinued. The effect of the drops continued, however, for one week,
because after that time she could again observe slight oscillations in the size of the images. She then felt very well,
and began gradually to try weaker plus glasses in order to enjoy clearer distant vision. But then came a rebound effect
: on the night of May 16th the patient had such severe pains that she could only stand them by taking 3 Petidin
tablets.(The ciliary muscle, freed from the straitjacket of atropine and tensed up by the weaker plus glasses, was
again able to constrict powerfully, the resulting impulses being transmitted neurally to the coronary arteries?).
On May 22th again made an energetic outdoor trip: this time very tough 30 km mountain ramble, where most of the
participants gave up half way.
In May 1977 was wearing glasses +5.0, add.4.0 outdoors, partly also at work, were she was wearing +7.0, add. 2.0 *r
for reading she still wore +12.0.
In August 1977 the patient became troubled by quite a new problem : she had a pressing pain in the back, in the
region of the kidneys. She put on a lot of weight in a very short time and there was suspension of urination, followed
eventually by profuse emptying of the
The patient's own diagrams give a good account of this, e.g. for July 31st and August 3rd.
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bladder. It was very difficult to track down the mechanism lying behind this, but by changing the glasses it seemed to
be possible also to ease this worrying situation. However, during the following months the patient resolutely
weakened her glasses and came to the conclusion that the function of the kidneys and the bladder could thus be
normalized.
Could the above have been paralysis of the bladder caused by long-standing sympathetic stimulation from strong
plus glasses,' especially since there was a lack of antagonistic parasympathetic stimulation owing to the fact that
the patient was hardly reading anything at that time?
After a long and difficult period requiring much determination, the patient can now manage with glasses +7.0, add.
2.0. On 16.11.77 she wrote :" It has been a hard time for my heart and I have taken some paraverine. My kidneys
are happier with the weakened glasses (parasympathetic stimulation of urinary tract, K.V.). Blood pressure has
fluctuated considerably, indicating a search for balance, but this has now evened out. I easily get leg cramps, also
trigeminal symptoms \ a longer period with weak glasses reduces my hearing, my limbs ache more easily, my knees
and ancles make themselves felt and yesterday my jaw "jumped" for the first time for at least a year. " In addition
she noticed that, after many years she again had a herpes blister in the lip.
She also made an interesting experiment by drinking rather a lot, and an identical quantity, wine with a girl of the
same size and weight. The patient wore her glasses +12.0 all the time, and the friend had none ; the friend had a
terrible hangover whereas the patient suffered not at all.
During the Christmas holidays (patient still wearing glasses +7.0, add. 2.0 indoors, outdoors +5.0, add. 4.0, but
rather often looking over the glasses) she visited me and during the examination she was also without glasses. In
the evening on going to bed she got severe cramps in the legs and in the night she had such nightmares that she cried
out and woke up the whole family.
Supplements to the patient's family history: her father, now aged 49, had earlier never worn spectacles \ during
recent years he has had recurrent headaches, colds and arrhythmias. After a long and tiring drive he suffered infernal
trigeminal pains. That night he could not sleep and in the morning his teeth were so tender that eating was almost
impossible. Our patient happened to have a pair of +4.25 glasses which she made her father put on and after a short
time he became symptom-free. Her father found this "magic therapy" unbelieve-able and, in order to convince
himself of the matter, left the glasses off : the pains returned almost immediately, only to disappear as soon as the
glasses were replaced. Since then he has procured bifocals for regular use. It should also be pointed out that her
father had severe colitis troubles at the same time.
Three months later I heard that the colitis and arrhythmia had disappeared and his back troubles were considerably
better. He was happy to have lost 15 kg in weight (suppression of secretion of the digestive fluids which maintain
hyperphagia, K.V.). He finds it impossibi to manage without spectacles because his eyes immediately feel tense.

I want to take this opportunity of thanking the patient in question for the splendid way in which she has co-operated
with me.

beta stimulation
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The above case particularly has led me to ponder deeply the position of the heart in the decisive battle between the
antagonistic powers of the autonomic nervous system. It is quite natural, if anywhere, it will be in the heart that
extreme parasympathicotonic and sympathicotonic reactions occur. There can hardly be a doctor who is not familiar
with the fact that the sympathicus accelerates the pulse and increases cardiac out-put,but it seems as though too
little attention has been paid to the constricting effect of the vagus on the coronary arteries (Viikari 1975), which
sometimes even may lead to death. Perhaps the main reason for this is that after a while the primary vagotonic
state becomes hidden by the accelerated pulse, often also by elevated blood pressure, caused sympathetically by
the pain. Herein may also lie an explanation as to why heart drugs have been predominantly developed with the
sympathicus in mind.
It is very natural that the pains of "Prinzmetal's variant angina" do not appear during effort because the
sympathetic stimulation provoked by exercise balances the superfluous parasympathetic stimulation. Moreover a
young heart is probable supple enough to avoid transmural ischaemic myocardial injuries.
I should like indeed to go further and declare my opposition to the claim made by E. Merck in their brochure
advertising Neurobion : " Normal physiology (my underlining) does not know pain phenomena. Where
there are pains, there is also disease." For my part I cannot consider hypermetropic, nor even spasm of
accommodation, as diseases.
It seems to me that there are,on the one hand, sudden sensations, usually different kinds of pains, in almost any
part of the body, transferred to unstriated and skeletal muscles, caused by changes in the contractile state of the
ciliary muscle' (there are cholinergic neurons both in the cranial and spinal nerves ) and on the other hand endless
vegetative symptoms deriving from changes in the overall biochemical condition of the organism, resulting from a
build-up of strain, for example long continuance of accommodative strain.
With regard to Case 1213 above, as well as Case 1979 (p.465), the two most difficult cases in my material, I
have speculated as follows.
Could it be that, as in parkinsonism, a brain which had adapted itself over the years to the results of severe
accommodation strain, may have undergone quasi-irreversible tissue changes? If this is so it is quite probable that
the brain no longer has the ability to resist the turbulence of the physiological consequences of sudden stimuli (i.e.
changes in the ciliary muscle): such consequences are often very unpleasant for the patient.
Is there some kind
of weakening of the power of adaptation, a slowing down of protection mechanisms? If there is a sufficient lapse of
time, perhaps the brain tissues sometimes recover (either partly of fully) — sometimes perhaps not — the patient's
condition meantime remaining on a knife edge, with a very low threshold for all stimuli.
In truth there is a kind of contradiction between medical objectives and what actually takes place when those who
complain of vegetative symptoms ( the vast majority of symptoms are in fact vegetative although not understood as
such ) are rejected in the name of neurosis. Patient's symptoms are indeed difficult to comprehend — and yet
more difficult to cure. It is precisely the investigation of these symptoms and syndromes, however, which would
extend medical horizons and provide us with the possibility of a truly rational therapy.

See note p.192.
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Appendix:
SOME FURTHER THOUGHTS ON THE WHY AND WHEREFORE OF MIGRAINE

One of the reasons why the incidence of migraine (and other troubles of ocular origin) goes on increasing is the
pace of modern life and the unreasonable demands made of the eye. Nowadays the entire working population from
adolescence onwards is being driven beyond the limits of tolerance.
The main reason,however,why people have failed to get on the right track in the treatment of migraine is that the
examination of refractive error and its correction has remained in the hands of the limited number of the world's
ophthalmologists, who have not generally been very interested in medicine as a whole and have not felt migraine to be
their affair.

The neurologists on the other hand, to whom migraine-sufferers have traditionally "fallen " cannot be

expected to master the principles of refraction.

The case of migraine is not unlike what has been said about cancer in

the United States of America — more people live off research into it than die as its victims.

Migraine also provides

many with a living, without for all that any noticeable alleviation of patients' suffering being achieved.
To achieve satisfactory results in the treatment of migraine there are great difficulties to be overcome.
— To reveal latent hypermetropia,even if one is a specialist and has mastered the fogging technique,is an immense
labour, and carrying through the treatment is a greater labour still.
— This is because not all patients understand that a cure can only be effected at the cost of somewhat blurred distant
vision, especially in the early phases of treatment — in some cases even for a longer period, depending on how
deficient the spectacles are.

This deficiency is generally especially great in migraine patients. (If the glasses did not

provide somewhat blurred distant vision to begin with they would not have any therapeutic value as "releasers" of spasm
of accommodation.)

This stage provides the outsider who understands nothing about it with a splendid opportunity to

put his oar in and meddle with the relationship between patient and practitioner.
— Furthermore, not all patients'— indeed not all oculists — understand that it is virtually impossible to reach the
absolute limit of latent hypermetropia (the ciliary muscle being unstriated has no certain resting position) and that by
strengthening glasses,more and more of the error
is revealed, right up to the moment when the soul leaves the body.

This means that a sympton free condition cannot

be achieved all at once, and glasses must be strengthened regularly, depending on the degree of plus deficiency — at
the beginning even very frequently.
doing well.

Many So much so, indeed, that if one can manage six patients in a single day, one is
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patients neglect this rule and give the world a false picture of the efficacy of treatment. To adapt a maxim of Publius Cyrus,
one ungrateful patient who fails to play the game by giving an erroneous picture of the possibilities of treatment, does an
injustice to all sufferers.

A stock of glasses for loan is valuable especially in the early stages of treatment : not only can

one alleviate the patient's headache immediately (and save him money) but it is also possible to lessen the severity of
the "release symptoms" caused by the strengthening of lenses.

In this way a "soft landing" is achieved and the

patient easily gets accustomed to his new glasses. Even an interval of one or two days in staggering the glasses may
be conclusive for controlling the reactions.

Because it is impossible ever to reach the upper limit of hypermetropic,

plus glasses once prescribed must never — at least if the patient's working conditions remain the same — be
weakened.

To stick to this in practice is exceedingly laborious and difficult.

Great misunderstanding also surrounds the use of minus glasses, nowadays so enormously on the increase.
Most people do not know that the use of minus glasses is really no goal at all.

It is beyond my wildest dreams to think

that the world's ophthalmologists would have the energy to take up the challenge and wean minus-wearers

from the

spectacles they are accustomed to, but a gigantic step forward would have been taken if it were possible to avoid
making new pseudo-myopes.

I am therefore happy to read the opinion of Professor Avetisov et al. (1976), who

consider myopia to be a disease for which prevention must be found.

With this in mind, it is essential that the

general public — not to menrion ophthalmologists — should be made to understand that the primary function of glasses
is not to improve vision (which may, of cause, happen incidentally) but to protect and preserve the ocular system.
Furthermore minus lenses always mean a strain on the eyes,plus lenses the reverse.
The functional resting range of accommodation, see p.338, would certainly be the most advantageous
watershed from the point of view of the balance of the autonomic nervous system. If only patients, whenever they
observed signs of autonomic imbalance, would agree to wear glasses with the maximum plus correction they could
manage at their working distance, the strength of the lenses would certainly provide the best criterion for treatment
glasses.

My experience with migraine patients seems to confirm this.

The hundreds of grateful patients who have been freed from migraine and started a "new life" are a living
testimony to the fact that a great victory has been won.

This has been achieved in a strikingly simple and unambiguous

way, by dealing with only one variable, refraction error or latent hypermetropic, which has been corrected as completely
as possible. In all this there has been no need of the disciplines of mathematics and physics which Safir, in a
refreshingly perceptive article (1974), considers so important: the elementary mathematical knowledge possessed by the
average schoolboy is more than adequate for both the examination and the treatment I
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The fact that, notwithstanding, many patients abandon systematic treatment as time goes by is, I think,
largely due to the narcissistic element in human nature.

Because the releasing of accommodation in a

hypermetrope automatically makes distant vision less easy without glasses people become pre-occupied with this one
aspect which seems to them very negative, and they are unable to see the positive sense of the totality.

The interpretation of neurological symptoms is extremely difficult and no one has any reason to despair — I
naturally include myself — if an error is made.

Not even the wisest among us can always determine, for example,

whether a seizure is principally sympathetic or parasympathetic.

Things would be easy if it were possible to invent

an indicator which, like litmus paper, would immediately tell us the biochemical situation of the organism and enable
us to follow its rapid changes.

It is important to remember that the background to phenomena difficult to explain

may be the cholinergic sympathetic fibres and that certain sympathetic fibres of the blood vessels possess both
cholinergic and adrenergic endings. Especially in the light of Case No. 1213 (page 466) it seems likely that in
atropine we have an important and harmless (?) way of calming down a restless autonomic nervous system, of getting
rid of many of the puzzling symptoms that keep recurring and at the same time of demonstrating their etiology.
Every phenomenon for which there is not a watertight natural explanation is still worth discussing.

All extreme

hypotheses advanced to explain some strange symptom must be suspected and very often they are proved wrong
with the passage of time. (In this connection I should also like to warn my readers not to trust Wilder's law too
implicity.)

The essential thing, in any case, is an intelligent search for the truth.

The cases presented in this

book are only an attempt to show how indivisible the functions of the organism are and how wrong it is to draw rigid
lines between them.

a)

A real, axial myopia
(elongation of the axis of the eye).

b)

A pseudomyopic eye. The situation in a
spasm of accommodation : the lens of an
emmetropic or hypermetropic eye fixed in its
swollen state, in a spasm of accommodation
(provoked by close work)\ the eye still has
additional power of accommodation. Light
rays coming from infinity (broken line) are
refracted to a point in front of the retina.
Correction with minus lenses leads to a
vicious circle of myopia.

c)

In order to control the situation and release
the spasm of accommodation the need for
accommodation is suppressed by placing a
plus lens in front of the eye. To begin with
the reading distance will drop, but will
lengthen again as the spasm is released. At
the same time, distant vision without glasses
begins to improve.
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No
Profession
of occupation

Age
Address

Migraine in
family

Tel.

Childn

Headache began

Headache

Amount of reading

Close reading in bed

Other close work

Migraine attacks began

Vomiting

Photophenomena

Learned to read at age of

Blinking

Defects in visual field

Live blood

Radiation of pain in face or head
Disturbances of hearing

Tiredness in cheeks

Tooth grinding

Numbness

Symptoms in region of ear

Debility

Speech difficulties

Paralysis

Dizziness

Breathing

^ ramps

Heart

Proctalgia

Bladder

Menstrual pains

Other symptoms

Travel sickness

Allergy symptoms

Site of pain :

eyes

forehead

shoulders

Fainting

Intestines : diarrhoea

temple

top of head

constipation
Thyroid gland

occiput

neck

throat

First visit to oculist

Oculist

First glasses at age of

last renewed

Oculist

Pregnancy: heartburn
swelling

Neurological examinations : place

complications

Other examinations

Delivery, rise in blood pressure

Drugs

At present

Present glasses

Remitting doctor

RR

Vosin

Vodx

PD without glasses
with glasses

Tosin

Todx

Cover test near, without glasses
Lids

vith glasses

Conjunctiva

'ithout glasses

far

Pupillas

with glasses
Movements

Streak
R

"M.R."
In M.W. distinguishes numbers with

Microsc.
Binocul.

V=

Reads J 0.1

numbers good with

50-60 cm

J 0.4

best with

________ J 1.0 _________
"A 8"

Fundi

newspaper
work
Registration plates
|

Tachistoscope
Back of prescription

Treatment : distant lenses
reading lenses

Instruction leaflet

bifocals

Check-up
ready

to be acquired within 0,1,3,6,12 months

Statement
Consultation

on loan

alt.
alt.
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TO S P E C T A C L E

WEARERS

AND

EYE

PATIENTS

ALL PATIENTS SHOULD STUDY THIS LEAFLET CAREFULLY BEFORE GETTING THEIR GLASSES, SO THAT THEY
MAY BE PREPARED FOR THE DIFFICULTIES AHEAD.

Most eye troubles and particularly headaches, including their most severe form, migraine, are fundamentally the result of
the refraction situation. The refractive power of the eye depends on the anatomical shape of the eyeball which is
hereditary like all other physical features. All focussing, but especially that involved in close work requires a change in
the shape of the lens inside the eye, and this change is made possible by the ciliary muscle in the eye. During prolonged
effort the ciliary muscle, like any other muscle, gets overstrained and undergoes a spasm of accommodation. The spasm
and impulses transmitted by the spastic muscle trigger off the headache. In the treatment of spasm of accommodation
plus glasses are a l w a y s
necessary, or a modification of existing spectacles in the plus direction. It is a
characteristic of latent hypermetropic (far-sightedness) that it usually becomes ever more manifest as long as a person
lives. For this reason, the first spectacles that can be tolerated are often nothing like strong enough. To ensure that the
treatment is effective and brings about the desired result, the strongest possible plus lenses should be prescribed at the
beginning. Even in the best cases the glasses generally only correct a fraction of the true defect, concealed in the
background, and only a part of that which has already been detected in examination. In the conditions of everyday life
it is not possible right away to wear glasses that fully correct the fault. An eye which has for years behaved in a certain way
automatically persists in its error. For this reason it is necessary to begin with glasses of a smaller plus value and as soon
as possible introduce stronger ones by stages. The release of the spasm can be accelerated if two pairs of glasses are
used, or bifocal lenses ; perhaps even several pairs of glasses which can be used alternately, the stronger ones always
for close work. This treatment may be followed irrespective of age.
If one gives a patient glasses with which he can at once see well in the distance,which cause him no discomfort and which
he makes no complaints about, his trouble will not be greatly alleviated. In most cases the result will rather be
adverse, because patients suffering from spasm of accommodation often have a predilection for minus glasses instead of
the right plus glasses !
Moreover, patients who are given glasses that are not strong enough, find them ineffective almost at once, and the
spectacles have to have a plus addition at considerable and unnecessary cost.
It should be plain from what has been written above that a patient being treated for eye troubles must try to adapt
himself to a state of affairs where he sees less well in

the

d i s t a n c e than he is accustomed to doing either

without glasses at all or with weaker plus glasses ( or stronger minuses) to which he has become accustomed.

This

phase is of course unpleasant, but it causes no harm and a cure can only be effected at the price of such discomfort.
To put it in a nutshell, the more blurred your distant vision the quicker you will be cured I
It is important to realize that good distant vision is not the same thing as faultless vision. The glasses may seem
impossible for distant vision, but the patient must first get used to them by doing close work, when they are easy to wear,
and then he must be persuaded gently but firmly to use them all the time. The patient is gradually helped, by means of
close work, to get accustomed to his glasses also for distant vision. This will be the sequence of events in every case.
It is easier to get used to stronger plus glasses in daylight and therefore no opportunity of adapting oneself to them in
daylight should be missed. During a day's hard work, the accommodation tends to get strained. The strongest glasses
should therefore be worn first thing in the morning and for this purpose it is good to keep them on a bedside table (or under
the bed) so that they can be put on in the morning even before opening the eyes. If by the afternoon the blur is
unpleasant, a weaker pair of plus glasses may be substituted, unless there are signs of a headache.
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Night driving is a problem indeed, it being far less easy to release the accommodation in darkness and the difference
between glasses worn in daylight and those required for night driving may be as much as a diopter or even more. For
this reason it is a good idea to keep the old glasses handy for the transition from daylight to darkness.
It is by no means unusual that to begin with, on the first day or even for several weeks, when the new or stronger glasses
are worn, the patient suffers from a headache or even a severe attack of migraine. This results from relaxation of the ciliary
muscle followed by physiological changes in the organism. It does not mean that the glasses are unsuitable and there is
no need for concern.
If the patient has several pairs of glasses of different strengths, when he gets a headache or an attack of migraine, he must
immediately put on the strongest possible plus glasses or eventwo pairs,one on top of the other, just relax, look around
and try to bear it even though everything looks blurred-(fogging). There is no danger to the eyes and no one will get hurt.
On the contrary it is the simplest and best way of releasing the spasm of accommodation which is causing the headache.
If the patient can afford it,the best way of warding off headaches is to have an extra pair of glasses which are especially
strong, perhaps 2-4 diopters stronger than those usually worn, for the purpose of fogging.
The cheapest form of bifocals is that in which there are only half-lenses and they can always be replaced by whole lenses
in which the upper half is ^0 'r the only difference is one of price. Half-lenses are often necessary when the patient is
being treated for spasm of accommodation. Half-frames are not the best solution because the horizontal cross piece
obstructs the field of vision.
Case 1. The patient is able to wear plus glasses for close work but finds that with this strength the
distant blur is utterly unbearable. If the top half of the lens is removed the patient can see as well in the distance
as before and in this way the necessary treatment can be continued. In order to ensure that the glasses are
effective, the empty upper half must be as small as possible so that the patient is obliged to do close work
through the lower, plus half — otherwise the glasses quite fail in their effect.
Case 2. The patient has become pseudo-myopic due to a severe spasm of accommodation ; in order to release the spasm
the same principle as above must be observed, but this time it is the lower half of the lens that is removed.
(This is possible with a certain degree of pseudomyopia ;for those who have had very strong minus glasses it is
necessary to use bifocals, in which the lower half has a smaller minus value.) Such a person can manage
close work easily without glasses and in doing so is giving himself the best possible treatment. The eschewing of
close work with minus glasses results in relaxation of the spasm of accommodation. It follows that the divide
must be so high that it is impossible to do close work through the minus half. Otherwise the spectacles are more
or less useless. (Depending on the design of the frame, the upper half-lens can be extremely narrow.)
Spectacles, which in any case are the alpha and omega of eye treatment, are the starting point. After this one can, if
necessary, go on to further treatment.
Patients are welcome to telephone me when in difficulties and to seek encouragement, but not in order to explain that
their distant vision is blurred and that the spectacles should be changed.
If instructions have been followed and there has been no improvement it is of course necessary to consult me.
Generally speaking, the above instructions are appropriate for one and all, though those who see well in all
circumstances, do not suffer from headaches and have no evident eye trouble will probably find it hard to grasp their
significance. But when complicated cases are being treated, the above points are all extremely important.
Kaisu Viikari
Ophthalmologist.
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